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Preface
Teleports are
Teleports
are combination telecommunication
telecommunication and
and real
real estate
estate developments
where the property owner or manager
and
where
manager incorporates
incorporates telecommunications
telecommunications and
primarily for
computer services
services and facilities (e.g.,
(e.g., satellite
satellite dish
dish antennas)
antennas) primarily
long haul voice and data transmission,
long
transmission, the
the cost
cost of
ofwhich
which can
can more
moreefficiently
efficiently
of users.
users. Teleports
Teleports are also
also becoming
becoming flexible
flexible communicommunibe shared by a large set of
cation nodes offering
interconnection among satellite, fiber optic, microwave,
microwave,
cation
offering interconnection
and conventional
conventional land line
line networks,
networks, as
as well
well as interconnection
interconnection among proprietary networks.
Some teleports
teleports have
have established
established their
their own
own terrestrial
terrestrial netnetprietary
networks. Some
works and
and market
works
market them
them independent of other
other teleport
teleport services.
services. Teleports
Teleports
are more than
than what the
are
the eye
eye can
can see.
see.
As real estate developments, developers package access
access to these technologies
and
and afford
afford both their
their tenants
tenants and
and off-site
off-site users
users within
within aa particular
particular region
region
flexible
access to
to services
services that
that otherwise
would be
be too costly or difficult
flexible access
otherwise would
difficult to
secure individually.
secure
individually. Developers
Developers can thereby
thereby establish
establish previously
previously untapped
profit centers
centers and
and boost
the intrinsic value,
and versatility of
profit
boost the
value, profitability,
profitability, and
their properties.
become active
active participants
participants in
in the
the quest
properties. As developers
developers become
quest to
to
improve
system productivity,
productivity, they
they will achieve greater
improve office
office system
greater visibility
visibility and
a reputation
reputation for
forcreating
creatinghigh-technology,
high-technology, employment-generating
employment-generating developdevelopments
investments and
and relocation
relocation to
to the
ments that
that can
can attract
attract business investments
the region
region
served
served by the teleport.
teleport.
The teleport concept
concept exploits
exploits technological
technological innovations that require largelargescale
development. The
The developer
developer who
who acts
acts quickly
quickly can
can convert
convert aa parcel
parcel of
of
scale development.
land into aa region's primary
primary point
state-of-the-art data
data transmispoint of access to state-of-the-art
transmission facilities.
facilities. In addition to
to on-site
on-site users,
users, off-site
off-site users in numerous adjacent
adjacent
business
districts can
can tap
tap into the teleport
business districts
teleport via
via microwave
microwave and fiber
fiber optic
optic
cable links.
The teleport promises
promisesto
toprovide
provide less
less expensive
expensiveaccess for small and medium
volume users who might
might not generate enough
enough demand for satellite
satellite and other
efficient
facilities, and
and for
for large
large volume
volume users
userswho
whoprefer
preferaa"turnkey"
"turnkey" operation
efficient facilities,
vii
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rather than invest
rather
invest the
the time
time and
and effort
effort necessary
necessary to develop
develop aa private telecommunications
Teleport facilities
munications system.
system. Teleport
facilities equipped
equipped for
for multiple
multipleremote
remoteaccess
access
also promise to solve problems
problems for
for users
in cities
cities where
where existing
existing telecommunitelecommuniusers in
cations
preventdowntown
downtown construction
construction and
and operation
operation of additional
cations services
services prevent
additional
microwave
frequency congestion), or where availamicrowave and
and satellite
satellite services
services (e.g., frequency
ble services
do not satisfy
services do
satisfy particular
particularneeds.
needs.
Data transmission
is aa rapidly growing
Data
transmission is
growing economic
economic activity. Teleports
Teleports can
can
serve any
any enterprise
enterprise which requires
serve
requires flexible,
flexible,reliable,
reliable, and
and economical
economical access
access
to telecommunications
telecommunications and
and information
informationprocessing
processing networks.
networks. Developers
Developers can
exploit scale
by affording
to both onscale economies
economies by
affording access
access to
on- and
and off-site
off-site users
users
who will
will realize
realize cost
cost savings
savings by
by sharing
sharingfacilities
facilitiesand
andservices.
services.
The following appear
appear to
to be
be likely
likelytenants
tenants or
or users
users of
of teleports:
teleports:

companies,multilocation
multilocation corporations,
corporations, high-volume
high-volume
1. Banks,
Banks, insurance
insurance companies,
users or
or processors,
processors,and
andenterprises
enterprisesthat
that seek
seektotoexploit
exploit telecommudata users
nications and information
increase productivproductivinformationprocessing
processing technologies
technologies to increase
ity
ity and
and otherwise
otherwise reduce
reduce costs,
costs, inefficiency,
inefficiency, and
and travel.
travel.
2. Common
Common carriers
carriersand
andresellers
resellers ofoftelecommunications
telecommunicationsservices.
services.
3. Telephone
order sales
companies,for
for example,
example, high
high volume
volume WATS
Telephone order
sales companies,
line users
users for
for direct
directcustomer
customersales.
sales.
4. Companies
data processing
and archival storage
Companies needing
needing back-office
back-office data
processing and
storage
facilities.
5. Institutions of
of higher
higher learning.
learning.
6. Smaller
with significant
significant telecommunications
and data
Smaller businesses
businesses with
telecommunications and
data proprocessing needs
cessing
needsthat
that can
can be
be met
met by
by pooled
pooled use
use of
of on-site
on-site capacity
capacity or
or by
remote access
teleport facilities.
remote
access toto teleport

Among the
the likely
likelyrevenue
revenue generating
generating activities
activities that aa teleport
teleport developer
developer
can provide are:
can
are:
1. Office
Office space
space equipped
equipped with
with special
special enhancements
enhancements to provide
provide access
access to
to
informationprocessing
processing services.
services.
telecommunications and information
2. Multiple
Multipleaccess
access to satellite
satellite earth
earth stations
stations and
and microwave
microwave facilities.
of bulk satellite,
3. Resale
Resale of
satellite, private line, and
and WATS
WATS line
linecapacity.
capacity.
4. On-site land rentals for
for tenants'
tenants' individual
individualmicrowave
microwavetowers
towers and
and earth
earth
stations.
5. Technical and
and management
management services
services that expedite
expedite telecommunications
telecommunications
and
andflexibility.
flexibility.
and information
informationprocessing
processing accessibility
accessibility and

Development
Development of aa real
real estate
estate parcel
parcel for
forteleport
teleportservices
services involves
involves cost,
cost,
risk, political
political and
and regulatory
regulatoryissues,
issues, and
and promotional
promotional needs.
needs. AA developer
developer
may wish
wish to form joint
may
joint ventures
ventures or
or partnerships
partnerships with large
large telecommunications or data processing users or providers,
providers, or other equity partners. In
In recogrecognition
the economic
economic benefits
benefits accruing
region, local
local authorities
authorities may
nition of the
accruing to
to a region,
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ix

assist
in financing
by authorizing the
of
assist in
financing a teleport
teleport development
development by
the issuance
issuance of
industrial
industrial development
development bonds.
bonds.
In the
the New
New York
York City
Cityteleport
teleportproject,
project, which
whichaims
aimstotoserve
serve as
as much
much as
as
50 percent
percent of the
needsof
of this
this highly
highly communicationsthe satellite transmission
transmission needs
intensivearea,
area,the
theNew
NewYork
York Port
Port Authority
Authority initially
intensive
initially joined
joined forces
forces with
the Western
the
Western Union Telegraph
Telegraph Co. and
and Merrill Lynch
Lynch &
& Co.
Co, for
for the
the developdevelopment of aa then
ment
then projected
projected $250
$250 million
million project.
project. Located
Located on
on Staten
Staten Island,
Island,
the New York
York teleport
teleport will
will have
haveon-site
on-siteoffice
office buildings and aa field
field of satellite
dish
optic cables
cables to
to the
the World Trade
dish antennas that will
will be
be linked
linked via fiber optic
Trade
Center
Center and other
other New
New York
York and
and New
New Jersey
Jersey centers
centers of
of commerce.
commerce.
In Columbus,
Columbus, Ohio,
Ohio, aa regional
regional real
real estate
estate developer
developer joined with
with CompuCompuServe, Inc.,
Inc., The Ohio State
Serve,
State University,
University, and
and the
the Chemical
Chemical Abstracts
Abstracts Service
Service
Division of the American Chemical
Chemical Society
Society in
in aa far
far less
less ambitious
ambitious investment
investment
and data
data transin a facility
facility that will
will provide multiple audio, video, facsimile,
facsimile, and
mission services
services via
via satellite
satellite and
and microwave
facilities. Even
Even in
in a mediummission
microwave facilities.
mediumsized city like
sized
like Columbus,
Columbus, the
the teleport
teleport developer
developerhas
hasidentified
identified significant
significant
satellite
needs that
that have not been
satellite telecommunications
telecommunications needs
been served
served locally.
locally. Other
Other
teleports are planned in Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, San Francisco,
Francisco, Washington, Chicago,
Chicago, and
and a host of
ington,
of other
other locations.
locations.
Some developers
developers have
have enlisted
enlisted large
large users
users as
as equity
equity participants
participants in
in major
Some
teleports to share the
teleports
the initial
initial investment.
investment. By
By signing
signing up a sophisticated
sophisticated major
user, the developer will bolster
bolster the project and facilities
facilities interconnection with
communications common carriers, which provide most transmission
transmission services
services
between teleports
teleports and
and other
other telecommunications installations.
between
installations. The
The developer
developer
can then go about
can
about the
the task
task of
of educating
educating and attracting
attracting other
other small
small tenants
and users.
users.
Building a teleport
teleport injects additional
additional complexity
complexity to the
the conventional
conventional real
real
estate development process.
process.
1. Frequency
Frequency Clearances.
Clearances. The developer
developer must identify
identify teleport
teleport sites that
do not
and are situated
not interfere
interfere with
with existing
existing telecommunications
telecommunications facilities and
to provide functional
functional satellite
satellite and
and microwave
microwaveservices
services without
withoutbeing
being so remote
as to deter
deter on-site
on-site office
office building tenants.
2. Environmental Impact/Aesthetics. Teleport transmission
transmission facilities
facilities (microwave towers
towers and
and satellite
earth stations) must
level
wave
satellite earth
must satisfy
satisfy energy radiation
radiation level
limits and
and zoning
limits
zoning restrictions
restrictions that could
could entail
entail added
added expense
expense by requiring
the developer to shield the teleport or require development in remote locations.
If the
the facility
facility adjoins
adjoins residential
residential areas,
areas, the
the developer
developer may
may face
face additional
additional
expensesininbuilding
building the
the system
systemininaa more
more attractive
attractive manner
manner or
or constructing
constructing
expenses
transmission facilities
facilities partially
partially underground.
transmission
underground.
3. Right-of-Way
Right-of-Way Acquisition.
Acquisition. Many
Many potential
potential customers
customers may
may only want
want
presence at
at the site. To make
to lease
lease teleport services
services without establishing
establishing a presence
users, for
for example,
example, in
in the
the central business
the teleport accessible
accessible to off-site
off-site users,
business
district,
high capacity
district, the developer
developer may
may have to
to engineer high
capacity microwave
microwave or
fiber optic
alternatives to
to access
access provided
provided
optic cable
cable links as substitutes or cheaper alternatives

x
x
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by the
the local
local telephone
telephone company.
company. To
Toestablish
establishremote
remotecable
cableaccess,
access, the develdeveloper may have to acquire right-of-way
from regional
right-of-way leases
leases from
regional port authorities,
authorities,
railroads, local governments,
or public utilities.
governments, or
utilities.
Teleport Regulatory Status. Depending
Depending on
on the
the configuration
configuration and
and services
services
4. Teleport

of the teleport and
and the
the ways
ways in
in which
which common
common carrier
carrier services
services are interconinterconnected, the developer can affect
affect the potential for
for federal,
federal, state, or
or local
local regularegulatory oversight.
oversight. Teleport developers
developers should integrate legal
legal and regulatory
regulatory conconsiderations
as they conduct
siderations as
conduct their
their preliminary
preliminary economic,
economic, marketing,
marketing, and
engineering analysis.
This book includes a primer on telecommunications technology of teleports.
Then, drawing
experts in this
this growing
growing
drawing on
on the
the experience
experience of the well-recognized experts
field, the
the authors discuss
operating, and
and
discuss the planning,
planning, designing,
designing, regulating, operating,
marketing of
of teleports.
teleports. Many
Manyofofthese
thesetopics
topicsare
areaddressed
addressed more
more than
than once,
once,
but each
and parties
but
each time
time from
from the
the perspective
perspective of
of different
different professions
professions and
parties in
conclusions in evaluating these
interest. The reader
reader can draw his or her own conclusions
interest.
different
different viewpoints.
viewpoints.

Chapter 11
In Chapter 1,
1, Gerhard J.
J. Hanneman
Hanneman of
of the ELRA
ELRA group
group provides
provides a general
overview
of teleports.
teleports. By offering
his initial definitions
of the
the term as
overview of
offering his
definitions of
as well
well
as an introductory sketch
sketch of
of its history, rationale, implementation, and operation, Dr.
Dr. Hanneman
Hanneman establishes
establishes aa framework
framework for
for the
the discussion
discussion which
which will
will
follow
follow in subsequent
subsequent chapters. He
He also
also identifies
identifies and
and describes
describes existing
existing and
planned teleports.
teleports.

Chapter 2
For real
real estate developers
developers and other
other professionals,
professionals, the technology
technology and termiterminology of telecommunications is
is potentially
potentially intimidating
intimidating and
and is also
also aa barrier
nology
to comprehending the potential
potential of
of telecommunications-enhanced
telecommunications-enhanced real estate.
estate.
In Chapter
Chapter 2,
2, Glenn
Glenn Pafumi
Pafumi of
of Dean
Dean Witter
Witter Reynolds
Reynolds and
and Dr.
Dr. Stanley
StanleyWelWeiland of Merrill Lynch &
telecommunica& Co. provide a primer on the basics of telecommunications technology. This
This chapter
chapter provides helpful
helpful background
background for
for many
many of
of the
technical concepts that
that are
are developed
developed in greater detail in subsequent chapters.
chapters.

Chapter 3
Inherent to an understanding
Inherent
understanding of
of the current
current status
status of
ofthe
the domestic
domestic satellite
satellite
industry
familiarity with
with the
the industry's
industry's history.
history. In
In Chapter
industry is some
some familiarity
Chapter 3, Carl
Cangelosi
Cangelosi of RCA American Communications,
Communications, Inc.
Inc. provides
provides aa general
general overoverview
of that history.
view of
history. Starting
Starting with
with the
the premise
premise that
that the
thesatellite
satellite business
business
has shifted from having
having regulatory
regulatory flexibility
flexibility to being regulated by the marketplace,
uses the
the subjects
subjects of
of satellites,
earth stations,
and rates to
place, Cangelosi
Cangelosi uses
satellites, earth
stations, and
to
provide
provide a helpful
helpful summary of the
the history
history of
of satellite
satellite regulation.
regulation.
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Chapter
Chapter 4
Although
often aa difficult
Although teleports
teleports are
are the
the subject
subject of this book,
book, teleport
teleport is often
term to define.
define. As Kenneth Phillips of
of the Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport indicates
indicates in Chapter
Chapter
variety of high tech communications
facilities.
4, it is
is aa term
term that
that describes
describes aa variety
communications facilities.
Expanding on Cangelosi's
premise in Chapter
Cangelosi's premise
Chapter 33 that
that the
themarketplace
marketplace essenessenthat the
tially regulates
regulates satellites,
satellites, Phillips
Phillips here
here suggests
suggests that
the marketplace
marketplace will
also determine
determine aa teleport's specific
also
specific form.

Chapter
Chapter 5
After covering
covering the
the essential
essential concepts,
concepts, history, and
and definitions
definitions of
ofteleports
teleports
in general,
general, more specific
specific types
types of
of teleports
teleports are
are discussed.
discussed. Chapter
Chapter 55describes
describes
the largest
teleport, the
the Staten
StatenIsland
IslandTeleport,
Teleport,aajoint
joint venture
venture of
of Merrill
the
largest teleport,
Lynch, Western
WesternUnion,
Union,the
theCity
Cityof
of New
New York,
York, and
and the
the Port
Port Authority
Authority of
of
Lynch,
the States
of New
New York
the
States of
York and
and New
New Jersey.
Jersey. Robert
Robert Annunziata
Annunziata of
of Teleport
Teleport
Communications
and Dr.
Dr. Stanley
Welland of
of Merrill
Merrill Lynch
Communications and
Stanley Welland
Lynchprovide
providean
an exciting description
description of
of such
such regional
regional economic
economic development
development projects
projects as
as well
well as
as
their
their prognosis
prognosisfor
forsuccess.
success.

Chapter
Chapter 6
Not all
allteleports
teleports are
areas
as large
large as
as the
the Staten
Staten Island
Island Teleport;
Teleport; medium-sized
medium-sized
markets offer
teleport venture
venture as
aswell.
well.In
In Chapter
Chapter
offer the possibility of
of aa successful
successful teleport
6, E. A.
onesuch
suchventure—Central
venture-CentralFlorida
FloridaTeleport—and
Teleport-and
6,
A. Eagan
Eagan discusses
discusses one
then proceeds
to offer
offer practical
about finding
finding a workable
then
proceeds to
practical advice
advice about
workable teleport
teleport
location
location and
and planning and
and marketing
marketing the
the teleport
teleport once
once aa location
location isis found.
found.

Chapter
Chapter 7
In Chapter
Chapter 7, Miklos Korodi
Korodi of
ofthe
the Ohio
Ohio Teleport
Teleport Corporation
Corporation and
and Dr.
Dr.
Dennis
Dennis K.
K. Benson
Benson of
of Appropriate
AppropriateSolutions,
Solutions, Inc.
Inc. discuss
discuss another
another mediummediumsized teleport,
teleport, the
the Ohio Teleport.
sized
Teleport. Korodi
Korodi and
andBenson
Benson perceive
perceive this teleport
teleport
as being
attention to
to customer
customer service,
service, its
its
as
being distinguished
distinguished from
from others
others by its attention
continuing adaptability
continuing
adaptability to evolving
evolving technology,
technology, and
and its
its solid
solid adherence
adherence to
the principle
principle of
ofend
end user
user corporate
corporate partnership.
partnership. InIndescribing
describingthese
these features,
features,
the authors add yet another
another component
component to the book's
book's continually
continually expanding
expanding
definition of
of aa teleport:
teleport: its
its philosophical
philosophical commitment
commitment totoservice.
service.

Chapter 8
The last
The
last of
of aaseries
series of
ofchapters
chapters which
whichdiscuss
discuss specific
specific teleports,
teleports, Chapter
Chapter
8 describes
the Bay
Bay Area
Area Teleport
Teleport in California.
describes the
California. Ronald
Ronald H.
H. Cowan
Cowan here
here
summarizes its
itsplanning
planning and
andhistory,
history,concluding
concludingthat
that its
itscombination
combinationof
ofdigital
digital
summarizes

xii
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microwave and
and satellite
satellite facilities signals
the advent
advent of "the next
microwave
signals the
next generation
generation
of business
business communications."

Chapter 9
Chapter
In Chapter
Chapter 9,
9, Thomas
Thomas B.
B. Cross
Cross of Cross
Cross Information
Information Company
Company provides
provides
an overview of teleconferencing,
major projected
projected use
use of
of teleport
teleportcapability.
capability.
an
teleconferencing, aa major
Teleconferencing enables
enablespeople
peopleatatmultiple
multiple locations
Teleconferencing
locations to communicate
communicate elecelectronically. As
currently being integrated into
into
tronically.
As Cross
Cross notes,
notes, teleconferencing isis currently
the services
provided by
by intelligent
intelligent buildings
services provided
buildingsand teleports. An understanding
understanding
to the
of
of this
this new
new technology
technology is thus
thus essential
essential to
the planning
planning and
and designing
designing of
intelligent buildings,
an excellent
excellent
teleports and associated
associated intelligent
buildings,and
and Cross
Cross here
here gives an
introduction to
tothe
thesubject.
subject.

Chapter 10
Chapter
Island, Central Florida,
In describing
describing the Staten
Staten Island,
Florida, Ohio,
Ohio, and
and San
San Francisco
Francisco
Teleports,
the authors
Teleports, the
authors of
of Chapters
Chapters 55 to
to 88provide
provideconstructive
constructivesuggestions
suggestions
regarding
planning teleports
regarding planning
teleports in general.
general. In Chapter
Chapter 10,
10, John
John Paul
Paul Rossie
Rossie
of Western
Western Tele-Communications,
Tele-Communications, Inc.
Inc.offers
offers aa more
moregeneral,
general, systematic
systematic disdiscussion
cussion of the planning
planning process,
process, including an
an analysis
analysis of common problems
problems
in planning
planningand
and an
anoverview
overviewofofspecial
specialdesign
designconsiderations.
considerations. Rossie
Rossie also
also
raises
some provocative
provocative questions
questions regarding the consequences
ofworld-wide
world-wide
raises some
consequences of

networking
networking and
and the
the challenge
challenge of finding
finding common
common signaling
signaling protocols
protocols and
and
standards
standards of
of transmission.
transmission.

Chapter 11
11
the technology applicable
Chapter I1
11 provides
provides technical
technicalspecifics
specifics of
of some
some of the

to teleports,
teleports, ranging
ranging from
from building
buildingcable
cable and
and wiring
wiringsystems
systems to
tomicrowave
microwave
and
and satellite
satellite technology.
technology. This
This chapter
chapter serves
serves as
as an excellent
excellent companion
companion to
Chapter 10,
Chapter
10, as
as itit addresses
addresses in more
more detail
detail some
some of
of the
the issues
issues of
of design
design and
and
planning which
which Mr.
Mr.Rossie
Rossie introduced.
introduced.Joseph
Joseph Stern,
Stern, Robert
Robert Weiblen,
Weiblen, and
and
T. J.
offer a thoughtful
thoughtful analysis
J. Theodosios
Theodosios offer
analysis of
of the
the various
various transmission
transmission facilifacilities available
to potential providers
available to
providers of high
high tech
tech telecommunications
telecommunications in the
the
intelligent city.

Chapter
Chapter 12
12
Fundamental to the
parcel for
for teleport
Fundamental
the process
process of developing
developing a real estate
estate parcel
services
is the
the application process.
services is
process. As Mr.
Mr.Cangelosi
Cangelosi suggested
suggested in
in Chapter
Chapter
have been
beenintegral
integralto
to the
the history
history of the satellite
3, regulatory considerations
considerations have
industry, and
today. In Chapter
coeditor Anand their
their importance
importance continues
continues today.
Chapter 12, coeditor
drew D.
D. Lipman
Lipmanand
andhis
hiscolleague
colleague Emilia
EmiliaL.L.Govan
Govandescribe
describe the
the FCC
FCC regularegula-
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tory process
process applicable
applicable to teleports
teleports and
and the various
various applications
applications required
required in
in
this process.
The authors
authors provide
provide some
initial guidelines
process. The
some initial
guidelines for filing
filinglicensing
licensing
applications
applications for a few typical teleport
teleport facilities.
facilities.

Chapter
Chapter 13
13
and Phillips
Phillips noted
In Chapters
Chapters 3 and
and 4,
4, Messrs.
Messrs. Cangelosi
Cangelosi and
noted the intrinsic
intrinsic
relationship that exists
the marketplace
marketplace on
on the
the one hand
relationship
exists between
between the
hand and
and the
the
and form of a teleport on the
Chapter 13, David Gourley
regulation and
the other.
other. In Chapter
of COMSAT
COMSAT International
InternationalCommunications,
Communications,Inc.
Inc.restates
restatesand
andenlarges
enlarges this
this
premise
premise with aa discussion
discussion of the
the relation
relation between
between world
world economics
economics and
and the
the
development
of international teleports.
Mr. Gourley
development of
teleports. Beyond this discussion,
discussion, Mr.
here
also provides
provides aa lucid
lucid examination of the
here also
the distinctive
distinctivecharacteristics,
characteristics, history,
tory, policy
policyconsiderations,
considerations, and
and potential
potential problems
problems of
of international
internationalteleports,
teleports,
echoing J.
J. P.
echoing
P. Rossie's
Rossie's questions
questions in Chapter
Chapter 10
10about
aboutthe
theconsequences
consequences of
and aa "global village."
worldwide networking and
village."

Chapter 14
14
Having provided
provided an
an overview
overview of
of the
the international
internationalsatellite
satellite arena,
arena, the
the book
book
next provides
specific issues
issuesinvolving
involving
provides aa series
series of
of chapters
chapters addressing
addressing several
several specific

domestic
satellites.In
In the
the first of
domestic satellites.
of these,
these, Chapter
Chapter 14,
14, John
John N.
N. Lemasters,
Lemasters,
president
president of Continental
Continental Telecom,
Telecom, and
and others,
others, have
have written aa succinct
succinct and
and
and how itit is
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networks for
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communications users.
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In Chapter
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Touche Ross
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& Co.
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peculiarly
of bypass
bypass and
and its effect
effect on local telephone companies.
domestic
has particular relevance
domestic issue,
issue, bypass
bypass has
relevance to
to teleports
teleports because
because local
local
telephone
companiesconsider
considerthem
them to
to be
be potential sources
of the
the problem.
telephone companies
sources of
In
In his
his discussion,
discussion, however, Dr. Kraemer
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challenges this premise,
premise, concluding

that the
the benefits
benefits that
that teleports
teleports may
may be
be able
able totoprovide
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thesecompanies
companies
outweigh the harm
harm resulting
resultingfrom
from bypass.
bypass.
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Chapter 16
Teleports
are only
only as
viable as
as their
their long distribution network.
Teleports are
as viable
network. Chapter
Chapter
16, by
by Carl Gambello
16,
Gambello and
and Mel
Mel Van
VanVlack
VlackofofManhattan
ManhattanCable,
Cable,discusses
discusses
the
fiber optic
the role of local
local cable
cable and
and fiber
optic networks
networks in the
the high
high tech
tech building
and
and teleport environment. Many readers
readers will be
be surprised
surprised to learn that cable
cable
television carries more than
than old
oldmovies
moviesand
and basketball
basketball games,
games, and that today
today
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In Chapter
Chapter 17,
17, G. William
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and Randall
Randall C.
C.
Frantz of
of Bell
BellAtlantic
Atlanticdiscuss
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analternative
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cable, satellite,
satellite, and
and
fiber optic networks
corporate digital
digital services—the
services-the
networks for providing
providing advanced
advanced corporate
telephone
company network.
network. They
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the evolution
evolution of Bell's
telephone company
describe the
Bell's analog
analog
voice
network to the
the high tech
tech digital/voice/data/video
digital/voice/data/video network;
voice network
network; that
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is well
well underway
underway today.
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In Chapter
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Piero Patri
Patri and
18,
and Michael
Michael Harlock,
Harlock, coeditor
coeditor Alan
AlanSugarman,
Sugarman,
and Peter
Peter Valentine
Valentineexplore
explore the
the real
realestate
estate aspects
aspects of
of teleports.
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and how
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New York
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leading operating
operating teleport
teleport in the
the
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we are
are proud
proud to have
asked to
to write
to
world,
have been
been asked
write a short
short introduction
introduction to
this book,
book, which
which was
was conceived
conceived and edited by Andrew
Andrew Lipman,
Lipman, Alan
Alan SugarSugarman, and Robert
Robert Cushman.
Cushman. The
The Teleport
Teleport concept
concept was
was born from
from the
the union
union
of economic
economic necessity
necessity and technological
technological innovation.
In an
In
an effort
effort to
to stem
stem the
the migration
migration of
of jobs
jobs and
and industry
industry from
from the
the New
New
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the Port
Port Authority
York
Region, the
Authority of New York
York and New
New Jersey,
Jersey, the City
of New York, Merrill Lynch,
Lynch, and Western
Western Union
Union sought
sought to
to develop
develop an infrainfrastructure that
that would
would rebuild
rebuild the
the economy
economy from
from aatechnological
technological base,
base, and
and
provide New York businesses
needed to support inforbusinesses with the facilities they needed
information age
age activities.
activities.
At the same
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not be able
At
same time, there
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concern that
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on the
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emergence of
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communications technologies.
technologies. New
New
York's airwaves
highways and
and unless
unless an
an appropriate
airwaves were as congested
congested as its highways
location
the region
location could
could be found
found for
for satellite
satellite communications,
communications, the
region would
would be
a mere
mere stop
stop on
on the
the way
waytotosatellite
satellitecommunications
communications centers
centers far
far away.
away.
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an access
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distribution network
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structed in other parts
structed
parts of
of the
the world.
world.
regional internaTeleports are evolving to become the new gateways for all regional
tional and interstate
services.Just
Just as
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ports are
are the transfer
interstate communications
communications services.
point
point for goods
goods and
and services
services for aa region,
region, so
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teleports becoming
becoming the
the
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transfer points
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for information.
information. And
transfer
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increasingly, information
informationisisthe
the commodcommodare being
being built.
built.
ity upon
upon which
which modern
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economies are
But what
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the definitions
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today
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the future.
future. This
This book
book is
is about
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those offered
evolution. ItItprovides
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an admirable
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and aa snapshot
snapshot of
of what
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with aa glimpse
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promised.
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authors they
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lated
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INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
INTRODUCTION
This chapter is
is an overview
overview of the teleport concept. ItIt explores
explores the
the developdevelopment of the concept
concept and factors that have
have supported
supported the
the growth
growth of
of teleports.
teleports.
This chapter
chapter also contains a description
This
description of the two major types
types of
of teleports,
teleports,
"stand-alone" and "real
"real estate-based,"
estate-based," and the
the steps
steps involved
involved in their implementation.
chapter concludes
concludes with
discussion of
mentation. Finally,
Finally, the
the chapter
with aa discussion
of the
the role
role of
of
teleports
of cities
cities as
as it relates
teleports in the
the telecommunications
telecommunications infrastructures of
relates to
to
development. Also included is a description of existing
existing and planned
economic development.
teleports throughout the
teleports
the world.
world.
The material
The
material in this
this chapter
chapter isis based
based upon
upon aaseries
series of
ofplanning,
planning, design,
design,
and engineering activities conducted by the ELRA Group
Group for
for teleport
teleport developdevelopers in San
ers
San Francisco,
Francisco, San Antonio,
Antonio, and
and eight
eight other
other metropolitan
metropolitan areas.
areas. In
In
addition, the ELRA Group
addition,
Group has
has been
been atat the
theforefront
forefront ofoftelecommunications
telecommunications
Through planning
planning
infrastructure planning
planning as this relates to the intelligent city. Through
activities in
in Salem,
Paul, and other
activities
Salem, Oregon,
Oregon, Minneapolis-St.
Minneapolis-St. Paul,
other metropolitan
metropolitan
areas, we have begun
of teleports
teleports as
areas,
begun to appreciate
appreciate firsthand
firsthand the
the significance
significance of
organizing elements
elements of larger, more
organizing
more sophisticated
sophisticated telecommunications
telecommunications infrainfrastructures, which are so important to
to completing
completing this nation's
nation's transformation
transformation
from
from an industrial
industrial society
society to
to an
aninformation-based
information-based society.
society.
The American
American Teleport
Teleport Association
Association (ATA)
considers an entity a teleport
teleport
(ATA) considers
if:
if..
It provides
provides multiple and equal
equal access
access to
to all
all customers
customers and
and satellites.
satellites.
It provides
provides local and
and regional
regional interconnect
interconnect capability.
capability.
It is
is capable
capable of communicating
communicating with
with other teleports.
teleports.
Some
Some existing
existing satellite
satellite uplink
uplink facilities
facilitiesmay
may meet
meet the
the ATA
ATA definition
definition of aa
teleport, but
but the operators
do not
not utilize
utilize the
the term teleport
teleport,
operators of these
these facilities
facilities do
to market
market or
or describe
describe their
their services.
services. In
In other
other cases
cases operators
operators of
of multiple
multiple
embraced the teleport designation.
satellite antenna facilities
facilities have embraced
designation. Teleports,
Teleports,
differ from
from dedicated
dedicated satellite antenna facilities
however, differ
facilities operated by common
carriers, in
in that the
carriers,
the latter
latter only
only link
link to
to the
thecarriers'
carriers'own
ownsatellites,
satellites, whereas
whereas
teleports provide open access
access to all
all satellites.
satellites.
In essence
then, a teleport
facility or
or center
center that
that
essence then,
teleport is
is aa communications
communications facility
switches voice,
voice, video,
video, and
and data
data communications
to and from
switches
communications to
from destinations,
destinations,
primarily using steerable
satellite antennas.
antennas. A
A teleport
primarily
steerable and frequency-agile
frequency-agile satellite
teleport
offers shared
shared access
access to
to communications
satellites and
and to other
offers
communications satellites
other transmission
transmission
media-such asasfiber
media—such
fiber optic
optic networks-for
networks—forlocal,
local,regional,
regional, national,
national, and interinternational communications in a protected
protected radio
radio frequency
frequency environment.
environment.
Most teleports provide, or plan
plan to
to provide,
provide,end-to-end
end-to-end service
service (full conneccases the
the local telephone
telephone company, cable TV operativity). However, in some cases
tor, or other
other carrier
carrier makes
makes the
the "last
"last mile"
mile" connection
connection to the
the customer.
customer.
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It isis important
importanttotonote
notethat
thatteleports
teleportsare
arenew
newconcepts
concepts inintelecommunicatelecommunications and
their growth
growth and
and proliferation
proliferationdepend
depend upon
upon aa number
number of
of exogeexogeand that their
nous conditions.
conditions. These
conditions include
include state
and federal
nous
These conditions
state and
federal regulation and
telecommunications
partelecommunications policy;
policy; terrestrial and common-carrier competition, particularly
from the
the new
new fiber
fiber optic
optic networks;
networks; technological competition, particticularly from
ularly
ularly from
from new
newsmall-aperture
small-aperture satellite
satellite antenna
antenna terminals;
terminals; and
and the continued
continued
growth in
in demand
demand for
for communications
communications capacity.
capacity. Significant
Significant and
and rapid
rapid technotechnological advancements
suggestthat
thatteleports
teleportswill
will become
more than
than mere
logical
advancements suggest
become more
mere
satellite antenna
antenna facilities.
facilities. In fact,
satellite
fact, teleports
teleports currently
currentlyunder
under development
development are
are
being designed
designed more
more as
as network
network control
being
control centers-large
centers—large communications
communications
switching facilities-in
facilities—inwhich
whichthethetype
typeofofcarrier
carriermedium
mediumaccessed
accessed is transpartransparent to customers.
Thesecenters
centerswill
will interface
interface with
with fiber, coaxial, and satellite
ent
customers. These
carriers interchangeably. As such,
these teleports
teleports and
and their
their network arrangecarriers
such, these
arrangements will ensure
and competitive
competitive transmission capacity
capacity for future
ments
ensure economical and
future
teleport customers.
customers.

HISTORICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL
TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS
FACTORS AFFECTING
TELEPORT DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT
Teleports
are a manifestation
in society,
Teleports are
manifestation of changes
changes in
society, in technology,
technology, and
and
in the
the telecommunications
telecommunications industry.
industry. The
The factors
factors influencing
influencing teleport
teleportdevelopdevelopment
ment include
include telecommunications
telecommunications deregulation
deregulation and
and technological
technological advances
advances

in the
in
the information
information and
andcommunications
communicationsindustries,
industries, dramatic
dramatic decreases
decreases in
the cost
cost of
of the
the space
space segment
segment for
for satellite
satellite transmission,
transmission, increasing
increasing use
use of
the
office
heightened realization
office automation and computer communications,
communications, and
and aa heightened
among
government officials
officials at
at all levels
among government
levels of the
the relationship
relationship between
between the telecommunications infrastructure
infrastructureand
and economic
economic development.
development.
All
network capacAllofofthese
these factors,
factors, combined with
withthe
the pressing
pressing demand
demand for network
capacity by
led to
to the
the formation
by large
large and
and sophisticated
sophisticated telecommunications users,
users, led
the first
first formally designated
"teleport." A joint
joint venture
Authorof the
designated "teleport."
venture of the Port Authority of
of New
New York
Yorkand
and New
NewJersey;
Jersey; Merrill
Merrill Lynch,
Lynch,Pierce,
Pierce, Fenner
Fenner &
& Smith;
Smith;
and Western
and
Western Union Telegraph
Telegraph Company formed (and
(and coined
coined the term)
term) The
The
Teleport in 1982
park on Staten
Teleport
1982 to be
be located
located on
on 350
350 acres
acres of
of future
future office
office park
Staten
Island.
ground-up type
type of
of
Island. The Teleport
Teleport represents
represents the new, state-of-the-art,
state-of-the-art, ground-up
teleport. This is to be
teleport.
be contrasted
contrasted with
with antenna
antenna facilities
facilities already
already in operation
operation
as satellite gateways, which may also be called teleports. The former, groundgroundup type
type teleports
teleports tend
tend to
to be
bedesigned
designed around
around digital
digital transmission,
transmission, whereas
whereas
the latter tend
tend totobe
bedesigned
designedaround
aroundanalog
analogtransmission,
transmission, primarily
primarily video.
video.
The telecommunications
telecommunications industry
industrycontinues
continues to
to undergo
undergo significant
significant deregulation
tion based
based on the
the government
government policy
policy that the
the public
public will
will be
be better
better served
served
through market
market competition.
competition. Key
Key judicial
judicial decisions
decisions opened
opened up
up the
the telephone
telephone
equipment
sales and
and long-distance
long-distance service
service industries
industries (interexchange/inter(interexchange/interequipment sales
LATA)
LATA) to competition.
competition. The most
most dramatic
dramatic development
development was the
the AT&T
AT&T
divestiture in
in January 1984.
divestiture
1984. Divestiture put the
the local
local telephone
telephone companies
companies
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on an equal
basis with
with other suppliers in
equal basis
in marketing
marketingcommunications
communicationsservices,
services,
other than
than regulated
regulated local
local telephone
telephone service.
service. This effectively
effectively meant
meant that aa
whole
of communications
communications services
designated as
as"nonregulated"
"nonregulated"
whole new class
class of
services was designated
and
divestiture, companies
in many metand subject to marketplace
marketplace forces.
forces. Since
Since divestiture,
companies in
ropolitan
requiring high-speed
(56K) circuits
circuits have
been put
put on
on long
ropolitan areas
areas requiring
high-speed (56K)
have been
waiting
waitinglists,
lists,and
andaccess
access charges
charges are
are causing
causing considerable
considerable increases
increases in
in business
business
telephone costs.
costs.
Advancements
Advancements in information
information and
andcommunications
communicationstechnologies
technologies have
have also
also
affected
the development
developmentof
ofthe
theteleport
teleport industry.
industry. With advances
in computer
computer
affected the
advances in
technology,
to networking
networking requirements
technology, communications
communicationshad
hadtotokeep
keep pace
pace due to
requirements
and
and the
the growth of
of office
office automation.
automation.
Such
technologies as
as fiber
fiber optics
optics became
cost effective,
effective, and
and new
new radio
radio freSuch technologies
became cost
quencies
wereallocated
allocatedfor
for high-speed
high-speeddata
dataapplications
applications(Digital
(Digital Termination
quencies were
Termination
Service).
Changes in
in satellite spacing
Service). Changes
spacing requirements
requirements and the
the success
success of the
the
space
shuttle program
program facilitated the
space shuttle
the use
use of
of satellites.
satellites.
The growth in
in demand
demand for
for communications
communications capacity
capacity in
in the
the nation's
nation's largest
largest
has created
created new
new problems.
problems.Networks
Networks using
using terrestrial
terrestrial microwave radio
cities has
communications have
have increasingly
increasingly interfered
interfered with
with certain types
communications
types of
of satellite
satellite
transmissions. Key antenna
caseseither
eitherunavailable
unavailable or
or protransmissions.
antenna sites
sites are
are in some
some cases
hibitively expensive.
urban planners,
expensive. Concurrently,
Concurrently, businessmen,
businessmen, urban
planners, and
and ecoeconomic
nomic development
development officials
officials have
have begun to realize that further
further economic
economicdeveldevelopment may be inhibited ififthese
these limitations
limitationsare
are not
not overcome
overcome and
and investment
in the
the telecommunications
telecommunications infrastructure is not promoted.
promoted.

THE EVOLUTION OF TELEPORTS
A
A teleport
teleport isis analogous
analogous to an airport in
in many
many respects.
respects. Airports function
function
as
as air travel
travel centers
centers where
where costly
costly resources,
resources, such
such as
as runways and
and control
control
towers,
are shared
shared among
amongall
all of
of the
the air carriers
towers, are
carriers within
within aagiven
given geographic
geographic
area.
Airports are
which is kept free
area. Airports
are surrounded
surrounded by a protected
protected air space,
space, which
free
of intrusions that
tomultiple
multiple
that could
could disrupt
disruptoperations.
operations. Travelers
Travelers have
have access
access to
carriers
at one
of
carriers at
one central location.
location. Aside
Aside from efficiently
efficiently serving
serving the needs
needs of
both providers
providers and
and users
users of
of services,
services, land use
use is maximized for
for the
the purpose
purpose
of air travel.
travel.
Teleports
function in
Teleports function
in aa similar
similarmanner.
manner. Satellite
Satellite earth
earth stations,
stations, nodes
nodes for
fiber and microwave
microwave distribution
distribution systems,
systems, relay stations,
stations, and equipment are
are
centrally located
located in an
an environment that is
is protected
protected from electronic
electronic interferinterference.
Users may
may enjoy
enjoy access
to aa number
number of common
ence. Users
access to
common carriers
carriers and
and services
services
through
variety of
of
through one
one central
central facility. Carriers
Carriers likewise
likewise have
have access
access toto aa variety
distribution systems
their customers.
customers.Like
Like an
an airport,
airport, aa teleport
local distribution
systems to serve
serve their
teleport
provides for
for efficient
provides
efficient use
use of facilities.
facilities. Various
Various carriers
carriers may
may be
be located
located at
at
the teleport
the
teleport site,
site, providing
providing for
forefficient
efficient land
landuse.
use. Shared
Shared use
use of
of microwave
microwave
and satellite
satellite frequencies
frequencies maximizes their
their value.
value.
advantage of user
the sharing
sharing
Teleports take advantage
user aggregation
aggregationnot
not only
only through the
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of common communication
through the sharing
communication facilities
facilities and
and services
services but also
also through
of real
real estate
estate facilities.
facilities. These
These include land,
land, buildings,
buildings, towers,
towers, power,
power, signal
signal
interconnect, and
and cable
cable distribution
distributionsystems.
systems.Teleport
Teleportsites
sitesare
areselected
selected based
based
on natural or artificial
artificial barriers
barriers that
that block
blockpotential
potential microwave
microwaveradio
radio frequency
frequency
to have
have maximum
maximum
interference (RFI)
(RFI)totoororfrom
fromsources.
sources. The
Thesite
siteisisalso
also chosen
chosen to

visibility of
ofdomestic
domestic and/or
and/orinternational
internationalsatellites.
satellites. Sites
Sites are
are also
also chosen
chosen
area with
with many
of communications
in or near
near an urban area
area or an area
many heavy
heavy users
users of
facilities for
for cost-effective
cost-effective local
local connections.
connections.
of customers
customers to
to find
find technologically
The teleport concept
concept reflects
reflects the desire
desire of
advanced voice/data
voice/data capabilities that
and utilized at
advanced
that can
can be
be easily
easily accessed
accessed and
at
reasonablecosts.
costs.The
Theresult
resultisisaacentralization
centralizationofofthe
the point
point of contact
reasonable
contact with
suppliers. This recreates
suppliers.
recreates the one-stop
one-stop communications
communications service
service once
once offered
offered
by AT&T
AT&Tadding
addingthe
thebenefit
benefit ofofchoices
choices among
among aa variety
varietyofofservices
services and
and
advanced
advanced transmission technologies.
technologies.
In addition
addition totomajor
majorend-users,
end-users,teleports
teleports accommodate
accommodate the
the needs
needs of aa
variety of
involved in the
industry. Carriers
variety
of segments
segments involved
the telecommunications
telecommunications industry.
Carriers
that provide
provide service
service only to
to other carriers
carriers may
may locate
locate equipment at the teleport
teleport
site if the
their relay
at the teleport.
site
the served
served carriers
carriers base
base their
relay stations
stations at
teleport. Carriers
Carriers
may wish
wish to locate
that provide
provide end-to-end
end-to-end service
service may
locate their points
points of
ofpresence
presence
teleport site to gain proximity
proximity to
at a teleport
tocustomers
customers in
in the
the area.
area. The trend toward
toward
distance-sensitive
pricing for
for local telephone
may make
distance-sensitive pricing
telephone service
service may
make this aa key
key
alternative for
for carriers.
carriers.

TYPES OF TELEPORTS
There are two
two basic
basic classes
classes of teleports: stand
stand alone
alone and
and real
realestate
estate based.
based.
Stand-alone teleports
teleports are
are sometimes
sometimes referred
referred to
to as
as antenna
antenna farms.
farms. This type
Stand-alone
type
equipment, linked
linked to
of teleport is
is aa centralized
centralized site
site where communications
communications equipment,
satellite and local
local terrestrial
terrestrial networks,
networks,provides
provides communications
communicationscapabilities
capabilities
to users
users within
within aagiven
givengeographic
geographic area.
area. None
None of
of the
the users
users isisphysically
physically
located
to the teleport services
through
located on site;
site; the
the users
users must obtain
obtain access
access to
services through
a regional
regional distribution system.
system. The teleport
teleport functions
functions as
as aa "gateway" to comcommunications networks
munications
networksoutside
outsideof
ofthe
the area.
area. The teleport
teleport itself
itselfisisthe
the sole
sole revenue
stream in a stand-alone
stand-alone operation.
operation. Stand-alone teleports
teleports already
already exist
exist in
in Washstream
ington, D.C., Chicago,
ington,
Chicago, New
New York,
York,and
andseveral
several other
other cities.
cities. Existing
Existing standstandalone
are primarily video-only
alone teleports
teleports are
video-only (analog)
(analog) facilities
facilities with
with long-term
long-term
contracts to provide services
for the
the CATV or
contracts
services for
or television
television industries.
industries.
Real estate-based
teleportsare
arelocated
locatedin
in or adjacent
Real
estate-based teleports
adjacent to
to business
business parks
parks
and offer
offer additional
additional telecommunications
telecommunicationsservices
services to park tenants
tenants on
on aa shared
shared
basis.Through
Through aa partitionable
partitionable telephone
telephone automatic
automatic branch
branch exchange
exchange(PABX),
(PABX),
basis.
services,
tenants share
share advanced
advanced telephone
telephone features
featuresand
andother
other communications
communications services,
in addition
through aa
addition totothe
thelong-distance
long-distance and
and regional
regional services
services available
available through
stand-aloneteleport.
teleport.The
The teleport
teleport functions
functions as
as an
an amenity
amenity to
to help
stand-alone
help attract
attract
businesses
theoffice
officepark.
park.Also,
Also, due
dueto
to the
the proximity
proximity of
businesses totothe
of these
these tenants
tenants to
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the teleport,
are viewed
as aa natural
natural traffic
the
teleport, the
the tenants
tenants are
viewed as
traffic base
base for teleport
teleport
services. Indeed,
Indeed, the
the primary advantage
teleport is
services.
advantage of the
the real
real estate-based
estate-based teleport
the captive traffic base
the
base potential.
In aa real
operation, the
the teleport
teleport itself is only
real estate-based
estate-based operation,
only one
one element
element in
in
aa larger revenue
revenue stream
stream that includes
includes multi-tenant
multi-tenant shared
shared services
services (MTSS).
(MTSS).
The
The Bay Area Teleport
Teleport at
at the
the Harbor
Harbor Bay
BayIsle
IsleBusiness
Business Park in
in Alameda,
Alameda,
California,
estate-basedteleport.
teleport.The
TheBay
BayArea
Area Teleport
Teleport
California,isisan
an example
example of
of aa real estate-based
derives
traffic from its
derives traffic
its affiliate
affiliate MTSS
MTSS company,
company, Harbor Bay
Bay TelecommunicaTelecommunications.
A
A variation
variationofofthe
thereal
realestate-based
estate-based teleport
teleport isis aa useruser- or
orinvestor-specific
investor-specific
teleport. In
voice/data/video traffic
In this
this type
type of
of teleport, the voice/data/video
traffic and
and telecommunitelecommunications
cations of one
one very
very large
large user
user provide
provide an
an organizing
organizing basis
basis for aa teleport.
teleport.
That is,
is, aa specific
specific user
user (or users)
users) by itself
itself provides
provides sufficient
sufficient traffic
traffic and
and hence
hence
the revenue
floor to justify
the
revenue floor
justify the
the development
development and
and operation
operation of
of aa teleport.
teleport.
Merrill Lynch
Merrill
Lynchtraffic
traffic atatThe
TheTeleport
Teleport ininNew
NewYork
Yorkisisthe
thebest
bestexample.
example.

IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATION OF A TELEPORT
IMPLEMENTATION
TELEPORT
Several
strategic business
businessoptions
options should
should be
be considered
considered in
in developing
Several strategic
developing aa
teleport.
on the outcome
teleport. The most
most appropriate
appropriate option
option depends
depends on
outcome of the
the first
first
step,
the feasibility analysis,
step, the
analysis, which includes
includes market
market research
research of demand
demand and
potential competition
options. Options
competition and
and the
the financial
financial analysis
analysis of operating
operating options.
Options
include a limited
limited or
orfull
fullstand-alone
stand-aloneteleport,
teleport,ororaareal
realestate-based
estate-based teleport
teleport
that would
wouldcombine
combine MTSS
MTSS and
andteleport
teleportservices.
services.

Option 1:
1: Stand-Alone
Stand-Alone Teleport
As described
described previously, the stand-alone
stand-alone teleport provides
provides communication
communication
servicesto
to businesses
businessesand
andcarriers
carrierswithin
within aa region.
region. Such
Such aa teleport
teleport would
services
not be affiliated
affiliated with
with an
an office
office park.
park. AAstand-alone
stand-alone teleport
teleport can
can be
be developed
developed
levelsofofsophistication.
sophistication.AAlimited
limitedororinterim
interimteleport
teleportwould
wouldinitially
initially
to various levels
leasespace
spacetotocarriers
carriersoror private
private network
network users
users and
and offer
offer the
the capability
capability for
lease
expansion as
as demand
demandfor
for services
servicesincreased.
increased.AAfull
full teleport
teleport would include
expansion
include
the development
of or
or integration with
the
development of
with aa regional
regional terrestrial
terrestrial network,
network,access
access
to all
all satellites,
satellites, and
and aa full
full complement
complement ofofcommunications
communicationsservices.
services.

Limited/interim teleport.
Limited/interim
teleport.For
Fora alimited
limitedteleport,
teleport,only
onlythe
theminimum
minimum
teleport
equipment and common carrier
carrier facilities
facilitiesnecessary
necessary to provide essential
essential teleport
servicesare
areinstalled.
installed.To
To create
create aa limited
limited teleport,
services
teleport, an
an area
area protected
protected from
from
frequency interference
interference and
and with adequate
Pads for either
frequency
adequate size
size is essential.
essential. Pads
either
an earth
an
earth station or
or aa microwave
microwaveantenna
antenna tower
tower would
would require
require between
between 250
and 2,000
square feet.
feet. Each
Each earth
earth station
station or
or tower would
and
2,000 square
would also
also require
require 1,300
1,300
square feet
feet for
for a building to
square
to house
house equipment.
equipment.
A limited
limited teleport
teleportmust
mustprovide
provideaccess
access to
to local
local distribution
distributionsystems
systems and
and
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backup
backup electrical
electrical power.
power. Sophisticated
Sophisticated hardware
hardware and
and software
softwaresystems
systems are
are
needed
to
support
the
communication
services
and
to
track
billing,
perforneeded to support the communication services and to track
performance,
and system
maintenance. In
In addition,
mance, and
system maintenance.
addition, human
humanresource
resource demands
demands may
may
be
serves only
endbe considerable
considerable depending
depending whether
whether the
the teleport
teleport serves
only carriers
carriers or endusers
themselves.Key
Keytoto the
the success
successofofaalimited
limited teleport
teleport isis the
the ability to
users themselves.
to
establish
and maintain
establish and
maintain aa sizable
sizable traffic
traffic base.
base.
A telecommunications
telecommunications carrier with
withaanetwork
networkand
andcustomer
customer base
base already
already
in place
place could
could make
make the
the transition
transition much
much more
more easily
easily than
than aa new
new start-up
start-up
operation,
operation. An
An operator
operator could
couldoffer
offer some
some form
form of
ofinducement
inducement or
or compensation
compensation
the teleport
on the
of aa profit
profit sharing
to entice
entice a carrier to
to establish
establish the
teleport on
the basis
basis of
sharing
formula.
Full teleport.
teleport
is is
one
teleport.AAfullfull
teleport
oneininwhich
whichthe
theoperator
operatorprovides
providescustomcustomers with aa variety
including:
ers
variety of
ofcommunications
communications services,
services, including:
Local telco
Local
telco or
or other
other bypass
bypass alternatives
alternatives for
for last-mile
last-mile service.
service.
Interface with fiber
Interface
fiber optic,
optic, CATV,
CATV, and
andmicrowave
microwavedistribution
distributionsystems
systems
for regional
regional and
and last-mile
last-mileservice.
service.
Satellite transmit and
Satellite
and receive
receive facilities.
facilities.
Access to
to common
common carrier and
Access
and value-added
value-added networks.
Switching
Switching services.
services.
Videoconferencing facilities
facilities with
with national
Videoconferencing
national connectivity.
connectivity.

A full
full teleport,
teleport, like
likeaalimited
limitedteleport,
teleport,also
alsorequires
requires an
an area
area with
with suitable
suitable
size and
and with no
size
no terrestrial
terrestrial microwave
microwave interference.
interference. This
This option
option involves
involves
three phases
of development.
development. During
During the
three
phases of
the first
firstphase,
phase, financing
financing isissecured,
secured,
engineering
conducted, FCC
FCC licensing obtained,
obtained, and
and request
engineering conducted,
request for bids
bids from
from
contractors let.
construction, finalization of
let. The
The second
second phase
phase includes construction,
of netnetwork arrangements,
and last-mile connections,
as well
well as
as initial
initial operation.
arrangements, and
connections, as
operation.
The
switch installation,
installation, marketing,
marketing, and
and the
the turn-on
turn-on of
of
The third
third phase
phase includes
includes switch
enhanced
such as
enhanced services,
services, such
as a videoteleconferencing
videoteleconferencingcenter.
center.

Option 2:
2: Real
Real Estate-Based
Estate-Based Teleport
The second
option is
teleport, aa teleport
teleport located
located in or
second option
is aa real
real estate-based
estate-based teleport,
adjacent to a business
park. The
The real estate-based
estate-basedteleport
teleport would
would offer
offer teleport
adjacent
business park.
and
telecommunication services
services on
on aa shared
shared tenant
tenant basis.
basis.
and other telecommunication
A
A multi-tenant
multi-tenantshared
shared services
services (MTSS) development
development would
would create
create aa natural
customer
customer base
base for low-cost,
low-cost, long-distance
long-distance and
and special
special communications
communications serservices. A
A local
park would
vices.
local area
area network
network in
in the
the business
business park
would deliver
deliver all
all video,
video,
voice,
and data
data traffic
voice, and
traffic to the
the teleport,
teleport, which
whichwould
wouldserve
serve as
as aa gateway
gateway to
outside networks. Levels
basic or
or enhanced—basic
enhanced-basic services
Levels of MTSS are either basic
services
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are
are defined
are defined
defined as
as voice
voice services,
services, and
and enhanced
enhanced services
services are
defined as
as voice,
data, and
and video
video services.
services.
Development
teleport would
Development of
of aa real
real estate-based
estate-based teleport
would involve
involvethe
thethree
threephases
phases
described previously
previouslyfor
for aa full teleport,
described
teleport, plus
plus integration
integration of
ofMTSS
MTSS services.
services.
The
and types
installed would
would depend
dependon
on the
the total
total
The levels
levels and
types of MTSS services
services installed
square
square footage of the development,
development, tenant
tenant characteristics
characteristics and
and demand
demand levels,
levels,
and
market competition.
competition. This opportunity would
and market
would not
not only
onlyprovide
provideusers
users with
economical
thelong-distance
long-distance carriers
carriers located at the teleport,
economical and
and easy
easy access
access totothe
teleport,

but would
would also
also provide
provide aa revenue
revenue stream
stream for both projects.
projects. Equipment,
Equipment, marmarketing
keting and
and technical
technical personnel,
personnel, computer
computer software
software and
and hardware,
hardware, and
and physical
physical
plant could
could all
allbe
beshared.
shared.
Integrated
Integrated MTSS
MTSS and
and teleport
teleport projects
projects usually
usually have
have different
different implementaimplementation
on user
user demand
demand and
and real
real estate
absorption. This allows
tion schedules,
schedules, based
based on
estate absorption.
allows
the
flexibility in
the operator
operator more
more flexibility
instaging
staging the
the development
development of the project. For
For
example,
even if the
example, even
the operator
operator decided
decided to
to install
installseparate
separate switching
switchingsystems
systems
at each
to provide
provide temporary
each building, the
the master
master system
system could be
be designed
designed to

shared
tenant service
serviceto
to the
the building
building until the
shared tenant
the occupancy
occupancy level
level or
or feature
feature
or traffic
This would defray
traffic demand
demand warranted
warranted aa stand-alone
stand-alone system.
system. This
defray the
the
costs
systemuntil
until the
the users
users could
could actually
actually pay
pay for the
costs of the
the stand-alone
stand-alone system
the
separate
system.IfIf any
any delays
separate system.
delays in build-out
build-out or
orleasing
leasing were
were encountered,
encountered, the
the
operator
The same
operator would
would have
have avoided
avoided these
these costly delays.
delays. The
same would be true
true
of support
support and
and technical
technicalpersonnel
personnel requirements.
requirements.

Summary
Although
Althoughthe
thesteps
steps inindeveloping
developingaa teleport
teleport are
are quite
quitecomplex,
complex,the
theprocess
process
begins with
with a feasibility analysis.
begins
analysis. As part of
of this
this analysis,
analysis, careful consideration
consideration
should be
whether or not
not ownership
ownership and
and operation
operation of the
the teleport
teleport
should
be given
given to
to whether
entity. In the
the majority
will be
be by
by the
the same
same entity.
the ELRA
ELRAGroup's
Group'sexperience,
experience, the
majority
or joint
of teleports
teleports in the
the United
United States
States represent
represent aa partnership
partnership or
joint venture
venture
between investors/real
investors/real estate
between
estate developers/entrepreneurs
developers/entrepreneurs and
and experienced
experienced telecommunications facility/network
facility/network operators
communications
operators who
who have
have competitive
competitive and
and marmarketing savvy.
savvy.

TELEPORTS
INTELLIGENT CITY
CITY
TELEPORTS AS HUBS OF THE INTELLIGENT
Teleports continue to generate
considerable attention
attention for officials
generate considerable
officials planning
planning

a telecommunications
infrastructurefor
for the
the citizens
citizens of
of the
the intelligent
telecommunications infrastructure
intelligent city.
Cities, counties,
and states
states are
are starting
starting to
to examine
examine the
the critical
critical nature
counties, and
nature of
of the
the
telecommunications
infrastructure and its relationship
telecommunications infrastructure
relationship to roadway
roadway infrastructure planning,
andwater
waterinfrastructure'planning,
infrastructure'planning, and
planning, sewage
sewage and
and other transportatransporta-

tion facilities'
facilities' infrastructure
infrastructureplanning.
planning. InInthis
thiscontext
contextteleports
teleports are
are becoming
becoming
the hubs
hubs of the intelligent city.
city.
Macro-level relationships between
telecommunications and
and infrastructures
infrastructures
Macro-level
between telecommunications
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variables
variables have long been
been recognized.
recognized. One
One of the
the more
more comprehensive
comprehensive treattreatments of these
issuesisisfound
found in
in World
these issues
World Communications:
Communications: Threat
Threator
orPromise?
Promise?
by Colin
Colin Cherry
Cherry (New
(NewYork:
York:Wiley
WileyInterscience,
Interscience,1971),
1971), which
whichexamines
examines the
overall
health, wealth,
wealth, literacy,
literacy, developdevelopoverall relationship
relationship among
among such
such constructs as health,
ment, social stability, and the use
of telecommunications.
telecommunications.Prior
Prior to
to the
the Cherry
Cherry
use of
work, such
such scholars
scholars as Wilbur
WilburSchramm
Schramm examined
examined the
the mass
mass media's
media's role
role

in disseminating
disseminating information and
and promoting
promotingnational
nationaldevelopment.
development. Noted
Noted
sociologist
Daniel Lerner is
of Traditional
sociologist Daniel
is his
his seminal
seminal book,
book, The
The Passing
Passing of
Traditional
Society, examined
of media-generated
media-generated literacy
Society,
examined the
the relationship of
literacy and development in the
the Middle
MiddleEast.
East. On
On aa more
more formal
formal basis,
basis, the International TelecomTelecommunication Union
UnionininGeneva
Genevahas
hasfor
foratatleast
leasttwo
twodecades
decadesproduced
produced aaseries
series
of reports
reports examining
examining and
and analyzing
analyzing the
the relationship
relationship between
between telecommunicatelecommunication structures
structures and
and economic
economic well-being.
well-being. More recently,
recently, the
the Committee
Committee on
on

Telecommunicationsofof the
the National
National Academy
Telecommunications
Academy of
of Engineering
Engineering as
as well
well as
as
the RAND
RANDCorporation
Corporationexamined
examinedthe
therelationship
relationshipbetween
between communications
communications
technology and
technology
and urban improvement.
All ofofthese
All
these and
and other
other efforts
efforts suggest
suggest that the
the modern
modern presumption
presumption has
has
been
been that more
more and
and better
better telecommunications
telecommunications isis ininsome
some way
waygood
good because
because
more access
information will generally
more
access toto information
generally lead
lead to
to something
something better.
better. Given
that values
and in
in which
aa society
society that
values information and
and information
information seeking,
seeking, and
institutional and
institutional
and economic
economic leadership
leadership is
is frequently
frequentlybased
based upon the timeliness
timeliness
and validity of
and
of the
the information
information at
at hand,
hand, there
there is
is an
an imperative
imperative to critically
critically
analyze and
and develop
develop the
the telecommunications
telecommunications infrastructure.
infrastructure.
analyze
A teleport
teleport is
is particularly
particularlysignificant
significant ininlight
lightofofthree
threephenomena
phenomena affecting
affecting
society and cities:
society
cities:
Continuing competitiveness
and deregulation
deregulation of the
the telecommunications
1. Continuing
competitiveness and
telecommunications
allowing services,
marketplace are
are allowing
services, products, and
and networks to
to be
be developed at ever-increasing
Computers are
are being
being designed
designed to
to switch
oped
ever-increasing paces.
paces. Computers
rates; computers
computers the
the size
size of
of current desktop
at ever-increasing
ever-increasing rates;
desktop models
models
that can
that
can store
store trillions of
ofwords
words instead
instead of
of thousands
thousands of words
words are
are
now
now only
only three
three or
or four
fouryears
yearsaway
awayfrom
fromreaching
reachingthe
themarketplace.
marketplace.
Such computing capability,
Such
capability,as
as generations
generations of computer-literate
computer-literate students
students
enter the
enter
the work
work force
force over
over the
the next
nextdecade
decade and
and increasingly
increasingly rely
rely upon
upon
will demand
computers for their
their information
informationprocessing
processing needs,
needs, will
demand the development of high-capacity communications
communications facilities.
facilities. The
The current
current public
opment
switched network will
switched
will be
be incapable
incapable of handling the explosion
explosion of traffic
traffic
from networked
networked personal
personal computers.
computers.
2. The
The fact
fact that
thatthe
the United
UnitedStates
States and
and other industrial
industrialnations
nationsare
arebecoming
becoming
nations of highly
trained to use
nations
highly educated
educated citizens who have
have been
been trained
use (and
(and
are comfortable
comfortable with)
with) information
are
informationfor
fortheir
theirpersonal
personaland
andbusiness
business lives.
lives.
citizens become
becomeaamajority
majority rather
rather than
than aa minority,
minority, the
As these
these citizens
the demand
demand
for information
will
for
information production,
production, transfer,
transfer, and
and processing
processing capabilities
capabilities will
stretch
stretch the available telecommunication
telecommunication infrastructure.
infrastructure.
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interexchangenetworks.
networks. Cities
Cities in
in which
3. Teleports
Teleports bypass
bypass embedded
embedded interexchange
which
accesstotoor
orbe
beininreceipt
receiptof
of information
information at
citizens cannot have access
at aa compecompetitive rate
rate with
withresidents
residents in
in other
other cities
cities will
willbe
becandidates
candidates for
for teleports.
teleports.
becauseofofthe
thecapital
capital investment
investment required
required in
In many
many cases,
cases, because
in developing
developing
the telecommunications
telecommunications infrastructure,
infrastructure, cities
cities that
that can
can attract
attract the facilithe
facilities in the earliest
phasesofofthe
theinformation
information revolution
revolution will
will maintain
ties
earliest phases
maintain
dominance
in information manufacturing in the
dominance in
the future.

Real
Real Estate as a Driving Force
Force
The
industry in the
The real estate
estate industry
the United
United States
States is one
one of the
the driving
drivingforces
forces
in acknowledging
infrastrucacknowledging teleports
teleports and
and telecommunications
telecommunicationsas
as an
an essential
essential infrastructure element.
becausewithin
within the
thepast
pastthree
threeyears
yearsteleports—and
teleports-and particelement. This is because
ularly shared
shared or
or multi-tenant
multi-tenant telecommunications
telecommunications services-have
services—have become
become a
a
significant amenity
As communicacommunicaamenity and
and profit
profit center
center for
forreal
realestate
estate developers.
developers. As
tions intensive
high tech
becomesought
soughtafter
afterby
by cities
cities for
for their
tions
intensive high
tech industries
industries become
economic impact,
impact, realtors
embraced the
the teleport
teleport concept
concept literally
literally as
economic
realtors have
have embraced
as a
means of
of responding
means
responding to local
local political
politicalneeds
needs and
and as
as aaleasing
leasing inducement.
inducement.

Teleports and Economic
Economic Development
Development
Telecommunications infrastructure planning
Telecommunications
planning is
is key
key to
to future
futureeconomic
economic dedevelopment of the
velopment
the city.
city. As
Asbusinesses
businesses and citizens
citizens begin
begin to
to organize
organize around
around
the production
to the
the production
the
production of information,
information, as
as opposed
opposed to
production of industrial
industrial
goods or
or agricultural
agricultural products, the quality and
goods
and extent
extent of the
the telecommunicatelecommunications infrastructure will
asthe
thequality
quality and
and structure
structure of
of
tions
willbecome
become as
as essential
essential as
roadways
and other infrastructure
roadways and
infrastructureelements
elements were
were in
inprevious
previouseras.
eras. TelecomTelecommunications infrastructure will
will ultimately
not only to informamunications
ultimatelybecome
become linked not
but also
tion abundance,
abundance, but
also to the survival
survival and
and economic
economic well-being of citizens.
citizens.
Cities that invest
invest in
in such
such telecommunication
telecommunication structures
structuresas
as teleports
teleports are
are ensuring their economic
to communities
in earlier
ing
economic survival in
in ways
ways comparable
comparable to
communities in
earlier
and then
then later
later roadways
roadways and
and airports.
airports. Economic
times that invested in canals,
canals, and
survival was
related to
to the
the ability
ability of the citizenry
was related
citizenry to
to "get
"get goods
goods to
to market."
market."
The 21st
century equivalent
equivalentof
of"getting
"getting goods
goodstotomarket"
market" will
will be
be transmitting
transmitting
The
21st century
information
information to
to and
and from
fromremote
remoteterminals
terminalsand
anddata
databases.
bases.This
Thissuggests
suggests
that the
the city
city of
ofthe
the future
futurehas
has aa very
veryreal
real stake
stake in
in the
the future
future ofofteleports.
teleports.

EXISTING AND PLANNED
EXISTING
PLANNED TELEPORTS
TELEPORTS
There are
eight
are 36 planned
planned or existing teleports
teleports in the United
United States
States and
and eight
internationally; the
major
ones
are
described
on
the
following
pages,
and
the major ones are described
following pages, and a
tabular
tabular listing of all
all teleports
teleports is
is included
included at the
the end
end of
of the
the chapter.
chapter. The
The
majority of
ofteleports
teleports are
are located
located ininorornear
nearlarge
largemetropolitan
metropolitanareas,
areas, where
where
the demand
telecommunications is
is greatest.
greatest.Multiple
Multiple teleports
demand for high-speed
high-speed telecommunications
teleports
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exist
exist or are
are planned
planned for certain
certain cities,
cities, including
including New
New York,
York, Washington,
Washington,
D.C.,
D.C., Houston,
Houston, and
and Chicago.
Chicago.

CA:
Bay Area
Area Teleport—Alameda/San
Teleport-Alameda/San Francisco
CA: Bay
Francisco
The Bay
Bay Area Teleport
Teleport (BAT)
(BAT)isisa areal
realestate-based
estate-based project
project located
located across
across
the
the bay
bay from San
San Francisco
Francisco in Alameda.
Alameda. The
The office
office park will
will provide
provide clients
clients
with
to teleport
with shared
shared telecommunications
telecommunications services,
services, including
including easy
easy access
access to
services.
Theinitial
initial teleport
teleport plans
plans call
call for installation of
services. The
of four
four 13-meter,
13-meter, one
one
9-meter and
and one
transmit/receive (T/R) satellite
9-meter
one 3.5-meter
3.5-meter transmit/receive
satelliteantennas.
antennas. The
The
antenna farm
farm is
is located
somemiles
milesfrom
from the
the central
central control
control facilities
antenna
located some
facilities and
and
will
of an
an 11-GHz
11-GHz microwave
microwave link.
link. The
The microwill be
be interconnected
interconnected via means
means of
wave hop
hop is
is part
that will connect
the major
wave
part of
of aa larger
larger 23-node
23-node system
system that
connect the
major
San
Francisco Bay
Bay Area
Area cities
cities to the
San Francisco
the teleport.
teleport.
BAT
BAT will
willprovide
providecustomers
customerswith
witha awide
widerange
rangeofofcommunications
communicationsservices,
services,
including aa videoconferencing
facility. The
The teleport
teleport will also
videoconferencing facility.
also be
be host
host to two
two
COMSAT
COMSATsatellite
satelliteantennas
antennas for the provision of INTELSAT
INTELSATBusiness
BusinessServices
Services
(IBS), to the
the Atlantic
Atlanticand
andPacific
Pacific regions.
regions.

CA: Pacific
Pacific International
International Teleport
Teleport (PIT)—Los
(PIT)-Los Angeles
CA:
Angeles
The Pacific International
International Teleport
Teleport isisowned
owned and
and operated
operated by Wold CommuCommunications (as
(asoperator)
operator)and
andMitsubishi
MitsubishiCorporation.
Corporation. While
While Wold
Wold CommunicaCommunicanications
tions has
operated satellite
satellite facilities since
the early 1970s,
the Pacific
Pacific InternaInternahas operated
since the
1970s, the
tional Teleport
Teleport was
was inaugurated in
in 1985.
1985. The facility
facility isisaa stand-alone
stand-alone common
(one will
will house
house the
the IntelsatIntelsatcarrier currently
currentlydivided
dividedbetween
between two
two nearby
nearby sites
sites (one
B Antenna(s)
and the
the other
Antenna(s) and
other is the
the ABC
ABC facility
facility from
fromwhich
whichWold
Woldleases
leases
space).The
The latter
latter site
site is
is used
usedfor
forall
all domestic
domesticcommunications.
communications. Both
Both locations
locations
space).
are connected
connectedby
by microwave,
microwave,but
but Wold
Wold is looking for aa new
are
new site
site to
to relocate
relocate
at PIT isis expected
in
all facilities.
facilities. International
International service
service at
expected to begin
begin operation
operation in
1986.
Local and regional interconnection is
is provided
provided by
by means
means of both temporary
and fixed microwave systems
owned and
and operated
operated by
by Wold.
Weld. There is
and
systems owned
is also
also aa
hardwire cable
cable interconnect
interconnect from aa nearby
nearby Pacific
Pacific Telephone
Telephone central
central office,
office,
AT&T's point
providing access
access toto AT&T's
point ofofpresence.
presence. Wold Communications
Communications also
also
transponder capacity
capacity on
on aa number
number of domestic
domestic satellites.
either owns or leases
leases transponder
satellites.
In addition
addition to
to the
the Pacific
Pacific International
International Teleport,
Teleport, Wold
Wold Communications
Communications
satellite earth
earth station
station facilities
facilities in the
D.C., metropolimaintains satellite
the Washington,
Washington, D.C.,
metropolitan area
as well
well as
asin
in the
the New
New York City
tan
area as
City area.
area.

CO: Teleport/Denver,
Teleport/Denver,Ltd.—Denver
Ltd.-Denver
CO:
Sat Time,
Time, Inc., aa national satellite
Sat
satellite brokerage
brokerage outfit, is
is developing
developing a teleport
teleport
in the
the Denver
Denver area
area to
to be
be operational
operational by
by March,
March, 1986.
1986. Temporary
Temporary facilities
facilities
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are
are currently available.
available. The teleport will
will be
be aa private
private carrier
carrier communications
communications
facility
facility associated
associated with
with aa real
real estate
estate development:
development: the Denver
Denver Technological
Technological
Center
Center and the Meridian
Meridian International
InternationalBusiness
Business Center.
Center. The
The teleport
teleport plans
plans
to initially
initiallyinstall
installfive
fivesatellite
satelliteantennas
antennas for
fordomestic
domestic communications.
communications. There
is also
an application
also an
application pending
pending for provision of
of IBS
IBS service.
service.

Central Florida
Florida Teleport (CFT)--Ocala
FL: Central
(CFT)—Ocala
Operational
since September
September1984,
1984,the
theCentral
CentralFlorida
FloridaTeleport
Teleport(CFT)
(CFI) is
Operational since
is
a real estate-based
project located
located on
on 3.7
3.7 acres
acresof
of the
the 305-acre
305-acreOcala
OcalaAirport
Airport
estate-based project
Commerce
Center.CFT
CFT is
is currently
with only
Commerce Center.
currently equipped
equipped with
only aa single
single C-band
C-band
transmit/receive (T/R)
(T/R)satellite
satelliteantenna.
antenna.Space
Space for
foratatleast
least six
sixmore
more antennas
antennas
is available.
available. An
An office
office building
building with
with full
full telecommunications
telecommunicationsservice,
service, including
a shared
telephone system
systemwith
with least-cost
least-cost routing,
routing, word
shared telephone
word processing,
processing, a teleconferencing
scheduledto
to open
openin
in the
the fall
fall of 1986.
ferencing studio, and
and satellite
satellite access,
access, isis scheduled
1986.
Office
and TV production
at the
the facility.
Office and
production space
space will also
also be
be available
available at
Local and
interconnection is
is provided
provided by
by an
an 11-GHz microwave
microwave
Local
and regional
regional interconnection
system operated
operatedby
byAT&T.
AT&T. In addition,
system
addition, aa 27-mile
27-mile 2-GHz
2-GHz microwave
microwave link
link
betweenCFT
CFT and
and aa hub
hub located
located at
at the
will be
be established
established between
the University
University of
Florida at
at Gainesville.
Gainesville. AAportable
portable microwave
microwave system
system will
will be
be used
used to provide
provide
point-to-multipoint
point-to-multipointservice
serviceon
on the
the campus.
campus.

FL: South
South Star
Star Communications,
Communications,Inc.—Davie
Inc.-Davie
South Star
Star Communications, Inc., operates
an international
international common carrier
operates an
in the
the vicinity
vicinity ofofMiami
Miamiand
andFt.Ft.Lauderdale,
Lauderdale, Florida.
Florida.The
Theteleport
teleport began
began
operations in
in July, 1985,
with
operations
1985, and
and currently
currently hosts
hosts seven
seven satellite
satellite antennas
antennas with
plans for an 11-meter
plans
11 -meter international antenna
antenna for the
the provision of IBS
IBS service.
service.
The facility
200-foot tower
tower with
with two 2.5 GHz and
facility has
has an
an on-premises
on-premises 200-foot
and aa
7 GHz capability.
capability. Interconnection
Interconnection will
willalso
alsobe
bemade
made to
tothe
thelocal
localtelephone
telephone
company by means
means of
of two
two fiber optic loops
for the
the teleport
company
loops being developed
developed for
teleport
by Southern
Bell, also
to the
by
Southern Bell,
also for interconnection
interconnection to
the AT&T
AT&T point
pointofofpresence.
presence.
Other
Other private
private microwave
microwave and additional mobile/transportable
mobile/transportable units
units are
are available to clients.
clients.

GA:
Atlanta Teleport (SSS)-Douglasville
GA: Atlanta
(SSS)—Douglasville
Satellite Syndicated
(SSS) operates
operatessatellite
satellite facilities
facilities on an eightSyndicated Systems
Systems (SSS)

acre
site in Douglasville,
acre site
Douglasville, Georgia.
Georgia. The
The facility
facility has
has been
been in
in operation
operation since
since
1979,
distributing video,
1979, distributing
video, audio,
audio, and
and subcarrier
subcarrier services.
services. Five transmit/receive
transmit/receive

satellite
antennasare
areoperational,
operational,and
andplans
planscall
call for
for installation
installation of at
satellite antennas
at least
least
three more. A terrestrial
terrestrial microwave
microwavesystem
system provides
provides local and regional interinterconnection.
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GA: The
TheTurner
TurnerTeleport—Atlanta
Teleport-Atlanta
GA:
Turner Broadcasting
Broadcasting System,
System, Inc. (TBS) formed a subsidiary,
subsidiary, Turner TeleTeleport, Inc.,
Inc., to
to operate
operate aa teleport
teleport in
in Atlanta,
Atlanta,Georgia.
Georgia. Applications
Applicationshave
havebeen
been
filed with the
the FCC
FCC for
forauthority
authoritytotoprovide
provideinternational
internationalbusiness
businessservices
services
servicesbetween
betweenAtlanta
Atlanta and
and Western
Western Europe.
Europe. Services
Serviceswill
will include
and video services
voice, video, and
and data
data circuits.
circuits. Teleconferencing facilities
facilitieswill
willalso
alsobe
be available.
available.
The teleport is
The
is planned
planned to
to be
be operational
operational by
by late
late 1986.
1986.

GA: UpSouth
UpSouthCorporation—Atlanta
Corporation-Atlanta
GA:
UpSouth has
been in
in operation
UpSouth
has been
operation since
since March, 1983.
1983. ItIt was
waspurchased
purchased by
by
Satellite Gateway
Gateway Communications,
Communications, Inc.,
Inc., a subsidiary
Satellite
subsidiary of Pacific
Pacific Telecom,
Telecom,
Inc.,
Inc., in July,
July, 1985.
1985. The
The facility
facility isis aa common
common carrier
carrier on
on two
two acres
acres in
in the
the
northeast sector
sector of
of Atlanta.
Atlanta. There
satellite antennas
antennasatatthe
the facility,
facility,
northeast
There are
are seven
seven satellite
and plans
plans for
for three
three more,
more, one
oneof
ofwhich
which will
will provide international IBS
and
IBS service.
service.
The teleport has
300-foot tower which provides
The
has aa 300-foot
provides for microwave
microwave transmistransmissions for
for regional
regional and
and local
local interconnection.
interconnection. In
In addition, hardwire and
sions
and microwave links are
leasedfrom
from Bell
Bell South
South for
for access
accesstotoits
itscentral
centraloffice,
office,providing
providing
wave
are leased
an interconnect
an
interconnect to AT&T's
AT&T'spoint
pointofofpresence.
presence.

HI: Hawaii
Hawaii Loa
LoaTeleport—Honolulu
Teleport-Honolulu
HI:
The Hawaii Loa
The
Loa Teleport
Teleport isis planning
planning to
to locate
locate on
on 135
135 acres
acres of
of private
private
land
owned
by
Hawaii
Loa
College
(8
miles
from
Honolulu).
The
land owned by
College (8 miles from
The planning
planning
for this
for
this facility
facilityisisbeing
beinghandled
handled by
byTele-Pacific
Tele-Pacific Communications.
Communications. Startup
Startup
date for
for this
this facility
facility is unknown.
date
unknown. It is
is likely
likely that
that the
the Hawaii
Hawaii Loa
Loa Teleport
Teleport
will be
will
be a noncommon carrier type
type facility,
facility, possibly
possibly tied
tied totoaa conference
conference center
center
being planned
planned at the
being
the college.
college.
Regional interconnection
interconnection to the teleport
teleport will
Regional
will be
be provided by
by aa combination
of microwave,
microwave, fiber
fiber optics
optics (owned
(owned and
and operated
operated by
byHawaiian
HawaiianTelephone),
Telephone),
and cable
cable television
television interconnect.
interconnect.

IL: Teleport
Teleport Chicago—Chicago
Chicago-Chicago
Teleport Chicago
site north
Chicago is
is aa stand-alone
stand-alone teleport located
located on a 2.3-acre
2.3-acre site
five transmit/receive satellite
of Chicago.
Chicago. The teleport site contains five
satellite antennas.
antennas.
The owner,
owner, Midwestern
Midwestern Relay,
Relay,operates
operates an
an extensive
extensive microwave
microwave network
network
in the Midwest.
Midwest.

...

IL: Chicago
Chicago . . . ETC-Chicago
ETC—Chicago
Chicago .. .. . ETC
ETChas
hasbeen
been operating
operatingsince
since 1981,
1981, providing
providingmostly
mostly analog
analog
video transmission services.
has three
three transmit/receive
transmit/receive satellite
services. The site has
satelliteantenanten-
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nas
and six receive-only
An additional 15
nas and
receive-only antennas.
antennas. An
15 satellite
satellite antennas
antennas could
be accommodated
this location.
location. United
United Video,
be
accommodated atat this
Video, owner
owner of Chicago
Chicago .. . .
ETC,
ETC, operates
operates aa terrestrial microwave link
link between
between downtown Chicago
Chicago and
and
the teleport
the
teleport in Monee,
Monee, Illinois.
Illinois. Other
Other microwave
microwave networks
networks provide
provide regional
regional
and
and local interconnections.
interconnections.
.

.

IA: The
The Iowa
Iowa Teleport—Des
Teleport-Des Moines
Moines
by the
the Heritage
Heritage Teleport
Teleport CorporaThe Iowa Teleport, owned
owned and operated
operated by
tion (a
(a subsidiary
subsidiary of
of Heritage
Heritage Communications),
Communications), isisscheduled
scheduled to
to begin
begin operaopera-

tions in the
the first quarter
quarter of
of 1986.
1986. This
This facility
facility will
willbe
beaanoncommon
noncommon carrier
carrier
located
on three
three acres
acresjust
just north
north of
of Des
Des Moines.
Moines. An
An additional video
uplink
located on
video uplink
located
at Iowa State
located at
State University (20 miles
miles to the
the north)
north) isisalso
also connected
connected
to the
the teleport
teleport site
site by
by means
means of
of microwave.
microwave.
Regional
interconnectiontoto the
the teleport
teleport will be
Regional interconnection
be provided
provided by
by Heritage's
Heritage's
CARS band
band microwave
microwave system,
system, as
as well as
as a combination of
of cable
cable television
television
interconnect (also
(also owned
owned by
by Heritage)
Heritage) and
and Northwestern
Northwestern Bell's
Bell's and
and Iowa
interconnect
Iowa
Power
Power Company's
Company's (separate)
(separate) fiber
fiber optic
opticsystems.
systems.

MA:
Boston Teleport—Belmont
Teleport-Belmont
MA: Boston
NET/PORT,
NET/PORT,Inc.,
Inc.,has
hasannounced
announcedplans
plansto
todevelop
develop aa teleport
teleport in
in the
the Boston
Boston
area. The
The facility is
area.
is scheduled
scheduled to come
come on-line
on-line in spring
spring of
of 1986.
1986. There
There are
are
plans
as the
the full
full array of domestic
plans to provide international
international IBS
IBSservice
service as
as well as
domestic
communications services.
services.

MO:
KansasCity
CityTeleport—Kansas
Teleport-Kansas City
MO: Kansas
City
City Teleport,
Teleport, owned
owned by Taft
Taft Television
Television and
and Radio Company,
The Kansas
Kansas City
has been in operation since
has
since 1981.
1981. It is located
located on a 15-acre
15-acre site and operates
operates
three transmit/receive
transmit/receive satellite
satellite antennas. The teleport currently provides
provides for
the transmission
transmission of analog
analog video
video services;
services; transmission
transmission of
voice and
and data
data
the
of voice
services will
will soon
soon be
be available.
available. Local
Local and
and regional interconnection is
services
is provided
provided
by means of
by
of microwave
microwave and
and cable
cable television
television institutional
institutional network
network facilities.
facilities.

NY:
The Teleport—Staten
Teleport-Staten Island
NY: The
Island
The
project to
to date
The largest
largest teleport
teleport project
date is located
located on Staten
Staten Island
Island in
in the
the
City
City of New
New York.
York. Project
Project partners
partners are The
The Port
Port Authority
Authority of
of New
New York
York
and
and New
New Jersey,
Jersey, The City
City of
of New
New York,
York, and
and Teleport
Teleport Communications
Communications (a
partnership of
and Western
of Merrill-Lynch
Merrill-Lynch Telecommunications
Telecommunications and
Western Union ComCommunications
Construction began
began in
in August 1983.
munications Systems).
Systems). Construction
1983. The project
project inincludes
farm and
and an
an office
office park with
with aa shared
shared telecommunications
telecommunications
cludes an antenna farm
system. There are plans for 17 satellite earth stations for domestic communica-
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Lions. International
International communications
communications will
will be
tions.
be transmitted by
by an
an on-site
on-site Comsat
Comsat
earth station
station providing the DIGITAL
earth
DIGITALEXPRESS
EXPRESSand
andIntelsat
IntelsatBusiness
Business SerService (IBS).
by a
vice
(IBS). Regional
Regional interconnection
interconnection will be
be accomplished
accomplished by
a fiber optic
optic
network
network linking
linking major
major cities
cities in
in the
the area.
area.
fiber optic
optic network
network will link
The fiber
link the
the teleport
teleport to Manhattan,
Manhattan, looping through
through
the city and
locations as
as the
theWorld
World Trade Center,
Center, the
the Empire
and connecting such
such locations
State
will tie the
State Building, and
and the
the Fisk
Fisk Building.
Building.Cable
Cable extensions
extensions will
the teleport
teleport
to Astoria
Astoria Studio
Studio ininQueens,
Queens, Metro Tech
Tech in
in Brooklyn,
Brooklyn,and
andthe
theNew
NewJersey
Jersey
cities of Princeton,
Princeton, Newark,
Newark,Jersey
Jersey City,
City,and
andSomerset.
Somerset.
The Port Authority,
Authority,which
whichisisresponsible
responsible for
forthe
the teleport
teleportland
land development,
development,
is negotiating
negotiating with
with companies
companies interested
interested in locating
locating large-scale
large-scale officesoffices—
150,000-200,000
squarefeet—at
feet-at the
150,000-200,000 square
the 350-acre
350-acre teleport
teleport site.
site.
Teleport
Teleport Communications
Communications has
has installed
installed two
two11-meter
11-meter satellite
satellite antennas
antennas
and
land to
to Comsat
and leased
leased land
Comsat for its IBS
IBS antenna.
antenna. Negotiations
Negotiations are
are under
under way
way
with other
for leasing
leasing of
of land
land for private
other prospective
prospective customers
customers for
private satellite
satellite anantenna placement.
placement.

NJ: Satellite
SatelliteCity—Carteret
City-Carteret
NJ:
Satellite
Satellite City isis an
an earth
earth station
station complex
complex on
on 26
26acres
acres located
located in
in Carteret,
Carteret,
New Jersey.
Jersey. Two 10-meter
10-meter transmit/receive (T/R)
(T/R) antennas,
antennas, one
one12-meter
12-meter
T/R antenna,
7-meter T/R
T/R antenna
are currently
currently in operation.
antenna, and
and one
one 7-meter
antenna are
operation. There

is microwave
interconnectiontotoand
andwithin
within New
New York
York City.
microwave interconnection
City. Applications
Applications
for two
beenfiled
filedatat the
the FCC
FCC for direct
two international
international earth
earth stations
stations have
have been
direct
access
the INTELSAT
INTELSAT system.
Clients of
of Satellite
City include
access toto the
system. Clients
Satellite City
include ABC,
ABC,
BBC, Bonneville, Cablevision,
Cablevision,CBN,
CBN, CBS,
CBS,Group
GroupW,
W, Hughes,
Hughes,SIN,
SIN,WNEWWNEWTV,
TV, and
and other
other large
largetelevision
televisioninterests.
interests.

NC: Capitol
Capitol Earthbase—Raleigh
Earthbase-Raleigh
NC:
Capitol Earthbase
is aa stand-alone
teleportin
in Raleigh,
Raleigh, North
North Carolina.
Capitol
Earthbase is
stand-alone teleport
Carolina.
The teleport
two stationary
The
teleport operates
operates two
stationary and
and one
one transportable
transportable uplink. There
There
plans for
for adding one
one more
more stationary
stationary and
and two more transportable antennas.
are plans
antennas.
The control system
The
system is
is connected
connected to local
local telephone
telephone company
company lines
lines and
and an
an
array
are the
the primary
array of
of microwave
microwave equipment.
equipment. Large
Large video/audio
video/audio feeds
feeds are
application.

OR Ohio
Teleport Corporation—Columbus
Corporation-Columbus
OH:
Ohio Teleport
The Ohio Teleport Association
Association was
was formed
formed in
in 1982
1982 to develop a telecommunications center
center in
in Columbus
Columbus with
with uplink and
nications
and downlink
downlink capabilities.
capabilities. The
The
included Ohio
Ohio State
University, CompuServe
founding shareholders
shareholders included
State University,
CompuServe Incorporated,
and Ruscilli
Ruscilli Realty Company.
rated, The
The American Chemical
Chemical Society,
Society, and
Company. The
The
Ohio
facility, possibly
at Ohio
Ohio Teleport
Teleport will
willbe
beaareal
realestate-based
estate-based facility,
possibly located
located at
Ohio
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State University.
University. Two
State
Two transmit/receive
transmit/receive earth
earthstations
stationsand
and aa videoconferencing
of
facility are
are planned
planned to
to provide
provide video,
video, voice,
voice, and
and data
data services.
services. The State
State of
Ohio
recently agreed
agreed to
Ohio Teleport
Teleport Corporation
Corporation to
to manage
manage
Ohio recently
to allow the Ohio
excesscapacity
capacity on
on its state-wide microwave
excess
microwave system.
system.

OK: The
The Oklahoma
OklahomaTeleport—Oklahoma
Teleport-Oklahoma City
OK:
Ethereum Scientific
Scientific Corporation
Corporation and Rollins
Ethereum
RollinsCommunications
Communicationshave
have come
come
together in
in aa joint
The facility
together
joint venture
venture to
to operate
operate the
the Oklahoma
Oklahoma Teleport.
Teleport. The
located in
in the
the northwest sector
is aa noncommon carrier on 25
25 acres
acres located
sector of OklaCity. Service became
becameoperational
operationalin
inAugust,
August, 1985.
1985.Local
Localinterconnection
interconnection
homa City.
to the teleport
teleport will
willbe
bemade
madeby
bymeans
means of
ofprivate
privateand
and leased
leased microwave.
microwave.

PA: Roaring
Roaring Creek
Creek International
InternationalTeleport—Mt.
Teleport-Mt. Carmel
PA:
Carmel
The Roaring
Roaring Creek
Creek facility
facilityisisactually
actuallytwo
twoseparate
separatecommunications
communicationshubs.
hubs.
The domestic
and international video is handled
domestic and
handled by Roaring Creek
Creek Interna-

tional Teleport
(RCIT). ItIt isislocated
at the
tional
Teleport (RCIT).
located on
on land
land leased
leased from
from Comsat
Comsat at
the
latter's Roaring Creek
latter's
Creek facility (Comsat's
(Comsat's largest
largest operation). RCIT
RCIT provides
provides
domestic
video turn-around for
domestic video
for those
those international
international video
videotransmissions
transmissions handled by
by Comsat.
Comsat.
RCIT provides
gatewayfor
for communications
communicationsfrom
fromANIK
ANIK (the
RCIT
provides the gateway
(the Canadian
Canadian
satellite system).
system). It
It is also a U.S. signator for the Morales
Morales Satellite
Satellite (Mexico).
(Mexico).
In addition,
addition, RCIT
RCIT(through
(throughitsitsparent
parentcompanies)
companies)operates
operates aamicrowave
microwave
network from San
San Diego,
Diego, California to
to Nuevo
Nuevo Laredo
Laredo and
and the
the Caliente
Caliente Race
Race
Track in Mexico.
Track
Mexico.

PA:
PennsylvaniaTeleport—Avoca
Teleport-Avoca
PA: Pennsylvania
Ethereum Scientific
Scientific Corporation and
Ethereum
and N.E.P.
N.E.P. Communications
Communications have
have joined
joined
operate aa stand-alone,
stand-alone,common
commoncarrier
carrierfacility
facility located
locatedat
atthe
theWilkes-Barre/
Wilkes-Barre/
to operate
Scranton International
International Teleport.
Scranton
Teleport.The
Theteleport
teleportbegan
beganoperations
operationsininSeptember,
September,
1985. The
The teleport
teleport currently
currently provides
1985.
provides for
for only
onlyvideo
videoservices.
services.

TX: Dallas/Fort
Dallas/Fort Worth
Worth Teleport
Teleport (DFWT)-Dallas
TX:
(DFWT)—Dallas
The Dallas Communications Complex (DCC), located
The
located at
at the
the 12,000
12,000 acre
acre
Las Colinas
Colinas Development,
Development,isisthe
theoperations
operationssite
sitefor
forthe
theDallas/Fort
Dallas/Fort Worth
Worth
Las
Teleport, Ltd.
Ltd.(DFWT).
(DFWT).The
Thereal
realestate-based
estate-based teleport
teleporthas
has four
four 5-meter
5-meterdishes,
dishes,
transmitting more
transmitting
more than
than 200
200 hours
hours of
ofvideo
videoper
per week.
week. AA9-acre
9-acre site,
site, interconinterconnected to the DCC with
as an
an ideal
ideal location
location
nected
withfiber
fiberoptic
opticcable,
cable,has
hasbeen
been selected
selected as
for the
the antenna
antenna farm.
Companieslocated
locatedatat the
the Las
Las Colinas
Colinas Development
Developmentinclude
includeIBM,
IBM, NEC,
Companies
NEC,
Xerox, and
and Allstate.
Allstate. Access
Access to the
the teleport
teleport will
willbe
beaccomplished
accomplished either
either using
using
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fiber may
the park's
park's own
own coaxial
coaxial cable
cable system
system or
optic cable.
cable. The fiber
may
the
or a fiber optic
(SWBT)
be installed
installed and
and owned
owned by
by Southwestern
Southwestern Bell
Bell Telephone
Telephone (SWBT) or
either be
be a private dedicated
dedicated link.
through SWBT's
SWBT's regional microwave
microwave
Regional interconnection will
will be
be made
made through
network.
DFWT operates
operates its own 6-GHz
6-GHz and
and 23-GHz
23-GHz microwave
microwave network
network. DFWT
between
also likely
likelythat
thatsome
some private
private microwave
betweenDallas
Dallas and
andFort
Fort Worth.
Worth. ItIt isisalso
will
be installed
installed for
for clients
clientswith
withlarge
largetelecommunications
telecommunications demand.
demand. SWBT
will be
has
further agreed
to connect
connectthe
theteleport
teleportdirectly
directly to
to its regional
has further
agreed to
regional toll center
center
for access
access to the interexchange
interexchange carriers.
carriers.

TX:
TX: Gulf
Gulf Teleport—Houston
Teleport-Houston
Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport was
was formed
formed ininSeptember
September 1983
1983 by a group of local Houston
Houston
investors.
The teleport
teleport is scheduled
to begin
begin operation
operation in
in the
the southern
investors. The
scheduled to
southern part

of Houston
Houston in 1986,
1986, with
with full
fulloperation
operation ofof1212satellite
satellite transmit/receive
transmit/receive
(T/R) dishes
dishes scheduled
scheduled for
for 1986.
1986.
The teleport
The
teleport will provide
provide direct
direct microwave
microwave links (18 GHz) to
to major
major users
users
located
in the
Other means
meansof
of local
local distribution—such
distribution-such as
located in
the Houston
Houston area.
area. Other
as
DTS, coaxial
lines, and
and SCA
SCA frequencies—might
frequencies-might be
coaxial cable,
cable, telephone
telephone lines,
be used.
used.
In addition,
addition, Gulf
GulfTeleport
Teleport will
willbuild
buildaamajor
majorterrestrial
terrestrialmicrowave
microwavebackbone
backbone
connecting the
the cities
cities of
of Lake
Lake Charles,
Charles,Port
Port Arthur,
Arthur, Orange,
connecting
Orange, Beaumont, Houston,
Victoria, and
Christi. The
The network
network will provide
ton, Port Lavaca,
Lavaca, Victoria,
and Corpus
Corpus Christi.
provide
interconnection to the teleport.
the regional interconnection
teleport.
The teleport
plansto
to locate
locate its
its own
own earth
The
teleport has
has announced
announced plans
earth terminals
terminals at
other teleports in Columbus, New York,
York, San
San Francisco,
Francisco, and Midland.
Midland.

TX: Houston
Houston International Teleport (HIT)—Houston
(H1T)-Houston
TX:
The Houston
Houston International Teleport
Teleport (HIT)
(HIT)isisoperated
operated by
by Satellite
Satellite TransTransmission and
and Reception
Reception Specialists
Specialists(STARS).
(STARS).HIT
HIT has
mission
has in place
place six
six satellite
satellite
antennas of
of various
various sizes
sizesto
to provide
provide video
video transmission
transmission for
for television broadantennas
casters.
In addition,
casters. In
addition, there
there are
are four
four transportable
transportable antennas.
antennas. Regional interconinterconnection will
willbe
be achieved
achieved by fiber optic
optic cable,
cable, microwave,
microwave, and
and local telephone
telephone
plant. HIT
HITisisbuilding
buildinga a100-foot
100-foottower
towerlocated
locatedatatthe
theJohnson
Johnson Space
Space Center
Center
that will
that
willbe
beused
used for
formicrowave
microwaveinterconnection
interconnection between
between the
the teleport
teleport and
and
the space
space center.

TX:
Houston Gateway
GatewayTeleport—Houston
Teleport-Houston
TX: Houston
General
Services,Inc.
Inc. (GSSI)
(GSSI) intends
intends to
to develop
developaateleport
teleport facility
facility
General Satellite Services,
southwest
of Houston
Houston in Dewalt,
southwest of
Dewalt, Texas.
Texas. Unlike the
the other
other teleports
teleports being
being
developed
the Houston
Houston market,
market, GSSI's
GSSI's facility
facility will
developed inin the
will be
bepositioned
positioned as
as aa
common
common carrier's carrier. As
As such,
such, GSSI
GSSI does
does not consider
consider itself in competicompetition with
GSSI will
will provide
withother
other telecommunications
telecommunications facilities.
facilities. Instead,
Instead, GSSI
provide an
alternative for
for extra
extra capacity
capacity demand.
demand.
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Washington
International Teleport—Washington,
Teleport-Washington, D.C.
Washington International
D.C.
Washington International Teleport
Washington
Teleportisisaastand-alone
stand-alone teleport owned
owned by Carley Teleport Communications.
Communications. The
Theteleport
teleporthas
hasbeen
been operational
operational for
forsix
sixyears.
years.
The twoThe
two-to
to three-acre
three-acre facility
facility houses
houses four
four transmit/receive,
transmit/receive, one
one transmit,
transmit,
and four receive-only
antenna is
is capable
capable of
of handling
handling
and
receive-only satellite
satellite antennas;
antennas; each
each antenna
both Ku-band
both
Ku-band and
and C-band
C-band communications.
communications. Clients
Clients include
include large
large broadcast
broadcast
and CATV
CATV programmers.
Transmissionsare
arecurrently
currentlylimited
limited to
to video/audio
video/audio
and
programmers. Transmissions
(analog) signal processing.
There are
are no
no videoconferencing
videoconferencing facilities.
facilities. A terres(analog)
processing. There
terresat 11
trial microwave
microwave network
network (MetroNet), operational
operational at
11 GHz and
and 23
23 GHz,
GHz,
connectsthe
theteleport
teleportto
to locations
locationsin
in Northern
Northern Virginia
connects
Virginia and
and Maryland.
Maryland.

The National
National Teleport—Washington,
Teleport-Washington, D.C.
The
D.C.
National Teleport
The National
Teleport isisowned
owned by
by aa partnership
partnership of
of Videostar
Videostar Connections,
Connections,
Inc. (of
(of Atlanta),
Atlanta), and
and Pyramid
Pyramid Video
VideoCommunications.
Communications. The
The distinguishing
distinguishing
feature of
of the
the National
National Teleport
feature
Teleport is its downtown location,
location, atop
atop the
the National
National
Press Building.
Building. Other teleports
to take
Press
teleports are
are located
located in more
more suburban
suburban areas
areas to
advantageof
of low
low radio
radio frequency
frequency (RF)
(RF) environments.
environments. The
The National Teleport,
advantage
Teleport,
however, will
will take
of the
the Ku-band
Ku-band technology
technology (14/12
(14/12 GHz),
GHz), which
however,
take advantage
advantage of
which
by terrestrial microwave carriers
and relatively free
is rarely used
used by
carriers and
free of interferinterference. Space
Spacewill
will be
beavailable
availablefor
for up
up to
to eight
eight earth
earth stations.
stations. Regional
Regional interconence.
nection will
nection
will be
be made
made via
via fiber
fiber optics,
optics, coaxial
coaxial cable,
cable, and
and microwave.
microwave.

International Teleports
As with
with the
the development
development of
ofteleports
teleports ininthe
theUnited
UnitedStates,
States,advancements
advancements
in centralized
are underway
underway throughout the
centralized telecommunication
telecommunication technologies
technologies are
the
international teleports will
will be
world. The prime goal of international
be to facilitate a standardstandardized global
global communication network meeting
changing inforized
meeting the
the demands
demands of changing
well as
as the
the needs
needsofofinternational
international trade
trade and
and transportatransportamation technologies, as
as well
tion.
The following
following are
areplanned
planned international-based
international-based teleports:
teleports:
Jamaica
Teleport-Jamaica
Jamaica Teleport—Jamaica
Tokyo Teleport—Japan
Teleport-Japan
Tokyo
Osaka Teleport—Japan
Teleport-Japan
Osaka
Yokohama Teleport—Japan
Teleport-Japan
Yokohama
Teleport
Hamburg-West
Teleport Hamburg—West Germany
Germany
Rotterdam Teleport—The
Teleport-The Netherlands
Rotterdam
Netherlands
TelecenterAmsterdam—The
Amsterdam-The Netherlands
Telecenter
Netherlands

London
London Drydocks—Great
Drydocks-Great Britain

Teleports:
Teleports: An Overview
Overview
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TABLE 1-1
1-1
Domestic Teleport Status
Domestic
Status Overview
Overview
Teleport
Location
Operational Construction Planned
Planned
Teleport
Operational
Calif
o rnia
California
San Francisco
Bay Area Teleport
xX
(x)*
Teleport
Francisco
(X)*
Bay
Los Angeles
Pacific International
International Teleport
Teleport
X
Pacific
Colorado
Teleport/Denver,
xX
Denver
Teleport/ Denver, Ltd.
Ltd.
District of Columbia
District
Columbia
Washington International
International
Washington
Teleport
x
X
Teleport
The National Teleport
xX
The
Washington
D.C.
x
D.C. Teleport
Teleport
X
Washington
Florida
X
Hollywood
Telelink Communications
Hollywood
Telelink
Communications
Miami/
X
Ft. Lauderdale
Lauderdale South Star
Star Communications
Communications
(X)
X
Ocala
Central
Central Florida Teleport
Teleport
(X)
Orlando Telecommunications
Orlando
xX
Port
Georgia
Turner
Turner Teleport
X
Atlanta
(X)
X
UpSouth
UpSouth
Atlanta
Douglasville
Atlanta International
International Teleport
Teleport
(SSS)
xX
Hawaii
X
Hawaii Loa Teleport
Honolulu
Hawaii
Illinois
Chicago
xX
Chicago
Chicago .. .. . ETC
xX
Chicago
Teleport Chicago
Chicago
Iowa
The Iowa
X
X)
Des Moines
Moines
Iowa Teleport
Teleport
(X)
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
xX
Boston Teleport
Boston (Belmont)
(Belmont) Boston
Boston
Boston Teleport
Boston
(Taft)
xX
Missouri
Kansas City
Kansas City Teleport
X
Teleport
New Jersey
New
xX
Carteret
Satellite City
New York
York
New
New York
The Teleport
X
Teleport
New
(X))
North Carolina
Carolina
xX
Raleigh
Raleigh
Capitol Earthbase
Earthbase
Ohio
xX
Great Lakes
Lakes Teleport
Central Ohio
Ohio
x
X
COM III
III
Columbus
xX
Columbus
Ohio Teleport Corporation
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TABLE 1-1 (concluded)
TABLE
(concluded)
Location
Location
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Roaring Creek
Roaring
Creek

Scranton
Scranton
Harrisburg
Texas
Dallas
Houston
Houston
Houston
San Antonio
Washington
Seattle

Teleport

Operational
Operational

The Oklahoma Teleport

X

Roaring Creek
Creek International
International
Teleport
Pennsylvania Teleport
Pennsylvania
Harrisburg Teleport
Harrisburg
Dallas/Ft. Worth Teloport
Teleport
Gulf Teleport
Gulf
Houston International
International
Teleport
Houston Gateway
Gateway Teleport
Texas
Texas Teleport

Construction Planned
Construction
(X)

X
X

X

(X)

X
X

X
Postponed
Postponed

Vashon Island (Seattle
Vashon
Teleport)

X

X

*' (X)
(X) = An
An operational
operational facility
facility with
with significant
significant construction
construction remaining.
remaining.
Source:
Source: © ELBA
ELRA Group.
Group, 1986.
1986.

•

CONCLUSION

•

The teleport industry
The
industry isis robust
robust and
and growing,
growing,as
as this
thischapter
chapter has
has indicated.
indicated.
Teleport
representthe
the"state
"state of
of the
the art" in
Teleport services
services represent
intelecommunications
telecommunications and
and
are becoming
becoming the
the hub
hub of
of the
the intelligent city while
are
whileevolving
evolving totoaccommodate
accommodate
the ever-increasing
demand for
for voice,
the
ever-increasing demand
voice, data,
data, and
and video
video communications
communications on
on
national and
and international basis.
basis.Although
Although the
the AT&T
AT&T divestiture
aa national
divestiture has
has fragfragmented
services,teleports
teleportsand
andMTSS
MTSS offer
offer aa return
return to
mented telecommunications services,
to
the one-stop
shoppingformerly
formerly available
availablefrom
from AT&T.
AT&T. However,
the
one-stop shopping
However, although
although
teleports
to businesses,
businesses,ititisis important
important to
teleports offer
offer numerous
numerous advantages
advantages to
to note
note
in communications.
communications. Their
Their continued
continued growth
growth
that they are
are still aa new
new concept
concept in
will
will depend
depend upon
upon competition
competition from
from the
theexisting
existingcommunications
communicationscapabilities
capabilities
and the
in an
an area,
area, the involvement
involvement of long
long distance
distance or common
common carriers,
carriers, and
the
competitiveness
competitiveness of the
the real
real estate
estate marketplace.
marketplace.
Other factors
Other
factors will
willcontribute
contributetotocontinued
continuedteleport
teleportdevelopment.
development.These
These
include societal
such as
as workplace
workplace ethic,
ethic, and
include
societal values,
values, such
and trends
trends inineducation,
education,
such as
as the
the increasing
increasing computer
computer literacy of
such
of high-school
high-school and
and college
college students.
students.
These students
studentswill
will compose
composethe
the work
work force
force during the
These
the second
second half of this
this
decade and
and into
into the 1990s.
The prevalence of
of these
theseabundant
abundant computer-literate
computer-literate
decade
1990s. The
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Teleports:
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workers, the
of the telecommunications/transthe increasing
increasing societal
societal acceptance
acceptance of
telecommunications/transportation
portation trade-off,
trade-off, and
and the
the diffusion
diffusion of
ofthe
the personal
personal computer
computer in
inhouseholds
households

will
will shape
shape the
the intelligent city.
city.
The continuing
continuing transformation of American society
from matter
matter production
society from
to information
informationproduction
productionand
andthe
theincreasing
increasingacceptance
acceptance of
ofautomated
automated decidecision
(e.g.,artificial
artificial intelligence
intelligence and
and "expert"
"expert" systems)
will
sion support
support systems
systems (e.g.,
systems) will
continually
continually expand
expand work
work force
force utilization
utilizationofoftelecommunications
telecommunicationsaccess
access netnetworks (gateways).
Thus information seeking,
(gateways). Thus
seeking, the value
value of
of data
data bases,
bases, and
and
the telecommunications
telecommunications systems
systems will
willbecome
become valued
valuedassets
assets ofofbusinesses
businesses in
in
the intelligent city.
earlier,other
other trends
trendswill
will affect
As was discussed
discussed earlier,
affect overall teleport growth.
growth.
First, the
the convergence
convergence of the
the computer
computer and
and communications
communications marketplaces
marketplaces
suggests
improved economies
economiesof
of scale
scale in
in hardware,
hardware, and
suggests improved
and possibly,
possibly, improved
improved
economies
in the processing
side of
of network
network operations.
economies in
processing side
operations. As educated
educated citizens

become
majority in the
become aa majority
the industrial
industrial world,
world, further
furtherdemands
demands will
will be
be placed
placed
informationproduction,
production,transfer,
transfer,and
andprocessing
processing and
and upon
upon the available
upon information
telecommunications
telecommunications infrastructure.
infrastructure.Finally,
Finally,asascommunications
communicationsneeds
needsescalate,
escalate,
the need
to
the
need for control
control ofoftelecommunications
telecommunications costs
costs will
will drive
drivebusinesses
businesses to
erect private
private networks
network alternatives
networks or
or seek
seek network
alternatives that
that are
are more
more cost
cost effective.
effective.
One of the
future opportunities
will be
One
the significant
significant future
opportunities for teleport
teleport operators
operators will
be
the emergence
of the
the internationally
the
emergence of
internationally accepted
accepted Integrated
Integrated Services
Services Digital
Network (ISDN)
(ISDN)concept.
concept.ISDN
ISDNisisa aconcept
conceptwhereby
wherebyvoice,
voice,data,
data, and
and video
video
will be
be digitized
digitized in
in 144-Kb
144-Kb data
data streams
streams to and
and from the
the home.
home.
Technologically, the reconstruction of
of our existing
existing analog
analog networks in order
that they may support
support ISDN ininthe
theforthcoming
forthcomingdecades
decades will
willrequire
require massive
massive
capital expenditures.
Teleports are
are uniquely
uniquely positioned
positioned to
to be
expenditures. Teleports
be functional
functional as
as
large-scalelocal
localand
and regional
regional "front-ends"
"front-ends" for national
large-scale
national and
and international
international
ISDN traffic.
traffic.
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The purpose of
of this chapter
chapter isis to
to explain
explain how
how voice,
voice, data,
data, and
and video
video communicommunications
cations are transmitted
transmitted over
over conducting
conducting media
media and through
through the
the ether.
ether. We
We
have taken an approach that
thatwill
will first
first examine
examine the basic
basic transmission mediums
mediums
in
in use today, from
from aa pair
pair of
of copper
copper wires
wires to
to the
the more
more complicated
complicated coaxial
coaxial
cable, microwave
microwave radio,
radio, optical
optical fiber,
fiber, and
and satellite
cable,
satellite systems.
systems. In addition, the
the
difference between
between analog
analog and
and digital communications
difference
communications is
is discussed
discussed as
as well
well
as an introduction
introduction to
to bandwidth,
bandwidth, multiplexing,
multiplexing, and
and digital
digital systems.
systems.
The intent
intent of
of this
this chapter
chapterisisto
to focus
focus on
on the
the engineering
engineering and
and telecommunicatelecommunication fundamentals
in order
order to prepare
tion
fundamentals in
prepare the
the reader
reader for
for the
thediscussion,
discussion, later
later
in this book,
book, of
of applications
applications and
and technologies.
technologies.

BASIC COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS CONCEPTS
CONCEPTS
that
In 1876
1876 Alexander
Alexander Graham
Graham Bell
Bell patented the first
first telephonic
telephonic device
device that
converted voice
voice signals—sound
signals-sound waves-into
converted
waves—into electrical
electrical signals-electrical
signals—electrical
waves. Since
Since that
that time, devices
been developed
developed that
that convert other types
waves.
devices have been
types
of information,
such as data,
of
information, such
data, images,
images, and
and moving
moving pictures
pictures into
into electrical
electrical
signals. In
In aa communications
signals.
communications system,
system, basic information, regardless
regardless of type,
is transformed
transformed into
into electrical
information by
by a sending
terminal, whether
whether itit
is
electrical information
sending terminal,
be aa telephone
terminal for
for data,
data, or aa teletype
telephone for
for voice,
voice, a computer-like
computer-like terminal
teletype
device for telegrams or record-type communications,
communications,such
suchas
astelex.
telex.The
The electrielectrical information, or signal,
cal
signal, is modified
modified (in technical terms, modulated)
modulated) by a
sending device
device into
into a form
sending
form suitable
suitable for
for transmission
transmission at
at aaspecific
specific sending
sending
frequency.
then transmitted, or more properly propafrequency. The modulated signal is then
propagated, by either a wire,
wire, radio,
radio, or
or video
video broadcast
broadcast system.
system. Finally,
Finally, the propapropagated
or transformed
at the receiving
end back
back to
gated signal
signal is demodulated
demodulated or
transformed at
receiving end
the original information signal and the
the
the original
original basic
basic information.
information.
Transmission
starts with the modulated
Transmission starts
modulated signal
signal being connected
connected to a wire
wire
pair, aa coaxial
coaxial cable,
cable, aa waveguide,
waveguide, an
an optical
optical fiber,
fiber, aa microwave
microwave radio
radio relay
relay
system, or
or an earth
system,
earth station
station (which
(which transmits
transmits signals
signals to aa satellite).
satellite). Most
Most
basic
signals are
are concentrated
concentrated at low
basic signals
low frequencies
frequencies and have to be
be modulated,
modulated,
since
their lack
of the
since their
lack of
of isolation
isolation from
from interference
interference from
from nearby
nearby signals
signals of
same
same frequency
frequency and their
their propagation
propagation (transmission)
(transmission) characteristics
characteristics make
make
them generally
generally unsuitable for transmission
transmission in their
their existing
existing state.
state. Baseband
Baseband
(unmodulated) transmission
transmission employs
employs wire (wire pair) channels, such as
as those
those
used
loops or
or circuits.
used for
for the
used for local
local telephone
telephone loops
circuits. Baseband
Baseband isis used
the great
great
bulk of short-distance
short-distance communications
communications and
and accounts
accounts for
for aa large
large part
part of local
bulk
local
telephone
transmissions. However,
However,with
with radio
radio and
and other
telephone transmissions.
other forms
forms of
of longerlongerdistance transmission,
transmission,and
and in
in order
order to get
distance
get greater
greater capacity
capacity out
out of
of certain
certain
existing transmission facilities,
necessary for
for the
the basic
basic information
information
facilities, it is usually necessary
signal to be transformed
transformed to higher
higher frequencies
frequencies that are
are suitable
suitablefor
for electromagelectromagnetic propagation
propagation and can
can use
use the
the total
totalcapacity
capacity of
ofthe
thetransmission
transmission facility.
facility.
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The reader
as applied
to local
The
reader should
should note
note that
that the
the term
termbaseband
baseband as
applied to
local area
area
networks has
has a somewhat
meaning,and
and in
in general
general applies
applies toto aa
networks
somewhat different
different meaning,
network that has
network
has aa single
single carrier
carrier frequency.
frequency.

Converting Speech to Electrical
Converting
Electrical Impulses
Impulses
Sound and
and electrical
impulses are
are transmitted
transmitted through a medium
Sound
electrical impulses
medium in
in wave
wave
form. A wave
form.
wave has
has three
three basic
basic properties:
properties: amplitude,
amplitude, frequency,
frequency, and
and phase.
phase.
In the basic
shown in
in Figure
Figure 2-1, the amplitude
to the
basic sine
sine wave,
wave, shown
amplitude refers
refers to
height of the wave.
height
wave. The amplitude
amplitude represents
represents the property
property of
of loudness
loudness in
sound or the
sound
the voltage
voltage level
level of
of an
an electrical
electrical impulse.
impulse. Frequency,
Frequency, measured
measured in
cycles per
per second,
second, or
or hertz,
the number
cycles
hertz, represents
represents the
number of times
times per second
second a
wave completes
completes aa 360-degree
shift in
in phase.
phase. Phase,
wave
360-degree shift
Phase, measured
measured in
in degrees,
degrees, or
or
radians, is the slope of a wave at a given
given instant in time. Frequency concerns
concerns
the property of
of pitch.
pitch. A
A sensitive
sensitive human
human ear
ear can
can detect
detect frequencies
frequencies of
of from
from
about 30 hertz
is a deep
about
hertz (or
(or 30
30 cycles
cycles per
per second),
second), which
which is
deep bass
bass tone,
tone, to
to
about 20,000 hertz, which is
about
is a high-pitched
high-pitched squeal.
squeal. Most
Most good
good quality
quality highfidelity stereos
stereos will
will reproduce
reproduce sound
sound over
over that same
fidelity
same bandwidth.
bandwidth. Bandwidth
Bandwidth
frequencies between
between the
the upper
upper and lower limits of
of aa transmission
transmission
is the range of frequencies
medium.
Ordinary
Ordinary speech
speech usually
usually covers
covers a frequency
frequency range, or
or bandwidth,
bandwidth, from
from
100 to
to 8,000
hertz. Good quality
can be transmitted over
8,000 hertz.
quality speech,
speech, however,
however, can
a bandwidth
bandwidth of
of from
from 300
300 to
to 3,400
3,400 hertz.
hertz.Therefore,
Therefore, the
the typical
typical telephone
telephone
voice-grade
voice-grade channel, or subdivision of a circuit, has been designed
designed to transmit
only those
that are
are between
between 300
300 and
and 3,400
3,400 hertz.
hertz. That
That is
is why
why a
only
those frequencies
frequencies that
person's voice
over the telephone
voice over
telephone can have a slightly
slightly flat sound.

FIGURE 2-1
FIGURE
2-1
Basic Sine Wave
Basic
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The Telephone Transmitter and Receiver
Receiver
The telephone
transmitter, or mouthpiece,
telephone transmitter,
mouthpiece, is the ear
ear of
of the
the telephone.
telephone. In
the transmitter,
transmitter, sound
sound waves
waves are
are changed
changed into electrical
electrical waves
waves or
or impulses
impulses
to enable
them to be
enable them
be sent
sent over
over aa telephone
telephone line to
to aa distant
distant receiver.
receiver. The
The
basic mouthpiece
mouthpiece of the telephone
consists of
of aa diaphragm
basic
telephone consists
diaphragm and
and a chamber
chamber
filled
filled with
withcarbon
carbon granules.
granules.
Carbon
has unique
unique physical
physicalproperties
propertiesininthat
that itit is the only
Carbon has
only nonmetallic
nonmetallic
substance
with electrical
electrical resistance
resistancethat
thatisislow
low enough
enoughto
to allow
allow its practical
substance with
use
as an
an electrical
electrical conductor and with
use as
with aaresistance
resistance that
that declines
declines under
under prespressure.
sure. This
This is shown
shown in Figure 2-2.
2-2.
When aa person
into a telephone,
the diaphragm
diaphragm in the
person speaks
speaks into
telephone, the
the telephone's
telephone's
mouthpiece vibrates
vibrates at
at the
the frequency
frequency of
of the
voice. The
The vibration
vibration
mouthpiece
the speaker's
speaker's voice.
alternately
thechambers
chambersbehind
behindthe
thediaphragm,
diaphragm,
alternately compresses
compresses and decompresses
decompresses the

varying the pressure
The varying pressure
on the
varying
pressure of the carbon
carbon granules.
granules. The
pressure on
granules
varies the
the resistance
resistanceofofthe
thegranules.
granules.As
Asaa result
result of
of that
that varying
granules varies
varying
resistance,the
the voltage
voltage level
level in
in the
the circuit that
resistance,
that passes
passes through the
the granules
granules
fluctuates. Therefore, the number of
of times
times the
the diaphragm
diaphragm vibrates
vibrates determines
determines

the
the frequency
frequency of the
the electrical
electrical signal
signal going
going through
through the
the transmitter.
transmitter. The
The
varying resistance
the voltage
resistance of the
the granules
granules sets
sets the
voltage level
level and the
the amplitude
amplitude
of the
the electrical
electrical signal
signal going
going through
through the
the transmitter.
transmitter.The
Thetelephone
telephonereceiver
receiver
is the
the speaker
speaker of the
the telephone.
telephone. ItIt reverses
reverses the
the process
process of the
the transmitter
transmitter
and produces
produces sound
sound waves from electrical
electrical impulses.
impulses.
and

FIGURE 2-2
FIGURE
Telephone
Telephone Mouthpiece
Mouthpiece
Carbon granules
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The frequency
and amplitude
amplitude of
of the
the electrical
current running
The
frequency and
electrical current
running through
through
the speaker
causesthe
thespeaker
speakertotovary
varyits
its vibration
vibration frequency
the
speaker causes
frequency (pitch) and
and
amplitude (loudness)
(loudness)by
bythe
thevariation
variationinin the
the current.
current. The
The vibration
vibration of the
amplitude
the
speaker
speaker reproduces
reproducesthe
thesound
soundwaves
wavesinduced
inducedinto
intothe
theoriginating
originating transmitter.
The electrical
The
electrical signal (wave) is continuously changing
changing in amplitude
amplitude and
and frefrequency. ItIt is referred
an analog
analog signal,
signal,inin that
that itit is an
quency.
referred to as
as an
an analog
analog of the
the
originating waveform,
waveform,such
such as
as those
those produced
produced by sound.
sound.
For most
transmission is
is used.
used. That
That is,
is,
most local
local communications,
communications, baseband
baseband transmission
the transmission
occurs at
at their originating
the
transmission of electrical
electrical signals
signals occurs
originatingfrequencies.
frequencies.
A pair
pair ofofordinary
ordinarywires
wirescan
can easily
easily handle
handle a bandwidth
bandwidth of three
three kilohertz
Thus the
(or
or 3,000
3,000 cycles
cycles per second.
second. Thus
the voice-carrying
voice-carrying electrical
electrical signals
signals (or
current) that
current)
that pass
pass through
through the
the normal
normal telephone
telephone are
are transmitted
transmitted through
through
unmodulated (unmodithe local telephone
telephone network to the receiving
receiving telephone
telephone unmodulated
fied).
fied).
The path of
of aa typical
typicalphone
phone call
call would
wouldbe
beas
as follows.
follows. The
The electrical
electrical signals
signals
emanating from
from the telephone
are carried
carried over
over the
the local
local loop
loop to the central
emanating
telephone are
central
office. The
The local
local loop
loop consists
of aa pair
pair of
office.
consists of
of wires
wires (usually
(usually referred
referred to as
as aa
twisted wire pair) from
twisted
from the
the subscriber's
subscriber's phone
phone to the
the local
local switching
switching office.
office.
Subscribersnot
noton
on party
party lines
lines have
havetheir
their own
own dedicated
dedicatedpair
pair of
of wires
wires to
to
Subscribers
this central
this
central office.
office. In the
the central
central office,
office, the
the call
call isis connected
connected to the
the party
party
being called
called and
and then
then is
is sent
sent to
to the
the called
called party
party via the called
being
called party's local
the called
loop, assuming
assuming the
called party was
was connected
connected to the
the same
same central
central office
office as
as
the calling party.
the
party. The
The transmission
transmission occurs
occurs in the
the baseband.
baseband. IfIf the call were
were
sent to
to aa party connected
transbeing sent
connected to another central
central office,
office, then
then baseband
baseband transwould probably
mission would
probably not
notbe
be used
used over the entire transmission path. Instead,
Instead,
the call would
the
would be
be routed
routed over
over an
an interoffice
interoffice trunk (a
(a circuit
circuit between
between two
central offices)
offices) in
in aa modulated
form (see
Figure 2-3).
2-3). Obviously
the local
local
central
modulated form
(see Figure
Obviously the
Only the
the trunk transmission
loop transmission
transmission would still
still be
be in
in the
the baseband.
baseband. Only
transmission

FIGURE 2-3
FIGURE
Modulated Transmission
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between central
central offices
officeswould
wouldoccur
occur in
in modulated
modulated form.
form. The
between
The next
next section
section
deals with
with modulation.
deals

Modulation
One
One type of modulation
modulationisisthe
theprocess
process of
of superimposing
superimposing aa voice
voice frequency
(VF) channel
so that
that aa
(VF)
channel on aa carrier
carrier wave
wave (a
(a wave
wave of
of constant
constant frequency)
frequency) so
frequency shift can
frequency
can occur.
occur. For
Forinstance,
instance,aavoice
voicechannel
channelcan
canbe
besuperimposed
superimposed
upon a
hertz (Hz)
(Hz) to shift
upon
a carrier
carrier wave
wave of 10,000
10,000 hertz
shift its
its frequency
frequency range,
range, or
bandwidth, from
bandwidth,
from aa range
range of
of 300-3,400
300-3,400 hertz
hertz totoaarange
rangeofof10,300-13,400
10,300-13,400
hertz, as
shown in
in Figure
Figure 2-4.
hertz,
as shown
2-A.
With
With demodulation,
demodulation, the
thereverse
reverse process
process is
is performed.
performed. The
The 10,300-13,400
10,300-13,400
Hz modulated
on aa 10,000
modulated voice
voice channel
channel band
band is
is superimposed
superimposed on
10,000 Hz carrier
carrier
to recover
recover the
the original
original 300-3,400
300-3,400 Hz
Hz voice
voice frequency
frequency (VF)
(VF) channel.
channel. The
The
carrier frequency
modulation process
process produces three components: the inserted carrier
frequency
and the two
The sum
and
two bands
bands resulting
resulting from
fromthe
thesuperimposed
superimposed frequencies.
frequencies. The
sum
of the carrier frequency
frequency and
and the
the voice
voice channel
channel frequencies
frequencies produces
produces the upper
sideband. The
The difference
differenceof
of the
the carrier
carrier frequency and
and the
the voice
voice channel
channel frefresideband.
quencies produces
produces the lower
quencies
lower sideband.
sideband.
The
The addition of
of aa voice
voice frequency
frequency (VF) channel
channel to the
the 10,000
10,000 Hz carrier
carrier
would produce
produce the
the following
following signals:
signals:

Carrier ++VF
VFChannel
Channel

=

= Carrier
Carrier and sidebands
10,000 Hz
Hz ++ (300
(300 to 3,400)
3,400) Hz
Hz == 10,300
to 13,400
Hz == Upper sideband
10,000
10,300 to
13,400 Hz
10,000 Hz
Hz
=
= Carrier
frequency
10,000
=
Carrier frequency
10,000
Hz - (300
10,000 Hz
(300 to
to3,400)
3,400) Hz
Hz==6,600
6,600 to
to9,700
9,700 Hz
Hz = Lower
Lower sideband
sideband

Since
the carrier frequency
Since the
frequency contains no information, and the lower sideband
the carrier
is redundant
redundant (has the same
same information
information as the upper
upper sideband),
sideband), the
carrier
wave and
and the
the lower
can be
be filtered
filtered out
out with
with the
the result
result that
that only
wave
lower sideband
sideband can
only
the upper
upper sideband
sideband is
is transmitted
transmittedover
over the
the interoffice
interoffice telephone
telephone line
line (or interinteroffice trunk).
trunk). This
This is known
office
known as
as single
single sideband
sideband transmission
transmission (SSB).
(SSB). When
When
requires that
that the
the upper
upper sideband
sideband is
is received,
received, the demodulation
demodulation process
process requires
the
carrier frequency
carrier
frequency be reintroduced. This process
process produces the resulting
resulting sidesidebands:
Signal received =
= 10,300
Signal
10,300 to 13,400
13,400 Hz =
= Upper
Upper sideband
sideband transmitted
transmitted
Carrier
Hz —
- carrier
Carrier frequency == 10,000
10,000 Hz
carrier frequency
frequency introduced
introduced
Resulting
upper ==(10,300
Resulting upper
(10,300 to
to13,400)
13,400) Hz
Hz + 10,000
10,000 Hz
= 20,300
23,400 Hz
Hz
sideband
=
20,300 to 23,400
Carrier frequency
frequency = 10,000
10,000 Hz
Resulting
lower ==(10,300
(10,300 to
- 10,000
Resulting lower
to 13,400)
13,400) Hz
Hz10,000 Hz
sideband
= 300
300 to 3400
3400 Hz
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FIGURE 2-4
FIGURE
Modulation
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The final stage
is to filter
The
stage in demodulation
demodulation is
filter out
out the
theupper
uppersideband
sideband and
and
the carrier wave.
the
wave. The signal
signal recovered
recovered from the
the lower
lower sideband,
sideband, which has
has
been received
receivedfrom
from the
the interoffice
interoffice trunk,
trunk, contains
contains the
the original
original information
information
been
signal from
from the
signal
the originating
originating 300
300 to
to 3,400
3,400 Hz
Hzvoice
voicefrequency
frequency (VF)
(VF)channel.
channel.
It
It is
is then
then routed
routed over
over local
local transmission
transmission facilities, in
in unmodulated
unmodulatedor
or baseband
baseband
form, to
to the
the called
called telephone.
telephone.

Multiplexing
Multiplexing
is the
the process
process by
more than
than one
one voice
data (or,
Multiplexing is
by which
which more
voice or
or data
(or,
can be
be transmitted
transmitted or
or modumodufor that
that matter,
matter, any
anycommunications)
communications) message
message can
lated over
over one
physical communications
communications transmission
transmissionlink
link or
or facility. There
lated
one physical
There
are
three
basic
types
of
multiplexing
techniques:
space-division,
are
basic
of multiplexing techniques: space-division, frequencydivision,
and time-division
time-division multiplexing.
multiplexing.
division, and
The simplest
type is space-division
multiplexing. Let
Let us
we want
want to
The
simplest type
space-division multiplexing.
us say
say we
to
conversations, or telephone calls,
calls, over
over one
onetransmission
transmission facility
facility simulsimulroute 12
12 conversations,
taneously. We
We could
could take
take 12
12 pairs
pairs of
of wires
wires and
and group
group them
them into one
taneously.
one large
large
cable. That
That would be
cable.
be space-division
space-division multiplexing.
multiplexing.Each
Each conversation
conversation would
would
occupy aa separate
separatewire
wirepair
pairor
or physical
physicalcircuit
circuit (path).
(path). In
In actuality,
occupy
actuality, wire
are constructed
constructedto
to contain
contain up
up to many
pair cables
cables are
many hundreds
hundreds of wire pairs.
pairs.
Such cables
cables are
are placed
placedin
in conduits
conduits under
under streets
of cities
cities or along
Such
streets of
along roadsides
roadsides
and are
are used
used for
for subscriber
subscriber local
local loop
loop purposes
purposesand
andfor
for short-distance
short-distanceinterofinterofand
fice trunks.
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Frequency-division and
and time-division
time-division multiplexing
multiplexing are
Frequency-division
are methods
methods that have
have
been
developedto
to share
shareone
onephysical
physicalcircuit,
circuit, or path, among
been developed
among many conversaconversations. Frequency-division multiplexing
multiplexing (FDM)
(FDM) uses
uses the
the modulation
modulation technique
technique

previously
describedand
andisisaa natural
natural in
in the
previously described
the world
world ofofanalog
analog signals
signals and
and
transmission (analog
(analog communications).
communications). Analog
Analogsignals
signalsare
are signals,
signals, like
like sound,
sound,
whose
amplitudes and frequencies
change continuously
continuously (see
Figure 2-5).
whose amplitudes
frequencies change
(see Figure
2-5).

Frequency division multiplexing.
Frequency
multiplexing. With
Withfrequency
frequency division
division multimultiplexing (FDM), many
plexing
many analog channels
channels can be loaded onto
onto one
one transmission
transmission
circuit. As we said, a standard
runs from
circuit.
standard voice
voice frequency
frequency channel
channel generally
generally runs
from
300 to 3,400
3,400 Hz, or
or aa bandwidth
bandwidth of
of 3,100
3,100 Hz
Hz (3.1
(3.1 kilohertz).
kilohertz). To
To prevent
prevent
interference (crosstalk)
(crosstalk) among
among adjacent
adjacent voice channels,
interference
channels, the actual
actual channel
channel
bandwidth, including
spacing, used
used for aa standard
bandwidth,
including spacing,
standard voice-grade
voice-grade channel
channel isis
4,000 Hz
Hz (4 kHz).
4,000
kHz). Now,
Now, let's
let's say
say we
we want
want totomultiplex
multiplex12
12voice
voice channels
channels
over one transmission
circuit. The
over
transmission circuit.
The 12
12 channels
channels are
are multiplexed
multiplexed using
using the
the
modulation technique
technique just
just described.
described. In
Inthe
thefollowing
following example,
example, for
for simplicity,
assume single sideband (SSB)
(SSB) transmission is
is used.
used.
Voice channel 11
Voice channel 2
Voice

kHz bandwidth
bandwidth
= 44 kHz
= 44 kHz
kHz bandwidth
bandwidth

Voice channel 12
Voice

= 44 kHz
kHz bandwidth
bandwidth

Carrier frequency
frequency 1I
Carrier frequency
frequency 2

= 100
100kHz
kHz
= 104
104 kHz
kHz

Carrier frequency
frequency 12
12

= 144
144kHz
kHz

Voice
transmissionchannel
channel11 = 100-104
100-104 kHz
kHz band
Voice transmission
Voice
transmissionchannel
channel22 =
= 104-108
104-108 kHz
kHz band
band
Voice transmission

Voice
transmission channel
channel 12=
12 ° 144-148
Voice transmission
144-148 kHz band
band
Thus
facility that has a bandwidth,
Thus as
as one
one can
can see,
see, if we have a transmission facility
bandwidth,
capacity, of
of from
from 100
100 kHz
kHz to
to 148
148kHz,
kHz,then
thenwe
wecan
cansend
send 12
12voice
voice channels
channels
or capacity,
one high-capacity
high-capacity (bandwidth)
(bandwidth) facility
facility (see
(see Figure
2-6).
over that one
Figure 2-6).

(TDM) is
Time
division multiplexing.
multiplexing. Time-division
Time-division multiplexing
multiplexing (TDM)
is
Time division
entirely different
different concept
concept in
in the
the simultaneous
simultaneous transmission
transmission of
of signals.
signals.
an entirely
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FIGURE 2-5
FIGURE
Analog Signal
Signal
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Whereas
FDM is a natural for
time-division multimultiWhereas FDM
for analog
analog communications,
communications, time-division
plexing
plexing (TDM) isis aa natural
natural for
fordigital
digitalcommunications.
communications. Digital
Digital signals
signals are
are
signals,
like data, whose
whose amplitudes
amplitudes change
changeinindiscrete
discretelevels.
levels.Digital
Digitalinformainformasignals, like

tion consists
of bits
bits (binary
consists of
(binary digits).
digits). In
In digital,
digital,the
the intelligence
intelligence consists
consists of aa
0 or aa 1,
on or an
off as
shownin Figure
2-7 on p.
1, or an
an on
an off
as shown
Figure 2-7
p. 37.
37.
In TDM
TDM the
the time
time available
available on
on aa circuit
circuit isisdivided
divided into
into slots,
slots, with
with each
each
slot
one bit
bit of intelligence,
eitheraa 00 or
or a 1.1. Only
slot carrying
carrying one
intelligence, either
Only one
one channel
channel
occupies
at any instant in time.
occupies the circuit at
time. The
The basic
basic time-divided
time-divided circuit is
broken up into 24
24 channels. The first channel occupies the circuit long enough
to enter
either aa 1 (a pulse
or bit),
bit), or
or a 00 (which
enter a bit
bit of
of information,
information, either
pulse or
(which is
the
of a pulse
the absence
absence of
pulse or bit). Then
Then the
the second
second channel
channel enters
enters a bit. This
This
process
up to the 24th
process continues up
24th channel and then starts all
all over
over again.
again. In
actuality,
networks each
each channel
channel enters
enters eight
eight bits
bits of
of
actuality, in telecommunications
telecommunications networks
information
passing the
the circuit
circuit to the
information before
before passing
the next
next channel.
channel.
the basic
basic DS-1
DS-1(digital
(digitalsignaling)
signaling) rate,
rate, the
thecollective
collective 24
24channels
channels each
each
In the
contribute
contribute 8 bits of
of information
information or
or 192
192 bits.
bits. The
The entire
entire process
process takes
takes place
place
in 1/8,000
1/8,000 of
of aa second,
second, or 125
125 microseconds.
microseconds. In Figure 2-8
2-8 on
on p.
p. 38,
38,channel
channel
I1submits
submits eight
eight bits.
bits. Then
Then channel
channel 22submits
submitseight
eightbits.
bits. The
The process
process continues
continues
until
until channel
channel 24 submits its eight bits, and then
then the
the cycle
cycle begins
begins again.
again. All
bits are
are sent
sent on
on the
the DS-l
DS-1 transmission
transmission line
line and
and are
are received
received in
turn by
bits
in turn
channels
channels 1 to 24
24 on
on the
the receiving
receiving end.
end. The
The entire
entire process
process is
is governed
governed by a
clock (at
of Figure 2-8)
2-8) so
so that
that the
the gate
gate of
of channel
channel 11 on
on the
the sending
sending
clock
(at the top of
end of the transmission line
line coincides with the opening
opening of the gate
gate of
of channel
1 on the receiving
receiving end of the transmission line.
line. The clock
clock governs the opening
and closing
closing of all the gates
gates for
for all
all 24
24 channels
channels attached
attached to
to the
the transmission
transmission
line.
line. (The
(The use of a clock
clock on both
both ends
ends of
of the
the transmission
transmission line
line is
is known
known as
synchronous
transmission.) The
The process
process of
of sending
sending 8 bits
synchronous transmission.)
bits per
per channel
channel for
for
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FIGURE
FIGURE 2-6
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FIGURE
FIGURE 2-7
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all 24
24 channels
channels plus
plus 11 bit for
for synchronization
synchronization (totaling
(totaling 193
193 bits)
bits) takes
takes
1/8,000 of
of aa second.
second.
As shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 2-9,
2-9, each
each frame
frame consists
consists of
of 193
193 bits,with
bits,with 24
24 channels
channels
bits each
each (24
192bits)
bits) plus
plus aa 193d
193d bit
bit used
used for
for synchronization.
synchronization.
of 88 bits
(24 X 88 ==192
Note that
that in
in our
ourexample,
example, only
only the
the first
firstseven
seven bits
bits of
ofeach
each eight-bit
eight-bit word
word
carry
carry information, either
either a 0 or
or aa 1,1,since
since the
the eighth
eighth bit of
of every
every word
word isis
used
by the network
used by
network for
forsignaling
signaling and
and supervisory
supervisory information.
information. There
There are
are
more efficient
employed today,
today, but
but it would
efficient techniques
techniques employed
would not
not serve
serve the
the purpose
purpose
of this
this chapter
chapter to
to describe
describe them.
them. As
As we
wesaid,
said, the
the entire
entireprocess
process or
or frame
frame
1/8,000thofofaasecond
second to
tocomplete
completeand
andisisrepeated
repeated8,000
8,000times
timesaasecond.
second.
takes 1/8,000th
This is
is how
how we
we arrive
arrive at
at the
the DS-l
DS-1signaling
signalingrate
rateofof1,544,000
1,544,000bits
bitsper
persecond
second
or 1.544
1.544 megabits
megabits per
per second.
second.
8,000 frames/sec
frames/sec X
X 193 bits/frame
bits/frame = 1,544,000
8,000
1,544,000 bits/second
Time-division
multiplexing
(TDM)
is
ideally
suited
for digital signals.
Time-division multiplexing (TDM)
suited for
signals. ItIt
permits many digit
digit (bit)
(bit)producing
producingmachines,
machines, like
likedata
dataterminals,
terminals,computers,
computers,
and so on, to share
single transmission
transmission line
line by interleaving
and
share a single
interleaving the
the bit
bit streams
streams
of more
more than
than one
one terminal
terminalover
overone
onetransmission
transmission device.
device. However,
However, analog
analog
signals can
can also
also be
be sent
sentover
overdigital
digital transmission
transmissionlines.
lines.But
But to
to do
do so,
they
signals
so, they
must first be
to digital signals.
The first step
of
must
be converted
converted to
signals. The
step in the
the process
process of
converting analog
signals into
into digital form
converting
analog signals
form isis quantizing.
quantizing. The
The method
method used
used
to encode
encode the
the quantized
quantized signals
signals isispulse
pulse code
code modulation.
modulation.

Pulse Code
Code Modulation
Pulse
With
Withpulse
pulse code
code modulation
modulation(PCM),
(PCM),aatelephone
telephonevoice
voicebecomes
becomes a bit stream
that looks like
like digital
digital data.
data.AAcodec,
codec,for
forcoder-decoder,
coder-decoder,converts
converts the
the analog
analog
signal to
to digital form. Ironically,
signal
Ironically, the
the trend
trend ininthe
thecommunications
communications industry
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FIGURE 2-8
FIGURE
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The process
process illustrated
illustrated constitutes
constitutes one frame which
which is
is repeated
repeated 8,000
8,000 times
times aa second
second and
and produces
produces
the DS-1 signaling
second. A look at the signal
signal going
going over
over aa DS-1
DS-1 transmission
transmission
signaling rate
rate of 1,544,000
1,544,000 bits per second.
line is shown
shown in Figure
line
Figure 2-9.
2-9.

is via aa codec
codec to convert
convert the
the more
moreprevalent
prevalentanalog
analogsignals
signals (such
(such as
as voices)
voices)
so that
that they
they may
may travel
travel over
digital lines.
lines. Whereas
Whereas in
in the
the computer
computer industry
so
over digital
industry
the
such as
as data,
data, via
the trend
trend is
is to
to convert
convert less
less prevalent
prevalent digital
digital signals,
signals, such
via a
modem
modem (short
(short for modulator demodulator),
demodulator), to
to travel
travel over
over analog
analog telephone
telephone
lines.
To convert an analog
analog signal,
signal, such
such as a voice,
voice, to a digital
digital signal,
signal, or pulse
pulse
train, it is
train,
is required
required that
that the
the circuit
circuit over
over which
which the
the analog
analog signal
signal travels
travels be
sampled
sampled (measured
(measured in amplitude)
amplitude) at
at periodic
periodic intervals.
intervals. The
The simplest
simplest type
type
of sampling
would produce
produce pulses
pulsesthat
that are
are proportional
proportional to
to
sampling (measurement)
(measurement) would
the amplitude of the sampled
sampled signal at the instant
instant itit isis sampled.
sampled. This
This process
process
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FIGURE
FIGURE 2-9
PCM Frame
Frame
One frame of 193
193 bits:
bits;
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These bits
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This bit is used for
This
synchronization

Note
However the
the 0 bit could
Note that the 0 bit
bit is
is shown
shown as
as aa bit
bit of
oflower
lower amplitude
amplitude than
than the
the 11 bit. However
could have
also been
the absence
absence of
of a bit or pulse
also
been the
pulse while the bit
bit the
the presence
presence of aa bit
bit or
or pulse.
pulse.

is called
pulse amplitude modulation
called pulse
modulation (PAM;
(PAM; see Figure
Figure 2-10). The
The pulses
pulses
in Figure
in
Figure 2-10 still
still carry
carry their
their information
information in
in quasi-analog
quasi-analog form,
form, since
since the
amplitude
amplitude of each
each pulse
pulse can
can take
take on
on an
aninfinite
infinite number
numberofofpossible
possible values
values
from zero to the maximum
passing through
through the circuit.
from
maximum amplitude
amplitude of the wave passing

FIGURE
FIGURE 2-10
2-10
Pulse
Pulse Amplitude Modulation
Modulation (PAM)
(PAM)
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However since
since we want to digitize
digitizethe
the voice
voice samples,
samples, or the amplitude modumodu-

lated pulses,
processisis employed
employedthat
that converts
converts the
the PAM pulses
lated
pulses, aa second
second process
pulses
into unique
unique sets
sets of
of equal
equal amplitude
amplitudepulses.
pulses. The
The receiving
receiving equipment
equipment then
then
needs to
to detect
detect only
only whether
whether aa bit
bit or aa pulse
needs
pulse is aa 00 or
or aa 1.1.The
Theabsence
absence of
a bit isis interpreted
interpreted as
as aa 00 and
and the
the presence
presence of a bit
bit as
as aa 1.1. The
The amplitude
amplitude
of each
individual pulse
each individual
pulse is
is not relevant
relevant since,
since, at least
least in theory, itit isis constant.
constant.
As we
we said,
said, the
the amplitude
amplitude of aa PAM
PAM pulse
pulse can
can take
take on
on infinite
infinite number
number
of possible
values from
from zero
zero to the maximum
possible values
maximum amplitude
amplitude of
ofthe
thewave
wave passing
passing
through
types of
of modulation,
modulation, it is
through the
the circuit.
circuit. However
However with
with pulse-coded
pulse-coded types
is
normal to limit
limitthe
thenumber
numberofofpossible
possible amplitudes
amplitudes to a limited
limited set
set of discrete
discrete
values. The
The process
processof
of dividing
dividing an
an infinite range
amplitudes to a
values.
range of
of possible
possible amplitudes
amplitudes is called
called quantizing.
quantizing. The
The process
processisisillustrated
illustrated
finite set of discrete amplitudes
in Figure
Figure 2-11.
The next
are needed.
The
next question
question becomes
becomes how many
many samples
samples are
needed. ItIt has
has been
been
mathematically proven
proven that
that ifif the
mathematically
the highest
highest frequency
frequency in aa channel
channel is limited
to aa bandwidth
to
bandwidth of
of XX cycles
cyclesper
per second,
second, then
then aa sampling
sampling rate of 2X
2X cycles
cycles
(samples) per
per second
secondisissufficient
sufficientto
tocarry
carry the
the signal
signal and
and completely
completely reconstruct
(samples)
it. IfIfthe
thesampling
samplingrate
rate drops
drops below
below twice
twice the
the bandwidth
bandwidthofofthe
thesignal
signal being
being
sampled,
then the
the signal
sampled, then
signal cannot
cannot be reproduced
reproduced without distortion
distortion (noise).
(noise).
If
If the
the sampling
sampling rate
rate isisgreater
greater than
than twice
twicethe
the bandwidth,
bandwidth, then
then redundant
redundant
sampling occurs.
occurs.
Since
channel has
has aa maximum frequency
Since aa voice-grade
voice-grade channel
frequency of 4,000
4,000 cycles
cycles
per second
per
second (4 kHz), the
the sampling
samplingrate
rateshould
shouldbe
be8,000
8,000samples
samples per
per second.
second.
Indeed,
theframe
framein
in Figure
Figure 2-9,
2-9, we
Indeed, when we discussed
discussed the
we said
said that the
the frame
frame
samples 24
24 channels
channels in
in 1/8,000 of
samples
of aa second.
second. Thus
Thus each
each voice-grade
voice-grade channel,
sampled 8,000 times a second,
produces 8,000 PAM
PAM pulses
sampled
second, produces
pulses per
persecond.
second. Since
Since
each PAM
into a 7-bit
each
PAM pulse
pulse is converted
converted into
7-bit code,
code, a 44 kHz
kHz standard
standard voicevoice-

FIGURE 2-11
2-11
Quantizing
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grade
8,000 times
times 7,
7, or
or 56,000,
bits per second
(bps). An eighth
grade channel uses
uses 8,000
56,000, bits
second (bps).
eighth
bit isis added
added to
to each
each sample
sample for
forsignaling
signaling and
andsupervisory
supervisory purposes,
purposes, adding
adding
8,000
bits per second
(bps). Thus
Thus a standard
channel that
8,000 bits
second (bps).
standard voice frequency
frequency channel
carries voice,
carries
voice, signaling, and supervisory
supervisory information
informationoperates
operates at
at 56,000
56,000 bps
bps
(for voice)
voice) plus
plus 8,000
8,000 bps
bps (for
(for signaling
signaling and
and supervisory
supervisory data),
data), or
or 64,000
64,000
bps.
The DS-1 (digital
Thus its
its
The
(digital signaling)
signaling) rate
rate transmits
transmits 24
24 voice
voice channels.
channels. Thus
frequency, or
or bit rate,
frequency,
rate, isis 24
24 XX64,000
64,000 bits
bitsper
persecond
second (bps),
(bps), or
or 1,536,000
1,536,000
bps.
bps. Since
Since 1 bit is
is added
added to
to each
each frame for
for synchronization
synchronization purposes,
purposes, 8,000
are used
used for
for synchronization.
bits per second
second are
synchronization. Thus the DS-1
DS-1 rate
rate becomes
becomes
1,536,000bps
bps(for
(for 24
24 voice
voice channels)
channels) plus
plus 8,000
8,000 bps
bps (for
(for synchronization),
1,536,000
synchronization),
bps (which
(which equals
1.544 megabits
megabitsper
perseconds—1
seconds-1 megabit
or 1,544,000
1,544,000 bps
equals 1.544
megabit equals
1I million
millionbits).
bits).

Bandwidth Requirements
Requirements for Various
Various Types
Types of
of Signals
Signals
discussionson
onthe
thestandard
standard voice
voice frequency
frequency channel.
Thus far
far we
we have
have based
based discussions
done for the following
This has
has been
been done
following reasons:
reasons: (1) The
The predominent
predominent use
use of
today's telecommunications
telecommunicationslinks
links isis for
for voice
communications;(2)
(2) most
most of
of
today's
voice communications;
the design
design of
of today's
today's telecommunications
telecommunicationssystems
systems have
have been
been based
based on voice
voice
frequency channels;
channels;(3)
(3)voice
voicewill
will continue
continue to
to account
account for
for the
the great
great bulk
bulk of
frequency
the usage
of telephone
telephonelines
linesfor
for many
many years
years to
to come;
come; and
and (4)
(4) most
the
usage of
most future
telecommunications systems
systemswill
will be
be designed
designedconsidering
consideringthe
the constraints
constraintsof
of
telecommunications
transmissions first.
first. However,
However, voice
voice is
isnot
notthe
theonly
onlytype
typeof
ofcommunication
communication
voice transmissions
that can
can be
be sent
sent down
down aa telecommunications
telecommunications link.
link.Telegraph
Telegraph signals,
signals, data,
data,
and moving
low-fidelity sound,
sound, high-fidelity sound,
sound, still
still images
images (facsimile),
(facsimile), and
moving
pictures (Picturephone
(Picturephoneand
andtelevision
televisioninin both
both black
black and
and white
white and
pictures
and color)
can
ofthe
the signals
signals
can also
also be
betransmitted
transmitted over
over aa telecommunications
telecommunications medium.
medium. All
All of
can be
be transmitted
transmitted in either the analog
can
analog or digital
digital mode.
mode.
However,
However, different
different types of signals
signals require
require different
different amounts
amounts of
of bandwidth,
or capacity,
capacity, to transfer
transfer the information they
they carry.
carry. Table
Table 2-1
2-1 indicates
indicates the
the
amount of bandwidth
amount
bandwidth that is
is required
required to
to carry
carry each
each type
type of
of analog
analog signal
signal
mode. Next to the analog
analog bandwidth
bandwidth requirement is
in the analog
analog mode.
is the sampling
rate per second
neededtoto convert
convert the
the analog
analog signal
signal into
into a stream
rate
second needed
stream of pulse
pulse
amplitude modulation
modulation (PAM)
(PAM)pulses.
pulses.Regardless
Regardless of
ofthe
the signal
signal source,
source, a samsamwill permit
pling rate
rate equal
equal to twice the bandwidth
bandwidth of an
an analog
analog signal
signal will
permit an
an
analog signal
signal to
to be
be reproduced
reproduced accurately.
accurately.Next
Next to
to the
the sampling rate
rate is the
analog
number of discrete
quantizing levels
levelsrequired
requiredtoto make
makethe
the quality
quality of
of the
number
discrete quantizing
the
signal acceptable
and to
to reduce
reduce quantizing
quantizing noise
noise to tolerable levels.
signal
acceptable and
levels. (A voice
voice
frequency circuit's
circuit's PAM
frequency
PAMpulses
pulsesare
are quantized
quantizedinto
into128
128oror256
256discrete
discrete levels.)
levels.)
The following
to convert
The
following column
column indicates
indicates the
the encoding
encoding scheme
scheme used
used to
convert the
the
PAM pulses
pulses into a digital bit
bit stream
stream of
of 00 or
or 11(on
(on ororoff)
off)pulses,
pulses, or
or pulse
pulse
code modulation
modulation (PCM) bits.
code
bits. (A
(A voice
voice PAM
PAMpulse
pulseisisconverted
converted into
into aa sevensevendiscrete quantizing
quantizing
or eight-bit
eight-bit code
code to permit and
and identify
identify each
each of
of 128
128 or 256
256 discrete
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levels-277 = 128;
levels—2
128; 28
28 == 256).
256). An
Ann-bit
n-bitencoding
encoding scheme
scheme would
would permit
permit 2"
2"
discrete quantizing
quantizing levels.
levels.The
The last
last column
column in
in the
the table
indicates the
the bit
bit rate
discrete
table indicates
rate
required to
to carry
carry the
the particular
particular analog
analog signal
signalinindigital
digital form.
form. At
At the bottom
required
bottom
are included
included for comparative
of Table
Table 2-1
2-1 some
some digital
digitalsignals
signals and
and speeds
speeds are
comparative
purposes.
purposes.

Analog versus Digital Communications:
Analog
Communications: Why Digital?
Digital?
Analog communication
Analog
communication generally
generally utilizes
utilizes less
less bandwidth
bandwidth (capacity)
(capacity) than
than
digital communication
communication of the
the same
same information. A
A standard
standard analog
analog voice
voice
frequency circuit has
frequency
has aa bandwidth of
of44 kHz,
kHz,whereas
whereas aa digitized
digitized voice
voice signal
signal
can require
require 64,000
64,000 bits
bits per
per second
secondofofdigital
digitaldata,
data,which
which can
can utilize
utilize up
up to
can
64
future the
the bulk
bulk of
of
64 kHz
kHz of
of bandwidth.
bandwidth. In
In addition,
addition, for
for the
the foreseeable
foreseeable future
communications will
will be
(voice and
and TV)
TV) and
communications
be provided for analog
analog signals
signals (voice
and not
Why digital?
data. So the question becomes:
becomes: Why
digital?
introduced digital
digital PCM communications,
The Bell System
System introduced
communications, via
via the
the 24-chan24-channel T-1
T-l carrier
carrier system,
system, in
in 1962.
1962. Digital
Digitalcommunications
communicationsmade
madeeconomic
economic sense
sense
AT&T had
in short-haul
short-haul applications.
applications. AT&T
had many
many wire
wire pairs
pairs under
under city
citystreets,
streets,
and instead
of using
using each
each of
of them
them to transmit one
they could
and
instead of
one analog
analog voice,
voice, they
could
each be
be used
usedtoto transmit
transmit 24 digitized
digitized voice
provided that an
each
voice channels,
channels, provided
an investinvestment in electronics
at each
each end
end of
of the
the wire pair. This
electronics was made
made at
This idea
idea proved
proved
economical, since
sincedigital
digitalelectronics,
electronics,using
usingtime-division
time-divisionmultiplexing
multiplexing (TDM)
(TDM)
economical,
were
were cheaper
cheaper than
than analog
analog electronics
electronics using
using frequency-division
frequency-division multiplexing
multiplexing
(FDM); and
and bandwidth
bandwidth limitations
limitations on
on aa pair
pair ofofcopper
copper wires
wires over
over short
short
distances
receiver only
had to
to
distancesdid
did not
not present
presentaa problem.
problem.Also,
Also,aa TDM
TDM receiver
only had
distinguish
betweenaa00 or
or a 1,
an FDM receiver
distinguish between
1, whereas
whereas an
receiver would
would need
need to
to
determine
the amplitude
amplitude and
and frequency
frequency of
of an
an incoming
requiring a
determine the
incoming signal,
signal, requiring
much higher quality
qualitysignal
signal and
and aa more
more expensive
expensive receiver.
analog
receiver. In
In addition, analog
FDM
FDM allowed
allowedcrosstalk
crosstalk (interference)
(interference) totooccur
occuramong
among adjacent
adjacent voice
voice channels;
channels;
digital TDM
TDM did
didnot.
not.On
Onthe
theother
otherhand,
hand,inintypical
typicallong-haul,
long-haul,high-density
high-density
transmission
systems, especially
especiallymicrowave
microwave radio
radio systems,
the availability
availability
transmission systems,
systems, the
of bandwidth is usually very critical, and
and digital
digital PCM
PCM neither
neither provided
provided suffisufficient economical improvements
improvements nor
nor technical
technical improvements
improvements over
over analog
analog techtechniques
to justify its
This isis still
still true
true today,
but is
niques to
its use
use in long-haul
long-haul systems.
systems. This
today, but
becoming less
less so as time
time goes
goes on.
on.
There are
are two
two trends
that make
digital appear
to be
be the
the way
way to
to go in
There
trends that
make digital
appear to
the future. The first
the
first isis that
that more
more telephone
telephone company
company central
central offices
offices are becombecoming digital and
traffic digitally. Thus, even
digital transand are
are switching voice
voice traffic
even ifif digital
transmission is more expensive
than analog,
analog, itit may pay to use
digital transmission
expensive than
use digital
transmission
facilities between
between adjacent
adjacent digital
digitalcentral
centraloffices,
offices, since
since aa telephone
telephone company
company
can then save
savethe
theinvestment
investment in
in channel
channel banks,
banks,or
or analog-to-digital
analog-to-digital and digitaldigitalto-analog converters,
converters, at
at both
both ends
ends of
of the interconnections.
interconnections.Second,
Second, since digital
digital
repeatersregenerate
regeneratea anew
newsignal
signal instead
insteadof
of amplifying
amplifying an
repeaters
an analog
analog signal,
signal,
signal quality can
can be
be better.
better. A digital
digital repeater
repeater only emits
emits Os
Os or
Is, so
so that
that
signal
or Is,

4,000 Hz
15,000 Hz
1,000,000 Hz
4,800,000 Hz
Hz
4,000 Hz
4,000
(or hi
higher)
g h er)
40,000 Hz

Type of
of
Type
Analog Signal
Telephone voice
Telephone
Lo-fidelity
Lo-fidelity music (AM radio)
radio)
Hi-fidelity
Hi-fidelity music (FM
(FM radio)
radio)
Picturophone
meeting service
Picturephone meeting
Color TV
Still picture-video
picture-video
te l ep h one
telephone
Still
Still picture on television screen

Number of
of PCM
PCM bits per second
second (bps) needed
needed to carry analog
analog signal
signal (sampling
bit rate)
rate) 8,000
8,000
t Number
(sampling rate
rate xx bit

second
second

-

6 bits
bits or
ormore
more
6

Number
Number of Bits
Needed to
to Produce
Produce
Required Quantizing
Required
Levels
7 bits
8 bits
10 bits
10
10 bits
10
3 bits
10 bits
3 bits

bits
x 7(or
7(or B)
8) sample

80,000
80,000 or higher

samples
samples

64 levels
levels or
or higher
higher == 20
26

8,000
30,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
9,600,000
9,600,000
8,000
higher
8,000 or
or higher

8,000

Number
of
Number of
Quantizing Level
Desired
Desired (2^
(2n bits)
128 levels = 2277
256 levels
= 2256
levels =
28
1,024 levels
levels =
= 210
1,024
210
1,024 levels
levels=
1,024
= 21210
8 levels'
levels* = 20
23
1,024
1 ,024 levels
levels = 210
210
= 2233
8 levels
levels =

Sampling Rate
Sampling
PAM
PAM Pulses
(2xBR)
(2XBR)
(samples/second)
(samples/second)

wider bandwidth
bandwidth with
with data
dale compression
* In reality,
reality, a wider
compression is used to obtain
obtain the
the 66 million
million bps
bpsrate.
rate.

Type
of Digital Signal
Type of
International telex
International
TWX
TWX (teletypewriter exchange)
exchange)
Dataphone Digital Service (DDS),
Dataphone
(DOS),
offered by AT&T
Low-speed data
data
Medium-speed data
High-speed data
High-speed
Videotex (Viewdata)
(Viewdata)

Analog
Bandwidth
Requirement
(BR)
(BR)
4,000 Hz

TABLE 2-1
2-1
TABLE
Analog and Digital
Digital Signal
Signal Equivalents

Bit Rate
Bit
50 bps
50bps
110 bps
110bps
2,400; 4,800; 9,600
9,600
56,000; 1,544,000
bps
1,544,000bps
less than 1,200
1,200 bps
bps
1,200 to 9,600
9,600 bps
over 9,600 bps
over
1,200 bps
1,200bps

Bit Ratef
Ratet
Bit
56,000 bps
64,000 bps
80,000 bps
300,000 bps
6,000,000
6,000,000 bps
96,000,000
96,000,000 bps
24,000 bps
bps or
24,000
higher
higher
480,000 bps or
higher
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as
long as
as itit can
can distinguish
distinguish between
betweenaa00oror 1I incoming signal,
as long
signal, it can
can produce
produce
aa new 0 or
or 11outgoing
outgoingsignal.
signal. An
Ananalog
analogrepeater
repeater only
only amplifies
amplifies an
an analog
analog
signal, so
as well
well as
as the
the original
original signal. Thus the signalso it amplifies the noise as
to-noise
analog repeater.
repeater.Third,
Third, the
to-noise ratio deteriorates
deteriorates after
after each
each successive
successive analog
cost of digital
digital electronics
is dropping
dropping rapidly,
rapidly, thus making digital transmission
cost
electronics is
transmission
Sincedigital
digital electronic
electronic devices
are generally
generally simpler
simpler
facilities less
less expensive.
expensive. Since
devices are
digital devices
than analog
analog devices,
devices, digital
devices lend themselves
themselves more to large-scale
large-scale integration (LSI)
Therefore unit
unit costs
costs of
of digital
digital equipment
equipment
(LSI)than
thando
doanalog
analog devices.
devices. Therefore
are
continuetoto decline
declineinin cost
cost over
over time.
time. At the
are expected
expected toto continue
the same
same time,
time,
the amount and
the
and value
value of
of installed
installed digital
digitalhardware
hardwarecontinues
continuestotoincrease
increase as
as
more
more digital central
central offices
offices are
are installed
installed each
each day.
day. Therefore
Therefore aa continued
continued
transition from
from analog
analog to
to digital
digitaltransmission
transmission facilites
facilites isisexpected
expected over
over time.
time.

TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS
This
This section
section will
willdiscuss
discuss various
varioustypes
typesof
oftransmission
transmission systems,
systems, both
both analog
analog
and digital, their
and
their historical
historicalplace
place ininthe
thetelecommunications
telecommunications network,
network, and
and
what we anticipate
what
anticipate their future
future use
use to
to be.
be.

Wire Pairs
The oldest
are open
open wire
wire and
The
oldest and
and simplest
simplest type of
of transmission
transmission systems
systems are
and
twisted wire pairs. With
twisted
With open
open wire
wire pairs,
pairs, two
twouninsulated
uninsulated wires
wires are
are strung
strung
and not
not too close
(at least
in parallel,
parallel, as
as on
on aa telephone
telephone pole,
pole, and
close together
together (at
least 66
inches apart),
apart), to
to complete
complete aacommunications
communicationscircuit.
circuit. With
With twisted wire
inches
wire pairs,
pairs,
adjacent pairs
adjacent
pairs are
are insulated
insulated and
and can
can be
be spaced
spaced relatively close.
close. Since
Since wire
pairs are
generally bunched
bunched together
together to
to form aa larger
pairs
are generally
larger cable,
cable, they are twisted
together in pairs
together
pairs to
to avoid
avoidinductive
inductiveinterference,
interference, which
whichcreates
creates crosstalk
crosstalk
among adjacent
adjacent wire pairs.
among
pairs.

Coaxial Cable
Cable
Coaxial cable
developed to
to counter
counter the severe
attenuation, or loss
Coaxial
cable was
was developed
severe attenuation,
loss of
signal strength,
signal
strength, that occurs
occurs at
at higher
higher frequencies.
frequencies. As
As the
the signal
signal frequencies
frequencies
become
higher, the
the electrical
electrical current tends
become higher,
tends to flow
flow more
more on
on the
the outside
outside edge
edge
of a wire. This is
is known
known as
as the "skin
"skin effect."
effect." The
Thecurrent
currentuses
uses an
an increasingly
increasingly
small
small cross
cross section
section of the
the wire
wire during
duringpropagation;
propagation; therefore
therefore the
the effective
effective
resistance of
during higher
higherfrequency
frequencypropagation
propagation increases,
increases, causing
causing
resistance
of the
the wire during
increased
attenuation or signal
increased attenuation
signal loss.
loss. Also, at
at higher
higher frequencies
frequencies an
an increasing
increasing
amount
energyisislost
lostby
by radiation
radiation from
from the
the wire
wire (the
(the wire
wire
amount of the
the signal's
signal's energy
gives off more heat).
heat). Still, itit is
is desirable to transmit at
at as
as many high frequencies
as
so that as
as possible
possible so
as many
manyseparate
separate signals,
signals, or
orchannels,
channels, as
aspossible
possible can
can
be
be sent
sent over
over the same
same wire transmission
transmission facility. However,
However, the
the skin
skin effect
effect
limits
limits the
the higher
higherfrequencies.
frequencies.
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Coaxial
can transmit
transmit signals
at higher
than can
Coaxial cable
cable can
signals at
higher frequencies
frequencies than
can wire
pairs.
pairs. A coaxial
coaxial cable
cable consists
consists of a hollow
hollow copper
copper cylinder
cylinder (perhaps
(perhaps woven
woven
copper
conductor, surrounding
surroundingaasingle
single copper
copper
copper filaments),
filaments), or
or other
other cylindrical
cylindrical conductor,
wire conductor. The
betweenthe
thecylindrical
cylindrical shell and
and the
the inner
inner conducconducThe space
space between
tor is
is filled
filled with
withan
aninsulator.
insulator.AtAthigher
higherfrequencies
frequencies the
the cable
cable is
is relatively
relatively
immune to noise,
noise, and
and there
there is virtually
virtually no
nocrosstalk
crosstalk ororinterference
interference between
between
adjacent
cables because
becausethe
thecurrent
currenttends
tendstotoflow
flow on
on the
the inside
inside of
of
adjacent coaxial
coaxial cables
the outer
the
outer shell
shell and
and the
the outside
outside of
of the
the inner
inner copper
copper wire.
wire. Because
Because of this
this
shielding from
from noise
and crosstalk,
the signal
can be
be transmitted
transmitted at
at higher
shielding
noise and
crosstalk, the
signal can
frequencies and
and can
can be
be dropped
dropped (or
(or suffer
suffer degradation)
degradation) to a lower level
frequencies
level before
before
amplification is
and still retain most
or all of its information
information content.
is required and
most or
content.
Thus the
the reason
reason for
for higher
higher capacities
capacities in
in coaxial
coaxial cables,
cables, relative to wire
wirepairs,
pairs,
severeuntil
until very
very high
is that signal
signal loss,
loss, or
or attenuation,
attenuation, does
does not become
become severe
frequencies.

The first coaxial
was installed
installed in the
The
coaxial cable
cable telephone
telephone system
system was
the Bell
BellSystem
System
in 1941.
1941. ItIt was
was aa relatively
relatively low
lowdensity
density system
system compared
compared with today's
today's stanstandards; it could
dards;
could only
onlycarry
carry600
600voice
voicechannels
channels per
per coaxial
coaxial cable
cable and
and included
included
could handle
only four
four cables
cables per
per sheath.
sheath. Thus each
each sheath
sheath could
handle only 2,400
2,400 oneoneway voice
voice channels.
channels.

Terrestrial
Terrestrial Microwave
Microwave
The main
The
main contender
contender with
with coaxial
coaxial cable
cable systems
systems or bulk
bulk transmission
transmission is
is
microwave radio,
radio, aa technology
technology somewhat
somewhat newer
newer than
than coaxial
coaxial cable
cable and
and develdevel-

oped
from radio detection
technology (RADAR),
(RADAR), which
oped from
detection and
and ranging
ranging technology
which was
was
the U.S.
first designed
designed by the
U.S. Naval Research
Research Laboratory in
in 1934
1934 and
and perfected
perfected
during World War
War II.
II.Microwave
Microwaveradio
radiowas
wasintroduced
introduced into
intothe
the Bell
BellSystem
System
network in
network
in the
the early
early1950s.
1950s. Unlike
Unlikehigh-frequency
high-frequency or
orlonger-wave
longer-wave radios
radios
signalsoff
offthe
theionosphere—such
ionosphere-such as
AM radio
that bounce
bounce signals
as AM
radio or
or shortwave
shortwave radio
radio
transmitters-a microwave
transmitters—a
microwaveradio
radiobeam
beamemploys
employsline-of-sight
line-of-sight transmission,
transmission,
and the antennas
used in
in each
eachmicrowave
microwave radio
radio relay station are all
and
antennas used
all on
on towers
towers
within sight
sight ofofone
oneanother.
another. Since
Since relay
relaytowers
towers are
are normally
normallyspaced
spaced every
every
20
of the
20 to 30
30 miles
miles because
because of
the curvature
curvature of the
the earth,
earth, on
on aalong-distance
long-distance
transmission via
via microwave
microwave the
the signal
signal must
must be
be picked
picked up
up every
transmission
every 20 to 30
30
miles and
miles
and retransmitted.
retransmitted.
One advantage
advantage microwave
microwave radio
radio has
has over
over coaxial
coaxial cable
cable isis that
that it requires
One
requires
amplifiers only
only every
20 to 30
everyIVi
1½ to
to 44 miles
miles for coaxial
amplifiers
every 20
30 miles
miles verses
verses every
coaxial
cable systems.
systems.(Another
(Another advantage
is that
that microwave does
cable
advantage is
does not require
require cables
cables
poles in
in areas
of rough
rough or mountainous
in trenches
trenches or on telephone
telephone poles
areas of
mountainous terrain.)
terrain.)
The
disadvantage of
many amplifiers,
amplifiers, as
as in
in coaxial
coaxial analog-type
analog-type
The disadvantage
of using
using too
too many
cable systems,
systems,isisthat
that aaslight
slight defect
defect in
in any
any one
one of
of the
the amplifiers
amplifiers is cumulative,
cable
and analog
and
analog amplifiers amplify the
the noise
noise as
as well as
as the signal. Thus the more
more
amplifiers one
one uses,
uses,the
the greater
greater the
the signal
signal degradation.
degradation.As
As aa result
result of its
amplifiers
its
characteristics,microwave
microwaveradio
radioisis used
usedtoto carry
carry about
about 70
characteristics,
70 percent
percent of all
all
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interstate
telephone calls
calls in
in what was
interstate long-distance
long-distance telephone
was the
the Bell
Bell System.
System. There
There

are
about 410
410 million
million circuit
are about
circuit miles
miles in
in the
the microwave
microwave radio
radio relay
relay network
network
of the
of AT&T
AT&T (now
the former
former Long
Long Lines
Lines department
department of
(now AT&T
AT&T CommunicaCommunications).
The analog
radio industry is relatively
unit growth
analog microwave radio
relatively mature, and unit
growth
is generally less
than long-distance
long-distance traffic
traffic growth
growth in
less than
interms
terms of
ofcomplete
complete systems.
systems.
The major manufacturers
manufacturers of
of analog
analog microwave
microwave radios
radios are
are Western
Western Electric,
Electric,
GTE Communication
Nippon Electric,
Electric, the
the Farinon
Farinon division
division of HarCommunication Systems,
Systems, Nippon
ris Corporation,
Corporation, and
and the
the Collins
CollinsTransmission
Transmission Systems
Systems division of
of Rockwell
Rockwell
International.

Optical Fiber
Fiber
Lightwave communications
communications date
dateback
back to
to the
the 1870s.
Lightwave
1870s. In fact,
fact, Alexander
Alexander
Graham
Graham Bell
Bell invented
invented the
the photophone
photophone before
before he
he invented
inventedthe
thetelephone.
telephone.
He considered
considered it to
to be
be his
his greatest
greatest invention.
invention. The
The photophone
photophone used
used sunlight
electric current (see
Figure2-12).
2-12). Talking
Talking into the photophone
to modulate an electric
(see Figure
mouthpiece would
would make
mouthpiece
make the
the diaphragm
diaphragm of
of the
the mouthpiece
mouthpiece oscillate
oscillate at
at the
the
frequency and
and amplitude
amplitudeofofone's
one'svoice,
voice,the
thesame
same way
wayaaspeaker's
speaker's voice
voicemakes
makes
the diaphragm and electric current oscillate
oscillate at
at the
the frequency
frequency and
and amplitude
amplitude
of
of his or
or her voice
voice in
in aa normal
normal telephone.
telephone. On
On the
the opposite
opposite side
side of the diaphragm
diaphragm
was aa mirror. The
was
The angles
angles and
and the
the frequency
frequency of
of the
the changes
changes in the
the angles
angles of
the
light
waves
hitting
the
mirror
on
the
backside
of
the
diaphragm
the
waves
the mirror on the backside of the diaphragm would
coincide with changes
in the
the position
position of the
the diaphragm,
diaphragm, which was
vibrating
coincide
changes in
was vibrating
due to the
the speaker's
speaker's voice.
receiver could
the
due
voice. The
The photocell
photocell of
of the
the receiver
could pick
pick up the
intensity
in the
of the
intensity of the
the angle
angle and
and frequency
frequency of the
the changes
changes in
the angles
angles of
the
light waves
waves hitting it.
it.The
The photocell
photocell could
could then
then convert
convert these
these vibrations
vibrations into
changes
an electric
electric current
current itit would produce
changes inin an
produce in the
the receiver,
receiver, which would

FIGURE
2-12
FIGURE 2-12
Simplified
Simplified Photophone
Photophone Schematic
Schematic
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operate
and reproduce the speaker's
operate a speaker
speaker and
speaker's voice.
voice. The obvious
obvious problem
problem
transmission. Nothing
Nothing could
could interfere with
with the
with this
this system
system is transmission.
the light
lightwaves
waves
between
the mouthpiece
and the
the receiver.
Fog was
between the
mouthpiece and
receiver. Fog
was a real
real problem.
problem. Thus
Thus
the photophone
photophone and
and went
went on
on to
to invent
invent the
the electricity-powered
Bell abandoned
abandoned the
telephone.
In
In the
the mid
mid1960s
1960s an ITT
ITTscientist
scientistpresented
presented aa paper discussing
discussing the practicalAlexander Graham Bell's problem
ity of
of lightwave
lightwavecommunications.
communications. To solve
solve Alexander
and other forms of atmospheric interference, he
he theorized
theorized that
that lightwave
lightwave
of fog and
signals could
could be
be transmitted
transmitted over
over fibers
fibers of
of ultrapure glass.
Optical fiber
fiber techtechsignals
glass. Optical
nology was
nology
was originally
originallyexpected
expected to
to become
become of
of commercial
commercial significance
significance after
after
the turn of
the
ofthis
thiscentury.
century.The
Thetelephone
telephone industry
industryexpected
expected microwave
microwave wavewaveguide pipes
the next major
guide
pipes to become
become the
major advance
advance in
in transmission
transmission technology.
technology.
pipe isis aa hollow tube
A microwave
microwave waveguide
waveguide pipe
tube through
through which
which microwave
microwave
radio
are transmitted.
transmitted. ItIt functions
radio signals
signals are
functions like
like aa microwave
microwave radio
radio whose
whose
path is guided
the radio path
path
guided by aa metallic
metallic tube.
tube. Because
Because the
path is
is shielded
shielded from
from
at higher frequencies
weather and other
other obstacles,
obstacles, waveguide
waveguide pipes can operate at
and can
can carry
carry more
traffic than can
and without
without
and
more traffic
can normal microwave
microwave radios
radios and
running into
into the
the fading
fadingand
and other reliability
reliabilityproblems
problems microwave
microwaveradios
radios genergenerally
never really got very
ally experience.
experience. However, microwave
microwave waveguide
waveguide pipes
pipes never
due to the quicker-than-expected
quicker-than-expected development
far past
past the experimental stage
stage due
of optical
optical fiber
fiber systems
systems technology.
technology. By the
the mid-1970s,
mid-1970s, itit was
was obvious
obvious that
that
optical fiber
fiber systems
systems technology
technology had
had arrived,
arrived,and
and experimental
experimentalsystems
systems were
were
built and
and tested
tested by AT&T,
AT&T,General
General Telephone
Telephone &&Electronics,
Electronics, and
and others.
others.
were becoming
becoming cost
cost competitive
competitive with
with coaxial
By 1980,
1980, optical fiber
fiber systems
systems were
cable
and, because
becauseofoftheir
their potential capacity,
cable systems
systems and,
capacity, they
they were
were beginning
beginning
to be
be installed
installed not
not as
as experimental
experimental systems
systems but as
as regular commercial equipment.
Optical fiber
fiber systems
systems in
in concept
concept are
are similar
similartotocoaxial
coaxialcable
cablesystems
systems except
except
that optical
optical fiber
fibertransmits
transmits light
lightand
andcoaxial
coaxialcable
cabletransmits
transmitsmicrowaves.
microwaves.
to be
be electromagnetic
electromagneticradiation
radiation with
with very high freLight can
can be
be considered
considered to
quencies
and very short
short wavelengths, while microwaves are
somewhat lower
lower
quencies and
are somewhat
in frequencies
frequencies and longer
longer in
in wavelengths.
wavelengths.Optical
Optical fiber
fibersystems
systems are
are essentially
essentially
made
up of three
(1) a source
or a transmitter,
made up
three principal
principal elements:
elements: (1)
source or
transmitter, which
converts
electrical energy
energyinto
into light
light energy;
(2) an
an optical
converts electrical
energy; (2)
optical fiber cable,
cable, or
optical
to carry
carry the
the light
light signals
signals from
from the
the transmitter
optical waveguide,
waveguide, which is used
used to
to the
and (3) aa receiver
the light
light
to
the receiver;
receiver; and
receiver or detector,
detector, which reconverts
reconverts the
energy,
energy, or photons,
photons, back
back into
into electrical
electricalenergy.
energy.

Optical
There
Optical transmitters.
transmitters.
Thereare
aretwo
twobasic
basictypes
typesofoflightwave
lightwavecommunicommunications-guided
cations—guidedand
andunguided.
unguided.Guided
Guided systems
systems employ
employ optical
optical fiber
fiber cables
cables
(hair-thin fibers
or plastic)
plastic) as
as aa conduit
conduit to guide
(hair-thin
fibers of transparent
transparent glass
glass or
guide the
the
do not utilize
utilize
light beams
beams from the
the source
source to the detector. Unguided systems
systems do
fiber optic
optic waveguides
butinstead
insteadrely
relyon
onaa direct
direct beam
beamofof light
light from
from the
fiber
waveguides but
the
source to
to the
the detector.
detector. Because
theyhave
haveproblems
problemssimilar
similar to
to the photophone,
source
Because they
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we
see many
many applications
applications of
of unguided
unguided optical
optical systems,
systems, and
and thus
thus we
we
we do not see
have
have concentrated
concentrated our discussion
discussion on guided
guided optical
optical systems.
systems.
In aa guided
guided optical
optical fiber
fiber system,
system, the
the transmitter
transmitter converts
converts an
an electrical
electrical
signal
signal into light
light energy.
energy. In
In digital
digitalsystems,
systems, the
the light
lightenergy
energy isismodulated
modulated
into bursts
bursts of light
light that
that represent
represent an
an information
information code.
code. For example,
example, in the
the
code utilizing
the binary
binary number
number system,
system, the
the basis
basis of all digital
digital communicacommunicacode
utilizing the
tions
modulation), aa burst
tions (recall
(recall pulse
pulse code
code modulation),
burst of
of light
lightcould
couldrepresent
represent aa 1,
1,
and
of aa burst
burst of light
and the
the absence
absence of
light could
could represent
represent aa 0.
0. (Obviously
(Obviously we
we are
are
discussing
clocked or
or synchronous
operation.) Then
Then the
the modulated
modulated light
light
discussing aa clocked
synchronous operation.)
energy
is transmitted
transmitted (guided)
(guided) through an
energy is
an optical fiber
fiber to
to the
the receiver
receiver (detec(detector). At
Atthe
thereceiver
receiver the
the light
lightenergy
energy isisreconverted
reconverted into
into an
an electrical
electrical signal
signal
and decoded.
decoded. The
The signal then continues to be transmitted
transmitted as aa flow
flow of electrons
or radio
on longlongradio waves.
waves. An additional
additionalcomponent,
component, called
called aa repeater,
repeater, is used
used on
distance
distance links in
in order
order totoamplify
amplifyand
andreshape
reshapephoton
photonstreams
streamsweakened
weakened
by attenuation,
attenuation, or
or loss
loss of
of signal
signal strength,
strength, over
over aa certain
certain distance.
distance.
There are several
parts to the transmitter
several parts
transmitter device.
device. ItItisisdesigned
designed totoencode
encode
the signal,
signal, drive the
the
the light source,
source, emit the
the photons,
photons, and couple
couple the emitter
the fiber.
fiber. The
The primary
primaryelectro-optical
electro-optical component
component is
is the
the emitter.
emitter. There
There
to the
are two
two general
types of
of emitters
emitters (light
(light sources):
incoherent (out of
are
general types
sources): (1) incoherent
of phase)
phase)
light-emitting
light-emitting diodes
diodes (LEDs) and
and (2)
(2) solid-state
solid-state injection laser
laser diodes.
diodes. (A
diode is a two-electrode
device that
that transmits
transmits current more
diode
two-electrode semiconductor
semiconductor device
more
easily
amplificaeasily in
in one,
one, and
and usually
usually only
only one,
one, direction.
direction. Laser stands for light amplificastimulated emission
can be
be modumodution by stimulated
emission of radiation.) Both of these devices
devices can
lated at very high speeds.
lated
speeds. For example, the transmission bandwidth
bandwidth for
for infrainfrared LEDs can be
red
be as
as high
high as
as 150
150 MHz
MHz and
and that
thatof
ofsolid-state
solid-state lasers
lasers as
as much
much
bandwidth for
for most
most telephonic
telephonic
as a few GHz.
GHz. In comparison, the transmission bandwidth
coaxial
is less
less than
than 100
coaxial systems
systems is
100 MHz, and
and in
in some
some systems
systems itit isismuch
much less.
less.
In terms
terms of
of the
the theoretical
theoretical potential,
potential, LEDs
LEDs are
are inferior
inferior to
to injection
injection laser
laser
diodes
because they
they cannot
cannot concentrate
concentrate as
as much
much light
light into
into the fiber
diodes because
fiber and
and
because
they cannot
cannot be modulated
because they
modulated as rapidly.
rapidly. Still
Still infrared
infrared LEDs do
do meet
meet
the requirements
requirements for many optical
optical fiber transmission
transmission applications
applications today. Over
the longer term though,
the
though, the
the higher
higher potential
potential capacity
capacity of
ofsolid-state
solid-state injection
injection
laser diodes,
diodes, combined
combined with
with their declining
laser
declining cost and
and increasing
increasing reliability,
reliability,
could result
result in their
could
their utilization
utilization in
in most
most future
future optical
optical fiber
fiber systems.
systems.
Types
optical fibers. The
The optical
optical fiber
fiber cable
cable isis composed
composed of
of one
one
Types Of
of optical
or more
The individual
fibers are
are made
made in hairor
more optical
optical fiber
fiber waveguides.
waveguides. The
individual fibers
hairthin strands in
thin
in order
order to
to provide
provide aaflexible
flexible cable.
cable. There
There are
are two
two basic
basic types
types
of optical cable:
of
cable: bundled-fiber
bundled-fiber cable
cable and isolated-fiber
isolated-fiber cable.
cable. The bundledbundledfiber cable
cable isis composed
composed of
of aa group
group of individual fibers
fibers bundled
bundled together
together and
and
fiber
sharing aa common
source of
of light.
sharing
common source
light. This
This type of cable
cable is normally
normally used
used in
short-distance applications
applications and
and is
is well
suited for LEDs because
short-distance
well suited
because the bundle
bundle
provides an
an aperture
aperture large enough to collect
provides
collect the noncoherent
noncoherent (out of
of phase)
phase)
light of the LED.
of a number of
light
LED. The
The isolated-fiber
isolated-fiber cable
cable is also composed
composed of
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individual fibers.
transmits its own signal,
individual
fibers. However,
However, each
each fiber transmits
signal, different
different from
from
that of
of the
the fiber
fibernext
nexttotoit,it,because
becauseeach
each fiber
fiberuses
uses its
its own
own separate
separate light
source.
source. Isolated-fiber
Isolated-fiber cables
cables are
are generally
generally used
used with
with injection
injection laser
laser diodes
diodes
in both
both shortshort- and
and long-distance
long-distance applications.
applications.
Of the types of optical fiber
usetoday,
today, the
the two
two most
most important
important
fiber waveguides in use
are the stepped-index
stepped-indexfiber
fiber and
and the
the graded-index
graded-indexfiber.
fiber.Figure
Figure 2-13
2-13 illustrates
how these
two types
fibers guide
guide the
the waves
wavesofof light
light through
through the emitter.
these two
types of fibers
The stepped-index
stepped-index fiber, usually
usually made from plastic,
plastic, isiscomposed
composed of
of aa central
central
core
and an
an outer
outer cladding.
Since the
the index
index of
of refraction
refraction (or
(or reflection)
of
core and
cladding. Since
reflection) of
the core
core is higher
higher than
than that of
of the
the cladding,
cladding, light
light striking
strikingthe
thecore-cladding
core-cladding
interface
interface is reflected
reflected into the
the core.
core. (The
(The core-cladding
core-cladding interface
interface acts
acts like aa
mirror.) Thus
Thus light
light isispropagated
propagated through
through the
the fiber following the path
path of
the
the cable.
cable. Graded-index
Graded-index fiber, usually
usually made
made of
offused
fused silica
silica(glass),
(glass), uses
uses aa
gradual variation in
gradual
in the
the refractive
refractive (reflective)
(reflective) index
index that
that forces
forces the light
light rays
rays
along the fiber in
to propagate
propagate along
in aa wavelike
wavelikemanner.
manner. This
This wavelike
wavelike movement
movement
lessenspulse
pulsebroadening,
broadening,which
whichcan
can distort
distort signals
over a long
lessens
signals over
long distance.
distance.
fiber is generally
Thus the stepped-index fiber
generally used
used in shorter-distance applications,
applications,
and the graded-index fiber
fiber is used
usedmainly
mainly for
for longer-distance
longer-distance communications.
and
Short-distance optical
optical fibers
fibers systems
can use
use plastic
plastic instead
instead of
of glass
Short-distance
systems can
glass for
the composition
the
composition of the
the optical
optical fiber
fibercable.
cable. Advances
Advances are
are being
being made
made with
plastic optical
optical fibers
as well
well as
ones. In
In fact,
plastic
fibers as
as with glass
glass ones.
fact, Nippon Telegraph
Telegraph

FIGURE 2-13
2-13
FIGURE
Optical Fiber
Fiber Waveguides
Waveguides

Source

Stepped-index fiber

Source

Graded-index fiber
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and Telephone
Telephone Public
Public Corporation
Corporation (NTT),
comand
(NTT), Japan's
Japan's national
national telephone
telephone comhas developed
developedaanew
newplastic
plasticoptical
opticalfiber
fiber that
that will
pany, has
will extend
extend short-distance
short-distance
light communications
communications by some
some 30 times over current levels.
levels. The
The new
new fiber
reducesthe
theloss
lossofoflight
light passing
passingthrough
throughitit to
to one
one third
third of the loss
today's
reduces
loss of today's
best fibers.
fibers. This
This new
new fiber
fiber transmits
best
transmits as
as far as
as up
up toto300
300meters.
meters. Present
Present
conventional plastic
plastic fibers
fibers do
do not
not permit light
conventional
light signal
signal transmission
transmission of
of more
more
than 10
than
10 meters
meters in length.
The fiber,
fiber, which is
of
The
is made
made of an
an acrylic
acrylic resin,
resin, has
has the
the added
added features
features of
being less
lesscostly
costlytoto produce
produceand
andmore
morepliable
pliabletoto work
work with than
being
than its
its glass
glass
counterparts. NTT
NTT envisions
usingthe
thefiber
fiberfor
forintrabuilding
intrabuilding and
and factory
factory
fiber counterparts.
envisions using
communications systems.
systems.NTT
NTT expects
to have
have the
the fiber
fiber ready
ready for practical
communications
expects to
practical
application within the
application
the next
next year
year or two.

Characteristics of
Ofoptical
opticalfiber.
fiber.AnAnimportant
importantcharacteristic
characteristic of
of optioptical fibers
cal
fibers is their
their loss
loss factor
factor and
and attenuation
attenuation characteristic.
characteristic. Losses
Losses in the
the
fiber result
result in attenuation
or weakening
of the
the light
light signal
and limit the
fiber
attenuation or
weakening of
signal and
the
length over
length
over which aa fiber
fiber optic
optictransmission
transmission system
system can
can operate
operate without
the need
for signal repeaters.
Lossesare
arecaused
causedprimarily
primarily by
by light absorption
the
need for
repeaters. Losses
absorption
and scattering.
are caused
causedby
by impurities
impurities present
in the
and
scattering. Absorption
Absorption losses
losses are
present in
the
The most
factor is due to the
fiber. The
most significant
significant loss
loss factor
the scattering
scattering or
or dispersion
dispersion
of light
light by
by the
the molecular
molecular structure
structure of
of the
the fiber.
fiber. This
This type
type of
of loss
loss can
can be
be
minimized by optimizing
minimized
optimizingthe
therelationship
relationshipbetween
between the
the characteristic
characteristic wavewavelengths of
of the
the emitter and
lengths
and the
the molecular
molecular structure
structure of
of the
the fiber.
fiber.
Since
glassisisnoninductive,
noninductive, fiber
fiber optic
optic transmission
transmission is immune to lightning,
lightning,
Since glass
inductive
inductive crosstalk,
crosstalk, electromagnetic
electromagnetic effects
effects induced by such
such things
things as
as nuclear
explosions,
and generally
generally all types of conventional
interferexplosions, and
conventional electromagnetic
electromagnetic interference.
This characteristic
one of
of the
of
ence. This
characteristic isis one
the two
two most
most important
important advantages
advantages of
optical fiber
fiber transmission.
transmission. (The
(The second
second is the
the large
large available
available bandwidth.)
bandwidth.)
optical
For example,
For
example, in computer
computer interconnections
interconnections itit is
is extremely
extremely important that
that
data be transmitted accurately.
accurately. Electromagnetic
Electromagnetic interference
interference can
can distort
distort sigsignals
and thus
thus lead
lead to
to the
of data
data with
with a
nals during transmission
transmission and
the transmission
transmission of
significant
significant number of
of errors.
errors.
Another advantage
advantage of fiber optic
optic transmission
transmission is its
its inherent
inherent large
large bandbandwidth. The
light are
are so
so rapid
rapid that
that the
The wave
wave oscillation
oscillation frequencies
frequencies ofoflight
the rate
rate
of signal
is limited
limited by the
signal transmission
transmission is
the modulator,
modulator, and
and not
not the
the available
available
frequency
spectrum in
in the
the optical
frequency spectrum
optical fiber. Thus,
Thus, as
as the
the trend
trend toward
toward faster
faster
modulation rates
the attainable
attainable rate
rate of signal
modulation
rates continues,
continues, the
signal transmission
transmission will
rise. The
The bandwidth
bandwidth advantage
of considerable
considerable importance
importance to many potential
rise.
advantage is of
users of
of fiber
fiber optics,
optics, particularly the
users
the telephone
telephone industry. For example,
example, Bell
Labs has
has indicated
indicated that
that aa single
single optical
optical fiber
fiber as
as thin
thin as
hair can
Labs
as aa human
human hair
can
transmit as
as aa bundle
bundle of
of copper
copper wires
wires as
as thick
thick
as many
many phone
phone conversations
conversations as
as
arm. As
as aa man's
man's arm.
As aa result
result of
ofthe
thebandwidth
bandwidthadvantage,
advantage, optical
optical fibers
fibers are
are
very
very small
small and
and lightweight,
lightweight, in
in comparison
comparison with
with the
the bundles
bundles of copper
copper wire
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required at equivalent
faster modulation devices
required
equivalent transmission
transmission rates.
rates. Also, as
as faster
devices
are
invented,
the
electronics
of
an
optical
fiber
system
to
are invented, the electronics of an
system can
can be
be replaced
replaced to
increase
transmission
speeds
without
"digging
up
the
streets"
to
install
increase transmission speeds without "digging up the streets" to install a
higher capacity optical fiber,
fiber, since
since the
the optical
optical fiber
fiberalready
alreadyhas
has greater
greater bandbandwidth capabilities
capabilities than
than are
are being
being utilized in
in today's
today's optical
optical fiber
fibersystems.
systems.
Optical fibers
fibers are
are also
also potentially
potentiallyvery
veryinexpensive,
inexpensive,since
since glass
glass is aa common
substance. The
The raw
raw materials for
abundant as
as sand
sand (silicon
(silicon dioxsubstance.
for glass
glass are as
as abundant
copper is
is in
in increasingly short
short supply. This
ide), whereas
whereas copper
This economic
economic incentive
could be
could
be particularly important
important to
tothe
thetelecommunications
telecommunications industry. For
For exexample, we
we believe
believethat
that AT&T
AT&T and
ample,
and its
itsformerly
formerlyaffiliated
affiliatedcompanies
companies account
account
for almost
almost one fifth
of domestic
domestic copper
copper consumption. During
During the
the next
next couple
couple
fifth of
fiber optic networks
of years,
years, fiber
networks may
may be
be priced
priced such
such that
that the
the newer
newer technology
technology
will be
will
be less
less than half
half the
the cost
cost of
ofthe
theconventional
conventional technologies.
technologies.
by
It isis also
also important
important to
tonote
note that
thatoptical
opticalfibers
fibersare
are generally
generally unaffected
unaifected by
moisture and
and temperature
so that
that cable
pressurizationisis not
not required.
required. For
moisture
temperature so
cable pressurization
example, underground
underground telephone
cable is jacketed
jacketed and
example,
telephone cable
and pressurized
pressurized in order
order
to protect the
the wires
wires from
from moisture.
moisture. The
Themaintenance
maintenance of
of pressure
pressure throughout
an expensive
expensive process.
process.Also,
Also, fiber
fiber optic transmission presents
the cable
cable can be an
presents
cable. This
This can
can be
be important
important
no short-circuit hazard
hazard as
as do copper
copper wires and
and cable.
for control
for
control applications
applications ininpotentially
potentiallyhazardous
hazardous environments,
environments, such
such as
as a
control system
at aa chemical
chemicalrefinery
refineryororan
anelectric
electricutility
utility power
power plant.
plant. In
control
system at
fact, electric
fact,
electric utilities
utilities have
have already
already begun
begun to use
use optical
optical fiber
fiber systems
systems for
communications purposes
at power
power plant facilities.
communications
purposes at
facilities.
of
Historically, one
one of
of the
the most
most important
important factors
factors impeding
impeding the
the progress
progress of
optics was
was the
the high
high unit costs,
which stem
stem from
from insufficient
insufficient production
production
fiber optics
costs, which
volume for the
The technology
technology is
is in place
volume
the component
component suppliers.
suppliers. The
place today
today to
to
design affordable
affordableoptical
opticalfiber
fiberlinks,
links, but
but the
the current
current lack
lack of
of commercial
commercialvolume
volume
design
tends to
to maintain
tends
maintain aa relatively
relatively high
high unit
unitcost
cost on
onthe
theoptical
opticalcomponents,
components,
although unit
although
unit prices
prices have
have been
been dropping over time.
and installation. Connecting
Another problem
problem had
had been
been field maintenance
maintenance and
and terminating
and
terminating an
an optical
optical fiber
fiber involves
involves significantly
significantly different
different techniques
techniques
than conventional
conventional wiring. However, just about
than
about all
all of
of the
the problems
problems involving
the installation and
the
and the
the splicing
splicing of
ofoptical
opticalfibers
fibershave
havebeen
been solved.
solved.
The telephone
the largest
largest near-term
near-term potential
potential market
The
telephone industry represents
represents the
for fiber optic
for
optic cable.
cable. (Longer
(Longer term,
term, the
the cable
cable TV
TV industry
industry could
could employ
employ
optical fiber systems
to distribute television
optical
systems to
television signals.)
signals.) ItIt is
is believed
believed that the
the
domestic telephone
telephoneindustry
industry installs
installs about
about 200
200 million
million feet
domestic
feet of
of coaxial
coaxial cable
cable
annually. In addition,
annually.
addition, its
itstotal
totalU.S.
U.S.consumption
consumptionofofnoncoaxial
noncoaxialexchange
exchange
about 400
400 billion
billion conductor
The initial application
wire is about
conductor feet.
feet. The
application of
of fiber
fiber optics
optics
in the telephone
telephone industry
industry has
has been
been short-distance
short-distance central exchange
exchange interconnection, via the underground
nection,
underground conduits in
in large
large cities.
cities. Presently
Presently the conduits
(such as
asthe
the Chicago
Chicagosite
siteofofan
anAT&T
AT&T optical
in metropolitan
metropolitan areas
areas (such
optical fiber
experiment) are
are overcrowded
overcrowdedand
andsignificantly
significantly limit
limit the telephone
experiment)
telephone industry's
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fiber optic cable
ability to
to handle
handle increased
increased telephone
telephone calling volumes.
volumes. Since
Since fiber
cable
can
large bundles
bundles of
of copper
copper wire pairs, this
can displace
displace large
this technology
technology can
can alleviate
alleviate
situation.
that situation.
The emergence
and acceptance
of optical
optical fiber transmission
emergence and
acceptance of
transmission equipment
equipment

for
are in
for digital
digital trunking
trunking applications
applications and
and the
the fact
fact that
thatseveral
several systems
systems are
service
today have
have increased
increasedthe
theoptions
optionsfor
fortransmitting
transmitting information. Comservice today
Comparison
optics with
with conventional
parison of fiber optics
conventionalcable
cable or microwave radio technology
is usually required
required before
before aa transmission
transmission system
system isisselected.
selected.

Communications Satellite Systems
Systems
The
of a communication
satellite isis relatively
relatively simple.
simple.ItIt is, in
The concept
concept of
communication satellite
essence,
microwaveradio
radiorelay
relaystation
stationinin the
the sky. Signals
are sent
sent to
to it
essence, a amicrowave
Signals are
from
from ground
ground stations,
stations, are
are amplified
amplified within the
the satellite,
satellite, and
and are
are sent
sent back
back
to earth.
satellite lies
lies in
in the
the fact
fact that
that itit can
earth. The value
value of aa communications
communications satellite
can
handle
handle aa large
large volume of traffic
traffic and
and can
can send
send itit almost
almost anywhere
anywhere on
on earth.
earth.
The
dropping rapidly, and
The cost
cost of satellite
satellite channels
channels isis dropping
and their capabilities
capabilities are
are
improving.
Like aa microwave
microwave radio
radio relay
relay station,
station, aasatellite
satellite receives
receives a radio signal
signal at
at
a certain frequency,
its frequency,
frequency, amplifies
amplifiesit,
it, and
and then
then retransmits
frequency, changes
changes its
retransmits
it. The
The equipment
equipment that
that performs
performs this
this function
function isiscalled
called aatransponder.
transponder. The
The
radio signals
haveaahigh
highbandwidth
bandwidth (typically
(typically 36 MHz), which
signals have
which isis important
important
becausethe
theinformation-carrying
information-carryingcapacity
capacityofofaa signal
signalisis proportional
proportional to
to its
because
bandwidth. Most
Most commercial
commercialcommunications
communicationssatellites
satellites use
use the
the same
same radio
radio
frequencies
(RF) as
The main difference
frequencies (RF)
as terrestrial microwave
microwave relay
relay systems.
systems. The
difference
between microwave
microwave radios
radios and
and satellites
satellites isis that
that microwave
between
microwave radio
radio stations
stations
are typically
typically spaced
miles up
up
are
spaced 20 to 30
30 miles
miles apart,
apart, and
and satellites
satellites are 22,300
22,300 miles
in space.
space.
A significant problem
problem with
withsatellite
satellitecommunications
communicationsisisthe
the delay
delay that
that occurs
occurs
between aa signal's
signal's transmission
transmission and
and its
its reception.
between
reception. A one-way
one-way transmission
transmission
takes about
about 270
270 milliseconds
milliseconds (thousandths
(thousandthsof
of aa second),
second),so
sothat
that aa roundtakes
trip communication,
trip
communication,like
likeaaconversation,
conversation,takes
takes about
about 540
540 milliseconds
milliseconds (more
(more
than half of
Figure 2-14).
2-14). This results
than
of aa second)
second) to
to complete
complete (see
(see Figure
results in the
the
talker's voice
talker's
voice being
being returned
returned as
as an
an echo.
echo. This
This problem
problem can
can be
be overcome
overcome
through the
the use
use of
of echo
echo suppressors
suppressors (long
exceeding
(long used
usedon
on any
any land
land circuit
circuit exceeding
1,500 miles)
miles) and
and the
the newer echo-cancellation devices.
devices.The
Thedelay
delayparticularly
particularly
1,500
affects data
data streams.
streams.As
Asaaresult,
result, aa technique
techniquecalled
calledforward
forward error
error correction
affects
(FEC) has
replacedthe
the older
older "wait
"wait for acknowledgement"
form of
of digital
digital
(FEC)
has replaced
acknowledgement" form
transmission.

Satellite frequency
Like
a terrestrial
microwave
frequencybands.
bands.
Like
a terrestrial
microwaveradio
radiosystem,
system,
different frequencies
frequenciesfor
for the
the reception
and transmission
of
aa satellite
satellite uses
uses different
reception and
transmission of
signals.
Without this
powerful transmitted signal
intersignals. Without
this arrangement,
arrangement, aa powerful
signal would interfere
2-2 lists
fere with aa weak
weak incoming
incoming signal.
signal. Table
Table 2-2
lists the
the radio-frequency
radio-frequency (RF)
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FIGURE 2-14
FIGURE
2-14
Travel
Travel Time
Time in a Satellite
Satellite System
System
Communications
satellite

!ds
n.....

X35 m\1\se°°

onds

Earth stations

bands designated
designatedfor
forall
all forms
forms of radio communications.
bands
communications. Most
Most communicacommunications satellites
usethe
theUHF
UHF and SHF frequency bands;
bands; commercial
commercial communicommunisatellites use
cations
satellites use
usethe
theSHF
SHF band
band exclusively
exclusivelyand
andwill
will continue
continue to
to do so
cations satellites
so
for the
the foreseeable
foreseeable future.
future.
Frequency bands
bands are
are also
also given
given letter
letter designations.
designations. Commercial
Commercial communicommuniFrequency
cations satellites
satellitesuse
usethree
threeRF
RFbands,
bands,the
theCCband
band(4(4and
and66GHz),
GHz), the
the Ku
cations
band
12 and
and 14 GHz),
GHz), and
and the
the Ka
Ka band
band (20
(20 and
and 30
30 GHz).
GHz). The
The
band (11
(11 or
or 12
band is
is used
usedfor
for the
the downlink;
downlink; the higher
lower frequency of each
each band
higher frequency
frequency
for the
follow the
path. Thus
Thus 14/12
for
the uplink.
uplink. Many
Many designations
designations follow
the signal
signal path.
14/12 or
6/4 GHz
6/4
GHz isis often
often found.
found.

TABLE 2-2
TABLE
Radio Frequency
Radio
Frequency (RF)
(RF) Bands
Bands
Band
Number
Number
4
5
66
77
88
99
10
11
11
12

Band Name
Name
VLF-very
VLF
—verylow
lowfrequency
frequency
LF-low
LF
— lowfrequency
frequency
MF-medium
MF— mediumfrequency
frequency
HF-high
HF
— high frequency
frequency
VHF-very
VHF
— veryhigh
high frequency
frequency
UHF-ultra
UHF— ultrahigh
highfrequency
frequency
SHF-super
SHF
— super high
high frequency
quency
EHF-extra
EHF
—extrahigh
highfrequency
frequency

Frequency
Range

Wavelength

3-30
3-30
kHz
30-30
kHz
300-3,000 kHz
3-30
MHz
3-30
MHz
MHz
30-300 MHz
300-3,000 MHz
MHz
3-30
3-30
GHz

Myriameters (10^m)
(10"m)
Kilometers (103m)
(103m)
Hectometers (102m)
(102m)
Decameters
Decameters (10
(10 m)
m)
Meters
Decimeters
Decimeters (10-gym)
(10~'m)

30-300 GHz
300-3,000 GHz

3 m)
(10_,
Millimeters (10"
m)
Decimillimeters
Decimillimeters (10-4
(10~4m)
m)

Centimeters
(10-'2m)
Centimeters (10~
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Most commercial
use the
the C
C band
Most
commercial satellites
satellites use
band (4/6
(4/6 GHz).
GHz).However,
However,since
since
these are
are the
the same
frequenciesused
usedby
byterrestrial
terrestrial microwave radio systems,
these
same frequencies
systems,
newer satellites
satellites are
arebeginning
beginningto
touse
usethe
theKu
Kuband.
band.The
TheKa
Ka band
bandwill
will probably
newer
not be
be used,
used, except
except for experimental
experimental purposes,
purposes, until
untilthe
the1990s.
1990s.
Table 2-3 gives
Table
gives aa comparison
comparison of
of the
the radio
radio frequencies
frequencies allocated
allocated by the
the
FCC for
for terrestrial
terrestrial microwave
microwaveand
and satellite
satellite communications.
communications.
Some of
of the
the newer
newer satellite
satellite systems
systemswill
will operate
operateinin the
the Ku band.
Some
band. As
As exexplained by James
Martin, the
of the
the Ku band
plained
James Martin,
the advantages
advantages of
band are:
are:

The band
band is currently
currently less
less heavily
heavily used
used for terrestrial
terrestrial common
common carrier
carrier
1. The
microwave radio relay stations, so 12/14
12/14 GHz earth
can operopermicrowave
earth antennas
antennas can
ate on
on the
ate
the rooftops
rooftops of
of buildings
buildings inincities.
cities.Large
Largecorporate
corporate locations
locations
can
operate their own
own antennas.
antennas. In
In congested
congested areas
areas there
one
can operate
there may be one
earth station
many local
local users
who are
are linked
linked by short
earth
station serving
serving many
users who
short linelineof-sight packet
of-sight
packet microwave
microwave radio
radio systems,
systems, such
such as
as those
those proposed
proposed by
M/A-COM and
GHz(RAPAC—radio
(RAPAC-radio packet),
M/A-COM
and others
others 10.55-10.68
10.55-10.68 GHz
packet), or
coaxial
cable (CAPAC—cable
(CAPAC-cable packet)
coaxial cable
packet)networks,
networks, possibly
possibly supplied
supplied by
the cable
cable TV
TV companies.
companies.InIn fact
fact Local
Local Digital
Digital Distribution Company
the
Company
(LDD), aa subsidiary
(LDD),
subsidiary of M/A-COM,
M/A-COM,plans
planstotooffer
offersuch
suchservices
services to be
be
used with
with the
used
the Satellite
SatelliteBusiness
Business Systems
Systems network.
network.

TABLE 2-3
Common Carrier Radio Frequencies
Common
Frequencies

Band
S band
band
C band
band

Ku band
(frequencies of
(frequencies
the new
generation of
satellites)
satellites)
Ka band
band

Terrestrial
Terrestrial
Frequency
Frequency
Bands
(GHz)
2.11-2.13
2.16-2.16
2.16-2.18
3.7-4.2
5.9256.425
10.7-11.7

Commercial
Commercial
Satellite Frequency
Satellite
Frequency
Bands
Downlink
Downlink
(GHz)

Uplink
(GHz)

3.7-4.2
5.925-6.425
5.925-6.425

Bandwidth
(MHz)
20
20
500
500

1,000

10.95-11.2
11.45-11.7
11.7-12.7
14.0-14.5
17.7-19.7

17.7-20.2

27.5-30.0

500
500
500
2,000
2,500
2,500
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2. The
from a 12/14-GHz
The beamwidth
beam width from
12/14-GHz earth
earth station
station antenna
antenna of aa given
given
size isis less
lessthan
thanhalf
halfofof that
that for
for aa 4/6
size
4/6 GHz
GHz satellite.
satellite. It isis inversely
inversely
proportional to
proportional
to the
the frequency.
frequency. Therefore,
Therefore, many
many more Ku
Ku band
band satellites
satellites
operated without
without any
could be operated
any increased
increased signal interference
interference among
among adjaadjacent satellites,
thereby reducing
reducing potential congestion
cent
satellites, thereby
congestion in the
the equatorial
equatorial
orbit.
3. A
A satellite
satellite antenna
antenna of
ofaagiven
givensize
size and
and weight
weightcan
can be
be made
made more
more direcdirectional by
by using
using aa higher
higher frequency.
frequency. Multiple-spot
Multiple-spot (searchlight)
(searchlight) beams
beams
to or from
from the
thesatellite
satellitecould
couldtherefore
thereforebe
bemade
made to
tooperate
operate at
at the
the same
same
frequency. The
The satellite
satellite could
could then
then transmit
transmit more
than aa 4/6frequency.
more signals
signals than
4/6the 500
GHz satellite
satellite without
without exceeding
exceeding the
500 MHz radio
radio frequency
frequency bandbandanwidth allocation.
allocation. Also,
Also, when
when using
using small
small three-meter
three-meter earth-station
earth-station antennas, Ku
Ku band
can be
be spaced
spacedatat 22 degrees
degreesapart
apartinin orbit
orbit
tennas,
band satellites
satellites can
and still
still be
transmit an
and
be able to transmit
an intelligible
intelligiblesignal,
signal,instead
instead ofofthe
the33degrees
degrees
that may be
be required to transmit
transmit to
tothree-meter
three-meter earth-station
earth-station antennas
antennas
from satellites
satellites that operate
operate in the
the CC band.
band.
4. When
When the
the 4 GHz downlink
downlink isis used,
used, there
there is a lower power
power limitation
imposed on
on the
the radiated
imposed
radiated power
power of the
the satellite
satellite to
to prevent
prevent interference
interference
than is imposed
with terrestrial
terrestrial common
common carrier
carrier systems
systems than
imposed on the
the 12
12
GHz downlink.
GHz
downlink. Again,
Again, the
the higher
higher the
the radiated
radiated power
power of
of the
the satellite,
satellite,
the smaller the
the
the earth-station
earth-station antenna
antenna required
required to
to receive
receive and
and be
be able
able
to understand
understand the signal.
signal.
Note, though,
though, that
that the
thehigher
higherfrequencies
frequenciesalso
also have
have some
some disadvandisadvantages. With
With very heavy
tages.
heavy rain,
rain, the
the received
received signal's
signal's strength
strength falls,
falls, and
and
the noise
the signal
signal picks
picks up
up increases.
Also, most
most 12/14
12/14 GHz
GHz links
the
noise the
increases. Also,
links
need to
to be
be designed
designedto
toavoid
avoid low
low angles
angles of
of earth-station
earth-station antenna elevation
elevation
need
where the
the path
path through
through any
any rain is long.'
where
long.1

Satellite orbits.
Satellite
orbits.What
Whatmakes
makesaasatellite
satellite stay
stay aloft?
aloft? A
A satellite
satellite stays
stays in
orbit because
centrifugal
force
caused
by
a
satellite's
rotation
around
because centrifugal force caused by a satellite's rotation around the
the
earth exactly balances
the earth's
earth's gravitational
gravitational pull.
pull. The
velocity
earth
balances the
The satellite's
satellite's velocity
would pull itit away
would
away from
from the
the earth
earth ififgravity
gravitydid
didnot
notexist.
exist. However,
However, the
the
earth's gravity
gravity exactly
exactly balances
balances the effect
effect of the
the satellite's
satellite's velocity.
velocity.
closer aa satellite
satellite is
is to
to the
the earth,
earth, the
the stronger
stronger is
is the
theearth's
earth'sgravitational
gravitational
The closer
and the
satellite must
must revolve
revolve around
around the
the earth
earth to
to avoid
avoid falling
field, and
the faster
faster aa satellite
to earth. Low-orbit
Low-orbitsatellites
satellitestravel
travelatatabout
about 17,500
17,500 miles
miles per hour and
and revolve
around the earth in
around
in about
about one
one and
and aa half
halfhours.
hours. Communications
Communications satellites
satellites
travel at 6,900
miles per
per hour
hour and
and revolve
revolve about
about the
the earth
earth in
in the
the period
period of
of
travel
6,900 miles
earth's own rotation,
rotation, 23
23hours,
hours,59
59minutes,
minutes,and
and44seconds.
seconds.
about the
the earth
earth at
at aa height
A low-orbit
low-orbitsatellite
satellite revolves
revolves about
height of from 100
100 to
to
300 miles
miles and
and is
is in
in the
300
the line
line of
of sight
sight of
ofan
an earth
earth station
station about
about 15
15minutes
minutes
or less.
less. A medium-orbit
medium-orbit satellite
satellite revolves
revolves at from
from 6,000
6,000 to
to 12,000
12,000 miles
miles and
and
is in sight
sight of
of an
an earth
earth station
station from
from 22toto44hours.
hours.AAgeosynchronous
geosynchronous satellite,
satellite,
one
one that revolves
revolves about
about the
the earth
earth in
in aa sidereal
sidereal day,
day, revolves
revolves at an
an altitude
altitude
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of approximately
approximately 22,300
22,300 miles.
miles. Since
Since aa geostationary
geostationary satellite
satellite revolves
revolves around
around
the earth about every 24 hours,
hours, the
the period
period of an earth
earth day,
day, itit appears
appears stationary
stationary

to the
on the
the observer
observer on
the ground,
ground, or geostationary.
geostationary. It isis always
always in
in aa consistent
consistent
line of sight
sight of
of an
an earth
earth station
station looking
looking at
at it.it.Geostationary
Geostationary satellites
satellites orbit
orbit
the earth
earth above
above the
the equator.
equator.
The geostationary orbit
orbitoffers
offers many
manyadvantages
advantages in
in satellite
satellitesystems
systems engineerengineering:

1. The
The satellite
appearsalmost
almoststationary
stationaryinin orbit
orbit relative
satellite appears
relative to the
the earthearthstation antennas,
sothat
that the
the cost
cost of
of computer-controlled
tracking of
of
station
antennas, so
computer-controlled tracking
the
that may
the satellite is avoided.
avoided. A
A nonmovable
nonmovable antenna
antenna can be used
used that
may
need
need only minor
minor occasional
occasional manual
manual adjustments.
adjustments.
2. There
to switch
2.
There is no necessity
necessity to
switch or transfer
transfer from
from one
one communications
communications
satellite
over the
the horizon
satellite to another
another as
as one
one disappears
disappears over
horizon and
and another
another
one appears.
appears.
3. There
There are
3.
are no regular
regular interruptions
interruptions in
in transmission.
transmission. AAgeostationary
geostationary
satellite
permanently in the view
satellite is permanently
view of
of an
an earth
earth station
station communicating
communicating
through it.
4. Because
of its distance
above the
the earth,
earth, a geostationary
satellite is
is in
Because of
distance above
geostationary satellite
the line of
the
of sight
sight of
ofmore
more than
than40
40percent
percent ofofthe
theearth's
earth's surface
surface (38
(38
percent
percent ifif angles
angles of
of elevation
elevation below
below 55degrees
degrees are
are not used).
used). The areas
areas
not covered
are the
the polar
polar regions
and the
the other
other sides
sidesof
of the
the earth.
earth. A
A
covered are
regions and
large number
large
number of earth
earth stations
stations can
can see,
see, or look
look at,
at, the
thesame
same satellite
satellite
and therefore can intercommunicate.
and
5. Three
can give
give total
total global
with the
Three satellites
satellites can
global coverage
coverage with
the exception
exception of
the North
the
North and
and South
South Poles.
Poles. The INTELSAT
INTELSATsystem
systemuses
uses three
three groups
groups
(in the
the Atlantic,
Atlantic, Indian,
to proproof satellites
satellites (in
Indian,and
and Pacific
Pacific Ocean
Ocean regions)
regions) to
vide coverage
coverageof
of most
most of
of the
the world's
world's population.
vide
6. For
noticeableDoppler
Doppler shift
shift in
in the
the radio
For most
most applications
applications there is no noticeable
signal, that is,
is, the
the change
change in the
the apparent frequency
frequency of
of the
the signals
signals going
to and
and from
from the
the satellite.
satellite. The
The Doppler
Doppler shift
shift isis caused
caused by the
the motion
motion
of the
moving
satellite
as
it
approaches
and
passes
the
earth
the moving satellite as it approaches and passes
earth station.
station.
Satellitesinin elliptical
elliptical orbits have
different Doppler
Doppler shifts
shifts for
for different
Satellites
have different
different
earth stations, and
and this
this increases
increases the complexity
complexityofofthe
thereceivers,
receivers, espeespecially when
when large
large numbers
numbers of
of earth
earth stations
stations intercommunicate.
intercommunicate. GeostaGeostado not appear
tionary satellites
satellites do
appear to move
move relative
relative to the
the earth
earth station.
station.
Thus no
Thus
no (or aa very
very small)
small) Doppler
Doppler shift
shift arises.
arises.
Disadvantages
Disadvantages of geostationary
geostationary satellites
satellites include
includethese:
these:

angles of
1. Latitudes
Latitudes greater
greaterthan
than 81.25°
81.25°north
north and
and south
south (or
(or 77°
77° ifif angles
of
elevation
below 5°
5° are
excluded) are
are not
not within
within sight
elevation below
are excluded)
sight of
of the
the satellite's
satellite's
radiation at the
the longitude
longitude of
of the
the satellite
satellite (lower
(lower for
for other
otherlongitudes).
longitudes).
Fortunately, there
there is
is not
not much
much more
more than
than polar
polar ice
iceatatthese
these latitudes.
latitudes.
of the
the altitude
altitude of the satellite, the received
signal power,
power,which
which
2. Because
Because of
received signal
is inversely
inversely proportional
proportional to
to the
the square
square of
of the
the distance
distance and
and frequency
frequency
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between
the earth
earth and
and the
the satellite,
between the
satellite, is extremely weak.
weak. Also, the
the signal
signal
propagation
delay is about
propagation delay
about 270 milliseconds
milliseconds for the
the combined
combined uplink
uplink
and downlink in
and
in one
one direction.
direction.
3. There
There are
are a limited
limited number
number of
of orbital
orbitalslots
slots available
available over
over the
the equator
equator
in any
any given
given frequency
frequency band.
band. Geostationary
Geostationary satellites
satellites using
using the
the same
same
radio frequencies
and covering
areas of
of the
the earth
frequencies and
covering the same
same areas
earth cannot
cannot be
placed too close
together because
becausetheir
their signals
signals will
will interfere with
placed
close together
witheach
each

other.
apart in orbit.
other. Today,
Today, C-band
C-band satellites
satellites are
are placed
placed 4 degrees
degrees apart
orbit.
spacing, although
although this would
The FCC has
has recently
recently approved
approved 2-degree
2-degree spacing,
would
require using
using larger
larger earth-station
earth-station antennas.
antennas. Satellites
Satellites may be colocated
colocated
or serve
serve different
different nations
nations with
with nonoverif they
they use
use different
different frequencies
frequencies or
nonoverlapping
beams-North and
lapping beams—North
andSouth
SouthAmerican
Americancountries,
countries, for
forexample.2
example.2
Satellite in-orbit
in-orbit spacing
spacing depends
depends upon many factors,
factors, including
includingthe
thedesign
design
of both
both the
the space
space segment
segment and
and the
the ground
ground segment.
segment. Spacing
Spacing is affected
affected by
the beamwidth
beamwidth of the
the transmitting
transmitting earth
varies with
with
the
earth station.
station. The beamwidth
beamwidth varies
the size
aperture and
and the
the frequency
band used.
used. The
The width
width
the
size of the antenna's
antenna's aperture
frequency band
from the
is inversely
inversely proportional
proportionaltoto the
the width
width of the
of a beam
beam from
the satellite
satellite is
the
satellite's transmitting
transmitting antenna.
The same
sameholds
holdstrue
true for
for the
satellite's
antenna. The
the earth
earth station.
station.
The wider the
A
The
the antenna,
antenna, the
the narrower
narrower the
the beam
beam (and
(and vice
vice versa).
versa). Reason:
Reason: A
larger antenna
can
more
precisely
focus
a
beam,
like
a
searchlight.
One
might
antenna
a beam, like a searchlight. One might
think that
is contrary
contrary to
that the
the trend
trend toward
towardsmaller
smaller earth-station
earth-station antennas
antennas is
narrower spacing
adjacent satellites.
satellites. However,
However, the
the use
narrower
spacing between
between adjacent
use of higher
higher
frequencies(Ku
(Ku and,
and, eventually,
eventually, Ka
Ka bands)
bands)will
will actually permit the operation
frequencies
operation
(1) A new
of more
more satellites
satellites for two
two reasons:
reasons: (1)
new radio
radio frequency
frequency (RF)
(RF) band
band
will not
the beamwidth
beamwidth is inversely
inversely proporproporwill
not interfere
interferewith
withexisting
existingones,
ones, and (2) the
tional to
tional
to the
the frequency.
frequency. The
The higher
higher the
the frequency,
frequency, the narrower
narrower the radio
radio
beam for aa given
beam
given antenna
antenna size.
size.
The uplink isis generally
at the higher
The
generally operated
operated at
higher frequency,
frequency, in any
any band.
The downlink is operated
operated at the lower
frequency
The
lower frequency,
frequency, since
since the higher frequency
emits aa narrower
to
emits
narrower beam
beam radiating
radiating into space.
space. Use of the lower
lower frequency
frequency to
downlink is
is important
have limited
downlink
important since
since satellites
satellites have
limited antenna
antenna diameters
diameters and
power for
for the
the transmitters,
but earth
earth stations
do not.
power
transmitters, but
stations do
not. The use
use of
of aa lower
lower
frequency in
in the space-to-earth
frequency
space-to-earth direction
direction means lower path losses
losses and allows
the use of a lower
the
lower transmitter
transmitter power
power in the
the satellite.
satellite.
The usable
orbital arc
arc that exists
usable equitorial
equitorial orbital
exists over
over the United
United States
States runs
runs
from 58°
to 143°
from
58° west
west longitude
longitude to
143° west
west longitude,
longitude, or an
an arc
arc of
of85
85degrees.
degrees.
spacing, about
about 21
21 satellites
satellites in
in aa particular
particular RF band can be accomAt 4-degree
4-degree spacing,
accommodated; at 3-degree
about 28 satellites.
However, some
some orbit
orbit slots
slots
modated;
3-degree spacing,
spacing, about
satellites. However,
must be set aside
and so on.
must
aside for Canada,
Canada, Mexico,
Mexico, and

DATA TRANSMISSION CODES
CODES
encoding and modulation
modulation techniques for analog
Thus far we have discussed
discussed encoding
communications. Digital
Digital communications
also employ
communications.
communications also
employ codes. These
These codes
codes
are used
used in the transmission
transmission of characters
characters and numerals.
numerals.
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Baudot
Baudot
Baudot is the simplest
of all the
Baudot
simplest and
and slowest
slowest of
the major
major codes
codes in
in use
use today.
today.
Baudot is aa 5-bit
Baudot
5-bit code
code that
thatyields
yields3232combinations
combinationsororpossible
possible characters
characters
5
(25
(2
== 32).
32). The
The first
first 26
26 combinations
combinations are
are used
used for the letters
letters of
of the
the English
English
alphabet. The
The 27th and
alphabet.
and 28th
28th combinations
combinations are
are used
used as
as control
control characters.
characters.
The 29th combination
downshift to lowercase,
which indicates
The
combination designates
designates aa downshift
lowercase, which
indicates
that 5-bit
5-bit codes
codes I1through
through 26
26represent
represent letters.
letters. The
The 30th
30th combination
combination desigdesignates an
an upshift
upshift to uppercase,
which indicates
indicates 5-bit
5-bit codes
codes 1I through 26
nates
uppercase, which
26 reprerepresent either
either number or punctuation symbols.
sent
symbols. The 31st
31st combination
combination represents
represents
and the
the 32d combination is
aa space,
space, and
is not
not used.
used.
The Baudot
Baudot code
code is used
used for national and international
internationalTelex
Telex communicacommunications, such
tions,
such as
as those
those domestically
domestically provided
provided by Western
Western Union
Union Telegraph,
Telegraph,
and the
the international record
such as
as ITT
ITT World
and
record carriers,
carriers, such
World Communications
Communications
and RCA Global
in most
mostteletypewriter
teletypewriter
and
Global Communications.
Communications. Baudot
Baudot isis also
also used
used in
devices(TTDs)
(TTDs) for the
devices
the deaf.
deaf.
The
The Baudot
Baudot code
code is
is usually
usually transmitted
transmitted at
at 50
50bits
bitsper
persecond,
second, or
or66.67
66.67
words per
words
per minute, or
or about
about 6.7
6.7characters
characters aa second,
second, which
which equals
equals 7.5
7.5 bits
bits
per character.
Five bits
bits per character
for the code,
per
character. Five
character are
are used
used for
code, and
and 2.5 bits
per character
used for
for control purposes.
character are
are used
purposes. Of the 2.5 bits used
used for control,
control,
1 bit
bit signals
signals the
the start
start ofofaacharacter,
character, and
and1.5
1.5bits
bitssignals
signalsthe
theend
endofofaacharacter.
character.

ASCII
The ASCII
The
ASCII code
code (pronounced
(pronounced askee)
askee) is aa seven-bit
seven-bit code
code (ASCII
(ASCIIstands
stands
Code for
for Information
Information Interchange).
coding
for American
American Standard
Standard Code
Interchange). With
With seven
seven coding
7
combinations are
are possible
possible(2(2'
However, ASCII isis an
bits, 128
128 combinations
== 128).
128). However,
an eighteightbit coding
coding system.
system. ItItuses
uses aa seven-bit
seven-bit code
code to
to encode
encode the character
character plus
plus an
an
eighth bit for
eighth
for aa parity
paritycheck.
check. InIncomputer
computer terminology,
terminology, each
each eight
eight bits
bits is
called
parity check
check is the addition of
of noninformation
noninformation bits
bits to
to data,
data,
called aa byte.
byte. A
A parity
making the
the number
(Is) in aa grouping
or
making
number of ones
ones (Is)
grouping of
of bits
bits either
either always
always even
even or
odd.
detection of bit
bit groupings
groupings that
that contain
contain single
single errors.
errors.
odd. This
This permits detection
In such
such public
publiccommunications
communicationssystems
systems as
as Western
Western Union
UnionTelegraph's
Telegraph's
TWX
TWX (teletypewriter
(teletypewriterexchange)
exchange)service,
service, data
data transmission
transmission generally
generally occurs
occurs
at 110
110 bits
bits per
per second
second or 100
100 words
words per
per minute.
minute. (There
(There are
are five
fivecharacters
characters
in the
the average
average teletype
With one
one character
character for
forspacing,
spacing, the
the average
average
teletype word.
word. With
In general,
equal x/10
x/10 characters
word is six characters.
characters. In
general, xx words per minute equal
characters
per second.)
second.)The
The 100
100bps
bpsworks
worksout
outtoto 10
10 characters
charactersaasecond
secondoror11
II bits
bits
per
per character.
bits encode
encodeaacharacter,
character,one
onebit
bit isis used
usedfor
for parity and
per
character. Seven
Seven bits
and
error checking,
checking,and
and three
three bits
bits for
forcontrol
control(start-stop)
(start-stop)purposes.
purposes. One
Onebit
bitsignals
signals
the
character, and
and two bits
bits signal
signal the
the end
end of aa character.
character. Don't
the start
start of aa character,
forget this
this isisasynchronous
asynchronous transmission
transmission and
and start-of-character
start-of-character and
and end-ofend-offorget
character
character signaling
signaling isis required.
required.
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EBCDIC
A
called EBCDIC
EBCDIC (extended
A third
thirdencoding
encoding scheme
scheme is called
(extended binary
binary coded
coded decimal
decimal

interchange
code). EBCDIC
EBCDIC isis an
interchange code).
an eight-bit
eight-bitcoding
codingsystem,
system,was
wasdeveloped
developed

by
by IBM
IBM for
foruse
useon
onIBM
IBMcomputers,
computers, and
and isisan
anexample
example of
of aaproprietary
proprietary
encoding scheme,
to 256
256 combinations
combinations
encoding
scheme,although
althoughwidely
widely used.
used.ItIt allows up to
(28
(28 == 256).
256). EBCDIC
EBCDIChas
has been
been used
used for aa long
long time
time inincomputers.
computers. Whereas
Whereas
Baudot
and ASCII
ASCII are
principally in teletypewriter
EBCDIC
Baudot and
are used
used principally
teletypewriter operations,
operations, EBCDIC
is used
used principally
principally with
withbusiness
business computers
computers and
and in
in computer-to-computer
computer-to-computer
EBCDIC uses
or computer-to-data terminal
terminal types
types of
of systems.
systems. EBCDIC
uses eight bits (256
combinations) to operate
printing devices
combinations)
operate printing
devices with up
up to
to 256
256 graphic
graphic characters
characters
the ASCII
ASCII code
or to
to transmit
transmit eight-bit
eight-bit bytes
bytes of
of computer
computer data.
data. However,
However, the
code
is widely
widely used
in microcomputers and
facto standard
standard for
for microcompuused in
and is
is the de facto
microcomputer communication
communication and
and public
publicand
andconsumer
consumerdata
databases
bases and
andservices
services such
such
as CompuServe,
Compuserve, Dialog,
Dialog, and
and so
so forth.
as

MODES OF TRANSMISSION
There are three basic
modes of
of transmission
transmission in data communications:
There
basic modes
communications: simsim-

plex,
plex, half duplex,
duplex, and
and full
full duplex.
duplex. With
Withsimplex
simplextransmission,
transmission, data
data can
can be
be
sent
from point A
sent from
A to
to point
pointBBbut
butnot
notvice
viceversa.
versa. The direction of
of data
data transmistransmis-

sion
can be
be in one
sion can
one direction
direction only, much
much like
like aa commercial
commercial radio
radio station
station
can
broadcast music
music but
but not receive
can broadcast
receive it.

Half Duplex
Half
Half duplex
in either
either direction
direction but
but not in both
both simultaduplex allows
allows transmission
transmission in
neously. Half duplex
duplex is
is like
like citizens
citizens band
band (CB)
(CB) radio.
radio. One
One person
person talks
talks and
and
neously.

then listens. One cannot talk and
and listen
listen atat the
thesame
same time
time on
onCB
CBradio
radiobecause
because
as
as soon
soon as
as the
the microphone
microphone is turned
turned on,
on,the
thespeaker
speaker cuts
cuts out.
out.Releasing
Releasing

button returns
returns the
thespeaker
speaker to operation.
operation. Half
Halfduplex
duplexisisgenergenerthe microphone button
ally used
whereonly
only aa two-wire
two-wire circuit is
used in data
data communications
communications systems
systems where
is
available.
The same
circuit is used
available. The
same circuit
used for both
both directions
directions ofofcommunications,
communications,
and
to the
and thus the entire bandwidth of the
the channel
channel is devoted
devoted to
the transmitter
transmitter
by only allowing
allowing one
one direction
direction of traffic
traffic at
at aa time.
time. The
The other
other side
side can
can only
transmit when the first side
transmit
side is idle.
idle.

Full Duplex
Full duplex
duplex allows
allows transmission
transmission in both
both directions
directions at once.
once. Full duplex
duplex
usually requires
requiresaafour-wire
four-wire circuit,
circuit, aa complete
completecircuit
circuit for each
direction of
of
usually
each direction
transmission. Full duplex can be
be performed
performed over
overaatwo-wire
two-wire circuit
circuit by dividing
dividing
transmission.
the circuit into
the
intotwo
twoseparate
separate frequency
frequency bands.
bands. (Obviously neither
neither direction
can use
usethe
the full
full available
bandwidthofof the
the channel
channelifif it
of transmission
transmission can
available bandwidth
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has
to share
has to
share it, as
as itit does
does in
in full
fullduplex.)
duplex.)One
Onefrequency
frequency band
band isis used
used for
for
transmission
direction and the other band
transmission in one
one direction
band for the
the opposite
opposite direction.
direction.
Keeping
in frequency
preventsthem
them from
from interfering
Keeping two signals
signals separated
separated in
frequency prevents
with each
each other.
other. Also
Also both
bothdirections
directionsneed
need not
not have
have the
the same
same bandwidth
bandwidth
bitspeed.
speed. Some
Some videotex
videotex systems,
systems, such as
as Viewdata, receive
receive data
data at 1,200
1,200
or bit
bps
bps but
but transmit
transmit at
at 75
75 bps.
bps. However,
However, full-duplex
full-duplex transmission
transmission over
over a
a twowire circuit
circuit limits
limitsthe
themaximum
maximumspeed
speed ininany
any single
single direction
direction to
tosomething
something
less
than the
the maximum speed
capableof
of the
the channel
channel ifif half-duplex
half-duplex transmisless than
speed capable
sion were
were used,
used, due to the
the sharing
sharing of
ofthe
thechannel
channel and
andthe
theguard
guardband
bandneeded
needed
between each
each direction
direction of
between
of signal
signal transmission.
transmission.

Asynchronous
Asynchronous
Another aspect
aspect of data communications is
is synchronous
synchronous and asynchronous
asynchronous
transmission.
transmission. Asynchronous transmission
transmission is often
often called start-stop.
start-stop. AA single
single
character is sent
at aa time.
time. As with
sent at
with Baudot
Baudot and
and ASCII
ASCIIcodes,
codes, each
each character
character
begins
with a start
begins with
start signal,
signal, or bit(s),
bit(s), and
and ends
ends with aa stop
stop signal,
signal, or
or bit(s).
bit(s).
With start-stop
start-stop transmission,
transmission, there
there can
can be
be aa varying
varying interval
intervalbetween
between one
one
character
character and
and the
the next.
next. When
When one
one character
character ends,
ends, the
the receiving
receiving terminal
terminal
sits
sits and
and waits
waits for the
the start
start of
of the
the next
next character.
character. The
The transmitter
transmitter and
and the
the
receiver begin
begin operation
operation together with the
the start bit
bit of
ofaa character,
character, they
they remain
remain
synchronized while the
the character
character isis being
being sent,
sent, and
and end
end operation
operation together
together
synchronized
with the
the stop
stop bit(s)
bit(s) ofofthe
thecharacter.
character. Asynchronous
Asynchronous transmission
transmission is used
used in
teletypewriter applications.
applications.
most teletypewriter

Synchronous
Synchronous transmission
transmission is used
when the communicating
Synchronous
used when
communicating devices
devices transtrans-

mit to
to each
each other
other with
with regular
regular timing.
timing.When
Whendevices
devices transmit to
to each
each other
continuously,
the most
most effective
effectiveline
lineutilizautilizacontinuously, synchronous
synchronous transmission
transmission can
can give the
tion.
immediately
tion. With
Withsynchronous
synchronoustransmission,
transmission, the
the bits
bits of
ofone
one character are immediately
followed by the
and no
no start
start
followed
the bits
bits of
ofthe
the next
next character.
character. There
There are
are no
no pauses
pauses and
or stop
are divided
divided into blocks,
stop bits
bits between
between characters.
characters. Groups of characters
characters are
blocks,

which are
are sent
sent down
down the
the communications
communications pipeline
pipeline at
at equal
equal time
time intervals.
intervals.
The transmitting and
The
and receiving
receiving terminals
terminals have
have to
to be
be exactly
exactly synchronized
synchronized
for the
the duration
duration ofofeach
each block,
block, so
so that
that the
the receiving
receiving device
device knows
knows which is
the
bit of
ofeach
each character,
character, and
and thus
thus knows
knows which
are the
the first bit
which are
the other
other bits
bits of
each
transmission is
is normally used
each character.
character. Synchronous
Synchronous transmission
used in
in applications
applications
where aa computer
computer is
either or at
at both
both ends
ends of
of the
the transmission
transmission facility
where
is at
at either
(or line).
line).
MODEMS
In many
many environments,
environments, the
theterminals
terminalsand
andcomputers
computersare
areseparated
separated by
bysevsevhundred feet
more than
than a mile.
mile. For these
eral hundred
feet or,
or, ininsome
some cases,
cases, more
these short distances,
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FIGURE
FIGURE 2-15
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Telephone
Telephone line
line

a direct wire
wire connection
connection isispossible
possible using
using copper
copper wire pairs
pairs or
or coaxial
coaxial cable.
cable.
Signals
are
transmitted
digitally,
eliminating
the
need
for
modems
Signals are transmitted digitally, eliminating the need for modems or acoustic
acoustic
couplers.
In terms
hardwiring is
couplers. In
terms of
of expense,
expense, hardwiring
is usually
usually the
the lowest-cost
lowest-cost data
data
transmission
line available.
available. Digital
Digital signals
cannot travel
travel more
more than
transmission line
signals cannot
than 50
50 or
or
so feet
feet over
over wires
wires or cables
before they
they become
becomeunintelligible.
unintelligible. However,
However, they
they
so
cables before
can travel thousands
of miles when
to the analog
can
thousands of
when converted
converted to
analog mode
mode by an
an
acoustic
acoustic coupler or modem
modem and
and sent
sent over
overtelephone
telephone lines.
lines.
An acoustic
converts aa serial
serial bit
bit stream
stream of
of data
data from
from aa terminal
acoustic coupler
coupler converts
or computer
computer into
into audio
audio tones.
tones. ItItthen
thensends
sends the
the tones
tones over
over the
the phone
phone line
line
via a telephone
handset. At
At the destination,
telephone handset.
destination, the
the audible
audibletones
tones are reconverted
reconverted
into the
into
the original
originalserial-bit
serial-bitstream
stream of
ofdata.
data. Acoustic
Acoustic couplers
couplers are
are used
used in applications with terminals
cations
terminals that
that operate
operate at 1,200
1,200 bps
bps or lower.
Whereas an
an acoustic
acousticcoupler
coupler converts
convertsdigital
digital data
data into
into audible
Whereas
audible tones,
tones, aa
modem also
also converts
converts the
the data
data directly into
modem
into electrical
electrical signals.
signals. As
As we
wesaid,
said,
telephone companies
companies use
use the
the term data
telephone
data set
set to describe
describe this device.
device. (In fact
fact
the word modem is rarely, if ever,
ever, used
used in
in telco
telco marketing
marketing brochures.) Modem
is aa contraction
contraction for
for modulator-demodulator.
modulator-demodulator. Modems
Modems are also
also called
called data
data
sets
sets by the
the Bell
Bell System,
System, and their
their application
application is to
to prepare
prepare computer
computer or
or
data signals
signals for transmission over a telephone line. A data set, or data modem,
prepares a digital
digital data
data signal
signal for
for transmission
transmission over
over an
an analog
analog telephone
telephone line.
Figure 2-15
2-15 gives
gives an illustration.
illustration.
Modems connect
connect the
the digital
digital world
world of
of data
data communications
to the
the analog
Modems
communications to
analog
world of
of the
the telephone
line. If
If one compared
the data signal
world
telephone line.
compared the
signal spectrum
spectrum to
the band of
channel,itit would
wouldshow
showthat
that itit is
is
the
of aa standard
standard voice-frequency
voice-frequency channel,
impossible
analog channel.
channel.
impossibleto
to directly
directly transmit
transmit digital
digital signals
signals through
through an analog
To
this problem,
problem, a modem
modem translates
translates the frequency
frequency band
To get around this
band of the
digital
can be transmitted
transmitted through
through the
the analog
analog channel.
channel.
digital signal
signal to
to a band
band that can
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accountable for the
the establishment
establishment and
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planning
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technicalplanning,
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assistance to
to corporate
corporate systems
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and management
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of planning
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with the
agement to
consistency of
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overall objectives
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MerrillLynch.
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assesses the
the industry
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developments for
for
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Merrill's
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on the
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informationprocessing
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in the
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identification and
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recommendation ofofinvestinvest-is
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that
notnot
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capital
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in technology
thatwillwill
only
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capitalgrowth
growthbut
butwill
willalso
alsoprovide
provide the
the firm
firm
with technological
technological leadership
leadership in
in providing
providingfinancial
financialservices.
services. This
This covers
covers hardware,
hardware, software,
software,
and
Welland joined
joined Merrill
Merrill Lynch
and services-including
services—includingsatellite,
satellite,cable,
cable, and
and related
related technologies.
technologies. Welland
Lynch
in March
of The
March 1981,
1981,when
when he
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initiated Merrill's
Merrill's development
development of
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project, which
which he
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For 11
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adviser for the
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Division, where
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strategicand
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plans for
for the
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growth of Exxon
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Enterprises'
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Enterprises' business
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domestic satellite industry
Measured by the history of telecommunications, the domestic
is still in
is
in its
its infancy,
infancy, with
with the
the first
firstdomestic
domestic satellites
satellites being
being launched
launched in
1974. Yet
Yet the
the satellite
satellite business
business has
has been
been marked
marked by change
change during this entire
1974.
entire
and has continuperiod. It was born with the
the promise
promise of
of regulatory flexibility and
ally tested
tested its
its regulatory
regulatory barriers. Today, the marketplace has become
become a signifially
cant regulator of
of satellite communications. This chapter will
will trace that
that develdevelopment.
This is a brief
This
brief history.
history. It
It isis not
not complete,
complete, since
since too
too much
much has
has happened
happened
even during
during the
the 10
even
10 to 15
15 years
years of
of the
the satellite
satellite industry's
industry's short
short life.
life. There
are matters
interest that
that are not mentioned,
such as
as the
the initial
are
matters of historical
historical interest
mentioned, such
initial
restriction on AT&T
restriction
AT&T preventing
preventing itit from
from providing
providing specialized
specialized services
services over
its satellites
and the
the integration
of rates
its
satellites and
integration of
rates to Hawaii
Hawaii and Alaska.
Alaska. Although
Although
these were
were important,
important, or at least
these
least seemed
seemed so at the
the time,
time, they
they probably
probably have
have
lost their significance
to present
lost
significance to
present readers.
readers. Similarly,
Similarly, this
this discussion
discussion is not
not
intended for the legal
work on current
intended
legal practitioner
practitioner looking
looking for the definitive
definitive work
satellite regulation.
This history
To do
This
history is intended
intended to give
give the flavor
flavor of
of satellite
satellite regulation.
regulation. To
this, three general
have been
been chosen—satellites
chosen-satellites and earth
this,
general subjects
subjects have
earth stations
stations
because they are the
the basic
basic components
components of
of aa satellite
satellite system,
system, and
and rates
ratesbecause
because
they determine the
they
the economic
economic viability
viability of
of satellite
satellite systems.
systems.

THE EARLY
EARLY YEARS,
YEARS,1970-1978—FLEXIBLE
1970-1978-FLEXIBLE BUT
BUT
THE
TRADITIONAL REGULATION
REGULATION

Qualified "Open
"Open Entry"
The first commercial satellite was placed in orbit in 1965
1965 to provide international service. By 1970
international satellites but none provid1970 there were five international
ing service
service to
to the
the domestic
domestic U.S.
U.S.market.
market. In
In that
that year the Federal Communications
(FCC) issued
issued the
the first
first of
of aa series
of Reports
Reports and
and Orders
tions Commission
Commission (FCC)
series of
Orders
dealing
dealing with
with the
the legal,
legal, technical,
technical, and
and policy
policyissues
issuesconcerning
concerning domestic
domestic
satellites.'
satellites.1 The FCC
FCC also
also invited
invited the
the submission
submission of
of applications
applications for domestic
satellite systems. Eight satellite
satellite system applications
applications were
were filed by such companies
nies as RCA,
RCA, AT&T,
AT&T, and Comsat.
Comsat. In
In 1972
1972 the
the FCC
FCC asked
asked for
for comments
comments
on a proposed
proposed method
method of
of handling
handlingthe
theapplications.2
applications.2
Three possibilities
possibilities for satellite authorizations
authorizations were
were considered:
considered:
One-space segment-either
segment—eitherby
byselection
selection or
or aa consortium.
consortium.
Multiple-space segments—selection
segments-selection on
Multiple-space
onthe
thebasis
basis of
of the comparative merits of the
its
the proposed
proposed systems
systems and
and other
other public
public interest
interest considerations.
considerations.
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Multiple-space
segments- "Open entry"
Multiple-space segments—"Open
entry"for
forall
allexcept
except those
those disqualified
disqualified

on policy
policy grounds.
grounds.

After
Report and
and Order setting
After receipt
receipt of
of comments,
comments, a
a Second
Second Report
the
setting out
out the
basic policies
adopted, which enumerated
policies for the domestic satellite field was adopted,
the following
following objectives:
objectives:
Maximize the opportunities for the early acquisition of technical, operational, and marketing
marketing data and
and experience
experience in the use
use of this technology.
Afford a reasonable
opportunity for multiple
Afford
reasonable opportunity
multiple entities
entities to demonstrate
demonstrate
how operational
how
operational and economic
economic characteristics
characteristics peculiar
peculiar to the
the satellite
satellite
technology can be
technology
be used
used to
to provide
provide existing
existing and
and new
newspecialized
specialized services
services
than can be done by terrestrial facilimore economically and efficiently
efficiently than
facilities.
Facilitate
Facilitate the efficient
efficient development
development of this new
new resource
resource by
by removing
removing
or neutralizing
neutralizing existing institutional
institutional restraints
restraints or
or inhibitions.
inhibitions.
Retain leeway and flexibility
flexibility in
in policy making
making so
so as
asto
to make
makeadjustments
adjustments
as future experience
experience and circumstances
circumstances may dictate.
dictate.

found that the public interest would
would
With this regulatory premise, the FCC found
best be served
best
served by providing
providing a reasonable
reasonable opportunity
opportunity for
for entry
entry by
byqualified
qualified
approach,
applicants. This policy quickly became known as
as the "Open Skies" approach,
but
Act of
of
but the FCC
FCC stated
stated itit differently.
differently. It noted that
that the
the Communications
Communications Act
1934
required the
the FCC
FCC to determine
whether or not an
1934 required
determine whether
an applicant
applicant was
was financially,
and otherwise qualified
qualified and
and whether or not
cially, technically, and
not the
the proposal
proposal
would serve the public
public interest. All
All applicants
applicants who
who qualified
qualified would be authorized.
rized. Any
Any attempt to
to select
select or
or prescribe
prescribe aa single
single system
system or to
to choose
choose one
one
or more
more systems
systems through aa comparative
comparative hearing
hearing process
process was
was rejected.
rejected.

Orbital Assignments
By
By 1973,
1973, when the FCC
FCC authorized
authorized the
the first
firstdomestic
domestic satellite
satellite systems,
systems,
two of the original
original eight
eight applicants
applicants had
had withdrawn.3
withdrawn. 3 This number decreased
decreased
further over the
further
the next
next several
several years
years so
so only
only three
three systems
systems were
were launched,
launched, as
shown
on Figure
shown on
Figure 3-1 on
on p.
p. 68.
68.
The
The launch
launch date
date of
of each
each satellite
satellite isis shown
shown in
in parentheses.
parentheses. The
The Satcom
Satcom
satellites are
are those
those of RCA American
satellites
American Communications,
Communications, Inc.;
Inc.;Westar,
Westar, those
those
of The
The Western Union Telegraph Company; and
and Comstar,
of
Comstar, those
those of
of Comsat
Comsat
General Corporation,
Corporation, which were built for and
General
and leased
leased by
by AT&T.
AT&T,
At least
least one
one orbital
orbital location
location for
for each
each satellite
satellite company
company was
was in the
the orbital
orbital
arc between
between 119°
119° and 132°
132°West
West Longitude.
Longitude. This area has
has been
been called
called the
the
prime arc,
including
arc,since it permits
permits excellent
excellent service to all of the United States including
Alaska and Hawaii.4
Hawaii.4
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Earth Stations
Stations
its broad
broad policy objective a flexible
flexible environment
environment
In 1972
1972 the FCC stated
stated as
as its
that would permit
that
permit aa variety
varietyofofearth
earth station
station ownership
ownership patterns.
patterns. ItIt favored
favored
allowing
usersthe
theoption
option of
of owning
owning receive-only earth
earth stations
stations
allowing special
special purpose users
and
and did not foreclose
foreclose the possibility that transmit-receive
transmit-receive earth
earth stations
stations could
also
be owned
owned by
by users
usersin
in appropriate
appropriate circumstances.
circumstances.The
TheFCC
FCC said
saiditit would
would
also be
retain its intended
flexibility by
intended flexibility
bymaking
makingdeterminations
determinations regarding
regarding ownership
ownership
only in
in the
the context
context ofofconcrete
concrete applications
applications for
for particular
particularearth
earthstations.
stations.
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Implementation of
of the
the FCC's
FCC's policies
policies started
started quickly.
quickly.In
In1973
1973TelePrompTelePrompter Corporation
ruling from
from the FCC
ter
Corporation requested
requested aa ruling
FCC as
as to
to whether
whether ititneeded
needed
authority under
under the
the Communications
Communications Act
Act ofof1934
1934to
to procure
procure aa transportable
transportable
usedat
ataaNational
National Cable
Cable Television
Television Association
Association
receive-only earth station to
to be used
Convention. The FCC
FCC responded
responded by stating
stating that
that such
such authority
authoritywas
wasneeded
needed
but granted
granted a waiver of
of the
the requirement
requirement pending
pending formal
formal action.
action.
In acting
acting on
on this
thisand
and similar
similar applications,
applications, the
the FCC
FCCfollowed
followedaathree-step
three-step
process:
frequencycoordination,
coordination, construction permit,
process: frequency
permit, and
and license.
license. Frequency
Frequency
coordination
coordination isis the
the process
process used
used to resolve potential interference from other
other
sources,
such as
as terrestrial
terrestrial microwave
Construction permits
permits and
sources, such
microwave systems.
systems. Construction
licenses
areissued
issuedpursuant
pursuanttotoprovisions
provisionsofofthe
theCommunications
CommunicationsAct
Act granting
granting
licenses are
the
the FCC general
general authority over
over the
the use
use of
of radio
radio communication.
communication.
This three-step
processwas
wasworkable
workableinin the
the early
early days
days of
of the
This
three-step process
the industry.
industry.
The first earth
The
earth stations
stations were
were constructed
constructed by the
the satellite
satellite carriers
carriers building,
building,
launching, and
stations cost
cost millions
millions of dollars,
and operating
operating the
the satellites.
satellites. These
These stations
dollars,
and the regulatory time involved
authoriand
involved in
in filing
filingand
and obtaining
obtainingthe
the necessary
necessary authorities was
ties
was not disproportionate
disproportionate to the
the investment
investment being
being made.
made. In addition,
addition,
the number of
of earth
earth stations
stations was
was relatively
relatively small.
small.
dramatically from
from 1975
This situation
situation changed
changed dramatically
1975 to 1977.
1977. In 1975
1975 Home
Home
Box Office
transmitted its
its first program
over an
an RCA
Box
Office transmitted
program to
to cable
cable operators
operators over
satellite. In authorizing
satellite.
authorizing Florida
Florida Cablevision
Cablevision to construct
construct an
an earth
earth station
station to
to
receive this
this programming,
programming, the
the FCC
FCC reiterated
receive
reiterated its flexible ground
ground policy and
and
affirmed that
that the proposed
earth station
station would
would further
further its objective to
to afford
affirmed
proposed earth
afford
domestic satellite
satellite applicants
applicants a reasonable
opportunity to demonstrate
domestic
reasonable opportunity
demonstrate how
any
any operational
operational and
and economic
economic characteristics
characteristics of satellites
satellites could
could be
be used
used to
5
provide new
specialized
services.5
new specialized services.
The rapid
The
rapid growth in the
the CATV
CATVindustry
industrysoon
soon forced
forced the
the FCC
FCC to
to revisit
revisit
6
case,6
the earth
earth station
station issue.
issue. In
Inthe
theAmerican
AmericanBroadcasting
BroadcastingCompanies
Companies case,
the
use of small
small earth
earth stations,
stations, approximately
approximately four
four to five
five meters in diameter,
diameter,
previously the
the norm, was
compared with the nine-meter stations
stations previously
was found
found
as compared
be consistent
consistent with
with domestic
domestic satellite
satellite policy
policy ifif certain
certain technical
technical criteria
criteria
to be
were met.
met.
The policy
confronting the
the FCC
FCC was
The
policy issue
issue confronting
was how
how to balance
balance the need
need of
earth stations
CATV industry
industry for large
large numbers
numbers of small, inexpensive earth
stations
the CATV
and efficient
satellite orbit
orbit and spectrum
efficient satellite
spectrum usage.
usage. Generally,
Generally, the smaller
smaller the
the
station, the
the farther
farther apart
apart adjacent
adjacentsatellites
satellites must
mustbe
be because
because small antenearth station,
nas do not focus
focus their signals
signals as much as do large antennas. The FCC permitpermitted the use
use of
of small earth stations,
stations, finding that their
their use
use would
would not adversely
adversely
affect
orbital spacing
spacing between
between satellites.
satellites.
affect the
the orbital
The
was significant
significant in
in two other
First, itit continued,
The decision
decision was
other respects.
respects. First,
continued,
albeit for
for a short
albeit
short time,
time, the
the attempt
attempt totospecify
specify the
the performance
performance of
of receivereceiveonly earth
earth stations.
stations. Second,
Second, it raised
raised the issue
issue of
of whether
whether or
or not
not receivereceiveonly
only
only earth stations
stations should
should be
be licensed.
licensed. Within
Within three years,
years, the
the FCC
FCC would
would
change these policies.
policies.
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Rates
The
The evolution
evolution of
of the
the FCC's
FCC's move
move toward
toward deregulation
deregulation is
is most
most visible
visible
through its
of domestic
domesticsatellite
satellitecarriers.
carriers.An
An understanding
understanding
through
its actions
actions on the rates of
requiresan
anappreciation
appreciationof
ofthe
thetraditional
traditional regulatory
regulatory
of deregulation, however, requires
approach toward rates.
approach
rates.
of primary
primary importance
The Communications Act
Act ofof1934
1934has
has three sections
sections of
importance
201(b) provides
provides that
that all
all
to the
the rate
rate regulation
regulation of
of common
common carriers.
carriers. Section
Section 20l(b)
charges, practices,
practices,classifications,
classifications,and
andregulations
regulationsfor
forcommon
commoncarrier
carriercommucommucharges,
just and reasonable.
Section 202(a)
202(a) makes
makes itit unlawunlawnications services
services shall be just
reasonable. Section
ful for
for any
any common
common carrier
carrier to
to make
make any unjust
unjust or
or unreasonable
unreasonable discrimination
and regulations.
in its
its charges,
charges, practices,
practices, classifications,
classifications, and
regulations. And Section
Section 203
203
requires every
every common
common carrier
carrier to
to file with
requires
with the
the FCC
FCCall
allcharges
charges for
forservices
services
showing the classifications,
classifications, practices,
practices, and regulations
regulations affecting
affecting such
such charges.
charges.
The language
The
language of Sections
Sections 201(a)
201 (a) and
and 202(b)
202 (ft) isisnecessarily
necessarily general,
general, since
since
and strucit was
was intended to cover
cover the
the broad
broad spectrum
spectrum of
of possible
possible rate levels and
tures that would
years. Further,
Further, it was
built on
tures
would be
be filed over many years.
was built
on the
the frameframework of
decidedunder
under equivalent
equivalent provisions
provisions in
in the
the Interstate Commerce
work
of cases
cases decided
Commerce
Act. Under
UnderSections
Sections 201(a)
201 (a) and
and 202(b),
202(b), the
the FCC
FCC held
heldthat
thatthe
thecost
cost ofofservice
service
was to
to be
was
be the
the benchmark
benchmark in the
the evaluation
evaluation of the
the lawfulness
lawfulness of rates
rates and
and
that
that "like"
"like"services
services under
under like
likecircumstances
circumstances must
must be
be priced
priced in the
the same
same
on value of service (i.e., market-based rates) were rarely
manner. Rates
Rates based
based on
rarely
permitted.
permitted.
were first authorized
As already
already noted,
noted, satellite
satellite carriers
carriers were
authorized under
under a policy
would encourage
encourage them
them to
to undertake
undertake service
service and
and technical
technical innovation
innovation
that would
and provide
to the
and
provide an
an impetus
impetus for efforts
efforts to
to minimize
minimize costs
costs and
and charges
charges to
the
involving new
public. This
This policy
policy was
was followed
followedininaaseries
series of
ofcases
cases involving
new and
and often
often
innovative rate
rate proposals.
In each
instance, the
the FCC
FCC reiterated
innovative
proposals. In
each instance,
reiterated its satellite
satellite
policy and,
and, at
at most,
most, set
set the
the rates
rates for
for investigation.
investigation.
During this
this period
period the
the satellite
satelliteindustry
industrywas
was extremely
extremely competitive.
competitive. The
The
new carriers
satellitesand
and were
wereanxious
anxioustotofill
fill
new
carriers had
had just launched
launched expensive
expensive satellites
them with traffic.
them
traffic. As
Asaaresult,
result,rates
rates were
were constantly
constantly moving lower and
and often
often
below cost.
cost. The
The FCC's reaction
below
reaction (not surprising for
for aa regulatory
regulatory agency)
agency) was
less
antagonisticthan
than ifif the
the rates
had been
been moving
moving higher
higher than
than aa "just and
less antagonistic
rates had
and
reasonable"
level, as
as traditionally
traditionally calculated.
reasonable" level,
calculated.
caseinvolving
involving the
the private
private
This regulatory
regulatory attitude
attitudewas
was expressed
expressed in a 1975
1975 case
line rates
of American
American Satellite Corporation (ASC).'
rates of
(ASC).7 Western
Western Union
Unionprotested
protested
the ASC
but the FCC refused
ASC rate
rate decreases,
decreases, but
refused either
eitherto
tosuspend
suspend the
the effectiveness
effectiveness
of the
the rates
rates or
or to
toset
setthem
themfor
forinvestigation.
investigation.Instead
Instead the
theCommission
Commission said
said
that ASC
ASC was
was aa new
newcarrier
carrierengaged
engaged solely
solely ininspecialized
specialized communications
communications
and not "monopoly" services
as those
thoseprovided
providedby
byAT&T.
AT&T. In addition,
and
services such
such as
addition,
the
the FCC
FCC said
said that there
there was
was no public
public interest
interest justification for requiring
requiring
that rates
fully compensatory
rates be fully
compensatory atat all
allstages
stages of
of aa satellite
satellite company's
company's developdevelopment. Indeed,
Indeed, the fact that
that the
the rates
rates might
mightbe
be too
too low
lowwas
wasfound
found acceptable:
acceptable:
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"In fostering
fosteringthe
thedevelopment
development ofofsatellite,
satellite,as
aswell
wellasasterrestrial,
terrestrial,specialized
specialized
common carriers
carriers we
we recognize
recognizethat
that some
somemight
mightnot
not be
be profitable
profitableinitially
initially
common
and that
that some
might fail."e
and
some might
fail."8
The next several
showed aa continuation of
The
several years
years showed
of the
the intense
intense competition
competition
among satellite
satellite carriers.
carriers. The
The trend
trend for both
among
both private
private line
lineand
and transponder
transponder
serviceswas
wastoward
toward offerings
offeringsfor
for fixed
fixed periods
periods of
of one
one year
year or
or more
more at
at lower
services
rates than
than for service
offered on
on aa monthly basis.
thesetariff
tariff
rates
service offered
basis. In response
response toto these
offerings, the
the FCC
FCC investigated
them when
when protested
protested by
by other
other carriers.
offerings,
investigated them
carriers. By
mid-1978, the
the tariffs
tariffs of ASC, Western
Western Union,
Union, and
and RCA
RCA Americom had
mid-1978,
had received this
this treatment.
ceived
treatment. The FCC
FCC then
thenconsolidated
consolidated the
the various
various cases
cases and
and
said that
that rather than
said
than dealing
dealing with them
them on
on an
an individual
individualbasis,
basis, it planned
planned
to institute aa broad
broad rulemaking
rulemaking proceeding
proceeding that would
would consider
consider the adoption
of guidelines for competitive
competitive tariff
tariffofferings
offerings by
byspecialized,
specialized, domestic
domestic satellite,
satellite,
9
and value-added
value-added carriers.
carriers.9
This set
set the
the basis
basisfor
for the
the Competitive
CompetitiveCarrier
Carrier ruleand
This
making proceedings
making
proceedings that spanned
spanned the
the mid-1980s.
mid-1980s.

THE MIDDLE
YEARS, 1979-1983—MORE
1979-1983-MORE SATELLITES
MIDDLE YEARS,
SATELLITES AND
DEVELOPING DEREGULATION

Satellite Authorizations and
and Orbital
Orbital Assignments
Assignments
By the
the beginning
By
beginning of 1979,
1979, six of
of the
the nine
nine satellites
satellites originally
originally authorized
authorized
had been
been launched.
launched. During
During 1979
1979two
two additional
additional satellites
satellites were
were launched,
launched,
and aa third
third was
was aalaunch
launch failure.
failure.
The period
through 1983 saw
saw aa rapid
rapid growth
in the demand
The
period 1979 through
growth in
demand for
satellite
This growth
growth resulted
satellite service.
service. This
resulted in aa series
series of
of applications
applications for
for new
new
satellites, which
which were
were acted
acted upon by
satellites,
by the
the FCC
FCC inin1981.10
1981.10
In making these grants,
grants, the FCC restated
restated its policy that, when
when authorizing
the initial
initial entry
entry of
of aa carrier
carrier into
into the
the domestic
domestic satellite
satellite field, it would permit
permit
the
the launch
launch of
of two
two satellites.
satellites. The
The first
first was
was to
to be
be used
used for
for regular
regularservice
service
and the
the second
second for
for growth,
growth, backup,
backup, and
and restoral
restoral capacity
capacity and
and preemptible
preemptible
traffic when
when itit was
was not
not otherwise
otherwise occupied.
occupied. The
The FCC
FCC said
said that it was reluctant
traffic
to authorize
authorize additional
additional satellites
satellites without aa substantial
substantial showing
showing that present
present
traffic
traffic and firm commitments
commitments for
for service
service would
would soon
soon exhaust
exhaust existing
existingfacilities.
facilities.
Finally,
Finally, the FCC
FCC stated
stated that
that ititanticipated
anticipatedbeginning
beginningaageneral
general proceeding
proceeding
that would
would investigate
investigate methods of
of accommodating
accommodating more satellites
satellites in orbit
orbit
than was
was then possible."
possible.11
The FCC started
started the
the rulemaking
rulemakingproceeding
proceeding in
in 1981,
1981, asking
asking for
for comments
comments
on aa proposal
proposal to
to adopt
adopt 2°2°orbital
orbitalseparations
separationsbetween
betweendomestic
domestic satellites.
satellites.
In 1983
and, at
at the
In
1983 it decided
decided this proceeding
proceeding and,
the same
same time,
time, authorized
authorized the
construction
and the launch
construction of 19
19 additional
additional domestic
domestic satellites
satellites and
launch of
of 19
19new
new
or previously
previously constructed
constructed satellites.
satellites. As a result of these
these and
and prior
prior authorizaauthorizations,
tions, the orbital
orbital assignments
assignments as of June 1985
1985are
areshown
shownininFigure
Figure3-2.
3-2.
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FIGURE 3-2
FIGURE
June 1985-Operational
1985—Operationaland
andAuthorized
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The main points
points of
of the
the orbital
orbitalspacing
spacingdecision
decision were:
were:
spacing of 2°
2° isis the
the long-term
long-term orbital
orbital spacing
spacing criterion at
at C-band,
C-band,
A spacing
with immediate
setatataa combination
combinationofof 3°,
3°, 2.5°,
2.5°, and
and 2°;
immediate spacings
spacings set
K-band spacings
spacings would be 2°.
Two orbital
orbital locations
locations are
are initially
initiallyassigned
assigned to
to aa newly authorized
authorized system.
system.
only upon
upon aa showing
showing that
that in-orbit
Additional locations
locations are
are assigned
assigned only
are essentially
satellites are
essentially filled.
Applicants for
for hybrid
hybridsatellites
satellites must
must demonstrate
demonstrate orbit and
and frequency
frequency
reuse efficiency
efficiencycomparable
comparablewith
withthe
thethen-current
then-currentstate
stateofofthe
the art
art for
reuse
two single-band
single-band satellites.
satellites.
The upper
The
upper limit
limit on
on in-orbit
in-orbitspare
spare capacity
capacity for
forany
anylicensee
licensee would be
be
set at
at the
the equivalent
equivalent of
spare satellite
satellite used
used for
for occasional
occasional or preempset
of one spare
tible services
services within
withinthe
thesystem.12
system.12
The majority
with this
The
majority of
of the
the satellite
satellite authorizations
authorizations were
were in accordance
accordance with
past practice,
practice, but there
The FCC found
past
there were
were three
three exceptions.
exceptions. The
found that
that several
several
to build and
of the applicants
applicants had
had committed insufficient
insufficient financial resources
resources to
and
operate aa domestic
were conditionally
conditionally
operate
domestic satellite
satellite system.
system. These
These applicants
applicants were
granted authorizations,
authorizations, provided
provided that
that they showed
granted
showed within aa specified
specified time
successininobtaining
obtainingfinancing.
financing.This
Thisattempt
attemptatatvarying
varyingthe
thepolicy
policy of
of only
only
success
granting entry
entry totoqualified
qualified entrants
entrants was
wastotobecome
become aa failure.
failure.
Simultaneouslywith
with the
the authorization
authorization of the
the FCC
Simultaneously
the 19
19 new
new satellites,
satellites, the
FCC
established aa cutoff for
for processing
processing new
new domestic
domestic satellite
satellite applications.13
applications.13 This
established
cutoff provided
provided that
that those
those applications
applications filed on
on or
or before
before November
November 7,
7, 1983,
1983,
would be
asaagroup,
group, while
while those
thosefiled
filed later
later would have to await
be processed
processed as
future FCC
FCC action.
action.

Earth Stations
Stations
Deregulation of
This action
action
of receive-only
receive-only earth
earth stations
stations occurred
occurred in
in 1979.14
1979.14 This
spurred
the CATV
CATV industry,
spurred the
industry,making
makingthe
theinstallation
installationofofthousands
thousands of
ofinexpeninexpensive earth
earth stations
stations possible.
possible.ItIt also
also marked
marked the
the continuing trend toward
sive
toward less
less
regulation.
In deregulating
the FCC implemented
deregulating receive-only
receive-only earth stations,
stations, the
implemented a policy
of nonmandatory
nonmandatorylicensing.
licensing.Whereas
Whereas ininthe
the past
past an
an operator
operator had
had been
been required
to go
go through
throughthe
thethree-step
three-step licensing
licensingprocess
process previously
previously mentioned,
mentioned, the
the new
new
procedure permitted the
procedure
the installation
installation and
and operation
operation of
of receive-only
receive-only earth sta-

tions without any
tions
any filings
filings with
with the
theFCC.
FCC. Moreover,
Moreover, the
thereceive-only
receive-only earth
earth
station
station would no
no longer
longer be
be required
required to
to meet
meet any
any technical
technical standards.
standards. The
rationale for
for this
this decision
decision was
was twofold:
twofold: first,
first,aareceive-only
receive-only antenna
antenna by
by definidefinition does
to another
does not
not transmit
transmit and
and therefore
thereforecannot
cannot cause
cause interference
interference to
another
user;
second, ifif an
an operator
operator did not
user; second,
not license
license its earth
earth station,
station, no
no interference
interference
protection would be afforded
to it. Thus,
protection
afforded to
Thus, protection
protection from
from interference
interference due
due
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to existing
existing or
or planned
planned terrestrial
terrestrial systems
systems would not be
be afforded
afforded to the unliunlicensed
censed stations.
stations.

The next major
occurred in 1983
when
The
major decision
decision affecting
affecting earth
earth stations
stations occurred
1983 when
the FCC announced
its objective
2° orbital
In its
the
announced its
objective of achieving
achieving 2°
orbital spacings.
spacings. In
its
action the FCC amended
pertaining to the
action
amended its Rules and
and Regulations
Regulations pertaining
the perforperformance standards
standards of licensed
mance
licensed antennas.
antennas. These
These rule changes
changes required receive
receive
antennas to
to be
be built
built so as
antennas
as to better disregard
disregard unwanted signals
signals from satellites
satellites
adjacent to the satellite from which
and required
adjacent
whichthe
thesignal
signalwas
was being
being received
received and
transmit antennas
be built
built to better
transmit
antennas toto be
better focus
focus the
the signals
signals on the
the intended
intended
15
satellite.15
satellite.
provided that receive-only antennas
antennas did
did not have
have to conThe rules change
change provided
form with
withthe
thehigher
higherperformance
performancestandards
standards generally
generally made
made applicable.
applicable. The
The
earth station
station owners
owners more
more discretion
discretion and allowing
allowing
FCC said it was giving these
these earth
them to perform
the cost
cost of a new
and the
them
perform the
the trade-offs
trade-offs between
between the
new antenna
antenna and
the
quality of
of the
the signal
signal received.
received.
the FCC
FCC took aa two-pronged
With respect
respect to transmit-receive
transmit-receive antennas,
antennas, the
two-pronged
approach.
approach. July
July 1,
1, 1984,
1984, was
was set
set as
as the
the date
date for
for newly installed
installed antennas
antennas to
to
comply with the
that
comply
the new
newtechnical
technical standards.
standards. Antennas
Antennas installed
installed before
before that
date would have
date
have to be
be upgraded
upgraded or replaced
replaced by
by January
January 1,1, 1987.
1987.
Small-diameter transmit earth
treated. It had
Small-diameter
earth stations
stations were
were also
also treated.
had been
been suggested that
that antennas
antennas with
with diameters in the
gested
the range
range of
of 1.2
1.2meters
meters could
could operate
operate
successfullywith
with2°
2° orbital
orbital spacings
butwould
would not
not comply
comply with
with the
successfully
spacings but
the rule
rule
standard. In
In this
at the
standard.
this event,
event, aa waiver
waiver of
of the
the standard
standard could
could be
be requested
requested at
the
same time
time the
showing was
was made
made in
in the earth
same
the engineering
engineering showing
earth station
station license
license
application to demonstrate
the compatibility
compatibility with
application
demonstrate the
with 2°
2°spacings.
spacings.
As a result
of
petitions
for
reconsideration,
the
the July
July
result of petitions for reconsideration, the FCC postponed
postponed the
1, 1984,
datefor
for new
new transmit
transmit antennas
antennastoto comply
comply with
with the
1,
1984, date
the rules.
rules. When
When it
acted on
on these
petitions, the
the FCC
acted
these petitions,
FCC changed
changed the compliance
compliance date
date for new
new
procedure under
under
transmit antennas
antennas to February
February 15,
15,1985.16
1985.16 ItIt also
also specified
specified procedure
which existing
could be operated
after January
existing antennas
antennas could
operated after
January 1,
1, 1987,
1987, without
without
modified. Under the
being modified.
the procedure,
procedure, operation of
of the
the nonconforming
nonconformingantenantennas either
either would
would have
have to
to conform strictly
strictly with
nas
with2°2°spacing
spacinginterference
interference objecobjecwith adjacent
tives or not
not cause
cause unacceptable
unacceptable interference with
adjacent satellites.
satellites.
During this
this period
period the
the FCC
FCC also
also had
had the
the opportunity
opportunity to
torule
ruleon
onseveral
several
17
large systems
systemsof
of small
small diameter
diameter (that
(that is, 1.2 meters)
meters) earth
earth stations.
stations.''
In
large
In each
each
casethe
thesmall
smallantennas
antennaswere
werepermitted
permittedifif they
they showed
showedthat
that 2°
2° orbital
orbital spacings
case
spacings
would not
not be
be compromised.
compromised.

Rates
During this
this period,
period, the
the regulation
regulation ofofcommon
common carrier
carrier rates
rates underwent
underwent
the most
the
most significant
significant changes
changes since
since the
the enactment
enactment of
of the
the Communications
Communications
Act in
in1934.
1934. The
The commission
commission initiated
initiatedaaseries
series of
ofrulemaking
rulemaking proceedings
proceedings
addressing
the policy
policy and
and rules
rules of
of rates
rates for
for competitive common
common carrier setaddressing the
ser-
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vices and
and then
then issued
six Reports
rule
vices
issued six
Reports and
and Orders
Orders implementing
implementing specific
specific rule
changes.
changes.

The
classifiedcarriers
carriers as
as either
either dominant
dominant or nonThe First Report
Report and Order
Order classified
dominant, depending
depending upon their power to control
control price
price in
in the
the marketplace.18
marketplace.18
Carriers found
Carriers
found to possess
possess market
market power
power were
were classified
classified as dominant,
dominant, and
and
the FCC continued to regulate
regulate them under the
the traditional
traditional regulatory
regulatory scheme,
scheme,
thereby ensuring that they did not exploit their
their market
market power to
to the detriment
thereby
of the public. Those
Those carriers
carriers found
found to lack
lack market
market power
power were
were deemed
deemed nondominant, and the
the regulatory
regulatory requirements
requirementsimposed
imposed upon
upon them
them were
were streamstreamlined or
or eliminated.
Under the streamlined
changes that
that could
lined
eliminated. Under
streamlined rules,
rules, tariff
tariff changes
could
be made
lawful, and
and aa
made on 14
14 days
days notice
notice (rather than
than 90)
90) were
were presumed
presumed lawful,
party seeking
of a tariff
filing had
had to demonstrate
seeking suspension
suspension of
tariff filing
demonstrate generally
generally that
the injury
injuryto
to competition
competitionfrom
fromallowing
allowingthe
thetariff
tariffproposal
proposaltotobecome
becomeeffective
effective
would be greater
greater than the harm
harm to
to the
the public
public from
from depriving
depriving it of
of the
the service
service
proposed.
Using this
this framework, domestic
Using
domestic satellite
satellite carriers
carriers were
were classified
classified as domidominant. The FCC
nant.
FCC said
said that
that space
space segment
segment providers
providers possessed
possessed market power.
However, the
the FCC
FCC was not certain that
However,
that consumers
consumers would
would be
be better
better off
off with
rate regulation
regulation of
of domestic
domestic satellite
satellite carriers laying
laying the framework
framework for
for future
future
changes.
The Second
Report and
and Order
took a more
The FCC
Second Report
Order took
more dramatic
dramatic step.19
step.19 The
FCC
decided
to forbear
forbear from
from regulating
regulatingterrestrial
terrestrialresale
resalecarriers—that
carriers-that is,
decided to
is, those
those
carriers who do not
not own
own any
any transmission
transmission facilities
facilities but instead
instead obtain
obtain basic
basic
communications services from
from underlying carriers
carriers for purposes
resale. Unpurposes of resale.
der forbearance,
forbearance, resale
resale carriers would not be
be required
required to
to file
file any
any tariffs
tariffs with
the FCC.
FCC. Instead,
Instead, their
their relationships
relationships with
with their
their customers
customers could
could be
be pursuant
pursuant
did not have to be
to private contracts.
contracts. Even though tariffs
tariffs did
be filed, the resale
resale
carriers
carriers still
still had to
to comply
comply with
with the
the requirements
requirements of
of the
the Communications
Communications
Act
Act of 1934
1934 that rates
rates and
and practices
practices be
be just,
just, reasonable,
reasonable, and not unjustly
unjustly
discriminatory.
Although these Reports and Orders did not directly
directly affect
affect satellite
satellite carriers,
carriers,
two significant
significant events
events occurred
occurred that did affect
affect the rates that satellite companies
companies
could
could charge.
charge. First, RCA
RCA Americom
Americom proposed
proposed to
to establish
establish aa uniform
uniform lumplumpsum
sum charge of $13
$ 13 million, payable in advance, for transponder
transponder service.
service. This
considerably higher
higher than
than RCA Americom's
Americom's then-prevailing transponrate was considerably
der rate. As
der
As support
support for
for the
the rate,
rate, RCA
RCA Americom
Americom argued
argued that the
the rates
rates
were
based on market
were based
market demand.
demand.
The FCC set
The
set for
for inquiry
inquiry the
the proposition
proposition that
that satellite
satellite carriers
carriers should
should be
allowed to increase
allowed
increase the price of
of transponders above
above cost
cost to
to levels
levels commensucommensurate with demand?O
demand.20 It deferred the inquiry,
inquiry, however, stating that the
the question
question
was already
already under active consideration
consideration in the competitive carrier rulemaking
proceedings.
proceedings.
The second
event involved
involved the
the proposal
proposal for
for transponder
The
second significant event
transponder sales.
sales.
In late
late 1980
1980 the FCC
FCC had
had received
received aa letter
letter from
from an
anexisting
existing satellite
satellite carrier
carrier
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stating an
an intention
intention to
to sell
sell ownership
ownership rights,
rights, on
onaanoncommon
noncommon carrier
carrierbasis,
basis,
After soliciting
on this and other
to satellite transponders.
transponders. After
soliciting public
public comments
comments on
proposals that were
were filed,
filed,the
the transponder
transpondersales
sales were
were permitted
permitted as
as being
being consisconsistent with
tent
with FCC
FCCpolicies
policies fostering
fostering multiple
multiplesatellite
satelliteentry.21
entry.21 The
The FCC
FCC said
said
saleswould
wouldencourage
encourageadditional
additionalentry,
entry,additional
additional facility
facility investtransponder sales
use of
of the
the orbital
orbital and frequency
spectrum and
and would
ment, and
and more efficient
efficient use
frequency spectrum
allow for technical
innovation. As
As aa result
allow
technical and
and marketing
marketing innovation.
result of finding
finding that
that
such sales
sales were
werenot
not common
common carriage,
carriage, the rates
rates for the sales
were left
left entirely
sales were
to the
the marketplace.
marketplace.
The Fourth Report
was adopted
adopted in 1983,
and it continued
The
Report and Order
Order was
1983, and
continued the
the
deregulatory trend.22
trend.22 For the first time, domestic satellite carriers were
were classified
as nondominant,
permitting tariffs
tariffs to
to be
be filed
filed on
on 14
fied as
nondominant, permitting
14 days notice
notice with
no supporting cost
cost data. In addition,
addition, the
the FCC
FCC found
found that
that allowing
allowing the
the rates
rates
of
of domestic
domestic satellite carriers
carriers and
and resellers
resellers to
to equal
equal market-clearing
market-clearing prices
prices
would promote
the public
would
promote the
public interest.
interest. The FCC
FCC also
also applied
applied forbearance
forbearance to
to
specialized
common carriers,
carriers, such
such as MCI
specialized common
MCI and
and domestic
domestic satellite
satellite resellers.
resellers.
The Fifth
and Order
in 1984
and applied
The
Fifth Report
Report and
Order followed
followed in
1984 and
applied forbearance
forbearance to
to
domestic
However, challenges
challenges to
to the FCC's
domestic satellite carriers.23
carriers.23 However,
FCC's forbearance
forbearance
policy
were made
made in
in court
court by parties
policy were
parties arguing that the
the Communications
Communications Act
required
required the filing
filing of tariffs
tariffs by common
common carriers. Carriers
Carriers also
also refused
refused to
to
withdraw their tariffs
on file
filewith
with the
the FCC
FCC even
even though
though the
the FCC
FCC had
had authowithdraw
tariffs on
rized them
them to do so.
rized
The issue
of whether
whether or
or not a carrier
The
issue of
carrier subject
subject to
to forbearance
forbearance could refrain
from withdrawing its tariff
in the Sixth
from
tariff was addressed
addressed in
Sixth Report
Report and Order.24
Order.24
It ordered
ordered that
that forborne
forborne carriers
carriers cancel
cancel their
their tariffs
tariffs and not
not file
file any
any others.
others.
Carriers
Carriers were
were given
given a six
six month
month transition
transition period
period beginning
beginning in February
February
1985.
The FCC
FCC action
and a stay
1985. The
action was appealed,
appealed, and
stay of
of the
thedetariffing
detariffing order
order
was
issued by
pending its
its consideration
consideration of
of the
the appeal.
appeal.
was issued
by the court pending
DEREGULATION TODAY?

Satellite Authorizations and Orbital Assignments
Assignments
In May
in which
May 1985
1985 aa Notice
Notice of
of Proposed
Proposed Rulemaking
Rulemaking was issued
issued in
which the
FCC proposed
to
adopt
new
rules
specifying
revised
financial
qualifications
proposed to adopt new rules specifying revised financial
and transponder
transponder loading
loading requirements
requirements for
for applicants
applicants seeking
seeking authorization
authorization
of new satellites.
satellites.
The FCC proposed
The
proposed that each
each applicant
applicant for
for aa satellite
satellite submit
submit (1)
(1) audited
audited
financial
statements showing
showing that
that it or its
financial statements
its parent
parent had
had sufficient
sufficient uncommitted
funds
funds to cover
cover the estimated
estimated investment
investment and first year's operation
operation cost and
(2) proof that funds
funds are
are firmly
firmly committed to provide
provide all
all capital
capital expenditures.
expenditures.
With respect
With
respect to transponder
transponder loading,
loading, it proposed
proposed to continue
continue its
its policy
policy
qualified entrants
entrants up
up to two orbital slots
of assigning qualified
slots in
in each
each frequency
frequency band
band
future transponder loading.
without aa definitive
definitive showing of future
loading. For
For existing
existingsatelsatel-
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lite licenses,
the applicant was
was required
required to show that the
licenses, the
the additional
additionalsatellites
satellites

requested
wouldbe
be80
80percent
percentfilled
filledwithin
within three
three years
yearsofof launch.
launch. IfIf no
requested would
no
contracts
contracts for future
future capacity
capacity had
had been
been signed,
signed, the
the 80
80 percent
percent showing could
could
be made
made by
by projecting historical
be
historical growth
growth rates
rates from
from the
the applicant's
applicant's existing
existing
system.
If this showing could not be
the FCC
FCC would permit one
system. If
be made,
made, the
one addisatellite to be built subject
subject to demonstration
demonstration prior to
to launch
launch that
that the
the
tional satellite
in-orbit satellite
satellite system
system of
of the
the applicant
applicant was
was 80
80 percent
percent filled.
filled.
As is
rules continued
continued the
is apparent,
apparent, these
these proposed
proposed rules
the basic
basic policy adopted
adopted
with the
the first
first domestic
domestic statellite
statellite authorizations
authorizations in
in 1973.
1973. The
The FCC
FCC proposed
proposed
to license
license all qualified
qualified applicants
applicants until such
such time
time as
as there
there were
were insufficient
insufficient
orbital
orbital positions
positions available
availableto
toaccommodate
accommodate this
this approach.
approach. The
The rules
rules are
are more
more
of the
the orbital
orbital slot shortage
facing the
the
strict than
than previously
previously applied
applied because
because of
shortage facing
FCC.
FCC.
cutoff order,
order, the
the FCC
As aa result
result of
of the
the November
November 1983
1983 cutoff
FCC had
had before
before itit
the applications shown in Table 3-1. The number of
of orbital
orbital positions
positions available
available
were insufficient
insufficient to handle the applications,
meansof
of limiting
limiting the
were
applications, and some
some means
the

TABLE 3-1
3-1
New Satellite
Satellite Applications Filed November
November 7, 1983
1983
Applicant
Applicant
Alascom
American Satellite
American
Columbia Communications Corp.
Comsat General
Digital Telesat
Equatorial Communications
Federal Express
Express
Ford Aerospace
Aerospace
GTE Satellite Corp.
Corp.
GTE Spacenet
Spacenet
Hughes Galaxy
Galaxy
Martin Marietta
Marietta
National Exchange
Rainbow
RCA Americom
Americom
SB5
SBS
Systematics General
USSSI
Western Union
Western
Union
Total

C-Band

Ku-Band
Ku-Band

Hybrid
Hybrid

2'
2'

2'
2*
2
3
3

1

1

2

2'
2*

2'
2*
3'
3*
1
1*
1
1

1

1

3
3

2'
2*

2
2' (4 satellites)t
2*
2'
2*

3$

1

1

3*

2 (TDRSS)
(TDRSS)
3§
_3§
13

2'
2*
3
23
23

*

11
11

* Plus a ground
ground spare.
spare.
t Four
Four satellites
satellites would
would occupy
occupy two
two orbital
orbital slots
slots utilizing
utilizing spotbeam
spotbeam frequency
frequency reuse.
tt Or
Oralternatively
alternatively three
three C-band
C-band and
and three
three Ku-band
Ku-band satellites,
satellites, at RCA
RCA Americom's
Americom's option.
Western Union
Union has also requested authority
authority to construct
§ Western
construct replacement
replacement satellites
satellites through
through year
year 2000.
2000.
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number of applications
number
applications granted
granted was
was required.
required. The
The proposed
proposed rules
rules were
were the
the
FCC's
FCC's answer.
answer.

The orbital availability
The
availability was
was helped
helped slightly when
when the FCC voided
voided the authorizations conditionally granted
thorizations
granted in
in 1983
1983 totothree
threecompanies.
companies. The
The reason
reason
for this
this action
action was
was that
that the
the companies
companies had
had not shown
shown they
they were
were financially
qualified in
in their own
qualified
own right.
right.
If
If the
the FCC
FCCdoes
does adopt
adopt the
theproposed
proposed rules,
rules, and
and the
the rules
rules are
are insufficient
insufficient
to winnow
winnow the
the list
list ofofapplicants
applicants to
to the
thenumber
number ofoforbital
orbitalslots
slotsavailable,
available,
the commission
the
commission may attempt
attempt to
to use
use alternative
alternative allocation
allocation devices.
devices. Devices
Devices
or an
an auction,
auction, which would
might be
be a lottery,
lottery, which
which uses
uses random selection,
selection, or
assign orbital
orbital positions to the
assign
the highest
highest bidders.
bidders.
The remaining
The
remaining issue
issue of importance
importance to Ku-band
Ku-band satellite
satellite applicants
applicants and
and
users affecting
affecting the
theorbit
orbit concerns
concerns the
the power
power limitation
limitation on
users
on transponders.
transponders. TranTransponders at
at C-band
C-band originally had
sponders
had 55 watts
watts and
and over
overthe
theyears
years increased
increased to
to
the 8.5- to 10-watt
10-watt range.
range. This
This power
power has
has proved to be
be sufficient
sufficient and approximates the
the permissible
permissible limit.
limit.
mates
At Ku-band,
Ku-band, higher
higherpowers
powers are
are more
moreimportant
importantbecause
because this
this frequency
frequency
is more
more susceptible
other
susceptibleto
to signal
signal degradation
degradationdue
duetotorain.
rain. In
In addition,
addition, the other
attributes of Ku-band-freedom
attributes
Ku-band—freedom from
fromterrestrial
terrestrial interference
interference and
and inherently
smaller receiving antennas—have
antennas-have made
smaller
made higher-powered
higher-powered satellites
satellites attractive.
The first Ku-band satellites
were in the
the range
range of
of 20
20 watts.
watts.RCA
RCA Americom
The
satellites were
then filed for 40,
by the
the
then
40, and
and later
later 45,
45, watts.
watts. This
This application
application was
was approved
approved by
FCC.
FCC.
The limit
The
limit on
on Ku-band
Ku-bandpower
power has
has not
not yet
yetbeen
been tested.
tested. A restriction
restriction does
does
exist that the EIRP
exist
EIRP atat Ku-band
Ku-bandper
pertelevision
televisionsignal
signalcannot
cannot exceed
exceed 53 dBW
when the transponder
The
when
transponder is being
being used
used for "broadcast
"broadcast satellite
satellite services."25
services."25 The
FCC has
not yet decided
whetherthis
this limit
limit will
FCC
has not
decided whether
will apply
apply to
to other
other television
television
users. In
In addition,
users.
addition, the
the FCC
FCC has
has not
not ruled
ruled on
ontransponder
transponder powers
powers higher
higher
than 45 watts, although they are possible
evenwithin
within the
the 53
53 dBW limit.
than
possible even
limit.

Rates
The
involving deregulation
deregulationstart
startwith
with whether
whether or
or not
not
The remaining
remaining issues
issues involving
the courts
courts will
will permit
the
permit the
the FCC
FCC to
torequire
requirecommon
common carriers
carriers subject
subject to
to forbearforbearance
to remove
remove their
their tariffs
tariffs on
on file
file with
with the
ance to
the FCC.
FCC. IfIf the
the FCC
FCC isisupheld,
upheld,
then future relations
carriers and
and customers
customerswill
will be
be by
by private conconthen
relations between
between carriers
tract.
If
will be
If private
privatecontracts
contracts become
become the norm, the
the evolving
evolving issue
issue will
be the extent
to which
which the
the FCC
FCC will
willpermit
permititself
itselftotobecome
become involved
involvedininallegations
allegations that
that
carriers'
rates are
are too
too high
high or discriminatory.
carriers' rates
discriminatory. The
The current
current FCC
FCC position
position
appearsto
to be
be that
that such
such challenges
challengestotorates
rateswill
will be
be entertained
entertainedonly
only in
in the
appears
the
most
circumstances.The
The maintenance
maintenance of
of this position could
most egregious
egregious circumstances.
could lead
lead
marketplace with
with widely varying rate
and
to an extremely competitive marketplace
rate levels
levels and
structures.
structures.
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Another major
the regulation
of
Another
major issue
issue facing
facing satellite
satellite carriers
carriers involves
involves the
regulation of
AT&T, which
AT&T,
whichisisthe
thelast
lastdominant
dominantdomestic
domesticcarrier.
carrier.The
The effect
effect of
of completely
completely
deregulatingAT&T
AT&T is
deregulating
is not
not yet
yet fully
fullyknown,
known,but
butderegulation
deregulationcertainly
certainlyhas
has
the potential for having
the
having aa significant
significant impact upon
upon pricing.

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

•

•

The satellite
satellite industry
industry has
has had
had aashort
short history
history but
but one
onefilled
filled with
with dramatic
The
dramatic
changes. The
The skies
skieshave
havebeen
beenfilled
filledwith
withsatellites
satellitesunder
under aapolicy
policy of
of encouraging
encouraging
changes.
entry
and competition,
competition, so
so that
that today
today there
there isismore
morethan
thanenough
enoughcapacity
capacity
entry and
Earth stations have multiplied
multiplied as
for every
every use.
use. Earth
as the FCC has permitted smaller
sizes and
andfreed
freedreceive-only
receive-onlyantennas
antennasfrom
fromregulatory
regulatory requirements.
requirements. Technical
Technical
sizes
standards for
for transmit antennas
have become
becomemore
more stringent
stringent in
in order
standards
antennas have
order to
to
reduce
the spacings
betweensatellites,
satellites,but
butflexibility
flexibility in licensing
reduce the
spacings between
licensing large networks of
been evidenced.
evidenced.Regulation
Regulationof
of rates
ratesby
by the
the FCC
of such
such antennas
antennas has
has been
during this
this same
same period
period has
has gone
gone from
from aacost-based
cost-based system
system of
of evaluating
evaluating
the lawfulness of
of rates
rates to
to aa system
system in
in which
whichmarket-based
market-basedrates
ratesare
areaccepted.26
accepted.26
The
today for both
The challenge
challenge today
both satellite
satellite carrier
carrier and
andsatellite
satelliteservice
serviceuser
user isis
to balance
needsthrough
through mutual agreement
without reliance
balance respective
respective needs
agreement without
reliance on
on
regulatory agency.
agency.
a regulatory

•
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The jury may
question "What is a teleport?"
teleport?" The American
may still be out on the question
Teleport Association
Teleport
Association organizing
organizing committee agonized
agonized over a definition
definition of teleport,
and the question
port, and
question was
was tabled
tabled more
more than
than once.
once. Eventually
Eventually aa definition
definition
evolved
evolved which includes the following
following items as essential ingredients of a teleport.

Provides
Provides satellite
satellite upup- and
and downlink
downlinkcapability
capability(eliminates
(eliminates receive
receive
only).
Has some form of terrestrial link to aa market
market area
area (fibre
(fibre optic,
optic, micromicrowave, etc.).
wave,
Provides more than
than one
oneclass
class of
of service, voice video, or data (eliminates
(eliminates
video-only uplinks).
video-only
Provides service
service to
to multiple
Provides
multiple users on aa commercial
commercial basis.
basis.
Within that broad
primarily
broad definition
definition there
there is
is still room for many variables, primarily

in scope
scope and level
level of service.
service. In theory
theory aa teleport
teleport operator
operator could
could provide
provide
two-way access
access to one or two satellites, provide
provide a video channel
channel to one major
subscriber, sell a small number
number of audio or low-speed data circuits,
circuits, and
and qualify
qualify
as
as aa legitimate
legitimate teleport.
teleport. This service
service could be provided to one
one building
building with
relatively
few users
users and
and would
would still
still fall
fall within
within the
the scope
relatively few
scope of the
the proposed
proposed
definition. The
The jury
jury is
definition.
is still
still out
out ininthe
thesense
sensethat
thateconomics
economics will
willeventually
eventually
dictate who is the
the real
real teleport.
teleport.
The
The broader
broader scope
scope of teleports
teleports is the "gateway"
"gateway" concept;
concept; and itit appears
appears
that most
most developing
developing teleports
teleports see
see themselves
themselves as
as full-service
full-service providers
providers of
voice,
video, and
and data
on a regional
voice, video,
data communications
communications on
regional level.
level. Therefore
Therefore the
the
teleport becomes
teleport
becomes the communications
communications gateway to aa region.
region. The
The service
service area
area
(region) may be one large commercial building (the National Press
(region)
Press Building,
Washington, D.C.),
D.C.), a metropolitan
Washington,
metropolitan center (the
(the New
New York
York Teleport),
Teleport), aa geogeographic region
graphic
region (Gulf
(Gulf Teleport,
Teleport, Inc.,
Inc., Houston), or aa statewide
statewide network
network (the
(the
Ohio Teleport).
In each
Ohio
Teleport). In
each of
of these
these cases,
cases, the
the teleport
teleport will
will provide
provide satellite
satellite
access and
and interconnect
interconnect capability
capability to
to a customer base.
access
base. The market potential
potential
each geographic
geographic area
area must
must be
be the
the single most
most important
important factor in determinof each
offered. Almost
Almost as
as important
important is the business
objective
ing the level of service
service offered.
business objective
is the
the teleport a real estate development
of the teleport developer;
developer; specifically,
specifically, is
or a communications
communications project?
project?
Teleports are
are being
with direct
direct real
Teleports
being developed
developed with
real estate
estate participation
participation and
involvement,
and teleports
teleports are
are being
being developed
developed with
with no
no real
involvement, and
real estate plans.
plans.
Teleports can
can also
providers to
to unrelated
third-party real estate
Teleports
also be service
service providers
unrelated third-party
estate
projects, buildings, or business
projects,
business parks.
The
part of a real estate
The New York
York Teleport
Teleport is definitely
definitely aa part
estate development;
and certainly
certainly teleport capability
capability can be utilized to enhance a real estate project.
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When the
the teleport/real estate
project in New York
When
estate project
York isisproperly
properly planned
planned and
and
marketed, there
there will
will be
userswho
whowill
will wish
wish to locate
marketed,
be communication
communication users
locate at
the site
site of the
the
the satellite
satellite communication
communication center.
center.
The Bay
Bay Area
Area Teleport
Teleporthas
has aa similar
similarreal
realestate
estate involvement,
involvement, as
as do
do several
several
others.
However, several
several potential teleports
teleports are
are serious
serious communications
communications projects
projects
without
Teleport is aa project
project of Pacific
without aa real
real estate
estate involvement.
involvement. The Seattle
Seattle Teleport
Pacific
Telecom
and has
no real
real estate
plans. Gulf
Gulf Teleport, Inc. has
Telecom and
has no
estate plans.
has no
no real
real estate
estate
plans.
The Ohio
Ohio Teleport
no direct
interest, but
but one
one of
of its
its
plans. The
Teleport has
has no
direct real
real estate
estate interest,
equity partners
who may
may potentially
potentially benefit
partners is aa real
real estate
estate developer
developer who
benefit from
land development
development at or near
near the
the teleport
teleport sites.
sites.
Similar to the Ohio
Ohio Teleport,
Teleport, Gulf Teleport will
will potentially
potentially benefit
benefit unrelated
real estate
developers. The
The map
map in
in Figure 4-1
estate developers.
4—1 shows
shows the
the proposed
proposed microwave
microwave
network through
through which
which Gulf
GulfTeleport
Teleportwill
willaccess
access its
itsintended
intendedmarket
marketarea.
area.
At the
with
the time
timeofofthis
thiswriting,
writing,a apreliminary
preliminaryagreement
agreement had
hadbeen
been reached
reached with
an
an unrelated
unrelated third party
party whereby
whereby one
one of the
the teleport
teleport microwave
microwave trunk lines
lines
would terminate
terminate in
in aa3,000-acre
3,000-acre industrial/commercial
industrial/commercial development.
development. The
The
benefit to the
the developer
developer is
is the
the enhancement
enhancement of the
the new
new development,
development, and
and
benefit
the
and favorable
the teleport
teleport receives
receives an
an expanded
expanded customer
customer base
base and
favorable terms
terms for
for
access.

IS IT A
A REAL
REAL ESTATE
ESTATE OR
OR COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION VENTURE?
VENTURE?
For the
the real
real estate
estate developer
developer who is not
not experienced
experienced in communications
communications
technology, there are
traps. The
The technology
technology is not
not simple
simple and
and is
is rapidly
rapidly
are many traps.
changing.
The marketplace
will no
changing. The
marketplace will
no longer
longer tolerate
tolerate unreliable
unreliable service.
service. For
For
data
percent reliability isis the
data communications,
communications, 99.99
99.99 percent
the minimum
minimumacceptable
acceptable
qualified in
in communications
communications technology
technology are rare.
design
Personnel truly qualified
design goal. Personnel
A communications-enhanced business
business park
park could
could face
face economic
economic ruin
ruin because
because
its communications
network proved
proved unreliable.
unreliable.Great
Great claims
claims are
are made
made in
communications network
the marketplace
marketplace with
with new
new technology;
technology; many are never realized.
It is the position
position of this writer
writer that
that the
the communications
communications venture
venture must be
sound-technically
sound—technically and
and economically.
economically. If the venture
venture is sound,
sound, a real
real estate
estate
development
however, an
an equally
equally sound
sound real
real estate
development is not essential
essential to success;
success; however,
venture can provide
provide aa mutually
mutuallybeneficial
beneficial marriage.
marriage.
The real estate developer
must realize
realize that
that in a service
network like
like that
The
developer must
service network
planned
by most
most teleports,
teleports, aa user
user located
located at
at the
planned by
the teleport
teleport site
site has
has no real
real
technical advantage
advantage over
over aa user
user remote
remote from
from the
the site.
site. Any
Any advantage
advantage isislimited
limited
to the marketing
marketing skills
skills employed
employed to enhance
enhance the real estate and is
is largely
largely a
matter of "image"
The real
matter
"image" or "cosmetics."
"cosmetics." The
real key to using
using the teleport
teleport to
to
full
will be
be the in-house
capability of
of the
the real
real estate
full advantage
advantage will
in-house networking
networking capability
estate
developer or tenants.
developer
Without treating
treating in
in depth
depth the
the subject
subject of
ofsmart
smart buildings,
buildings,itit isis fairly
fairly obvious
obvious
that any building or commercial/industrial development
development that can
can deliver
deliver tele-
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port services
services to its
its tenants
tenants can
can acquire
acquire aa substantial
substantial advantage
advantage over competicompetitors who have
have no such
such capability.

WHO WILL
WILL USE
USE THE
THE SERVICES?
SERVICES?
For aa real
real estate
estate teleport,
teleport, the
thequestions,
questions, Who
Whoare
arethe
theexpected
expected tenants?
tenants?
same.A
A major danger in
and What is
is the market?
market? are the same.
in high
high tech
tech enterprises
enterprises
is the
to let technical
capability be
be the
the driving force
is
the tendency
tendency to
technical capability
force in market
market
planning, rather
what the
the market wants
planning,
rather than addressing
addressing what
wants to buy.
buy. There
There are
are
many technically
able to
to reach
reachprofitabilprofitabiltechnicallysound
sound endeavors
endeavors that have
have not been
been able
ity due
due to aa failure
failure to
to realize
realize that
that the
the market
market is unwilling to pay
pay the
the price
price
requestedby
by the
the entrepreneur
entrepreneurfor
for aa technical
technical skill
skill or service
that is dear
requested
service that
dear to
the
heart. SBS
SBS stands
stands out as
as aa business
business in
in trouble
troublebecause
because
the entrepreneuring heart.
the marketplace
marketplace would not
the
not respond
respond to
to an
an imagined
imagined need.
need. Likewise,
Likewise, videotext
endeavors are
areyet
yet to
to reach
reach market
market acceptance
asexpected
expectedininspite
spiteofofmillions
millions
endeavors
acceptance as
and marketing.
of dollars
dollars spent
spent in
in technical
technical development
development and
marketing. It appears
appears that
in the same
DBS service
service is headed
headed in
same direction.
is unique and
and must be
addressedwith
with its
its own
own unique
unique
Every marketplace
marketplace is
be addressed
character in
in mind. Failure to
Houston, Gulf Coast
character
to recognize
recognize that the Houston,
Coast market
differ drastically from New
may diifer
New York
YorkCity
Citywould
wouldproduce
produceaaplanning
planningdisaster.
disaster.
Therefore, the
the Houston
Houston marketplace
marketplace will
will be described
to illustrate
illustrate the point.
Therefore,
described to
Real estate
developersinin Houston
Houston have
have been
beenslow
slow to
to react
react to
to the
Real
estate developers
the rapid
rapid
development of
of communications
technology. Houston
Houston has
development
communications technology.
has only one
one smart
smart
building, and
and itithas
has achieved
achieved only
only moderate
moderate notoriety.
notoriety. There
There are
are aa few
few indusinduswith very sophisticated
sophisticated communications
trial companies
companies with
communications staffs
staffs and capability,
but they
they are
are very
very few
few in
in comparison
comparison with the total
total market.
market. One
One major
major real
real
developer executive
executive told
told this
this writer,
writer, "All
"All we know about communicaestate developer
tions is that we
equipment room
room and
and a vertical
tions
we always
always provide a telephone
telephone equipment
vertical
chase through
through the building,
call the
the phone
and they
they do the rest.
chase
building, call
phone company,
company, and
rest.
But they won't
But
won't do
do that
thatanymore."
anymore."Many
Manycompanies
companies have
havecommunications
communications
managers whose
historical job function was to call
managers
whose historical
call the
the local
local telephone
telephone comcompany to order
order telephone
telephone service,
service, either new or changes.
changes. One major national
national
company communications
manager recently
recently acknowledged
acknowledged he
he had
had never
company
communications manager
never
heard of
heard
of broadband
broadband networking.
networking. Many
Many potential
potential users
users of
of teleport
teleport services
services
think 9,600
9,600 bps is high-speed data transmission. This
This seeming
seeming lack
lack of
of sophistication
largely due
the fact
fact that
that for
for most
most users,
users, 9,600
9,600 bps or slower
slower
cation is
is largely
due to
to the
was the only service
was
service available in dedicated
dedicated circuits from the
the local
local telephone
telephone
service company.
service
Gulf Teleport
Gulf
Teleport market
market research
research revealed
revealed a need to
to address
address both
both markets,
markets,
sophisticated and the unsophisticated.
unsophisticated. However,
However, the techniques for
the very sophisticated
sale of the service
sale
service and
and for
for technical
technical delivery
delivery of the
the service
service are
are radically
radically
different. Teleport
Teleport planners must also recognize that many of the more sophisdifferent.
ticated users
and may
ticated
users may
may very
very well
well proceed
proceed with
with private networks
networks and
may not
not
even
even become customers.
customers.
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Another problem
problem facing
facing the
thereal
realestate/teleport
estate/teleportdeveloper,
developer, especially
especially the
the
developer
of smart
smart buildings
buildings for
for teleport
teleport interconnect,
interconnect,isisthe
the difficulty
difficulty of
of
developer of
being
being all things to
to all
allpeople.
people.
Management
Information Systems Week
Week reported
reported on Tabor Center by WilManagement Information
liams Brothers
Brothers Realty Developments,
Inc. of Tulsa, Oklahoma. This project
liams
Developments, Inc.
project
apparently
apparently plans
plans a fiber
fiber optic
optic network
network in
in 3.1
3.1 million
million square
square feet
feet of
of office
office
space connected to an in-house computer.
computer. The
The company
company was
was said
said to be holding
off
decision on
on computer
computer selection
selection until the last minute to
off a decision
to see
see which system
system
was
was the "most
"most sophisticated."
sophisticated." Certain
Certain questions
questions become
become obvious:
obvious: Will the
the
most
most sophisticated
sophisticated system
system available
available translate
translate to
tosellable
sellable economics?
economics? How
How
many
Can the
many potential clients
clients really
really need
need the most
most sophisticated
sophisticated system?
system? Can
building
provide aa savings
savingstoto its
its tenants,
tenants, or
or must
building provide
must they pay aa premium
premium for
for
individual building
building owners
owners and operators
the most sophisticated system?
system? Can individual
provide technical support for such systems? Each
Each project must find the answer
to these
these questions
questions if it is
is to
to succeed.
succeed.

MEETING MARKET NEEDS
MEETING
NEEDS
It isis therefore
therefore suggested
suggested that
that aaproperly
properlydesigned
designed teleport
teleport facility
facility should
should
provide communication services
services to the broadest possible market. The communications
links used—whether
used-whether fibre
nications links
fibre optic,
optic, microwave,
microwave, or some
some other
other memedium-should
dium—shouldbe
beasasnearly
nearlyasaspossible
possible aa transparent
transparent conduit
conduit for
for the
the users'
users'
signals. Whatever
Whateverisis sent
sent must
must be
be delivered
to the
the other end of the pipe
signals.
delivered to
(conduit)
in the same
(conduit) in
same form
form as
as transmitted.
transmitted. Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport market
market research
research
provided
provided one overriding feature of potential
potential customers.
customers. They
They said
said inineffect,
effect,
"We
to keep
what we
we are
are doing,
doing, do
do itit better,
and do
do it
"We want
want to
keep on
on doing
doing what
better, and
cheaper."
cheaper." Any project that
that cannot
cannot meet
meet that
thatobjective
objective may
may well
well be
be doomed
doomed
is met
to failure
failure in the
the marketplace.
marketplace. Only
Only after
after that
that immediate
immediate objective
objective is
met
can the project planner
planner expect
expect to
to be
be aa force
force in gradually moving
moving the customer
customer
to more sophisticated and more expensive communications systems. The entire
teleport
concept has
has been
been based
based on
on the
the concept
teleport concept
concept that by
by shared
shared service,
service, the
customers could
could achieve
greater levels
of service
at lower
customers
achieve greater
levels of
service at
lower cost.
cost. Technical
Technical
brilliance must
must serve
serve that goal
brilliance
goal to
to be
be aa success.
success.
techniquesare
are more
more than
than adequate
In many
many cases
cases less
less sophisticated
sophisticated techniques
adequate to
meet the customer's needs.
optics is the new buzzword in communicameet
needs. Fibre optics
communications, but in many
may meet
tions,
many cases
cases coaxial
coaxial cable
cable or twisted pair technology
technology may
meet
the needs of the marketplace
marketplace with better economics
economics to the end
end user.
user. Trade
Trade
journals and
and newspapers
newspapers frequently
frequently report
report on
on exotic,
exotic, sophisticated
sophisticated functions
functions
being planned
planned for smart buildings. Again the marketplace
being
marketplace must
must be
be examined
examined
carefully by
by real estate and communications planners to avoid
carefully
avoid indulging
indulging their
own space-age
own
space-age technological
technological fantasy.
fantasy.
Prospective users
users of teleport
Prospective
teleport or
or communication-enhanced
communication-enhanced properties
properties are
limitless. Any
Any company
company with
with a computer
limitless.
computer in
in one
one location
location communicating
communicating
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with aa computer
computer in
in another
another location
location isisaapotential
potentialcustomer,
customer, assuming
assuming that
the teleport
can
provide
superior
communications
capability
at
teleport can provide superior communications capability competitive
competitive
rates.
Do not be
into believing
believingthat
that users
userswill
will flock
flock to
to a
rates. Do
be fooled,
fooled, however,
however, into
a
new
new service
service in aa frivolous
frivolousmanner.
manner. Data
Datacommunication
communicationisisserious
seriousbusiness
business
to any
teleport marketer
marketer can
can show
show both
both quality
quality
any potential
potential customer.
customer. Unless
Unless aa teleport
of service
and savings,
savings,the
themarket
marketwill
will not
not respond.
No matter
service and
respond. No
matter how
how poor
poor
the current
customers know
know what
what they have.
have. No
No corporate
corporate communicurrent service,
service, customers
cations
manager will
will risk his/her
cations manager
his/her job
jobby
byrecommending
recommending aa new
new and
and unproven
carrier,
there is
is great
great motivation;
motivation; and
and that
that motivation must
carrier, unless
unless there
must be
be both
both
service
and cost.
cost. When
When those
those requirements
requirements are
aremet,
met, the
the market
market will respond.
service and
respond.
Leaving the data world
worldbehind,
behind,voice
voiceand
andvideo
videousers
users are
are next
next to
to be
be considconsidered. Gulf Teleport
surprised at
at the
the large
ered.
Teleport planners
planners were
were pleasantly
pleasantly surprised
large number
number
voice circuits
circuits reported
of dedicated
dedicated leased
leased voice
reported in
in market
market research.
research. In
Inmost
mostcases,
cases,
dedicated voice
voice circuits
circuits were
were in use
dedicated
use paralleling data
data circuits.
voicecircuits
circuitswill
will total
total approximately
approximately
Gulf Teleport
Teleport anticipates
anticipates that leased
leased voice
30 percent
percent of
of its total
30
total traffic.
traffic. The
The buyers
buyers of
of those
those circuits
circuits are
are expected
expected to
be the
the same
same buyers
buyersas
asfor
fordata
datacircuits.
circuits. Video conferencing
conferencing is such an
an insignifiinsignificant part of
cant
of the
the market
market that
thatitithas
hasbeen
been totally
totallyignored
ignoredas
asaaplanned
planned revenue
revenue
base.
The marketplace
marketplace has
has yet
yet to determine
base. The
determine what
what real
real videoconferencing
videoconferencing is,
is,
and
sold as
as videoconferencing
videoconferencingdo
donot
not deliver
deliver true
true two-way
two-way
and many services
services sold
video
video and
and audio.
audio. The
The most
most common
common form
form ofofvideoconferencing
videoconferencing is
is aa video
video
and
and audio program
program ininone
onedirection
directiononly.
only.Conference
Conferenceattendees
attendees are
are congrecongregated
rooms equipped
equipped with
with TVRO
gated in meeting
meeting rooms
TVRO earth
earth stations.
stations. The
The conference
conference
attendees
may address
addressquestions
questionstotothe
theprogram
programdistributors
distributors over 800 WATS
attendees may
WATS
lines.
Industry has
and aa legitimate
legitimate use
usefor
for true
true two-way
two-way videoconferencing
Industry
has aa need
need and
videoconferencing
on an
an occasional
occasional basis,
basis, so
so that both
both executive,
executive, management,
management, and technical
technical
meetings
can be
be conducted
conducted as
needed. The
The cost
cost savings
savings for
for a large company
meetings can
as needed.
would be
the country could
be significant
significant ififmanagers
managers scattered
scattered across
across the
could confer
confer
on a real
real time
time basis
basis without
without traveling
travelingtotoaacentral
centralsite.
site.Very
Veryfew
fewcompanies
companies
can
afford to install
can afford
install such
such aa system
system for their private
private use,
use, though that
that market
market
may
may grow
grow as
as the
the cost
cost ofoftechnology
technologycontinues
continuestotodecrease.
decrease. Teleports
Teleports could
could
make
make real-time videoconferencing
videoconferencing aa reality on
on aa shared
shared basis
basis ifif compatible
compatible
equipment were used
in numerous teleports. The teleports would
would then
used in
then become
become
a
market.ItIt is very
a vehicle
vehicle for the
the growth
growth of
of the
the true
truevideoconferencing
videoconferencing market.
very
difficult to
successfulindustry
industry without
without
tobelieve
believe that
that videoconferencing
videoconferencingcan
can be a successful
some
shared service
servicemedium,
medium,such
suchasasteleports.
teleports.Gulf
GulfTeleport,
Teleport,Inc.,
Inc., in
in its
some shared
technical planning,
available on
on aa very
very carefully
planning,expects
expects to make
make such service available
planned
basis-to avoid
with very
very little return.
planned basis—to
avoid great
great capital
capital expenditure
expenditure with
return.
Commitment
Commitment of capital
capital must
must parallel
parallel the
the growth of the
the market.
market.
Real estate
planners may
mayfind
find aa marketable
marketable commodity
commodity by providing
estate planners
providingvideovideoconferencing
facilities in aa development,
to aa teleport.
conferencing facilities
development, connected
connected to
teleport. Careful
Careful
market and
and cost
cost evaluations
evaluationswould
wouldbebeneeded
neededtotoensure
ensurethe
theeconomic
economicsuccess
success
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that such
facility
of such
such aa facility.
facility. Not to
to be
be ignored
ignored is
is the
the possibility
possibility that
such aa facility
may never be self-supporting, but its
may
its existence
existence could
could enhance
enhance the real
real estate
estate
project to
to such
such aa degree
degree that
that ititbecomes
becomes desirable.
desirable.
In order
order for
forteleports
teleports totosucceed,
succeed, satellite uplink
uplink capability
capability must
must be
be comcombined
bined with the
the terrestrial
terrestrial link
linkthat
thatdelivers
deliversservice
servicetotothe
thecustomer.
customer. There
There
no reason
reasontotobelieve
believethat
thatany
anyteleport
teleportoperator
operatorcould
couldbuild
buildaafacility
facilityprovidprovidis no
ing one or more satellite uplinks
uplinks and
and downlinks,
downlinks,advertise
advertise the satellite capability,
ity, and
and expect
expect the
the market
market to
torespond.
respond. The
The problem
problem isisone
one ofofaccessing
accessing the
uplink and
and the
the downlink
downlinkwith
withgood
goodeconomics
economics and
and good
good reliability.
reliability. There
There
are numerous
numerous earth
operation and
and available
available at the
the present
present time.
are
earth stations
stations in operation
Most are
than full capacity.
Most
are operating
operating at significantly
significantly less
less than
capacity. The
The marketplace
marketplace
has no
no need
needfor
for additional
additional uplinks
and that
has
uplinks and
and downlinks. What
What isis needed
needed and
which will
of the
willensure
ensure the
the success
success of
the teleport
teleport concept
concept is the
the up/downlink
up/downlink
tied to
to the
theterrestrial
terrestrialnetwork
networkforforaccess
accesstotocustomer
customerpremises.
premises.Therefore,
Therefore,
the terrestrial link
linkbecomes
becomes the real key, rather than satellite capability. From
From
a marketing
marketing viewpoint,
viewpoint, the
the positioning
positioning of
of the
the terrestrial
terrestrial link
linkbecomes
becomes the
the
key, so that itit accesses
market concentrations
concentrations sufficient to
accesses market
to produce
produce aa sustaining
sustaining
revenue
stream. Remember,
teleports have
revenue stream.
Remember, teleports
have an economic
economic advantage
advantage by the
the
very nature
The teleport is
nature of
of the
the business.
business. The
is not
not aa service
service provided
provided to
to every
every
home
in its service
The target
home or even
even to every
every business
business in
service area.
area. The
target market
market is
leased
line users,
and the
the teleport
leased line
users, and
teleport planner
planner enjoys
enjoys the
the luxury
luxuryofofaccessing
accessing
only
businesspotential
potential is identifiaonly selected
selected geographic
geographic areas
areas where adequate
adequate business
identifiable.
Therefore, with proper
ble. Therefore,
proper planning,
planning, capital
capital isis placed
placed only
only where
where the
the return
return
is assured.
assured.
The
The cost
cost of aa teleport
teleport is not
not aa small
small item;
item; but
but ininterms
terms ofofcontinuous
continuous
operation,
the cost
cost of capital
operation, the cost
cost of transponder
transponder rental can
can overshadow
overshadow the
equipment.
equipment. More
Morethan
thanone
oneuplink
uplinkoperator
operatorhas
hasgone
gonebroke
brokebecause
becausethe
the revenue
revenue
base would
would not support the
base
the cost
cost of
of transponder
transponder rental.
rental.
Once
local teleport
teleport network
networkisis in
in place,
place,be
beitit on
on the
the Gulf Coast
Once aa local
Coast or
anywhere else
elseinin the
the world,
world, the
the part
part that is missing
anywhere
missing is the
the other
other end
end of the
the
link.
with no one to talk
link. One
One telephone
telephone handset
handset with
talk totoisisworthless.
worthless. Therefore,
Therefore,
a teleport operator
operator must
must be
be able
able to
to deliver
deliverend-to-end
end-to-end service.
service. The customer
customer
to and
will not
not respond
respond to
and will not
not buy
buy half
half aacircuit.
circuit.Therefore,
Therefore, growth
growth of
of individual
individual teleports.
the teleport industry
industry becomes
becomes important to
tothe
the success
success of
teleports.
This is not to
to say
say that teleports
teleports will
will communicate
communicate only with
with other
other teleports.
teleports.
The teleport
The
teleport and
and its
its customers
customers could
could communicate
communicate with another
another teleport
teleport
and its customer
customer base,
base,with
with individual
individual companies
who have
haveupup-and
anddownlink
downlink
and
companies who
within
capability, or with
with other
other common
common carriers
carriers who
who may
may distribute service
service within
aa region by other means.
means. However, in order
order to
to make
make the
the end-to-end
end-to-end connecconnecmust have
have working
working relationships
relationshipswith
with the
the other
other half
half
tion, teleport
teleport operators
operators must
the circuit. Again,
of the
Again, we
we highlight
highlight the
the marketing
marketing aspects.
aspects. ItIt would be impossiimpossible to sell
to aa customer
customerininHouston
Houstonor
or New
New York
York and
and only
only deliver
deliver
ble
sell service
service to
the service
to the
the satellite
satellite and
and tell
tell the
to arrange
the other
other half
half
the
service to
the customer
customer to
arrange the
of the
the circuit. ItItisishoped
hoped that
that the
the American
American Teleport
Teleport Association
Association will
will prove
prove
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to be
be aa vehicle
vehicle or
ormechanism
mechanism whereby
whereby the
the various
various teleport
teleport operators
operators can
can
exchange
information, both
exchange information,
both technical
technical and
and marketing.
marketing.The
Thesales
sales representative
representative

in Houston
Houston must
must be
be able
able to
toprice
priceand
andcoordinate
coordinate the
theservice
service hookup
hookup endendto-end, whether within
within the
the local
local loop
loop or
or around
around the
the world.
world. Without
Withoutaacooperacooperative effort
effort among
among teleport
teleport operators,
operators, the
theoverall
overallconcept
concept cannot
cannot succeed.
succeed.

The specifics
specificsofofthe
theterrestrial
terrestriallink—whether
link-whether ititisisfiber
The
fiberoptics,
optics, microwave,
microwave,
cable
cable TV, or other
other means-are
means—aresecondary
secondary totoservice
service integrity.
integrity.InInmany
manycases
cases
economics
will dictate the exact
medium. Gulf Teleport is planning a combinacombinaeconomics will
exact medium.
tion of
of both
both digital
digitaland
andanalog
analog microwave,
microwave, allowing
allowing the
the needs
needs of individual
market
market areas
areas to dictate
dictate the
the specifics.
specifics. ItIt isisvery
verypossible,
possible, indeed
indeed probable,
probable,

that certain
certain locations
locations may
may have
have both
both digital
digital and
and analog
analog capabilities.
capabilities. The
The
objective
objective is to
to provide
provide the
thehighest
highestpossible
possible service
service capability
capability at
at aareduced
reduced
cost
cost to the
the user.
user.

FIRST
FIRST MILE/LAST MILE
MILE
resolved in
in teleport
teleport planning is commonly referred
Still another
another issue
issue to be
be resolved
referred
to as
as the
the first
first mile/last
mile/lastmile
mileproblem.
problem. As
Ascan
canbe
beobserved
observed in
in Figures
Figures 4-1
4—1
and
the teleport
will
and 4-2, which
which show
show the
the Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport service
service network,
network, the
teleport will
bring
areas.This
This is
istypically
typically the case
with all the teleports
bring service
service into
into business
business areas.
case with
planned
Teleport developers
often state
state their
planned as
as regional
regional gateway
gateway systems.
systems. Teleport
developers often
intention
intention of
of providing
providingservice
service to
to the
theend
endusers
users end-to-end,
end-to-end, but what
what they
they
really
community.
really mean
mean isis making
makingthe
the service
service available
available ininaaspecific
specific business
business community.
The
The various microwave
microwave links or fibre optic
optic links
linkswill
willhave
havehead-end
head-end points
points
or nodes
nodes scattered
scattered throughout the
the service
service area
area whereby individual
individualusers
users can
can
make
the teleport
make interconnects
interconnects toto the
teleport network.
network. How service
service is carried
carried from
from
the head-end
node to
to individual
individual customers
problem requiring
requiring
head-end node
customers is
is an open-ended
open-ended problem
many solutions.
solve that
that problem:
solutions. There
There are
are various
various technologies available to solve
short-range microwave,
microwave, radio
radio telemetry,
telemetry,broadband
broadbandcable,
cable, or
orleased
leased telephone
telephone
circuits. Individual
their individual
Individual teleport
teleport planners
planners must
must examine
examine their
individual markets
markets
and
individual
and identify the
the most
most reliable
reliable and
and economically
economically sound
sound methods
methods of individual
customer access.
access. ItIt is very possible
possible and
and even
even probable
probable that
that some
some combination
of all
all the
the above
above methods,
methods, and
and possibly
possibly others
others not
noteven
even listed,
listed, can
canbe
beused.
used.
As with
with any
any chain,
chain, ititisisonly
onlyas
asstrong
strong as
as its
its weakest
weakest link.
link. Therefore,
Therefore, teleport
teleport
operators
operators may ininsome
some cases
cases find
find themselves
themselves dependent
dependent on
on other
other service
service
providers
providers for the
the first
first mile/last
mile/lastmile
milehookup.
hookup.This
Thisdependency
dependency can
can certainly
certainly
be
important and
to the future
be increasingly
increasingly important
and serious
serious to
future potential
potential ofofteleports.
teleports.
thisproblem
problemcan
canbebesuccessfully
successfully resolved
resolved so
so that the
the customer
customer is
Only ififthis
provided the
the transparent
transparent pipe,
pipe, end-to-end,
end-to-end, can
can service
service integrity
integritybe
beensured.
ensured.
Gulf Teleport
Teleport isisconsidering
considering the
the regional,
regional, or
orgeographic,
geographic, arrangement
arrangement to
to
the
community as
as it addresses
this problem,
problem, and
and the
the problem
the business
business community
addresses this
problem is
less
severetotoGulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport than
than it might
less severe
might be
be totoother
otherteleports
teleports because
because of
the way
community isisconcentrated
way the
the business
business community
concentrated ininseveral
several independent
independent and
and
remote
remote blocks or
or groups.
groups. Therefore,
Therefore, each
each node
node that
that terminates
terminates ininaabusiness
business
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area can
can access
accessa asignificantly
significantlylarge
largebusiness
business
communitywith
withlittle
little difficulty.
area
community
The local telephone
company (BOC)
(BOC) could be
help or a hindrance
hindrance in solving
telephone company
be a help
the first mile/last
mile/lastmile
mileproblem.
problem.The
Theservice
servicecapabilities
capabilities of
ofthe
the phone
phone company
company
could
leasedcircuits
circuitstoto solve
solvethe
thefirst
first mile/
could be integrated
integrated for short-range
short-range leased
last
integrity could
last mile problem
problem ifif the
the level
level of
of service
service integrity
could be
be maintained
maintained through
Bell loop.
loop. The
The question
question must
must be
be resolved
resolved on a local basis.
question
the Bell
basis. Another
Another question
is whether
whether or not the
the BOC
BOC will
willview
viewthe
theteleport
teleportas
asaacompetitor
competitor and
and refuse
refuse
andhelpful,
helpful,or
or view
view itit as
as an
an opportunity
opportunity to
to participate
at
to be cooperative
cooperative and
participate at
the local level
level in the
the growing
growing demand
demand for digital
digital circuits.
circuits. Perhaps
Perhaps the
the BOC
BOC
will choose
choose the
view and
and will
will benefit
benefit from the
the growth
growth of
of the
the teleport
teleport
will
the latter
latter view
industry
industry and
and will
willatatthe
thesame
same time
time provide
provide aa reliable
reliableand
and economically
economically viable
viable
solution to first
first mile/last
mile/lastmile
mileproblems.
problems. ItItwould
wouldbe
beadvisable
advisable for any teleport
teleport
planners faced
facedwith
with first
first mile/last mile
planners
mile problems
problems to attempt
attempt to
to involve
involve the
the
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local BOC
For the
the teleport
teleport that
that
BOC on
on aa favorable
favorable basis
basis as
as early
early as
as possible.
possible. For
addressesonly
onlyaabuilding
building or a captive real
estate development,
development,the
thefirst
first mile/
mile/
addresses
real estate
last
they could
could typically
typically make direct
direct interlast mile problem is insignificant, since
since they
connect
networks or fiber optic networks.
connect through cable
cable networks
networks.

•

CONCLUSION

•

In summation,
summation, it should
should be
be fairly obvious
obvious that
that there
there is no pat definition
definition
of aa teleport.
teleport. There
There may
may be
be several.
several. A
A teleport
teleport can
can be
be what
whatthe
theplanners
planners
and
want itit to be
and developers
developers want
be within
withinthe
theguidelines
guidelines and
and the
the needs
needs of
of the
the
marketplace
that itit isis intended
marketplace that
intended to
to service.
service. The
The objective
objective must
must be
be to
to deliver
deliver
satellite communication
communication capability
capabilitytotothe
themarketplace
marketplaceon
onaacost-effective
cost-effective basis
basis
that will
willprompt
prompta asatisfactory
satisfactoryand
andsuccessful
successfulmarket
marketresponse.
response. One
One teleport
teleport
cannot be
without other
be a financial
financial success
success without
otherteleports
teleports being
beingequally
equallysuccessful.
successful.
Certain teleports
great deal
dealof
of publicity
publicity through the
teleports have
have received
received aa great
the efforts
efforts
the entrepreneurs
entrepreneurs involved.
involved. Great
Great claims
claims have
have been
been made
made concerning
concerning the
of the
importance
importance of the teleport
teleport for
for local
local future
futureeconomic
economic development,
development, and
and there
there
is little
littledoubt
doubt that
thatcommunications
communications capability
capabilityisisbecoming
becoming more
more and
and more
more
important
important totobusiness
business planners.
planners. As
Asnew
newbusinesses
businesses come
come into
into existence
existence and
and
older businesses
expandor
or relocate
relocatefor
for various reasons,
reasons,communications
communications will
will
businesses expand
be increasingly important in
inplanning.
planning.InInthe
thepast,
past, local
localeconomic
economic development
development
groups
such things as
groups have
have advertised
advertised such
as lifestyle,
lifestyle, transportation
transportation capabilities,
capabilities,
labor resources,
shipping facilities,
facilities, airports,
resources, shipping
airports, harbors,
harbors, and
and even
even recreational
recreational
facilities.
capability will
will become
part of the
facilities. Communication
Communication capability
become aa part
the evaluation
evaluation
criteria
planning. ItIt would be
criteria for
for business
business planning.
be overly optimistic to
to believe
believe that
teleport
teleport capability
capability will
will be
be the
the overriding
overriding factor
factor totoaabusiness
business planner,
planner, but
certainly
of aa successful
teleportisisaa valid
valid tool
tool for local
certainly the
the existence
existence of
successful teleport
local and
and
regional development
proponents. Local Chambers
if astute,
development proponents.
Chambers of Commerce,
Commerce, if
astute,
should
should move quickly
quickly totoembrace
embrace the
the teleport
teleportasasan
aneconomic
economicdevelopment
development
tool. Once again,
again, marketing becomes
becomes the
through aa balanced
balanced marthe key.
key. Only
Only through
keting
keting program
program can
can the
the teleport
teleportconcept
conceptbe
be aa valid
valid tool
toolfor
forregional
regionaldevelopers.
developers.
It isis also
also reasonable
reasonable to assume
assume that
company were evaluating
that if
if a company
evaluating potential
potential
sites
sites for a new
new factory
factory and
and all
all other
other things
thingswere
were equal,
equal, the
the teleport
teleport could
could
easily be
be the
the deciding
deciding factor.
factor. Certainly
Certainly the
easily
the city with
withteleport
teleport capabilities
capabilities
decided advantage
advantageover
overthe
thecity
citywith
with none.
none. This
This is not to say
would have aa decided
say
that the
that
the teleport
teleport must
must be
be ininevery
every case
case aa full
full regional
regionalteleport.
teleport. Teleports
Teleports
can take
take many forms, and
can
and the
the form
form ofofeach
eachteleport
teleportdepends
depends on
on the
theneeds
needs
of its unique
unique marketplace.
marketplace.
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THE CONCEPT
CONCEPT
The Staten Island Teleport
park for the 21st century
Teleport is aa prototype
prototype office
office park
with the
the integration
integration of
ofenhanced
enhancedoffice
office facilities,
facilities, communications
communications access
access to
satellites
satellites and terrestrial networks, and aa regional
regional communication distribution
system for
for flexible and
system
and real-time
real-time communication
communication service
service requirements.
requirements.
The information
information explosion
explosion that started
started ininthe
the1970s
1970shas
hasaccelerated
accelerated signifisignificantly and is
is changing
changing the way
way we
we live
live and conduct
conduct business.
business. Statistics have
shown that 46
46 percent of
of the nation's
nation's work
work force
force isis employed
employed in the
the informainformation industries, and 26
26 percent in service functions. In the New York metropolitan area, 55
55 percent
percent of
of all
all business
business is generated from information industries.
industries.
By
By 1990
1990 an estimated
estimated $100
$100 billion
billion will
will be
be expended
expended annually
annually for
for business
business
communication services.
communicommunication
services. Our information
information economy
economy is driven by this communiexplosion. Over
Over the
the next 10
years, there will be a substantial increase
cations explosion.
10 years,
increase
in the number
number and
and types
types of
of communications
communications satellites,
satellites, a major increase
increase in
the optical fiber network distribution throughout
throughout the
the world,
world, and
and the
the evolution
evolution
of more and
switches/PBXs, all
all of
of
of
and more
more sophisticated
sophisticated intelligent
intelligent premise
premise switches/PBXs,
which will serve our information-dependent
information-dependentsocieties.
societies.
Integration of this communication
communication technology
technology explosion with information
processing and
and the
the need
for enhanced
real estate
estate is the basis
processing
need for
enhanced real
basis for the Staten
Staten
Island Teleport. The Teleport addresses
addresses the business needs of all corporations
for:
for:
Communications
facility access
accesswithin
within the
the New
New York/New
York/New Jersey
Communications facility
Jersey region for satellite and terrestrial
gion
terrestrial services.
services.
Rate stability
Rate
stability and
and predictability
predictability for
for communication
communication services
services and real
real
estate for controlling
controlling long-term
long-term expenses.
expenses.
Enhanced office
facilities for
for controlling building
building energy
office facilities
energy consumption;
intraoffice
communications and
and gateway
gateway access
access to
to satellites
satellites and
and a reintraoffice communications
regional fiber network.
Secured building
Secured
buildingoffice
office space.
space.
Fail-safe
power for
for protection
protection of computers
Fail-safe power
computers and information
information systems
from loss of data and
from
and sabotage.
sabotage.
Provision of
of an alternate
infrastructure to meet
Provision
alternate telecommunications
telecommunications infrastructure
meet
needs of
of business
business in
in the region.
the telecommunication
telecommunication needs
region. The
The Teleport
Teleport
network in the New
is the only
only digital,
digital, fiber optic telecommunication
telecommunication network
New
York/New Jersey
Jersey area,
area, making
makingititthe
theinnovative
innovativeoption
optionfor
forbusinesses.
businesses.

THE TELEPORT CONCEPT
CONCEPT
As we approach
more apparent
apparent that the
approach the new century,
century, it is becoming
becoming more
concept of
of aa "port"
"port" with all its implications—exchange
implications-exchange of
concept
of goods,
goods, commercial
commercial
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transactions,
on-must be
transactions, and so on—must
beexpanded
expanded to
toinclude
includecommunications
communicationsaccess
access
as the
the critical
critical ingredient
as
ingredient for continued
continued viability.
Port Authority
The Port
AuthorityofofNew
NewYork
Yorkand
andNew
NewJersey,
Jersey, with
withits
itsbroad
broad mandate
mandate
the vitality of
in its port
to ensure
ensure the
of trade
trade and
and commerce
commerce in
port district,
district, has
has an
an
important
important stake
stake in
in expanding
expanding the
the port
port concept
concept to
to ensure
ensure that telecommunicatelecommunications can
can find
find aa safe
safe harbor ininthis
thisregion
regionasasdid
didthe
thegreat
greatocean-going
ocean-goingvessels
vessels
at
today. ItIt was
to this end
at the dawn
dawn of this
this century,
century, or
or as
as aviation
aviation does
does today.
was to
end
that
by the
the Port
Port Authority. The
that the
the Teleport
Teleport concept
concept was
was developed
developed by
The idea
idea
was developed
developed after
after reviewing
reviewing the
the business
businessneeds
needsininthe
theNew
NewYork
York metropolimetropolitan area
area and
and because
because of the particular
particular concern
concern about
about business
business leaving
leaving the
the
region.
region.
COMSAT, Arthur
ArthurD.D.Little,
Little,and
andother
otherconsultants
consultantswere
were retained
retained to review
and
this project.
and define
define this
project. After much
much analysis,
analysis, itit was
was determined
determined that an
an enenhanced
suburban office
office communications
communications facility
facility with
hanced suburban
withtransmission
transmission capabilities
capabilities
to the
district of
of New
New York City
the business
business district
City and
and the
the surrounding
surrounding area
area would
be viable.
viable.
Because
New York
York City
Because New
City isisone
oneofofthe
themost
mostmicrowave-congested
microwave-congested urban
urban
areas
in the
areas in
the country,
country, any
any large
large installation
installation of
of C-band
C-band earth
earth stations
stations and
and
even
limited use
facilities for
for distribution
even limited
use of additional
additional microwave
microwave facilities
distribution would
would
be
be very difficult. AAregional
regionalsite
sitesearch
search was
was conducted
conducted reviewing
reviewing 29
29 locations
locations
to domestic
domestic and
and international satellite
for satellite
satellite access
access to
satellite arcs.
arcs. Staten
Staten Island
was chosen
chosen as
as the
the best
best location
location with the
was
the least
least radio
radio frequency
frequency interference.
interference.
It was
was decided
decided to use
use fiber optics
optics for distribution
distribution from
from the
theStaten
Staten island
island
site to and throughout
site
throughout the
the region.
region.Fiber
Fiberoptics
opticswas
waschosen
chosen because
because itit would
avoid the
the microwave
congestionwithin
within New
New York City
avoid
microwave congestion
Cityand
and because
because of its
its
potential capacity,
potential
capacity, which is limited
limited only
onlyby
bytechnology
technology advances.
advances. It isis also
also
the most secure
method of
the
secure method
of transmission.
transmission.
Thus development
development of the
the Teleport,
Teleport, to
to be
be located
located on
on350
350acres
acres on
on Staten
Staten
Island, was announced.
announced.The
Theprincipal
principal partners
partners in
in this endeavor
are
the Port
Port
endeavor are the
Authority
Authority ofofNew
NewYork
Yorkand
andNew
NewJersey,
Jersey,Teleport
Teleport Communications,
Communications, and
and
the
the City of
of New
New York.
York.The
The Port
PortAuthority
Authorityisisresponsible
responsible for
for the
the TeleportTeleportsite land development, including
including infrastructure
infrastructureand
andenhanced
enhanced real
real estate.
estate. Teleport Communications,
joint venture
Merrill Lynch
Communications, a joint
venture between
between Merrill
Lynch TelecommuniTelecommunications,
cations, Inc., and
and Western
Western Union
UnionCommunications
CommunicationsServices,
Services, isis responsible
responsible
for the
the communication
communicationmanagement
management of
ofthe
the satellite
satellite earth
earth station
station access
access facilifacilities, enhanced
enhanced office
officepark
park communications
communications services,
andfiber
fiberoptic
optic distribution
distribution
services, and
throughout the region.
The City of
region. The
of New
New York
York owns
owns the
the land.
land.
Since this
this conception,
conception, the
the Teleport
Teleportfiber
fiber optic
optic telecommunications
telecommunications network
network
Since
has
evolved to
to meet
meet additional
additional communications
communications demands
demandsofofthe
theNY/NJ
NY/NJ rehas evolved
gion. Divestiture
Divestiture of
of the
the Bell
BellSystem
System has
has created
created a major
major need
need for
for regional
regional
telecommunication high capacity
quick installation
installation intervals.
intervals. This
capacity services
services atat quick
business
needhas
hasreinforced
reinforcedthe
therequirement
requirement for
for an
an alternate
alternate telecommunicatelecommunicabusiness need
tions infrastructure
fills this
infrastructure to
to serve
serve the region.
region. The Teleport
Teleport fills
this requirement.
requirement.
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ENHANCED
REAL ESTATE
ESTATE "MASTER
"MASTER PLAN"
ENHANCED REAL
The Teleport's master plan (Figure 5-1)
5-1) illustrates
illustrates the
the basic
basic physical
physical design.
This plan carefully
balances the
the surburban office
park setting
setting with
with aa natural
This
carefully balances
office park
wetland preserve.
preserve. The
The development
has been
been divided
divided into
into phases:
phases: Phase
Phase II
wetland
development has
is for
for the development
of 100 acres,
acres, and
and Phase II is
is
development of
is for
for the
the development
development of
remain as an undevelan additional 100
100 acres.
acres. The 150
150 remaining acres
acres will
will remain
oped wetland preserve.
oped
preserve. The Teleport
Teleport office
office park will
will be
be composed
composed of
of office
office
feet); the buildings
buildings of three to four stories (80,000
(80,000 to 100,000
100,000 square feet);
will be
be clustered
throughout the
the site and
will
clustered throughout
and have
have ample
ample parking.
parking. The
The entire
entire
location is fenced
location
fenced for security with one main
main entrance.
entrance. The
The communication
communication
center, or Telecenter building, accommodates the communications
communications switching,
monitoring, and
and control
control of the
the earth
earth stations
stations within
within the
the "earth station
station shield"
monitoring,
area and the
area
the fiber
fiber optic
optic network.
network.
buildings are
are typically
and computer
Enhanced office
office buildings
typically used for back-office
back-office and

FIGURE 5-1
5-1
Teleport's Master
Master Plan
Plan
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services. Computer-controlled
Computer-controlled environments
environments with
with remote
services.
remote sensing
sensing monitors
monitors
and raised
raised floors
floors are
and
are typical.
A
at the Teleport.
A unique
unique fail-safe
fail-safe power
power system
system is
is being
being employed
employed at
Teleport. The
The
primary
is from
Authority of the
primary power
power is
from the
the Power
Power Authority
the State
State of New
New York
York
(PASNY)
(PASNY) on
on the
thenortheast
northeast power
power grid,
grid,but
buta asecond
secondcontingency
contingencysystem
system
servesStaten
StatenIsland.
Island.This
This second
secondsystem
systemisisan
anextension
extensionofofthe
themid-Atlantic
mid-Atlantic
serves
power grid from
power
from New
New Jersey
Jersey and is
is provided
provided into
into the
the Staten
Staten Island
Island system.
system.
This
This system
system provides
provides the
the fail-safe
fail-safe power
power many
manycompanies
companies are
are seeking.
seeking.
Security
Security is provided
provided by the Port Authority
Authoritypolice,
police, who
whohave
havestate
state police
police
powers.
There will be
days aa week,
week, with
with trained
powers. There
be 24-hour
24-hour coverage,
coverage, seven
seven days
trained
personnel
personnel for fire
fireand
andemergency
emergency medical
medicalservices.
services.
The population surrounding the Teleport is important to
to ensure
ensure a proper
proper
at the site. Staten
Island itself has
labor force available for
for business
business at
Staten Island
has approxiapproximately 150,000
residentswith
with the
the skills, education,
and training to
150,000 residents
education, and
to support
support
back-office
and high tech
envisioned at
at the
the Teleport.
Teleport. Within
Within one
back-office and
tech operations
operations envisioned
one
hour of
of mass
mass transportation,
transportation, the
the same
same labor
labor profile
profile isisincreased
increased to
to 750,000;
750,000;
within aa half-hour
half-hour automobile
automobile drive, itit isisexpanded
expanded to 1.5
1.5 million
million workers.
workers.
Access
to the
the Teleport
Teleport was
another critical area
Access to
was another
area of concern.
concern. The site
site provides
an excellent
excellent location. ItIt isissurrounded
vides an
surrounded by
byan
anexcellent
excellent highway
highwaysystem.
system.
Newark
airport is only
away from
from the
the site.
site. Further,
Further, itit is
Newark airport
only 12
12 minutes
minutes away
is an
an
easy 30-minute
30-minute drive
drive to Manhattan.
easy
Manhattan.
To meet
meet the
the needs
needs of the region,
region, various
various land
land and
and real
real estate
estate options are
are
being made
available to potential
being
made available
potential corporate
corporate tenants.
tenants. Private
Private developers
developers are
are
being encouraged
to lease
land and
and rent office
Private corporations
being
encouraged to
lease land
office space.
space. Private
corporations
are also
also being
being offered
offeredthe
theopportunity
opportunity to
to lease
leaseland,
land,and
andthe
thePort
Port Authority
Authority
are
will
will finance
finance and/or build
build to
to suit.
suit. The
The Port
Port Authority
Authoritymakes
makes available
available longlongterm lease
arrangements and
and depreciation
depreciation allowances;
allowances; it secures
local commulease arrangements
secures local
nity and
and city
cityapprovals
approvals and
and arranges
arranges for
for city
citytax
taxabatements.
abatements.

TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES
SERVICES
A teleport
A
teleport provides
providesthree
threeessential
essential telecommunications services:
services: multisatellite access,
regional distribution
distribution network,
office park
park tenant
tenant
access, aa regional
network, and
and enhanced
enhanced office
services.
From aa telecommunications
telecommunicationspoint
point of view,
services. From
view, a teleport
teleport is
is aa network
network
that clusters
microclusters multiple
multiplesatellite
satelliteaccess
access facilities away
away from the
the congested
congested microwave airwaves
also supplements
supplements the
the present
present earth
earth station
station
wave
airwaves of
of central cities. ItIt also
accessfacilities,
facilities, which
which are
are insufficient
insufficient to meet
the growing
for satellite
access
meet the
growing needs
needs for
communications.Finally,
Finally, aa teleport
teleport provides
provides aa tenant
tenant office
office park
park with
with encommunications.
enhanced telecommunications-enriched
office facilities
facilities and
hanced
telecommunications-enriched office
and ease
ease of
of access
access to
to
all types
types of communication
communication facilities.
facilities.
Teleports are
addition to the
Teleports
are a necessary
necessary addition
the communications
communications infrastructure
infrastructure
becauseforecasts
forecastspredict
predictaa growing
growing number of satellites
because
satellites and
and transponders.
transponders.
Forecasts
indicate that
that C-band
C-band (4
(4 to
to 66 Gigahertz)
Gigahertz) transponders
transponderswill
will rise
rise from
Forecasts indicate
an estimate
of 345
345 in 1984
to 960
Ku-band (12
(12 to
an
estimate of
1984 to
960 by 1990.
1990. The
The emerging
emerging Ku-band
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14
GHz) transponder
14 GHz)
transponder growth
growth isis exemplified
exemplified with
withaause
use ofof84
84transponders
transponders
in 1984,
1984,growing
growingtoto659
659by
by1990.1
1990.1

Satellite Accessibility
With
Withthe
the ever-increasing
ever-increasing number
number of
of transponders
transponders available
available for
for communicacommunication, the
the underlying
underlyingissue
issue in
in the
the New
NewYork
Yorkregion
regionisisaccess
access to
to these
these transponders.
The need
is not just the
to a limited
ders. The
need is
the access
access to
limited number
number of
oftransponders
transponders
but the
access
to
all
satellites
and
transponders.
Staten
Island
was
the access
all satellites and transponders. Staten Island wasselected
selected
because
is capable
capable of
of accessing
accessingthe
thefull
full U.S.
U.S. domestic
domestic satellite arc
arc as
because itit is
as well
as
the Atlantic
Atlantic international
as the
international arc.
arc.Not
Notonly
onlydoes
does this
this site
site provide
provide appropriate
appropriate
access,but
butthere
therewere
wereother
other important
important criteria
access,
criteria used
used in
in its
itsselection.
selection.

Proximity
Proximity to
Proximity
to the
the metropolitan
metropolitan business
business district was
was one criteria. The TeleTelefrom Manhattan. This
port is 11
11 airline miles away from
This provides
provides significant terresterresand residents
residents of
of the
the New
trial communication
communication cost
cost savings
savings for
for businesses
businesses and
York City
Cityregion.
region.There
There are
are approximately
approximately four common
common carriers that utilize
utilize
C-band
satellites for
for their
their communications
communications offering
offering in
in the
the New
New York region.
C-band satellites
region.
Their satellite
satellite earth
earth station
station facilities
facilities totoaccess
access the
the domestic
domestic arc are
are more
more
50 miles
miles from New
New York
YorkCity.
City.This
Thisgreater
greaterdistance
distancecosts
costs the
the user
user or
or
than 50
common
carrier an estimated
300 percent
percentmore
morethan
than would
would be
be the
the cost
cost of
of
common carrier
estimated 300
Teleport
Teleport services.
services.
An even
with
even more dramatic
dramatic impact of
of proximity
proximityand
and satellite
satellite access
access isis with
international satellite
satellite services. Today, all
all satellite
satellite international
internationalaccess
access from
from
West Virginia,
the New York region
region utilizes earth stations located
located at Etam, West
are more
more than
than 300
or Andover, Maine. Both of
of these
these locations
locations are
300 miles from
from
New York City.
City.

Ease of
of Access
Ease
Ease of
of access
to various satellites,
domestic or
or international,
international, is
is another
Ease
access to
satellites, domestic
key element of the Teleport. Common carriers in the New
New York
York region
region operate
operate
their earth
each utilizing
the earth
earth station
earth station
station facilities
facilities each
utilizing the
station to access
access only
only
own satellites.
satellites. This
restriction of satellite
satellite earth
access to only
their own
This restriction
earth station access
the common
common carrier's satellite
satellite places a burden on the corporate
corporate user.
user. A
A user
user
must incur charges
more than 50 miles of terrestrial
must
charges for more
terrestrial lines to
to access
access aa
common
carrier earth
earth station
and satellite
in one
common carrier
station and
satellite in
one part of
of the
the country
country and
and
same charges to access
access another common
common carrier
carrier
then may need to incur the same
facility
located in
in a different
part of the country.
facility located
different part
country. A
A Teleport
Teleport user
user will
will have
have
access
access to many
many common
common carrier
carrier satellites.
satellites. This
This will
will reduce
reduce the
the need
need to
toaccess
access
multiple terrestrial facilities and
and will
will provide
providesignificant
significantsavings
savingstotothe
theuser—
userbe it a private
private corporation or
or aa common
common carrier. In
In addition,
addition, this
this same
same terresterrestrial link
link will
will have
have access
access to international
international earth
earth stations.
stations.
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Satellite Services
Services
The Teleport
Teleport offers
offers unique
uniquesatellite
satelliteearth
earthstation
stationservices.
services.These
Theseservices
services
are flexibly
flexibly designed
business.They
They range
range from
from protected
designed to
to meet
meet the
the needs
needs of business.
environments for
for earth
earth stations
stations to
to radio
radiofrequency
frequency (RF)
(RF)port-sharing
port-sharingservices,
services,
which provide
providevoice,
voice,data,
data, facsimile,
facsimile, and
and video
video communication
communicationservices.
services. IniIni-

tially,
tially, 11
11 acres
acres are
are being
being used
used to house
house 17
17 earth
earth stations,
stations, of
of maximum
maximumsize
size
13 meters,
meters, with
with room
room for
forexpansion
expansiontotoan
anestimated
estimated 36
36earth
earth stations.
stations.
of 13

The initial
with a
The
initial earth
earth station
station isisprotected
protected from
from stray
stray radio
radio frequencies
frequencies with
shield
shield wall, 50
50 feet
feet high,
high, with
withsteel
steel siding
siding on
on the
the exterior
exterior and
and concrete
concrete on
on
the interior.
The construction,
construction, placement
placement of
of earth
earth station,
station, and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of this
this area
area
is controlled
controlled by
by Teleport
Teleport Communications.
Communications. A
A one-of-a-kind
one-of-a-kind computer
computer proprogram
designed to
to ensure
ensure proper
proper placement
placementand
and operation
operation of
of all
gram has
has been
been designed
earth stations within
within the
the shield
shield wall.
wall.This
Thisprogram
programcalculates
calculates radio
radiofrequency
frequency
and structure
structure blockage.
blockage.
Figure 5-2
5-2 depicts
the Teleport
Teleport shield
shield wall
wall with the integration
Figure
depicts the
integration of the
the
Telecenter building and
Telecenter
and strategically
strategically located
located equipment
equipment shelters
shelters along the
the
perimeter of the shield. The shield is also
also equipped
equipped to
to distribute
distribute communicacommunications facilities
tions
facilities throughout
throughout the
the infield
infield and
and along
along the
the wall to
to the
the equipment
equipment

FIGURE 5-2
FIGURE
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shelter.
It isisalso
also designed
designed to accommodate
accommodate all
all environmental
environmentalconsiderations
considerations
shelter. It
required
required for installation
installation and
and operation
operation of
of earth
earth stations
stations and
and communication
communication
facilities. In
In addition,
addition,each
each equipment
equipmentshelter
shelter will
willhave
haveaccess
access to the Teleport
fail-safe power system
system and
andTelecenter
Telecenteruninterruptable
uninterruptable power supply
fail-safe
supply and generator backup.
To meet
of the
the region
region and
and industry,
industry, the
the Teleport
Teleport will
meet the various
various needs
needs of
accommodateshared
sharedor
or dedicated
dedicatedearth
earth stations.
stations. Options
Options are
are available
available to
to
accommodate
permit
permit aa private
private corporation
corporation or common
common carrier
carrier to
to install
install and
and operate
operate its
own earth
earth stations
earth station
station facilities.
facilities.Customers
Customers can
can also
also choose
choose to share
share earth
stations
available
available from Teleport
Teleport Communications.
Communications.
A unique
unique offering
offering and
and significant
significant satellite
satellitecommunications
communicationsreason
reason for
forteleteleA
ports is
is the port-sharing
port-sharing concept.
concept. This
Thisconcept
conceptencourages
encourages earth
earth station
station operaoperators to
to contribute
contribute two
two RF
RF ports
ports from
from their
theirearth
earthstations
stations totothe
theTeleport.
Teleport.
These
ports increase
the access
accesstotomultiple
multiple satellites
satellites utilized
utilized by all
These ports
increase the
all users
users at
at
the Teleport and
and throughout
throughout the
the region.
region. (See
(See Figure 5-3.)
5-3.)
OPTICAL FIBER
FIBER NETWORK
NETWORK
Teleports
Teleports involve more than the
the transmission
transmission and
and receipt
receipt of satellite
satellite communications from
from satellite earth
earth stations.
stations. Paramount
Paramount to
to aa teleport
teleport is
is the
the reremunications

FIGURE
FIGURE 5-3
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gional
facilities. This
This
gional distribution network
network of
of high-capacity
high-capacity communication
communication facilities.
system provides
provides satellite
satellite users
service at
at various
system
users end-to-end
end-to-end service
various transmission
transmission
speeds.
The Teleport
Teleport uses
uses fiber optical cable
cable throughout the
the region.
region. The
The system
system
enables
satellite services
servicestotobe
bedistributed
distributed from
from the Teleport to
enables satellite
to the
the business
business
districts within
within the
theregion.
region. Initial
Initialinstallation
installationcosts
costsare
aremore
more expensive
expensive than
than
those
but the many
those for microwave,
microwave, but
many superior
superior attributes
attributes of optical
optical fiber
fiber far
far
outweigh the
the initial
initialcosts.
costs.First,
First,the
themicrowave
microwavecongestion
congestionissue
issueisisresolved.
resolved.
More importantly,
importantly, technological
technological improvement
improvement of optic fiber
fiber technology
technology is
proceeding
very rapid
rapid pace.
pace. Originally
Originally aa single
single pair
pair of
of hair-thin
hair-thin fibers
proceeding atat aa very
fibers
could
could transmit
transmit 672
672simultaneous
simultaneous voice
voice conversations.
conversations. Further, technology
technology
has
improved the quality
quality of
has improved
of the fiber material and electronic terminal
terminal capacity.
capacity.
Today,
capacity of
of those
Today, the transmission
transmission capacity
those hair-thin fibers
fibers is 560
560 Mbps,
Mbps,
which
which isis an
an equivalent
equivalent of
ofmore
morethan
than8,000
8,000voice
voiceconversations,
conversations,by
byaa conservaconservative estimate.
are expected
expectedtoto provide
provide for
for
estimate. Improvements
Improvements and
and advancements
advancements are
even greater
greater capacities
capacitiestoto 1.2
1.2 Gbps
Gbps capacity.
capacity. The
The Teleport
Teleport regional
regional network
even
spansthe
the New
New York and
to the
spans
and New
New Jersey
Jersey region
region with interconnection
interconnection to
the
Teleport. The network
Teleport.
network provides
provides for
for full
fullredundancy
redundancyofofelectronics
electronics and
and standby
standby
fiber pairs
users. Full
Full physical diverse
optical fiber
pairs to
to ensure
ensure continued service to its users.
routes are
are employed
employedfrom
from Manhattan
Manhattan to
to the
the Teleport
routes
Teleport site.
site. An optical
optical fiber
ring network
network ininManhattan
Manhattanisisdesigned
designed to
toensure
ensure that
that the
thesystem
system does
does not
not
fail to function
function during
duringpotential
potentialcable
cableoutages
outages between
between the strategically
strategically located
located
optical fiber network
The initial network
optical
network operation
operation centers.
centers. The
network interconnects
interconnects
the Teleport
Teleport with Manhattan, Brooklyn,
of New
New York
York and
and with
with
the
Brooklyn, and
and Queens
Queens of
City, North
Newark, Jersey
Jersey City,
North Brunswick,
Brunswick,and
and Princeton
Princeton ofofNew
NewJersey.
Jersey.
the Teleport
optical fiber links
To meet
meet the demand
demand of users,
users, the
Teleport constructs
constructs optical
links
from
the fiber
fiber network
network operation
operation centers
centers to
to aauser
user location.
location. This
Thisensures
ensures
from the
user service
service from
from customer
customer premises
premisesto
to the
the satellite
satellite earth
earth station
station at the Teleuser
port and
port
and to other
other locations
locations within
within the
the region.
region. (See
(See Figure
Figure 5-4.)
Teleport optical
optical fiber
fiberservices
services are
are offered
offered at basic
basic DS-1 (1.544
(1.544 Mbps)
Mbps) and
and
DS-3 (45
DS-3
(45 Mbps)
Mbps)transmission
transmissionspeeds.
speeds. The
The services
services are offered
offered to
to users
users anywhere in
in the
where
the region
region to
to the
the Teleport
Teleport for
fordomestic
domestic and
and international
international earth
earth
station
from user
to user
station access;
access; from
user premise
premise to
user premise;
premise; and
and from user
user premise
premise
to interstate
in the
interstate and/or international
international common
common carrier's
carrier's point
point of
ofpresence
presence in
region. The
The optical
optical fiber network flexibility
region.
flexibilityprovides
provides the
the exact
exact options
options that
that
today's common
require to
to control their
today's
common carriers and
and businesses
businesses require
their business
business
communications
communications and
and provides
providesthe
the diversity
diversityessential
essentialto
toensure
ensure reliable
reliable commucommunication services.
nication
services.
Today's communications
disarray. With the
communications environment is in disarray.
the many
many interinterstate and
and international
state
international common
common carrier
carrierservices
servicestotochoose
choose from,
from,businesses
businesses
require high capacity
require
capacity and
and direct
directaccess
access totothese
these companies.
companies. Direct
Directaccess
access
from the
office or
or real estate
developmenttoto the
the common
common carrier
carrier
from
the business
business office
estate development
savings and
and flexibility
flexibility not
permits cost
cost savings
not only
onlyto
tothe
the corporate
corporateuser
user or
or developer
developer
utilizing
communications, but
but also
also to
to the
the common
common carrier.
carrier. Common
Common carriers
carriers
utilizing communications,
can streamline
streamline network designs
and thus
thus prefer direct access
to their clients
can
designs and
access to
clients
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FIGURE
FIGURE 5-4

via the present
present dominant local
local telephone
telephone company
company or an
an alternate
alternate supplier
supplier
Figure 5-5.)
of local
local facilities.
facilities. (See
(See Figure
5-5.)
alsoprovides
providesaatype
typeofofclient
clientcontrol
controlfor
forthe
the interstate/internainterstate/internaDirect access
access also
tional common
common carrier
carrier to
to its
its clients
clients by
by virtue
virtueofofthe
thelarge
largecapacity
capacity service
service
commitment. Direct
Direct access
access along
today's technology
technology utilizing
plug-in
commitment.
along with
with today's
utilizing plug-in
electronics
installation intervals, (2) provides communication caelectronics (1) reduces
reduces installation
pacities
required for various
pacities required
various services
services ranging
ranging from
from low-speed
low-speed data,
data, voice,
voice,
to video
of streamlined
streamlined installation
installation
video conferencing,
conferencing, and
and (3)
(3) lowers
lowers costs
costs because
because of
and network
network design.
design.
The Optical Fiber
Fiber Network
Network provides
provides the
the intelligent
intelligentregion
region telecommunicatelecommunicaof the
the region
region and
and relieve
relieve the
the
tions infrastructure
infrastructure to
tomeet
meet the
the business
business needs
needs of
bottleneck of local facilities
from interstate
interstate and
and international
international
bottleneck
facilities to
to the
the end
end users
users from
common
common carrier operating
operating offices.
offices. It isis the
the innovative
innovativeoption
optionallallbusinesses
businesses
require for
for fast,
fast, diverse
diverse telecommunication
telecommunication services
services in this
this region.
region.

TELEPORT PARK COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION SERVICES
SERVICES
A
A significant
significant response
response to
to industry
industryneeds
needs isisthe
the teleport-enhanced
teleport-enhanced suburban
suburban
office
park. Shared
office park.
Shared multi-tenant telecommunication
telecommunication services
services will be
be offered
offered

Teleport
Telepori: The
The New
New York
York City
City Metropolitan
Metropolitan Area
Area Intelligent
Intelligent Network
Network
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to all
all tenants
tenants of
ofthe
theTeleport.
Teleport.Teleport
Teleporttenants
tenants can
can avail
availthemselves
themselves of the
the
latest
now and
and in
in the
the future to
latest technologies
technologies now
to supplement
supplement their
their office
office facilities.
facilities.
The Telecenter
building functions
the control
control and monitoring
Telecenter building
functions as
as the
monitoring center
center for
for
all earth
earth station
station facilities,
facilities,teleport
teleportoptical
opticalfiber
fibersystems,
systems, and
andthe
thepremises
premises
to house
Figure 5-6.)
house the intelligent
intelligentsystems
systems for
for park
parkservices.
services. (See
(See Figure
5-6.)
As many
many people
people know,
know, the
the shared
shared multi-tenant
multi-tenantsystem
system concept
concept benefits
benefits
all users
users by the sharing
sharing of
of capital
capital costs
costs and
and by achieving
achieving high-price
high-price performance.
Utilizing this
mance. Utilizing
thissystem
system will
willsave
saveusers
users office
office floor
floor space
space and
and the
the costs
costs
for electric,
electric, heating,
heating, ventilation,
ventilation, and
and air conditioning
of preparing
preparing this space
space for
use by
by a communication
The Teleport
Teleport office
office park
park will be
use
communication system.
system. The
be prewired
prewired
park building and
within the
from the
the Telecenter
Telecenter building to each
each park
and within
the building.
building.
The prewiring plan
The
plan allows
allows for
for the
the most
most flexibility
flexibilityand
and isisdesigned
designed to provide
provide
each
many voice,
voice, data,
data, and
and video
video services.
services.AA combination
each station user access
access totomany
distribution will be
of optical fiber and
and copper
copper cable
cable distribution
be utilized.
utilized. Of
Of the
the many
many
park services
offerings for
services offered,
offered, three basic
basic systems
systems can
can be described
described as
as offerings
the multi-tenant:
and building
building services
multi-tenant:voice
voicemanagement,
management, data
data management,
management, and
services
management.
Voice management
systemswill
will provide basic
communication switchmanagement systems
basic voice communication
switchThe system
will allow
ing service.
service. The
system will
allow intelligent
intelligent terminals
terminals to
tobe
beconnected
connected to
to
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this system
system provided by the
the Teleport
Teleport or
orthe
theuser.
user.Standard
Standard enhanced
enhanced features
features
such
station
such as
as conference
conferencecalling
calling and
and detailed
detailed accounting
accountingfor
for recording
recording of station
user
be provided.
provided. Of
Ofsignificance
significancetotothe
thevoice
voicemanagement
management system
system
user calls
calls will
will be
will
call-routing program.
program. This
This program
program will
will pool
multiwill be
be the
the economic
economic call-routing
pool all multitenant
and provide
provide for the
tenant calling requirements
requirements and
the most
most economical
economical medium
medium
for call
for
call completion
completion over
over aa variety
varietyofofinterstate
interstate and
and international
international carriers.
carriers.
The combining of the
The
the many
many tenant
tenant calling
calling needs
needs will clearly
clearly save
save all tenants
tenants
communication costs
costs over subscribing
intersubscribingdirectly
directly for
for communications from interstate/international carriers
carriers directly.
directly.
state/international
Data management
systemsatatthe
theTeleport
Teleportwill
will permit aa tenant
management systems
tenant to
to again
again
save
communications costs
costswith
with utilization
utilization of
save communications
ofmodem
modem pooling
pooling and
and the
the sharing
sharing
of access
access lines
sophisticated data
networks for switched
switched 56
56
lines and
and facilities
facilities to sophisticated
data networks
and 1.544
1.544 Mbps
Mbps service.
service. With
the utilization
utilizationofofadjunct
adjunctprocessors,
processors,
Kbps and
With the
terminal emulation
emulation will
willbe
be performed
performed to allow
allow various
various communications
communications terminals and
and word processors
to interact with
processors to
with other
other devices
devices on the
the park
park premises
premises
or even
even in other
other cities.
cities.
Clearly
will be
Clearly the
the building
buildingmanagement
management system
system will
be of significance
significance to all tenants
at the Teleport. This
This system
system will
willutilize
utilizeaaprotected
protectedprocessor
processor for
forsuch
suchservices
services
as
center-electronic mailbox,
mailbox, electronic
electronic directory, and
as central message
message center-electronic
and secusecu-
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rity alarm
alarm services.
services. Security
Security services
services will
will employ
employ various
various devices,
devices, such
such as
as
employee
ID readers
technologyfor
for monitoring of
employee ID
readers and
and sensor
sensor technology
of security
security enentrances and doors.
doors.
Security monitoring or alarms
be transmitted
transmitted to
to internal
internal local
local building
building
Security
alarms may be
security desks
orto
to the
thePort
PortAuthority
Authority police monitoring
desks or
monitoring location
location for
for immediimmediate attention of the situation.
ate
situation. Another
Anotherlarge
largeapplication
applicationofofsensor-based
sensor-based techtechnology will
This centrally protected
will be
be the
the centralized
centralized energy
energy control system.
system. This
protected
system
installations and
and provide for
system will save
save tenants
tenants from separate
separate system
system installations
for

reductions in
in energy
consumption by
by controlling
controlling and
reductions
energy consumption
and monitoring lighting,
lighting,

fans, motors, and
fans,
and other electrical consumption devices
devicesthroughout
throughout their premises.
ises.

Each system
system is
is designed for ease of use by individual tenants and
and isis basically
basically
system to
to simulate
partitioned in the
the main
main system
simulate a separate
separate control
control system
system for
each user. The shared systems
systems for tenants at the
the Teleport
Teleport optimizes
optimizes economies
economies
of scale and complements
complements the enhanced
enhanced real
real estate
estate requirements
requirements of
of today's
today's
business community.
community.

TELEPORT-THE
TELEPORT—THEINTELLIGENT
INTELLIGENT REGION/GATEWAY
REGION/GATEWAY TO
TO
THE WORLD
As Teleport
infrastructure for the reTeleport puts in
in place
place aa telecommunications
telecommunications infrastructure
gion, new regional and international
international telecommunication
telecommunication needs and pressures
pressures
begin
begin to materialize.
materialize. A
A range
range ofofadditional
additionalenhanced
enhanced telecommunications
telecommunications
information services
services will be developed
developed to utilize the telecommunications
telecommunications
and information
network and be
be housed
housed at
at the
theTeleport
Teleport office
office park.
park.
As the telecommunications
telecommunications infrastructure becomes
becomes the core
core of
of the
the region's
region's
economic
strength, such
such entities
economic strength,
entities as airports,
airports, seaports,
seaports, world
world trade centers,
centers,
and business
require more
more and more of a central infrastructure
business districts,
districts, will
will require
infrastructure
for
for manipulation and transmission
transmission of its
its information
information within
within the
the region
region and
and
infrastructure will
will be
be the core
to the world.
world. The
The telecommunication
telecommunication infrastructure
core of
of the
the
region's prosperity and
region's
and success
success of
of businesses.
businesses.
Teleports
Teleports will provide
provide the
the access
access to
to satellites,
satellites, microwave,
microwave, coaxial
coaxial cable,
cable,
undersea international
fiber optic networks, and undersea
international cable
cable systems
systems for
for this
this service.
service.
As such,
As
such, they
they will
will become
become the true
true gateway
gateway for
for communications
communications to and
and
from
from the
the region.
region.
A teleport
to meet
teleport will
will take on
on the
the responsibility
responsibility to
meet both
both the
the national
national and
and
international transmission
international
transmission standard
standard to ensure
ensure service
service throughout
throughout the
the world.
world.
In addition
addition to
to meeting
meeting transmission
transmission standards,
standards, world
world businesses
businesses are asking
asking
for transaction
for
transaction standards
standards between
between teleports
teleports for
forimproved
improved efficiency
efficiency between
between
countries.
countries.
Various
protocols, such
such as
as Bisync,
SDLC, HDLC,
HDLC, ADCCP and
Various protocols,
Bisync, SDLC,
and X.25,
X.25,
different businesses
businesses for
telecommunication and informainformaare utilized by different
for their
their telecommunication
tion
The characteristics
tion processing.
processing. The
characteristics of these
these protocols
protocols are
are different.
different. Some
Some
transmission, and
and others
others are
are for terrestrial
better suited
suited for satellite transmission,
terrestrial or
are better
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undersea cable
cabletransmission.
transmission.The
TheTeleport
Teleport will
will have to provide the manipulaundersea
manipulation or
to connect
its national
protocol or
or
tion
or translation
translation of
of these
these protocols
protocols to
connect its
national protocol
protocols with the proper
protocols
proper protocol
protocol to
to interface
interface with
with other
other teleports
teleports around
around
the world.
will clearly
of
the
world. This
This conversion
conversion service
service will
clearly expedite
expedite and
and provide
provide ease
ease of
communications,
communications, and
and promote
promotebusiness,
business, economic
economic development,
development, and
and regional
regional
prosperity
prosperity throughout the
the world.
world.
The integration of
The
of high
hightech
techcommunication
communicationand
andenhanced
enhanced real
real estate
estate is
is
the Teleport's
Teleport's response
response to the
the New
New York
Yorkregion's
region'sbusinesses
businesses and economic
economic
developmental
developmental needs.
needs.

Accessibility
The Teleport site
within the
The
site provides
provides easy
easy access
access for businesses
businesses within
the region
region
and from
from the
the regional
regionalairports.
airports.There
Thereisisunparalleled
unparalleledaccess
access to
toan
anexperienced
experienced

work force
force on
on Staten
Staten Island
Island and
and throughout
throughoutthe
theregion.
region. Teleport
Teleport provides
provides
access
domestic and
and international
international satellites,
and its distribution
access toto domestic
satellites, and
distribution systems
systems
span the
the region
region and
and the globe
to interstate
interstate and
and internaspan
globe by connecting users
users to
tional common
common carriers.
carriers.
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Flexibility
To meet
meet the many
many varied
varied financial
financial and
and operational
operational needs
needs of the region,
region,
the Teleport
Teleport offers
offers aa variety
varietyofofservice
service options.
options.These
Theseservices
services are
are customized
customized
various communications
communicationsservices
servicesand—with
and-with use
of highbuilding designs,
designs, various
use of
capacity transmission
transmissionservices—the
services-the quick provisioning of
capacity
of telecommunications
telecommunications
within the
the region.
region.

Reliability
Reliability
The Teleport
secureenvironment
environmentwith
with Port
Port Authority police
The
Teleport provides
provides aa secure
police
protection
shield. The
The unique
unique failfailprotection and
and a communication radio frequency-free
frequency-free shield.
safe power
power system
systemcombining
combiningthe
theNorth
NorthAtlantic
Atlantic and
and Mid-Atlantic power
safe
power
systems
theonly
only one
oneof
ofits
its kind.
kind. The
The optical
optical fiber
fiber network with
systems isisthe
with redundant
redundant
systems
andphysical
physicaldiversity
diversity provides
provides the
the insurance
insurancerequired
requiredfor
for continuing
continuing
systems and
communications systems.
systems.

Economy
Port Authority
Authorityoptions
options ofoffinancing,
financing,tax
taxadvantages
advantages (and
(and potential
potential tax
tax
abatements),
and attractive real
abatements), and
real estate
estate prices
prices provide for
for business
business use
use of the
the
first
first New
New York
YorkCity
Citysuburban
suburbanoffice
office park.
park.Telecommunications
Telecommunications are
are competicompetiand regional
regional distribution
distribution by offering
tively priced
priced for
for park
park services
services and
offering rate
rate stabil-

ity and
and the
the predictability
predictabilityrequired
requiredbybyallallbusinesses.
businesses. The
The basic
basic philosophy
philosophy
and satellite earth
of systems
systems and
earth station
station port
port sharing
sharing ensures
ensures cost
cost savings
savings for
all.

Dependability
Besides
the physical
physical and protected
Besides the
protected systems
systems employed,
employed, the Teleport
Teleport was
was
developed
in response
to regional
regional needs
by reliable,
reliable, qualified
qualified organizations.
developed in
response to
needs by
organizations.
The project has
The
has great
great staying
staying power
power and
and the
the commitment
commitment for
forsuccess
success from
from
the Port Authority
the
Authority ofofNew
NewYork
Yorkand
andNew
NewJersey,
Jersey, Merrill
MerrillLynch,
Lynch,Western
Western
Union, and
and the
the City of New York.
An analogy
analogy can
can be
be drawn
drawn between
between aa teleport
teleport and
and an
an airport.
airport.The
Theessence
essence
of aa teleport
teleport isisan
aninterstate/international
interstate/international access
access facility that
thatservices
services the
the
telecommunications
industry and
and other
telecommunications industry
other communication
communication users
users in aa manner
manner
very similar
similar to
to the
the way
way an
an airport
airport services
services the airline
airline industry.
industry.InInboth
bothcases,
cases,
there
there is aa sharing
sharing of
of common
common facilities
facilities atataaspecially
speciallydeveloped
developed site
site where
where
the shared
costs would
would be
be lower
lower than ifif each
created its
its own site. Further,
shared costs
each user
user created
Further,
the
many airlines
airlines at
at an
an airport
airport facilitates connecting
flights for
the presence
presence ofof many
connecting flights
its passengers
the same
same way
way that
that the
of many
passengers inin the
the presence
presence of
many satellite
satellite earth
earth
stations
at aa teleport
stations at
teleport facilitates
facilitates interconnections
interconnections of
oftelecommunication
telecommunication serser-
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vices.
highways into
into aa metropolitan
vices. Finally, airport
airport users
users share
share common
common highways
metropolitan
businessdistrict
district and
and region,
optical
business
region, and
and Teleport
Teleport users
users share
share a high-speed
high-speed optical
fiber network into
into Manhattan
Manhattan and
and throughout
throughout the
the metropolitan
metropolitanregion.
region.
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range of
of projects
projects involving the
agement
the solution
solution of
oftechnical
technical and
and business
business problems
problems
encountered in
in many
many of
of the
the functional
functional areas
areasof
ofthe
theExxon
ExxonCorporation
Corporation and
and its
its worldwide
worldwide affiliates.
encountered
affiliates.
He was
He
was the Qyx
Qyx product
product manager
manager assigned
assigned to Exxon
Exxon Office
Office Systems
Systems Company
Company and
and a senior
senior
adviser for
for the
responsiblefor
for
adviser
the Exxon Enterprises
Enterprises Information
InformationSystems
Systems Division, where
where he was
was responsible
developing, evaluating,
evaluating, and
and recommending
recommendingstrategic
strategicand
andtactical
tacticalplans
plansfor
for the
the growth
growth of Exxon
developing,
Enterprises' business
activities in the communications
Enterprises'
business activities
communications systems
systems area.
area.
He
from Newark
He received
received a
a Doctorate
Doctorate in
in Engineering
Engineering Science
Science from
Newark College
College of
of Engineering
Engineering in
1970
and an
an M.B.A.
1970 and
M.B.A. ininfinance
financeand
andbusiness
business systems
systems at
at Rutgers
Rutgers Graduate
Graduate School
School ofofBusiness
Business
Administration, 1975.
Administration,
1975.
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THE DECISION
TO BUILD A
THE
DECISION TO
A MEDIUM-MARKET
MEDIUM-MARKET TELEPORT
Medium-market teleports
Medium-market
teleports are oddities in the current teleport
teleport universe.
universe. This
This
problems and
and opportunities
and the necessary
chapter reviews
reviews the specific
specific problems
opportunities and
necessary
preexisting
medium-market teleport
teleport to
to survive
survive
preexisting conditions
conditions that
that will allow a medium-market
and prosper in
in its
its chosen marketplace.
marketplace. The
The word
wordisischosen,
chosen, for
for to
to be
be successful,
such teleports
teleports must choose
choose locations
locations with great
great care and caution.
developers of such
believe that
that a teleport
Many people
people believe
teleport in a medium-size
medium-size market
market is an unwise
investment because
because aa medium
market doesn't have
investment
medium market
have the
the preexisting
preexisting demand
demand
for large volumes of
of voice,
voice, data,
data, and
and video
video services
servicesfound
foundininaa major
major market.
for
However, Central Florida
Florida Teleport,
Teleport, one
one of
of the
the first
first medium-market
medium-market teleports,
teleports,
was built in 1984
was
1984 without the
the presence
presence of
of such
such preexisting
preexisting demands.
demands.
Results of a market study performed
performed in 1983
1983 indicated
indicated that aa video
video uplink
could be constructed and operated
operated successfully
successfully under the following conditions:
(1) An initial client could be obtained for a minimum
minimum of 200 hours of annual
debt could
could be kept
kept at a minimum; (3) a two-year operating
uplink service;
service; (2) debt
operating
budget could
could be established,
and (4)
budget
established, and
(4) other
other less
less difficult
difficult criteria
criteria could
could be
be
met. After meeting
meeting these
these criteria,
criteria, the
the Central
Central Florida
Florida Teleport
Teleport could
could comcommence
operations and
and build
build up
up to a level
to suit
suit the
mence operations
level of
of capacity
capacity designed
designed to
future growth projected
future
projected in
in the
the marketing
marketing study.
study. When
When the
the initial
initial client
client teletelephoned
prior planning was complete.
phoned in July of 1984,
1984, the prior
complete. The initial service
service
for that client
on in just less
for
client was
was turned
turned on
less than 60
60 days
days from
from the
the date
date the
the
client signed
client
signed his contract.
contract.
The marketing
that the largest
The
marketing study
study showed
showed that
largest recurring
recurring costs
costs of operating
operating
and marketing.
marketing. Therefore,
Therefore, an
an additional
additional part
part of
of
a teleport
teleport were engineering
engineering and
the specific
plan for
for the teleport
specific plan
teleport was
was to
to offer
offer marketing,
marketing, management,
management, and
engineering services
services to
to other
other medium-market
teleports. The
The complexities
of
engineering
medium-market teleports.
complexities of
construction
construction and daily
daily operation
operation make
make shared
shared management
management aacost-effective
cost-effective
trend. Also,
Also, the high
high cost
cost of
of equipment
equipment maintenance,
maintenance, marketing,
marketing, and
and general
general
engineering
services can
can create
create a built-in failure
failure for medium-market teleports
engineering services
that operate
operate alone,
alone, since
since these
these teleports
teleports have
have limited
limited revenue
revenue bases.
bases. Shared
Shared
management
the potential to increase
management recognizes
recognizes the
increase profit
profit by cutting
cutting overhead.
overhead.
Top-quality
marketing, and
and office
support staff
Top-quality engineering,
engineering, marketing,
office support
staff can easily
easily cost
$200,000 per
per year.
year. This
This places
places aa substantial
substantial premium
premium on
on results in a situation
$200,000
in which revenue
revenue is limited
limited by market size.
size. However,
However, by sharing personnel,
personnel,
office, accounting,
accounting, and
and general administrative
office,
administrative expenses,
expenses, several teleports can
can
reduce overhead expense
reduce
expense by 75 percent.

PREREQUISITES FOR
FOR AA WORKABLE
WORKABLE
PREREQUISITES
TELEPORT LOCATION
LOCATION
of Central
Central Florida
Florida Teleport's position
position in the teleport
universe
The specifics
specifics of
teleport universe
make
teleport. ItIt had its share
make it a potential
potential model
model for any medium-market teleport.
share
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of problems
ranged from
from cost
cost overruns
overruns of
of
problems during
during early
early development.
development. These
These ranged
9-meter antenna
antenna installation to
a 9-meter
to high
highstaff
staff costs
costs due to higher-than-projected
higher-than-projected
hours of
ofusage.
usage.

Below is a list
Below
list of
ofrequirements
requirements for
forensuring
ensuring success
success of a medium-market
medium-market
teleport.

Site
The site
The
site should be central to the
the region
region served
served and
and able
able to
to be
be frequency
frequency
cleared for
for the
cleared
the entire
entire orbital
orbital arch
arch without
withoutexpensive
expensive shielding.
shielding. The
The terms
terms
are covered
greater detail
frequency
frequency clearance
clearance and frequency
frequency coordination
coordination are
covered in greater
in the
the chapter
chapter on
onteleport
teleportengineering.
engineering.Briefly
Briefly stated,
stated, frequency
frequencyclearance
clearance
is a check
is
check of
of the
the area
area surrounding
surrounding the
the proposed
proposed teleport
teleport site in search
search of
other
other users
users of
of the
the same
same microwave
microwave frequencies
frequencies the teleport
teleport will
will use.
use. The
The
site must not interfere
site
interfere with
with any
any existing
existing microwave
microwave transmissions.
transmissions. In many
areas
areas of the United
United States,
States, itit isis not
not easy
easy totofind
findaasite
sitewhere
wheremicrowave
microwave is
is
not already
not
already present
present to
to some
some degree.
degree. Erection
Erection of
of artificial
artificial barriers
barriers to both
both
existing
microwaveingress
ingressand
andegress
egresscan
canbe
beaa major
major cost
cost factor.
factor. In the
existing microwave
the
New York
New
York Teleport,
Teleport, creating
creating a barrier
barrier involved
involved erection
erection of a 60-foot
60-foot wall
and was reported to
and
to have
have cost
cost $4
$4 million.
million.

Land Availability
Availability
Land
Central Florida
Florida Teleport
on 300 acres
that was
Central
Teleport is located
located on
acres that
was already
already slated
slated
important to have
land to
to be an office
office and industrial park. It is important
have enough
enough land
expand
to at least
expand to
least 10
10 times
times the startup
startup size
size as
as raw
raw land
land isis the
the least
least costly
costly
item in teleport
of this
this asset,
the venture fails,
item
teleport development.
development. Sale
Sale of
asset, if the
fails, can help
to soften
soften the
the blow
blow of
of failure
failure for
for investors.
investors.

Growth
The Central
in one
The
Central Florida
Florida Teleport
Teleport is located
located in
one of the top
top 10
10 population
population
growth areas in
in the
the United
United States
States and
and isisthe
thesecond
second fastest
fastest growing
growing market
market
in Florida.
Florida. Growth
Growth of
of this
thismagnitude
magnitude can
can create
create many
manyopportunities
opportunities for
for
and data services
are needed
the teleport operator. Telephone,
Telephone, voice,
voice, and
services are
needed by the
new businesses
locating in
in the market.
businesses locating

Development
Development of Market
Market
TV production companies,
companies, TV stations,
stations, universities,
universities, other schools,
schools, equipment
companies, direct marketing
marketing companies,
companies, and hospitals
hospitals all
all
ment distribution companies,
represent
important contacts
represent important
contacts to make and keep
keep in order
order to
to be
be successful
successful in
developing
developing the teleport.
teleport.
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Transportation: Air,
Air, Rail,
Rail, Road,
Road, and
and Telephone
Telephone Systems
Systems
Air, rail,
rail,and
androad
roadtransportation
transportation combine
combine totodetermine
determine the
the acceptability
acceptability
in aa market
marketfor
fornew
newbusinesses.
businesses. AAgood
good set
set ofofservices
services greatly
greatly increase
increase the
the
chances
of attracting
attracting a new company
company to any given
given area.
area. The
The Central
Central Florida
chances of
Teleport market
market was
was served
served by each
each of
of these
these transportation
transportation methods.
methods.
Telephone service
depends more
more on
on who
who provides
provides the
the service
service than
than availabilavailabilservice depends
of aa non-Bell
company in
in the market
ity. The
The presence
presence of
non-Bell operating
operating company
market can
can be a
key success
factor. Deregulation of
success factor.
ofthe
thetelcos
telcoshas
has caused
caused non-Bell
non-Bell companies
companies
many problems
problems in
in providing
providingadvanced
advanced communications
communications services
services to their
their cuscustomers. A good
tomers.
good relationship
relationship with
withthe
thenon-Bell
non-Bellcompany
companycan
canbe
beaasubstantial
substantial
benefit
benefit to the
the medium-market
medium-market teleport.
teleport. The
The teleport
teleport can
can provide
provide the
the nonnonBell company
company many
manyservices.
services.

Knowledge
Ten
years in
communications industry
of acting
acting as
as aa
Ten years
in the communications
industry and
and a history of
promoter for
the author
author
promoter
for many
many other
other satellite
satellite communications
communications projects
projects gave
gave the
a unique
unique window on
on the
the developing
developing teleport industry.
industry. This
This knowledge
knowledge proprovided many industry
industry contacts
contacts that
that other
otherteleport
teleportdevelopers
developers may
may not
not have.
have.

Planning
The
and the
the staying
power to
The teleport required
required two years
years of preplanning
preplanning and
staying power
wait two
two years
years for profitability.
profitability. ItItisisnecessary
necessary to
to have
have a plan
plan for
for survival
survival
and
way to
to grow.
and have
have aa way
grow. How will
will you
you stay
stay alive
alive ininthe
thefirst
firsttwo
twoyears?
years?
What expansion
moves will
will you make, and
and when
when will
will you
expansion moves
you make
make them?
them? Write
out your plan
plan and
and follow
follow it.it.This
Thisadvice
adviceisisfrom
from the
the most
most basic
basic of
of textbooks
textbooks
in starting
starting aa new
newbusiness
business but isis so
so vital
vitaltotosuccess.
success.

Money
A medium-market
dependupon
uponaatermination
terminationliability
liability in
in
medium-market teleport
teleport should
should depend
its new contracts to
to ensure
ensure that
that aa new
new capacity
capacity isis profitable.
profitable.The
Thebasic
basicsystem
system
installed must be nearly devoid
installed
devoid of
of debt.
debt. This
This helps
helps to
tokeep
keep operating
operating costs
costs
in line
line with
withworst-case
worst-case revenue
revenue projections.
projections.

Flexibility
Flexibility
The
The concept
concept of flexibility isis extremely
extremely important
important for
forthe
themedium-market
medium-market
teleport.
teleport. Implementing
Implementing this
this concept
concept requires
requires plans,
plans, budgets,
budgets, and
and delivery
times
times for each
each type
type of
of service.
service. However,
However, one
one should
should only
only implement
implement the
the
parts
willmake
makeaaprofit.
profit.For
Forexample,
example,suppose
suppose you
you operate
operate aa video
video
parts that will
You must
must know
facility and
and have
have aa request
request for data
data service.
service. You
know where
where to get
get
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information on
the information
on hardware
hardwarecost,
cost, technical
technical standards,
standards, and hardware configurations. To find
rations.
find this
this information,
information,attend
attend multi-tenant
multi-tenantreal
realestate
estate and
and satellite
satellite
industry trade
trade shows.
shows.

Response Time
Keeping up
up with the
parts is
is aa job
Keeping
the delivery
delivery times
times of
of various
various component
component parts
that takes
hours per
per month.
month. Details
Details of the
the delivery time and pricing
takes several
several hours
pricing
of all
kept up to date
all major
major components
components must
must be kept
date and readily
readily at hand.
hand. This
This
information
inquiries quickly and with
information allows
allowsthe
the manager
manager to answer
answer inquiries
with accurate
accurate
and
and detailed
detailed information.
information.

Life Quality
When a potential owner begins
as to
to whether
whether or not aa specific
When
begins deliberations as
specific

medium
market will
will support
medium market
support aa teleport,
teleport, ititisiswise
wisetotoconsider
consider carefully
carefully the
the
existing
life quality
existing life
quality of
ofthe
the market.
market.The
Theexistence
existence of
of teleport
teleport services
services in aa
location with
withhigh
highquality
qualityofoflife
lifecan
candodomuch
muchtotoensure
ensurethe
theteleport
teleportsuccess.
success.
Companies
seekinglife
life quality
quality for their
will look
Companies seeking
their employees
employees will
looktotosuch
suchaa location.
location.

Local
officials will
will support
Local chamber
chamber of commerce
commerce officials
support the
the venture
venture when
when they
they
understand
that it will
understand that
willtend
tendtotobring
bringtechnology-oriented
technology-oriented companies
companies to the
the
region.

Additional
Management Techniques
Additional Management
In addition
addition totothe
theitems
itemslisted
listedabove,
above, Central
Central Florida
FloridaTeleport
Teleport has
hasused
used
techniques and
and ideas,
ideas,which
which are
are shown
shown below.
below. Although
Although
other management
management techniques
none is
is new,
new, when
when combined
combined with
with good
location, they
they go the
none
good location,
the extra mile to
to
ensure success.
success.
Use "carrots"
"carrots" in
Use
in manager
manager compensation.
compensation. IfIf the teleport wins
wins big,
big, the
the
manager
manager wins
wins big. This
This is also
also called
called incentive
incentive compensation
compensation or
or knowing
knowing
"what makes
Johnny or
or Sally
Sally run."
makes Johnny
Each additional teleport
data, and
and video) can
canonly
only
Each
teleport capacity
capacity (i.e.,
(i.e., voice, data,
be added
addedafter
after receipt
receiptof
of aa contract
contract containing
containingaa termination
termination liability
liability
be
payment. The
The payment
payment covers
coversthe
the cost
costof
of this
this new
to the
payment.
new capacity
capacity to
the
owner ifif the
the contract
contract isisterminated
terminated before
before ititexpires.
expires.
The initial
initial teleport
miniThe
teleport staff
staff should
should be
be added
added at minimum levels
levels and
and minithat can
can be
be supported
supported by
by the
the sales
saleslevel
levelof
ofthat
that staff.
staff. Add
Add
mum wages
wages that
only enough
enough staff
staff to do
do the
the jobs
jobs at
at hand.
hand.
A key
key management
management principle
should be
be to survive
survive and
and prosper
prosper over
principle should
somelonger
longertime
timeand
andnot
notto
to get
get rich
rich on
on the
the first client. ItIt should
some
should be
be
understoodthat
that each
each client
client must
must be
be aa separate
profit center
center ifif the
understood
separate profit
the
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teleport
teleport is to
to be
be successful.
successful. This concept
concept of "phased
"phased profits"
profits" means
means
that each
must support
each service
service level
level must
support its proportion
proportion of capacity
capacity and
expenditure.

Summary
The
teleport isis aa different
breed of
of cat
cat than
than the majorThe medium-market
medium-market teleport
different breed
majormarket teleport.
teleport. Medium-market
Medium-market teleports are
are clearly
clearly desired
desired and
and necessary
necessary
to complete the 1990s
include digital
1990s communication system. This system will include
microwave,
vast amounts of fiber,
microwave, vast
fiber, and teleports.
teleports.
The key to success is a highly flexible
flexibleplanning
planningand
and management
management philosophy
philosophy
when implementing
implementing voice, data,
data, video,
video, and
and interconnect
interconnect services. This
This philosophilosowhen
phy must be coupled
coupled with an acute awareness
of both
both the
the local
local and
and national
national
phy
awareness of
markets.
markets. The
The one constraint
constraint is that the
the customer
customer must
must be
be willing
willing to sign
sign a
contract
contract for
for the
the services
services desired
desired that
that will
will ensure
ensure the
thenecessary
necessary equipment
equipment
can be paid for
can
for over
over its
its expected
expected useful
useful life.
life.

KEYS TO PROJECT
PROJECT PLANNING
PLANNING

Aggressive,
Aggressive, Educational
Educational Marketing
Marketing
All potential
users in
in the market
All
potential users
market area
area must
must be
be educated
educated regarding
regarding the
the
costs and
and benefits
of using
using the
the teleport.
teleport. They
They must
must be
be able
able to
to compare
compare costs
costs
benefits of
costs
of using
telcos and
and teleports.
of
using telcos
teleports. ItIt is likely
likely that the
the cost
cost of
of satellite
satellite use
use will
will
telco circuits
circuits continues
continues to increase.
increase.Maintain
Maintain
continue to decrease as the cost of telco
contact with
with the
the prospect
so that when
contact
prospect so
when the
the two
two costs
costs cross,
cross, the
the potential
potential
user will
to be a client
user
will decide
decide to
client of
of your
your teleport.
teleport.

The Role
Role of Flexibility
Flexibility
The
Flexibility
in its
its broadest
sense ensures
ensures that
that the
the teleport can respond
Flexibility in
broadest sense
respond as
the market
market grows.
grows. Keeping
Keeping up with
with changes
changes in
in technology
technology is a big
big job
job and
and
requires lots
lots of
of reading
and aa constant
requires
reading and
constant updating
updating of
of equipment
equipment files.
files. Not
enough
enough can be said for the
the medium-market
medium-market teleport manager
manager who can delete
or add
add aaservice
service quickly.
quickly.

Minimizing Short-Term Debt
Debt
Carrying
debt will
pressure. A
A ratio
Carrying minimum
minimum debt
will reduce
reduce short-term money pressure.
of 80 percent equity to 20 percent debt is
is a good
good target.
target. A
A cash
cash flow
flow analysis
of
of a potential
potential teleport
teleport market
market will
will indicate
indicate more
more accurately
accurately what
what amount
of debt is
is affordable.
affordable.
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Phased
Profitability
Phased Profitability
Phasedprofitability
profitability is
Phased
is aa method
method of
of operation
operation that
that assumes
assumes that each
each layer
addedto
to the
the teleport
teleport will
will be aa profit center
of service
service added
center unto itself. This
This takes
takes
very careful attention when preparing
preparing the
the pricing for aa new
very
new client. ConsiderConsideration must be
be paid
paid to
to equipment
equipmentusage,
usage, staffing,
staffing, and
and overall costs.
costs.

Interconnects within the Local
Local Region
Region
One
must plan
plan for future
as aa CATV
One must
future fiber
fiber and
and microwave
microwave routes
routes as
as well as
interconnect and
and know
know about
about the
the availability
availability of all
interconnect
all existing
existing communications
communications
towers in the area.
towers
area. After ascertaining
ascertaining the
the options,
options, determine
determine what
what the
the costs
costs
are for using any of these
interconnects. With
With these
prices, aa marketing
marketing staff
staff
are
these interconnects.
these prices,
can contact
contact potential users
and discuss
discussthe
the application
application of
of these
these "planned"
"planned"
can
users and
interconnects.

Planned Office Space
Planned
Space
building to
Central Florida Teleport initially
initiallyconstructed
constructed aa telecenter
telecenter building
to house
house
the uplink
was rented
rented for
for
the
uplinkcontrol
controlelectronics
electronics(500
(500 square
square feet).
feet). Office
Office space
space was
are located
marketing and
and operations
operations (900
(900 square
square feet).
feet). These
These offices
offices are
located in an
an
industrial park
industrial
park about
about 300
300 yards
yards from
from the
thetelecenter.
telecenter. Two
Two buildings
buildings were
were
planned, an
an expansion
planned,
expansion of the telecenter
telecenter to 2,500
2,500 square
square feet
feet and
and an
an office
office
The office
to be
be conconbuilding of
of 25,000
25,000 square
square feet.
feet. The
office building was
was designed
designed to
structed in
in four stages-the
and the
structed
stages—the first
firsttotaling
totaling10,000
10,000 square
square feet
feet and
the next
next
adding 5,000
5,000 square
squarefeet
feeteach.
each.AA preconstruction
preconstruction leasing package
three stages
stages adding
package
was prepared
preparedand
andmarketing
marketing will
will begin
was
begin in the fall of
of1986.
1986.

OTHER ISSUES
OTHER
The
The viability
viability ofofteleports
teleportsand
andespecially
especially ofofmedium-market
medium-market teleports
teleports has
has
already been
beencovered
coveredinin detail,
detail, but
but the
the question
question of fiber optics and
already
and its impact
impact
on the
the teleport
teleport industry
industryremains
remains totobe
beconsidered.
considered. There
There isis no
no agreement
agreement
about what
what impact
impact fiber
fiber will have
about
have on the
the teleport
teleport industry,
industry, but
but IIbelieve
believe
that
will be
be felt
felt most
that fiber's
fiber's impact
impact on
on teleport,development
teleport. development will
most strongly
strongly in
medium-size
cities.The
Thetop
top 50
50markets
marketswill
will all
all have
medium-size cities.
have "teleports," as
as in New
fiber
York City.
City. The
The next
next50
50cities
cities will
willbebeserved
served by
byfiber.
fiber.The
Thenecessary
necessary fiber
construction
to make
this theory
construction to
make this
theory a reality is
is already
already well under
under way.
way. The
The
Southern New
New England
England Telco
Telco fiber
fiber network
network in Florida
Southern
Florida isisaagood
good example.
example.
It stretches
stretches from Miami
MiamitotoJacksonville
Jacksonvilledown
downthe
theeastern
eastern seaboard
seaboard of Florida.
Florida.
Any voice
voice or
or data
data user
user on
onthat
thateastern
eastern seaboard
seaboard path can
can potentially
potentially access
access
the system.
believe that
that the
the volume
volume of
of voice
voice and
and data
data remaining
remaining will
will not
the
system. II believe
support aa teleport
teleport in any
servedby
bythe
thefiber.
fiber.Further,
Further,ifif
support
any of those
those markets
markets served
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the
not exist
exist in
in 1987-88,
the Teleport
Teleport does
does not
1987-88, it will
willnot
nothave
havemuch
much chance
chance of
surviving due to the
the continued
continued growth of
of fiber
fiber around
around the
the country.
country.
The
of two
two factors
The top 50
50 markets
markets will
will get
get aa teleport
teleport because
because of
factors still viable
viable
even
of land and
even in the
the presence
presence of fiber: the
the presence
presence of
and zoning
zoning restrictions
restrictions
on dish locations
locations in the
the major
major markets
markets and
and the
the large
large volume
volume of
of corporate
corporate
communications
communications already
already existing in major
major markets.
markets.
Nevertheless,
the medium-market
medium-marketteleport
teleporthas
hasaabright
bright future.
future. As stated
Nevertheless, the
stated
earlier, to be
the medium-market
medium-market teleport must be part of
be successful,
successful, the
of aa group
of shared
Teleports. This
This means
means that
that the teleport
shared management
management Teleports.
teleport can
can have
have aa
basic
overhead low
low enough
enough to
to ensure
ensure that
that it can
basic overhead
can survive
survive and
and prosper
prosper with
with
aa much lower
lower requirement
requirement for
forbusiness
business usage.
usage. In addition,
addition, these
these teleports
teleports
method of
of delivery
delivery than
than fiber
fiber for
for a market
will be
be aa more
more cost
cost effective
eifective method
market
traffic. However,
However, this
this is
is only aa
with limited
limited amounts
amounts of
of communications
communications traffic.
theory to
to be
be proved
proved or
or disproved
disproved by
by time.
time.

MARKETING TIPS
financial success,
success,the
themedium-market
medium-market teleport
teleport must
must do three
three things:
things:
To be aa financial
is how
how to
to market.
market. In
In chapter
(1) Market; (2)
(2) market;
market; (3)
(3) market. The question
question is
chapter
10, "Planning the
10,
the Teleport,"
Teleport,"John
JohnPaul
PaulRossie
Rossiediscusses
discusses the
the purpose
purpose and
and
needsfor
for planning.
planning. II suggest
that you
you briefly
briefly review that chapter
needs
suggest that
chapter now. Let
us identify the
us
the problems
problems of
of marketing
marketing and
and some
some solutions
solutions that have
have worked
worked
for others.
others.

Problem
No one
one understands
understands what
what your
your teleport
teleport can
can do for
Problem 1: No
for
their communications
communications needs.
needs.
Problem 2:
2: No
No one
one thinks
thinks the area
area needs
needs aa teleport.
teleport.
Problem
With those two realities
With
realities in mind, what
what should
should you
you do?
do? Remember
Remember that
your teleport
your
teleport provides
provides aa "Star
"Star Wars"
Wars" type
type service.
service. Below
Below are some
some basic
suggestions with
with notes
notes as
as to how they apply to
suggestions
to your
your marketing.
marketing.
problems your
your
Do prepare a simple
simple brochure of what communications
communications problems
teleport can solve.
teleport
solve. The brochure could
could cater
cater to
to continuing
continuingeducation
education
of sales
located in
in other
of
sales staff
staff located
other cities.
cities. Keep
Keep the
the brochure
brochure simple
simple and
and
invite the
the prospect
invite
prospect to develop
develop questions
questions while
while reading
reading the brochure.
brochure.
The brochure should
should cause
cause the prospect
prospect to
to be
be more
more receptive
receptive when
when a
salesperson calls
calls for
for an appointment.
salesperson
Do speak
group in
in your market
Do
speak about
about your
your teleport
teleport to every
every civic
civic group
market
area. The people who make
make the
the decisions
decisions on
on communications
communications belong
belong
to the Rotary, Optimist,
Optimist, Lions,
Lions, and
and other
other clubs.
clubs. Speaking
Speaking before those
groups is
is more
more effective
than any
any ad
ad you
groups
effective than
you can buy.
buy. Prepare
Prepare aa simple
simple
10 minute
minute slide
slide show
show that explains how satellite communications work
10
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Teleports
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and
with the industry.
and how your teleport interfaces
interfaces with
industry. Be
Be sure
sure to include
a list
list of
ofcurrent
currentclients.
clients. They
Theyare
areaagreat
greatsource
source ofofinfluence.
influence.
Do join
join the
the local
local industrial
industrialdevelopment
development commission.
commission. This is normally
an arm
arm of
an
of the
the chamber
chamber of
of commerce.
commerce. First, volunteer
volunteer to
to serve
serve on the
the
communication committee.
committee. This
This committee
communication
committee contributes
contributes information
about available communication
communication services
services that become
become part
part of
ofaapackage
package
the industrial development
mails to
to all
new
the
development commission
commission mails
all prospective
prospective new

businesses.Without
Withoutyour
yourinput,
input,your
your teleport
teleport probably
probablywill
will not
businesses.
not be
be
mentioned
arebeing
beingapproached
approachedtoto relocate
relocate in
in the
mentioned when businesses
businesses are
area. Letting these
know about
area.
these potential
potential new
new businesses
businesses know
about the teleport
teleport
can benefit
benefit you
you and
and the
the community.
can
Do compile
compile aa list
list of
ofall
allcompanies
companies in
in the
the area
area that make
make and distribute
distribute
products. Prepare
Ask
products.
Prepare aa letter to the
the companies'
companies' marketing managers.
managers. Ask
for an
an appointment.
appointment. Go
Go and
and see
see them personally.
personally. Explain what
what you
you
are doing, and ask how each manager
manager introduces
introduces new products (videoare
(videotapes, brochures,
brochures,group
groupmeetings,
meetings,etc.).
etc.).Follow
Followup
up with
with a detailed
detailed protapes,
posal showing how
posal
how videoconferencing
videoconferencingcan
can save
save money.
money.
Do contact
contact each
each university or college
college in the
the market
market area.
area. Locate
Locate the
the
following individuals:
following
individuals: continuing
continuingeducation
education director,
director, media
media services
services
manager, audio-video manager, department chairpersons, and any other
person who
who may
may have
have information
information about which office
person
office might
might need
need wide
area distribution.
distribution. Set
area
Set up an
an appointment
appointment with
with each
each person.
person. Explore
Explore
ways that they
ways
they can
can use
use your
yourservices.
services.
Do contact
contact all
allthe
the media
media (radio,
(radio,TV,
TV,newspapers,
newspapers, and
and magazines)
magazines) availavailable in your area.
the "media
"media kits"
kits" of
able
area. Review the
ofeach,
each, and
and try
try to
topurchase
purchase
the media
Usemedia
mediabuys
buystotomaintain
maintain identity
identity in
the
media that makes
makes sense.
sense. Use
front of
front
of the
the prospective
prospective client. Don't try
trytotosell
sellservices.
services.
direct mail for marketing.
Do use
use direct
marketing. Target
Target your letter
letter to
to getting
getting aa facefaceto-face appointment
appointment with
with the
for buying
buying
to-face
the person
person or persons
persons responsible
responsible for
the communications services
of the
the prospect.
Nothing can
the
services of
prospect. Nothing
can replace
replace an
on-target proposal
on-target
proposal made
made as a result of
of aa face-to-face
face-to-face meeting.
meeting.

CHOOSING TELEPORT SERVICES
SERVICES SALESPEOPLE
SALESPEOPLE
What skills
Where do you
you find
findteleport
teleport services
servicessalespeople?
salespeople? What
skills do
do they
they need?
need?
The following
followinganswers
answers are
are based
based on a particular management
management style
style and
and may
may
not be
usable in
in every
every medium-market
medium-market teleport. First, whom
be usable
whom should
should be
be hired?
The salesperson
neednot
not be
be an
an expert
expert in the satellite
salesperson need
satellite communications
communications field.
field.

Initially, the
Initially,
the biggest
biggest problem
problem will
will be
be education.
education. A
A good
good questioner
questioner who is
self-starter and very motivated can
a self-starter
can be
be more effective
effective than a technical person.
Such people
peopleare
areoften
oftenininthe
theinsurance
insuranceororsecurities
securitiesindustry.
industry.AAcareful
carefultraining
training
Such
process will
will teach
teach the
the salesperson
salesperson what questions to
to ask
ask so that a solid proposal
proposal
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can
be constructed
constructed for aa second
can be
second appointment.
appointment. At
At that
thatsecond
second appointment,
appointment,
the salesperson
can take
take aa technical
technical person
person along
along if itit isisnecessary.
salesperson can
necessary.
Compensation of
of these
salespeopleisisaamatter
matter of
of personal
personal choice,
choice, but
but I
Compensation
these salespeople
suggest aa commission-based
commission-based method.
suggest
What
other skills
skills does
does the
the salesperson
salesperson need?
believer in aa
What other
need?I Iam
am aa firm
firm believer
counselor roll,
roll, wherein
whereinthe
thesalesperson
salesperson determines
determines the
the needs
needs of
of the
the prospect
prospect
and
and then determines
determines how and ififthe
the teleport
teleport can
canfill
fillthose
thoseneeds.
needs. Encourage
Encourage
salespeople
tell the prospect
prospect when the teleport can
salespeople toto tell
can not offer
offer aa viable
viable service.
service.

•

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

•

The teleport, with
fiber and
and microwave interconwithits
itsenhanced
enhanced office
office space,
space, fiber

nects
nects to the
the region,
region, and
and access
access to all
allsatellites
satellites offers
offers valuable
valuable benefits
benefits to
to
the
in light
the medium market. Its physical
physical location
location must
must be
be carefully
carefully selected
selected in
of fiber
fiber construction.
construction. ItItrequires
requiresaalarge
largestaff,
staff, which
whichcould
couldbe
beshared
shared between
between
several
teleports. Marketing
Marketing will
several teleports.
willbe
be more
more aa process
process of education than selling.
selling.
For the
the real
real estate
estate developer,
developer, aa well-planned
well-planned teleport
teleport can
can greatly
greatlyenhance
enhance
an
an office
office park.
Requiring careful
careful planning,
planning,execution,
execution, and
and operation,
operation, the
the medium-market
medium-market
teleport represents
the one
one unique opportunity
opportunity for
represents the
forbusiness
business community
communityenenhancement
and profit
profit that is
hancement and
is available
available today.
today.
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END-USER CORPORATE
CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP AND
END-USER
CONTINUING ADAPTABILITY
CONTINUING
"Teleports: The
The Urban
"Teleports:
Urban Alternative"
Alternative" appeared
appeared in Computer Decisions
Decisions in
April 1984.
1984. "Too
"Too Late
Late for
for Teleports?"
Teleports?" appeared
appeared in
in Computer Decisions on
7 May
May 1985.
1985. In
In only
only 13
13months,
months, how
how did
did teleports
teleports go
gofrom
from the
thestate-ofstate-ofthe-art telecommunications
telecommunications service
service to aa has-been?
has-been?
Whether
are goats
goats or heroes
Whether teleport
teleport executives
executives are
heroes depends
depends entirely on the
the
concept
The definition
of aa teleport
teleport must constantly
concept of teleport they follow.
follow. The
definition of
constantly
evolve
evolve ifif itit is to remain profitable
profitable and beneficial
beneficial to users. Teleport executives
locked into has-been
definitions of
of their
their project
project need
need to update their resumes.
has-been definitions
resumes.
The
(i.e., dinosaur)
dinosaur) definition
definitionofofaa teleport
teleport isis aa real estate
The conventional
conventional (i.e.,
estate
development with sophisticted telecommunications capabilities. However, the
real teleports of today and
and tomorrow
tomorrow must
mustprimarily
primarilybe
beaaset
setof
ofever-changing
ever-changing
telecommunications services.
These services
services cannot
cannot be limited by real estate
services. These
estate
property lines
lines or
or by
by today's
today's telecommunications
telecommunications technology.
technology.
Describing telecommunications
telecommunications technology
technologyisis like
like trying
trying to
to paint aa wave:
Describing
wave:
It doesn't
doesn't hold
hold still
stilllong
longenough.
enough.Those
Those teleport
teleport projects
projects with
withhuge
hugefixed
fixed
assets
operational, but
but in the end
assets may
may become
become operational,
end analysis
analysis these
these have
have already
already
eclipsed by advancing
advancing technology.
technology.
been eclipsed
This tragically
applies to the major telecommunicatragicallyexpensive
expensive obsolescence
obsolescence applies
telecommunications real estate projects
optics projects
projects as
as well
well as to the capital
capital intensive
intensive fiber optics
projects
around the country.
The Ohio Teleport Corporation
Corporation (OTC)
(OTC) is based
based on the
the principles
principles of
of end
end
user corporate
corporate partnership
partnershipand
andcontinuing
continuingadaptability
adaptabilitytotoevolving
evolvingtechnology.
technology.
What
in its
What makes
makes this concept
concept so
so radically
radically different
different and
and our
our confidence
confidence in
survivability so high?

A RATIONAL
RATIONAL APPROACH
APPROACH
OTC is a custom
is simcustom service
service telecommunications company. Its purpose
purposed
simple:
data, audio,
ple: to facilitate
facilitate the transmission
transmission of two-way
two-way data,
audio, and video
video signals
between businesses
businessesthroughout
throughoutOhio,
Ohio,the
the United
United States,
States, and
and the
the world.
world. To
To
between
accomplish this, OTC has designed
system that can appropriately
accomplish
designed a system
appropriately integrate
technologies-satellite links,
many different
different technologies—satellite
links,microwave
microwave radio
radio (digital
(digital as
as well
well
as analog), coaxial cable,
cable, fiber optics, and
and terrestrial support systems.
systems.
OTC believes
that itit must
must plan
plan to
to be
be able
able to
to respond
to a wide range
range of
of
OTC
believes that
respond to
ever-changing customer
customer requirements—points
requirements-points served,
ever-changing
served, equipment configurations, transmission
transmission speeds,
speeds, and so on.
on.
Company strategy
by five
five major
major factors
factors that
that any sucstrategy has been influenced
influenced by
cessful teleport will
cessful
will have
have considered.
considered.
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Deregulation
Deregulation
The deregulation
the precondition
precondition for the exisThe
deregulation of telecommunications
telecommunications isis the
existence
and (not
(not inconsequentially)
inconsequentially)the
the potential
potential profitability
profitability of
tence and
of teleports.
teleports. The
monopoly conditions
conditions AT&T
AT&Tenjoyed
enjoyedfor
forsosomany
manydecades
decades are
are gone
gone forever.
forever.
that has
been closed
closedfor
for most
most of
of this
An arena
arena of
of entrepreneurial
entrepreneurial endeavor
endeavor that
has been
century is now
now open.
open.
Opportunities are
are legion, although the
the environment in
in which
whichteleports
teleports operoperate
There are
are still legal
ate is very unstable.
unstable. There
legal questions
questions for which
which there
there are
are no
no

answers,
guesses. That
can be
be deregulated can
can also
also be reregulated.
reregulated.
answers, only guesses.
That which
which can
Following the
the legal
legal climate
climate is
is critical,
critical, but
but ititisisoften
oftenimpossible
impossible to
to understand
understand
the legal
legal situation.
A lot
lot ofofpeople
people are
are making
making aa lot
lot ofofpromises.
promises. The
The impact
impact of
of deregulation
deregulation
proliferation of
is aa proliferation
of options,
options, but
but unfortunately
unfortunatelynot
notan
anoverabundance
overabundance of
of qualquality. As
As more
moreand
andmore
moreoptions
optionsopen
opentotobusiness,
business, the
theconfusion
confusionincreases.
increases.
Few people
people know what to
to do,
do, how
howtotoevaluate
evaluate competitors,
competitors, how
howtotochoose
choose
between all
all the
the services
servicesthat
that scream
scream"I"I can
between
can do it cheaper."
cheaper." Even
Even fewer
fewer have
have
the knowledge
to look
look beyond
the "cheaper"
"cheaper" to
to find the
the
knowledge to
beyond the
the ones
ones who could
could
really do itit better.
better.
For the
the first
firsttime,
time,because
because of
of deregulation,
deregulation, people
people have
have to think
think about
about
their telecommunications.
usedtoto be
be easy
easytotorock
rock in
in the
the cradle
cradle of Ma
their
telecommunications. ItIt used
Bell and
and AT&T
AT&Tbecause
because it was
was the
the only
only nursery
nursery in
in town.
town.

Computerization
Teleport is focusing initially
Ohio Teleport
initiallyon
ondata
datacommunications.
communications. The
The scramble
scramble
for voice
voice traffic
traffic is both enormous
enormous and
and enormously
enormouslyconfused.
confused.Video
Videobusiness
business

requires a completely
separate approach.
approach. Data communication,
on the
the other
completely separate
communication, on
hand, is
is an
an immediate
immediate specialized
specialized market which
which today
today has
has no
no substantive
substantive
competition.
The demand for
for data
data services
services escalates
escalates daily.
daily. A study
study by
by Business
Business Communications Company published
published in
in 1985
1985 ("The
("TheData
DataTransmission
Transmission Services
Services InIndustry")
dustry") pegs
pegs the 1983
1983revenue
revenuefigure
figurefor
fordata
dataalone
aloneatat$3.8
$3.8billion,
billion,with
withaa
forecasted
forecasted rise
rise to $11
$11 billion
billion by
by 1993.
1993.We
We believe
believe the
the actual
actual figure
figure will
will be
be
much higher.
higher.
Who is responsible
responsible for
for the
the surge
surge in
in information
information transfer,
transfer, and
and where should
should
Who
we target our
our efforts?
efforts? The
The market
market for
for data
data communications
communications is not
not merely
merely
the Fortune
Fortune 500
500companies
companies with
with branches
branches dotting
dottingthe
the landscape.
landscape. These
These comcompanies clearly compose
compose today's market, but tomorrow's market is the smaller
the exponential
exponential growth will
will occur.
occur. It is within the financial
user. This is where the
financial
ability
in the United
ability for
for virtually
virtually every
every corporation
corporation in
United States
States today
today to
to have
have
communicating computer
computer capability.
capability.
Every six
six months a new level in computerization is achieved.
The future
Every
achieved. The
future
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of the
in our
our lives
only by imagination.
the microprocessor
microprocessor in
lives is
is bounded
bounded only
imagination. This
technology
new vistas
vistas for
for small companies
and completely
completely new
technology opens
opens new
companies and
new and
and
lucrative businesses
for those
those with
with imaginative
businesses for
imaginative and
and practical
practical approaches
approaches to
to
applications.
In Ohio
Ohio98
98percent
percentofofallallbusinesses
businesses have
have fewer
fewer than
than 100
100employees.
employees. These
companies
cannotjustify
justify the
the high cost
companies cannot
cost of
of 24-hour
24-hour dedicated
dedicated data
data circuits
and
and may
may in fact
fact have
have little
little need
need for
for ititnow.
now.These
These companies
companies will grow
grow
into
customers. This
This is the
the future market for
into steady
steady customers.
for commercial
commercial data
data telecomtelecommunications.

Appropriate Technology
Service isisat
at the
the center
center in
in the
the design
designof
of Ohio
Ohio Teleport.
Teleport. Although
Although teleports
Service
teleports
are commonly
commonly associated
associatedwith
with satellite
satellite communications,
communications, there are
are many
many differare
ent ways
ways to
to transfer
transfer signals
signalsfrom
from point
point A
A to points B, C, and
ent
and D.
D. To
To survive,
survive,
teleports cannot
cannot afford
afford to focus
for transmission
of
teleports
focus on
on single
single technologies
technologies for
transmission of
signals.
signals. To
To become
become capital
capital intensive
intensiveand
and focus
focus on
on aa single
single technology
technology isis to
to
guarantee not only
guarantee
only technological
technological obsolescence
obsolescence but fiscal
fiscal demise
demise as
as well.
well.
Sound concepts
conceptsfor
for teleports
teleports must
must incorporate
incorporate aa problem-solving
problem-solving orientaSound
orientation. Each
Each customer
customer will
will have
have unique
unique conditions
conditions to
to meet.
meet. That
That isisthe
thesame
same
reason Cadillac
Cadillac dealers
exist next door to
reason
dealers exist
to Chevrolet
Chevrolet dealers.
dealers.
Much has
has been
been made
made of fiber optic
optic technology
technology and
and its
its great
great degree
degree of
error-free transmission.
transmission. Microwave
Microwaveisisdoomed,
doomed,say
saysome,
some, because
because of the huge
capital-intensive
fiber optic
optic projects
capital-intensive fiber
projects in the
the country.
country.
would
If air
air transportation
transportation was
was all
allthe
the country
countryneeded,
needed, interstate
interstate highways would
be obsolete.
obsolete. Successful
Successfulteleports
teleportswill
will offer
offer appropriate
appropriate channels
channels of
of transmission
transmission
oriented
oriented specifically
specifically to
to the
the needs,
needs, requirements,
requirements, and
and budgets
budgets of
of customers.
customers.
Single transmission mode communication
companies
are
candidates
communication companies are candidates for
for acquiacquisition, not
not investment
investment growth.

Customer Relations
has AT&T
AT&T failed?
answer: AT&T
AT&T
Where has
failed? Our
Our 1985
1985 market
market study
study gave
gave one
one answer:
has
has few loyal friends.
friends.

All the
the years
years of
of monopoly
monopoly lulled AT&T
AT&T into
intoan
anall-too-common
all-too-common public
public
All
utility
utilitymentality:
mentality:You
Youdon't
don'tneed
needtotobebenice
nicetotoyour
yourcustomers
customersbecause
because they
have
have no place
place else
else to go.
go.
Within
Within the
the "I"Ican
cando
doititcheaper"
cheaper"scramble
scramblefor
foraudio
audiocommunications
communicationscuscustomers,
absolutely no
no climate of brand loyalty
tomers, absolutely
loyaltytotothese
these new
new telecommunications providers
providersisisbeing
beingdeveloped.
developed.
Look at
at the
the parallel
parallel situation
situationin
inconsumer
consumer banking.
banking. An
An increasing
increasing number
of state
and local
local financial institutions
the country are
are failing. Is this
state and
institutions across
across the
this
financial malfeasance?
In some
malfeasance? In
some cases
cases it is, but
but ininmany
manyother
othercases,
cases, and
and
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providing
providing aa root
root condition
condition for
forfailure,
failure,these
these financial
financial institutions
institutions have
have reresponded
merely to
to a clamor for
sponded merely
for higher
higher interest
interest rates
rates on
on savings.
savings.
The main
by offering
offering a slightly
slightly
main way
waybanks
banks have
have been
been getting new business
business isis by
higher interest rate. The
The customers,
customers, perceiving no real competitive
competitive advantage
advantage
in staying
staying with
withone
onebanking
bankingsupplier,
supplier,have
haveresponded
responded by
by bouncing
bouncing their
their acaccounts around,
around, or have
stayedwith
with their institution
simple inertia
counts
have stayed
institution because
because of simple
rather than
than conscious
conscious choice.
choice.
People
will accept
higher prices
pricesifif the
the value
worth the
People will
accept higher
value of the
the service
service isis worth
price
promise lower
lower rates
ratesand
andcan
candeliver
deliverthis;
this;but
butifif
price paid.
paid. Most teleports
teleports promise
price is the
will be
the only
onlyadvantage,
advantage, one
one telecommunication
telecommunication service
service will
be replaced
replaced
very quickly by the
very
the next
next offering
offering aa lower
lower price.
price.
A
A lower
lower price
priceisisessential,
essential, but
but equally
equally important
important isisan
anexcellent
excellent customer
customer
service program.
program. People
Peoplemay
may try
try the
becauseofofprice
pricebut
but will
will keep
service
the service
service because
keep
the service,
possible competition, because
of value.
the
service, despite
despite possible
because of
According to
to our
ourresearch,
research, the
the value
value that
thatOhio
Ohiocompanies
companiesseek
seek consists
consists
of:
of.
Service
Service reliability.
Transmission
Transmission quality.
Monthly cost.
cost.
Redundancy.
Cost stability.
Cost

Service
reliability was
rated higher
higher in importance
over monthly cost
Service reliability
was rated
importance over
cost by
34 percent
percent of the
surveyed. Critical
Critical to maintaining
34
the companies
companies surveyed.
maintaining this
this service
service
orientation isis heavy
heavy involvement
involvement ofofusers
users ininmanagement.
management.

Uncertain Futures
Uncertain
We know
know two
two things
things about
about technological
technological advancement:
advancement: (1) ItIt isisgeometric,
geometric,
and (2) itit isisunpredictable.
and
unpredictable.Both
Bothstatements
statements are
are conservative.
conservative.
Every teleport
the word
Every
teleport has
has its plan.
plan. Sometimes
Sometimes the
word plan is in
in all
all capital
capital
Conservative
accountants
letters and
and written in gilt
letters
gilt in
in Old
Old English
English script. Conservative accountants
and financial advisors as well
well as
as certain
certain investors
investors expect
expect aawell-documented
well-documented
five-year plan.
plan. These plans look
look great, but none of
of them will
will ever
ever be executed
executed
five-year
the
way it is written. In only
only two
two years
years the
the realities
realities on
on which
which those
those plans
plans
the way
were based will completely
completely change.
change.
It isis hard
hard enough
enough to
to look
look ahead
ahead six
six months
months with
with any
any confidence.
confidence. ItIt is
extremely difficult
difficulttoto justify
justify the
the time and expense
extremely
expense to
to prepare
prepare detailed
detailed fiveyear plans that don't
year
don't have
have aasnowball's
snowball's chance
chance of
of being
being accurate.
accurate.
That does not mean one should not plan. It is important to provide
provide appropriapproprito customers, since it benefits
ate state-of-the-art
state-of-the-art telecommunications
telecommunications service
service to
benefits
technological
the
do so.
so. However,
is a philosophical, not aatechnological
the customers to do
However, this is
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commitment. The
commitment.
The newest
newest and
and sexiest
sexiest technology isis not
not always
alwaysthe
the most
most effeceffective way
way to
to meet
meet the
thecustomer's
customer'sneeds.
needs.
technologymay
maybe
beaafiber
fiberoptic
opticlink
link or
or two
two cans
cans with
with aa
This appropriate
appropriate technology
string. The
The only
only teleports
that will
will grow
in an
string.
teleports that
grow and
and survive
survive in
an era
era in which
which
the newest
technology breaks
breaksin
in the
the journals
the
newest technology
journals before
before the last
last technology
technology is
is
in production
production are
are those
those that consciously
consciously adopt
philosophy of appropriate
appropriate
adopt aa philosophy
service.
That translates
translates into flexibility.
flexibility.OTC
OTCrealizes
realizes that
thatsomething
something could
could happen
happen
provided. Teletomorrow that
thatmay
maynecessitate
necessitate making
making changes
changes in the service provided.
port managers
haveto
to realize
realize that
that they
port
managers have
they are
are not solely
solely in
in the
the business
business of
communications links but may
be involved
involved in other
providing passive
passive communications
may need
need to be
services as
as well.
services
These ancillary
ancillary services,
These
services, developed
developed in direct
direct response
response to
to customers'
customers' needs,
needs,
are necessary
necessaryadjuncts
adjuncts to
to any
any full-service
full-service teleport.
are

ANCILLARY SERVICES
Teleconferencing
Home
computersinin the
the early
were aa novelty,
novelty, and
and the
the purview
purview of
of
Home computers
early 70s
70s were
technologically oriented
oriented hobbyists.
hobbyists. Today
Today teleconferencing
teleconferencing is aa novelty.
novelty.
Teleports
Teleports can
can provide
provide the
the same
same service
service to
to teleconferencers
teleconferencers as
as they can
can to
to
data
data communicators-band
communicators—band width.
width.There
Thereisisaasignificant
significantdifference,
difference, though.
though.
Thousands of companies
want transmission
Thousands
companies want
transmission time for
for data
data communications,
communications,
and
companies have
have specialists
specialistsinside
inside who
who understand
understand computers
computers and
and these
these companies
and
data.
data. However, teleconferencing
teleconferencing is a new technology and has
has outpaced
outpaced the
human
factors; people
peoplesimply
simply don't
don't know
know how
how to use
human factors;
use it.
Television
with the
public for
Television has
has only
only been
been with
the mass
mass public
for slightly
slightlyover
overthree
threedecades.
decades.

Yet in
in this
thisbrief
brieftime,
time,people
peoplehave
havedeveloped
developed very
very definite
definite views
views about
about how
how
TV
the Academy
TV isis supposed
supposed to work.
work. AAteleconference
teleconference is
is not
not supposed
supposed to be
be the
Awards,
Awards, but that
that isisthe
theexpectation
expectation of
ofmany.
many. Full-motion
Full-motionteleconferencing
teleconferencing
is and
and will
will ininthe
theforeseeable
foreseeable future remain
remain aa fad-a
fad—aone-time
one-timeconference,
conference,
expensively staged
staged and
and rehearsed.
rehearsed.
For a teleport to
to receive
receive significant video
videorevenue,
revenue, itit has
has to
to become
become involved

in education-teaching
education—teachingpeople
peoplehow
howtotouse
usethis
thisdeveloping
developingtechnology.
technology.
Inexpensive video
video conferencing
conferencingfacilities
facilities will
will not
Inexpensive
not sell
sellvideo
videoconferencing
conferencing
communications. Remember
outcommunications.
Remember two-way cable?
cable? Technology
Technology completely outstripped
stripped practical application. The result was aa lot of
of broken
broken two-way
two-way cable
cable
promises,
situation that
that the
the cable
cableindustry
industry isis still
still reeling
reeling from
from today. VideoVideopromises, aasituation
conferencing is dangerously
conferencing
dangerously in
in the
the same
same league
league here.
here.
The
The future
future is
is not
not in
in full-motion
full-motionvideo
videoconferencing.
conferencing. The
The real
real future,
future, the
the
area
in which major
area in
major growth
growthwill
willoccur,
occur,isisaudiographic
audiographicand
and videographic
videographic
conferencing.

Except for the
corporationswill
will not use
Except
the occasional
occasional special
special cases,
cases, corporations
use fancy
fancy
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full-motion studios
full-motion
studios that
that they
theyhave
have to
tocross
cross town
town to
to use.
use. Videographic
Videographic conferencing should
should be
be in the
room, not across
town. This technique
encing
the conference
conference room,
across town.
technique
most closely
parallels how
how people
hold working meetings.
When this
this type
most
closely parallels
people hold
meetings. When
type
useddaily
dailyfor
forthe
thereal
realwork
work of
of aa company,
will
of teleconferencing
teleconferencing isisused
company, itit will
become aa meaningful
meaningful profit
profit center
become
center for any
any teleport.
teleport.

Other Services
Teleports will
will also
other services
servicesinin the
the future.
future. If the
Teleports
also need
need to address
address other
the
evolving design
market driven, then different
design of teleports
teleports is indeed
indeed market
different teleports
teleports
with different
different types
types of
of customers
customers will
will find
finddifferent
different needs.
needs.
Important to
will be
to note
note here
here is that the
the growth of
of communications
communications will
be with
smaller
A teleport
smaller users.
users. A
teleport dependably
dependably providing
providing aa wide
widerange
range of
of communicacommunications services
services will
willhave
havean
an enormous
enormousentree
entreetotothese
these companies
companies as
as they
they expand.
expand.
Teleports that
that act as
rather than
than telephone
poleswill
will find
find
Teleports
as problem
problem solvers
solvers rather
telephone poles
themselves
with a rather diverse
themselves with
diverse portfolio
portfolioofofservices.
services.
These
might include
consulting, planning
planning consulting,
These might
include data
data storage,
storage, research
research consulting,
consulting,
education
(seminars, workbooks,
workbooks, materials),
materials), video
videoconsulting
consulting (planning,
(planning,proproeducation (seminars,
gramming, implementation),
implementation),specialized
specialized equipment
equipment design
design and
and development,
various backup
backup services,
services, and so
so on.
on.
"But we've
we've always
always done
done itit this
this way!"
way!"isis aa one-way
one-way trip
trip totobankruptcy.
bankruptcy.
At best,
best, following
following that
that philosophy
philosophy will
willmean
mean that
that such
such a teleport
teleport will totally
totally
fail to
to maximize
maximize its
its full
full income
income potential.
potential.

UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE
We have
have already
already said
said that teleports
teleports exist
exist isis an
an environment
environment ofofexcessive
excessive
uncertainty.
in the
uncertainty. This
This must
must be
be acknowledged
acknowledged in
the core
core of
of the
the organization.
organization.
Operating in
in this
this environment
environment requires
requires massive
massive tolerance
tolerance for ambiguity,
ambiguity, and
and
success
determined as
as much
much by
by perseverance
perseveranceand
andserendipity
serendipity as
as by
byanything
anything
success isisdetermined
else.
No teleport can
without planning
else. No
can hope
hope to succeed
succeed without
planning for
forthe
theunplannable.
unplannable.
Five key factors
factors affect
affect planning.

Transmission Speed
Speed
Remember when
when dial up
Remember
up was
was new
new and
and we
wewere
wereastounded
astounded at
at 110
110baud?
baud?
Was
Was itit only
only1984
1984when
when300
300baud
baud was
was the
the standard?
standard? Was
Was itit just
just1985
1985when
when
2,400 baud
baud modems
were becoming
commonplace and
and within aa specified
2,400
modems were
becoming commonplace
specified
radius a 9,600
baud modem
modem could be used
on an
an unconditioned phone
radius
9,600 baud
used on
phone line?
line?
We also
have T-l
T-1 at
baud and
and fiber
fiber optics
optics at
at 10 million
million baud.
We
also have
at 1,544,000
1,544,000 baud
baud.
Anyone
what the
the standard
will be
Anyone who wants
wants to guess
guess what
standard will
be six
six months
months from
from
now would probably
probably find
find the
the state
state lottery
lotteryaasafer
safer bet.
bet.
Progressive teleports
Progressive
teleportsmust
must be
beadaptive
adaptiveand
andavoid
avoid locking
locking into technology
technology

that
of the
that limits
limits this
this adaptability.
adaptability. The
The state
state of
the art isis going
going to
to make
make timetime-
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shared, dedicated
dedicatedcommunications
communicationsincreasingly
increasinglycost
costeffective
effectivefor
forthe
themajority
majority
shared,
of American companies.
companies.

Transmission Channels
Transmission
Channels and Destinations
We have
T-1, microwave,
We
have T-l,
microwave, satellite,
satellite, coaxial
coaxial cable,
cable, fiber
fiber optics,
optics, and
and so
so on.
on.
developmentwith
with
Any teleport
teleport that
thatconsiders
considers itself
itself essentially
essentially aa real
real estate
estate development
an antenna
antenna farm is
an
is already
already aa dinosaur.
dinosaur.
already have
have "smart"
"smart" buildings
We already
buildings wherein
wherein an
an internal
internal cable
cable system
system communicates to
to aa microwave
microwave or
or fiber
fiber optic link
municates
link to
to aa satellite
satellite dish,
dish, which
whichcrosses
crosses
the continent
and reverses
theprocess
processinina ablink
blinkof
of the
the eye.
eye. AA teleport
the
continent and
reverses the
teleport is
be involved
involved in point-to-point and
or should
should be
and multipoint
multipoint communications
communications serservice. The
The extent
extent and
and definition
definition of this
by customer
customer and
and will
will
vice.
this service
service varies
varies by
change as
as change
change is
is indicated.
change
Where the
the transmissions
transmissionsgo
goisisimportant.
important. Getting the signal
Where
signal up has
has to be
be
matched by
by getting the signal
shows that
that intrastate
matched
signal down
down again.
again. Research
Research shows
intrastate
traffic is
traffic
is as
as important as
as interstate
interstate traffic,
traffic, ififnot
notmore
moresosoininsome
somerespects.
respects.
International traffic
International
traffic isisaasleeper.
sleeper. With
Withautomatic
automaticswitching
switchingbetween
betweensatellites,
satellites,
the world becomes
the footprint.
footprint.
the
becomes the
by serving
serving only high-volume
Teleports cannot build
buildsound
sound businesses
businesses by
high-volumeusers
users
to New
New York and
with satellite
satellite service
service to
and Los
Los Angeles.
Angeles. A full-service
full-service teleport
teleport
has to
to be
has
be able
able to deal
deal with
with point-to-point
point-to-point as
as well
well as
as point-to-multipoint
point-to-multipoint
throughout the
the country.
country.ItIthas
hastotobebeasascost
costeffective
effective going
goingacross
across the
the street
street
as itit is going
the state
state or
or the country.
as
going across
across the

Growth
The
The areas
areas of growth
growth are
are predictable
predictable only
onlyiningross
grossaggregate
aggregate terms.
terms. The
The
Fortune 500 is the
the tip of
alert to the growing
Fortune
of the
the market.
market. Teleports
Teleports must be
be alert
small-company market. What makes
small-company
makes this
this market
market so
so explosive
explosive is that as
as costs
costs
applications are expanding
of communications
communications technologies
technologies are
are decreasing,
decreasing, applications
expanding
and
companies are
and companies
are growing.
Finding
Finding the
the market
market isisnot
nota asimple
simpleprocess
process ofofsaying
saying"customers
"customers need
need
salesof
of $100
$100million
million to be
are identified
identified by need,
not
sales
be prospects."
prospects." Prospects
Prospects are
need, not
by size,
and too many teleports
are completely
completely blind
blind to this
size, and
teleports are
this fact.
fact.
The
will encircle
whether they
they grow
The technology
technology will
encircle the
the small
small companies
companies whether
grow or
not. Try writing
not.
writingaafive-year
five-yearplan
planusing
usingthis
thisas
asyour
yourbasic
basic assumption.
assumption.

Partnerships
Partnerships
Three
Three main factors
factors make
make the
the Ohio
Ohio Teleport
Teleport Corporation
Corporationdevelopment
development
unique among its
its peers:
peers:
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1. ItIt isisnot
notreal
realestate
estate based.
based.
2. ItIt isisfull-service,
full-service, point-to-point,
point-to-point, and
and multipoint
multipointoriented.
oriented.
3. Its
Its founders
foundersare
areusers.
users.

All
the third factor,
All three
three factors
factors combined,
combined, but driven by the
factor, mean
mean that Ohio
has
progressedmore
morerapidly
rapidly than
than have
haveother
other teleport
teleport programs.
programs. OTC's
OTC's Board
has progressed
different view of the
of Directors has
has a completely different
the world.
world. Too
Too many
many teleport
teleport
projects are
are trying
trying to
buildings, which incidentally have
projects
to sell
sell fancy
fancy new
new office
office buildings,
have
sophisticated communications technology
sophisticated
technology added
added on.
on.
Companies won't
more expensive,
expensive, communicommuniwon't move.
move.While
Whilespace
space has
has become
become more
cations capability
cations
capabilityhas
hasbecome
become less
less expensive.
expensive. Successful
Successful teleports maximize
maximize
the customer's
bottom line, and
and that does
not mean
mean requiring
requiring them
them to build
the
customer's bottom
does not
new buildings and invest in a long-term, high-cost physical plant. Users
Users know
know
this, and real estate
brokers are
are learning
learning it.
it. Teleports
Teleports heavily oriented
oriented toward
estate brokers
real property
property are
are building
building the
the Maginot
MaginotLine
Lineofoftelecommunications.
telecommunications. Service
Service
is operative,
operative, not physical plant.
plant.

THE FUTURE
Successfulteleports
teleportsin
inthe
thefuture
future will
will have planned
planned for
for technological
technological disconSuccessful
discontinuities and
and will
will have
have aa philosophical
philosophical commitment
commitment totoservice.
service.
Keep in
in mind what
Keep
what aa teleport
teleport really is-a
is—atelecommunications
tele communications portal; it
is a gateway
the teleports
is
gateway for
for customers.
customers. However,
However, the
teleports of today will
will cease
cease to
independent entities
entities in
in the
the future.
future. A good teleport's pragmatic approach
be independent
to telecommunications
telecommunications service
service will
will become
become so
sooverwhelmingly
overwhelmingly compelling,
compelling,
as a business
as
business and
and as
as aa profit
profit center,
center, that
that ininthe
thecoming
comingyears
yearsindividual
individual
teleports will be absorbed
absorbed by the next
next telecommunications
telecommunicationsconglomerate.
conglomerate. We
We
live in an era of
live
of aggressive
aggressive corporate acquisition which will continue to
to proproduce some rather unusual
unusualbedfellows.
bedfellows.
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Much has been written about the Information
informaInformation Age
Age and the new era of information and communications
communications technologies.
technologies. The use of such phrases
phrases as
as teleports,
shared tenants services,
and intelligent
cities has become common,
shared
services, and
intelligent cities
common, although
there are few
few examples
examples in which
which these
these concepts
concepts have
have become
become aa reality.
reality.
Harbor Bay
Bay is a new, master-planned community
community under
under development
development within
within
the city
the
city of
of Alameda,
Alameda, California,
California, that integrates
integrates aa number
number of
ofinformation
information
and
communication technologies,
technologies, along
variety of
of other
other elements,
elements,
and communication
along with
with a variety
into a multidimensional "intelligent"
"intelligent" real estate community.
community. Master-planned
Master-planned
communities afford
afford planners
planners the
the opportunity
opportunity to
to anticipate advances
advances in
in techtechcommunities
for technologies
technologies to evolve
evolvewithin
within the
the planned
planned
nologies and to provide flexibility for
community. Doric
Doric Development,
Development,Inc.
Inc. isis the
the managing
general partner
partner of
of
community.
managing general
which developed
developed the
the Harbor
Harbor Bay project.
project. During
Harbor Bay
Bay Isle
Isle Associates, which
infrastructhe early stages
stages of planning,
planning, Doric included the communications
communications infrastructure, which
the evolution
of the
the project
project into
into a "teleport"
ture,
which later
later permitted
permitted the
evolution of
"teleport"
city"-even though
and an "intelligent city"—even
thoughthe
theprecise
preciseuses
uses of
of the
the communications
communications
infrastructure and easements
and the term teleport were then unknown.
infrastructure
easements and

THE COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY
Harbor Bay is a 917-acre
917-acre "new
"new community"
community" project that occupies
occupies aa baybayfront crescent of land in the San Francisco Bay Area. The community
front
communityincludes:
includes:
Harbor Bay Business Park, planned to accommodate
(1) Harbor
accommodate more than 55 million
million
research and
and development
offices, research
development facilities,
facilities, high technology,
technology,
square feet of offices,
and support
support services;
services; (2) the
the residential
residential community
community of
of Harbor
Harbor Bay
BayVillages,
Villages,
currently zoned
zoned for
for 3,200
3,200 dwelling
dwelling units (of which 1,600
1,600 are complete)
complete) and
and
built
to offer
offer housing
housing in
in aawide
widesocioeconomic
socioeconomic spectrum;
spectrum; (3)
(3) Harbor
Harbor Bay
Bay
built to
Landing, a 10-acre
center with 87,000
Landing,
10-acre commercial
commercial center
87,000 square
square feet,
feet, including a
major supermarket,
supermarket, shops,
shops, restaurants,
restaurants, and
and financial
financial facilities;
facilities; and (4) recreational
including Harbor
Harbor Bay
ational facilities
facilities including
Bay Club
Club with its
its clubhouse,
clubhouse, 20 lighted
lighted
tennis courts, pool, racquetball courts, exercise
studios, weight training
training center,
exercise studios,
and fitness evaluation
evaluation facility.
facility.
The communications infrastructure
infrastructure built into the
the Harbor
Harbor Bay
Bay Community
Community
provided
provided the foundation
foundation for creating
creating two
two separate
separate companies
companies to integrate
integrate aa
variety
into the Harbor Bay
variety of information technologies
technologies into
Bay real
real estate
estate project.
project.
The companies,
companies, Bay Area Teleport (BAT)
(BAT) and
and Harbor
Harbor Bay
BayTelecommunicaTelecommunications (HBT), are each equally owned
owned by Doric Development, Inc. and
and Pacific
Pacific
Telecom,
Telecom, Inc. (PTI),
(PTI), aamajority-owned
majority-owned subsidiary
subsidiary of
of Pacific
Pacific Corporation.
Corporation.
PTI, based in
in Vancouver,
Vancouver, Washington,
Washington, is
is the
the sixth
sixth largest
largest non-Bell
non-Bell telephone
company
in the United
company in
United States
States and
and isis the
the owner
owner of
ofAlascom,
Alascom, the
the primary
primary
long-distance
subsidiaries and
partnerlong-distancecarrier
carrier for
for Alaska.
Alaska. PTI,
PTI, through its subsidiaries
and partnerships, is involved
ships,
involved in virtually
virtually all
all aspects
aspects of
of the
the communications
communications industry.
industry.
Doric and PTI
PTI have
have committed
committed many
many millions
millions of dollars in capital
capital to
to HBT
HBT
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and BAT
BAT to
and
todevelop
develop what
whatmany
manybelieve
believeare
are unexcelled
unexcelled communications
communications serservices for
for tenants
at the Harbor
vices
tenants at
Harbor Bay
BayBusiness
Business Park.
Park.
Park is
is one
one of the
Harbor Bay
Bay Business
Business Park
the first projects
projects that
that qualifies
qualifies as
as aa
teleport within the
teleport
the definition
definition of
of the
the term
term adopted
adopted by the
the World
World Teleport
Teleport
Association, an
an international
internationalorganization
organizationofofpublic
publicand
andprivate
privateentities
entitiesassociassociated by
by their interest
ated
interest in teleports
teleports and
and intelligent
intelligent cities.
cities. The World
World Teleport
Teleport
Association
teleport to require
Association defines
defines teleport
require the
the presence
presence of
of three
three elements:
elements: (1)
(1)
satellite access;
(2) a regional telecommunications
access; (2)
telecommunications distribution
distribution system;
system; and
and
(3) connectivity
connectivity to
toaasignificant
significantreal
realestate
estate development.
development.

BAY AREA TELEPORT
TELEPORT
BAT provides
BAT
provides the
the Harbor
HarborBay
Bayreal
realestate
estatedevelopment
developmentwith
withsatellite
satelliteaccess
access

and
and aa regional
regional telecommunications
telecommunications distribution system
system and,
and, thus,
thus, qualifies
qualifies
Harbor Bay
BayBusiness
Business Park
Park as
as aa teleport.
teleport.

Earth Station Facility
Earth
originatesfrom
fromits
its earth
earth station
station facility
facility at
at Niles
BAT's satellite
satellite access
access originates
Niles
Canyon,
located on
on a 347-acre
site in
in Alameda
Canyon, located
347-acre site
Alameda County,
County, nine
nine miles
miles from
from
the BAT
BAT control
controlcenter
center atatHarbor
HarborBay
BayBusiness
Business Park.
Park. The
The facility
facilityisiscapable
capable
of supporting up to
to 36
36satellite
satelliteearth
earth stations,
stations, with
withfrequency
frequency coordination
coordination
for full
full band,
band, full
full arc
arc operation.
operation. The
The location
location of
of the
the site
site is
is within
within aa narrow
narrow
geographical band
band on
on the
the West
West Coast
Coastin
in which
which every
every North
North American
geographical
American domesdomestic satellite
satellite as well as
as both
both Atlantic
Atlanticand
and Pacific
Pacific Intelsat
Intelsatsatellites
satellitesare
are visible.
visible.
The
to all of
The facility
facility offers
offers access
access to
of these
these satellites
satellites with no
no RF
RF interference.
interference.
The earth
earth station
station facility located
The
located at Niles
Niles Canyon
Canyon will
will include
include aa common
common
service
service building, uninterruptible
uninterruptiblepower
powersupply,
supply,24
24hour
houron-site
on-sitemaintenance,
maintenance,
security, remote
remote alarm
alarm monitoring,
monitoring, and
and aa full menu
security,
menu of
of earth
earth station
station design,
design,
engineering, and
and construction
construction services.
The complex
complex is accessed
accessedby
bythe
theBAT
BAT
engineering,
services. The
to provide
distribution system,
system, with plans
plans for
for secondary
secondary fiber optic
optic access
access to
redundancy. BAT leases
spaceatatthe
thefacility
facility to
to aa variety of satellite
redundancy.
leases space
satellite carriers
carriers
that will
at
that
will install
installantennas
antennas at
at the
the facility.
facility.Satellite
Satellitecarriers
carriersleasing
leasing space
space at
earth station
station facility simplify
the earth
simplify the
thedifficult
difficultand
andtime-consuming
time-consumingtasks
tasksassociassociated
earth stations
stations and
and reduce
reduce the
the period
period of
of time it takes
ated with establishing
establishing earth
takes
becomefunctional
functional merely
merely to
to the
the time
time itit takes
takes to
to order
order and
andinstall
install communicommunito become
cations equipment.
equipment. The
The tasks
tasks of locating a site
cations
site able to view
view the
the appropriate
appropriate
satellite without
satellite
without outside
outside interference,
interference, obtaining
obtaining zoning,
zoning, getting
getting frequency
frequency
clearance and
and other
other governmental
permits, physically developing
clearance
governmental permits,
developing the site,
site,
and connecting the
the facility to
and
topopulation
populationcenters
centers have
have all
allbeen
been accomplished
accomplished
BAT. As
by BAT.
Asaesthetic
aesthetic and
and environmental
environmentalconcerns
concernsover
over earth
earth stations
stations increase,
increase,
areas
available for
for communications
areas available
communications system
system installations will
will decrease,
decrease, and
and
BAT's
attractive
BAT's earth
earth station
station facility
facilityatatNiles
NilesCanyon
Canyonwill
willbecome
become even
even more attractive
to satellite
satellite carriers.
carriers.
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The San Francisco Bay Area Teleport, headquartered in Harbor
Harbor Bay
Bay Business
Business
Park, Alameda,
Alameda. uses a unique
unique digital
digital microwave
microwave network to distribute
distribute commu.
communications traffic throughout
basin, and
and connects
nications
throughout the San
San Francisco--Oakland
Francisco—Oakland basin,
connects
via fiber and microwave
to a satellite earth
earth station
facility that
that is the largest
microwave to
station facility
largest
shared use
use teleport
tleport ininthe
shared
theworld.
world.Courtesy.
Courtesy:Bay
Bay Area
Area Teleport
Teleport

Electronic Nerve
Nerve Center/Microwave
Center/Microwave Site
Site
BAT's electronic
electronic nerve
nerve center
center and
and central
central microwave
microwave site
site are
are located
located at
the Harbor
the
Harbor Bay
Bay Business
Business Park
Park situated
situated on
on aa 135-foot
135-foot tower
towerdesigned
designed by
by
the world renowned
architectural firm
firm of Skidmore,
Owings &
& Merrill. The
the
renowned architectural
Skidmore, Owings
The
earth station
to the
the hub
hub facility at
earth
station complex
complex is connected
connected to
at the
the Business
Business Park
Park
by a BAT
by
BAT microwave
microwave link.
link.BAT's
BAT'smicrowave
microwavesystem
system is
is completely
completely digital,
digital,
with 15
15 primary
primary nodes
nodes in
innine
nineBay
BayArea
Areacounties
counties and
and ininthe
theSacramento
Sacramento
area.
The system
system is
is designed
designedfor
for aa data
data capacity
capacity ranging
ranging from
from 1.554
area. The
1.554 to 135
135
megabits
per second.
second.High
High reliability
reliability is built
megabits per
built ininwith
withproven
proventechnologies
technologies
and
and redundant
redundant equipment
equipment located
locatedthroughout
throughout the
the system.
system.Digital
Digital information
information
will
in ten
will be
be carried
carried via
viamicrowave
microwaveantennas
antennas linked
linkedtotobusinesses
businesses in
ten Bay Area
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FIGURE 8-1
8-1
Bay Area Teleport Microwave Network

66

Courtesy:
Bay Area
Area Teleport
Courtesy: Bay
Teleport

counties, including
including Harbor Bay
Park in
in Alameda
Alameda County and
BAT's
counties,
Bay Business
Business Park
and BAT's
earth station
station facility at
earth
at Niles
Niles Canyon.
Canyon.
The BAT
BAT microwave
microwavenetwork
networkprovides
providescommunications
communications access
access for nearly
nearly
the entire Northern California
the
Californiaarea.
area. The
Thesystem
system extends
extends over
over 3,600
3,600 square
square
miles,
initially from
Clara Valley
Valley in the
south through
miles, initially
from San
San Jose
Jose in the Santa
Santa Clara
the south
through
San
Francisco to
to Santa
Rosa, 50
50 miles
miles north
north of
San Francisco
Santa Rosa,
of San
San Francisco.
Francisco. The
The first
first
phase
also incorporates
incorporates the Sacramento/San
phase also
Sacramento/San Joaquin
Joaquin delta
delta area
area east
east to
to SacraSacramento.
mento. Potential expansion
expansion plans
plans include
include areas
areas north
north and
and south
south ininthe
theSacraSacramento
valleys. Ultimately, there
mento and
and San
San Joaquin
Joaquin valleys.
there could
could be
be nearly
nearly 10,000
10,000
square
covered by
by the
the microwave
microwave network.
network. Access
would then be availaavailasquare miles covered
Access would
ble
ble to
to aa geographical
geographical area
area that includes
includes every
every major
major university
university and
and state
state
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and
college in Northern California,
California,the
thehub
hub ofofstate
state government,
government, Caliand junior college
fornia farming
and the
fornia
farming regions,
regions, major transportation
transportation centers,
centers, and
the banking and
and
commercial centers
commercial
centers of San
San Francisco.
Francisco.

HARBOR BAY BUSINESS
HARBOR
BUSINESS PARK
PARK
At Harbor
Harbor Bay
BayBusiness
Business Park, HBT
HBT provides
provides occupants
occupants a variety
variety of
of shared
shared
tenant
tenant communications
communications products
productsand
andservices.
services.
HBT utilizes
utilizes aa multimillion-dollar,
multimillion-dollar,state-of-the-art,
state-of-the-art, PBX-type
PBX-type InteCom
InteCom
IBX switch
IBX
switchas
as the
the basis
basis of
of its
itsadvanced
advanced digital
digital communications
communications system.
system. By
sharing the
the resources
of aa large
sharing
resources of
large and sophisticated
sophisticated switch, HBT
HBT subscribers
subscribers
have access
accesstotomyriad
myriad capabilities
capabilities and
and avoid the
have
the risk
risk ofofequipment
equipmentobsolesobsolescence.
Reduced capital
capital expenditures
expenditures and
and extremely
extremely attractive
attractive rates
rates result
result in
cence. Reduced
substantial business
business communications cost
cost savings.
savings. The features
features and
and services
services
available include:
Enhanced,
integrated voice/data
Enhanced, integrated
voice/data switching.
switching.
Sophisticated
Sophisticated electronic security
security and
and surveillance
surveillancesystem.
system.
Full-motion
Full-motion video.
video.
Shared
Shared word and
and data
data conferencing.
conferencing.

Message center.
center.
Consulting and
and systems
systems design.
design.
Synchronous
Synchronous and asynchronous
asynchronous data transmission.
transmission.
Fire alarm
alarm monitoring.
monitoring.
Modem pooling.
pooling.
Low-cost
Low-cost routing of
of long-distance
long-distance calls.
calls.
Office automation
automation and
Office
and office
office services.
services.
Call detail recording.
recording.
Shared word
word and
anddata
data processing.
processing.
Facsimile.
Paging.
Billing account
account codes.
Billing
codes.
Voice mail.
Network management
Network
management and design.
design.
Automatic call distribution.
Automatic
distribution.
Data
Data services
services network
network access.
access.

System
components are
are fully
fully redundant
redundant and
and operate on a full-hot
System components
full-hot standby
basis. The system is equipped
basis.
equipped with online diagnostic
diagnostic capability
capability and is monitored around the
the clock
clock by
by HBT
HBT personnel.
personnel. Spare
Spare parts
parts are
are kept
kept in
in inventory,
inventory,
also on-site.
on-site.
Subscribers,
for the
the most
most part,
part, have
Subscribers, for
have the option
option to alter
alter or
or terminate
terminate any
any
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service
at any time and
service at
and may
may upgrade
upgrade or
or change
change hardware
hardware and software
software at
no financial
financial penalty.
penalty. To
Todate,
date,businesses
businesses locating at the
the Harbor
HarborBay
BayBusiness
Business
Park have
have been
been unanimous in seizing
seizing the
the competitive
competitive advantages
advantages offered
offered by

HBT.
The communications
communicationsinfrastructure
infrastructurebuilt
built into
into the
the Harbor
Harbor Bay project
project from
The
has enabled
enabled the
the project
project to take
its earliest
earliest planning
planning stages
stages has
take advantage
advantage of the
the
latest innovations
innovations in information
information technology.
latest
technology. Efficiency
Efficiency in collecting,
collecting, recordrecording, and
and distributing
distributinginformation
informationgenerated
generatedby
bytoday's
today'sbusinesses
businesses is
is becoming
harder to achieve,
in part, because
thequantity
quantity of
of information
information is expanding
expanding
harder
achieve, in
because the
almost
almost geometrically. The
The communications
communications costs
costs of
of many
many companies
companies are
are for
the first
first time
their facilities
facilities costs.
costs.This
Thistrend
trendwill
will continue
time nearing or exceeding
exceeding their
as
and the
the predictions
predictions that
that the Information
as the 21st
21st century
century approaches
approaches and
Information
Age is
is upon
upon us
us are
are realized.
realized.

COMMUNICATING TELEPORT
TELEPORT ADVANTAGES
ADVANTAGES
Those business
businesspeople
peoplewho
whorecognize
recognizethe
thetrend
trendand
andconsider
considerthe
theinformation
information
Those
and
location decision
decision will
will be able
and communications
communications consequences
consequences ofofaalocation
able to take
take

advantage
of the
the efficiencies
efficienciesinherent
inherentinin locating
locating facilities
facilities at
at a teleport
advantage of
teleport or
or
within
withinan
an intelligent
intelligentcity.
city.To
Toassist
assistthose
those who
who make
make facilities
facilities location
locationdecisions,
decisions,
marketing
marketing representatives
representatives must illustrate
illustratethe
the communications
communicationsefficiencies
efficiencies that
can
at such
as Harbor
Harbor Bay.
Bay. The
The illustration of
can be
be realized
realized at
such teleports
teleports as
of such
such
efficiencies
efficiencies isis technical. Thus marketing
marketing representatives
representatives of communications
communications
entities
must take
take an
an active
active part
part in all stages
of contact
contact with
with potential occuentities must
stages of
occupants
pants of the
the real
real estate
estate development.
development. This
This observation
observation was
was confirmed
confirmed by
by
recent Urban Land
Land Institute
Instituteresearch,
research,wherein
whereinititwas
wasconcluded
concluded that
thatsuccessful
successful
shared
service projects
projects have
have two
two things in
shared tenant service
in common:
common: (1)
(1) shared
shared tenant
tenant
services
marketing begins
begins simultaneously
simultaneously with
with leasing;
leasing; and
and (2)
(2) the
the marketing
services marketing
effort
effort requires
requires close
close cooperation
cooperation between
between the real
real estate
estate developer
developer and
and the
the
communications
communications service
service provider.
Bay, management
management and
and the
the marketing
marketingstaffs
staffs of both telecommunitelecommuniAt Harbor Bay,
cations
and real
cations and
real estate
estate work
work closely
closely together
together in all
all phases:
phases: planning
planning and
and
strategy,
and support
strategy, preparation
preparation of proposals
proposals and
support materials,
materials, and
and structuring
structuring
and negotiating
negotiating a proposed
proposed transaction.
transaction. In addition
addition to
to the
the facilities
facilities departdepartment, marketing
marketing efforts
efforts are targeted at
at the
the data
dataprocessing
processing group,
group, financial
financial
department,
group, and
and executive
executivecommittee—in
committee-in an
department, telecommunications
telecommunications group,
an atatto emphasize
emphasize information
information and
and communications
communications requirements
requirements and
and opoptempt to
portunities
tenants are
portunities as part
part of
offacilities
facilities location
location decisions.
decisions. Prospective
Prospective tenants
encouraged to think
encouraged
think of
of aa relocation
relocation decision
decision as
as aa strategic
strategic decision
decision that
that affects
affects
not only their location
location and the
the price
price to
to be
be paid
paid for
for space,
space, but also the impact
impact
the decision
decision has upon data
data services
services and all
all aspects
aspects of
of communications.
communications.
A 1985
its chapter
A
1985 Urban
Urban Land
Land Institute
Institute survey
survey closed
closed its
chapter on Harbor
Harbor Bay
Bay
Business
Park with
with this comment:
"The Harbor Bay project is
Business Park
comment: "The
is clearly
clearly one
of the more
more ambitious
ambitious undertakings
undertakings in
in the
the technology-enhanced
technology-enhanced real
real estate
estate
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business.The
The developers
developershave
haveset
settheir
their sights
sights high;
high; they are
business.
are spending
spending a lot
lot
the technology
is done
done right,
right, and
and the
of
of money
money to make
make sure
sure the
technology is
the service
service isis of
high quality."
high

FUTURE SUCCESS
The location
teleports and
andintelligent
intelligent cities will
will be
location of
of businesses
businesses inin teleports
be commonplace over the
the next
nextdecades.
decades. Businesses
Businesses will
appreciate the efficiencies
efficiencies that
place
will appreciate
accrue
from combining
accrue from
combining the
the advantages
advantages of locating
locating in
in aawell-conceived
well-conceived and
and
high-quality
community, such
high-quality business
business community,
such as
as Harbor Bay
Bay Business
Business Park. They
They
will
of communications
communications and
and information
information distribuwill appreciate
appreciate the
the advantages
advantages of
distribution
such as
asthose
thoseoffered
offeredbybyBAT
BATand
andHBT.
HBT. It
It is only
only the farsighted,
farsighted,
tion systems,
systems, such
however,
who anticipated
trends and
however, who
anticipated these
these trends
and planned
planned to take
take advantage
advantage of
them, who
participate in
in the
the first
first phase
phase of
revolution."
them,
who will participate
of the
the "information
"information revolution."

Harbor
Park, having the
of a teleport
Harbor Bay
Bay Business
Business Park,
the three
three characteristics
characteristics of
teleport
plus a menu
menu of
of shared
shared tenant
tenant communications
communicationsservices,
services, is uniquely
uniquelysituated
situated
to take
of the
the evolution
evolution into
into the
the Information
Information Age.
take advantage
advantage of
Age.
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Teleconferencing
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Audio Teleconferencing
Audiographic Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
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Computer Teleconferencing
Computer
Teleconferencing

Bulletin Board Features
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Features
Electronic Mail Features
Electronic
Computer Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing Features
Features
Features of
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Features
Pads
MEETING ELECTRONICALLY, NOT
MEETING
ELECTRONIC MEETINGS
MEETINGS

CONCLUSION
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COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING
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The emergence of intelligent buildings and teleports will
will drive
drive building
building development in the
expected to
to become
become an
an important
opment
the late
late 80s.
80s. Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing is expected
services offering
offering to
to tenants,
tenants, and accordingly,
accordingly, will create
create a demand for telecomservices
munications services
services that
that can
can be provided
munications
provided by
by teleports.
teleports. This
This chapter
chapter will
will
discuss
the expected
and the resulting
discuss the
expected growth
growth in
in teleconferencing
teleconferencing and
resulting impact
impact
on buildings and teleports.
teleports.
Building developers
face both
both soaring energy costs and more
developers face
more sophisticated
sophisticated
and demanding tenants. Those
Those who do not adopt
adopt the
the new
new technologies
technologies inherent to an intelligent building may
may find themselves
themselves locked out of an increasingly
increasingly
competitive market. According to R. Craig
Craig Blackman,
Blackman, director of
of the telecomtelecommunications program at
at Barry
Barry University,
University,"Intelligent
"Intelligent buildings,
buildings,quite
quite simply,
will be the competitive edge
will
edge in higher tenant occupancies
occupancies and profits.
profits. Many
will ignore
ignore this
this great
great opportunity,
but this
this is aa significant
trend that
will
opportunity, but
significant trend
that will
will
not go away."
away." (Personal
(Personal interview
interview with the
the author,
author, December
December 3,3,1985.)
1985.)
Intelligent
buildings propose
proposetoto link
link all
all operations
operations through
through a central,
Intelligent buildings
central, or
control, enhost, computer communications system.
system. Thus all environmental control,
ergy, lighting, fire, safety,
safety, and
and security systems
will be
be centrally controlled
ergy,
systems will
controlled
to the
the extent
extent that
that they
theywill
willalmost
almost run
runthemselves.
themselves. Intelligent
Intelligent buildings,
buildings, in
cases, will
will be
be connected
connected together
together or
or integrated
integrated with
with teleports
teleports that
that supmany cases,
port telecommunications,
telecommunications, data communications, and other existing
existing or future
future
information technologies.
information
technologies. Having
Having completed
completed an in-depth
in-depth market
market research
research
study on
study
on intelligent
intelligent buildings,
buildings, Cross
Cross Information
InformationCompany
Company (CIC)
(CIC) foresees
foresees
(large or
or small)
that most
most office
office buildings
buildings (large
small) will
will soon
soon provide
provide a wide
wide range
range
of enhanced
and, in some
of
enhanced or intelligent
intelligent services
services and,
some cases,
cases, teleports.
teleports. Stemming
Stemming
from the above emerging forces,
forces, the
the reasons
reasons for
for this
this growth
growth in telecommunicatelecommunicafrom
tions sources follow:
tions
•

Tenants
Tenants have
have aa growing
growing awareness
awareness of
of their
their ability
ability to
toachieve
achieve more
more

cost-effective
rent. This
This does
does not
not mean
mean lower
lower rent payments but, rather,
cost-effective rent.
rather,
a fundamental
fundamentalshift
shift from
from paying
payingseparately
separatelyfor
foroffice
office services
services to combincombining those services (telephones,
data/word processing,
(telephones, teleconferencing, data/word
processing,
etc.).
• There
There are
aregrowing
growing competitive
competitivepressures
pressures from
from other
other developers
developers providproviding these services.
services.
• Technological
Technological innovations now
now permit
permit combination
combination of
ofmany
many formerly
formerly
different services,
services, such
such as
as electronic
electronic mail,
mail, networking,
networking, and
and data commudifferent
nications.
• Improvements
Improvements in
in real
real estate
estate and
andbuilding
buildingmanagement
management systems
systems now
enable many
enable
many separately
separately located
located complexes
complexes to be
be centrally
centrally managed.
managed.
Technological
and telecommunications technoloTechnological innovations in computer
computer and
gies have been
been the principal forces
forces behind teleports and intelligent
intelligent buildings.
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The development
development of
of an
an "intelligent
"intelligent building"
building" isis no
The
no longer
longer in
in question:
question: Simple
timing is
is the
the issue
issue now.
now. Onsite
Onsite or interconnect
interconnect teleports
teleports are
are not far behind.
behind.
To illustrate
illustrate the
the fast-paced
fast-paced growth of
of this
thistechnology,
technology, 25
25 years
years ago
ago most
most
offices had
had individual
individual window
offices
windowair-conditioning
air-conditioningunits.
units.These
Thesehave
havesince
since been
been
replaced by
by centralized,
replaced
centralized, multi-tenant systems,
systems, which give
give better
better and
and even
even
personalized service
serviceatataalower
lowerunit
unit cost.
cost. The
The intelligent
intelligent building is
personalized
is emerging
along these
samelines,
lines,though
thoughin
in aa more
along
these same
more evolutionary
evolutionary than revolutionary
process.
In designing
intelligent buildings, itit isisessential
designing teleports
teleports and
and associated
associated intelligent
essential
to understand
understand these
these new
new technologies
technologies as
as well
well as
as review
reviewthe
themanagement
management
styles and
andcommunications
communications infrastructure
infrastructure of organizations that
that will use
intellistyles
use intelligent buildings.
buildings. Intelligent buildings
gent
buildings require
require similar
similar set
set designs
designs to integrate
integrate
new technologies
technologiesinto
into the
the structure of the tenant
new
tenant organization.
organization. This reflects
reflects
the fact
is likely
the
fact that
that information
informationtechnology,
technology, especially
especially office
office automation,
automation, is
to change
change the
whichorganizations
organizations make
make decisions
decisions on
the way in which
on the
the allocation
and types
and
types of
ofspaces
spaces needed.
needed.
Another reason
planning approach
approachisisthat
that not
not all
Another
reason for aa comprehensive
comprehensive planning
organizations benefit
benefit equally
equally from
from the multi-tenant
organizations
multi-tenantsystem.
system. Developers
Developers must
an intelligent
intelligent building
identify prospective
prospective tenants of an
buildingand
and plan
plan for
for their
theirneeds.
needs.
Intelligent buildings
buildings are,
are, for
for the
the most
most part,
part, geared
geared toward
toward multi-tenant
multi-tenantservices. Large
Large companies
companiesthat
that can
canafford
afford their
their own
own intelligent
intelligent building
vices.
buildingsystems
systems
and potentially their own
locked into
into a building
building
and
own teleport
teleport are
are reluctant
reluctant to get locked
system that
that either duplicates
system
duplicates what they
they already
already have
have or
orappears
appears to
to be
be less
less
reliable than their own
own equipment.
equipment.
reliable
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, medium-size
medium-size and
and smaller
smaller companies
companies benefit
benefit from an
an
system and
and teleport
teleport provided
provided by a building
building developer. Smaller compain-house system
companies often
often cannot
cannot justify
justify the
nies
the cost
cost of owning
owning their
their own
own equipment
equipment but can
can
leasehigh
high tech
tech services
servicesjust
just as
as they
they do
do office
office furniture.
furniture. The actual
lease
actual cost
cost to
to
the tenant depends
upon the
the choice
choice of
of services
servicesand
andlength
length of
of time
time the
the user
the
depends upon
user
is on the
the system.
system.
will be
Among the
the wide
wide array
array ofofservice
service offerings,
offerings, teleconferencing
teleconferencing will
be one
one
provided at
at the
level of
of intelligent building. According to Paul
Dauprovided
the next level
Paul C. Daubitz, president
president of ATI
ATITeleManagement
TeleManagement of
of Boston,
Boston,
Teleconferencing
very "network-intensive,"
"network-intensive," which
which translates
into higher
higher
Teleconferencing isisvery
translates into
revenuesfor
for the
the owner/manager.
owner/manager. The key
revenues
key will
willbe
beininselecting
selectingthe
thebest
best teleconteleconferencing
system, training
training users,
users,and
andmarketing
marketingthe
the service
servicenot
notjust
justinternally,
internally,
ferencing system,
to the
the surrounding
surroundinggeographic
geographic area
area serviced
serviced by aa teleport.
teleport.
but to

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF
OF TELECONFERENCING
TELECONFERENCING
Teleconferencing
systemthat
that enables
enablestwo
twoor
or more
more people
peopleatatmultiple
multiple
Teleconferencing isis aa system
information and
locations to communicate electronically.
electronically. Users
Users can
can exchange
exchange information
and
examine
work schedschedexamine drawings,
drawings, plans,
plans,or
or sketches
sketcheswithout
withoutinterrupting
interrupting their work
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ules or
or paying
ules
paying for
for costly
costly travel.
travel. InInpractice,
practice,teleconferencing
teleconferencing participants
participants
have found
found that such
have
such systems
systems of communication can:
can:
Greatly reduce
both time and
reduce the need
need for travel,
travel, thereby
thereby saving
saving both
and expense.
• Break
Break the
the habit
habit ofofmeetings,
meetings, thus
thusencouraging
encouraging conferencing
conferencing to
toaccomaccomplish much
much more
more in
in less
less time.
• Allow
Allowpeople
people totodeal
dealwith
withissues
issuesas
asthey
they arise,
arise, instead
instead of
ofpostponing
postponing
them
them until
untilthe
thenext
nextscheduled
scheduled meeting.
meeting. This
Thisincreases
increases the
the speed
speed of
decision making and improves organizational
decision
organizational efficiency.
efficiency.
efficiency by shortening
• Increase
Increase efficiency
shortening meeting
meeting times.
times.
by providing
providing a convenient form
• Revitalize
Revitalize organizational
organizational effectiveness
effectiveness by
of communications.
• Improve
Improvethe
thequality
qualityand
andquantity
quantityofoffeedback
feedback from
fromthe
thefield
fieldtotoheadquarheadquarters.
organizational loyalty
job satisfaction
allowing
• Increase
Increase organizational
loyaltyand
andenhance
enhance job
satisfaction by
by allowing
many
many more
more individuals
individuals to
to participate
participate in
indecision
decision making.
making.

•

Worldwide,
spent hundreds
hundredsof
of millions
millions of dollars
dollars to improve
Worldwide, management
management spent
factory productivity
productivityininthe
the1980s
1980s but
but virtually
virtuallyignored
ignoredthe
theoffice
office environment.
environment.
As a result
As
result of
of this
thisoversight,
oversight, the
the cost
cost ofofrunning
runningoffices
offices steadily
steadily consumed
consumed
larger shares
of companies'
companies' operating
operating budgets.
Three factors
factors have made
made imlarger
shares of
budgets. Three
proving the office
office environment
environment important: (1) the
the skyrocketing
skyrocketing costs
costs of air
travel, hotel
and car
car renthotel and
and motel
motelaccommodations,
accommodations, management
management salaries,
salaries, and
als;
importance of reducing
als; (2) the increasing
increasing importance
reducing information float
float or
or decisiondecisionmaking
making cycles;
cycles; and (3) new technology that makes itit practical to
to communicate
communicate
through
through teleconferencing.
teleconferencing.
Since
Since communicating isis the
the most
most expensive
expensive element
element in
in operating
operating an
an office,
office,
teleconferencing has become
become increasingly
increasingly important
important as
as aa supplement to
to corpocorporate communication
communication systems.
systems. Communications includes
includes everything from ananswering
letters
swering telephones
telephonesand
andposting
postingnotices
noticeson
onbulletin
bulletin boards
boardsto
to writing
writing letters
and participating
participating ininmeetings
meetingsand
andconferences.
conferences.
and
According
Accordingtotocomprehensive
comprehensivemanagement
managementstudies,
studies,executives
executivesand
andmanagers
managers

spend
75 percent
percent of
of their
their time communicating. That is,
spend 75
is, more
more than
than six
six hours
hours
each
each workday isis spent
spent attending
attending meetings,
meetings, reporting
reporting on
onthose
those meetings,
meetings, and
and
talking on
on the
the phone.
phone. Only
Onlyabout
about 22
22percent
percent ofofan
anexecutive's
executive's or
ormanager's
manager's
time is
is spent
spent doing desk
desk work.
work.
Moreover, recent
revealedthat
that 60
60 percent
percent of
of all communicarecent studies
studies have
have revealed
communications do
do not
not require
requireface-to-face
face-to-face meetings.
meetings. Topics
Topics discussed
discussed in
in meetings
meetings can
can
often be handled
handled in less
ways. In fact,
and conferoften
less costly ways.
fact, once
once most meetings
meetings and

ences
encesare
arestripped
strippedof
of small
small tasks
tasks and
and formalities,
formalities, their
their useful
useful duration
duration is
usually less
than half an hour.
usually
less than
hour. One
One third
third ofofthese
these meetings
meetings seem
seem to be for
the sole
purpose of
of exchanging
exchanginginformation
information and
and not
not for
the
sole purpose
for decision
decision making.
making.
(See
Figure 9-1.)
9-1.) Teleconferencing
(See Figure
Teleconferencing is a viable supplement
supplement rather than
than aa rere-
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FIGURE
FIGURE 9-1
9-1
Present Manager's Distribution
Distribution of Time
Time
Communicating information transactions:
Communicating
transactions:
Meetings.
Telephone.
Travel.
Seeking information
information transactions:
Seeking
Desk work.
work.

30%
20%
20%
30%

Future
Future Manager's Distribution of Time
Time
Communications/information transactions:
Communications/information
transactions:
People interfaces—Meetings,
interfaces-Meetings, presentations,
video teletelePeople
presentations, audio
audio teleconferencing,
teleconferencing, video
40%
conferencing.
10%
Travel:
10%
Seeking information
information transactions—system
transactions-system interfaces:
Seeking
interfaces:
50%
Dictation.
Telephone/voice
Telephone/voice mailbox.
mailbox.
Computer teleconferencing.
teleconferencing.
Viewdata-data
Viewdata—datasystems.
systems.
Decision support
support systems—assisted
systems-assisted "thinking."
Decision
"thinking."
Computer-assisted retrieval.
retrieval.
Present
Nonmanager
Present Nonmanager
Inputting information:
Inputting
information:
Dictation, typing,
typing, data entry, and proofreading.
Dictation,
proofreading.
Interpreting information:
information:
Telephone,
Telephone, mail.
mail.
Away from desk.
desk.
Waiting for work.
work.
Absent.
Absent.
Future Nonmanager
Information analysis:
analysis:
Information
Information transactions:
Project research.
research.
Meeting coordination.
coordination.
Arranging travel.
travel.
tracking.
Budget tracking.
Purchase order
order tracking.
Purchase
tracking.
Researching.
Teleconferencing.
Teleconferencing.
Administration
Administration coordination/support for meetings:
meetings:
Telephone,
Telephone, mail.
mail.
Absent.

Courtesy:
Courtesy: Cross
Cross Information Company

20%
35%
30%
10%
5%
5%

10%
50%

35%
5%
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placement
placement for face-to-face
face-to-face meetings
meetings because
because itit allows
allows an
an easy
easy exchange
exchange of
time-wasting formalities
formalities of
of traditional
traditional corpoinformation without
withoutexpensive,
expensive, time-wasting
rate meetings.
meetings.

Factors Driving Teleconferencing
Corporate
are as
as varied
varied in today's
Corporate needs
needs for teleconferencing
teleconferencing are
today's high-cost,
high-cost,
information-based
information-based environment
environmentas
as are
are the
the media
media and
and applications
applications developed
developed
the need
need for:
for:
to meet them. Generally,
Generally, teleconferencing
teleconferencing meets
meets the

•
•
•
•

Frequent
Frequent communication
communicationbetween
between remote
remote sites.
sites.
Communication
Communication across
across functional
functional lines.
lines.
Business
meetings in
in generally
Business meetings
generally inaccessible
inaccessible locations.
locations.
Avoidance of
of high
high travel
travelorortelephone
telephonecommunications
communicationscosts.
costs.

Despite
Despite early
early skepticism
skepticism of those
those unfamiliar
unfamiliar with
withteleconferencing,
teleconferencing, the
the
overall experience
experience of people
people who have
have actually
actually tried
tried such
suchsystems
systems has
has been
been
encouraging.
has aa very
very positive imencouraging. Participants agree
agree that teleconferencing
teleconferencing has
pact on
velocity-a term
on the
the work
workenvironment
environmentand
andmanagement
management velocity—a
term coined
coined to
to

describe
the speed
with which
which problems
problems are
are solved.
describe the
speed and effectiveness
effectiveness with
solved. Due
to increasing
increasing costs
costs of
of traditional
traditional forms
forms ofoforganizational
organizationalcommunications,
communications,
advances
advances in technology,
technology, and
and the
the benefits
benefits of
ofteleconferencing,
teleconferencing, executives
executives and
and
company owners turn increasingly
increasingly to teleconferencing
teleconferencing for speedier
speedier and more
effective
effective communication.

SURVEY OF TELECONFERENCING SYSTEMS
SURVEY
SYSTEMS
The following
following section is an overview
overview of the different
different forms of teleconferencing presently available:
available:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio.
Radio.
Video.
Video.

Slow scan.
scan.
Audio.
Audio.
Audiographic.
Audiographic.
Visual-graphic.
Visual-graphic.
Computer.
Computer.

Radio Teleconferencing
Because applications
applications of
of radio
radio teleconferencing
are limited,
Because
teleconferencing are
limited, this concept
concept
will not be
will
be discussed
discussed here
here beyond
beyond stating
stating the
thefollowing
following key
key characteristics
characteristics
of radio-based
radio-based or
or over-the-air
over-the-airteleconferencing:
teleconferencing:

Teleconferencing, Teleports,
Teleconferencing,
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Intelligent Buildings
Buildings
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•
•
•
•
•
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It isis aa natural
naturaltransmission
transmission medium
mediumused
used over
overwidely
widelydispersed
dispersed areas.
areas.
It
It isiscomparatively
comparatively low
lowcost
cost compared
compared with
with stringing
stringing wire.
wire.
It
It isisnot
notoften
often used
used when
when security
security isis required.
required.
It
It requires
requires special
special high-frequency
high-frequencyreceivers.
receivers.
It
It can
canbe
beused
used as
as aa paging
paging system.
system.
It
It can
canbe
be connected
connected to the
the telephone
telephone network.

Video Teleconferencing
Video
Teleconferencing
at two or more different
In using
using full-motion
full-motionvideo
videoteleconferencing,
teleconferencing, people
people at
diiferent
locations have
have contact almost
almost as
as ifif they
theywere
wereseated
seated in
in the
the same
same room.
room.
The four broad
The
broad types
types of
ofvideo
videoteleconferencing
teleconferencing are:
are:

1. Ad
Ad hoc-The
hoc—Theuse
useofofbroadcast-type
broadcast-type facilities
facilitiesas
as mobile
mobile uplinks;
uplinks;these
these
are typically
typically located
are
located in
in television
televisionstations
stations and
and hotels.
hotels. The
The objective
objective is
is
to reach
reach thousands
thousands of people
people for aa one-time
one-time shot,
shot, at
at aa cost
cost ofofbetween
between
$14 and
and $200
per meeting. See
SeeFigure
Figure 9-2
9-2 on p. 156.
$14
$200 per
156.
2. Interstate
teleconferencing-The use of private or public rooms
Interstate corporate
corporate teleconferencing—The

located
on the customer's
or in a metro area. This is typically
typically
located on
customer's premise or
used for 6 to 10
10 people per location and
and costs
costs $2
$2 to
to $8,000
$8,000 per
per meeting,
depending on
on duration and
and distance.
See Figure
Figure 9-3
9-3 on p. 157.
depending
distance. See
157.
3. Intrastate
Intrastate local/campus-A
local/campus—Asetsetofofprivately
privatelyowned
ownedrooms
roomsused
used for
for daily
daily
business meetings or
or education within a corporate campus
business
campus or
or local
local comcommunity.
4. International
International teleconferencing-Incorporates
teleconferencing—Incorporates both
both ad
ad hoc
hoc and
and interstate
interstate
conferencing as
as an
an evaluation phase. There are significant
implementaconferencing
significant implementaas having high corporate market
tion issues, which are perceived as
market value.
value.
These are some
some of
of the
the key
keyfeatures
featuresofofvideo
videoteleconferencing:
teleconferencing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivers real-time
real-time video
videoimages.
images.
Allows for
forpersonal
personal presence.
presence.
Imparts body
body language
language and
andimmediate
immediate emotions.
emotions.
Allows for
for rapid
rapid decision
decision making.
making.
Is
Is ideal
ideal for
forgroup
group as
asopposed
opposed totoone-to-one
one-to-one discussions.
discussions.
Allows for a "crisis
"crisis meeting"
meeting" to
totake
take place
place quickly.
quickly.
Allows for
for "high
"high impact,"
impact,"Hollywood-style
Hollywood-style events.
events.
Often
Often requires
requires large
large capital
capital commitment.
commitment.
Requires large,
large, on-going
on-going overhead
overhead and
andmaintenance.
maintenance.

Problems
include the
the high
Problems associated
associated with video
video teleconferencing
teleconferencing include
high degree
degree
of system
complexityand
and the
the small
small number
number of
of systems
systemssuppliers—both
suppliers-both of
system complexity
which
costs. Much of the
which may result in
in comparatively
comparatively high implementation
implementation costs.
the
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FIGURE 9-2
FIGURE
Satellite Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing

TO ANY NUMBER
OF
LOCATIONS

I

IZZI

u
SATELLITE
nwTI STATIONS
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RECEIVING STATIONS
(DOWNL INKI
(DOWNLINK!

III

ReuRTIONRECEPTION -

STUDIO
T EAREN
STATION

LIMITED
L IMI TEDONLY
ONLYBY
BYAVAILABILITY
AVAILABILITY
OF SATELLITE
SATELLITE RECEIVING
RECEIVING STATION
STATION
AND SATISFACTORY
SATISFACTORY MEETING
MEETING
FACILITIES

ORIUNYTION
V STILES)
• TV
STUDIO
• BALLROOM
.• CORPORATE
CORPORATE OFFICE
OFFICE
.• CONVENTION
CONVENTION CENTER
CENTER

TRANSMITTING
HIM TYING
EARTHSTATION
STATION
BAR"
I
VPLINKI
(UPLlNKl

W
IDNJCRSN
WIDE-SCREEN
T.V. DISPLAY
DISPLAY
HOTEL BALLROOM
BALLROOM
. MEETING
MEETING ROOM
ROOM
CONVENTION CENTER
CENTER
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
AUDITORIUM
. CORPORATE
CORPORATE
CONFERENCE ROOM
ROOM

VIDEOSTAR TELE-MEETING
TELE-MEETING` NETWORK
NETWORK
VIDEOSTAR

Courtesy: Videostar

teleconferencing
industry is
into companies
that provide aa single
teleconferencing industry
is segmented
segmented into
companies that
single
component, such
component,
such as
as audio
audio speakerphones,
speakerphones, television
television cameras,
cameras, transmission
transmission
systems,
and so
soforth.
forth. A
systems, and
A few
few entities,
entities,however,
however, are
are emerging
emerging as
as total "systems
"systems
suppliers."
that will
will bring down
suppliers." They
They use
use approaches
approaches that
down the
the corporation's
corporation's costs
costs
of video
video teleconferencing.
teleconferencing. Approaches
Approaches used
used to market
market video
video teleconferencing
teleconferencing
include:
include:

•
•

Dedicated
systems-Teleconferencing rooms
rooms for the
of
Dedicated systems—Teleconferencing
the exclusive
exclusive use
use of
a single
single corporation.
corporation.
Semidedicated
Semidedicated systems-Teleconferencing
systems—Teleconferencing rooms primarily
primarily used
used by a
single corporation,
corporation, but available
available to others
others at certain
certain times
times of
of day.
day.
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Teleports, and
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FIGURE
FIGURE 9-3

Courtesy: American
American Satellite
Satellite Corporation
Courtesy:
Corporation

systems-Teleconferencing rooms
m Shared systems—Teleconferencing
roomslocated
locatedininoffice
office parks, hotels,
hotels,
and so on,
on, available
available to users
users on
on aa reservation
reservation basis.
basis.
Although
Although video
video teleconferencing
teleconferencingisis a valuable business tool, it can be prohibitively
expensiveifif acquired
acquiredon
on an
an individual
individual tenant
tenant basis.
basis. Operated
Operated on
on aa
itively expensive
reservation or
or time-available
time-availablebasis,
basis,the
theshared
sharedcenter
centerfor
fortenants
tenantsisis one
one of
of
reservation
the most popular
the
popular applications
applications of
of video
video teleconferencing
teleconferencing because
because it permits
permits
the
of costs
costs and
and benefits.
benefits.
the sharing of

Slow-Scan Television
Slow-Scan
Slow-scan video,
video, also
also called
called freeze
freeze frame,
frame, slide-show,
Slow-scan
slide-show, or still-frame
still-frame video,
video,
is much like
is
like aa slide
slide show.
show. Slow-scan
Slow-scan transmission
transmission is of high
high quality.
quality. "Still
"Still
motion" images
depending on
on the
the bandwidth
bandwidth
motion"
images are sent every 8 to 35
35 seconds,
seconds, depending
of the circuit
of
circuit (e.g.,
(e.g., normal
normal telephone
telephone lines
lines average
average 35
35 seconds
seconds per
per frame).
frame).
images are
are built
built upon
upon the
the screen
In most
most slow-scan
slow-scan systems,
systems, images
screen from
from left
left to
to
right, or top to
right,
to bottom.
bottom.
The cost
systems isis much
much lower
lower than
than that of
The
cost of
of slow-scan
slow-scan systems
of full-motion
full-motion
video. Although full-motion
provides one
one of the
the most
video.
full-motion video
video provides
most natural environenvironments for conducting
the still image
ments
conducting meetings,
meetings, the
image is
is also
also used
used for
for person-toperson-toperson communications
communications wherein
wherein body
body language
language is
is neither
neither important
important nor deperson
desired. This
This is especially
true, for
for example,
in transmitting
the printed
sired.
especially true,
example, in
transmitting the
printed page
page
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TABLE 9-1
9-1
Trends in Video Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
Bit Rates Required for Motion Video
Video
1980
1981
1981

1982
1983
1983
1984
1987
1990

90.000
90.000
30.000
1.544
0.784
0.056
0.019
0.019
0.009
0.009

Megabits
Megabits
Megabits*
Megabits'
Megabits
Megabits
Megabits
Megabits

Cost of Video
Video Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing Technology
Technology per
Location
1980
$500,000
$500,000
1981
$300,000
1981
$300,000
1982
$200,000
$200,000
1983
$150,000
$1 50,000
1984
$ 75,000
75,000
1985
$ 50,000
50,000
1987
$ 25,000
25,000
1990
$ 10,000
10,000
1980
1981
1981

1982
1983
1983
1984
1985
1987
1990

Video
Video Teleconferencing Scale
Scale
VLSI-Very
VLSI
—VeryLarge
Large Scale
Scale Integration
Integration
LSI-Large
LSI
— LargeScale
Scale
MSI-Modium
MSI
— Medium Scale
Scale
SSI-Small
SSI—Small Scale
Scale
RI-Roll
Rl—
Roll about
about
SF-Store
SF
—StoreForward
Forward
P-Portable
P—
Portable
W-Walk
W—
Walk about
about

* See Figure 9-4.
9-4.
Courtesy: Cross Information
Courtesy:
Information Company
Company

or photography
photography or
or when
when aaspeaker
speaker elaborates
elaborates on aa theme
theme through
through the
the use
use
view-graphs, flip
flip charts,
charts, chalk drawings, magazines,
or other
other nonnonof slides,
slides, view-graphs,
magazines, or
Figure 9-5.
9-5. ItIt isisseldom
moving material. See
See Figure
seldom necessary
necessary to introduce actual
actual
moving imagery
imagery in the form of
moving
of film
filmclips
clipsororvideotape
videotape recordings,
recordings, according
according
to Glen
Glen Southworth,
Southworth, president
president of
of Colorado
Colorado Video,
Video,Boulder,
Boulder,Colorado.
Colorado. See
See
Figure 9-6.
9-6. Slow
Slowscan
scan provides
provides the
the same
same type presentation in the
the teleconferencing framework.
framework. The
encing
The features
features of
ofslow-scan
slow-scan teleconferencing
teleconferencing include:
include:
• Uses
Uses normal telephone
telephone lines rather than
than broadband
broadband circuits.
circuits.
portability and
• Provides
Provides portability
andusability
usability atatremote
remote sites.
sites.
• Provides
Provides nonmoving pictures for
forpresentations
presentations similar to
to aa 35mm
35mm slide
slide
show.

Teleconferencing, Teleports,
Teleports, and
and Intelligent
Intelligent Buildings
Buildings
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FIGURE
FIGURE 9-4
DS-1
DS-1 Channel
Channel Expansion
Expansion Multiplexer
Multiplexer
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Compressed
Compressed
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32 Kbps

D4-Channel Bank
or
DS-1
DS-1 Interface
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L
E
E

Combined
and
S Multiplexed
Multiplexed
1.64 Kbps
1.64
Channel
Channel

.. ,,,.

DS-1
DS-1 Facility
1.544 Mbps
1.544Mbps

64 Kbps
Kbps Voice
64
Compressed
Compressed
to
32 Kbps
32

D4-Channel Bank
D4-Channel
or
DS-1 Interface
Interface
B
U

N
D
L

2:1 Compression
Compression Ratio

E

Graphic courtesy
Graphic
courtesy AT&T
AT&T Information
Information Systems
Systems

Provides pictures
pictures or
or presentations
that can
m Provides
presentations that
can be
be recorded
recorded on an audio
audio
cassette
recorderor
or computer
computer disk for
cassette recorder
for later
later use.
use.
available highhigh- and
and low-resolution
low-resolution systems
systemsthat
that take
take from
from two
two
• Makes
Makes available
to more
more than
than seven
seven minutes per image
image to transmit.
very little
little compared
• Costs
Costs very
compared with
with full-motion
full-motion video.
video.

In the
the case
case of
of slow-scan
slow-scan teleconferencing,
teleconferencing, the
the single-picture
single-picture transmission
transmission
enormous savings
savings in
in channel
channel capacity
capacity when compared
compared with
with convenprovides enormous
tional video use. A variety
variety of
of slow-scan
slow-scan television
television picture transmissions
transmissions have
convenbeen developed
developed over
over the
the past
past two decades.
decades. The
The present trend is
been
is to use convencameras, monitors,
monitors, and other system components
tional video cameras,
components in conjunction
bandwidth of
with "scan conversion"
conversion" devices.
devices. These reduce the bandwidth
of the
the television
camera's output
output from
from aa nominal
nominal 55mHz
mHz (hertz
(hertz isisone
onecycle,
cycle, mega
mega = 1,000,000)
1,000,000)
to approximately
approximately 1 kHz
kHz (kilo
(kilo =
= 1,000)
1,000) for
for transmission
transmission over
over voice
voice grade
grade
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FIGURE
FIGURE 9-5

Courtesy: Colorado
Colorado Video
Courtesy:
Video

lines and
and aa compression
compressionratio
ratio of
of 5,000=
5,000:1.
This ratio is
or normal
normal telephone
telephone lines
1. This
achievedby
by stretching
stretchingout
out signal
signal time
time from
from 30
to 11
achieved
30 pictures
pictures per
per second
second to
picture per 7t
7+seconds
seconds and/or
and/orreducing
reducingvisual
visualresolution.
resolution.Because
Because telephone
telephone
bandwidth isisexpensive,
bandwidth ratios
savings
line bandwidth
expensive, such bandwidth
ratiosrepresent
represent large
large cost savings
in transmission.
IBM's slow-scan
slow-scan video
videoteleconference
teleconference system
system presently
presently comprises
comprises more
more
than 110
rooms worldwide,
worldwide, with an
than
110 rooms
an additional
additional 150
150 to
to be
be added
added in 1985.
1985.
Using the
the IBM
Using
IBM System,
System, itit isispossible
possible to
to transmit
transmit voice,
voice, black-and-white,
black-and-white, or
color video
color
video images
images of
of people
people and
and graphics,
graphics, as
as well
wellas
ashigh-speed
high-speed facsimile
facsimile
and electronic
electronic storage
storage of
of documents
documentsfor
for recall
recall and
and later
later transmission.
transmission. Security
Security
and
arrangements
allow
for
presentation
and
discussion
of
confidential
IBM
arrangements allow for presentation and discussion of confidential IBM information.
mation. According to
to IBM,
IBM,"[Teleconferencing]
"[Teleconferencing]helps
helps you
yousolve
solveproblems
problems
faster
to people
people and
and information."
faster by improving
improving your
your access
access to
Slow-scan
has aa number of
Slow-scan video has
of applications.
applications. Some
Some of
of these
these include:
include:

•
•
•
•
•

Teleteaching.
Teleteaching.

Engineering
Engineering design
design meetings.
meetings.
Telepublishing
Telepublishing of
of news
news and information.
information.
Telemedicine:
remote diagnostics,
diagnostics, including
including X-ray
Telemedicine: remote
X-ray analysis.
analysis.

Environmental monitoring
monitoring and
andsecurity.
security.

Teleconferencing,
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FIGURE 9-6
FIGURE
Model 950 Teleconferencing
Model
Teleconferencing System
System

w
awtppm nn
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Courtesy:
Video, Inc.
Inc.
Courtesy: Colorado Video,

applications have
have had
had more
more publicity,
publicity, the
video
When these
these applications
the use
use of slow-scan
slow-scan video
will surely
will
surely increase.
increase.

Audio Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
Audio teleconferences
be assembled
assembledin
in one
oneof
of two
two ways: (1)
(1) by dialingdialingAudio
teleconferences can
can be
out from
bridge or
or (2)
(2) by
by dialing
dialing in to aa "meet
out
from the
the audio
audio bridge
"meet me"
me" bridge.
bridge. In
the dial-out
dial-out process,
process, provided by
by aa number
number of
ofcompanies,
companies, aa conference
conference operator or controller
tor
controller calls
calls all
all participants
participants sequentially
sequentially before
before the meeting
meeting then
bridges them
them together
together until
until all are
can take
bridges
are assembled.
assembled. A dial-out meeting
meeting can
up to 30
up
30 minutes to set
set up.
up.
When using
using the
the dial-in
When
dial-in or "meet
"meet me"
me" bridge,
bridge, often
often provided
provided by a service
service
bureau, the individual
individualteleconferees
teleconferees call themselves
themselves into the bridge at a specitime. See
SeeFigure
Figure9-7.
9-7. Using
Using aa "meet
"meet me"
me" bridge
bridge can reduce
reduce audio teleconteleconfied time.
ference setup
delays, such as incorrect
incorrect telephone
telephone
ference
setup time by eliminating major delays,
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FIGURE 9-7
FIGURE

Courtesy: Confertech
Confertech International
Courtesy:
International

numbers, unavailability
unavailability to
numbers,
totake
takecalls,
calls, and
and poor
poorconnections.
connections. AAgood
goodspeakerspeakerphone is essential
Figure 9-8.
phone
essential to successful
successful audio teleconferencing.
teleconferencing. See
See Figure
9-8.
An audio
audio bridge
bridge isis aa device that generally
generally allows
allows up
up to
to 48
48 (or
(or more,
more, dependdepending on
on which
which system
system isisused)
used) people
people to
to be
beconnected
connected simultaneously.
simultaneously. TeleTelephone
go into
into the bridge, where they
they are
are bridge
bridge amplified.
amplified. Bridge amplifiphone lines go
cation means
that all
all participants
have the
the same
voice quality
quality in
in the
cation
means that
participants have
same voice
the
conference, as
asall
all are
are brought
brought to the
conference,
the same
same sound
sound level,
level, and
and noise
noise is filtered
out. An
An operator
operator controls
controls the
thebridge
bridgeconsole
console either
eitherby
bycalling
callingteleconference
teleconference
participants
by arranging
arranging aa predetermined
predetermined time
time for
forthe
theteleconference.
teleconference.
participants or by
Audio
technology can
can provide
Audio bridges
bridges are
are now
now being automated. Enhanced
Enhanced technology
the capability
the
capability of holding
holding daily
daily multipoint
multipointteleconferences
teleconferences without the
the need
need
to interface
interface with
with aaconference
conference operator.
operator. A
A microprocessor
microprocessor coupled
coupled with aa
voice synthesizer gives
gives greetings
greetings and
andinstructions
instructions to the teleconference participarticipants. As participants dial into
pants.
into the
the system,
system, they
they are
are greeted
greeted individually by
by
the voice synthesizer and
and told to introduce
introduce themselves
themselves into
into the
the teleconference.
teleconference.
Access to
to the
the system
is via touch or push-button
by aa tone
Access
system is
push-button tones
tones generated
generated by
tone
dial pad
pad on
on the
the user's
user's telephone.
telephone.
Operational
of an
an audio
Operational features
features of
audio bridge
bridge can
can include:

Teleconferencing, Teleports, and
and Intelligent Buildings
Teleconferencing,
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FIGURE
FIGURE 9-8

Courtesy: Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing Systems
Systems International
International
Courtesy:

Forty-eight port
port teleconference
teleconference capacity.
capacity.
Microprocessor
with automatic
automatic answer
answer and
and instructions
instructions
Microprocessor controlled
controlled with
by voice
voice synthesizer.
synthesizer.
Access by
by off-premise
off-premise tone
tone dial key pad.
Access
pad.
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subdivision of teleconference into simultaneous subSoftware allowing subdivision
teleconferences.
Automatic gain
gain amplification
amplification compensating for
for network
network losses
losses to proprovide high-quality
high-quality audio
audio to each participant.
vide
participant.
Security
features via
via touch
touch pad, which
Security features
which lock
lock out
out undesired,
undesired, wouldwouldbe participants.

Software customized
customized to
to user's operational
Software
operational requirements.
requirements.

Monitor
Monitor jacks that provide
provide "operator"
"operator"interface,
interface, ifif desired.
desired.
Individual status
status lights
lights on
on each
each port
port module
module to
to allow
allow for
for talker
talker identifiidentification.
Expander
Expander jack
jack to
to allow
allowlinking
linkingof
of two
two systems
systems for
for full
full 48-port
48-port configuconfiguration.
Twenty-four-hour-a-day
access from
from any
any telephone
telephone in
in the
the world
world netTwenty-four-hour-a-day access
work.
Compatibility with all
all types
types of
of amplified
amplified speakerphones
speakerphones or teleconference systems.
systems.

The primary issues
The
issues in
in selecting
selecting an audio
audio bridge
bridge include:
include:
Speech
quality.
Speech quality.

Ability
Ability to interrupt.
Number of
ofconcurrent
concurrentconferences.
conferences.
Size
Size of conference.
conference.
Ease
Ease of setup
setup speed.
speed.

Ease
of operator
operator training.
Ease of
Security.

Graphic
Graphic terminal compatibility.
Transmission of data
Transmission
data communications
communications or
or slow
slowscan.
scan.
Unattended operator
operator capability.
Unattended
Technology—analog or digital.
Technology-analog
Preparation for the
achieving a successful
audio teleconPreparation
the meeting
meeting is vital to achieving
successful audio
ference.
of the key components
ference. Some
Some of
components are:
are:

Installation and
and testing
testing of
ofequipment.
equipment.
Schedule
Schedule of program dates.
dates.
Deadlines set
set for handouts and
Deadlines
and audiovisual
audiovisual material(s).
material(s).
Instructor(s) contacted/trained
contacted/trained regarding
Instructor(s)
regardingtheir
theirrole(s).
role(s).
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Coordinators
Coordinators selected
selected for each
each participating site.
site.

Guidelines
given instructors(s);
instructors(s); these
theseinclude
includeinformation
information on
on participarticiGuidelines given
pants,
site location,
pants, site
location, and
and names
names of coordinators.
coordinators.

Coordinators given
explaining their roles/duties.
roles/duties.
Coordinators
given handout/training
handout/training explaining
Practice
Practice run of
of program.
program.
Characteristics of audio teleconferencing
include the
the following:
Characteristics
teleconferencing include
Greetings,
incorporated into the
Greetings, introductions, and
and farewells must be
be incorporated
the
teleconference itself,
itself, since
since arrivals
arrivals and
teleconference
and departures
departures are
are invisible.

Participants may remain
Participants
remain relatively
relatively anonymous.
anonymous.
Active listening
Active
listeningisisrequired
requiredififconferees
conferees are
are to be involved in
in aa meaningful way.
Vocabulary and
and syntax
syntax have
have aa heightened
heightened impact
impact on
on listeners,
listeners, hence
hence
on the
the conference's
conference's effectiveness.
effectiveness.
magVocal characteristics, such
such as
as inflection, volume,
volume,and
and speed,
speed, have magnified impact on
nified
on the
the communication
communication exchange.
exchange.
Pausesin
in conversations
conversations and
and long
long silences
silenceshave
havetheir
their own
own value, which
Pauses
can be positive or
or negative.
negative.
There may
may be
be difficulty
difficulty ininsending
sendingororreceiving
receivingmessages
messages that depend
depend
on visual
visual cues,
cues, such
such as
as eye
eye movements
movements or body
body language.
language.
See
Figure 9-9
9-9 on p.
See Figure
p. 166.
166.
With adequate
be aa powerful and
With
adequate preparation,
preparation, audio
audio teleconferencing
teleconferencing can
can be
and
inexpensivecommunications
communicationstool.
tool. The
The following
following are
some of
of its
its more
more viable
viable
inexpensive
are some
applications:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordination
Coordination of
ofinternal
internal administrative
administrativeaffairs.
affairs.
Interface with
with field
fieldoffices.
offices.
Product releases
releases and
and telemarketing.
telemarketing.
Training of
offield
fieldpersonnel.
personnel.
Coordination
Coordination of
ofremote
remote manufacturing
manufacturingoperations.
operations.
Public relations
relations and
andproduct
productdevelopment.
development.

Audiographic Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
Audiographic teleconferencing
teleconferencing usually
usually adds
adds visuals
visuals to voice
voice for
forincreased
increased
communication effectiveness.
effectiveness. This mode of
of teleconferencing
teleconferencing is
is distinguished
distinguished
by the
the various
various types
types of
of equipment
equipment used.
used. Key features
features include:
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FIGURE 9-9
FIGURE

Courtesy. Virginia
Courtesy:
Virginia Ostendor7,
Ostendorf, Inc.

m Graphics that
that reinforce
reinforceaudio
audioteleconferencing
teleconferencing by
by enabling
enabling design,
design, engineering, and
and editorial
editorial collaborations
collaborationsto
to occur
occur "live."
"live."
neering,
of the participants,
participants, relevant
• Visual
Visualawareness
awareness of
relevantdocuments,
documents, and
andaasetting's
setting's
ambiance.
• Graphics that
that allow
allowrelevant
relevantdocuments
documents to
tobe
beconveyed
conveyed during meetmeetings.
There are various
various types
types of
of audiographic
audiographic teleconferencing:
teleconferencing:

Telewriters
Telewriters which
which are
are multicolored
multicolored electronic
electronic pens.
pens. Writing is
is done
done
on the video
workstation
on
video terminal,
terminal, and
and the
the system
system has
has an
an integrated
integrated workstation
and speakerphone.
speakerphone.
• Electronic chalk
chalk and
andmarker
markerboards.
boards.
computers, including
including (1) the personal
image computer
computer with
with
• Personal
Personal computers,
personal image
(2) lap boards
its facsimile devices,
devices, (2)
boards for freehand
freehand drawing,
drawing, (3)
(3)mouse
mouse
input devices.
input
devices.

•

See
Figure 9-10.
See Figure
9-10.
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FIGURE
FIGURE 9-10
9-10

Courtesy: AT&T
AT&T
Courtesy:

appliThe addition of
of graphics to audio teleconferencing permits specialized
specialized appliof teleconferencing,
teleconferencing, such
such as
as descriptions of:
of:
cations of

Engineering designs.
designs.
Building layouts.
layouts.
Advertising.
Advertising.
Interactive equations.
equations.
Legal briefings.
briefings.

Visual-Graphic Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
A further
furtherevolution
evolutionofofthe
theaudiographics
audiographics concept
concept in
in electronic teleconferencteleconferencing isis visual
visual graphics,
graphics, computer
computergraphics-enhanced
graphics-enhanced video
video teleconferencing
teleconferencing
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using freeze-frame
adds the
the dimension
using
freeze-frame video. The freeze-frame
freeze-frame technique
technique adds
dimension
of video, and for an additional
cost,
additional cost, audio
audio support.
support. Synchronization
Synchronization of
of these
these
media incorporate
their
separate
advantages
into
one
system.
Visual
graphics
incorporate their separate advantages into one system. Visual graphics
clearly
effectiveatataafraction
fraction of
of the
the cost
clearly make
make teleconferencing
teleconferencing effective
cost of aa fullfullmotion video
video setup.
setup.
This type
computer graphics software
type of
of system
system is exemplified by the use of computer
software
to enhance freeze-frame
video
teleconferencing.
In
this
arrangement,
graphics
freeze-frame video teleconferencing. In
graphics
are created
are
created on aa personal
personal computer
computer and uploaded
uploaded to the
the mainframe
mainframe host.
host.
The host
host computer
computer carries
carries graphics,
graphics, video,
video, and
and room-lighting
room-lighting control
control comcommands over
over a data network
participating in
in the
the pointmands
network to those
those remote sites participating
pointto-multipoint (one sending location
location to many receiving
receiving locations) video conference.
The central
central computer can bridge
software links
links up
up to
to 10 sites
sites at
at either
ence. The
bridge software
9.6 or 19.2
19.2 kilobits
kilobits per
per second.
second. The
Thefull-color,
full-color, freeze-frame
freeze-frame video
video operating
operating
at 56
56 kilobits
kilobits per second
second costs about one-10th
one-10th as much
much to transmit
transmit as
as does
does
a full-color,
full-color, full-motion video transmitted at
at 1.5
1.5megabits.
megabits.
The advantages
advantages of
of visual-graphic
visual-graphic teleconferencing
teleconferencing are:
are:
•

The
on moving
moving graphics
graphics and
and data
datarather
rather than
than moving
moving individindividThe emphasis
emphasis on
ual people.
people.
• Spreadsheet software,
software, featuring columns, charts, graphs,
graphs, and
and text that
allows
system application
areas.
allows for
for system
application in many areas.
with full-motion
• When compared
compared with
full-motionvideo
videoteleconferencing,
teleconferencing,software
software proprogramming
on a personal
personal computer (PC) is
is a substantially faster, simpler,
simpler,
gramming on
and
cheaper process
process than a production
production crew
crew shooting
shooting on film or tape.
tape.
and cheaper
inserting a floppy
floppy disk
disk into the PC drive
In addition, editing
editing involves
involves inserting
drive
and executing
desired changes,
changes,whereas
whereasfilm
filmand
andvideo
video editing
editing is
is aa
and
executing desired
slower process.
process.
• This type
type of
of system
system can be
be hooked
hooked up
up to
to the
thelarge
largenumbers
numbers of
ofmainmainframes and persona]
frames
personal computers already
already being
being used
used by
by many
many organizaorganizations. By
By stressing
stressing computer graphics
graphics over
over video,
video, these companies
companies can
use their existing data processing resources to enhance the
the cost-effective
cost-effective
video teleconferencing. The
The proliferation of PCs has driven and altered
altered
data and
and voice
voice communications
communications through teleconferencing.
teleconferencing. In fact, this
this
video breakthrough
breakthrough will
probably make personal
personal computers
computers the
the domivideo
will probably
and creative
creative force in teleconferencing.
nant and

This system's
system's orientation
orientationas
as aa data
data medium
mediumrather
ratherthan
thanasasaavideo
videoshowcase
showcase
becomes apparent
video teleconferencing
teleconferencing room.
room. Since
Since
becomes
apparent upon
upon examining the video
graphics are transmitted
shows
transmitted before
before the
the teleconference,
teleconference, a projection screen
screen shows
vivid computer
vivid
computerimages
images while
whilefreeze-frame
freeze-frame images
images are
are watched
watched on
on an
an adjacent
adjacent
TV monitor.
monitor. AA floppy
floppy disk
diskisisloaded
loaded into
into one
one of
of the
the PCs
PCs in
in the
the room.
room. As
As
the mainframe
data over
over aa proprietary network,
the
mainframe sends
sends data
network, aa checklist
checklist appears
appears
on the projection
projection screen.
screen. In
In about
about five
fiveminutes,
minutes,the
thesoftware
softwaredata
data isisreceived
received
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at up to 10
mainframe manages
graphics, video,
video, and
and control10 remote sites.
sites. The mainframe
manages graphics,
ler commands
from this one
commands from
one central
central location.
location.
The applications of
embrace all
all previously
previously
The
of visual-graphic
visual-graphic teleconferencing
teleconferencing embrace
mentioned forms.
forms. Therefore,
Therefore, itit is an
effectivetool
toolfor
for entities
entities with
with
mentioned
an especially
especially effective
comprehensive communications
communications needs.
needs.

Computer
Computer Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
Based
on the
the written
written form of communication,
Based on
communication, rather
rather than video
video or voice,
voice,
computer
teleconferencing
(CT)
engenders
social
interaction
that
differs
computer teleconferencing (CT) engenders social interaction that differs from
from
the audio, audiographic,
audiographic, or
or video
videomodes.
modes.
Often called
Often
called computer
computer conferencing,
conferencing, computer-aided
computer-aided communications
communications
networking(CAN)—CT
(CAN)-CT allows
(CAC), or computer-aided
computer-aided networking
allowspeople
people in
in different
different
geographic locations
locations to
to conduct
geographic
conduct ongoing
ongoing meetings
meetings using
using video
video terminals
terminals
(CRT-VDU), personal
(CRT-VDU),
personalcomputers,
computers, ororcomputer
computersystems.
systems. An
An electronic
electronic mesmessage system
systemrecords
records each
eachparticipants'
participants' input.
sage
input. Any
Anyconferencee
conferencee may
mayaccess,
access,
read, and
and respond
regardlessofof whether
whether or
or not
read,
respond to these
these communications,
communications, regardless
other participants are
thus proother
are communicating
communicating simultaneously.
simultaneously. The system
system thus
vides aa verbatim
verbatim log of the
vides
the meeting.
meeting.
The
attraction of
of computer
computer teleconferencing
teleconferencing isis that,
other
The major
major attraction
that, unlike
unlike other
forms, all participants
forms,
participants do not have
have to be
be at
at their
their desks
desks at
at the
the same
same time.
time.
computer's capability
capability to
to provide
provideasynchronous,
asynchronous, nonreal-time,
nonreal-time, or storestoreThe computer's
forward communications
participants extraordinary
extraordinary flexibility.
flexibility. Comcommunications offers
offers participants
Computer teleconferencing
teleconferencing is not
not dependent
dependent on
on any
any one
one person's
person's time
time schedule,
schedule,
distance, travel, and
and time zone
nor the variables
variables of
of rain,
rain, sleet,
sleet, sickness,
sickness, distance,
zone differdifferences.This
This technique
technique has
hasproven
provento
to be
behighly
highly effective
effective for
for managing ongoing
ences.
project activities. The bottom line
line isis that
that computer
computer teleconferencing
teleconferencing prevents
prevents
frustrations associated
frustrations
associated with
withface-to-face
face-to-face contact
contact and
and thereby
therebyenables
enables the meetmeeting's ultimate
ultimate purpose
purpose to
to be
be achieved.
achieved.
The following
The
following are
are some
some key
key features
features of
of computer
computer teleconferencing:
teleconferencing:
The computer
computer provides
provides sophisticated
sophisticated software support.
support.

Other teleconferencing
teleconferencing systems
systems require real-time,
real-time, geographic-depengeographic-dependent interaction,
interaction, but
but CT can
dent
can be
be used
used at
at any
any time
time from
from almost
almost
anywhere. Accordingly,
Accordingly, meetings
anywhere.
meetings can
can be
be prearranged
prearranged or
or scheduled
scheduled
like other
other teleconferences.
teleconferences.
It isis the
the least
least expensive
expensive of
of the
the teleconferencing
teleconferencing technologies.
technologies.
It can
can use
use creative
creative software
software systems
systems to
develop models
better
to develop
models for
for better
decision
making. With
decision making.
With the
the growing
growingemphasis
emphasis on
on decision
decision support
support
systems
and management
managementtools
toolsfor
for graphic
graphic display
display of
of information,
systems and
itit can
systemswithout
without radically
can accommodate
accommodate new modeling systems
radically changchanging user
user interaction.
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CT provides
provides the
the key
key advantage
advantage of long-term
long-term record
record and
and electronic
electronic
filing. Large
filing.
Large volumes
volumes ofoffile
filerecords
recordscan
canbe
beaccessed,
accessed, like
like an
an elecelectronic library,
library,and
and can
can be
be easily
easily and
and rapidly
rapidly retrieved.
retrieved.
computerterminal
terminal training
training is
is required
requiredwith
with online
online "help"
"help"
No special
special computer
and simple commands.
commands.
Communication
Communication isisimproved
improvedamong
amongmanagers.
managers. The
The network
networkbecomes
becomes
aa "place"
"place" ininthe
thethought
thoughtprocesses
processes ofofthose
those who
whoare
areconnected
connected
via computer
computer communications.
communications.
Turnaround time
or actions.
actions. (In
(In one
Turnaround
time is
is reduced
reduced on urgent
urgent decisions
decisions or
one
U.S. Army
that would
U.S.
Army test
test using
using computer
computer conferencing,
conferencing, decisions
decisions that
have taken
taken one
one to
to two weeks
have
weeks took one to two
two days
days in
in many
manycases.)
cases.)
Interruptions from
information
from telephone
telephone calls
calls are
are reduced
reduced because
because information
can
the recipient is
can be
be sent
sent whenever the
is free.
free.
People
are never
never late
late for aa meeting.
People are
meeting. They
They use
use the
the system
system whenever
whenever
and
and wherever
wherever they find itit convenient.
convenient.
Messages
andinformation
information are
are organized
organized for the most logical presentaMessages and
presentation. The discipline of putting
putting thoughts
thoughts into
into writing
writingbefore
before commucommunicating them improves
improves the quality
quality of
of communications.
communications.
stress isis decreased
decreased because
because managers
connected
Manager stress
managers are
are always connected
to the
out of touch.
the office,
office, never
never out
touch.
System
production of
(instead of making multiple
System production
of copies
copies (instead
multiplephotocopies)
photocopies)
is improved.
improved.
Techniques for
for solving
which require
Techniques
solving problems
problems which
require action
action and
and review
review
by several
and activities are
several people
people and
are more
more effective.
effective.
Electronic
involved in
in the
Electronic "footprints"
"footprints" can
can keep
keep everyone
everyone involved
the project
project
informed-from
informed—frombeginning
beginningtotoend.
end.People
People can
canenter
enter the
theprocess
process
any point
point and
and have
have full
fulldocumentation
documentationtotoevaluate
evaluatethe
theprocess.
process.
at any
Training
Training of
of new
new staff
staff isisaccomplished
accomplished at aa lower
lower cost
cost per
per student.
student.
Current staff
do not
not lose
from the job.
staff members
members do
lose time away
away from
job.
Management/employee relations
relations are
are improved
improved for those
by
Management/employee
those affected
affected by
a policy
workers can
can digest
digest the
the material
policydocument
document because
because these
these workers
easier
easier at its
its successive
successive stages
stages of development.
Scheduling problems
problems are
are eliminated.
Scheduling
Computer
Computer conferences
conferences can
can also
also be
be synchronous
synchronous ininsome
some systems,
systems, and
and
this option
option influences
influences other
other patterns
patterns ofofusage
usage as
as mentioned.
mentioned. FaceFaceto-face conferences
conferences are
are synchronous; everyone
everyone must be
be in
in the
thesame
same
place at the
place
the same
same time.
Groups can convene
electronically, then
then decide
decide to
to meet
meet or
or break
break up
convene electronically,
While the larger conference
conferencecontincontininto committees
committees of
of various
various sizes.
sizes. While
ues,
each member
member can
can electronically
electronically take
ues, each
take notes
notes on
on computerized
computerized
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scratch pads and
thesenotes
notestotoanother
another member
memberwithout
without
and can send
send these
disturbing the
the conference.
conference.

Medical diagnosis
is easier.
The doctor
doctor sends
out a description
Medical
diagnosis is
easier. The
sends out
description of
the problem
the
problem to all
all subscribers
subscribers of the
the system
system in order
order totoreceive
receive
assistance.
Far from discouraging
discouraging personal
personal participation, aa computer
computer conferencconferencing
system encourages
encourages users
ideas as
occur. This
This
ing system
userstoto write
write ideas
as they
they occur.
gives users
userstime
timefor
for reflection,
reflection, which
which might
might not be
gives
be available
available in a
face-to-face meeting.
meeting. When
When computer
computer teleconferencing
is used
used to
face-to-face
teleconferencing is
prepare for face-to-face
the background
prepare
face-to-face meetings,
meetings, the
background of
of issues
issues and
and
trivia have
trivia
have been
been dealt with,
with, and
and people
people are
are ready
ready to
to make
make decisions
decisions
or move forward on
on more
more difficult
difficult questions.
questions.

ELECTRONIC MAIL
MAIL VERSUS
VERSUS
COMPUTER
COMPUTER TELECONFERENCING
In most
most electronic
electronic communication
communicationsystems,
systems, there
there are
are four levels
levels of
of involveinvolvement, access,
access, or use:
use:

Bulletin board-open
board—openororglobal
globalaccess.
access.
Conferencing-controlled ororgroup
Conferencing—controlled
groupaccess.
access.
Electronic mail-one-to-one
mail—one-to-oneaccess.
access.
Memo or scratch
pad-private access.
Memo
scratch pad—private
access.
SeeFigure
Figure 9-11.
See

Bulletin Board Features
Bulletin
Features
Bulletin
is generally
generally available
available to
to all
all users.
users.Although
Although participaBulletin board
board access
access is
participa-

tion in
in conferences
conferences is limited
limited to
to being
beingasked
asked or
or selected,
selected, electronic
electronic mail is
is
useful
suchasas"Let's
"Let'shave
havelunch"
lunch"oror "Did
"Did you
useful for short
short messages,
messages, such
you get
get that
that
report finished?"
finished?"The
Thememo
memoarea
area becomes
becomes the
the electronic
electronic desk.
desk.

Electronic Mail
Mail Features
Features
This tutorial
not all,
This
tutorial on
onelectronic
electronic mail
mailrepresents
represents some,
some, not
all, of
ofthe
thefeatures
features
found
in
electronic
mail
systems.
Electronic
mail
systems
do
not
found
electronic mail systems. Electronic
systems do not all have
have
the same
organization, just
just as
the
same organization,
as Fords
Fords and
and Chevrolets
Chevrolets are
are automobiles
automobiles but
do not look
do
look at
at all
allalike.
alike.For
Forexample,
example, electronic
electronic mail
mail produced
produced on word
word
processorsisisusually
usually transmitted
transmitted in
in real
processors
real time,
time, whereas
whereas store-forward
store-forward mail
uses aa central
central computer
computer to
to deposit
uses
deposit mail, and
and retrieval
retrieval isis accomplished
accomplished in
with "telenonreal time. This technique
nonreal
technique may be a solution
solution for those plagued
plagued with
phone
phone tag" or
or"telephone
"telephone Ping-Pong,"
Ping-Pong,"the
theseemingly
seeminglyinterminable
interminable calling
calling
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back and forth
back
forth before
before one
one reaches
reaches another
another person.
person. Moreover,
Moreover, ideas
ideas can
can be
be
sent or
or broadcast
sent
broadcast to groups
groups of people.
people. Ideas
Ideas can
can also
also be
be networked
networked with
other personal
personal idea
idea collection.
idea points for idea
there must
must first be
recipient
Unlike the
the U.S.
U.S. Postal
Postal Service,
Service, there
be aa recognized
recognized recipient
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can be
be sent.
sent.A
A formal
formal game
on the
the electronic
electronic mail
mailsystem
system before
before aa message
message can
game
is required
required in
in order
order totocreate
createaamessage,
message, and
and most
most mail
mailsystems
systems also
also have
have
certain protocols
certain
protocols for creating
creating a message-usually
message—usually requiring
requiring participants
participants to
to
accesscertain
certaincommands,
commands,such
suchasas".R"
".R" (period
(period commands),
which allow
allow
access
commands), which
one to review
before sending it.
one
review aa message
message before
The
The following
following discussion
discussion will
will focus
focus on
on the
the store-forward
store-forward approach.
approach. Some
Some
of the
the commonly
commonly found
found electronic
electronic mail
mail commands
commands for
for sending
sending are:
are:
Send message-puts
message—putsmessage
messageininreceiver's
receiver'spigeonhole
pigeonhole on the computer.

Forward message-allows
message—allows aa message
message to be
be read
read and
and passed
passed along
along to

one or more
more readers.
readers.
Quit-stops activity
Quit—stops
activity and
and allows
allows the
the user
user to
to leave
leave the
the mail
mail system.
system.
Help-brings up information
Help—brings
information on
on using
using the
the features
features as
as well
well as
as online
online
instructions.
Timed message
messagedelivery—allows
delivery-allows the
the writer
writer to
to create
Timed
create a message
message for
future delivery.
This feature
feature can
can be
be used
used as
as a timed
future
delivery. This
timed reminder
reminder to
the writer
writer as
as well.
well.
Group—allows distribution
distribution to
to aagroup
group of
of people.
people.
Group-allows
Copy-sends
Copy—sends carbon
carbon or
or blind
blind copies.
copies.
Registered/forcedreply—allows
reply-allows the
Registered/forced
the sender
sender to be
be informed
informed when
when a
message has
has been
been received
received and
and in some
message
some cases
cases forces
forces the receiver
receiver
to reply to the
the message.
message.
each electronic mail system. Some
Some systems
systems
These features differ
differ slightly with each
provide the writer with
provide
with aa simplified
simplified menu listing commands,
commands, whereas
whereas others
provide a complicated
provide
complicated yet
yet comprehensive
comprehensive listing
listing of
of commands.
commands. The
The analogy
analogy
ordering an
an entree
entree or ordering
is ordering
ordering a la carte.
carte.
Some of
of the typical features for
Some
for reading
reading or
or receiving
receiving mail are:
are:
Acknowledge
received-lets the
Acknowledge received—lets
the sender
sender know
know that
that the
themessage
message was
received
and
allows
a
reply.
received and allows a
Again-allows
Again—allowsthe
themessage
message totobe
beread
read again.
again.

Print-tells the
Print—tells
thecomputer
computertotoprint
printthe
themessage
message out
out on
on aa hard-copy
hard-copy
printer.
Hold-indicates
Hold—indicatesthat
thatthe
therecipient
recipientreceived
receivedthe
themessage,
message, but there
there
is
no
reply
at
this
time.
It
also
allows
the
recipient
is no
this time. It also allows the recipient to hold
hold the
the
messageuntil
until later.
message
filing area
Save/file/copy/delete-puts
Save/file/copy/delete—puts the
themessage
message in a permanent
permanent filing
area
or in
in the
the "waste
"waste basket."
basket."
Append-allows
Append—allows aanote
note totobe
beattached
attached totothe
thebottom
bottom ofofaapreviously
previously
written message.
message.
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Reply-invokes
Reply—invokesthe
thetext
texteditor
editorsosoone
onecan
cancreate
createaareply
reply to
to the
the sender.
sender.
Forward-routes
Forward—routesthe
themessage
messagetotoaadesignated
designated person
person for consideration.
consideration.
A message
can be appended
then be
be sent
message can
appended with comments,
comments, then
sent on to
to
destination.
its final destination.

A myriad
provide for
myriad of other
other features
features found on electronic
electronic mail systems
systems provide
multilevel passwords, listings of
sent or received, verification
of
of messages
messages sent
verification of
messages,
andpriority
priority position. Standards like the CCITT X.400
X.400 will
will allow
messages, and
different
different electronic
electronic mail
mailsystems
systems to
to be
be connected
connected together.

Computer
Features
Computer Teleconferencing Features
This new technology is called teleconferencing to
to differentiate
differentiate itit from
from such
traditional office
automation functions as word processing
office automation
processing and simple,
simple, oneto-one electronic mail. From the perspective of the
the creator
creator or writer, computer
or text
text teleconferencing
teleconferencing allows
allows documents to
to be
be shared
shared more
more easily
easily and
and inforinformation to be
mation
be exchanged
exchanged on
on aagroup
groupbasis
basisjust
justlike
likeface-to-face
face-to-facemeetings.
meetings.
Meetings can
can go on as long
Meetings
long as
as necessary.
necessary.
Computer
(CT) systems also provide the following
following other
other
Computer teleconferencing (CT)
benefits:

•

Outlining.
Outlining. A computer
computer isisideally
ideally suited
suited for
forgenerating
generating and
andorganizing
organizing
an outline of unlimited length. It has
has the
the ability
ability to
to add,
add, delete,
delete, modify,
and reorganize.
and
reorganize. In addition,
addition, most
most paper-based
paper-based outlines
outlines do
do not
not allow
allow
for the easy
the ability to
for
easy addition of
of information.
information. CT
CT software
software offers
offers the
"link" separate
together at
at any point in aa grid
separate outlines
outlines together
grid form,
form, which
which
can be displayed
on the
the computer
can
displayed on
computer terminal.
terminal. In this way,
way, related
related ideas
can have distinct primary
primary relationships
relationships as
as well
well as
as tertiary
tertiary connections
connections
to other
other outlines.
outlines. The
The prioritize
prioritize command
command organizes
organizes aa list of
of topics
topics
by their importance. See
by
See Figure
Figure 9-12.
9-12.
The randomize command,
command, for
for example,
example, puts aa list
list of topics in random
order for possible
Grouping concepts
concepts by
by common
common attriorder
possible associations.
associations. Grouping
butes permits general
general observations.
observations. The
The categorize
categorize command
command creates
creates
an outline
outline structure
structure from
from grouped
grouped topics
topics on a list, and other commands
commands
provide additional links
links to
to organize,
organize, identify,
identify, flag, and retrieve
retrieve information.

•

with most
most chalk
chalk or
or "white
"white board" is that you
Charting.
Charting. The problem
problem with
often
often want to
to save
save what has
has been
been written,
written, but
but need
need the
the space
space for
forsomesomething
thing new.
new. CT systems
systems are ideally
ideally suited for saving work, while
while allowing
for
for the
the creation
creation of
of new
new text.
text. In
In addition,
addition,the
thenetworking
networking capability
capability
allows text to be sent to other
other people
people for
for review,
review, comment, and
and correccorrection.
tion. A "white
"white board"
board" of
of text
text can
can be
be sent
sent to
to other
other project
project members
members
for
for their
their comments.
comments. See
See Figure 9-13.
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FIGURE 9-12
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Source: Cross
Cross Information
Reprinted from
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James R. Weidlein
Source:
Information Company.
Company. Reprinted
Weidlein and
and Thomas
Thomas B.
B.Cross,
Cross,
Networking Personal
Personal Computers
Computers in
in Organizations
Organizations (Homewood,
(Homewood, III.:
III.: Dow
Dow Jones-lrwin,
Jones-Irwin,1986)
1986) ©0 Dow
Networking
Dow
Jones-Irwin, 1986
Jones-lrwin,
1986

Networking. Building
Building personal
personal "idea
"idea networks"
networks" isis an
an important
important ap-

proach
proach to creating
creating and
and managing
managing projects
projects or
ormanagement
management activities.
activities.
The
The network
network allows
allows ideas
ideas to
to be
be coordinated,
coordinated, managed,
managed, reorganized,
reorganized,
and presented
presented for
for review.
review.Networking
Networking permits
permits easy
easyfiling,
filing,searching,
searching,
and editing.
editing. Creating
Creating ideas,
ideas, linking
linking them
them through
through multidimensional
multidimensional
outlines,
and charting their relative
outlines, and
relative positions
positions is certainly
certainly a far
far more
more
exciting
exciting and creative process
process than the
the traditional
traditionalfiling
filingsystem.
system.
Idea exchanges.
exchanges. An "idea exchange point"
information
Idea
point" is
is an
an organized
organized information
outline for group networking.
networking. Each
Each idea
idea exchange
exchange can be
be divided
divided into
subcommittees,
projects, chapters
chapters within
within aa book,
subcommittees, projects,
book, lectures
lectures within aa
course,
course, or issues
issues within
within aa discussion,
discussion, which
which are called
called idea
idea points.
points.
Idea points
points let a group
Idea
group share
share information
information in aa central
central idea
idea exchange
exchange
area
area or
or allow
allow many-to-many
many-to-many or group
group networking.
networking. These
These areas
areas are

I
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FIGURE 9-13
FIGURE
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Source: Cross
Cross Information
Company. Reprinted
Reprinted from
from James
James R. Weidlein
Source:
Information Company.
Weidlein and
and Thomas
Thomas B,
B. Cross,
Cross,
Networking Personal
Personal Computers
Computersinin Organization's
Organizations(Homewood,
(Homewood,III.:
III.:Dow
DowJones-lrwin,
Jones-Irwin,1986),
1986),©©Dow
Dow
Networking
Jones-Irwin, 1986.
Jones-lrwin,
1986.

accessedmuch
muchlike
like normal
normal meetings,
meetings, except
except there
there can
can be
be an
anunlimited
unlimited
accessed
idea exchanges
exchanges(main
(maintopics)
topics)with
with aacorresponding
correspondingunlimited
unlimited
number of idea
number of
of idea
idea points
points (subtopics).
(subtopics).
Status and tracking.
Status
tracking. This
This function
function provides
provides the
the conference
conference member
member
with information
information about new
new ideas that have
have been sent to the conference,

i
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new
and "keeps
"keeps track
track of"
of" project
new mail, and information that
that concerns
concerns and
project
activities.

Management reports
reports and
and directories.
directories. This feedback
feedback informs network
network
Management
members as to how long an
individual has been working on an activity.
an individual

This is useful
for those
This
useful information
information for
those who work
work at
at distant
distant locations,
locations,
for charge-back
and for management
for
charge-back systems,
systems, and
management reports. The directory
directory
is a useful
useful system for discovering what idea exchanges
exchanges and what memmembers are on
bers
on the
the system,
system, or
or who
whomay
maybe
beinterested
interested ininaaspecific
specific issue.
issue.
Searching. Text searching
searching of
of outlines,
outlines, networks,
networks, conference
conference members,
members,

discussions,
and personal
personal note
note pad
pad areas
discussions, and
areas can save
save large
large amounts
amounts of
time as well as provide idea exchange
participants far better organizaexchange participants
organization. In addition,
addition, after
after aa search
search isis completed,
completed, the
the results
results can
can be
be instantainstantaneously sent throughout the
the system.
system. Searching,
Searching, for
forexample,
example, generally
generally
allows
and Mars but
but not Jupiter
allows a person to find comments
comments on Venus
Venus and
or Saturn.
Saturn. The
The system
system then
then retrieves
retrieves the
the information
information requested
requested and
and
presents
member with
with material
material that
that can be
presents the conference
conference member
be organized
organized
into a report
report or
or filed.
filed. Joining
Joining merges
merges text by
by lines,
lines, words,
words, or sections.
sections.
lines, words,
words, or sections.
Dividing reduces
reduces text
sections. Sorting
Sorting performs
performs
text into lines,
a variety
variety of
of activities
activities by
by arranging
arranging text
text ininascending
ascendingorordescending
descending
order, by crosspoints,
charts, or other
crosspoints, charts,
other options.
options.
Gathering. Once
Once information has been
been amassed
amassed in
in separate idea folders,
Gathering.
reorganized into a summary
summary report
report via the gathering function.
it can be reorganized
This function collects
collects personal memos,
memos, mail, and
and ideas, and organizes
organizes
them in any
Inserting and
and deleting
input of new
them
any way
way desired.
desired. Inserting
deleting allows
allows input
text within existing or new areas. Most
Most CT
CT systems
systems have
have commands
commands
for text manipulation,
for
manipulation, such
such as move, copy,
copy, put, get, mark, and
and undo
undo
command previously
previously performed).
performed). Editing
Editing functions
(which reinstates
reinstates a command
functions
offer aa wide range
offer
range of
of options,
options, including
including interfacing
interfacing word
word processing
processing
software and internal editing commands. Some of the commonly found
software
editing commands
commands include
include insert,
insert, overtype,
overtype, block
block move,
move, and
and annotate
annotate
editing
modes.
Most CT activities
are actually
in aa nonreal
Real time.
time. Most
activities are
actually performed
performed in
nonreal
time environment, but this feature provides for an online conversation
conversation
mode. The
The system
"knows" who
mode.
system "knows"
who is presently
presently "on"
"on" the
the system
system and
and
can help organize
organize aa conversational
conversational idea
idea session
session similar to a telephone
telephone
conference or
or face-to-face
meeting, except
exceptthat
that statements
statements are
are made
conference
face-to-face meeting,
made
in text form. In addition, aa verbatim
verbatim transcript
transcript of
ofthe
the event
event isis automatiautomatically documented.
cally
documented.
handling. This is an increasingly
increasingly demanding operation. Most
Most syssysFile handling.
tems can read ASCII
tems
ASCII files, but some
some have
have limitations
limitations on the amount
amount
of text transferable. Some systems allow
uploading and downdownallow for
for the uploading
ASCII files
filesbut
but cannot
cannot read
read them
them in the same
same form
form in which
which
loading of ASCII
they were written. Printing
Printing options
options include
include spacing,
spacing, selected
selected files, out-
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lines,
lines, charts,
charts, margins,
margins, headings,
headings, annotations,
annotations, numbering,
numbering, and
and status
status
reports. See
Figure 9-14.
See Figure
9-14.

•

Other program options.
user friendly and
options. CT
CT systems
systems have to be user
and allow
allow
multiple modes
menus for instruction,
modes of operation, menus
instruction, online
online help
help and
and
tutorials, direct
direct commands, multilevel string commands, access
access to
to the
operating system, and user-defined macros. They must run either
either system
system
programs or external timesharing
timesharing programs, windows,
windows, and other
other administrative management
management features.
features. Other features
features include online applicaapplications and
and simulations, both of which facilitate
facilitate user
user interaction.
interaction.

Features
Features of Note or Scratch
Scratch Pads
Pads
Each writer has
Each
has private,
private, secure
secure (optional
(optional password
password protection)
protection) idea
idea files
or memo
memo areas,
areas, which
which are
are kept
kept online
online for
for ease
ease of
ofuse.
use.Essentially,
Essentially, idea
idea files
files
serve as
as an
an electronic
desk having
having "folders"
"folders" that contain
serve
electronic desk
contain memos,
memos, plans,
plans, and
correspondence.
This information can
can be sent
sent to participating
participating members
members and/
and/
correspondence. This
or to
to the
the idea
idea exchange.
exchange.
Within the
the next five years,
there will
Within
years, there
will be more than
than 30
30 million
million personal
personal
computers
computers installed
installed worldwide,
worldwide, many
many connected
connected via networks
networks to corporate
corporate
offices
from either
either field
field or
or home offices.
The WANG Personal
offices from
offices. The
Personal Image
Image Computer (PIC)
(PIC)combines
combines video with the personal computer. Continued expansion
expansion
of the personal
personal computer
computer market
market will
will bring
bringchanges
changes ininthe
theteleconferencing
teleconferencing
small-scale desk
desk teleconferencing
teleconferencingand
and computer
computer teleconteleconindustry, especially in small-scale
ferencing.
For effective
problem-solving, managers
managers should
should examine all teleconferencteleconferencFor
effective problem-solving,
ing
and understand
ing technologies
technologies and
understand how
how their capabilities
capabilities may
may be integrated
integrated
to enhance an organization's
organization'seffectiveness.
effectiveness. All
All teleconferencing
teleconferencing forms
forms facilitate
facilitate
effective communications
communications over
over distances,
distances, and
and computer
effective
computer teleconferencing
teleconferencing in
particular allows
communication to
to take
take place
place without regard
regard to time.
particular
allows communication

MEETING ELECTRONICALLY,
ELECTRONICALLY, NOT
MEETING
NOT ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC MEETINGS
MEETINGS
Computer
Computer teleconferencing,
teleconferencing, like a gatekeeper,
gatekeeper, recognizes
recognizes certain
certain user
user acacfor them. In an open
counts as privileged
privileged and provides
provides security and privacy
privacy for
open
teleconference,all
all members
membersmay
mayread
read all
all items
items and
and contribute
contribute their
their own
teleconference,
own at
will. Normally,
Normally, they
they are
are not permitted
will.
permitted to
to change
change files
files created
created by others,
others,
but this editorial
but
editorial function
function is
is up
up to
to the
thesystem
system designer.
designer. Many
Many permutations
permutations
and it is
are possible,
possible, and
is frequently
frequently useful
useful to give
give at least
least one
one member
member editorial
editorial
power to add and
power
and delete
delete text.
text.
A single computer teleconferencing
teleconferencing system may contain numerous
numerous ongoing
ongoing
teleconferences.
Subconferencescan
canbe
beopen
open to
toanyone
anyone with
with aa password
password to
to
teleconferences. Subconferences
the system
system or restricted
restricted to
to aaspecific
specific group.
group. In
In either
either case,
case, the
the software
software will
will
keep
of who
who belongs
to which
which conference
and within
each conference
conference
keep track
track of
belongs to
conference and
within each
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Windowing/icons
Windowing/icons
Sensory
outputs
Sensory outputs
visual graphics
visual
audio/music
touch
touch
Security access
Retrieval schema
schema

Source: Reprinted
Reprinted from
from James
James R.
R. Weidlein
Weidlein and
and Thomas
Thomas B.
B. Cross,
Cross, Networking
Networking Personal
Personal Computers
Computers in
in Organizations
Organizations (Homewood,
(Homewood. III.:
Ill.: Dow
Dow JonesJones.
Source:
Irwin, 1986),
1986), © Dow
Irwin,
Dow Jones-Irwin,
Jones-lrwin, 1986.
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it will
it
will log
log who
who has
has seen
seen which
which items.
items. In addition,
addition, the
the system
system will
will notify
notify
the logged-in
user when new material is
the
logged-in user
is present.
present.
In computer teleconferences,
teleconferences, the relation
relation between
between subsystems
subsystems is charactercharacterized by aa strong
strong semantic
semantic component.
component. Although
Althoughcomputer
computer teleconferencing
teleconferencing
software looks
looks like
like any
any other
other applications
applications program,
program, its
its structure
structure reflects
reflects interintersoftware
forebodaction patterns of explicit rather than
than implicit
implicit speech coventions. The foreboding
ing task
task of
of learning
learning to
touse
usecomputer
computerteleconferencing
teleconferencing isis simplified
simplified by the
the
presence
of menus,
menus, maps
maps to
to the logical
network, and
and online
help to
to guide
presence of
logical network,
online help
guide
the novice.
novice. Rather than
than aajumbled
jumbledseries
seriesof
ofmessages
messages flying
flying back and forth,
forth,
computer
computer teleconferencing
teleconferencingisis aa highly
highlyorganized,
organized,accessible
accessible form
form of
of communicommunication. This well-instructured process
process incorporates the
the following
following components
of computer software:
software:
Specified
roles for
for teleconference
participants that
that permit or
Specified roles
teleconference participants
orrestrain
restrain
access to
to information, ability to vote on issues,
access
issues, etc.
• Selective
Selective communication among
among individual
individualteleconferees.
teleconferees.
• Capability to poll
poll participants,
participants, with
with automatic
automatic analysis
analysis and
andfeedback
feedback
of results.
results.
can participate
participate either under an assumed name or
• Teleconferees
Teleconferees can
or anonymously, thereby
thereby producing
producingaa "task
"task oriented,"
oriented," rather
rather than
than "status orimously,
oriented," meeting.
meeting.
file, cross
cross reference,
reference, and
and retrieve
retrieve information
information from
• Capability
Capability to
to access, file,
the computer.
computer.

•

Computer teleconferencing
efficient, and
and more reliable
teleconferencing is more quick, more efficient,
than any
any other
other form
form of
of communication,
communication,including
includingface-to-face.
face-to-face. With its
its speed
speed
and efficiency,
this
tool
will
not
only
enhance
each
individual's
productivity
efficiency, this tool will not
but will
that use it. (See
Figure 9-15.)
9-15.)
but
will breathe
breathe new life
life into organizations
organizations that
(See Figure

FIGURE
FIGURE 9-15
9-15
Key Advantages of Computer
Computer
Teleconferencing
No time
time restrictions—never
restrictions-never late
late for
for aameeting.
meeting.
geographical restrictions—always
restrictions-always there.
No geographical
there.
Low cost.
Self-documenting
and filing—electronic
filing-electronic footprints.
Self-documenting and
footprints.
actors or performing
No actors
performing skills
skills required.
required.
Self-pacing and
and training—online
training-online help
Self-pacing
help and
and training.
training.
Convenient
participation-on the
Convenient participation—on
the road.
road.
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In conclusion,
conclusion, below
below are
are listed
listed the
the key
keyadvantages
advantages of
of teleconferencing:
teleconferencing:
Improved
Improved communications.
communications.
Improved time
timemanagement
management and
and decreased
decreased management
management downtime.
Increased
productivity.
Increased productivity.

Improved
morale-allowing additional
Improved staff
staff morale—allowing
additionalpeople
people to
to participate.
participate.
Increased
speedofofcommunications
communicationsfor
for more
more timely decision
Increased speed
decision making.
Reduced
Reduced delays
delays due to meeting
meeting scheduling.
scheduling.

Lowered
Lowered organizational
organizational and
and travel
travel costs.
costs.
The benefits
to the
the corporation
benefits of teleconferencing
teleconferencing to
corporation are
are obvious.
obvious. However,
However,
a complex of
of ingrained
ingrained habits
habits (face-to-face
(face-to-face meetings),
meetings), old methods,
methods, technolotechnologies, and
and working
working environments
environments could
could forestall
forestall quick implementation of
gies,
of teleteleconferencing. In
In nearly
must forego
amount of
conferencing.
nearly all
allcases,
cases, executives
executives must
forego some
some amount
travel, corporate
travel,
corporate "perks," time
time out
out of
ofthe
the office,
office, and
and travel
travel status.
status.
Executives or
or users
users should
should understand
understand that
that teleconferencing
teleconferencingisis not
not aa direct
direct
Executives
substitute for corporate
substitute
corporate travel
travel but
butaameans
means totosupplement
supplement communications,
communications,
enhanceproductivity,
productivity, improve
and facilitate
facilitate communication.
enhance
improve decision making, and
communication.
Teleconferencingmust
must be
be perceived
perceivedas
asaa means
meansofof improving
improving the
Teleconferencing
the overall
overall
"quality
"quality ofoflife"
life"ininthe
thecorporation,
corporation,rather
ratherthan
thanasasaaway
wayto
to eliminate
eliminateenjoyable
enjoyable
travel to other
other cities.
cities.
In the
will play
the future,
future, intelligent
intelligent buildings
buildings and
and personal
personal computers
computers will
play aa
vital role
role ininteleconferencing.
teleconferencing. InInaddition,
addition,shared
sharedteleconferencing
teleconferencing centers,
centers,
provided to
to tenants
of intelligent buildings,
provided
tenants of
buildings, will streamline
streamline adoption
adoption of this
new technological
Figure 9-16.
new
technological concept.
concept. See
See Figure
9-16. Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing has
has special
special
applications in long-distance
communications, nationally
nationally and
and internationally.
applications
long-distance communications,
Teleconferencing is
is aa new
Teleconferencing
new management,
management, education,
education, and
and communication
communication
in thousands
thousands of
of situations
situations worldworldtool. ItIt has
has been
been proven extremely effective
effective in
wide where itit isisdesigned
designed and
and properly
properlysupported.
supported.Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing stands
stands
today where
stood 25
25 years
years ago.
ago. Many
Many knew then
today
where data
data processing
processing stood
then what
what
data processing
processingcould
could do
do but
but did
did not understand how to do it.
data
it. TeleconferencTeleconferencgrowing steadily,
steadily,but
but quietly, for the
ing has
has been
been growing
the past
past five years.
years. During
the next
tool that
the
next five years,
years, itit will
will grow
growby
byquantum
quantum leaps,
leaps, becoming
becoming aa tool
will make
will
make companies
companies more
more competitive,
competitive, more
more effective,
effective, and
and more
more profitable.
profitable.

IMPLEMENTING TELECONFERENCING
TELECONFERENCING
There are
are as
as many
many plans
plans for teleconferencing
as there
there are
are diet
diet aids.
aids. What
What
There
teleconferencing as
we need
successfuldiet
dietplan
plan for
for the
we
need isis aa successful
the new electronic fashions of the
the 80s.
80s.
Many present
plans take
take the
the "cucumber
Many
present plans
"cucumber diet"
diet" approach,
approach, requiring
requiring one
one to
to
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FIGURE
FIGURE 9-16
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Decision making

Decision room
Decision
system

Decision-oriented
teleconference
system

DiscussionDiscussionoriented
teleconference
system

DiscussionDiscussionoriented
multidirect
ion.
multidirection
long-line
long-line
teleconference
system

Presentation
room system

Presentationoriented
teleconference
system

Presentation-'
Presentationoriented
multidirection,
multidirection,
long-line
teleconference
teleconference
system
system /

Individual
Individual office

Interoffice

Intercompany
Intercompany

Discussion room
Discussion [ Discussion
\
system

Presentation

j

Advanced
decision
support system

Communications
Communications

Courtesy: NEC
Courtesy:

eat
cucumber. In
In a similar
eat nothing but
but cucumbers,
cucumbers, until
until one
one resembles
resembles aa cucumber.
similar
users find
find themselves
themselvesswamped
swampedwith
with vendors
vendorspurveying
purveying
way, teleconferencing users
one
theme: "Listen
"Listen to
to our
our plan;
the HAL 9,000
you will
will
one theme:
plan; the
9,000 is
is the
the only system
system you
ever
ours is the 'systems'
ever need;
need; ours
'systems' company." Each
Each of
ofthese
these tactics
tacticsisisthe
thesame
same
problems you
you didn't even
old snake
snake oil approach
approach to solving problems,
problems, problems
even know
you had!
had!
There remains
hope that interest in
remains another problem;
problem; some
some people
people hope
in teleconteleconferencing will
will go
ferencing
go away.
away. Then
Then they
they can
can get
get back
back on
on the
the plane
plane and
and go
go home.
home.
Implementing any
any new
new technology
technology requires
requires an enormous
enormous amount
amount of time
time
following steps
to implementing
implementing aa teleconand energy. The following
steps are
are key suggestions
suggestions to
ferencing system.
system.

Teleconferencing, Teleports,
Teleports, and
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now. Too
Too many organizations
play around
around with the
1. Start now.
organizations play
the decision
decision of
who should
should captain
captain the
the ship
ship and
who
and thus never
never seem
seem to get out
out of
of port.
port.
If plans
plans are
are kept
kept simple,
simple, and
and pilot
pilot projects
projects move
move along,
along, progress
progress will
Most important, take
be made, albeit slowly. Most
take teleconferencing
teleconferencing in small
bites. Examine
Examine one
one operation,
operation, figure
figure out
out ifif it works,
bites.
works, modify
modify it, learn
learn
about
about it, expand
expand it,
it, and
and continue
continue to
tomove
moveforward.
forward.Someone
Someone needs
needs to
to
pilot
pilot the project.
project. Without
Without this
this effort
effort the
the ship
ship will
will wander
wander in
in circles
circles
and most likely
and
likely sink.
sink.
2. Think
Think small. Do everything in small steps with incremental additions.
additions.
Find pockets
started, work
pockets of
of people
people interested
interested in getting
getting started,
work with them
them
for a while,
for
while, then find another group, using
using the first as aa model.
model.
3. Let the monster sleep. If you find people
3.
people who don't want
want teleconferencteleconferencing,
ignore them.
them. Teaching
Teachingthem
themisislike
liketrying
tryingtototeach
teacha apig
pigtotosing—
singing, ignore
it wastes
wastes your time
time and
and annoys
annoys the
the pig.
pig. These
These people
people may
may change,
change,
but more
will change
to be
but
more likely
likely technology
technology will
change to
be more
more compatible
compatible with
them. See Figure
Figure 9-17.
them.
9-17. Technology,
Technology, in fact, changes
changes much faster than
we think. People,
on the other hand,
we
People, on
hand, change
change much
much slower.
slower.
4. Understand
Understand the enemy. The
The difficulty
difficulty in
adapting aa new
new technology
technology
in adapting
resides in
in the
the job
job performed.
If worker
are examined,
plain
resides
performed. If
worker titles are
examined, itit is plain
to see
to
see that
that nearly
nearly everyone
everyone has
has aa different
different job
job title
title and
andspecialized
specialized
information that
that goes
with it. The simple
and factory
information
goes with
simple reason
reason robotics
robotics and
factory
incorporated into the manufacturing
manufacturing
automation have been successfully
successfully incorporated
environment is that by
environment
by programming
programming machinery
machinery to
to assume
assume repetitious
repetitious
tasks,
freed to pursue
pursue more
more demanding
demanding undertakings.
undertakings. As
tasks, workers
workers are
are freed
we move
move into higher and higher
we
higher management
management positions,
positions, jobs become
become
vastly more
more complex
complex and
and more
more dependent
on an individual
vastly
dependent on
individual style
style of
management. Here,
Here, automation
automation can
can hope
hope to
to be an "executive
management.
"executive helper"
at best.
is one
one of
of these
these helpers.
helpers. It is
best. Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing is
is aa supplement
supplement to
to
travel rather than
than aareplacement.
replacement. ItItshould
should be
beviewed
viewed as
as aa management
management
"power tool" to
"power
to help
help managers
managers gain
gain visibility,
visibility, manage
manage workloads,
workloads, increase
crease work quality, and so
so forth.
forth.
5. Sell
automation. Organizational
Organizational
Sell the
the sizzle.
sizzle. Marketing is the key
key to office
office automation.
marketing, a term
term coined
coined years
years ago,
ago, describes
describes what
what is
is much
much needed
needed
today:
today: The
The tactics
tactics and
and strategies
strategies used
used to
to sell
sell products
products and
and services
services
within an organization
organization differ
differ little from those used by vendors.
vendors. Motivatechniques, posters, ads, promotional
promotional devices,
devices, and (even)
(even) cash incention techniques,
tives
tives are needed
needed to encourage
encourage in-house
in-house utilization as much
much as
as outside
outside
marketing.
6. Train
Trainthe
thebeast.
beast. Training will be a limiting
limiting factor until
until vendors
vendors develop
develop
electronic learning systems.
electronically is
is faster
faster and
and
electronic
systems. Training people
people electronically
personal time schedules
better. According
According to noted writer Clifford
suits personal
schedules better.
Clifford
Barney, "One
is it gets
Barney,
"One benefit
benefit of
of electronic
electronic training is
gets you
you hooked
hooked up
up
to the keyboard
it won't
to
keyboard so you
you learn
learn about
about the terminal
terminal and
and realize
realize it
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Courtesy
Courtesy: Cross
Cross Information
Information Company
Company

bite." Teleconferencing
suffersfrom
from an
an enormous
enormous failure
failure rate.
rate. It can
Teleconferencing suffers
can
be
be compared
compared with aa drivers
drivers education
education course
course all
all ofofwhose
whosestudents
students
kill
kill themselves
themselves in
in auto
auto crashes!
crashes! People
People think teleconferencing
teleconferencing is going
to be
taught
be great,
great, but when
when they fail, they
they give
give up.
up. People
People should
should be
be taught
how to fail,
fail, ororatatleast
leasthow
howtotorecognize
recognizean
anaccident.
accident. Then
Then they
they can
can
learn
learn how
how totomake
maketeleconferences
teleconferences safer.
safer.

The biggest
The
biggest problem
problem with
with teleconferencing
teleconferencing appears
appears to be
be user
user attitudes.
attitudes.
For example,
in traditional meetexample, lack of
of body
body language,
language, which provided cues
cues in
meetings,
ings, is a major stumbling
stumbling block
block totoadoption.
adoption.The
Thetelephone
telephone does
does not
not make
make

use
use of body
body language,
language, but
but the
the human
humanvoice
voicecommunicates
communicates emotions
emotions and
and
attitudes.
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Some of
of the
the problems
with most
most forms of teleconferencing
Some
problems associated
associated with
teleconferencing include:
clude:

•
•
•
•

Unwillingness
Unwillingness to
tolearn
learn new
newprocedures.
procedures.
Fear of
ofproper
proper equipment
equipment operation
operationand
andconnection.
connection.
Fear
Fear
Fear of
offailure
failurewhen
whenconducting
conductingaateleconference.
teleconference.
Unwillingness
Unwillingness to
toorganize
organize material.
material.

To proceed
proceed with
withimplementing
implementingteleconferencing,
teleconferencing,ititisisnecessary
necessary to
todevelop
develop
a "business
"business case."
case."

The Business
Business Case
Case
installations, there
there is aa commitment
commitment by a senior
In nearly
nearly all
all teleconference
teleconference installations,
senior
executive prior
prior to implementation.
of the
the typical high-capital
executive
implementation. This
This isisbecause
because of
high-capital
cost, which
which requires
requires top-level
top-levelapproval.
approval.However,
However,management
management does
does not
not comcommit
without aa corresponding
mit corporate
corporate resources
resources without
corresponding requirement
requirement to
touse
use the equipment.
ment.
To implement
implementteleconferencing
teleconferencingthese
thesesteps
stepsare
arenecessary:
necessary:

1. Establish
Establish corporate
corporate objectives.
objectives.
• Lay
Laythe
the groundwork
groundwork with
withupper
uppermanagement.
management.
• Build
Build the
thefoundation
foundation with
withend
endusers.
users.
2. Determine
Determine real
realversus
versus perceived
perceived benefits:
benefits: Increased
Increased communications,
communications,
times, increased
increasedproductivity,
productivity, lowered travel and
shorter decision
decision times,
and management downtime.
agement
3. Implement.
Implement.
• Check
Check vendor lead
lead times.
times.
internal facility availability.
• Check
Check internal
availability.
4. Analyze
Analyze user
user requirements.
requirements.
• User needs
needs are primary.
• Analysis
Analysis isisessential
essential totomeet
meet those
those needs.
needs.
• Use
Use aids in
infinding
findingpotential
potentialusers.
users.
• Determine real
real need.
need.
who will do
• Decide
Decide who
do analysis-in-house
analysis—in-house or
orconsultant.
consultant.
5. Do aa communications
audit. A user
of
communications audit.
user audit would
would include
include analysis
analysis of
the frequency
frequency and
and nature
nature of
of the
the following:
the
• Modes
Modes of communication-voice,
communication—voice, data,
data, video/graphics,
video/graphics, and text.
• The communication
communication network—internal
office, intrabuilding
intrabuilding comcomnetwork-internal office,
plex; regional
regional sites,
sites, subsidiaries,
subsidiaries, branches;
branches; external, customers,
customers, audience,
professional connections.
dience, or membership; other
other business
business and professional
• The information network-access
network—access to
toinformation,
information,storage
storage of
of inforinformation,
of information,
mation, transmission
transmission of
information, information-float
information-float waiting
waiting
times.
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m Technology
Technology issues-present
issues—present office
office tools,
tools, yellow
yellow pads,
pads, calculators;
calculators;
smart office
office tools,
tools, personal
personal computers,
computers, teleterminals,
teleterminals, and
and so
so on;
on;
office
electronic mail,
mail, voice storage,
storage, micrographics,
office support systems,
systems, electronic
office
office supplies.
supplies.
6. Establish
Establish the
the life-support
life-support system.
system.
• Comfort-heating,
Comfort—heating, cooling,
cooling, lighting,
lighting, humidity.
• Ergonomics-sitting,
Ergonomics—sitting,standing,
standing, moving
moving about.
about.
• Psychological-visual
Psychological—visualfactors,
factors,convenience,
convenience, flexibility.
flexibility.
• Personal-parking,
Personal—parking,exercise,
exercise, day
daycare,
care, windows,
windows, dining,
dining,social.
social.
7. Establish
Establish the work
work and
and meeting
meeting matrix.
matrix.
• Time required
required to
toplan.
plan.
• Types,
Types, numbers, and
and relative
relative importance.
importance.
• Need
Need for
forand
anduse
use of
ofgraphics.
graphics.
• Nature of
ofcommunication-real
communication—realversus
versus nonreal
nonreal time.
time.
for flexibility
flexibility inincommunication.
• Desire
Desire for
communication.
on the
the travel matrix.
8. Decide
Decide on
• Frequency.
Frequency.
• Destinations, distances.
distances.
• Exact
Exact departure
departure and
and return
return times.
times.
• Attitudes toward
toward travel-telecommuting
travel—telecommutingoptions.
options.
• Opportunity,
Opportunity, costs
costs of
of working
workingwith
withpeople
peopleatataadistance.
distance.
9. Analyze
Analyze costs.
costs.
• Telephone expenses.
expenses.
• Mailing
Mailingcosts.
costs.
including actual (not only
• Travel expenses,
expenses, including
onlybudgeted)
budgeted) expenditures
(both local
local and
for automobile
automobile expenses
expenses (both
and remote);
remote); aircraft rentals,
rentals,
fares,
baggagecharges;
charges;entertainment,
entertainment, tips;
tips; hotel
hotel room, meals; pubfares, baggage
tolls; interest
lost on
on travel
lic transportation,
transportation, parking;
parking; telephone
telephone tolls;
interest lost
advances and
and on
on prepaid deposits;
costof
of
advances
deposits; unexplained
unexplained expenses;
expenses; cost
time spent
spent on travel.
• Review
Review of
of all
allthe
theother
other costs
costs from
from life-support
life-supportsystems
systems totosoftware
software
systems for
for the
the worker.
systems
10. Analyze
Analyze the
the prospects.
prospects.
• Determine
Determine potential
potentialuser
user groups.
groups.
• Develop
Develop methodology
methodology based
based on
on those
those group
group activities.
activities.
• Topics
Topics for
for investigation
investigation are: travel information,
information, meeting
meeting information, familiarity
familiarity with
withteleconferencing,
teleconferencing,interest.
interest.
• Learn
Learn how
howthey
theydo
dobusiness.
business.
• Understand
Understand their
theirneeds.
needs.
• Describe
Describe benefits.
benefits.
uses tailored
tailored to
• Suggest
Suggest uses
to them.
them.
• Query their
theirperceived
perceivedneeds.
needs.
• Don't
Don't expect
expect complete
completeunderstanding.
understanding.
• Expect
Expect resistance.
resistance.
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m Have patience.
patience.
• Conduct extensive
extensive interviews.
interviews.
• Analyze
Analyze results.
results.
11. Evaluate the
the economics.
economics.
• Prepare
Prepare introduction.
• Outline
Outlinebusiness
businesscase
case issues.
issues.
financial analysis
• Provide financial
analysis summary:
summary:capital
capitalexpenses,
expenses, implementation
costs, comparison
comparison of
of alternative
alternative
tion costs,
costs, recurring
recurringcosts,
costs, displaced
displaced costs,
cases,
sensitivity analysis.
cases, sensitivity
analysis.
compatibility, room
• Present
Present system
system considerations:
considerations: obsolescence,
obsolescence, compatibility,
room
design,
service and
and support
support costs,
design, service
costs, training required
required by
by teleconferteleconference
staff, backup and alternatives,
ence staff,
alternatives, system
system security.
security.
audit trail criteria.
• Develop
Develop and present
present audit
criteria.
• Develop management
management and organization impacts.
impacts.
team and
• Present
Present teleconference team
and responsibilities.
responsibilities.
12. Introduce the
12.
the system.
system.
Begin
the
real work:
should take
take place
place now;
now; bring
bring
•
work: Early
Earlyawareness
awareness should
in more
more help,
help, ififneeded.
needed.
Name the
thesystem—like
system-like a boat,
• Promote.
Promote. Name
boat, for notoriety. Handle
Handle itit
as aa new
new system.
system.Advertise
Advertise in company newsletters,
newsletters, local
local magazines,
magazines,
and posters
opening," complete
complete
and
posters on
on bulletin
bulletin boards.
boards. Hold
Hold a "grand opening,"
with
with monthly
monthlyreceptions
receptions for
for new
new staff.
staff. Talk
Talk ititup!
up!Call
Callthose
those people
people
originally
them involved. Get
Get help
help from
from within
within
originally interviewed
interviewed and
and get them
the company through corporate communications,
communications, graphics,
graphics, marketing. Include
Include aa telephone
telephone number
number for
for information.
information.Develop
Developseries
series
of user
user manuals,
manuals, such
such as
as aa pocket
pocket guide, a technical manual,
manual, and
and
a sales
sales brochure.
• Training.
Training. This
Thisessential
essentialpart
partofofthe
thesystem
systemmust
mustbe
begeared
geared totousers
users
and must
and
must hold their
their attention.
attention. Speak
Speak to the
the training
training department
department
for help.
help. Keep
Keep training
trainingshort,
short,sweet,
sweet,and
and graphic.
graphic. Use
Use videotape.
videotape.
• Followup
Followuphelps
helpstotoensure
ensure repeat
repeat usage.
usage. It
It takes
takes four
four or
orfive
fiveteleconteleconferences
to understand
ferences to
understand benefits,
benefits, and
and the
the real
realmeasure
measure ofofsuccess
success
is repeat usage.
Observe teleconferences
teleconferences ifif possible,
possible, and
and hold
usage. Observe
hold users'
users'
hands
and guide them.
them. Keep
Keep it up
hands and
up until
untilthey
theyare
areconvinced
convincedbecause
because
satisfied
usersare
are the
the best
best advertising.
advertising.Ask
Ask for candid
satisfied users
candid reactions.
reactions.
13. Make
Make expansion
expansion plans.
plans.
Modify the
the room
roomororsystem
systemaccording
accordingtotousers'
users'suggestions.
suggestions.
Look for
for new
new users,
users, applications,
applications, high-travel
high-travelareas.
areas.
Continue advertising.
advertising.
Write up
up progress
progress for
for internal
internalcompany
companyorgans
organs and
and trade
tradepress.
press.
Monitor usage,
Monitor
usage, comments,
comments, trends,
trends, and
and technology.
The business
caseisisan
animportant
important planning
planning tool.
tool. ItIt gives
business case
gives you
you aa benchmark
benchmark
from which
whichtotodevelop
developnew
newsystems
systems or
ortotoexpand
expandexisting
existingones.
ones.
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REFERENCE
MANUAL: RESOURCES
RESOURCES
REFERENCE MANUAL:
Industry Association
Association
International
International Teleconferencing AssociaAssociation—IT/CA
tion-IT/CA
1299
Woodside Drive, Suite
1299 Woodside
Suite 101
101
McLean,
McLean, Virginia
Virginia 22102
22102
Consulting
and Training
Consulting and
Training
Intelligent Buildings
Buildings Corporation
Corporation
1881
9th Street,
1881 9th
Street, Suite
Suite 311
311
Boulder, Colorado
Boulder,
Colorado 80302
80302
Virginia A. Ostendorf,
Virginia
Ostendorf, Inc.
Inc.
P.O.
P.O. Box
Box 2896
2896
Littleton, Colorado
Colorado 80161
80161
Computer Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
Advertel Communication
Communication Systems
Systems
2067 Ascot
2067
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Michigan 48103
48103
Cross Information Company
1881 9th
9th Street, Suite
1881
Suite 311
311
Boulder, Colorado
Colorado 80302
80302
Infomedia
801 Traeger
Traeger Avenue, Suite
Suite 275
275
San
Bruno, California 94066
San Bruno,
94066

Audio Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
CONNEX International
CONNEX
12
West Street
12 West
Street
Danbury, Connecticut
Connecticut 06810
06810

Confertech
8795
Ralston Road
8795 Ralston
Road
Arvada, Colorado
Arvada,
Colorado 80002
80002
Darome Connection
The Darome
Connection
5725
River Road
Road
5725 East
East River
Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
Illinois 60631
60631
WESTELL
WESTELL
7630
7630 Quincy
Quincy Street
Street
Willowbrook,
Willowbrook, Illinois
Illinois60521
60521
International Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
INTELSAT
490 L'Enfant Plaza,
490
Plaza, S.W.
S.W.
Washington, D.C.
Washington,
D.C. 20024
20024
COMSAT General
General
950 L'Enfant Plaza,
Plaza, S.W.
S.W.
Washington, D.C.
D.C. 20024
20024

Narrowband
Narrowband Video
Video Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
Colorado
Colorado Video
Box 928
928

Boulder,
Boulder, Colorado
Colorado 80306
80306
America, Inc.
Inc.
NEC America,
2740
2740 Prosperity
Prosperity Avenue
Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia
Virginia22031
22031
Robot Research
Robot
Research
Convoy Court
7591 Convoy
Court
San
Diego, California 92111
San Diego,
92111
GEC-Jerrold
GEC—Jerrold
2200 Byberry Road
2200
Road
Hatboro, Pennsylvania
Hatboro,
Pennsylvania 19040
19040
Full-Motion
Full-Motion Video
Video Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing

Private Satellite Network
Private
215
Avenue
215 Lexington
Lexington Avenue
New York, New
New York
York 10016
10016
Satellite Business
Business Systems
Systems
8283
Greensboro Drive
8283 Greensboro
McLean, Virginia 22102
22102
AT&T Communications
Communications
Route 202/206
Route
Bedminster, New Jersey
Jersey 07921
07921
Centro
Corporation
Centro Corporation
9516
Drive
9516 Chesapeake
Chesapeake Drive
San
Diego, California
California 92123
San Diego,
92123
American Satellite Corporation
American
Corporation
1801 Research
Research Boulevard
1801
Boulevard
Rockville,
Rockville, Maryland 20850
20850
Pierce Phelps
Pierce
Phelps
2000
59th
2000 North
North 59th
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania 19131
19131
Systems Integration
Environmental Systems
Corporation
7300
7300 York Road
Road
Baltimore, Maryland
Maryland 21204
21204
and Telewriters
Telewriters
Graphics and
Optel Communications
Communications

90 John
John Street
Street
90
New York, New York
New
York 10038
10038
Interand Corporation
Corporation
666 North Lake
Lake Shore
Shore Drive
Drive
Illinois 60611
60611
Chicago, Illinois

Teleconferencing, Teleports,
Teleports, and
and Intelligent
Intelligent Buildings
Teleconferencing,
Buildings

Limited-Motion Video
Video Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing
Compression Labs
Compression
2305 Bering
Bering Drive
2305
San Jose, California
San
California 95131
95131
Widcom
Wideom
1500
Hamilton Avenue
1500 Hamilton
Avenue
Campbell, California 95008
Campbell,
95008
Teleconferencing Newsletters
Teleconferencing
TELESPAN
TELESPAN
50 West
West Palm Street
Street
Altadena, California
California91001
91001
TELCOMS
TELCOMS
Old Radio Hall
975 Observatory Drive
Drive
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
53706
TELECONFERENCE
TELECONFERENCE
Applied Business
Business Communications
Canyon Court,
Court, Suite
Suite 209
209
5 Crow Canyon
San Ramon,
Ramon, California
California 94583
San
94583

Other Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing Services
Services
AT&T
AT&T Communications
Communications
AT&T Room
Room 3A120
3A120
Bedminster, New
New Jersey
Jersey 07921
07921
AT&T Information
Information Systems
Systems
P.O. Box
Box 6835
6835
Bridgewater,
Bridgewater, New Jersey
Jersey 08807
08807
Bonneville Satellite
165
Social Hall
165 Social
Salt Lake
Lake City,
City, Utah
Utah84111
84111
Cable
and Wireless,
Cable and
Wireless, Ltd.
Teleconferencing Manager
420 Lexington
Lexington Avenue,
Avenue, Suite
Suite2020
2020
New York, New
New York
York 10170
10170
Communications Training
Training Consultants
Consultants
Park Avenue
Avenue
450 Park
New York, New
New York
York 10022
10022
Comtech Data Corporation
Corporation
Comtech
350 Hayden
Hayden Road
Road
Scottsdale,
Scottsdale, Arizona 85257
85257
CENTRO
9516 Chesapeake
9516
Chesapeake Drive
San Diego, California
California 92123
92123
Communications Training
450 Park Avenue
Avenue
New
New York, New
New York
York 10022
10022
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Confernet
Confernet
10960
10960 Wilshire Boulevard
Boulevard
California 90024
Los Angeles,
Angeles, California
90024

Digigraphic Systems
10273 Yellow
Yellow Circle
Circle Drive
10273
Minnetonka, Minnesota
Minnesota 55343
55343
Digivision
11722 Sorrento
Sorrento Valley Road
11722
Road
San Diego,
Diego, California
San
California 92121
92121

GTE International
International Systems
Systems Corporation
140 First Avenue
Avenue
Waltham, Massachusetts
Massachusetts 02254
02254
Honeywell
Honeywell Video Graphics
121
Boulevard
121 Presidential
Presidential Boulevard
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania19004
19004
Hughes Television
Hughes
Television Network
Teleconferencing Manager
Teleconferencing
4 Penn
Penn Plaza
Plaza
New York, New York
New
York 10001
10001
ITT World
World Communications
Communications
Plaza Drive
100 Plaza
Seacaucus,
New Jersey
07096
Seacaucus, New
Jersey 07096
HI-NET
HI-NET Communications
3742
3742 Lamar Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
Tennessee 38195
38195
Hilton Hotels
Hilton
9880 Wilshire
Wilshire Boulevard
Beverly Hills,
Hills, California 90210
Beverly
90210
MARCOM
MARCOM
P.O. Box
Box 66507
P.O.
Scotts Valley,
Valley, California 95066
Scotts
95066
MONTECH
East Roxboro
Roxboro Road,
2110 East
Road, N.E.
N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia
Georgia 30324
30324
America
NEC America
2740
Prosperity Avenue
2740 Prosperity
Avenue
Fairfax, Virginia
Virginia 22031
22031
Fairfax,

Northern Telecom
Telecom
111311
Winners Circle Drive
111311 Winners
Drive
Los Alamitos,
Alamifos, California
California90720
90720
Pacific
Pacific West Communications
203 Auto Drive South
South
Compton, California
Compton,
California90220
90220
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Broadcasting Service
Service
Public Broadcasting
Teleconferencing Manager
Teleconferencing
Manager
475 L'Enfant Plaza,
SW
475
Plaza, SW
Washington, D.C. 20036
Washington,
20036
Public Service
Service Satellite Consortium
Consortium
1660 LL Street,
Street, N.W.
1660
Washington, D.C. 20036
Washington,
20036
Global Communications
Communications
RCA Global
60 Broad
Broad Street
Street
New York, New
New
New York
York 10004
10004
Rapicom
3001
Orchard Parkway
3001 Orchard
Parkway
San Jose,
Jose, California
California 94134
San
94134
Satellease
Satellease
666 Dundee Road,
Road, Suite
Suite 1304
1304
Nonhbrook, Illinois
Northbrook,
Illinois60062
60062
Satellite
Satellite Networking
Networking Associations
Associations
10
East 40th
40th Street,
Street, 23rd
23rd Floor
Floor
10 East
New
New York, New
New York
York 10016
10016
Shure
Shure Brothers
222
Avenue
222 Hartrey Avenue
Evanston,
Evanston, Illinois 60204
60204

•

TeleConcepts
TeleConcepts
145 East
East 49th
49th Street
145
Street

New York, New
New
New York
York 10017
10017
TRT
TRT Telecommunications
Telecommunications
1747
Pennsylvania Avenue,
Avenue, N.W.
1747 Pennsylvania
N.W.
Washington,
Washington, D.C. 20006
20006
Videostar
3390 Peachtree
Peachtree Road
3390
Road
Atlanta, Georgia
Georgia 30326
30326
Video Systems
Systems
P.O. Box
P.O.
Box 12901
12901
Overland Park, Kansas
Overland
Kansas 66212
66212
Vidicom
742-D Hampshire
Hampshire Road
Road
Westlake Village,
Village, California
Westlake
California 91361
91361
VITALINK
1330 Charleston
Charleston Road
1330
Mountain View,
View, California
California94043
94043
Weld
Wold Communications
Communications
10880
Wilshire Boulevard,
10880 Wilshire
Boulevard,Suite
Suite 2204
2204
Los Angeles,
California 90024
Los
Angeles, California
90024
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People together
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B. Cross
Cross
Managing
Director-Cross Information
Managing Director—Cross
Information Company
Company
Vice President—Intelligent
President-Intelligent Buildings
Vice
Buildings Corporation
Corporation
Boulder, Colorado
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Colorado
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Thomas
Cross is one
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on the
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and
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INTRODUCTION
The 1980s
seem to be situated in the
The
1980s seem
the middle
middle of
of aa technological
technological revolution
revolution
that started
started in
in the
the 70s
70s and
and will
will apparently
apparently extend
extend for
for at
at least
least several
several more
more
years to come.
years
come. The
The technological
technological changes,
changes, occurring
occurring with
withever-increasing
ever-increasing
rapidity, make these
rapidity,
these times
times especially
especially volatile
volatile for the
the communications
communications field.
field.
But in the midst
But
midst of
of the
the changes
changes and
and advancements,
advancements, certain
certain trends
trends and
and longlongterm manifestations
seem to
to have
that you
term
manifestations seem
have been
been established
established that
you of the
the future
future
will have
have aa much
on.One
Oneofof those
those trends
trends (or
(or isis itit a
will
much clearer
clearer perspective
perspective on.
long-term
long-term manifestation?) is the teleport.
Teleports became
an industry
Teleports
became an
industry buzzword
buzzword in the
the early
early 1980s,
1980s, generally
generally
thought to be
thought
be due
due to
to some
some urban
urban planning
planning studies
studies generated
generated for the
the city
city
and state of New York by the New
and
New York Port Authority
Authority and
and the
the National
National
Research Council.
Council. In
In the original study, which
attempted to paint a picture
Research
which attempted
picture
and
solve
the
problems
of
life
in
high-density
population
centers of
of the
the notnotand
the problems
life
population centers
so-distant
future,
the
teleport
was
seen
as
the
central
location
for
all
communiso-distant
was
the
location
communication activities,
activities, the
the information
informationhub
hub for
for the
the urban
cation
urban center.
center. That
That concept
concept
was
up on
on by
by the New
was followed
followed up
New York
York Port
Port Authority
Authority and
and blossomed
blossomed into
what is now
now the
the New
New York/Staten
York/Staten Island
Island Teleport,
Teleport, or
or more
moreappropriately,
appropriately,
The Teleport.
So in
in these
short years
the early
The
Teleport. So
these few
few short
years since
since the
early 80s,
80s, the
the teleport
teleport
has evolved
from aa concept
and buzzword
buzzword to
to a reality that is
evolved from
concept and
is still
still unfolding
defining itself
itself in
in 1986.
1986.
and defining
The
from place
place to place
The definition
definition of the word
word teleport varies
varies from
place and from
from
person
person to person,
person, depending
depending on
on the
the developer
developer and
and the
the user
user group.
group.However,
However,
to talk
in terms
to
talk meaningfully
meaningfully in
terms of teleport
teleport planning,
planning, we must here make
make an
an
attempt
attempt to
to put
put some
some firm
firm limitation
limitation and
and definition
definition on the word.
word. ItIt isis ultimately
ultimately
the uses
complex that
that determine
determine its
its definition—whether
definition-whether
uses of a communication complex
that communication
complex happens
happenstoto be
be called
called aa teleport,
communication complex
teleport, an antenna
antenna
farm,
farm, or aa shared
shared transmission
transmission facility-and
facility—and ititisisthrough
throughprecise
precisedefinition
definition
that proper
proper planning
planning can
can be
beaccomplished.
accomplished.
By the mid-80s,
associationshad
had been
been formed
formed to
to bring
bring together
By
mid-80s, several
several associations
together
the various
various groups
groups of
of individuals
individuals and users
users who
who share
share common
common needs
needs and
and
interests
interests related to
to teleports.
teleports. Those
Those associations
associations tend to
to define
define teleport as
best suits the common
common needs
needs of
of each
each group.
group. Teleport
Teleport is defined
defined as a function
of the various
various uses
uses itit isis seen
seen totofulfill
fulfill now
now and
and ininthe
theforeseeable
foreseeable future.
future.
The definition
the basis
definition then becomes
becomes the
basis upon which the
the planning
planning efforts
efforts rest.
rest.
Knowing how
how many
many teleports
teleports are
are currently planned
Knowing
planned or even
even operating in
the United
United States
States or
or in
inthe
theworld
worldisissimply
simplyimpossible
impossiblebecause
because of
of the
the ambiguity
ambiguity
of the definition
definition itself. I know
know of
of several
several communication
communication facilities
facilities that could
could
easily
considered teleports
teleports under aa variety
easily be considered
variety of
of definitions,
definitions, yet none of them
them
is mentioned in the "exhaustive"
"exhaustive" listings
listings put
put together
together by
by various
various individuals
individuals
or associations
purporting to compile
associations purporting
compile this type of
of information.
information. The reasons
reasons
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for this
due to
to the
this are
are numerous
numerous and
and are
are compounded
compounded due
the ambiguity
ambiguity of the
the
very definition of the
the term.
term.
When
to attract the attention of
When The Teleport began
began to
of the
the communication
communication
world, there
there were
were already
already several
several satellite communication
communicationinstallations
installationsacross
across
country that,
that,however
howeverloosely
looselydefined,
denned, might
mighthave
havebeen
beencalled
called teleports.
teleports.
the country
As the
the word
wordbecame
became popular
popular between
between 1982
1982 and
and 1984,
1984, many
many people
people realized
realized
that, given
that,
given a proper
proper definition,
definition, what
what they
they had
had been
been operating
operating for
for several
several
years were
were indeed
years
indeed teleports.
teleports. They had
had often
often been
been seen
seen as
as antenna
antenna farms,
farms,
where shared-use
shared-usearrangements
arrangementsprevailed.
prevailed.But
Butthe
the potential
potential of aa teleport,
where
teleport,
at least
definition, is
is much
much more
than
least at one
one end
end of aa spectrum
spectrum of possible
possible definition,
more than
merely an antenna
merely
antenna farm.
What we
we hope
hope to
this chapter
chapter is
is to
to examine
examine the
spectrum of
What
to do in this
the full
full spectrum
of
consideredaateleport—from
teleport-from the
what could be considered
thesmall
smalland
and mid-sized
mid-sized facilities
facilities
operating a few satellite
for multiple
operating
satellite antenna
antenna systems
systems for
multiple users,
users, to
to the
the massive
massive
real estate
estate ventures
venturesthat
thatclearly
clearlyintend
intend to
to serve
serveaafar
far larger
larger market.
market. It may
real
may
be
to note
note how
how the
the "real
"real definition" of
be interesting
interesting to
of aa teleport
teleport will
will change
change
and
more and
and more
and grow
grow over
over time,
time, encompassing
encompassing more
more variations, rather than
than
restricting itself; but such
restricting
such is for the
the future
future to
to uncover.
uncover.

THE PLANNING FUNCTION
FUNCTION
Planning is the effort
effort to design
design facilities for future
future use
use by employing
employing available, contemporary tools
that are
are necessarily
necessarilyand
andby
bydefinition
definitionlimited
limited
ble,
tools and ideas
ideas that
in foresight.
foresight. In short,
short, the
the planning
planning function
function isisgood
good guesswork
guesswork along
along with
good engineering.
engineering.Planning
Planning requires
requiresaa vivid
vivid imagination as
good
as well as
as a good
good
feel for
for the pulse of the
the times
times and
and the
the direction
direction of the industry,
feel
industry,which
whichenables
enables
one to anticipate changes
in technology as
changesininattitudes
attitudes toward
toward
one
changes in
as well as
as changes
technology. Both
Both will
will affect
technology.
affect the
the ultimate
ultimatedirection
directionand
and use
use of
oftechnological
technological
development.
In planning
planning for
for aa teleport,
teleport, aa myriad
myriad ofofconsiderations
considerations tend
tend to flow,
flow, one
one
from the
the other,
other, all
all seemingly
seemingly equally important. In
In general
general terms,
terms, a teleport
teleport
sort of communications
complex utilizing satellite
but the
is some
some sort
communications complex
satellite antennas,
antennas, but
range and
and scope
scope of
of the
the services
provided by
by that
that teleport,
range
services provided
teleport, which must
must be
be
planned
for and
into a total system,
planned for
and integrated
integrated into
system, will undoubtedly
undoubtedly include a
multitude
Ultimately, there
video,
multitude of
ofservices.
services. Ultimately,
there will
willbe
beservices
services for voice,
voice, data, video,
these, employing
employing encryption,
encryption, protocol conversions,
audio, and
and combinations of these,
signal processing,
and so
so on.
on. Here
Here is
is where
where we
we find
signal
processing, production,
production, distribution,
distribution, and
the
foraa firm
firm definition
definition of
of the
the teleport,
teleport, to
to set
set the
the limits
limits of the
the necessity
necessity for
the
desired
servicesso
sothat
thatthe
the planning
planning effort
effort can
can move forward
forward to
desired services
to make
make certain
certain
that specific
specific types
types of
ofservices
services are
are available
available when
when needed.
needed.

Definitions
A teleport
teleport can
can be
be many
many things
things to
to many
many people.
people. To some,
some, it isis an
an office
office
park with
with ultramodern
ultramodern communication
communication facilities;
facilities; to
to others
others itit isisaa geographigeographi-
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node of many telecommunications
cally common
common aggregated
aggregated node
telecommunications networks
networks that
that
employ
asthe
the primary
primary means
meansof
of signal
signaldistribution.
distribution. The
The definition
definition
employ satellites
satellites as
of aa teleport
teleport that
that seems
seems to offer
offer aa broad
broad interpretation
interpretation and
and contains
contains most
most
of the necessary
basicelements
elementsthat
thatare
aretypical
typical of
of all
all teleports is given below.
below.
necessary basic
applications
After examining
examining this
this definition, we
we will
willlook
lookat
at the
the broad
broad range of applications
such aa definition can
such
can encounter,
encounter, and
and we will
will observe
observe the
the vast
vast differentials
differentials
can be
be considered
considered as
that can
as incorporated
incorporated services
servicesofofaa teleport.
teleport. The
The following
seems
be the
the best
best all-round,
all-round, usable,
and ideal
ideal description
description of a teleport:
seems toto be
usable, and
teleport:
offering a protected
protected radio frequency (RF) environment
(tel' e port), noun:
noun: aa site offering
environment
for the coloration
colocation ofofsatellite
satellitecommunication
communicationantennas,
antennas, which
whichtakes
takes advantage
advantage
of user
user aggregation
aggregation through
sharing of common
common communication
communication plant
through the
the sharing
and real
facilities. Such
Such common
common plant
plant items
items involved in the
and
real estate
estate facilities.
the sharedshareduse concept
conceptinclude
include buildings,
buildings, towers,
towers, AC
AC power, DC power,
use
power, signal
signal interconinterconnect and
and distribution
distribution systems,
nect
systems, and other commonly
commonlyused
used general
general site developments,
as access
access roads,
wiring,telephone,
telephone,
ments, such
such as
roads, security,
security, fencing,
fencing, lighting,
lighting, wiring,
and other common
and
common utility
utilityservices.
services.

This
not attempt
attempt to
to fill
fill in
This definition
definition does
does not
in much
much detail
detail about
about the
the kind
kind and
and
number of potential communication services
that will eventually
services that
eventually locate
locate themselves
in the
the teleport,
teleport, and
and for that
selves in
that reason
reason itit isisaa broader
broader and
and more
more tolerable
tolerable
definition. ItItdescribes
describes only
onlythe
thelocation
locationand
andsuggests
suggests the manner of communicommunidefinition.
cation system
system operation.
operation.
Contrast
the above
above definition
definition with
with that
Contrast and
and compare
compare the
that of
of the
the American
American
Teleport
Teleport Association
Association (ATA), as
as stated
stated in their
their literature
literature ofofmid-1985:
mid-1985:
A Definition
Definition of
Defined by the ATA:
"Teleport" as Defined
of "Teleport"

"Teleport"
shall mean
mean or
or shall
"Teleport" shall
shall apply
apply to any
any facility
facility which
which uses
uses satellites
and
associated facilities
telecommunicaand associated
facilities for
for the
the transmission and reception of telecommunicaand which meets
tions services
services and
meets the
the following
following minimum
minimum criteria:
criteria:
1. Multiple satellite network (carrier) access.
access.
Multiple fixed
fixed and
and licensed
licensed satellite
satelliteearth
earth stations
stations with
with both
both transmit
2. Multiple
transmit
capability (e.g.
(e.g. colocation
colocation of
of multiple
multiple earth
earth station
station operations
and receive
receive capability
with
uplink and
and downlink
downlinkcapability).
capability).
with both uplink
3. Multiple
Multiple service capability (meaning two or more of audio, data, facsimile,
facsimile,
video, voice, etc. telecommunications
video,
telecommunications services).
services).
regional interconnect capability to
to terrestrial networks.
4. Multiple regional

Here the definition
tailored to the
Here
definition is somewhat
somewhat more
more restrictive,
restrictive, tailored
the special
special
interests of a defined
defined group of users,
users, specifying
specifying "multiple service
service capability"
capability"
and "multiple regional
capability" and
and requiring
requiring the
the ability
ability to
and
regional interconnect
interconnect capability"
"both transmit
transmit and
and receive."
receive." IfIf aa teleport
teleport were
weredeveloped
developed strictly
strictly for
for video
video
services, itit would
would not
not fall
fall within this definition.
Nor would
would the
the hypothetical
services,
definition. Nor
hypothetical
teleport with 100
teleport
100 antennas
antennas that did
did nothing
nothing more
more than
than receive
receive information
information
from the satellites
and distribute that information
from
satellites and
information by other means.
means. Because
Because
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of those specifications,
specifications, the
thedefinition
definition is
is more
more limited
limited and
and restrictive but specifispecifitargets the needs
needs of
cally targets
of the
the select
selectgroup
group of
of users
usersinin the
the ATA.

that the
In planning
planning and
and defining
defining a teleport
teleport facility, one
one must
must remember
remember that
development
of the
development of
the services
services will be
be user-driven
user-driven in
in almost
almost all
allcases.
cases. Simply
Simply
stated,
this indicates
indicates that
that the
the facilities
facilities that
that are
stated, this
are put in
in place
place are
are those
those that
are
immediately called
calledfor
forby
bycontracts—facilities
contracts-facilities that will
are immediately
willbe
be put to
to immediimmediate
and revenue
revenue production.
production. The
The only instance
where this
this may not
ate use
use and
instance where
not be
be
the paramount rule
rule is
is with
with those
those facilities
facilities so
so large that the level of investment
investment
capital
capital allows
allows for
for the
the immediate
immediateemplacement
emplacement of
of several
several types
types of facilities
facilities
based on
on pure
pure speculation,
speculation, where
wherethe
the ultimate
ultimate utilization
utilization rests
based
rests on
on the
the efforts
efforts
of future marketing.
marketing. Such
Such facilities are
are literally built
built with
withspeculation
speculation capital.
capital.
Becauseofof the
the intense
intense capital
capital resources
resourcesthat
that this
this type
type of venture
Because
venture requires,
requires,
it will
willnot
notbebethe
thegeneral
generalrule
ruleininteleport
teleportdevelopment.
development.Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, much
much

of the
to allow
growth to
to occur
the infrastructure
infrastructure needed
needed to
allow future
future user-driven
user-driven growth
occur
will be
common plant items.
will
be preinvested
preinvested as
as common
As the
As
the planning
planning effort
effort moves
moves forward,
forward, itit is essential
essential to keep
keep as
as much
much
potential in
building not
not just
just for the immediate requirements,
requirements,
in mind
mind as
as possible,
possible, building
but projecting
but
projecting future
future growth
growthand
andservices.
services. For
For instance,
instance, there
there is
is no
no reason
reason
to limit
limitoneself
oneself when
when making
making application
application for
forzoning
zoningpermits
permits by
byrequesting
requesting
construction parameters
parameters for
for 9-meter
9-meter antennas
antennas ifif that
that means
means that
that new
new applicaapplications must be
be made
made when that potential
potential13-meter
13-meter antenna
antenna becomes
becomes aa reality.
Obviously, the initial
initialzoning
zoningrequest
request should
should mention
mention the
the height
height and
and placement
placement
facility. Otherwise,
of the pending 13-meter
13-meter facility.
Otherwise,aa second
second round of
of zoning
zoning hearings
hearings
may be required
thestructure
structure height
height of
of the
the 13-meter
dish was
was not
not
may
required because
because the
13-meter dish
authorized
go-around or
or because
because the
facilities
authorized at
at first go-around
the mention
mention of multiple facilities
was not
not initially
was
initially made.
made. Many
Many local
local agencies
agencies will require
require projections
projections of 55
and 10
hoping to
to avoid
avoid this
this very problem.
This is simply
and
10 years,
years, hoping
problem. This
simply aa matter
matter
of thinking
thinking through
through the
the details
details and
and making
making the
the planning
planning effort
effort aa complete
complete
one.

Teleport Categories
Categories
At one
one end
end of
of the
the spectrum
spectrum of
of teleports
teleports are
are those
those facilities where
where location
is the
the primary factor
factor and
and selling
selling point.
point.These
These teleports
teleports could
could be
be sitting
sitting out
out
in the
the middle
middle of
of the
the prairie
prairieororhidden
hiddenininsome
somemountain
mountainvalley,
valley,wherever
wherever
best meets
meetsthe
thecriteria
criteriaof
oflow
low radio
radio frequency
frequency interference
interference (RFI).
(RFI). Once
located,
best
Once located,
such aa teleport could
such
could concentrate
concentrate on
on communication
communication services
services only, offering
offering
spots to
to other users
No buildings
spots
users for the
the placement
placement of satellite
satellite antennas.
antennas. No
buildings
other than
other
than equipment
equipment shelters
shelters and
and maintenance
maintenance shacks
shacks would be planned,
planned,
since the
the design
design of
of the
the teleport
since
teleport would include
include some
some sort
sort of
ofbackhaul
backhaul system
system
as aa communications
communications interconnect
interconnect into the
for use
use as
the nearest
nearest population center,
center,
eliminating the
eliminating
the need
need for many
many on-site
on-site personnel.
personnel. A teleport
teleport such
such as
as this
this
will
little
will generally
generally be
be aa small
small or
or mid-size
mid-size operation,
operation, where
where the
the owners
owners have little
or no
no interest
interest ininreal
realestate
estatedevelopment
development or
or business
business office
office activities
activities and
and
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services. Such
Suchbare
barebones
bonesteleports
teleportsare
areplanned
plannedto
tobe
becommunications
communications facilities
facilities
services.

only and
and will
willgenerally
generally grow
grow slowly,
slowly, by
byclient
clientdemand.
demand. Space
Space for the location
of antennas
to aa client for
antennas might be
be leased
leased to
for the
the placement
placement of
of customer-owned
customer-owned
and operated
operated equipment,
the Teleport
Teleport owners
owners might provide
provide all
allservices
services
and
equipment, or
or the
necessary,
including planning,
planning, equipment, construction, operations,
necessary, including
operations, and
and mainmaintenance.
tenance. In either
either case,
case, very little
littlespeculation
speculation investment
investment isismade.
made.
At the
the opposite
opposite end
end of
ofthe
thespectrum
spectrum isisthe
theoffice
office park
parkconcept,
concept, such
such as
as

The
The Teleport
Teleport of New
New York,
York,where
wheremore
more interest
interest seems
seems to be
be on
on the
the real
real
estate
development and
and ancillary
ancillary services
and where
where commucommuestate development
services and advantages
advantages and
nications
role, used
perhaps to
to attract
attract customers
and to
nications plays a secondary
secondary role,
used perhaps
customers and
enhance
the potential
potential of being
of
enhance the
being a
a client in
in the
the complex.
complex. Some
Some examples
examples of
ancillary
ancillaryservices
services and
and advantages
advantages of
of this
this type
type ofofteleport
teleportcan
canbe
beas
aswidespread
widespread
as
concernfor
for the
the surrounding
surrounding economic
economic community,
community, local
local job
job market opporas concern
tunities, and local
local business
business growth of
ofsupport
support services.
services. As
Assuggested
suggested earlier,
these
types of
of teleports
these types
teleports are
are generally
generally large
large projects
projects with
with massive
massive financial
backing.
The Teleport
Teleport of
of Staten
StatenIsland
Islandisisaajoint
joint venture
venture of
of Merrill
Merrill Lynch,
backing. The
Lynch,
WesternUnion,
Union, and
andthe
theNew
NewYork
York Port
Port Authority, aa partnership
Western
partnership that comcommands
impressivemonetary
monetarystature.
stature.AA client
client at such
mands impressive
such a teleport
teleport might
might have
have
requirement and may
communication services
services only as
as a secondary
secondary requirement
may be
be more
more
interested in the office
and the
the proximity
proximity to
interested
office space
space and
tothe
theother
otherbusinesses
businesses that
will
will locate
locate in
in the
the office
office park.
park.
Because
of the
the large communications
Because of
communications traffic
traffic densities
densities that are
are expected
expected
to be
by such
such facilities
facilities (as
(as in New York)
be generated
generated by
York)and
andbecause
because of
of the
the huge
huge
capacity
capacity potential of fiber
fiber optic
optic systems,
systems, the larger
larger teleports
teleports often
often include
include
fiber optic interconnectivity
interconnectivitytotomajor
majormarkets.
markets.Also,
Also,asaswe
weshall
shallsee,
see, location
location
near
often precludes
the use
use of
of interconnect
interconnect microwave
near the large urban areas
areas often
precludes the
systems
due to
to existing
existing radio
radio frequency
frequency congestion
congestion in
in the
the immediate
immediate vicinity.
vicinity.
systems due
Whatever the
the size or the main thrust
thrust ofofbusiness
business of the teleport, the
the requirerequirement
ment for
for communication
communication interconnection
interconnection totothe
thenearby
nearby urban
urban service
service market
market
is an essential
element and
and must
must be
be an
an integral part of
essential element
of the
the planning
planningprocess.
process.
Otherwise, the
the facility
facility will
Otherwise,
will strand
strand itself
itself through
through aa communication
communication bottleneck
bottleneck
and
eventuallycut
cut itself
itselfoff
offfrom
from the
the rest
restofofthe
theworld—an
world-an ironic
and eventually
ironic fate
fate for
for aa
facility constructed
constructed totoenhance
enhance communications.
communications.

Purposes of
of the Teleport
Purposes
Teleport
In planning
planning for
forteleports,
teleports,one
oneencounters
encounters what
whatcan
canbe
beperceived
perceived as
as aa new
new
pattern of thinking
pattern
thinkingthat
thathas
hasemerged
emerged since
since the late
late 70s.
70s. This new
new attitude
attitude
permeates many
communications; ititcan
can be
be characterized
characterized
permeates
many disciplines,
disciplines, not
not only communications;
by such
attention to environmental
such attributes as attention
environmental concerns,
concerns, attitudes
attitudes of
of cooperacooperative effort between
nonrelated industries
industries in both the
between competing or even
even nonrelated
the public
public
and
and aa search
for innovative solutions
and private sectors,
sectors, and
search for
solutions to the
the many
many new
new
problems brought
brought about
about by high technology.
Along this same
line, the
the wellproblems
technology. Along
same line,
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planned teleport
teleport offers
offers aa unique solution
planned
solution to common
common but
but serious
serious problems
problems
facing the
the world of
facing
of modem
modern communications.
communications.
The primary concerns
that should
constantly lie
lie behind
behind the
the planning
planning of
of
The
concerns that
should constantly
aa teleport are
are fairly
fairly numerous.
numerous. The
The various
varioussolutions
solutionstotothese
these concerns
concerns offer
offer
several advantages,
advantages,each
eachaspect
aspectand
andsolution
solution of
of which can
several
can become
become a defining
denning
element of
of the
element
the concept
concept of aa teleport.
teleport. For
For instance,
instance, the
the idea
idea of
ofshared
shared use
use is
aa primary motivater
motivaterininteleport
teleportdevelopment
development because
because of the obvious sharing
sharing
of resources
resources that
can be
be brought about
about by
by such
such an
an endeavor.
endeavor. Even
Even so,
so, the
the
that can
common
communication facilities
facilities might
mightstill
stillsupport
supportthe
thesingle
singleuser,
user,such
such as
as a common
carrier, since
since the nature
nature of
ofcommon
common carrier
carrierbusiness
business does
does not
not always
always lend
lend
itself to multiple
from aa single
source.ItIt might
might be
be that
itself
multiple types
types of
of services
services from
single source.
that
the
the carrier has
has chosen
chosen to
to locate
locate ininthe
theteleport
teleportbecause
because ofofthe
theconvenience
convenience
On the
shared communications
communications facilifaciliof other ancillary
ancillary services.
services. On
the other hand,
hand, shared
will be
ties will
be popular
popular ininmany
manyinstances,
instances, since
since multiple
multipleusers
users can
can band
band together
together
to run
run several
several services
services through aa single
single set
set of
of equipment
equipment at
at aareduced
reduced cost.
cost.
The concept
the idea
idea of a centralized
location
The
concept of a teleport also
also involves
involves the
centralized location
sharing land-use permits,
permits, which solves
the problem
problem of
of multiple
multiple zoning
solves the
zoning applicaapplications for
for identical
identicalpurposes.
purposes. When
When an
an authorized
authorized planned
planned usage
usage development
development
becomes
activeproject
projectfor
for the
the construction
constructionof
of aa teleport,
teleport, much
much of
of the
becomes ananactive
the
work
work with
withlocal
localauthorities
authoritiesisisconsolidated,
consolidated, making
makingthings
thingseasier
easier for
forthe
the develdevelopers,
the planners,
and the
the local zoning
opers, the
planners, and
zoning authorities.
authorities.
Once
the teleport
teleport project is underway,
shared plant
plant is
is another
another attractive
attractive
Once the
underway, the shared
feature. Examples
Examples of
of such
such shared
sharedplant
plant items
itemsinclude
include the
the building,
building, air condifeature.
tioning, AC/DC
AC/DCpower
powerfacilities,
facilities,interior
interiorand
andexterior
exteriorlighting,
lighting,fencing,
fencing, secusecurity
uninterruptible power
rity services,
services, radio towers
towers and antennas,
antennas, uninterruptible
power supplies
supplies (UPS)
(UPS)
units for power
ground work
work
power protection, local distribution networks,
networks, general
general ground
and landscaping, and a thousand other things,
things, both
both necessary
necessary and convenient,
that will
willmake
maketeleport
teleportuse
useeasier
easier and
and cheaper
cheaper for
for everyone.
everyone.
Another less
less obvious
obvious but equally
equally important
important shared
shared resource
resource at
at aa teleport
teleport
will be
be the
the personnel,
personnel, including
includingdesign,
design, engineering,
engineering, marketing,
marketing, operations,
operations,
will
and maintenance
personnel whose
whose talents
talents can
can be
be given
given aa broader
broader range
and
maintenance personnel
range of
application by
by bringing more
application
more potential
potential work to
to them
them at
at aasingle
single location.
location.
These people
people can
can be
as conserved
conserved resources
resourcesinin the
the same
way
These
be considered
considered as
same way
that we
we can
can consider
consider the
the teleport
teleport as
as helping
helping to
toconserve
conserve the
the radio
radio spectrum
spectrum
through concentration
of facility usage.
in the
through
concentration of and
and aggregation
aggregation of
usage. Sharing
Sharing in
the
expenseof
of such
such valuable
valuable and
and costly resources means
means less
lessindividual
individual consumpexpense
consumption and
and effort.
effort. The
The bottom
bottom line,
line,ofofcourse,
course, isisless
lesscapital
capital expenditure
expenditureper
per
single user
user for many of
items, making the entire
single
of these
these shared
shared items,
entire operation
operation less
less
expensive
for all users
expensive for
users involved.
The
teleport will
will accomplish
all of
of this
this while
itself
The well-planned
well-planned teleport
accomplish all
while locating
locating itself
conveniently
an urban center
of users
users who
who tend
tend to
conveniently near
near an
center to serve
serve the
the needs
needs of
aggregate
in the
the nearby
will itself
aggregate in
nearby population area.
area. Such
Such convenience
convenience will
itself inspire
inspire
growth and
and fan
fan the
the fires
fires of
ofdemand,
demand, making
makingthe
the teleport
teleportaaself-perpetuating
self-perpetuating
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kind of
center. However,
However, teleport
teleport planning
planning is
is not
not without
without its
of service
service center.
its inherent
inherent
set of problems.
set
problems.

COMMON PROBLEMS IN PLANNING
PLANNING

Radio
Radio Frequency
Frequency Interference (RFI)
(RFI)
Common
generally utilize
utilize the
the 4 GHz, 66
Common carrier microwave
microwave radio systems
systems generally
GHz, and
and 11
11 GHz
GHz radio
radiofrequency
frequencybands.
bands. C-Band
C-Band satellite
satellitesystems,
systems, by far
far
the most
popular type
type in use
in the
utilize 66 GHz
GHz for ground-tothe
most popular
use in
the mid-80s,
mid-80s, utilize
ground-tospace and
and 44 GHz for
space
forspace-to-ground
space-to-ground transmissions.
transmissions. Ku-band
Ku-band satellites,
satellites, esespecially in the
utilize an
pecially
the international
international services,
services, utilize
an 11
11 GHz downlink
downlink(space(spaceto-ground). All
to-ground).
Allofofthese
thesesystems,
systems, then,
then, are
are interference
interference potentials
potentials to
to other
other
services,
and efforts
efforts must
must be
be made
madeto
to keep
keepinterference
interferenceto
to aa minimum.
minimum. Good
services, and
Good
frequency
frequency coordination planning
planningand
and ongoing
ongoing frequency
frequency protection
protectionisisessenessential.
Terrestrial microwave
radio routes
routes create
createaavirtual
virtual lattice
lattice work of
microwave radio
of radio
radio
paths across
across the
the United States
paths
States that
that act
act as
asinterference
interferencesources
sources and
and create
create
areas
and zones
zoneswhere
wheretransmitting
transmitting earth
earth stations
stations are
are forbidden
forbidden to operate
areas and
operate
due
due to their
their potential
potentialtotocause
causeinterference
interference to
toaanearby
nearbyterrestrial
terrestrialsystem.
system.
(The converse
converseisistrue
true of
of the
the earth
earth station
station ifif it isis licensed
and in place
first.
(The
licensed and
place first.
In that
that case,
case, the
the terrestrial system
system will be
be disallowed.)
disallowed.)
either the
the planned
planned satellite
satellite earth
earth station must then be located
located
In many
many cases,
cases, either
away from
from the interference
interference zone
zone (which
(which unfortunately
unfortunately is usually
usually near
near to
to
the prime
prime urban
urban locations)
locations) or
or else
else some
some sort
sort of
ofshielding
shielding must
must be
bedevised
devised
block the radio
radio energy
energy transmitted into and
and out
out of
of the
the earth
earth station
station site.
site.
to block
A teleport, because
because of its multiple-user and shared-cost
shared-cost concepts, might
might more
more
easily
afford to
to construct
easily afford
construct the type
type of
of shielding
shielding that would
would be
be necessary
necessary to
to
provide RIFT
blockagethan
thancould
couldaasingle
singleantenna
antennauser.
user. Natural
Natural terrain blockRFI blockage
blockage is by far the cheapest
has not
not stopped
cheapest type.
type. However,
However, expense
expense has
stopped the stoutstouthearted.
hearted. The New
New York
York Teleport
Teleport has
hasrecently
recentlycompleted
completed the
the construction
construction
of
of concrete
concreteand
and steel,
steel,around
aroundan
an 11IIof a 60-foot
60-foot high
high wall,
wall, built
built largely
largely of
acre plot to
to shield
shield the
the planned
planned satellite
satellite antennas
antennas at
at that
that location.
location.
In some instances,
instances, natural or existing
existing RFI
RFI shielding
shielding isis available,
available, such as
as
hills
hills and other permanent
permanent features
features of
of the
the terrain.
terrain. In
In other
othercases,
cases, buildings,
buildings,
whether belonging
belonging to the teleport
teleport or
or simply
simply nearby
nearby structures,
structures, might
might afford
afford
some blockage.
blockage. However,
However, any
any earth
earth station located
some
located near
near urban
urban development
development
areas faces
areas
faces the possibility
possibility of this "free
"free blockage"
blockage" concept
concept working
working against
against
it. New building
building construction
construction will
will create
create new
new reflection
reflection patterns. These
These new
patterns
can arise
buildings that
that are
are put
put up long
patterns can
arise with
with new buildings
long after the earth
earth
station
into being
of
station has been
been in operation,
operation, thereby
thereby bringing
bringing into
being a new source
source of
interference
through reflection
that could
disrupt the
the operation
interference through
reflection that
could seriously
seriously disrupt
operation of
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the earth
station from
from that time
the
earth station
time forward.
forward. Good
Good planning
planning for
for teleports
teleports then
requires that
that the
the site
site be
be currently
currently shielded
shieldedfrom
fromRFI
RFI and
and that
that it have
very
requires
have very
future RFI problems
little potential of developing
developing future
problems for
for whatever
whatever reason.
reason.

Space
Space Availability
Business applications
applications for
for satellite-transmitted
satellite-transmittedvoice
voiceand
and data
data circuits
circuits are
Business
increasing in
in developed
urban high-rise
and suburban
park environenvironincreasing
developed urban
high-rise and
suburban office
office park
ments. Along
Along with this
such as VSAT
ments.
this increase
increase are
are new
new services
services available, such
VSAT
aperture terminal)
(very small aperture
terminal) installations.
installations. Regardless
Regardlessof
ofthis
this possible
possible compecompetition for the teleport,
still insist
insist on
on the larger antennas
tition
teleport, many
many users
users will
will still
antennas to
meet their needs.
potential users
users situated
situated in such areas
find that
that there
meet
needs. Many potential
areas find
space for the placement of a satellite
is simply no available ground space
satellite antenna,
particularly ifif the
the size
size isis larger
larger than
than 5 or
particularly
or 66 meters.
meters. Roof
Roof mounting
mounting is aa
severely limited
limited possibility
possibility because
because of
of structural
structural problems,
severely
problems, space
space limitations,
limitations,
and wind-loading
problemsatatrooftop
rooftoplevels—and
levels-and of course
there is greater
and
wind-loading problems
course there
greater
exposure
radio frequency
frequency interference
high, clear
clear levels
levels of
exposure to
to radio
interference(RFI)
(RFI) at
at the high,
an office
an
office building roof.
Teleports,
Teleports, when properly planned, offer
offer placement for many antennas both
large
large and small.
small. Since
Since this
this generally
generally means
means location
location away from
from the
the ideal
ideal
spot at the
spot
the user's
user'spremise,
premise, interconnect
interconnect systems
systems utilizing
utilizing microwave,
microwave, cable,
cable,
optical
fiber, or
or other
links then
then must
must be
be used
used to
to relay
optical fiber,
other communication
communication links
relay the
signal to and from
signal
from the
the teleport
teleport and
and the
the user
user premises.
premises.

Local Building
Building Requirements
Requirements
Even
may not permit
Even when the space
space is
is available,
available, local
local building codes
codes may
permit
the placement
placement of large
large diameter
diameter (or
(or even
even small
small diameter)
diameter) satellite
satellite antennas
local
on or near the property of the intended user. The enforcement of such local
zoning
in communities
communities around
around the country based
zoning codes
codes has been
been increasing
increasing in
based
on a number
number of
of often
often misunderstood
misunderstood factors,
factors, including
including public
public safety
safety or even
even
local
flavor and design-continuity
considerations.In
In the
the mid-80s
there are
local flavor
design-continuity considerations.
mid-80s there
anywhere from
from 500 to 750 communities in the United States
States that
that place
place some
some
restriction
restriction or other
other upon
upon the
the construction
construction of
of satellite
satellite earth
earth stations.
stations. These
These
restrictions
for the
the most
restrictions for
most part
part are
are intended
intended to
to apply
apply totoTYRO
TVRO(television
(television
receive-only)
but many such ordinances affect
receive-only) systems, but
affect the larger commercial
as well.
well.
installations as
Most
commissions require
requirethat
that the
the submitted
submitted plans
plans at
at least
least bear
Most building
building commissions
bear
the stamp of
the
of a local
local or
or state
statelicensed
licensed design
design engineer
engineer who
who has
has reviewed
reviewed the
drawings being submitted. Having this local or regional
regional approval
approval before
before the
the
initial presentation
presentation of
plans is aa good
good time-saver,
time-saver, although
although an added
added
initial
of the
the plans
expense.
expense.
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Urban Placement Problems
Becauseofofthe
the highly
highly dynamic environment
Because
environment of urban
urban development,
development, it is
is
good to mention
good
mention again
again some
some of the
the potential
potential planning
planningwoes
woes caused
caused by new
new
building construction
that create
havocin
in the
the prediction
prediction of
of RFI
building
construction that
create havoc
RFI patterns.
patterns.
As modern
modern architectural
architectural trends
trendsdevelop,
develop, there
there seems
seems to be
be more
more and
and more
more
structural
structural freedom,
freedom, like
likethe
thecreation
creationofofmassive
massivecurved
curvedsurfaces
surfaces ofofglass
glass and
and
other smooth,
smooth, highly
highlyreflective
reflective materials.
materials. Square
Square buildings were hard enough
enough
on frequency
frequency coordination, where
where the
the building
buildingsides
sides acted
acted like
likehuge
hugepassive
passive
reflectors,
throwing off
reflectors, throwing
off the
the radiation in
in aa loosely
loosely predictable
predictable direction. HowHowthesemodern
modernstructures
structures do
donot
not allow
allow even
eventhat
that luxury
luxury of
ever, these
of loose
loose prediction.
In addition,
addition, changes
changes in
in land
landdevelopment
development and
and usage
usage patterns
patterns create
create the
the
potential for
and shifting
shifting local attitudes
for zoning
zoningchanges
changes and
attitudes that
that could
could adversely
adversely
affect
the ongoing
ongoing operation
operation of an
teleport. The
affect the
an existing teleport.
The best
best planning is to
avoid these
types of
of situations
situations entirely
entirely and
and to keep
the fate
avoid
these types
keep the
fate of the
the teleport
teleport
free from as
free
as many
manyserendipitous
serendipitous elements
elements as
as possible.
possible.

Environmental Issues
Issues
Local and national
beenknown
known to
to be
beactive
activein
inrestricting
restricting
national action
action groups
groups have
have been
the development
of such
such radio
radio frequency
the
development of
frequency emitting facilities
facilities as
as satellite transtransmission
stations. Usually,
Usually, this occurs
when the
mission stations.
occurs when
the potential
potential teleport
teleport isis located
located
too near
As environmental
concernsgrow,
grow,itit is
is likely
too
near a residential
residential area.
area. As
environmental concerns
of the
the country
country will
local outcry against
the often
often
that many areas
areas of
will experience
experience local
against the
misunderstood(and
(andlittle
little known)
known) "dangers" of microwave
misunderstood
microwave radiation.
radiation. However, the
the confinement
confinement of
of many
many sources
of such
such radiation
radiation into the
ever,
sources of
the single
single area
area
of aa teleport
from urban
activity is likely to
teleport away from
urban and
and residential
residential activity
to be
be much
much
more palatable to some
some environmental
environmental groups.
groups.

Aesthetics
Many communities
communities and
and even
even business
business park developments
developments are restricting
restricting
placement of satellite antennas
antennas for
for no
no other
other reason
reason than
than appearance.
appearance. To
To some,
some,

the
the round,
round, ungainly,
ungainly, mushroom
mushroom shape
shape of
ofthe
thesatellite
satelliteantenna
antenna isisoffensive.
offensive.
The clash
clash between
between high technology and the subjective
subjective criterion
criterion ofofaesthetics
aesthetics
another area
areawherein
wherein the
theplanner
plannermust
must contend
contendwith
with opposiopposisimply represents
represents another
tion. In
tion.
Insome
some instances,
instances, local
local pressures
pressures have forced owners of
of satellite antennas
antennas
to paint their
theirantennas
antennas certain
certain earth-tone
earth-tone colors
colors in
in order
order totomake
makethem
themless
less
conspicuous
and more
more appealing
appealing to
to the local communities.
conspicuous and
communities.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
DESIGN
The actual layout
layout and
and design
design of
of the
the teleport
teleport will
willbe
bedetermined
determined by
byseveral
several
factors, few of
of them
them related
related to
to questions
questions of
of engineering
engineering and technology. For
For
factors,

Planning
Teleport
Planning the Teleport
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instance:What
What will
will the primary
of the
Will there
instance:
primary services
services of
the teleport
teleport be?
be? Will
there be
be
growth into
intonew
newservices,
services, and
and ifif so,
so, how
how soon?
soon? How much
much land
land isisavailable
available
for both
both the
the initial
initialphase
phaseand
andfor
forexpansion?
expansion? What
What are
are the
the immediate
immediate geogeographical
graphical and
and RFI
RFIenvironments?
environments?

It would
wouldseem
seem that
thatonce
oncethese
thesequestions
questionsare
areanswered,
answered, one
onecan
can move
moveahead
ahead
to the
the next
next stage
stage of planning,
planning, the actual
actual layout
layout and
and physical
physical placement
placement of
equipment
runs, conduiting, water
equipment shelters,
shelters, cabling, power lines, waveguide
waveguide runs,
water
and sewer
runs, foundation placement,
sewer runs,
placement, internal building
buildingarrangements,
arrangements, and
and
the like. Each
the
Each antenna
antenna will require
require full
full satellite
satellite arc
arc visibility;
visibility;each
each antenna
antenna
should
positioned to
to create
create the
the least
leastamount
amountof
ofRF
RF and
and visibility
visibility interfershould be positioned
interference
antenna; and
and each
each equipment
equipment shelter
shelter and
and system
system head
head
ence to
to every other antenna;
end
end should
should be positioned
positioned to create
create the
the minimum
minimum wave
wave guide
guide distance
distance from
the antenna.
antenna.
With those
With
those criteria
criteria ininmind,
mind,aanumber
numberofofdesign
designpossibilities
possibilities present
present themthemselves.
Eachteleport
teleportwill
will probably
be laid
laid out aa little
selves. Each
probably be
littledifferently,
differently, based
based on
on
geographical
locationrelative
relativetoto the
the section
sectionofof the
the satellite
satellitearc
arc that
that is
is of
geographical location
interest to the
interest
the users.
users. One
One ingenious
ingenious approach
approach to teleport
teleport design
design was
was devised
devised
by aa creative
creative marketing
marketing engineer
engineer from Western
Western Tele-Communications,
Tele-Communications, Inc.,
(WTCI),
(WTCI),Gary
GaryMcCue.
McCue.McCue
McCuereasoned
reasoned that from the
the standpoint of interference
blockage,the
theoptimum
optimum shape
shapefor
for aa teleport
teleport is
is triangular, oriented
ence blockage,
oriented with
with
one
one long
long side
side nearly
nearly parallel
parallel to the
the equator
equator and
and one
one angle
angle pointed
pointed to the
the
pole,
pole, that angle
angle pointing north
north ififthe
theteleport
teleportisisininthe
theU.S.
U.S.domestic
domestic service.
service.
In this
this particular
particulartriangular
triangulararrangement,
arrangement, aa number
number ofofinteresting
interesting things
things
occur:
As the
the geographical
geographical location
locationofofthe
theteleport
teleportchanges,
changes,sosodoes
does the
the shape
shape
of the
the triangular
triangular outline.
outline. The
The length
length ofofthe
thesides
sides will
willbe
bedetermined
determined
by the
of the
the orbital
orbital arc section
of
by
the relative
relative direction
direction to the
the extremes
extremes of
section of
interest.
Such change
changewill
will be
bedirectly
directly proportional
proportional to
to the
the local
local azimuth
azimuth
interest. Such
and look angle
and
angle requirements. For example,
example, the further
further south
south and
and cencentered under
and
tered
under the arc the teleport
teleport is,
is, the
the more
more equilateral
equilateral the
the sides
sides and
the "fatter"
the
"fatter"the
thetriangle,
triangle,because
because the
the antennas
antennas will generally
generally all be
be
looking at
at aa high
high angle,
angle, almost
almost directly
directlyoverhead.
overhead.
the teleport
teleport location
location moves
moves north and
and to
to the
theeast,
east, the
the elevation
elevation
As the
angle
to the
and the
the orientation
angle to
the are
arc lowers,
lowers, and
orientation to the
the center
center of the
the arc
arc
tends
The resulting shape
tends westward.
westward. The
shape is one
one of aa shorter
shorter eastern
eastern side
side
and a much longer western
side, which
which is drawn out to
and
western side,
to aa more
more closed
closed
angle.
will need
angle. Internally, the
the antennas
antennas will
need to be placed
placed further behind
behind
one another
another to
to allow clearance
clearance over
over the
thetop,
top, which
which lengthens
lengthens the
the requirerequireone
ment
ment for
for land
land along
along the
the western
western and
and southern
southern corner.
corner.
The
The triangular
triangular shape
shape allows for
for controlled
controlled expansion
expansion of
of the
the facilities,
facilities,
with the
"high up"
the initial
initialantennas
antennas located
located "high
up" ininthe
thenorthern
northern corner.
corner.
The first
built along
at the
the northern
northern
first equipment
equipment shelters
shelters can be built
along the
the edges
edges at
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peak, accomplishing
accomplishing two
peak,
two objectives:
objectives: (1)
(1) This
This layout
layoutpresents
presents the
the shortest
shortest
possible waveguide
waveguiderun
run between
betweenthe
the antenna
antennaand
and the
the shelter,
shelter, and
and (2)
(2)
possible
the building can
somebit
bit of RFI
the
can create
create some
RFI blockage.
blockage.
As the
the Teleport
Teleport expands,
expands, the
the antennas
antennas spread
spread toward the
the open
open area
area
of the
buildings are
are built
built down
the southern
southern end,
end, and
and more
more equipment
equipment buildings
to accommodate
accommodate the new antenna installations.
installations. Since
the sides
sides to
Since the
the sides
sides
point roughly
point
roughly to
to the
the extremes
extremes of
of the
the are,
arc, the
the antenna
antenna orientation
orientation is
is
such that the buildings
such
buildingsalong
along the
the edge
edge always
always afford some
some bit of
of blockage
from RF
RF interference
interference from
from the
the sides.
sides.
The
design offers
The triangular
triangular design
offersthe
the potential
potentialfor
for the
the optimum
optimum level
level of
of
coantenna clearance,
clearance,minimum
minimum waveguide
distances to
to the shelters,
coantenna
waveguide distances
shelters,
and aa clear
clear pattern
pattern for
for
utilization of
of artificial
artificial interference
interference blockage,
blockage, and
new antenna
new
antenna placement
placement and general
general site expansion.
expansion.

The triangle is certainly not
for aa teleport
teleport and
and may
may
The
not the
the only
onlyusable
usable shape
shape for
be more
more academic
be
academic than practical.
practical. Nonetheless,
Nonetheless, whatever
whatever shape
shape the teleport
teleport
happenstoto take,
take,itit should
should be
be based
basedon
onwell
wellthought
thoughtout
out plans
plans that
that will
will
happens
allow for
for future
future growth
growthand
anddevelopment.
development.

•

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

•

There is now aa World
to bring some
There
World Teleport
Teleport Association,
Association, established
established to
some
semblanceof
oforder
order and
and structure
structure to
to the
the development
development of
of teleports
teleports on
on aa worldworldsemblance
basis.This
This organization
organization may
may offer
offer an
an avenue
avenuefor
forglobal
globalinterconnectivity
interconnectivity
wide basis.
and international
international cooperation
cooperation in
in the
the field of communications
but will
and
communications but
will also
also
create new
new and
and unique problems
problems to be solved.
solved. What are the various signaling
create
protocols used
used around
around the
the world, and
protocols
and how can
can they
they be
be reconciled
reconciled with one
one
another?
be
another? What
What sorts
sorts of
of standards
standards exist
exist for
for transmission,
transmission, and
andwhich
which will
will be
chosen as
as the
the operative
operative standard?
standard?What
What political
political barriers
chosen
barriers and
and restrictions
restrictions
the Global
Global Village
will need
need to be
be brought
brought down
down before
before the world
world becomes
becomes the
we've heard
heard and
and thought
thought so
so much
much about?
about? Will
Will worldwide
we've
worldwide networking
networking lead
lead
efforts in
in other
other communication-related and high tech ventures,
to cooperative
cooperative efforts
ventures,
such as
as space
spaceplatforms
platforms and
and space
space stations?
stations?Once
Oncethe
theworld
world starts
starts talking,
such
really conversing
with itself,
itself, starts
starts breaking
breakingdown
down the
the artificial
artificial barriers
barriers of
of
really
conversing with
politics,
sharing information
information and
and ideas,
ideas,how
howwill
will we
we ever
ever get
get itit
politics, and
and starts
starts sharing
to stop?
stop?
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This chapter has
estate and other nontechnical
has been written to familiarize real estate
professionals
professionals with telecommunications transmission facilities
facilities and technology.
technology.
from internal
The term "transmission
"transmission facilities"
facilities" covers a broad area ranging from
cabling and
and wiring
wiring of a building to satellite
communications. In this chapter,
cabling
satellite communications.
chapter,
we
cabling and
and wiring.
wiring. In
In the
the past, cabling
we will first discuss
discuss cabling
cabling and
and wiring
wiring a
building
for communications
was aa relatively
relatively easy
easy task
task for
for the
the planner;
building for
communications was
planner; the
local
local telephone company provided not only the material, but also the technical
expertise and expense for the engineering and installation
installation of
of the
the cable
cable facilities.
facilities.
In addition, the cable
cable outlay
outlay for aa building
building was designed
designed to handle primarily
voice telephone
communication for the
voice
telephone conversations
conversations with
with only
only aa little data communication
occasional
user. Today,
because of
of the Bell
occasional user.
Today, however,
however, because
Bell divestiture,
divestiture, the high
high
cost
and the
the rapid
cost of cable,
cable, personnel,
personnel, and
rapid growth in
in integrated
integrated voice
voice and data
data
telecommunications
technology, cabling
cabling aa building
building becomes
becomes an
an important
telecommunications technology,
important
and far more
which must
must be dealt
dealt with by real estate planners
more complex
complex issue,
issue, which
planners
and managers.
managers.
Related topics
topics discussed
discussed in
in this
this chapter
chapter include sharing of communications
Related
services
in a multi-tenant building,
services in
building, multiplexing,
multiplexing, local area networks,
networks, direct
direct
termination systems,
systems, and the concept of "bypassing" the local
local telephone company communications
communications facilities.
facilities.

CABLE AND WIRING
WIRING PLANS
PLANS
Planning for the
the cabling
cabling of
of aa high
hightech
techbuilding
buildinginvolves
involvescareful
careful considerconsiderand
ation of present
present and future
future uses,
uses, the
the application
application of
of known
known technologies,
technologies, and
the application
application of
of conservative
conservative safety
safety factors.
factors.

Building
Building Entry Conduits
Conduits
An
can be assumed
An average
average building
building can
assumed to contain
contain 500,000
500,000 square
square feet
feet of
floor
of floors
floors and an
an occasional
occasional
floor space
space with
with a mix of tenants having portions of
multifloor operation.
operation. One
One telephone
probably be installed for each
multifloor
telephone will
will probably
each 200
200
square feet
square
feet of floor
floor space;
space; thus approximately
approximately 2,500
2,500 telephone instruments
instruments
would be
be required
would
required to serve
serve the
the building.
building. This
This density,
density, one
one telephone
telephone per
per
200 square
200
square feet,
feet, is appropriate
appropriate for
for consideration
consideration in
in Manhattan,
Manhattan, downtown
downtown
Chicago, Center
Center City
City Philadelphia,
as well
Chicago,
Philadelphia, as
well as Dallas
Dallas and
and Houston
Houston office
office
building locations.
locations.
Assuming that
that there will
installed in
in a building
and
Assuming
will be 2,500
2,500 telephones
telephones installed
building and
giving
consideration to the
giving consideration
the variety
variety of
of communications
communications concessionaire
concessionaire service
service
offerings available, we can
can choose
choose aa split
split between the local telephone companycompanyofferings
supplied services
services and
and services
services supplied
suppliedby
by others.
others. For
For the purpose
supplied
purpose of
of this
this
discussion, the
the local
company will
will provide
provide 1,000
lines, and
and the
discussion,
local telephone
telephone company
1,000 lines,
will provide
provide 1,500
lines. Also
Also assume
assume that
that the 1,500
telephones
other services
services will
1,500 lines.
1,500 telephones
served
well go
go to
to a central PBX that
served by the private service might very
very well
that serves
serves
208
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another 1,500
lines in
in adjoining or
another
1,500 lines
or nearby
nearby buildings.
buildings. This
This approach
approach provides
provides
flexibilityinindesign
design and
and allows
allows us
us to
to anticipate
anticipate the
the size
size of conduits
conduits that
for flexibility
would be
be required.
required.
The experience
experience of telephone companies
companies in various cities
cities is
is the
the best
best resource
resource
for choosing
choosing conduit sizes.
sizes. As an
an example,
example, New York
York Telephone
Telephone Company
Company
planners advise
advisethat
that aa single
single 4-inch
4-inch ID
planners
ID conduit
conduit can
canaccommodate
accommodate aa 3,6003,600pair cable
pair
cable on a fairly straight
straight run,
run,although
although 2,700-pair
2,700-pair cables
cables are
are generally
generally
the practical
limit due
and similar
similar factors.
the
practical upper-size
upper-size limit
due to conduit
conduit bends
bends and
factors. A
3000-line
PBX in this
3000-line PBX
this high
high tech
tech building
buildingwould
wouldrequire
require1,500
1,500 pairs
pairs (2-to-1
(2-to-l
line-to-trunk ratio)
line-to-trunk
ratio)for
forconnection
connectiontotothe
thetelephone
telephonecompany's
company's central
central office
office
and one
one 4-inch
4-inch ID
ID conduit for incoming trunk
trunk lines
lines to the PBX. One additional
4-inch conduit
connection to the
the adjoining
conduit would
wouldalso
also be
be required
required for
for eventual
eventual connection
adjoining
building or buildings
buildings taking service
service from
system. In
from this
this PBX
PBX system.
In addition,
addition, still
still
another
4-inch conduit
conduit should
come into
into the
another 4-inch
should come
the building
building to
to carry
carry the
the 1,000
1,000
lines
directly to the
lines carried
carried from
from individual
individual telephones
telephones directly
the central
central office.
office. This
This
now calls
calls for three
three 4-inch
4-inch conduits
conduits entering
entering the
the building at
at ground
ground level
level or
or
lower.
Additionally, planning
planning for
for aa high
high tech
tech building
building should
should include
include sufficient
sufficient
additional capacity
capacity to provide
provide for future
future fiber
fiber optics
optics network
network cables,
cables, future
future
interconnections to
to other
other buildings,
buildings, and
andspare
spare conduits
conduits accessing
accessing the
interconnections
the building
from different
different sides,
sides, to
to provide
provide for
forthe
theredundancy
redundancyofofcables
cables to
tocover
cover emeremergency
as disruptions
disruptions due
due to
to broken
broken water
water mains
mains and
and other
other
gency conditions—such
conditions-such as
disasters.
Accordingly,
office building,
building, the
the building
building entry
Accordingly, for
forthis
this500,000-square-foot
500,000-square-foot office
conduits
should look
look like this:
conduits should
this:

Building
500,000-Square-Foot Office
Building Entry Conduits
Conduits for a 500,000-Square-Foot
Tower

Function
Tower PBX
PBX
PBX Interconnection to other
PBX
other buildings
buildings
Local telco lines
lines
Future
Future fiber optics
Future
Future building
building interconnections
interconnections
Spares
Spares
Total

Size
(inches)
(inches)
4
4
4
4
4
4

Number Required
Number
11
11
11
11
11
2
77

Sizes of Frame,
Sizes
Frame, PBX, and Maintenance
Maintenance Rooms
A review
review of PBX
PBX equipment
equipment offerings
offerings indicates
indicates that aa 3,000-line
3,000-line PBX
PBX
system
900 square
square feet
system requires
requires approximately
approximately 900
feet of floor
floor space.
space. To
To provide
provide
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space for
for the frame
space
frame room,
room, power
power supplies,
supplies, and
and maintenance
maintenance facilities,
facilities, an
an
area of approximately
feet should
should be
be reserved
reservedfor
for the
the entire
area
approximately 1,300
1,300 square
square feet
feet would be
as indicated
indicated in
in the
the table
PBX system.
system. The 1,300
1,300 square
square feet
be used
used as
below:

PBX Equipment
Equipment Floor
Floor Space for 500,000-Square-Foot
PBX
500,000-Square-Foot Tower

Functional Group
Group
Frame room
Frame
PBX switch
switch and associated electronics
PBX
Power
Power supply,
supply, batteries,
batteries, and air conditioning
Maintenance facilities, customer
Maintenance
customer services,
services, etc.
etc.
Total

Typical
Typical
Room Size
(feet)
(feet)
15 x 15
15X
25
x2
255
25X
17 x 17
17X
10 x 10
10X

Floor Space
Space
(square feet)
feet)
250
650
300
100
1,300

Equipment floor
floor loads
loads vary substantially;
the heaviest
Equipment
substantially; the
heaviest loads
loads result from
from
the standby power
batteries in the PBX power
the
power supply batteries
power supply room.
room. Typical
Typical
loads are tabulated
floor loads
tabulated below:
below:

PBX
PBX Equipment
Equipment Floor Loads
Loads for
for aa 500,000-Square-Foot
500,000-Square-Foot
Tower

Functional Group
Group
room
Frame room
PBX
PBX switch and
and associated
associated electronics
electronics
Power
Power supply, batteries, and air
air conditioning
conditioning
Maintenance facilities.
facilities, etc.

Typical Floor
Floor Load
Typical
(pounds/square foot)
(pounds/square
foot)
100
100
100
300
100
100

Electric Power
The
PBX system
40 kilowatts
of
The 3,000-line
3,000-line PBX
system will
will require approximately
approximately 40
kilowatts of
AC power;
power; 208
208 VAC,
VAC, single-phase
single-phase power is
is generally
generally required
required by
by the
the equipequipment.
ment. The standby
standby battery
battery power
power supply,
supply, which
which typically
typically operates
operates as an
an
uninterruptible
power supply
supply (UPS),
(UPS), converts
converts the
the 208 VAC
uninterruptible power
VAC power
power to
to 48
48
VDC to operate the
VDC
the PBX
PBX electronics.
electronics. UPS
UPS systems
systems for PBX operation
operation typically have a full-load
cally
full-load duration of two hours when
when primary
primary AC
AC power
power fails.
fails.
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Ventilation-HVAC
Ventilation—HVAC
OSHA and
and most
most city
citycodes
codes require
require aacomplete
complete change
change of
of atmosphere
atmosphere in
the
the PBX power
power supply
supply room
room at
at least
least four
four times
times each
each hour.
hour. The
The corrosive
corrosive
fumes emitted
emitted by storage
should be
be considered
in the
fumes
storage batteries
batteries should
considered in
the design
design of
room ducting, and
the buildbuildpower supply room
and all
all ducting
ducting should
should exhaust
exhaust outside
outside the
ing.
above will
will dissipate
The 3,000-line
3,000-line PBX
PBX systems
systems discussed
discussed above
dissipate approximately
125,000BTU/hour
BTU/hour above
load is con125,000
above the ambient level, and
and this substantial
substantial load
centrated in the room
centrated
room containing
containing the
thePBX
PBXswitch
switchand
andassociate
associate electronics.
electronics.
The PBX system
environment should
should be
be held
held to
to a temperature
of approxiapproxiThe
system environment
temperature of
mately 70°F—plus
70°F-plus or
mately
or minus
minus 10°-and
10°—and 50
50percent-plus
percent—plus or
orminus
minus 20
20 perpercent-relative humidity
Halon fire control
control
cent—relative
humidity(noncondensing).
(noncondensing). Installation of a
a Halon
system should
should be
system
be considered.
considered.

CLOSETS AND RISERS
COMMUNICATIONS CLOSETS
RISERS

Closets
Closets
Communications closets
are usually
usually provided
provided as
as small
small rooms,
rooms, aligned
alignedvertiverticlosets are

cally throughout the
the building
building core
core to
to permit
permit vertical
vertical riser
riser cable
cable installation
installation
and tapoff or distribution
and
distributionconnections.
connections. The
Thesize
sizeofofthese
these closets
closets is
is determined
determined
by the amount of
as to
to whether
whether
by
of equipment
equipment to be
be installed
installed and
and the
the decision
decision as
"building space"
space" or
or "tenant
"tenant space"
space" isis to
to provide
provide for
forthe
theequipment.
equipment.
Figures 11-1 and
Figures
and 11-2
11-2 show
show two
twogeneral
general types
types of
of closets
closets that
that serve
serve most
most
ordinary telecommunication
needs.Further
Further details
details are
are shown
shown in
in Figures
ordinary
telecommunication needs.
Figures
11-3 and 11-4, where
and/or exposed
where the vertical
vertical risers
risers are
are enclosed
enclosed and/or
exposed throughout the building.
building.
It is
is strongly
strongly recommended
recommended that the
the communications
communications closets
closets be of sufficient
sufficient
size to
to allow parallel
size
parallel operations
operations of
of aa local
local telephone
telephone company
company cabling and
and
cabling.For
For aa building
building of this size,
aa private communications
communications concessionaire
concessionaire cabling.
size,
assuming aa 35-story
35-story building
building is
assuming
is involved,
involved,aa50-square-foot
50-square-foot communications
communications
closet should
should be
be sufficient
sufficient for
for the mounting of
closet
of patch
patch panels,
panels, cutdown
cutdown blocks,
blocks,
and occasional
occasional mux/demux
mux/demux equipment, and
and
and power supplies.
supplies. Communications
closets
aligned throughout
the building,
building, as
as closely
closely as
as
closets should
should be
be vertically
vertically aligned
throughout the
feasible, and
and should
should be
beequipped
equippedwith
with power
power and
and light.
light.
feasible,

Vertical Riser
Riser Cables
Cables
Assuming
Assuming that the
the building
buildingPBX
PBXsystem
systemwill
willoperate
operate1,500
1,500telephones
telephones
the tower
tower itself
itself and
and that
thatthe
thelocal
localtelephone
telephone company
company will
will furnish
furnish
within the
private-line services
private-line
services for 1,000
1,000 more, we
we can estimate the number of
of telephone
telephone
risers likely
likely to be installed
risers
installed in the
the tower.
tower. Taking the
the PBX
PBX system
system first, the
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FIGURE 11-1
FIGURE
11-1
Walk-In Closet

4"p,pe
4" pipesleeves
sleeves between floors
must
must be vertically
aligned with those
those on
on
floors above
above and below

3/4 Inch
Inch xa 8 fool
foot high
3/4
termrnations
plywood for terminations
Center line of
overhead light

Floor mounted
equipment trams

0

, 2 L' -w V

6" maximum
maximum

Ni
Typical
forfor
9,000-10,000
square
Note:
Typical
9,000-10,000
squarefeet
feetofofusable
usablefloor
floor area.
area.

FIGURE 11-2
FIGURE
11-2
Shallow Closet
Closet (wall-mounted
(wall-mounted equipment)
equipment)

nigh
Pli
3/4
8 foot high
plywood
314 inert
inch x 9loot
well for te/mrnetrons
on wall
terminations
4 inch pipe sleeves
must be vertically
aligned with copse on
floors above and Below

10 foot
loot wide
wide door
tlooropemng
10
opening
with
out center post
post or door sg
without
sill

Sy..

12,.
12

1. 6

Wall mounted
equipment mounting

A mimmurn
minimum 3 foot
toot working
A
working space
space
dequate lighting is
and adequate
is
required m
in front of closet
required

Note: Typical
far 9,000-10,000 square feet of usable
Note:
Typical for
usable floor
floor area.
area.

b" maxi mum
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FIGURE
FIGURE 11-3
11-3
Closed Riser
Closed
Riser System

Riser cables to
n,
serve
floors
serveupper
upper
floors" liIll

3/4-inch thick
plywood backboard
or cable rack

1,500 telephone
the
1,500
telephone lines
lines can
can be
be assumed
assumedtotobe
beequally
equally distributed
distributed through the
floors, so that approximately
approximately 45
45 PBX
PBX lines
lineswould
wouldserve
serve each
each floor.
floor. Each
Each
35 floors,
PBX line
line requires
requires three
three pairs
pairs of
of conductors,
conductors, so
so that each
each floor would
would be
be
wired
wired for approximately
approximately 150
150 PBX line
line pairs.
pairs.
The
local telephone
telephone company
more difficult
difficult
The local
company private-line
private-line service
serviceisis aa bit
bit more
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FIGURE11-4
11-4
FIGURE
Open Riser
Riser System
Riser cables to
serve upper floors

l|

7-»

NF

'

~- •^^.-sg^*^--.-^—-

•

__j—-_L>

- ^-xSSs^ •?i^S355^srg^>>.i gAgrr?^?
3/4-inch thick
plywood backboard
backboard
or cable rack
rack

Terminal box

Floor slo

Homerun conduits
conduits
for station
station wiring
wiring

different types
types of local telephone
to predict
predict because
because different
telephone company
company facilities may
be provided,
provided, and
and these
thesewill
will affect
affect the
the numbers
numbers of
of line
line pairs
pairs required.
required. Assuming
be
that the
the 1,000
1,000local
localtelephone
telephonecompany
companytelephone
telephone lines
linesare
are equally
equally distributed
distributed
company lines would
would
through the
the 35
35 floors, approximately
approximately 30
30 local
local telephone
telephone company
serve each
eachfloor.
floor. Each
Each local
local telephone
company line may require
serve
telephone company
require as
as few
few as
as
one or
or (as
one
(as in
in four-wire
four-wire services)
services) two pairs
pairs of
of wires.
wires. Assuming
Assuming the
the latter,
latter,
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each
each floor
floor would
would be wired
wired for
for approximately
approximately 75 pairs
pairs of
of local
local telephone
telephone
company lines.
lines.
Based
on the foregoing,
we would
would expect
expect toto see
see aa total of
Based on
foregoing, we
of 5,250
5,250 PBX
PBX
line pairs and
and 2,625
2,625 local
local telephone
telephone company
company line
line pairs
pairs entering
entering the
the lowest
lowest
communications closet
closet from
from the basement
basement to
to begin
begin the
the vertical
vertical run.
run. As
As noted
noted
above,
above, a 4-inch
4-inch ID conduit,
conduit, or
or riser
riser sleeve,
sleeve, can
can accommodate
accommodate up
up to
to aa3,600
3,600
line pair cable,
cable being
being the
the more
more common
common maximum
maximum
cable, with a 2,700 line pair cable
size.
size. The lowest
lowest floor
floor communications
communications closet
closet would therefore
therefore require
require four
four
4-inch
4-inch ID risers
risers for
for PBX
PBX and
and local
local telephone
telephone company
company cables,
cables, plus
plus others
others
for
reasonabletoto assume
assumethat
that aa total of
for future service
service expansion.
expansion. ItIt seems
seems reasonable
eight 4-inch risers would
would be
be needed
needed in
in each
each communications
communications closet
closet for
for the
the
first
first 10
10 building
building floors,
floors, with the number
number declining
declining as telephone
telephone riser line
line
pairs decline
decline in upper
upper floors.
floors. A
A suggested
suggested arrangement
arrangement isis tabulated
tabulated below:
below:
Five Hundred
Thousand-Square-Foot Tower
Tower Communications
Communications Closet
Closet
Five
Hundred Thousand-Square-Foot
Riser Distribution
Riser
Distribution

Floors

1- 77
7-15
7-15
16-24
24-35

PBX Pairs/Closet
Pairs/Closet Capacity
5,300-4,000
4,000-2,700
4,000-2,700
2,700-1,400
2,700-1,400
1,400-0

Local Telephone
Telephone Company
Company
Pairs/Closet Capacity
Capacity
3,500-2,600
2,600-1,900
1,900-1,200
1,900-1,200
1,200-0

Four-Inch
Risers/Closet
Risers/Closet
8-6
6-4
4-2
2

Accessibility
Conversations with telephone company
company planners
planners indicate that
that communicacommunicaaccessibility is at
at least
least as great
great a problem to them as riser capacity.
tions closet accessibility
capacity.
Telephone
company personnel
personnel frequently
frequently find
find that
that pneumatic
Telephone company
pneumatic sensor
sensor lines
lines
environmental controls, dedicated
for environmental
dedicated security
security system
system cables,
cables, and
and similar
similar facilfacilities occupy
occupy riser
riser space
space or
or closet
wall space
space (or
(or both)
both) to the
of
ities
closet wall
the exclusion
exclusion of
telephone cables.
cables. In
In extreme
cases two
two or three
telephone
extreme cases
three fragile
fragile copper
copper pneumatic
pneumatic
lines, only
only a fraction
lines,
fraction of
of an
an inch
inch inindiameter,
diameter, occupy
occupy aa4-inch
4-inch riser
riser sleeve
sleeve
and
and exclude
exclude its use
use by
by other
other services.
services. It
It isisrecommended
recommended that
that anticipated
anticipated
communications closet
closet uses
uses be
be reviewed
to optimize the
the layout of
communications
reviewed to
of specially
specially
dedicated facilities
for security,
security, environmental
environmental control,
control, and other
dedicated
facilities for
other factors.
factors.

ROOFTOP FACILITIES
ROOFTOP
Among the
the many requirements
of the
the interior cabling
Among
requirements of
cabling and
and wiring
wiring is the
the
provision of
of access
access to
to the
the roof
to feed
to and
provision
roof level
level to
feed signals
signals to
and receive
receive signals
from satellite and microwave
The communications
from
microwave facilities. The
communications closet
closet riser line
should extend
extend to
to the roof
level and/or
and/or to the
should
roof level
the level
level at which
which communications
communications
equipment will be mounted. The building should have
equipment
have provisions
provisions for
for privateprivate-
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leased
rooftop facilities.
facilities.Accordingly,
Accordingly, aa multiplicity
multiplicity of
leased rooftop
of conduit
conduit entries
entries to the
the
equipment area
should be
be provided.
provided. In general,
2-inch conduit would
area should
general, aa 2-inch
would suffice
suffice

for two-way
two-way radio
radio and/or
and/or aamicrowave
microwave facility,
facility, whereas
whereas aa 4-inch
4-inch conduit
conduit
may be required for
in running a waveguide
connection from
from the rooftop
for ease
ease in
waveguide connection
rooftop
level
level down to an
an equipment
equipment room
room that
thatcould
couldbe
belocated
located immediately
immediatelybelow.
below.
In all
be provided
provided
allofofthe
theplanning,
planning,sufficient
sufficient sleeves
sleeves or knockout
knockout areas
areas should be
to allow
theequipment
equipmentroom
roomand/or
and/or to the roof
allow easy
easy access
access toto the
roof area.
area.

Microwave and Two-Way Radio Facilities
A microwave
microwave transmit/receive
transmit/receive antenna
antenna isisgenerally
generallya aparabolic-shape
parabolic-shape
"dish" varying
"dish"
varyinginindiameter
diameter from
from 22toto1010feet.
feet. Most
Mostrooftops
rooftopshave
havesufficient
sufficient
space
to mount
mount these
microwave relay antennas.
antennas. The
The major
major criterion
criterion isisclearspace to
these microwave
clearance
of the
the horizontal path,
transmission is line
line of sight. Microwave
Microwave
ance of
path, since
since the transmission
frequencies
frequencies available for
for business
business communications
communications purposes
purposes range
range between
between
2 GHz
GHz and
and 23
23GHz,
GHz,and
andthe
thehigher
higherfrequencies
frequencies use
usethe
thesmaller
smallerantennas.
antennas.
Main considerations
once line
line of sight
considerations for installation
installation of
ofthese
these antennas,
antennas, once
has
been cleared,
cleared, are
are frequency
frequency coordination,
coordination, FCC
has been
FCC licensing,
licensing,and
and assurance
assurance
that no
no non-ionizing
non-ionizinghazard
hazard exists.
exists. Once
Once the
the frequency
frequency coordination
coordination and
and
licensing
been cleared,
cleared, hazard
hazard to
to human beings can
can be
be minimized
minimized
licensing process
process has
has been
by mounting
mounting the
the equipment
equipment so that the
the maximum
maximum power
power density
density level
level is
is at
at
inaccessible
locations. This
This could mean
mounting the
inaccessible locations.
mean mounting
the dish
dish on
on aa parapet
parapet facing
facing
away from
the accessible
accessible areas
penthouse wall
tower so
so that
that
away
from the
areasoror on
on aa penthouse
wall or
or tower
access is
access
is impossible.
Two-way
or "whip"
Two-way radio
radio antennas,
antennas, or
"whip"antennas
antennas can
can be
be mounted
mounted at
at many
many
locations on the rooftop.
the most
most imporrooftop.Once
Once again
again mechanical
mechanical clearance
clearance is the
tant factor,
radiate fairly omnidirectional
factor, since
since these
these antennas
antennas radiate
omnidirectional signals
signals and
and
do not require
require line
line of
ofsight
sighttotoaareceiver.
receiver.InInallallcases
casesantennas
antennas mounted
mounted on
on
the roof should be carefully
grounded to protect
protect them and the
the building
from
the
carefully grounded
building from
lightning damage.
should be
be made
made to
to bring the
damage. Weatherproof
Weatherproof connections
connections should
the
antenna
cable to
to the
either in adjacent
antenna cable
the equipment
equipment located
located either
adjacent shelters
shelters or on
on
the floor
floor below.
below.
IfIf aa tower
and/
tower isis considered
considered for the mounting of
of two-way
two-wayradio
radio antennas
antennas and/
or microwave
consideration should
should also
also be
be given
given to
to the
the need
microwave antennas,
antennas, consideration
need for
any
building
any aircraft obstruction
obstruction lighting,
lighting,aa matter
matter totally
totallydependent
dependent on
on the
the building
height
and its proximity
height and
proximity to
to airports.
airports.

TENANT SERVICES
SHARED TENANT
There are
and cons
cons to
to the
the "sharing"
"sharing" of
are many pros
pros and
ofservices
services in one
one building
building
or building
buildingcomplex
complexamong
among the
the many
many tenants.
tenants. New telecommunications technologies make
make itit possible
and data
data switching equipment
nologies
possible to share
share telephone
telephone and
equipment
and computer and
manner. In many
and processing
processing equipment in aa cost-effective
cost-effective manner.
cases
cases the
the variation
variation in
in usage
usage patterns can provide
provide very
very meaningful cost benefits.
benefits.
This
possible with
with the
the maintenance
maintenance of
appearance of
This sharing
sharing is
is possible
of the
the appearance
of an
an
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individual service,
with full
user.UnforUnforindividual
service, with
full security
securityand
and privacy
privacy afforded
afforded to
to each
each user.
tunately, in
tunately,
in many
many cases
cases itit is very difficult
difficult totoconvince
convincethe
the user
user ofofthe
thedegree
degree
of security
security that
that has
has been
been provided.
provided.
New computer-controlled
with complete
computer-controlled PBX
PBX systems
systems are available
available with
complete comcompartmentalization that
that provides
privacy in shared
partmentalization
provides the same
same privacy
shared switching that
would be
be available
available ininsingle-purpose,
single-purpose, customer
customer premise
premise equipment.
equipment. There
There
"pro" ininusing
is a physical and
and economic
economic "pro"
usingsuch
such aashared
shared service,
service, but there
there
also aa psychological
psychological "con"
"con" present
regarding privacy and
is also
present regarding
and security of inforinformation.
All
All ofofthis
thismust
mustbe
be carefully
carefully considered
considered in
in analyzing
analyzing the
the method
method of
of marketmarketing a shared
shared service.
service. Careful
Careful consideration
considerationmust
must be
begiven
givento
to the
the fact
fact that
that a
large
large installation reduces
reduces unit cost
cost as
as well
wellas
asoperation
operation and
andmaintenance
maintenance
costs.
Larger installations
costs. Larger
installations of
of the
the more
moresophisticated
sophisticated computer-controlled
computer-controlled
switches
also offer
offer aa wider
wider range
range of
of features
featuresand
andgreater
greaterflexibility
flexibility than
than most
switches also
most
units.
smaller units.
Aggregation
of communication
costs through
through the
the sharing
Aggregation of
communication costs
sharing of voice
voice and
and
data trunks is another
another approach
approach to
to sharing
sharingthat
that minimizes
minimizes trunking,
trunking, minimizes
data
minimizes
turnkey installations,
installations, and
and can
can be
be aa major
major cost-saving
cost-saving element.
element.
Sharing of
of computers,
computers, data
data bases
bases and
and word
wordprocessing
processing systems
systems has
has been
been
representedas
asanother
anotherpotential
potentialfor
for major
major cost
This has
proved to
represented
cost savings.
savings. This
has proved
be of value
be
value in
in the
the case
case of
of multistation
multistationaccess
access to
to aa mainframe
mainframe and
and access
access to
nodes, but
but not in
data base
base nodes,
in the
the case
case of
of word
wordprocessing.
processing.
Word processing
proliferate at
at such
such aa wide variety of
processing systems
systems proliferate
of prices
prices and
and
with so
with
so many competing features that centralization has
has not proved economical. Multistation
Multistation facilities
cal.
facilitieswithin
withinan
anoffice,
office, with
withautomatic
automaticpaper
paper feed
feed printers
printers
and high-speed
draft printers located
and
high-speed draft
located on
on the
the same
same floor
floor have
have become
become the
the
norm. A
norm.
A central
central facility
facility serving
serving local
local printers
printers and
and local
local terminals
terminals does
does not
not
provide sufficient
sufficient economic
economic advantage
advantage for
for serious
serious consideration.
consideration.
However,
However, computers
computers can
can be compartmentalized
compartmentalized in the
the same
same fashion
fashion as
as
computerized digital
digitalPBX
PBXequipment
equipmentand
andprovide
providethe
thesame
samedegree
degree of
of security.
security.
Having available
Having
available the
the capability
capabilityofoflarge
largemass
massstorage
storage and
andhigh-speed
high-speed processprocessto many types
However, there
ing is
is advantageous
advantageous to
types of
of business.
business. However,
there is also
also the
the
general feeling
feeling of insecurity
general
insecurity and
and aa reluctance
reluctance to
to store
store sensitive
sensitive data
data in
indevices
devices
not fully under
not
under the
the tenant's
tenant's control.
control.
Sharing of
does appear
appear to
to be
be advantageous.
advantageous.The
Themultimultiof data
data bases,
bases, however, does
serving U.S.
U.S. industry
industry generally
ple data bases
bases serving
generally have
have nodes
nodes in key
key cities,
cities, and
and
accesssimply
simply requires
requires aa local
local call. The
access
The aggregation
aggregation of
ofsuch
such data
databases
bases and
and
nodes within
within the
nodes
the building
building complex
complex can
can provide
provide for cost
cost saving
saving and
and time
time
saving and
and should
should be carefully explored.
saving
explored.

MULTIPLEXING
channel exists
existsinin at
at least
two dimensions-it
A communications
communications channel
least two
dimensions—it exists
exists
over aa period
period of time,
or bandwidth-its
over
time, and
and it has
has breadth,
breadth, or
bandwidth—itsextension
extension in
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the frequency domain.
domain. Additionally,
Additionally, the
the
thechannel
channel may
may have
have spatial characterischaracteristics and exist only
connecting
only between
between distinct
distinct points,
points,as
as in
inthe
thecase
case of
of a cable
cable connecting
one telephone
telephone with
with another,
another, or a directional antenna
antenna projecting
projecting radio
radio commucommu-

nications
nications to
to aa favored
favoredlocation.
location.Channels
Channels can
cansometimes
sometimes be
be characterized
characterized
by propagating
electromagneticenergy
energyininparticular
particularplanes
planesorormodes—vertimodes-vertipropagating electromagnetic
cal,
cal, horizontal, circular-and
circular—andbebedistinguished
distinguishedfrom
fromother
otherchannels
channelssharing
sharing
the same
frequency,temporal,
temporal, and
andspatial
spatialdimensions
dimensionsby
byvirtue
virtueof
oftheir
their polaripolarisame frequency,
zation characteristics.
characteristics.
The two
are often
often exploited to permit
two basic
basic dimensions, time and frequency,
frequency, are
a channel to
data sources,
sources,although
although the other channel
to be
be shared among several data

attributes can
the same
same way.
attributes
can also
also be
be used
used in
in the
way. We
We are
are most
most familiar with
frequency multiplexing,
multiplexing, the division
frequency
division of
of aa channel's
channel's bandwidth
bandwidth into
intosubchansubchannels, each
eachhaving
having distinct
distinct frequency
frequency limits
limits or boundaries.
multinels,
boundaries. Frequency
Frequency multiplexing
employed to
the broadcast
broadcast radio
bands to
plexing is
is employed
to permit
permit the
radio and
and TV
TV bands
to carry
the programs
one'sradio
radio or
or TV receiver
the
programs of many stations
stations simultaneously;
simultaneously; one's
receiver
is tuned to a particular
particularsubchannel
subchannel or
orfrequency
frequency totoseparate
separate the
the desired
desired signal
signal
from all
all others
others sharing
sharingthe
the same
same frequency
frequency band.
band. The entire
entire electromagnetic
electromagnetic
spectrum from long-wave
spectrum
long-wave radio to
to optical
optical radiation
radiationcan
canbe
beconsidered
considered as
as aa
continuum, and
continuum,
and the
the hundreds
hundreds of
of thousands
thousands of
of signals
signals existing
existing therein coexist
coexist
by virtue
virtueof
ofthe
the distinctness
distinctness of
of their
theircarrier
carrierfrequencies
frequencies or
or channel
channel occupancy,
occupancy,
otherwise known
known as
frequency multiplexing.
multiplexing. Telephone
Telephone trunks
trunks often
often employ
employ
otherwise
as frequency
frequency multiplexing
multiplexing to combine
frequency
combine individual
individualvoice
voice signals.
signals. The trunk
trunk cable
cable
has
than is required
required for
for any
any one
one conversation.
conversation. Each
Each
has much
much more
more bandwidth
bandwidth than
signal is
is modulated
onto aa distinct
signal
modulated onto
distinct carrier
carrier frequency
frequency in aa manner
manner similar
similar
material on
on aa carrier
to that employed
employed by radio
radio stations
stations to place
place program
program material
for radio
are "stacked" in
for
radio transmission.
transmission. Many voice
voice signals
signals are
in frequency
frequency by
using closely spaced
carriers. The ensemble
using
spaced carriers.
ensemble of carriers and
and signals
signals is
is called
called
aresent
sentover
overthe
the trunk
trunk to
aa group,
group, and
and groups
groups of groups
groups (supergroups)
(supergroups) are
distant central offices,
by carrier frequency
frequency
distant
offices, where the signals
signals are
are separated
separated by
and demodulated
before sending
sending over
over local
local loops
loops to individual
and
demodulated before
individual telephones.
telephones.
Time multiplexing
multiplexingisisalso
alsoaacommon
commonhuman
humanexperience.
experience.We
Weoften
often do
doseveral
several
Time
things at
at once,
things
once, or carry
carry on
on two
twoconversations
conversations at the
the same
same time. We
We timetimeshare
our attention, communicating now with
share our
with one
one thing
thing or
or person
person and
and then
then
with another.
another. This
This isis time
timemultiplexing.
multiplexing.InInsimultaneous
simultaneousconversations
conversations one
one
sharesaural
auralcommunications
communicationschannels—voice
channels-voice and
andhearing—among
hearing-among sevtime shares
several participants. The
eral
The meaning
meaning of
of each
each interchange
interchange is digested
digested as
as though
though
individually focused,
and there
there is
is the
the illusion of
attention were individually
focused, and
of simultaneous
simultaneous
of dealing
dealingwith
with more
more than one
communication because
because of
one situation in the
the same
same
span of
of time.
time. Note
Note that
that "the same
spanof
oftime"
time" is
is not
not "at the
span
same span
the same
same time,"
or truly
trulysimultaneously.
simultaneously.Similarly,
Similarly,one's
one'stelephone
telephoneconversation
conversation isis sometimes
sometimes
carried
same trunk
cable as
as those
carried over the same
trunk cable
those of
of others
others by
by use
useof
oftime
time multiplexmultiplexing. Each
ing.
Each voice
voice channel
channel is
is sampled
sampled for an
an instant
instantand
andsent,
sent,ininsequence,
sequence,
from other
other local voice channels.
channels.At
At the
with samples
samples from
the other end
end of the cable
cable
the time-sequential
are separated,
separated, or
or demultiplexed
demultiplexed and
the
time-sequential samples
samples are
and reassembled
reassembled
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on individual
individuallocal
local loops
loops in
in the
the recipient's
recipient's city.
city. IfIfthe
thesampling
samplingisisdone
done often
often
enough,
signalcontains
containsall
all of
of the
the information
information sent,
enough, the reassembled
reassembled signal
sent, and
and the
the
listener perceives
perceivesthat
that the
the connection
connection (or
(or communication
communication channel)
channel) with
with the
listener
the
sender isiscontinuous
continuousand
andexclusive.
exclusive.The
Thefact
factthat
thatrapid
rapidsampling
samplingofofinformation
information
sender
can substitute
substitute for continuous connection
can
connection is of enormous
enormous importance
importance in comcommunications; itit was
first quantified
by Harry Nyquist
munications;
was first
quantified by
Nyquist of
of Bell
BellLaboratories
Laboratories
and is known
in the
the 1920s
1920s and
known as
as the Nyquist
Nyquist sampling
sampling theorem.
theorem.
multiplexing isisalso
Spatial multiplexing
also evident
evident ininour
oureveryday
everydaylives.
lives.Home
Hometelephones
telephones
are connected
connectedtoto aa central
central office
office by
by means
meansofof an
an individual
individual wire pair. Our
are
Our
cross or
or be
bebundled
bundled with
with those
others without
without interaction
wires may cross
those of others
interactionbecause
because
the communications
representedby
byeach
eachwire
wire pair
pair are
the
communications channels
channels represented
are spatially
spatially
separatedand
anddistinct
distinct by
by virtue
virtue of the insulation covering
wire. Spatial
Spatial
separated
covering each
each wire.
multiplexing also
also occurs
occurs when
when two
two radio
radiostations
stations share
share the
the same
same frequency
but are
geographically or
or transmit
transmit from the
are separated
separated geographically
the same
same location in differdifferent directions.
ent
Designers of
of high
high tech
Designers
tech buildings
buildings employ
employ various
various multiplexing
multiplexingmethods,
methods,
sometimes
sometimesinin combination.
combination. Multiplexing
Multiplexing allows
allows voice,
voice, video,
video, and
and data
data to
coexist on
on the
communications channel
channeland
andpermits
permitsexploitation
exploitationof
of
coexist
the same
same communications
the available
available channels
channels to
to the
thegreatest
greatest economic
economic advantage.
advantage.

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
NETWORKS
Means to
to interconnect
equipmentwithin
within the
the confines
confinesof
of
Means
interconnect data
data processing
processing equipment
an office,
hospital, factory
factory building,
building, or building
an
office, hospital,
building complex
complex are
are called
called local
local
area networks,
networks, or
or LANs.
LANs. Such
and commucommuarea
Such networks
networks provide
provide resource
resource sharing and
nications among
among these
these devices
devicesatat high
high speeds
speedsand
andare
are typically
typically owned
nications
owned by
the user.
The conjunction
conjunction of high speed
and low
low cost
cost is
is not
not contradictory
the
user. The
speed and
contradictory
becausethe
thetransmission
transmission paths
paths are
are short.
short. The
The paths
paths vary from several
because
several meters
meters
to several
several kilometers
length, short
short enough
enough so
even ordinary
kilometers in
in length,
so that
that even
ordinary twisted
twisted
wiring can
56
pair telephone
telephone wiring
can support
support reasonably
reasonably wide bandwidths,
bandwidths, such
such as
as 56
kbps. LANs
LANs have
of the
the proliferation of
kbps.
have become
become important because
because of
of the
the perpersonal computer
computer and
and its ancillary
The mainframe
computer of the
sonal
ancillary devices.
devices. The
mainframe computer
the
1950s became
becamethe
the several
severalminicomputers
minicomputers of the
1950s
the 1960s
1960s and
and 1970s;
1970s; these,
these, in
in
turn, have
have been
been replaced
replaced by
by the
themicroprocessor-based
microprocessor-based personal
personal computers
computers
that inhabit
inhabit many
manydesks,
desks, from executive
executive to clerk.
clerk. The
The nature
nature of
ofoffice
office transactransactions has
however. Most
Most of the
tions
has not changed,
changed, however.
the information
informationgenerated
generated by
by an
an
individual isisintended
individual
intendedfor
forsomeone
someone within
withinthe
thesame
same office
office or complex;
complex; estimates
estimates
range up
up to 80
range
80 percent
percent internal
internal distribution.
distribution. However,
However, now that
that there
there are
are
many information-generating devices,
many
devices, computers,
computers, and
and related
related equipment,
equipment, the
the
distribution
proliferation.
distribution means
means must
must accommodate
accommodate this proliferation.
computer and
and its termiDirect lines
lines suitable for interconnection
interconnection of a large computer
nals and
and printers are
nals
are impractical
impractical as
as aa way
way to
tointerconnect
interconnectmany
manyPCs,
PCs, since
since
interconnections grow
grow geometrically with
with the
interconnections
the number
number of
of PCs.
PCs. The intraoffice
intraoffice
private-branch exchange
(PBX) that
private-branch
exchange (PBX)
that serves
serves all
all desks
desks with
with telephone
telephone service
service
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supportedby
by the
the PBX and
is not aa good
good alternative.
alternative. The
The data
data speeds
speeds supported
and its
its
lines are
are too low
lines
low ininmany
manyinstances,
instances, and
and several
several lines
lines in parallel
parallel would
would be
be
required. In addition,
addition, the
the nature
nature of
of the
the traffic is
is different; data communications
are
conducted in bursts, with
are conducted
with relatively
relativelylong
longpauses
pauses in between.
between. To efficiently
efficiently
use the
the interconnection
requires that
that the
use
interconnection system
system requires
the communications
communications path
path be
be
relinquished
after each
burst so
relinquished after
each burst
so that the
the facilities
facilities may
may be
be used
used by
by others;
others;
to establish
connection (the
(the dialup
dialup
but the
the PBX
PBXrequires
requiresseveral
several seconds
seconds to
establish aa connection
protracted and relatively
relatively infrequent;
infrequent;
time). In
In contrast,
contrast, voice
voice conversations
conversations are protracted
the
dialup delay
the dialup time
time isisinconsequential
inconsequential and
and tolerable.
tolerable. Since
Since dialup
delay is often
often
longer than
than the
the data
PBX and
and its
longer
data burst,
burst, the
the use
use of a current
current generation
generation PBX
lines is
is not
not practical
lines
practical and
and would not
not work
work with
withstandard
standard data
data transmission
transmission
protocols, however
they are
are in place,
protocols,
however tempting, because
because they
place, well accepted,
accepted, and
and
often paid
paid for. A
often
A further
furtherdrawback
drawback concerns
concerns the network configuration that
use of
of the
the PBX
PBX imposes;
imposes;all
alllines
lineslead
leadtotoaacentral
centrallocation—the
location-the PBX
use
PBX equipequipment. If
ment.
If this
this malfunctions,
malfunctions,the
theentire
entireinterconnection
interconnection system
system isis inoperative.
inoperative.
Local area
area networks
networks avoid
avoid the
the disadvantages
disadvantages of interconnection
interconnection through
the intraoffice telephone system
system by
by offering
offering aacommunications
communications channel
channel tailored
tailored
of efficient
efficient data
data communications.
communications.LANs
LANs provide highto the
the special
special needs
needs of
speed data
data transfer,
transfer, there
there is
is low overhead
speed
overhead time for establishing
establishing interconnections, and
tions,
and they
they can
can be
be configured
configured to avoid
avoid centralization
centralization and
and catastrophic
catastrophic
failures. Like telephones,
most LAN wiring
failures.
telephones, most
wiringisisinexpensive.
inexpensive. Careful
Careful planning
planning
to accommodate
accommodate future changes
changes and expansion
expansion of the
the system
system is
is not
not needed,
needed,
and the
at little
and
the wiring
wiring can
can be
be installed
installed everywhere
everywhere at
little additional
additional cost
cost when
when
the
or building
the office
office or
building isis being
being outfitted.
outfitted.
There are
are three
three ways
waysto
to characterize
characterizeLANs:
LANs: by
by the
the network
network layout (topolThere
ogy), by the
the network, and
ogy)"
the means
means by which
which aa device
device gains
gains access
access toto the
and by
the interconnection
interconnection medium
medium (wire or
or cable)
cable) and its data
data capacity.
capacity. Confusion
Confusion
can result because
onecharacterization
characterizationdoes
doesnot
notimply
imply or preclude
can
because one
preclude another,
another,
and all three
neededtotofully
fully define
defineaa LAN.
LAN. To
and
three are
are needed
To add
add to
to the
the confusion,
confusion,
standards are
are slow
slow to emerge,
and LANs
LANs are
standards
emerge, and
are further
further distinguished
distinguishedas
asgeneral
general
purpose, special
specialpurpose,
purpose,ororproprietary—depending
proprietary-depending on
on their
their ability
ability to interpurpose,
connect any device, a class
or only
connect
class of devices,
devices, or
only devices
devices of
of one
one manufacturer.
manufacturer.

Network
Network Topology
Topology
The network topology is partly
The
partly determined
determined by the
the type of control intended
intended
for
the LAN.
LAN. IfIfthe
thefunction
functionofofone
onedevice
devicetotobe
benetted
netted isis dominant,
dominant, then
then
for the
control should
should be
be centralized
centralized at
at that
thatdevice,
device,and
and ititbecomes
becomes the
the master
master node
node
theorder
orderofof"talking"
"talking" on
of the
the LAN;
LAN; the
the master
master sets
sets the
on the
the LAN and
and polls
polls
the other nodes
nodes to find their
their need
need to
to send
send information.
information.IfIfmany
manydevices
deviceshave
have
equal importance,
importance, control should
equal
should be
be distributed, and
and there
there is
is no
no master
master node;
node;
becoming the
the talker is
will be
becoming
is set
set by
by more
more democratic
democratic means,
means, as
as will
be described
described
star or
or tree
tree network
network
below. Networks
Networks having
havingaa master
master node
node can effectively
effectively use
use star
configurations of
of wiring. The master
at the
configurations
master is located
located at
the center
center of the star
star or
or
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base
of the
the tree.
tree. A
A choice
choice between
between these
thesetwo
twomight
might be
bedictated
dictated by
by the
the structure
base of

with which wiring isis installed.
of the
the building
building and
and the
the ease
ease with
installed. Ring
Ring and
and bus
bus
topologiesare
aresuited
suitedfor
for distributed-control
distributed-control LANs.
LANs. There
topologies
There is no dominant
dominant
node for these
node
these configurations. The bus
bus configuration
configuration isis easily
easily expanded
expanded and
is tolerant
is
tolerant of
of failures
failures inindevices
devices attached
attached to
to the
the bus.
bus. IfIfdistances
distances between
between
devices
are large,
large, the
the ring
ring configuration
configurationisisfavored.
favored. Each
Each device
device
deviceson
on the
the LAN
LAN are
receivesdata
datafrom
from one
one side
side and
and reconstitutes
reconstitutesitit before
before sending
sendingitit onto
onto the
receives
other side;
The
other
side; in this
this manner,
manner, weak
weak signals
signals are
are constantly
constantly being restored.
restored. The
disadvantages;failure
failure at
at any
any node
node brings
brings the
the entire
entire network
ring has
has several
several disadvantages;
associated with
with regenerating
down; there
there are
are delays associated
regenerating the
the signals;
signals; and
and the devices
are more
more complex
complex and
and costly because
of their
their active role in
are
because of
in retransmission
retransmission
on the network.
on

Access Methods
There are
are various
various methods
methods of
of network access
by which
which the
the device
at a
There
access by
device at
LAN node
node takes
takes its turn
turn to
to transmit
transmit on
on the
the network
network and
and send
send its data
data to
any or all
any
all other
other nodes.
nodes. For
For LANs
LANshaving
havingmaster
masterstations,
stations,access
access is
is usually
granted by
by the
the master.
Each node
node isis polled;
polled; ifif the device
at a polled node
granted
master. Each
device at
node
has data
data to send,
has
send, itit so
soindicates,
indicates, and
and the
themaster
mastergrants
grantsaccess
access and
and allows
allows
the device
to talk. Access
is typically granted
the
device to
Access is
granted for aa fixed,
fixed, short
short time.
time. The
The
devicemight
might have
havemuch
muchdata
datatotosend,
send,but
butitit isis not
not permitted
permitted to
to tie
tie up
up the
device
network until
rather, the
the device
device must
must wait
wait its
its turn
network
until its
its data
data are
are exhausted;
exhausted; rather,
and send
send data
data in
in many
many short
short segments.
segments.Distributed-control
Distributed-control LANs
LANs can
and
can grant
grant
accessby
byfixed
fixed schemes
schemesororby
byrandom
random techniques.
techniques.Among
Among the
the fixed methods
access
methods
is token passing.
A unique
is
passing. A
unique data word,
word, the
the token,
token, isispassed
passed from node
node to
to
node. If the
node.
the device
device at
at aa node
node has
has data
data to
to send,
send, ititdoes
does so
sobefore
before passing
passing
the token
token onto
onto the
is the
the slotted
ring; a
the
the next node.
node. An alternative
alternative method
method is
slotted ring;
period of time
period
time isis divided
dividedinto
intosegments
segments called
called slots,
slots, and
and any
any device
device having
having
data
can do
do so
data to send
send can
so in an
an empty
empty slot.
slot. The
The device
device to which
which the
the data
data are
are
addressed"empties"
"empties"the
the slot
slot and
and indicates
indicates that
that it is
addressed
is available
available by
by inserting
inserting
aa data
data word in
in the
the slot
slottotoindicate
indicatethat
thatthe
thecontents
contentsare
arenonolonger
longerneeded.
needed.
If
or wait for
If the
the time
time required
required to
to poll,
poll, pass
pass tokens,
tokens, or
for empty
empty slots
slots cannot
cannot
be tolerated,
tolerated, an access
schemecalled
calledcarrier
carrier sense
sensemultiple
multiple access
accesswith
with collicollibe
access scheme
sion detect
sion
detect (CSMA/CD) isisoften
often used.
used. There
There isis no
no order
order ofofaccess,
access, and
and
can do
do so
soifif the
the network
network is free
any device having data to send
send can
free at the moment.
Devices sense
sensecarrier
carrierenergy
energyononthe
theline
lineand
and refrain
refrain from
from sending
data ifif
Devices
sending data
carrier
present; this is
is called
called listen-before-talking
listen-before-talking discipline
how
carrier is present;
discipline and
and is how
most of us conduct
in aa group.
group. If two
most
conduct ourselves
ourselves in
two or
ormore
moredevices
devices send
send data
data
simultaneously because
freeline
line at
at the
the same
sametime,
time, data
data collisions
simultaneously
because both sense
sense aafree
occur, and messages
are garbled.
garbled. Each
Each device's
device's carrier
carrier sense
sensecircuit
circuit now
occur,
messages are
notes excess
excesscarrier
carrierenergy
energyon
onthe
the line
line and
and stops
stops sending
sending its
its data
data promptly.
notes
on the
the LAN,
After aa delay,
delay, made
made different
different for
for each
each device
device on
LAN,the
thedevice
device again
again
determinesifif the
the line
line is free
its data.
data.With
With CSMA/CD
determines
free and
and then
then resends
resends its
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there is no determined
determined order
order of access
andno
nominimum
minimum waiting
waiting time. Devices
access and
Devices
more often,
often, and
with more
more data
data to
to send
send obtain
obtain line
lineaccess
access more
and the distribution
distribution
fairly weighted
of
of access
access isis fairly
weighted in accordance
accordance with the
the transmission
transmission needs
needs of
each node.
each
node.

Interconnection Media
Media
LANs can
by the
can be
be characterized
characterized by
the amount
amount of data
data they
they can
can carry
carry and
and
the speed
of doing
doing so.
so. There
There are
are two
two types
types of
of networks
networks under this classification:
classification:
speed of
broadband and
and baseband.
baseband.Broadband
BroadbandLANs
LANs employ
employ frequency-division
frequency-division multimultibroadband

plexing
plexing to partition
partition the
the spectrum
spectrum afforded
aiforded by
by coaxial
coaxial or
or optical
optical fibre
fibrecables
cables
into
into aa number
number of
ofchannels.
channels. Cables
Cables are suitable for broadband networks
networksbecause
because
they can
can support
support aa wide
widerange
range of
offrequencies.
frequencies. Used
Used in
in the
the broadband
broadband mode,
mode,
coaxial
usually has
has more
more capacity
capacitythan
than isis required
requiredfor
for the
the LAN.
LAN. Some
coaxial cable
cable usually
Some
channels
canbe
beused
usedfor
forthe
the LAN
LAN function,
channels can
function, and
and others
others can
can be
be used
used for
distribution of voice
monitoring. The
distribution
voice and
and video
video or for
for energy
energy and
and security monitoring.
The
broadband network
network is similar
broadband
similar to
tothat
thatused
usedinincable
cableTV
TVsystems
systemsand
andshares
shares
some of
of the
the low-cost
in CATV
some
low-cost hardware
hardware used
used in
CATV practice.
practice. Optical
Opticalcables
cables have
have
very large
bandwidths and
and are
are suited
suited for
for multifunction
multifunction networks
large bandwidths
networks and
and where
where
size and
and weight
weight of
of the
the line are
LANs do not divide
size
are at a premium. Baseband
Baseband LANs
divide
the spectrum
and use
use the
the "base"
"base" of the
the frequency
band in
in its
the
spectrum into channels
channels and
frequency band
twisted-pair wiring.
wiring. Time-division
entirety for all
all the
the data
data traffic,
traffic, usually over twisted-pair
multiplexing must
must be
be used
used so
so that
that all
allnodes
nodes can
can share
share this
this single
single channel;
channel;
other
cannot share
share the
the baseband
basebandnetwork.
network.Twisted
Twistedpair
pair wiring
wiring is
other services
services cannot
very low-cost
low-cost but has
has low bandwidth
bandwidth and
and high
high loss.
loss. ItIt isis suited
suited for
for baseband
baseband
networks
networks that use
use the
the ring
ring configuration
configurationso
sothat
thatregeneration
regeneration atateach
each node
node
overcomes
the wire's losses.
Becauseof
of its
its low-loss
low-loss properties,
properties, coaxial cable
overcomes the
losses. Because
cable
is also
networks in which
also suited
suited for baseband
baseband networks
which long
longruns
runsbetween
between nodes
nodes are
are
encountered and
and in which signal
encountered
signal regeneration
regeneration is
is not
not used.
used.

BYPASS
Means of avoiding
conventional telephone
avoiding the
the use
use of the conventional
telephone network
network are
are called
called
bypass technologies.
technologies.Bypass
Bypasscommunications
communicationsmay
may be
be an
an alternative to the
bypass
the
loop between
between the customer and
local loop
and the telephone exchange,
exchange,or
or itit may
may avoid
the use
use of the long-distance
long-distance telephone
telephone network;
network; in
insome
some cases,
cases, avoiding both
is effected.
Telephone companies
companies(AT&T,
(AT&T, the
effected. Telephone
the BOCs,
BOCs, and
and independents)
independents) have
responded
and have
have marketed
responded by offering
offering bypass
bypass services
services themselves
themselves and
marketed highhighcapacity communications
communications alternatives
alternativestototheir
theirown
owntraditional
traditional wire-line
wire-line facilicapacity
ties
ties that have
have been
been in
in place
place for
fordecades.
decades. Bypass
Bypass facilities
facilities can
can be
be owned,
owned,
therefore,
therefore, by any
any interested
interested party:
party: the
the user
user or
or user's
user's designate
designate (private syssystems), groups of
systemsand
and multi-tenant
multi-tenant systems),
of users
users (shared
(shared systems
systems), radio common carriers,
mon
carriers, and
and wireline common
common carriers
carriers (the telcos
telcos that are
are otherwise
otherwise
bypassed).
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Bypass
technologiesinclude
include microwave
microwave radio,
radio, satellite
satellite radio, coaxial
Bypass technologies
coaxial cable,
cable,
and optical fiber
and
fiber cable.
cable. Bypass
Bypass is employed to reduce
reduce costs, to provide
provide services
services
difficult to
to acquire from
from conventional
conventional telco offerings,
difficult
offerings, or most often, a combination of these
tion
these two
two reasons.
reasons. The most
most common
common example
example of the first
first reason
reason is
the use of another long-distance
for home or business,
such as MCI
the
long-distance service
service for
business, such
MCI
or Sprint. Examples
Examples of
of the
the second
second reason
reason include
include video
video teleconferencing
teleconferencing and
high-speed data
data communications.
types of bypass
high-speed
communications. Several
Several types
bypass services
services are disdiscussed in
in the paragraphs
cussed
paragraphs that
that follow;
follow; both
both local-loop
local-loop and
and long-lines
long-lines bypass
bypass
techniques are presented.
presented.

DIGITAL TERMINATION
TERMINATION AND
AND ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC MESSAGE
MESSAGE
SYSTEMS (DTS/DEMS)
SYSTEMS

petitioned the
the FCC
FCC to allocate
In 1978
1978 the Xerox Corporation
Corporation petitioned
allocate a portion
portion
of the
the radio spectrum
of
spectrum at 10
10 GHz
GHz (commonly
(commonly called X band) for
for aa commoncommoncarrier broadband
broadband network
networkservice;
service; Xerox
Xerox had
had named
named its
itsnew
newproposed
proposed service
service
XTEN. The FCC
in 1981
with aa Report
Report & Order
XTEN.
FCC responded
responded positively
positively in
1981 with
Order that
reserved 130
MHz of spectrum
spectrum at 10.55
GHz for digital termination
reserved
130 MHz
10.55 to 10.68
10.68 GHz
systems (DTS)
(DTS) and
and the digital
service (DEMS),
(DEMS), both
both of
of
systems
digital electronic
electronic message
message service
which were
were modeled
modeled on
on the XTEN concept.
which
concept.
Why DTS?
DTS?
service is designed
designed to provide business users with data transmission
The new service
transmission
capacity for
for intracity communications
communications that
that are
are not easily
from the
capacity
easily obtained
obtained from
local
telephone
company.
In
a
sense,
DTS/DEMS
is
not
a
bypass
local telephone company. In sense,
not a bypass service,
service,
since itit is not
since
not an
an alternative
alternative to
to an
anexisting,
existing, readily
readily available
available telco
telco offering.
offering.
Traditional local
Traditional
local loops
loops (the telephone
telephone line from
from the customer's
customer's premises
premises to
to
the telephone central
and central office
switching equipment
equipment are
are not
the
central office)
office) and
office switching
geared to handle
digital data
data traffic.
geared
handle high-speed,
high-speed, high-quality
high-quality digital
traffic. The
The service
service
present a bypass
bypass alternative
alternative to wideband
wideband private
private lines
lines that
that can be
be obtained
obtained
does present
these lines are not part
from the telephone
from
telephone company;
company; these
part of
ofaaswitched
switched service,
service,
however, and the user must have
destinations in mind when contemplathowever,
have fixed destinations
contemplating their
their use.
DTS is a local
servicethat
that carries
carries data
data and
and other
ing
use. DTS
local distribution
distribution service
other
wideband traffic,
wideband
traffic, such
such as
as high-speed
high-speed facsimile
facsimile and
and video
videoteleconferencing,
teleconferencing,
between users
users and
and central stations
between
stations called
called nodes
nodes by
by means
means of
of point-to-point
point-to-point
full-duplex radio. Traffic
or point-to-multipoint full-duplex
Traffic can be switched at the nodes,
nodes,
allowing users
users to treat the system much as the
the telephone
telephone or
or postal
postal system.
system.
Intensive reuse
reuse of
of each
each operator's
operator's radio
radio channel
channel is encouraged
encouraged by
by the
the FCC,
Intensive
FCC,
and extensive
intracity networks
networks can
can be
be achieved
as in the case
and
extensive intracity
achieved as
case of
of cellular
cellular
telephones. Data
Data rates from
radio for vehicular telephones.
from 75 bps to 1.544
1.544 Mbps
Mbps (T-1
(T-l
service) can
can be
be carried
service)
carried by
by using
using equipment
equipment now
now being
being offered
offered by several
several
manufacturers. Interconnection
manufacturers.
Interconnection of DTS nodes is provided by radio
radio channels
channels
in the DTS
in
DTS radio
radio band
band dedicated
dedicated totointranode
intranodetraffic.
traffic. Connections
Connections among
among
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cities are
by use
use of
of other
cities
are effected
effected by
other services-such
services—such as
as long-haul
long-haul microwave,
microwave,
satellites, and
and coaxial
coaxialor
or fiber
fiber optic
optic cables.
satellites,
cables. AA DEMS network
network consists
consists of
interconnected DTS nodes,
and the
the DTS links
users and
and their
their local
interconnected
nodes, and
links between
between users
node form the local-loop
node
local-loop portion
portion ofofthe
theservice.
service. The
The nodal
nodal stations
stations are
are analoanalogous to
to the telephone
gous
telephone central office,
office, or switching
switching exchange,
exchange, and the interconinterconnections of
of the
the node
node correspond
correspondto
to AT&T
AT&T long-lines
nections
long-lines circuits.
circuits. DEMS
DEMS license
license
applicants proposing
proposing to
to build in
applicants
in 30
30 or
ormore
morecities
citiescan
can use
use 5-MHz
5-MHz channels
channels
between users
users and
and nodes
nodes and
and are
are classified
classified by
by the
the FCC as
between
as extended
extended carriers.
carriers.
Others, applying for networks involving
Others,
involving I1toto29
29cities,
cities,are
are assigned
assigned 2.5-MHz
channels and
and are considered
channels
considered local carriers.
carriers.
that 130
MHz of spectrum
In its first
first Report
Report &&Order,
Order, the
the FCC
FCC recognized
recognized that
130 MHz
spectrum
might be
and that
that the
might
be inadequate
inadequate and
the 18-GHz
18-GHz region
region would
would be
be examined
examined for
additional DTS/DEMS allocations.
additional
allocations. ItIt was
was also
also noted
noted that private
private carriers
carriers
the service.
service.A
A Notice of Inquiry
might be permitted to use
use the
Inquiryby
bythe
the commission
commission
resulted in
in the
the second
secondDEMS
DEMS Report
Report &
& Order in 1983
resulted
1983 that authorized
authorized the
the
serviceatat 18
18 GHz
GHz and
and modified
modified the
the rules
rules at
at 10 GHz.
GHz. The commission
did
service
commission did
indeed permit
permit private carriers
and DEMS
DEMS networks;
networks;
indeed
carriers to operate
operate DTS systems
systems and
further, the
further,
the distinction
distinction between
between local
local and
and extended
extended carriers
carriers was
was removed
removed
by allowing all
by
all to
to use
use 5-MHz
5-MHzchannels
channels for
foruser-to-node
user-to-node and
and node-to-user
node-to-user
communications.
communications.

The DTS
DTS "Local
"Local Loop"
The
DTS "local loops" between
between
Currently, there are
are two methods of configuring
configuring DTS
from one or more vendors.
the node and the user; each has hardware available from
point-to-point radio, for which a separate communications
The first method is point-to-point
path to each
antennas at
at
path
each user
user isis established
established by means
means of highly directional
directional antennas
both the user and node ends of the
the path.
path. This
This method
method is attractive to
to private
private
both
users that have known, specific
locationsthat
that are
are to
to be included
users
specific locations
included in a digital
communications network;
network; the
the cost
communications
cost of such
such aa configuration
configuration isis relatively
relatively low
low
because
users have common
because users
common goals
goals and
and communications
communications requirements.
requirements. An
implication of
of this
this method
method is that the
implication
the network
network protocols
protocols can
can be
berestrictive;
restrictive;
node hardware and software do not need
need to
to accommodate
accommodate service
service on demand
as is necessary with
with common-carrier systems
systems that
that cater to many
many independent
independent
user-customerswho
who cannot
cannot be
be expected
expected to
to coordinate
coordinate with
with one
one another
another in
user-customers
gaining
access to
to the network.
gaining access
network. The
The switching
switching tasks
tasks required
required of the
the node
node
can be greatly reduced and, in
in some
some cases,
cases, users can be serviced with private,
dedicated lines,
lines, and
and no switching is needed;
needed; the
the node
node acts
acts solely
as a radio
dedicated
solely as
radio
station and no
no value-added
value-added services
services are performed.
The second DTS local
local loop
loop configuration
configuration method
method involves
involves point-to-multipoint
for which
the node
node operates
operates inin aa manner
manner similar
similartoto that
that of
of a
point radio,
radio, for
which the
broadcast station.
broadcast
station. This approach
approach is suited
suited for
for common
common carriers,
carriers, since
since they
they
have to serve
serve system
system customers
customers on
on aa first-come,
first-come, first-served
first-served basis and often
often
do not know
do
know where
where user
user stations
stations will
will be located
located at the
the time
time the
the system's
system's
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node
station is sited
node station
sited and
and constructed.
constructed. The node
node can
can transmit
transmit data
data to
tousers
users
omnidirectionally, and
and all
all user
user sites
sites within
withinthe
thereliable
reliabletransmission
transmission radius
radius
of the
Each user-receiver
"listens" to
the node
node can
can be
be serviced.
serviced. Each
user-receiver "listens"
to the
the transmission
transmission
and
messagesintended
intendedfor
for itit by means
and recognizes
recognizes messages
means of
of aa unique
uniqueaddress
address sent
sent
prior to
More typically,
typically, the
to the
the body
body of
ofthe
the message.
message. More
the node
node transmits simultaneously
neously in three
three or
or four
foursectors,
sectors, each
each covering
covering 120
120 or
or 90
90 degrees
degrees of azimuth
about
about the node's
node's geographic
geographic location.
location. In
In this
this manner
manner the
the system
system operator
operator
"reuse" the
to him/her
him/her by
can "reuse"
the channel assigned
assigned to
by properly
properlyassigning
assigning subchannel
frequenciesand
andpolarizations
polarizationswithin
within each
each node
node and
and creating
creating aa network
network of
of
frequencies
nodes, all
all utilizing
nodes,
utilizingthe
thesame
same channel.
channel. Such
Such systems
systems combine
combine time-division
and frequency-division
frequency-divisionmultiplexing
multiplexing(TDM
(TDM and
and
and FDM) that
that were
were explained
explained
earlier in this
earlier
this chapter
chapter and
and ininChapter
Chapter 22asasapproaches
approaches to
to sending
sending multiple
multiple
signals over
over aa channel.
channel.The
Theoperator
operatordivides
dividesthe
thechannel
channelof
of5-MHz
5-MHz bandwidth
bandwidth
signals
into three
three or
or four
foursubchannels
subchannels to
to afford
afford sector
sectorcoverage
coverage about
about each
each node
node
(FDM) and
simultaneously in the sectors
(FDM)
andthen
thensends
sends different
differentmessage
message batches
batches simultaneously
sectors
known to be
to reach
reach users
users known
be located
located in
in each
each of
of the
the various
various sectors.
sectors. Users
Users
wait until
untilthe
themessage
message stream
stream they
they are
are capable
capable of receiving
receiving contains
contains data
data
addressedtoto them,
them, at
at which time
extracted from
from the
the stream
addressed
time the
the message
message isis extracted
stream
(TDM).
User communications
User
communications are
are arranged
arranged so that each
each of
ofmany
manyusers
users appears
appears
to be
be continuously
continuously on-line,
on-line, or
or served
served by
by the
the node.
node. This
Thisisispossible
possible because
because
the typical rate
the
rate at
at which
whichaauser
user can
can send
send or accept
accept data
data is far less
less than the
the
communications
rate
over
the
DTS
channel.
A
typical
high-speed
communications
A typical high-speed user terminal (digitized
fast fax,
fax, or
or computer
port) will
nal
(digitized voice,
voice, fast
computer port)
will send
send or
or receive
receive at 64
64
kbps; a typical
kbps;
typical DTS
DTS subehannel
subchannel can
can support
support 24
24 such
such users
users simultaneously.
Each user's
data stream
Each
user's data
stream is broken
broken into
intopackets
packets containing
containingseveral
several hundred
hundred
information characters
(text or
or numerical, usually).
usually). A
A packet
information
characters (text
packet might contain
contain
destination and
and source
addressesand
anderror
error control
control data.
of
destination
source addresses
data. The aggregate
aggregate of
all noninformation
noninformationdata
dataassociated
associated with
witheach
each packet
packet isiscalled
called overhead;
overhead; overoverhead burdens
burdens range
rangefrom
from 1I to 10
head
10 percent
percent of the
the total
total packet.
packet. There
There are
are
several standards
standardsthat
that prescribe
prescribe packet
packet format,
format, and
can
several
and system
system operators
operators can
usually handle
handle one
one or
or more of
A packet
usually
of these
these to meet
meet user
user requirements.
requirements. A
packet
containing 250
takes only
only 1.3
containing
250 characters
characters takes
1.3 milliseconds
milliseconds to send
send or
or receive,
receive,
and each
is served
served with
with a packet
and
each of 24 users
users is
packet about 32
32 times
times per
per second.
second. A
A
data buffer
buffer at each
user terminal
terminal accepts
or prepares
prepares the
the packet
packet for
for communicommunidata
each user
accepts or
cation at the
cation
the DTS
DTS channel
channel rate,
rate, about
about 1,600
1,600 kbps,
kbps, and
and presents
presents the data
data to
the user
at aa 64 kbps
kbps rate.
rate. From the
the
user at
the system
system operator's viewpoint,
viewpoint,the
the packets
packets
are small chunks of disconnected
data, each
each user
user getting
getting only 11 out
are
disconnected data,
out of
ofeach
each
24. From the
24.
the user's
user's vantage,
vantage, the
the buffers
buffers give
give the
the appearance
appearance of undivided
each user
user is
is really
really waiting
attention being
being paid
paid to
to each
each user,
user, whereas
whereas each
waiting about
about
96 percent
percent of the
96
the time.
Packets for
for aa particular
particular user
fixed time
time slot
slot in the frame
Packets
user can
can be
be assigned
assigned aafixed
frame
to identify the
of
of 24 allotted for the
the users.
users. Information is sent
sent to
the beginning
beginning of
each frame,
frame, and
and users
users need
neednot
not look
look for their
They always know
each
theiraddresses.
addresses. They
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that the
the contents
contents of
of the
the slot
slot are
are theirs;
theirs; this
thisisiscalled
called fixed-assignment
fixed-assignment TDM
and is a private-line
local loop.
loop. The
The slot
slot is always
there and
and the user
and
private-line local
always there
user pays
pays
accordingly. Alternatively,
Alternatively,assigning
assigning slots
slots as
as the user requires
requires is
is called demand
demand
(DAMA). The DAMA user
assignment multiple access (DAMA).
user is
is not always
always occupying a slot and
by making
making the
the
ing
and therefore
therefore pays
pays less;
less; the operator
operator compensates
compensates by
same number
same
number of slots available
available to more
more customer/users
customer/users on
on an
anas-required
as-required
basis.
Either of these
techniques can
can be
be extended
extended in
in
Either
these time-division
time-division multiplexing
multiplexing techniques
both directions, serving more users at lower
lower rates, and
and even
even intermixing
intermixing data
data
rates. One
One DTS
rates.
DTS channel
channel can
can be used to serve
serve a variety
variety of
of users,
users, each with
differing terminals
terminals and data rates. The buffer
widely differing
buffer at each terminal
terminal is
is tailored
either the
the DTS
provider's or
or the
the user's
to standardize
standardize the data as seen from
from either
DTS provider's
viewpoint, resulting
viewpoint,
resulting in
in great
great system
systemflexibility.
flexibility.

Communication
User-Node Communication
So far we
In order to
we have
have shown
shown how
how users
users receive
receive messages.
messages. In
to originate
originate
traffic over
over aa DTS
DTS system
operated by a common
the user employs
traffic
system operated
common carrier, the
techniques similar
similar to
to those
those used
used to
to send
send aa message
on aa LAN
LAN system.
If a
techniques
message on
system. If
user
has
a
fixed
assignment,
there
is
an
allotted
time
slot
in
the
user-touser
a fixed assignment, there is an allotted
slot in the user-tonode time frame,
does not
not have to be
node
frame, and permission
permission does
be requested
requested or granted
granted
to send
to
send data
data to
to the
the node.
node. In
Inthe
themore
moreflexible
flexible cases,
cases, such
such as
as DAMA,
DAMA, aa
portion of the
portion
the user-to-node
user-to-node time frame
frame is
is reserved
reserved for
for requests
requests for
for service.
service.
Either
Either users
users contend
contend for attention
attention during this
this time,
time, or
or they
they are
areassigned
assigned
short request
short
request slots and make
make their
their need
need for
fororigination
origination service
service known
known to
to
the node. The node, listening for collision-free requests, sends grants to users
users
that inform
inform them of
of the
the slots
slots reserved
reserved for them
them in
in the
the next
nextororsubsequent
subsequent
frames. If
If request
occur among
among users,
users, grants
grants will
will not
not be sent
frames.
request collisions
collisions occur
sent by
by
transacted
the node, and the users
users will
will try again
again after
after several
several frames have been transacted
without acknowledgment
acknowledgmentof
of their
their service
service requests. Sophisticated system protocols will
will accept
accept and
and grant
for service
that are
cols
grant requests
requests for
service that
are rate
rate dependent.
dependent. A
user who has an immediate
immediate demand
demand for
for aa high
high volume
volumeof
of traffic
traffic might include
in a request,
an indication
of the
the amount of
in
request, along
along with
with identification,
identification, an
indication of
of data
data
to be sent to the
the node.
node. The
The node
node can
can then
then grant
grant several
several slots
slots in
in the
the frame
frame
or
or extend
extend slot
slot time
time and
and delete
delete others
others in the
the frame
frame ifif other
other demands
demands for
for
service are
are low
low at the moment.
can be employed in the
service
moment. The
The same
same flexibility
flexibility can
direction, but is more straightforward
straightforward than
node-to-user direction,
thanuser-to-node
user-to-node to
toimpleimplement, since
cycle does
does not
not have
have to be transacted.
ment,
since the request/acknowledge
request/acknowledge cycle
transacted.
pass the
the incoming volume
volume of
of data
data on
on to
to the
the user
user without
without
The node can simply pass
further ado, assuming
further
assuming that the
the user
user terminal
terminalbuffer
buffer has
has been
been sized
sized to
to accept
accept
the largest
expected burst
burst of
of data
data traffic.
the
largest possible
possible expected
traffic. If the
the terminal
terminal buffer
buffer is
is
too small,
and send
too
small, the node
node will have to buffer
buffer the traffic
traffic and
send at aa lower
lower rate
rate
or adjust the
the user
user rate
rateininaccordance
accordance with
withthe
theamount
amountofofundigested
undigested traffic
traffic
in the user's
user's buffer
buffer by
by means
means of
of aa reverse
reverse request/acknowledge
request/acknowledge transaction.
transaction.
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The Node
Node Station
Station Rooftop
Rooftop Antenna
The
Antenna
The radio
radio communications
communications path
path between
between each
each user
user and the
the node
node station
station
must
must be
be line of
of sight;
sight; that
thatis,is,the
theuser
userand
andnode
nodeantennas
antennas must
must be
be visible,
visible,
one
one from the
the other.
other. This
This isisbecause,
because, at the
the high
high radio
radio frequencies
frequencies involved,
radio
similar to
to that
that of visible light, and
radio propagation
propagation isis similar
and terrain
terrain or building
blockage of
of the path
The node
is
blockage
path defeats
defeats communications.
communications. The
node station
station antenna
antenna is

situated on
on the
the roof
roof of
of one
buildingsinin the
the city,
city, or
or on
situated
one of the
the highest
highest buildings
on aa
high promontory affording
district. The node
high
affording aa good
good view
view of
of the
the business
business district.
node
station location
with this ability
station
location is selected
selected with
abilitytoto"see"
"see" asasmany
manyuser
usersites
sites as
as
possible.Of
Of course,
course, node
nodestations
stationsfor
for private
private DTS/DEMS
DTS/DEMS networks
possible.
networks may
may
be sited
sited to
to communicate
communicate with
with known user stations
stations and
and might
might not be
be optimum
be
from the
carrier who
who should
be "visible"
"visible" to as
from
the standpoint
standpoint of a common
common carrier
should be
as
many potential user/customers
The user
user antenna
antenna is
is typically
many
user/customers as
as possible.
possible. The
located
on the
the roof of the
located on
the user's
user's building and
and is
is usually
usually aa 24-inch
24-inch diameter
diameter
parabolic dish antenna
parabolic
antenna that is pointed
pointed at
at the
the node
node station.
station. The
The user
user antenna
antenna
is used
for both incoming
used for
incoming and
and outgoing
outgoing traffic
traffic and
and can
can handle
handle any
any and
and all
rates or system
system protocols.
protocols. The antenna is associated
associatedwith
with aa radio
radio transmittransmitdata rates
ter/receiver
on the
the roof with
ter/receiver unit, usually
usually located
located on
with the
the antenna.
antenna. This
This unit
unit
converts
the radio signal to aa much
converts the
much lower
lower frequency
frequency that
that isiscapable
capable of
of being
being
conducted
to the
conducted to
the user
user office
office by
by means
means of
of low-cost
low-cost coaxial
coaxial cable,
cable, such
such as
as
used
in cable-TV
installations. This
This cable
is only one
quarter of an inch
used in
cable-TV installations.
cable is
one quarter
inch in
in
diameter
through the building's
diameter and
and is
is easily
easily routed
routed through
building's cable
cable or piping
piping ducts.
ducts.
One
One antenna,
antenna, radio
radio unit, and
and coaxial
coaxial cable
cable can serve
serve more
more than
than one
one user;
user;
each
each attaches to the cable in a manner similar to that used
used in
in LAN
LAN networks.
networks.
Users
Users need not have
have any communications
communications goals or requirements in common
common
other than that
other
that they
they reside
reside in
in the
the same
same building
building and wish to reach
reach the same
same
node station.
station. Data rates,
patterns, types
types of
of traffic—all
traffic-all may
node
rates, usage
usage patterns,
may differ
differ and
and
inexpensive cable
cable routed
routed from
from the
the roof
roof equipment
equipment throughthroughyet share the same inexpensive
out the building.
that
out
building. Users
Users have
have their own
own separate
separate terminal
terminal equipment
equipment that
sends, accepts,
accepts, and
and buffers
their traffic.
traffic. Access
Accesstoto the
the node
node is
is requested
requested and
and
sends,
buffers their
acknowledged independently
independentlyof
ofother
other users,
users, as
as though
though each
each were
were located
located in
in
acknowledged
separate buildings
buildings and
and did
did not
not share
separate
share a common
common antenna,
antenna, radio,
radio, and
and cable.
cable.

MULTIPLE-ADDRESS RADIO
MULTIPLE-ADDRESS
In contrast
contrast to the
the high
high data
data capacity
capacity of
of the DTS/DEMS
DTS/DEMSservice,
service, the
the multimultiple-address
radio service
(MAS) is a narrow-band
ple-address radio
service (MAS)
narrow-band alternative
alternative available
available at
much
much lower
lower cost.
cost. The
The FCC
FCC was
was petitioned
petitioned by the utilities
utilities industry
industry for aa
spectrum allocation to permit remote meter reading
reading and
and energy
energy load
load managemanagement;
ment; the petition
petition was granted
granted in 1981.
1981. In early
early 1982
1982 the FCC
FCC released
released a
further
further Report
Report &
& Order
Order that
that provided
provided 14
14 paired
paired channels
channels and 88 unpaired
unpaired
other private users (noncommon carriers) to conduct
channels at 900 MHz for other
business and
and government-related traffic
two-way and one-way general business
traffic in addi-
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aside for
for the
the power
power industry.
industry. This service
tion to
to the
the channels
channels set
set aside
service is similar
to DTS
DTS in
in that
thatoperations
operations are
are permitted
permitted in
in the
the point-to-multipoint
point-to-multipoint node.
node.
In MAS
that of the
MAS radio
radio the
theconcept
concept of
ofthe
the DTS
DTSnode
node station
station becomes
becomes that
the
master station.
station. In
master
In both
both cases,
cases, omnidirectional
omnidirectional transmissions
transmissions emanate
emanate from
the central station, but
but the
the master
master station
station isis most
most often
often at
at the
the place
place of
of business
business
from which
which the
the communications
communications originates
originates and
and at which
which responding
responding traffic
traffic
is to be
be used.
used. In contrast,
contrast, the
the DTS
DTS node
node is
is only
only aa central
central gathering
gathering point
point
on to other nodes
for ultimate distribution
for traffic
traffic that
that isisthen
then passed
passed on
nodes for
distribution to
to
other users,
and no
no traffic
traffic originates
other
users, and
originates at the
the node.
node.
Propagationof
of radio
radio signals
signalsatat 900
900MHz
MHz is quite different
from that at
Propagation
different from
at
10,500 MHz,
MHz, at which
10,500
which DTS
DTSsignals
signals are
are allocated.
allocated. The
The MAS
MASchannels
channels are
are
the UHF
UHF TV
TV's ability
ability to provide
slightly above
above the
TV band
band and
and share
share TV's
provide nonoptical
nonoptical
buildings to aa limited
(not line-of-sight) communications
communications paths that penetrate
penetrate buildings
extent. User
can be
be small
small (typically
(typically 44 by
extent.
User stations'
stations' antennas
antennas can
by 12
12inches)
inches) and
and
inexpensive($100
($100oror less);
less);often
oftenthey
they can
can be
be mounted
mounted near
near aa window
window in
inexpensive
the office
office to
to be
served,even
evenififlocated
locatedon
onaalow
low floor
floor of a high-rise
the
be served,
high-rise building
among other
other similar structures.
than 1 cubic
among
structures. User
User radios
radios are
are also
also small (less
(less than
foot) and
foot)
and can
can be
be located
located in
in the
theuser's
user's office;
office; some
some have
have built-in
built-inmodems
modems
that directly
directly interface
interface with
withtelecopiers,
telecopiers, computers,
computers, or other equipment
equipment that
has an
an RS-232 dataport.
has
dataport. The
The master
master station
station antenna
antenna is
is best
best located
located on
on the
the
roof of
of aa high
high building,
building,preferably
preferablynear
nearthe
thecenter
center ofofthe
thearea
area totobebeserved.
served.
Communications at
at rates
Communications
rates up to 9600
9600 baud
baud can
can be supported
supported over
over the 25kHz MAS
MASchannels.
channels. Two
Twotypes
typesofofservices
services seem
seem to predominate among MAS
MAS
license applicants.
applicants. In
In one
central office
data to disseminate
license
one case
case aa central
office has
has data
disseminate that
are of interest
are
interest to its
its outlying
outlying offices;
offices; ifif the
the data
data are
are stock
stock quotations
quotations or
other general
general information
information requiring no interaction with
other
with the
the originator,
originator, aa oneoneway channel
be used.
may wish
wish to
way
channel can
can be
used. In the
the other
other case,
case, a central
central office,
office/may
monitor conditions
at aa number
of locations
or may
may wish
wish to
to collect
monitor
conditions at
number of
locations or
collect data
data
from them.
them. The
The master
master station
station polls
polls each
each of
of the
the remotes
remotes and
and each,
each, in turn,
turn,
responds over
over the
the remote-to-master
paired channel.
channel. This
This is the
responds
remote-to-master paired
the operating
operating
mode for meter reading and
and load
load monitoring
monitoring and is popular for remote security
mode
alarm monitoring by such
firms as
as ADT.
alarm
such firms

•

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

•

With many
and with the continuing
With
many different
different transmission
transmission facilities available
available and
no one
in providing high
rapid pace
pace of change,
change, no
one technology
technology is the
the panacea
panacea in
high
tech
for a building.
tech telecommunications
telecommunications for
building. However,
However, aa combination
combination ofofsome
some
or all
allofofthe
thetransmission
transmissionfacilities
facilitiesdiscussed
discussed can
can both
both protect
protect the
the developer
developer
from obsolescence
and provide
provide a cost-effective
and profitable
profitable approach
obsolescence and
cost-effective and
approach for
for
services
to the
the building
services to
building and
and its
itstenants.
tenants.
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INTRODUCTION

Teleports
are real
in which the property
Teleports are
rea] estate
estate developments
developments in
property owner
owner or
or
manager incorporates telecommunications
telecommunicationsand
and computer
computerservices
servicesand
and facilities
facilities
(e.g., satellite dish
dish antennas) primarily for long-haul
long-haul voice
voice and data transmistransmission.
sion. The cost
cost of
of these
these services
services and
and facilities
facilities can
can more
more efficiently
efficiently be shared
by a large
large set
set of
of users.
users. By
By packaging
packaging access
access to
to these
these technologies,
technologies, developers
developers
afford
afford both their tenants
tenants and
and off-site
off-site users
users within
within aa particular
particular region
region flexible
access
access to services
services that otherwise
otherwise would be too
too costly
costly or
or difficult
difficult to
to secure
secure
on an individual
users in
in numerous
numerous
individual basis. In addition
addition to
to on-site
on-site users,
users, off-site
off-site users
adjacent
districts can
can tap into
adjacent business
business districts
into the
the teleport
teleport by
by means
means of
of microwave
microwave
and fiber optic cable
cable links.
links.
The teleport
teleport concept
concept promises
promises to
to provide
providecost
costefficient
efficient access
access for
for smallsmalland medium-volume
medium-volume users
users who might not generate enough demand for satellite and other
and for large-volume users who
other efficient
efficient transmission facilities, and
prefer having
having aa turnkey operation
operation rather than investing
prefer
investing the time
time and
and effort
effort
necessary
necessary to develop a private
private telecommunications
telecommunications system.
system. Teleport
Teleport facilities
facilities
equipped for multiple
equipped
multiple remote access also promise to solve
solve problems for users
users
in cities
cities where existing
existing telecommunications services prevent downtown construction
struction and
and operation
operationof
ofadditional
additionalmicrowave
microwaveand
andsatellite
satellite services
services or where
available
services do
do not
not satisfy
available services
satisfy particular needs.
The teleport
teleport facility
facility will
will normally consist
consist of several
several satellite
satellite transmit and
and
receive stations
stations providing cost-effective
cost-effectiveaudio,
audio, video,
video,and
and data
data communication
communication
receive
services to and
and from
from subscribers.
subscribers. In
In addition
addition to transmit-receive earth
earth stations,
a teleport may
may utilize
utilize terrestrial
terrestrial communications
communications transmitting and
and receiving
receiving
equipment, together with various support facilities,
facilities, computers, and switching
and connecting
connecting equipment.
equipment.
A teleport
teleport site
site is
is normally located within, or
or close
close to, a downtown business
center
center and is
is usually
usually intended
intended to serve
serve the
the immediate
immediate metropolitan area
area as
well as
as other
other portions
The areas
areas most
most suited
suited to
well
portions of the surrounding
surrounding region.
region. The
teleport development are generally those characterized by a rapidly expanding
economy and those containing
containingcenters
centers for
for energy,
energy,banking,
banking, finance,
finance, and related
related
service industries.
industries. Such
Such areas are likely
severe radio
radio congestion
congestion
service
likely to experience severe
and frequency
frequency coordination
coordination difficulties
difficulties that frustrate
frustrate the
the ability
abilityof
of businesses
businesses
to utilize satellite and other
other communications
communications services
services in
in aa cost-effective
cost-effective manner. In these
these areas,
areas, teleports
teleports can
can meet
meet the
the rapidly
rapidlyincreasing
increasing need
need for
for efficient
efficient
telecommunicationstoto keep
keeppace
pacewith
with industrial
industrial and
and comand cost-effective
cost-effective telecommunications
mercial growth.
mercial
In addition to
to traditional
traditional data
data and
and voice
voice offerings,
offerings, a teleport
teleport can
can offer
offer its
users state-of-the-art
services-such asasvideoconferencing
users
state-of-the-art communications
communications services—such
videoconferencing
and facsimile
transmission capabilities—and
capabilities-and make
facsimile transmission
makeavailable
available high-speed, highcapacity business
business services
services in
in aa digital
digital format.
format. Teleport facilities can
can be intercapacity
connected with
with various
various public
public switched
switched and
and private
private networks
networks and
and may
may be
connected
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designed to
to access
accessall
all domestic
domestic communications
communications satellites,
satellites, both
both existing and
designed
and
proposed, thus
thus enabling
enabling users
usersto
to communicate
communicate instantaneously
instantaneouslywith
with similar
proposed,
systems
in other
other parts
parts of the country.
systems in
country. Teleport
Teleport operators
operators may
may desire
desire to
to conconstruct aa terrestrial microwave
microwave network
networkthat
thatwill
willserve
serveas
asthe
thegathering
gatheringsystem
system
theteleport's
teleport's satellite
satellitefacilities.
facilities. Microwave
Microwave links
links
for communications
communications accessing
accessing the
can connect
connect major
major user
user sites
sitesinin the
the area
areadirectly
directly to
to the
the teleport.
teleport. A teleport
can
teleport
may also
use fiber
fiber optics
optics transmission
transmissionfacilities
facilitiesto
to connect
connect the
the teleport
teleport to
to
may
also use
various sites
sites in the region.
region.
The teleport will
tointernational
international points.
points. International
International
willalso
also likely
likelyoffer
offer access
access to
stations that provide
(IBS) and
and internaearth stations
provide International
InternationalBusiness
Business Services
Services (IBS)
to area
area users
userscan
canbe
belocated
locatedatatthe
the teleport.
teleport. As
As aa
tional television
television services
services to
result of these
the teleport
both a
result
these and
and other
other arrangements,
arrangements, the
teleport can
can serve
serve as
as both
domestic and
and international
international communications
communications gateway
gatewayfor
for the
the region
region in
in which
which
domestic
it isis located.
located.

REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS
Development of
parcel for teleport
of aa real
real estate
estate parcel
teleport services
services involves
involves a number
of regulatory
and local
local level. While the
regulatory considerations
considerations at the federal,
federal, state,
state, and
the
teleport as
as a whole
whole does
does not need
need to be
be licensed
licensed by the Federal CommunicaCommunications Commission
(FCC), most
most of the individual
tions
Commission (FCC),
individualcommunications
communications facilities
located
with the
located on the
the teleport
teleport site,
site, or
or otherwise
otherwise associated
associated with
the teleport,
teleport, do
do
require
require various types
types of
of federal
federal regulatory
regulatory approvals.
approvals. For
For example,
example, earth
earth
station facilities
facilitiesand
and microwave
microwavefacilities
facilitiesmust
mustbe
belicensed
licensed by
by the
the FCC.
FCC. Special
Special

requirements
and selection
selectionprocedures
proceduresapply
applyif ifthe
thelinks
linksare
aretoto be
be Digital
requirements and
Termination Systems,
which are
are part
part of the
Systems, which
the Digital
DigitalElectronic
ElectronicMessage
Message SerService.
In addition
addition totofederal
federallicensing
licensingrequirements,
requirements, other
other types
types of
of regulations
regulations
may
may apply,
apply, including
including federal
federal tariff regulation
regulation (e.g.,
(e.g., for
for IBS
IBSearth
earthstations).
stations).
State
and local
local approvals
approvals may
may also
also be
be required
required for
for certain
certain types
State and
types of facilities,
for example,
certification and
example, state
state certification
and tariff and
and related
related regulatory
regulatory requirements.
requirements.
Teleport developers
developers should therefore integrate legal and regulatory
regulatory considconsiderations
as they conduct
conduct preliminary
erations as
preliminary economic,
economic, marketing,
marketing, and
and engineering
engineering
analysis.
The teleport
teleport operator
operator will usually
analysis. The
usually retain
retain legal
legal counsel
counsel as
as well
well as
as
technical
and other
other advisers
in connection
technical experts
experts and
advisers in
connection with the
the regulatory
regulatory apapproval process.
process.
The following discussion
some of
of the
the elements
of FCC
The
discussion briefly describes
describes some
elements of
licensing applications for a few typical teleport facilities.
facilities.However,
However, this
this discusdiscuslisting of
sion is not intended
intended to
to serve
serve as
as a comprehensive
comprehensive listing
of applicable
applicable requirerequireas aasubstitute
substitute for
for aa careful
careful firsthand
firsthand examination
examination of
ments or as
of the
the requirements
requirements
and technical
standards specified
specifiedininthe
the FCC
FCC rules.
rules. The
The main
main purpose
of
and
technical standards
purpose of
this chapter
is to alert
to the
this
chapter is
alert teleport
teleport operators
operators to
the type
type of
of information
information that
that
or gathered,
the type of resources
that must
must be brought
must be developed
developed or
gathered, the
resources that
effort, and the timing
timing factors
with the FCC licensing
to bear
bear on this effort,
factors associated
associated with
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process. Failure
Failure to consider
and other regulatory
process.
consider these
these and
regulatory issues
issues could easily
easily
lead to unanticipated
and other
other problems
problems in
in implementing aa teleport
teleport
lead
unanticipated delays
delays and
complex.

SATELLITE EARTH STATION APPLICATIONS

General Requirements
General
Each
earth station facility
located at the teleport must
Each transmitting satellite earth
facility located
be licensed
licensedby
bythe
theFCC
FCCunder
underTitle
TitleHI
III of
be
of the
the Communications
Communications Act of
of 1934,
1934,
as amended,
amended,which
which governs
governs the
the use
use of
of the
the radio
as
radio frequency
frequency spectrum.
spectrum. Part
Part
25 of the
25
the FCC
FCC rules
rulesapplies
applies totosatellite
satellitecommunications,
communications, including
including earth
earth
stations. The
The application
application requirements
requirements will
will vary depending
stations.
depending on whether the
particular earth
for domestic
domestic or
or international
international communicaparticular
earth station
station isis to
to be
be used
used for
tions. An example
tions.
example of aa typical
typical teleport
teleport application
application isisattached
attached hereto
hereto as
as an
an
Appendix (Application
(Application of Gulf
Appendix
Gulf Teleport).
Teleport).
The application
application must
must be
be submitted by the party that will
willoperate
operate the
the station,
and the
the "real party in
That party will
and
in interest"
interest" must
mustbe
be disclosed.
disclosed. That
will generally
generally
be either
either the
the teleport
teleport owner
owner or
or operator
other individual or entity
be
operator or some
some other
leasing space
spaceatatthe
theteleport.
teleport.To
To obtain
obtain aa license
licensefor
for aadomestic
domesticor
orinternational
international
leasing
satellite earth
earth station, whether C-band or Ku-band,
Ku-band, an
an applicant
applicant must
must demondemonstrate
strate legal,
legal, financial, and technical
technical qualifications to construct
construct and
and operate
operate
the facility.
the
The applicant must
must apply for a construction
permit to construct
construction permit
construct or install
the earth
earth station
station and
and for a license
authorizing itit to operate
the station.
station. A
A
the
license authorizing
operate the
single
single application
application may be
be filed
filed requesting
requestingsimultaneous
simultaneousauthority
authority to
to construct
construct
and operate
operatethe
thefacility.
facility. Applications
Applications for simultaneous
authority to construct
and
simultaneous authority
and operate
domestic earth
earth station
station must
must include
include an FCC Form
operate aa domestic
Form 430
430 (dealing
and an
an FCC
FCC Form 403
with the
the applicant's
applicant's legal
legal qualifications)
qualifications) and
403 (requesting
(requesting
authority to
authority
to operate
operate the
the station).
station). The
The applicant
applicant may
may also
also request
request special
special
temporary authorization
authorization (STA)
(STA)totooperate
operate the
the station
station pending
pending the
the processing
processing
and grant of the
and
the regular
regular application.
To obtain
obtain authorization
authorization to
to apply
apply for
forIBS
IBSand
andinternational
international television
televisionserservices, the
the applicant
applicant must
must submit
submit FCC
FCC Forms
vices,
Forms 430 and
and 403
403 as
as well as
as an
an
FCC Form 401 (for authority
authorityto
to construct
construct the
the station).
station). In
Inaddition,
addition,aaseparate
separate
application (commonly
(commonly called
called aa section
214 application)
application) must
must be
be filed in
application
section 214
order to obtain
order
obtain authority
authority totooperate
operate as
as an
an international
international common
common carrier.
carrier.
The latter
latter application
application can
can be
be filed
filed simultaneously
simultaneously with the
the applicant's
applicant's first
first
earth
earth station
station application.
application. Alternatively,
Alternatively,the
the section
section 214
214 application
application can
can be
be
separately(prior
(prior to
to filing
filing for any
for
filed separately
any IBS
IBS earth
earth station),
station), as
as aa request
request for
common carrier.
blanket authority
authoritytotoserve
serveas
as an
an overseas
overseas common
FCC
FCC staff
staff will
will usually
usually conduct
conduct aa preliminary
preliminary review
review of
of an
an earth
earth station
station
the application
application
application shortly
shortly after
after itit isis filed.
filed. IfIfititisisfound
found totobe
be complete,
complete, the
will be
period, during which time interwill
be placed
placed on public notice for aa 30-day
30-day period,
inter-
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ested parties
partiesmay
maycomment
commenton
onor
or protest
protest the
the application.
application. After
After the public
ested
public
comment period has
has expired, FCC staff
staff will
willbegin
begin processing
processing the application.
of challenges
challengesby
byother
otherparties,
parties,or
orof
ofproblems
problemswith
with the
the informaIn the absence
absence of
the application
should be
be granted
grantedwithin
within aa few
few months
months of
of
tion submitted,
submitted, the
application should
filing.
followed for
for domestic
domestic
filing.Essentially
Essentially the
the same
same application review
review process
process isisfollowed
and IBS
IBS earth
earth stations.
stations.
It
an STA to operate
It isisalso
also possible,
possible, in certain
certain circumstances,
circumstances, to request
request an
operate
the
the transmit earth
earth station
station or
or stations.
stations. An
An STA
STArequest
request may
may be
be submitted
submitted
with the
the initial
initialapplication,
application, or
orpending
pending the
the filing
filingofofthat
thatapplication,
application,when
when
is filed
filed or
or contemplated.
An STA
STA for
for a period
aa regular
regular application
application is
contemplated. An
period of 60
days
or less
may be
of a
days or
less may
be granted
granted without the
the issuance
issuance of
a public notice
notice and
and
the
comment period.
period. Applications
Applications for an
the 30-day
30-day comment
an STA
STA are
are generally
generally made
made
by letter and should include a full description
description of
of the
the particulars
particularsof
ofthe
the proposed
proposed
temporary
coordination data.
temporary operations,
operations, including frequency
frequency coordination
data. STAs
STAs for dodomestic earth
earth stations,
stations, which may normally
mestic
normally be
be obtained
obtained in
in aa matter
matter of
ofweeks,
weeks,
are normally not
not available
available for
for international
internationalearth
earthstations.
stations. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand,
the processing
time for IBS
processing time
IBS and
and international
internationalvideo
videoearth
earthstations
stationshas
hasbeen
been
considerably shorter
shorter than
than that for
considerably
fordomestic
domestic stations.
stations.
Generally,
earth station
must contain
contain a
Generally, earth
station applications
applications must
a description
description of the
the
proposed site where
where the
the station is to be installed, the exact
proposed
exact geographic
geographic coordicoordinates of
of that
that location,
showing that
that the
the site
site is
is or
or will
nates
location, and
and aa showing
will be
be available
available to
the applicant.
and particulars
particulars of
of operation
of
the
applicant. The technical
technical characteristics
characteristics and
operation of
the proposed
station must
If the
the
proposed station
must also
also be described.
described. If
the antenna
antenna is larger
larger than
than
30 feet
feet in diameter,
diameter, an
an environmental
environmental impact
impact statement
statement must
must be
be included.
included.
A frequency
frequency coordination
coordination and
and interference
interferenceanalysis
analysis report
report must
mustbe
be submitted,
submitted,
as well as
as
as a radiation hazard
hazard analysis.
analysis.
Among
Among the data
data required
required in connection
connection with the
the legal
legal showing
showing are
are the
the
names and
and addresses
addressesofofthe
theapplicant's
applicant'sboard
board of
of directors
directors and
and of the shareholdnames
ers holding
holding 10 percent
percent or
or more
more of the
stock and
and aa listing
listing of
ers
the applicant's
applicant's stock
other radio
held.This
Thisportion
portion of
of the
the application
application will
will also
other
radio station
station licenses
licenses held.
also
inquire whether the
the applicant
applicant is owned
owned or controlled
controlled by aa foreign
foreign company
company
or whether
or government
government or
whether any
any officer
officer or director
director is
is an
an alien.
alien. The
The financial
financial
showing normally includes
sheet and
and may
may ininshowing
includes the applicant's
applicant's recent
recent balance
balance sheet
clude any
any additional
additional demonstration
clude
demonstration of financial capability (such
(such as
as a bank
bank
letter of credit).
credit).
The application
application should
should also
also contain
contain aa statement
statement demonstrating
demonstrating why
why the
the
proposedfacility
facility would
would serve
servethe
the public
public interest.
interest. Normally
Normally included
included in
in a
proposed
a
statement are
are such
such items
items as
as the
the purposes
purposesof
of the
the earth
earth station, the
statement
the services
services
it will
willprovide,
provide,and
and the
the market
market ititwill
willserve.
serve. InInthis
thisregard,
regard,ititmay
maybe
bedesirable
desirable
for the
for
the applicant
applicant to
to provide
provide aa brief
brief description
description of
of the
the planned
planned teleport
teleport and
and
of the
the ways
ways in
in which
which the
aa discussion
discussion of
the teleport
teleport will
will serve
serve the
the public
public interest.
interest.
included in
in the
the first
first earth
earth station
station application
application for
for the
If such
such aa discussion
discussion isis included
the
teleport site,
teleport
site, itit may
may simply
simplybe
bereferenced
referenced ininsubsequent
subsequent applications.
In preparing
preparing the
the application,
application, an
an officer
officer of
of the
the applicant
applicant must
must generally
generally
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sign
sign the various
various forms
forms and provide
provide the
the waiver
waiver required
required by section
section 304
304 of
the Communications
Act of 1934,
claim to use
the
Communications Act
1934, as amended
amended (waiving
(waiving "any claim
use
of any particular frequency
or of
of the
the ether as
as against the
the regulatory power
frequency or
United States.
. .").Include
Includethe
thename
nameand
andaddress
address of
of the
the person
person to
to
of the United
States...").
whom
relating to
to the application
whom correspondence
correspondence relating
application should
should be addressed.
addressed. A
technical
certificationmust
must also
also be
be provided
provided and
and should
should be
be signed
by the
technical certification
signed by
person responsible
preparing the engineering
responsible for preparing
engineering data. The application's cap-

tion
the city
city and
and state
station is
is to
tion should
should indicate
indicate the
state in which
which the proposed
proposed station
be constructed.
constructed.

Licenses
for domestic
domestic earth
earth stations
stations are generally
granted for a 10-year
Licenses for
generally granted
10-year
period. Construction of
of the earth station,
station, however,
however, must be completed
completed within
six months of the effective
date of
of the
the authorization.
authorization. If a construction permit
effective date
permit
alone is applied
applied for, the
the applicant may specify
the number
number of
of months
months required
required
specify the
for
for construction,
construction, up to 18
18 months.
months. In
In such
such cases,
cases, operating
operating authority may
be sought prior to
to completion
completion of
of construction.
construction.
The authorization is .automatically
automatically forfeited
the station
station is not ready for
forfeited ifif the
will be
operation by the specified date. The station will
be deemed
deemed ready for operation
only
in writing
writing to
to the
the FCC
FCC that the station
only after
after the applicant
applicant certifies
certifies in
station has
has
been
in accordance
with the technical
been constructed
constructed exactly
exactly in
accordance with
technical parameters
parameters and
terms and
and conditions
specifiedinin the
the authorization.
authorization. ItIt is possible
to apply
terms
conditions specified
possible to
for
of the
the construction
permit in
in order
for modification
modification of
construction permit
order to
to obtain
obtain additional
additional
time to complete
construction (on
(on an
an FCC
time
complete construction
FCC Form 701),
701), but the
the application
application
must be filed
filed prior
prior to the expiration
must
expiration date of the permit
permit and
and must include aa
showing
complete construction
showing that
that failure
failure to complete
construction was
was due
due to
to factors not under
the applicant's
the
applicant's control.
control.

Guidelines for
for Preparing Earth Station Applications
Guidelines
Applications
In conjunction
or in addition
In
conjunction with, or
addition to,
to, the
the information
information called
called for
for in the
the
required
domestic or
international earth
station
required forms,
forms, the
the applicant
applicant for
for a domestic
or international
earth station
should provide
provide the
the following
following information:
information:

description. The
narraOverall
Overall description.
Thedescription
descriptionsection
section should
should include
include a brief
brief narrative of
of the
and their
their proposed
use, as
as well
well as
as the
tive
the earth
earth station
station facilities
facilities and
proposed use,
the
temporary authorization
authorization has
anticipated hours of use. If temporary
has already been obtained,
that fact should
should be
be mentioned.
Specifically,
this section
section should include
Specifically, this
include the
the following:
following:
availability.
Site availability.

Geographic
coordinates (longitude/latitude
(longitude/latitude to the
and city,
Geographic coordinates
the seconds)
seconds) and
county, and
and state
state in which
which earth
earth station
station isis to
to be
be located.
located.
Applicant's right to
or option
option to buy
Applicant's
to use
use site
site (by
(by ownership,
ownership, lease,
lease, or

or lease).
lease).

Preparing
Preparing Teleport
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Overall technical description.
Overall

General
facilities, operations,
operations, and
and communications
communications serserGeneral description
description of facilities,
vices to be provided.
vices
Major structure
structure and
and equipment,
equipment, a functional block
block diagram
diagram of
of station
station
equipment
sketch of
of site
equipment and
and scale
scale sketch
site layout.
Initial and
and potential
potential communications
communications capacity
capacity in terms
terms of
ofnumbers
numbers
and types
types of channels
and
channels provided.
Time required
Time
required for construction.
construction.
Estimated costs
costs by
by major
major facilities
Estimated
facilities component,
component, such
such as land, building,
transmitting and
and receiving
receivingequipment,
equipment,antennas,
antennas, channel
channel equipment,
equipment,
engineering,
engineering, and
and installation.
Points of communication.
Points

Space
station
Space segment
segmentto
to be
be accessed
accessedby
byproposed
proposedstation
station and
and other station
with which
which ititisistotocommunicate.
communicate.
Technical information.
information.This
Thisportion
portionofofthe
theapplication
application should
should include
include
the
the following information:
Particulars of operation.
Particulars
Assigned
frequencies (or
(or transponder
multiple
Assigned frequencies
transponder frequency
frequency plans
plans where
where multiple
r.f. carriers
carriers access
access the transponder).
Polarization.
Emission designations.
designations.
Maximum main beam
beam EIRP per
per carrier.
carrier.
EIRP
EIRP densities
densities per 4 kHz.
kHz.
configuration for
for each
Modulation characteristics
characteristics and
and baseload
baseload configuration
each type
of carrier.
carrier.

Transmitting equipment.
equipment.
Transmitting
Number and type of
of transmitters.
transmitters.
Output power
power and
and frequency
frequency tolerance
tolerance of
of each
each type of
of transmitter.
transmitter.

Antenna facilities.
facilities. For
Foreach
each antenna
antenna to
to be
be installed
installed at
at the
the earth
earth station,
station,
the following
following information should be
be provided:
provided:

Brief description
description of antenna, including manufacturer,
Brief
manufacturer, model,
model, diameter,
diameter,
and type of
and
of feed.
feed.
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Description
Description of the
the antenna
antenna mounting, including range
range of the azimuth
and elevation over
and
over which
whichthe
theantenna
antennacan
canbe
besteered.
steered.
Antenna gain
gain patterns.
patterns.
A statement
statement as
as to whether
whether the
the antenna
antenna performance
performance conforms
conforms to the
the
standards specified
specifiedin
in section
section 25.209
25.209of
of the
the FCC's
FCC's rules,
rules, dealing
dealing with
with
standards
two-degree orbital spacing
two-degree
spacing of
of satellites.
satellites.
Frequency range
range over
over which
which the
the station is capable
of transmitting and
Frequency
capable of
and
receiving.
receiving.
Transmit and/or receive
main beam
beam antenna
antennagain
gainand
andaa 33 dB
dB full
Transmit
receive main
beamwidth, specifying
specifying frequency
frequency at
at which
whicheach
eachparameter
parameterisismeasured.
measured.
Polarization
Polarization capabilities
capabilities of
ofthe
the antenna.
antenna.
Receiving system
noise temperature,
temperature, specifying
specifying the
the frequency
frequency at
at which
which
system noise
each
each parameter
parameter isis measured,
measured.
Elevation
level; height of
Elevation of
of antenna
antenna base
base above
above mean
mean sea
sea level;
of antenna
antenna
center line above
and maximum
maximum antenna
center
above antenna
antenna base;
base; and
antenna height above
above
the antenna
antenna base.
base.

There are
are also
also special
specialtechnical
technicalshowings
showingsthat
thatmay
mayapply
applyto
to aa particular
particular
There
facility. For
For example,
example, an
anadjacent
adjacent satellite
satelliteinterference
interference analysis
analysis should
should be
be
submitted
with applications
for use
Further, if an
submitted with
applications for
use of small
small earth
earth stations.
stations. Further,
an
antenna's
performance standards
standardsdo
donot
not meet
meet the
the specifications
specificationsset
setforth
forth in
in
antenna's performance
section 25.209(a)
25.209(a) of the
section
the commission's
commission's rules,
rules, the
the applicant
applicant must
must demonstrate
demonstrate
that the
may be
be operated
operatedin
in aa manner
manner that
that is consistent
with 2°
that
the antenna
antenna may
consistent with
orbital spacing.
spacing.

Frequency
The
application
Frequencycoordination.
coordination.
The
applicationmust
mustalso
alsocontain
contain aa frequency
frequency
coordination study and interference
analysis report
report demonstrating
demonstrating that
that the
the
coordination
interference analysis
proposed operations
operationswill
will not
not create
interferencetoto other
other area
area carriers.
carriers. In
In
proposed
create interference
particular, the report
particular,
report must
must show
show that
that the
thefrequency
frequency separation
separation and
and local
local
and natural
natural shielding
shielding of
of the
the applicant's
applicant's earth
earthstation
stationtransmitter
transmitterwill
will provide
and
provide
interference protection
protection to
to nearby
nearby carriers
carriers (particularly
(particularly terrestrial
interference
terrestrial microwave
carriers). Most
consulting firm
firm to
carriers).
Most applicants
applicants retain
retain aa telecommunications
telecommunications consulting
to
conduct the study, and
and the
the authors
authors would
wouldgenerally
generallyrecommend
recommend such
such aa proceprocedure.
Specifically, in
in preparing
coordination report, the
Specifically,
preparing a frequency
frequency coordination
the consultant
consultant
with existing and prospective carricarrimust coordinate proposed
proposed frequency
frequency usage
usage with
ers (with applications
ers
applications on
on file)
file) whose
whose facilities
facilities could
could affect
affect or
or be
be affected
affected by
or "restricted
aa new
new proposal
proposal in terms
terms of
of frequency
frequency interference
interference or
"restricted ultimate
system capacity."
capacity." The
The consultant
consultant must
must identify
identify in its frequency
system
frequency coordination
study
study all
all area
area carriers
carriers contacted
contacted in
in coordinating
coordinating its
itsproposed
proposed operations.
operations.
Following
Following the coordination
coordination study, the applicant
applicant (through
(through its
its consultant)
consultant)
must provide
provide the
carriers with the
number of its test facility
must
the area
area carriers
the telephone
telephone number
facility
in the
the unlikely
unlikely event
event that
that the
the tests
tests should
should create
create interference.
interference. IfIf there
there is

Preparing Teleport
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interference,
the applicant
interference, the
applicant must terminate
terminate immediately
immediately its
itspattern
pattern measuremeasurement tests
tests or other
other operations.
operations.
directed by
by the
the FCC to respond
promptly to an
Existing carriers are
are directed
respond promptly
an appliapplicant's
cant's notification
notification of
of aa frequency
frequency coordination
coordination study.
study. The
The FCC's
FCC'sregulations
regulations
further provide
provide that
that ififaacarrier
carrier fails
fails totorespond
respond to
to aa request
request for coordination
coordination
within 30
30 days
days of
of notification,
notification,the
the applicant
applicant will
willbe
bedeemed
deemed to
to have
have made
made
reasonable
effortsto
tocoordinate
coordinateits
itsfacilities
facilities and
andmay
mayfile
fileits
itsapplication
applicationwithout
without
reasonable efforts
obtaining aa response
from that carrier.
response from
carrier.
frequency coordination report
The frequency
reportmust
mustbe
besigned
signedby
bythe
theperson
person responsible
responsible

for preparing
preparing the
the report.
report. IfIfthe
thereport
reportisisprepared
preparedby
byaatelecommunications
telecommunications
consulting firm, the
the report
report should
shouldbe
besigned
signed by
bya atechnical
technicalrepresentative
representative
consulting
of the
the firm.
firm. Given
Given the
the lead
lead time
timeassociated
associated with this
this project,
project, ititisisadvisable
advisable
to commence
work on this
prior to the
commence work
this task
task as
as soon
soon as
as possible
possible prior
the date
date on
on
file the
which the applicant
applicant plans
plans to file
the application.
application.

Additional Considerations
Additional
Considerations for International
International Earth
Earth
Station Applications
Applications
Applications for
for teleport
teleport earth
earth stations
stations to
international
to provide
provide IBS
IBS and/or
and/or international
television
must provide
provide the
television services
services must
the same
same forms
forms and
and essentially
essentially the
the same
same
type of information
informationrequired
required for
fordomestic
domestic earth
earth stations.
stations. However,
However, an
an FCC
FCC
Form 401
Form
401 (application
(application for
for construction
construction permit)
permit) must
mustalso
also be
be submitted.
submitted.
for a
In addition
addition to the
the requirement
requirement for
a Title III
IIIapplication,
application, international
international
earth station
station applicants
applicantsmust
mustalso
alsofile
filea aTitle
TitleIIII application
applicationfor
for authority
authority to
earth
serve
asaacommon
commoncarrier.
carrier. This
This application,
application, which is filed
filed pursuant to
serve as
to section
section
214 of the Communications
214
Communications Act, should
should also
also contain
contain information required
required
by section
section 63.01
63.01 of the FCC's
FCC's rules.
rules.

MICROWAVE LINK APPLICATIONS
MICROWAVE
APPLICATIONS

General
Requirements for
for Construction
General Requirements
Construction Permit
Permit
Each
microwave facility
facility that is
operated in connection
Each microwave
is to
to be
be installed
installed and
and operated
with the teleport must be licensed by
by the
the FCC
FCC under
under Title
Title III of the CommuniCommunications Act. Part
Part 21
21 of
of the
the FCC
FCC rules
rulesisisapplicable
applicable to
tomicrowave
microwaveapplications.
applications.
The application
The
application for a construction
construction permit
permit for
for aa microwave
microwave facility
facility must ininclude an
an FCC Form
clude an FCC Form 435.
435. The application
application should also
also include
430 and appropriate
430
appropriate exhibits
exhibits regarding
regarding the
the applicant's
applicant's legal
legalqualifications.
qualifications.
If the
the applicant
applicant has
has previously
previously filed
filed a Form
Form 430
430 for
for other
other radio
radio facilities
facilities
(such as
as an earth
(such
earth station),
station), the
the Form
Form 430
430 and
and related
related information
information can be
be
cross-referenced, provided it has not
not changed
changed since
since itit was
was filed. If the informainformation has changed, the applicant
applicant must submit
submit the
the current
current information.
information.
financial,
Generally,
application must
must demonstrate
demonstrate the
the applicant's
Generally, the application
applicant's legal,
legal, financial,
disclose the
the real
real party
party in interest,
interest, contain
contain a stateand technical qualifications, disclose
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ment regarding
whether or
or not the
ment
regarding whether
the action
action is
is aa major
major environmental
environmental action,
action,
be appropriately
appropriately certified
certified and
and signed
signed by
by the
the applicant
applicant and
and by the technical
be
technical
expert, and
and mention
mention how the facilities will
expert,
willbe
bemanaged
managed and controlled. The
The
applicable technical
technical standards
standards are
arecontained
containedin
in part
part 21 of the
applicable
the FCC's
FCC's rules.
rules.

Other Key Elements
Other
Elements of the Application
Application
The required
required site,
site, cost,
cost, and
and technical
technical information
information for the application must
The
be provided
provided in connection
be
connection with the
the FCC
FCC Form
Form435
435and
and generally
generally includes
includes
the following items:
the
items:

Site availability
availability for
for station
location-owned, and
Site
station location—owned,
and ifif not,
not, leased,
leased, or
option
option to
to buy
buy or
or lease-unconditional
lease—unconditionalaccess.
access.
If new
new or modified antenna,
antenna, support structure, antenna
antenna characteristics,
characteristics,
vertical profile.
profile.
FAA notification
notification(state
(state ififneeded).
needed).
Operation and
maintenance
and maintenance procedures.
procedures.
Frequency polarization.
Frequency
Transmitter
Transmitter output
output power.
power.
Type of transmitter
transmitter emission.
emission.
Frequency
bandwidth, emission
limitaFrequency tolerance
tolerance (types
(types of emissions,
emissions, bandwidth,
emission limitations).
Modulation requirements.
requirements.
USGS map.
USGS
folThe supplementary showings
showings specific
specific to microwave
microwave applications
applications are
are as
as follows:

Nature and
and type
type of
of services
services to be
be provided.
provided.
beserved
served(where
(wheremultiple
multiplecities
citiestotobebeserved—
servedCities or communities to be
specify
by diagram
the circuit cross
specify by
diagram or other
other appropriate
appropriate means
means the
cross
section
section between
between service
service points).
Projected
future circuit
Projected future
circuit growth
growthanticipated
anticipatedbetween
between service
service points
points
and source
and
source of such
such projections.
Other specific
requirement applicable
applicable only
only in limited
Other
specific requirement
limitedinstances.
instances.

The financial information required
required generally
generally includes:
includes:
Estimated
Estimated costs
costs of construction and
and initial
initialexpense.
expense.

operatingexpenses.
expenses.
Estimated operating

Preparing Teleport
Teleport Applications
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Balance sheet.
sheet.

Credit arrangement/bank
arrangement/bank letter.
letter.

Application
Application for Operating
Operating Authority
The
to cover
the facilities by
by filing an
The applicant
applicant may
may apply for aa license
license to
cover the
an
FCC Form
Form 436
436 prior
prior to
tothe
the expiration
expirationdate
date of
ofthe
the construction
construction permit.
permit.STAs
STAs
are
available for
for microwave facilities ifif immediate
are available
immediate operating
operating authority
authority isis rerequired. In
mutually exclusive
In the
the absence
absence of mutually
exclusiveapplications,
applications, processing
processing of micromicrowave
applications is
is generally
generallysimilar
similar to
to that
that for other radio common
wave applications
common carrier
carrier
facilities.

•

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

•

Because
regulatory requirements
requirements pertaining
pertaining to teleport
teleport facilities are
Because regulatory
are numerous
and complex,
complex, it is
of all
ous and
is essential
essential that the
the teleport
teleport developer
developer be advised
advised of
the applicable regulations early in
in the
the teleport
teleport planning
planningprocess.
process. The operator
operator
can
carefully integrate
and time
time required
required
can then carefully
integrate into
intothat
thatprocess
process the
the resources
resources and
Failure to
to do
to comply
comply with
with those
those requirements.
requirements. Failure
do so
so may
may result
result in
in legal
legal
and
and pose
seriousobstacles
obstaclestototimely
timelyimplementation
implementation
and economic
economic problems and
pose serious
of the teleport
teleport project.
project.
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Before the
the
FEDERAL
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
COMMISSION
20554
Washington, D.C. 20554

In re
re Application
Application of
GULF TELEPORT,
TELEPORT, INC.
for Authority
Authority to
to Construct
Construct
and Operate
Operate aa 14/12
14/12 GHz
GHz
and
Transmit-Receive
Earth Station
Transmit-Receive Earth
in the
the Domestic
Domestic Fixed
Fixed Satellite
Satellite
Service
in the Houston,
Service in
Houston, Texas,
Texas,
Metropolitan Area
Area

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

File No.

APPLICATION
APPLICATION OF
OF GULF
GULF TELEPORT,
TELEPORT, INC.
INC.
FOR CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT
PERMIT AND
AND LICENSE
FOR
LICENSE
FOR TRANSMIT-RECEIVE
STATION
FOR
TRANSMIT-RECEIVE EARTH
EARTH STATION
FIXED SATELLITE
IN THE
THE DOMESTIC FIXED
SATELLITE SERVICE
SERVICE
Andrew D. Lipman
Andrew
Emilia L.
L. Govan
Govan

PEPPER,
HAMILTON &
PEPPER, HAMILTON
&SCHEETZ
SCHEETZ
1777
1777 FF Street, N.W.
Washington,
Washington, D.C. 20006
20006
842-8100
(202) 842-8100
Counsel
for Gulf
Gulf Teleport,
Counsel for
Teleport, Inc.
February 11,
11, 1985
1985
Before
Before the
the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20554
Washington,

In re
re Application
Application of
GULF
GULF TELEPORT,
TELEPORT, INC.
for Authority
Authority to
to Construct
Construct
and
14/12 GHz
and Operate
Operate aa 14/12
Transmit-Receive Earth Station
Transmit-Receive
in the
the Domestic
Domestic Fixed
Fixed Satellite
Satellite
Service in the Houston,
Houston, Texas,
Texas,
Service
Metropolitan Area
Area

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

File No.
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To: Common
Common Carrier
Carrier Bureau
Bureau
Satellite
Radio Branch
Satellite Radio

APPLICATION
APPLICATION
Pursuant to Sections
304, 308,
308, 309,
309, and
and 319
319 of
of the
the Communications
Pursuant
Sections 304,
Communications Act
of 1934,
47 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§
§§ 304,
304, 308,
308, 309,
309, and
and 319
319 (1982),
(1982), Gulf
Gulf
of
1934, as
as amended,
amended, 47
Teleport, Inc.
Inc. ("Gulf
("Gulf Teleport"),
for authority
Teleport,
Teleport"),by
byits
itsattorneys,
attorneys, hereby
hereby applies
applies for
to construct
construct and
and operate
operate a Ku-band
Ku-band (14/12
(14/12 GHz)
GHz) transmit-receive
transmit-receive earth
earth
station in the
at Algoa
Algoa (Brazoria County),
the Domestic
Domestic Fixed
Fixed Satellite
Satellite Service
Service at
Texas,
Texas, aa community in
in the
the Houston
Houston metropolitan
metropolitanarea.
area. As
Asdemonstrated
demonstrated
in this application, Gulf
and financially
financially qualiqualiGulf Teleport
Teleport is
is legally,
legally, technically, and
fied
to
construct
and
operate
this
station.
Construction
of
this
transmit-receive
fied
operate this
of this transmit-receive
earth
the Gulf Teleport,
earth station is aa fundamental
fundamental step
step in the development
development of the
Teleport,
a multiuser
multiuser communications
communications facility
facilityserving
servingthe
theHouston
Houstonarea
area and
and the
theTexas
Texas
and Louisiana Gulf
Gulf Coast
Coast region.
region.
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THE GULF TELEPORT
TELEPORT CONCEPT
CONCEPT
Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport was
was organized
organized ininSeptember
September 1983
1983 to design
design and
and construct
construct
a satellite
satellite teleport
teleport in the
the Houston
Houston area.
area. The
The Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport site
site isislocated
located
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approximately 15
15 miles from downtown
downtown Houston
Houston and
and will
willserve
serve metropolitan
metropolitan
Houston
the entire
entire Texas/Louisiana
Texas/Louisiana Gulf
Gulf Coast
area. The
The facility
facility
Houston as
as well as
as the
Coast area.

will
will consist
consist of
ofnumerous
numerous satellite
satellite transmit
transmit and
and receive
receive stations
stations providing
cost-effective
audio, video,
video, and
and data
data communication
communication services
and will
will offer
cost-effective audio,
services and
offer
Gulf
Gulf Coast
Coast subscribers
subscribers a number of novel and innovative
innovative telecommunications
telecommunications
services.
In addition
addition to transmit-receive
earth stations,
stations,Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport will
services. In
transmit-receive earth
utilize terrestrial
terrestrial communications
communications transmitting
transmittingand
and receiving
receiving equipment,
equipment, tovarious support
support facilities,
facilities, computers,
computers, and
and switching
switchingand
andconnectconnectgether with
with various
ing equipment.
equipment. Moreover, Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleportwill
willencourage
encouragecommunications-incommunications-intensive
usersto
to locate
locate their
their back-office
and other
other facilities
facilities on
on the
tensive users
back-office and
the teleport
teleport
grounds
grounds or in
inan
an adjacent
adjacent soon-to-be
soon-to-be constructed
constructed office
office park
park complex.
complex.
This application
application is
is the
the second
second in
in aa series
series of
of applications
applications being
being filed by
by
Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport and
and others
others for
for authority
authoritytotoconstruct
construct and
andoperate
operate earth stations
stations
at the
27, 1984, Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport filed the
the Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport site.
site. On
On September
September 27,
the
first of
conof these
these applications.
applications. That application
application requested
requested approval
approval for the
the construction and
(6/4 GHz)
and operation
operation of
of a C-band
C-band (6/4
GHz)transmit-receive
transmit-receiveearth
earthstation
station
at the
referred to
to as
the "C-band application").
the same
same location
location (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
as the
application").
The
on public notice
The C-band
C-band application
application was
was placed
placed on
notice on
on October
October 10,
10, 1984
(File No. 002422-DSE-P/L-84).
002422-DSE-P/L-84).
Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport plans
plans to
to connect
connect major
majoruser
user sites
sites in the Houston area
area directly
to the
the teleport.
teleport. The teleport
teleport will
will also
also provide
provide microwave
microwave trunk lines
lines to key
key
commercial
along the
commercial and
and industrial complexes
complexes along
the entire Gulf
Gulf Coast,
Coast, thereby
thereby
permitting
to its system
by users
users in
in Beaumont,
Beaumont, Port
Port Arthur,
Arthur, Orange,
permitting access
access to
system by
Orange,
Victoria,
Victoria, and
and Corpus
Corpus Christi,
Christi,Texas,
Texas, and
and Lake Charles,
Charles, Louisiana. An application for
facilities will
for authority
authoritytotoconstruct
constructand
andoperate
operate these
these microwave
microwave facilities
be submitted
submitted to the commission
at the
the appropriate
appropriate time.
time. Gulf Teleport may
be
commission at
also
use fiber
fiber optic
optic transmission
facilities to connect
the teleport
teleport to various
also use
transmission facilities
connect the
various
sites
in the
the Gulf region.
sites in
region.
Gulf Teleport
Teleport will
willalso
alsooffer
offer access
access to international points.
points. In
In this
thisregard,
regard,
that COMSAT
its intent
intent to locate
Gulf Teleport
Teleport notes
notes that
COMSAT has
has announced
announced its
locate an
an
international
at the
international earth
earth station
station at
the Gulf Teleport
Teleport complex,
complex, which will
will provide
provide
(INTELSAT Business
area users.
users.COMSAT's
COMSAT's appliappliIBSS (INTELSAT
BusinessSatellite
SatelliteServices)
Services) to area
cation
on August
August
cation for the
the IBSS
IBSS earth
earth station
station was
was filed with the
the commission
commission on
10,
and placed
placedon
onpublic
public notice
notice on
on August
August 22,
22, 1984 (File
10, 1984, and
(File No.
No.CSGCSG84-036 P/L).
P/L). ItItisisexpected
will be
84-036
expected that COMSAT's
COMSAT's earth
earth station
station will
be operational
operational
later this
this year.
year. As
As aa result
result ofofthese
these and
and other
other arrangements,
arrangements, Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport
plans to serve
as both
both a domestic
domestic and
and international
international communications
serve as
communicationsgateway
gateway
for the
the entire
entire Gulf
Gulf region.
region.
The
earth station
station applied
appliedfor
for in
in this
this application—to
application-to be
by Gulf
The earth
be operated
operated by
Teleport-is
concept to
to fruition.
fruition.
Teleport—isananessential
essential step
step in bringing the Gulf Teleport concept
It isis anticipated
anticipated that
that approval
approval of
of this
this application
application will
willencourage
encourage others
others to
locate
and related
related communications
communications facilities
facilities at
at the
theGulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport
locate their satellite and
complex.1
complex.'
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APPLICANT QUALIFICATIONS
Gulf Teleport
Teleport hereby
hereby applies
applies for simultaneous
simultaneous grant of a construction perperthe proposed
proposed earth
earthstation
station facility.
facility. As demonmit and
and aa license
license to operate
operate the
demonstrated
strated in this
this application,
application, Gulf
GulfTeleport
Teleport has
has the
therequisite
requisite legal,
legal, financial,
financial,
and
qualificationstoto hold
hold the
the permit
permit and
and license
licensefor
for which
which itit is
and technical
technical qualifications
applying.
applying. Gulf
GulfTeleport
Teleport intends
intendstotocommence
commence construction
construction of
ofthe
the earth
earth station
station
immediately after
after issuance
of the
the construction
construction permit
permit and
and to complete
immediately
issuance of
complete conconstruction of the
struction
the facility within
withinsix
six months
months of
of the
the grant
grant of
of the
the permit.
permit.

Legal Qualifications
Legal
Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport isislegally
legally qualified
qualified to
toconstruct
construct and
andoperate
operate aa transmit-receive
transmit-receive
earth
station, as
as set
setforth
forth in
in FCC
FCC Form
earth station,
Form 430,
430, aa copy
copy of which
which is on
on file
with the
the FCC
FCC as
as Exhibit
Exhibit AAtotoGulf
GulfTeleport's
Teleport'sC-band
C-band application.
application. As
Asseen
seen
from the
the biographies
biographies of the
the officers
officers and
and directors
directors submitted
submitted in
in connection
connection
with the
the Form
Form 430,
430, Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport will
willhave
have the
the benefit
benefit of
of highly
highlyqualified
qualified
management
personnel with
with extensive experience
experience in
in telecommunications and
management personnel
related fields.

Financial
Financial Qualifications
Qualifications
As shown
shown in Exhibit II totothe
theapplication,
application, Gulf
GulfTeleport
Teleport isisfully
fullycapable
capable
the projected
projected costs
costs of
of constructing
constructing and
and operating
operating the
the earth
earth station
station
of meeting the
and therefore has
has the
the requisite
requisitefinancial
financial qualifications
qualifications to
to hold
hold the construction
applied for herein.
permit and
and license
license applied
herein.

Technical Qualifications
Qualifications
As discussed
below, the
the technical
discussed below,
technical characteristics
characteristics of the
the proposed
proposed earth
earth
station
station are
are in full
full compliance
compliance with
withapplicable
applicable laws
laws and
and regulations.
regulations. Further,
the Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport personnel
personnel are
are technically
technically qualified
qualified to
to construct
construct and
and operate
operate
the facility.
the

SITE LOCATION
LOCATION AND AVAILABILITY
The
earth station
station facility
facility applied
The proposed
proposed earth
applied for
for herein
herein would
would be
belocated
located
at the Gulf Teleport
Teleport site
site on County
County Road
Road #82
# 82ininAlgoa,
Algoa,Brazoria
Brazoria County,
County,
Texas.
The 20-acre
20-acreGulf
Gulf Teleport site is in a rural
rural farming
Texas. The
farmingarea
area approximately
approximately
15
miles south
south of
of the
the city of
15 miles
of Houston
Houston and
and is
is surrounded
surrounded by County
County Road
Road
#82 totothe
thewest
westand
and farmland
farmland totothe
thenorth,
north,east,
east,and
and south.
south. The
The geographic
geographic
coordinates of the earth station
coordinates
station site
site are
are as
as follows:

North Latitude
Latitude
West Longitude
West

29°
95°

29'
23'

03"
02"
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earth station antenna will
The earth
will have
have aa diameter of
of approximately
approximately9.2
9.2meters.
meters.

An equipment
equipment shelter
shelter occupying
occupying an
an area
area of
of approximately
approximately 200
200 square
square feet
feet
will
will be
be located
located adjacent
adjacent to
to the
the antenna.
antenna. Ground elevation
elevation for
for the
the proposed
proposed
site is 55
sealevel.
level.AA 7.5
7.5 minute topographic
55 feet
feet above
above mean
mean sea
topographic map
map of the
the
earth
site location
location is
is included
included as
asExhibit
Exhibit II.
earth station
station site
The Teleport
Teleport site
site is currently undeveloped.
sketch of
of the
the Gulf
Gulf Teleport
The
undeveloped. AA sketch
satellite
communicationstract
tract isis included
included as
asExhibit
Exhibit III.
III. The
satellite communications
The earth
earth station
station

applied
for herein
will be
applied for
herein will
be one
one of
of aa number
number to
to be
be located
located at
at the
the Teleport
Teleport
site.
site. A
A total
totalofofeight
eightlocations
locationsatatthe
theTeleport
Teleportare
areplanned
plannedasasantenna
antennasites,
sites,
of which
which four
four will
willbebeconstructed,
constructed, owned,
owned, and
and operated
operated by Gulf
Gulf Teleport.
Teleport.
(Gulf
(GulfTeleport
Teleporthas
haspreviously
previouslyfiled
filedone
oneapplication
applicationand
andplans
planstotofile
filesubsequent
subsequent
applications
sites at
at the
the appropriate
appropriate time.)
time.) The
The other
applications for these
these sites
other sites
sites will be
be
leased
to other
other entities
entities for construction
leased to
construction and
and operation
operation of earth
earth stations.
stations. As
discussed
above, one
one site
site has
has already
to COMSAT, whose
discussed above,
already been
been assigned
assigned to
whose
application for
for aa transmit-receive
transmit-receive international
international satellite
satellite earth
earth station
station isisprespresently on file
file with
withthe
thecommission.
commission.
The
site for
for the earth
The proposed
proposed site
earth station
station is
is currently
currentlyowned
owned by
by Milestone
Milestone
Properties,
Houston. Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Properties, Inc., Trustee, of Houston.
Teleport and
and Milestone Properties,
Properties,
Inc. have
have entered
entered into an Option
Option Contract
Contract whereby
whereby Gulf Teleport
Teleport has
has an
an
option, which
this property
property for use
which expires
expires in June
June 1985,
1985, to purchase
purchase this
use as
as aa
teleport facility.
facility. Gulf
GulfTeleport
Teleportisisnot
notaware
aware of
of any
any zoning or municipal regulations that would
would impair
impairthe
theanticipated
anticipated use
use of
of this
this land.
land.

FREQUENCY COORDINATION
COORDINATION AND
FREQUENCY
INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS
INTERFERENCE
Coordination and
Interference Analysis
Analysis Report
Report for
for the
the proA Frequency
Frequency Coordination
and Interference
posed Gulf
Gulf Teleport earth
posed
earth station
station location
locationhas
hasbeen
been prepared
prepared by
by Comsearch,
Comsearch,
Inc. and
asExhibit
Exhibit IV
IV to this application.
Gulf Teleport
Teleport will
will
Inc.
and is submitted
submitted as
application. Gulf
soon
complete frequency
frequency coordination
coordination for each
soon complete
each of
of the
the other
other sites
sites in
in the
the teleteleport. As
As teleport
teleport operator,
operator, Gulf
GulfTeleport
Teleport will
willtake
takesteps
steps to
toensure
ensure that other
other
antenna
slips within the
from interferantenna slips
the teleport
teleport site
site are
are adequately
adequately protected
protected from
interference
ence from other
other services
services or
orusers.
users.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS

Overall Technical
Technical Description
Description
earth station faciliA general,
general, overall technical description of
of the
the proposed
proposed earth
facilities
containedinin Exhibit
Exhibit V to this
ties and
and operations
operations isis contained
this application.
application. Included
Included
in Exhibit
ExhibitVVisisinformation
informationabout
aboutthe
themajor
majorstructures
structuresand
andequipment
equipmentcomposcomposing the station (including
(including aa functional block
block diagram).
diagram). Exhibit
ExhibitVValso
also contains
contains
estimated capital and
and operating
operating costs
costs of
of the
the proposed
proposed earth
earth station.
station.
the estimated
construction of the earth
earth station
station should
should begin
beginimmediately
immediately following
following
On-site construction
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issuanceof
ofthe
the construction
construction permit,
permit, and
and it is
that construction
construction will
will
issuance
is expected
expected that
be completed
completedwithin
within six months
months of the
be
the grant
grant of the
the permit.
permit.

Technical Details
Also contained in Exhibit
Exhibit VVisisaa description
description of
of the
the particulars
particulars of
of operations
operations
of the
the earth
earth station,
station, the
the transmitting
transmittingequipment,
equipment, and
and the
the antenna
antenna facilities.
facilities.

Points of Communication
Communication
The space
segmentto
to be
be accessed
accessedisisthe
thedomestic
domesticsatellite
satellitearc
arcfrom
from 55 to
The
space segment
143 degrees
degreeswest
westlongitude.
longitude.Access
Accesswill
will be
bearranged
arrangedwith
with appropriate satellite
143
satellite
carriers.

Communications Capacity
station's communications capacity will
The station's
will consist
consist of:
of: three
three video
video channels,
channels,
three high-rate
high-rate data
data channels,
channels, and/or
and/orequivalent
equivalentvoice
voicecapacity.
capacity.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
IMPACT
Commissiongrant
grantofof this
this license
licensewould
wouldnot
notbe
beaa"major"
"major" action
Commission
action under
under
the terms of
of Section
Section 1.1305
1.1305 of the Commission's Rules,
Rules, 47 C.F.R.
C.F.R. §1.1305(a)
§1.1305(0;
& (b)
(b)(1983),
(1983),since
since the
theproposed
proposed satellite
satellite earth
earth station
stationantenna
antenna has
has aa diameter
diameter
&
of approximately
and is located
approximately 9.2
9.2 meters
meters and
located in an "antenna
"antenna farm."
farm."

RADIATION HAZARD
HAZARD ANALYSIS
A statement
statement concerning the radiation
radiation characteristics
characteristics of
ofthe
the proposed
proposed earth
earth
station
as Exhibit
Exhibit VI.
station is attached
attached as

APPLICATION FOR
FOR RADIO
RADIO STATION
STATION LICENSE
LICENSE
An application
application for
for radio
radiostation
station license
license (FCC
(FCC Form
Form 403)
403) isisattached
attached as
as
Exhibit
Exhibit VII.

PUBLIC INTEREST SHOWING
demonstrated in
in this application, the public interest
will be
As demonstrated
interest will
be substantially
substantially
by the
the grant
grant of
ofaa permit
permit and
and license
license for
for construction
construction and
and operation
operation
furthered by
transmit-receive earth
of this Ku-band transmit-receive
earth station
station by
by Gulf
Gulf Teleport.
Teleport. Among other

things,
facility will
things, the
the proposed
proposed facility
will significantly
significantly contribute
contribute to
to satisfying
satisfying the
the
growing and
of Houston
Houston and
and unsatisfied
unsatisfied needs
needs of
and other Gulf
Gulf area
area communities
communities
for access
to satellite communications.
access to
communications. Given the high
high frequency
frequency congestion
congestion
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in this
this area,
area, this
this need
need for
for spectrally
spectrally efficient
efficient communications
communications is particularly
acute.
The earth
earth station applied
applied for herein will constitute
constitute an
an important component
component
of the Gulf
Gulf Teleport.
Teleport. ItItisisanticipated
anticipatedthat
thatfavorable
favorableprocessing
processing of this applicaapplication will
willfurther
furtherencourage
encourage other
other carriers
carriers to
to collocate
collocate their satellite
satellite earth
earth
stations
and other
other communications
communicationsfacilities
facilitiesatatthis
thissite.
site.This
Thiswill
will further
stations and
the
the teleport's
teleport's goal
goal totoaccommodate
accommodate many
many ofofthe
thetelecommunications
telecommunications needs
needs
of the Houston and
and Gulf
Gulfareas
areas while
whileproviding
providingthe
thecost
costand
and spectrum
spectrum efficienefficiencies
cies of collocating multiple
multipleearth
earth stations
stations atat aasingle
singlesite.
site.
By providing
providingcost-efficient
cost-efficient voice,
voice, data,
data, and
and video
video communications
communications among
among
users
users in the Houston
Houston region
region and
and between
between them
them and
and other
other users
users throughout
throughout
the nation and
and in
in the
the international
internationalbusiness
business community, the
the Gulf Teleport
Teleport
will
will provide
provide aavaluable
valuablecommunications
communications gateway.
gateway. This will
willencourage
encourage the
the
development of high
high technology
technologyregional
regional commercial
commercial real
real estate
estate development
and attract clean,
clean, growth-oriented high technology
technology industries
industries to the Houston
Houston
area.
the proposed
proposed Ku-band
Ku-band earth
earth station,
station, as
For all
all these
these reasons,
reasons, the
as well as
as the
planned
planned Gulf Teleport, would
would further
further the
thecommission's
commission's obligation to promote
promote
rapid and
and efficient
efficient communications
communicationsservices
services at
at reasonable
reasonable cost,
cost, and the commission's
mission's policy of furthering competition
competition ininthe
thetelecommunications
telecommunications marketmarketplace.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
All correspondence
or inquiries relating to this
All
correspondence or
this application
application should
should be
be adaddressed
dressed to:
to:
Andrew D.
D. Lipman,
Lipman, Esquire
Esquire
PEPPER,HAMILTON
HAMILTON &
PEPPER,
& SCHEETZ
SCHEETZ
1777
N.W.
1777 FF Street,
Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
D.C.20006
20006
Phone:
Phone: (202)
(202) 842-8110
842-8110

with aa copy
copy to:
to:
Olan Jones
Jones
President,

GULF
INC.
GULF TELEPORT,
TELEPORT, INC.
7541
7541 South Freeway
Freeway
Houston, Texas
Texas 77021
77021
Phone:
Phone: (713)
(713)748-5530
748-5530

SECTION 304 WAIVER
WAIVER
Pursuant to Section
Section 304 of the Communications Act
Act ofof1934,
1934,asasamended,
amended,
47
U.S.C. §304
Gulf Teleport
Teleport hereby
hereby waives
waives any
any claim
claim to the
47"U.S.C.
§304 (1983),.,
(1983), Gulf
the use
use
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of any
any particular
particular frequency
frequency or
or ofofthe
theether
etheras
as against
against the
the regulatory
regulatory power
power
of the
the United
UnitedStates
States because
because of the
the previous
previous use
use of the
the same,
same, whether
whether by
license or otherwise.
license

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
As demonstrated
in this application,
demonstrated in
application, Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport isis legally,
legally, financially,
financially,
and technically
technicallyqualified
qualified to
toconstruct
constructand
andoperate
operate the
the proposed
proposed earth
earth station,
station,
as well
well as
as the
the planned
plannedteleport,
teleport, in
in the
the public
public interest.
interest. Gulf Teleport's
as
Teleport's applicaapplication for
foraa construction
constructionpermit
permitand
andlicense
licensefor
foraatransmit-receive
transmit-receiveearth
earth station
station

in the
to be
at the
the Gulf Teleport
the Domestic
Domestic Fixed
Fixed Satellite
Satellite Service
Service to
be located
located at
Teleport
site in Algoa,
Algoa, Texas,
Texas, in
in the
the Houston
Houston metropolitan
metropolitanarea
area should
should therefore
therefore be
granted.
granted.
Respectfully
Respectfully submitted,

TELEPORT, INC.
GULF TELEPORT,
INC.
L^V^AJL^V- /J.

By

Andrew D. Lipman
Andrew
Emilia L.
L. Govan
Govan

PEPPER,HAMILTON
HAMILTON &
PEPPER,
& SCHEETZ
SCHEETZ
1777
Street,N.W.
N.W.
1777 FF Street,
Washington, D.C.
Washington,
D.C. 20006
20006
(202) 842-8100
(202)
Counsel
for Gulf Teleport,
Inc.
Counsel for
Teleport, Inc.
February 11,
11, 1985
1985
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EXHIBIT II
Financial Qualifications
Qualifications
Gulf Teleport
Gulf
Teleport isis financially
financiallyqualified
qualified totoconstruct
constructand
andoperate
operate the
the proposed
proposed
earth station. Included
Included in
inthis
thisexhibit
exhibitisisGulf
GulfTeleport's
Teleport'scurrent
currentbalance
balancesheet.
sheet.
A demonstration
demonstration of Gulf
Gulf Teleport's
Teleport's additional
additionalfinancial
financialqualifications,
qualifications, ininand the
the Commerce
CommerceBankBankcluding letters from the
the Perpetual
Perpetual American Bank and

Del Oro, is
Del
is contained
contained in Exhibit BB to
to Gulf
GulfTeleport's
Teleport's C-band
C-band application
application
and is incorporated herein
and
herein by
by reference.
reference.
GULF TELEPORT,
TELEPORT, INC.
(A Development
Development Stage Enterprise)
Balance Sheet
Sheet
October 31, 1984
1984

Assets
Current assets:
Current
assets:
Cash ................................
Cash
Certificates
of deposit ..................
Certificates
of deposit

................
.........

Furniture and
and fixtures, net
net
Acquisition and
and development
development costs
costs
Otherassets,
assets,
Other
net net ........................

$ 40,461
40,461
308,965
349,426
493
355,236
603
$705,758

Liabilities and
Liabilities
and Stockholders'
Stockholders' Equity
Current liabilities:
liabilities:
Accounts
payable ..................... $ 84,842
Accounts
payable
84,842
Commitments and
and contingencies
contingencies
(notes
(notes 3, 5, and
and 6)
6)
Stockholders' equity (notes
4, 5, and
Stockholders'
(notes 4,
and 6):
Common
Common stock $.001
$.001 par
pa'r value;
value;
authorized 25,000,000
25,000,000 shares;
shares;
issued and
and outstanding,
issued
9,966,667
shares .....................
9,966,667 shares
9,967
Capital
excess
of par
value ........... 776,438
Capital ininexcess
of par
value
Deficit accumulated
accumulated during
developmental
developmental
stagestage .................. (165,489)
620,916
$705,758

.
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7.5-Minute Topographic Map
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EXHIBIT III
III
Gulf
Gulf Teleport Tract
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EXHIBIT IV
Frequency
Frequency Coordination
Coordination Report
Report

Prepared for
for Gulf Teleport,
Prepared
Teleport, Inc.,
Inc., Houston,
Houston, Texas,
Texas, Satellite
Satellite Earth
Earth Station.
Station.
Prepared
by Comsearch,
Comsearch, Inc.,
Inc., 11503
11503 Sunrise
SunriseValley
ValleyDrive,
Drive, Reston,
Reston,Virginia
Virginia
Prepared by
22091, January 28,
22091,
28, 1985.
1985.

Contents
1.
Supplemental
1.
Supplemental showing, re: Part 25.203(C)
25.203(C)
2. Earth
Earth station
station coordination
coordination data
data
3.
Certification
3. Certification

Supplemental
Showing, Part
Part 25.203(0
Supplemental Showing,
25.203(C)
Gulf Teleport,
Teleport, Inc.
Houston, Texas
Texas

Pursuant to
to part 25.203(C)
Pursuant
25.203(C) of the
the FCC
FCC rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations the
the above
above
referenced satellite
satellite earth
earth station was
referenced
was coordinated with
withthe
theexisting
existinglicensees
licensees
and
and applicants whose
whose facilities could be
be affected.
affected. Coordination data
data was
was forforwarded on
on January
January 28,
28, 1985.
1985.
The following
followingcarriers
carriers or
ortheir
theirdesignated
designated coordination
coordination agents
agents were
were notified:
notified:

Bell Communications-Research
Communications -Research Inc.
The Western
Western Union
Union Telegraph
Telegraph Company
Company
AT&T
AT&T Communications
Communications
AT&T
AT&T Communications
Communications Southern
Southern Region
Region
United Satelco
Satelco Transmission,
Transmission, Inc.
AT&T
AT&TCommunications
Communications Midwestern
Midwestern Region
Region
Comsat General
General Corporation
Comsat
There are
are no unresolved
unresolved interference
interference objections
objections with
with the
There
the stations
stations contained
contained
in these
these applications.
applications.
Respectfully Submitted,
Respectfully
Submitted,
Comsearch, Inc.
Comsearch,

Kenneth
Kenneth G. Ryan
Ryan
Frequency Coordinator
Frequency
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EXHIBIT IV (continued)
EXHIBIT
(continued)

Earth Station Coordination
Coordination Data
the data
data pertinent
pertinent to
to frequency
frequency coordination
coordination of the
This section
section presents
presents the
proposed earth
earth station,
station, which
which was
wascircularized
circularized to
to all
all common
common carriers
carriers within
proposed
its coordination
coordination contours.
contours.

Applicant:
Earth Station Name:
Name:
Latitude (DMS):
(DMS):
Longitude (DMS):
(DMS):
Longitude
Site ground
Site
ground elevation (ft. AMSL):
AMSL):
Antenna centerline
centerline (AGL):
(AGL):
Antenna type:
type:
12 GHz gain (DBI)/diameter (meters):
(meters):
3 DB/15
DB/15 DB
DB half
half beamwidth
beamwidth (deg.):
(deg.):
14 GHz gain (DBI)/diameter (meters):
(meters):
3 DB/15
DB/15 DB
DBhalf
half beamwidth
beamwidth (dog.):
(deg.):
mode:
Operating mode:
Receive band (GHz):
(GHz):
Transmit band (GHz):
Transmit
(GHz):
Emission designator:
Modulation:
Max. available
available RF power
power (DBW/4kHz):
(DBW/4kHz):
Max.
(DBW/MHz):
Max. EIRP
Max.
EIRP (DBW/4 kHz):
kHz):
(DBW/MHz):
Max. permissible
permissible interference
interference power
power
Max.
12 GHz, 20% (DBW):
12 GHz, 0.0150% (DBW):
(DBW):
20% (DBW/4kHz):
14 GHz, 20%
14 GHz, 0.0025% (DBW/4kHz):
(DBW/4kHz):
Satellite
Satellite arc
arc (Min./max.):
(Min./max.):
Azimuth (min-/max.):
(min./max.):
Elevation:
Radio Climate:
Climate:
Rain zone:
Maximum
coordination distance (km)
Maximum great
great circle
circle coordination
12 GHz:
14 GHz:
Precipitation scatter
scatter contour
contour radius (km)
Precipitation
12 GHz:
14 GHz:

Note: Horizon
Horizon is less than 0.2
Note:
0.2 degrees
degrees at
at all
all azimuths.
azimuths.

Gulf Teleport, Inc.
Inc.
Houston, TX
29 29
29
29 3
95 23
95
23 2

55.
16.
Harris 9.0
9.0 Meter
Harris
59.2/ 9.0
0.1
0.2/ 0.1
60.4/ 9.0
0.1
0.2/ 0.1
T/R

11.7-12.2
14.0-14.5
72000F9 & 72000F9Y
72000F9
72000F9Y
Analog &
& digital
digital
-3.0
-3.0
21.0
57.4
81.4

-156.0
-144.0
-154.0
-131.0
65.0/ 143.0
127.8/ 245.8
127.8/245.8
40.7/ 28.3
A

2

228.0
177.2
481.1
481.1
100.0

EXHIBIT IV (continued)
(continued)
Houston, Texas
9 29 3
95 23

Azimuth
Degrees
0.
5.
10.
15.
15.
20.
25.
30.
35.
40,
40.
45.
50.
55.
60.
65.
70.
75.
80.
85.
90.
95.
100.
105.
110.
115.

01/28/85

2

Horizon
Angle
Degrees
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Disc.
Angle
Degrees
111.2
114.2
110.7
107.1
107.1
103.4
99.7
95.9
92.1
92.1
88.3
84.6
80.8
77.1
77.1
73.4
69.7
66.2
62.7
59.4
56.2
53.2
53.2
50.4
50.4
47.9
45.7
43.8
42.4
42.4

Horizon
Gain 12
12 GHz
GHz
Del
DBI
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-9.5
-9.5
-9.0
-9.0
-8.7
-8.7

12 GHz
GHz Coord.
12
Distance
km
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
205.4
207.3
208.9

Horizon
Gain 14 GHz
Gain
GHz
DBI
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-1D.D
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-9.5
-9.5
-9.0
-9.0
-8.7
-8.7

14 GHz
GHz Coord.
14
Distance
km
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
160.4
161.8
162.9

EXHIBIT IV (continued)
(continued)

Azimuth
Degrees
Degrees
120.
125.
130.
135.
140.
145.
145.
150.
150.
155.
155.
160.
160.
165.
165.
170.
170.
175.
175.
180.
180.
185.
185.
190.
195.
200.
205.
205.
210.
215.
220.
225.
230.
235.
240.
240.
245.
245.

Horizon
Angle
Degrees

Disc.
Angle
Degrees

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

41.3
40.8
40.8
40.8
41.3
42.2
43.6
45.4
47.6

0.0
0:0

50.1
50.1
52.4
54.1
54.1
55.2
55.6
55.2
54.1
54.1
52.4
50.1
47.4
44.2
40.9
37.5
34.6
32.1
32.1
30.1
28.8
28.3

Horizon
Gain 12 GHz
Gain
GHz
DBI

-8.4
-8.4
-8.3
-8.3
-8.3
-8.3
-8.4
-8.4
-8.6
-8.6
-9.0
-9.0
-9.4
-9.4
-9.9
-9.9
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0

-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-9.9
-9.9
-9.1
-9.1
-8.3
-8.3
-7.4
-7.4
-6.5
-6.5
-5.7
-5.7
-5.0
-5.0
-4.5
-4.5
-4.3

12 GHz Coord.
Coord.
Distance
km

210.0
210.0
210.6
210.6
210.1
210.1
209.0
207.5
205.7
203.6
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.9
206.9
210.5
214.4
218.3
221.9
224.9
227.1
227.1
228.0

Horizon
Gain 14
Gain
14 GHz
GHz
DBl
DBI

-8.4
-8.4
-8.3
-8.3
-8.3
-8.3
-8.4
-8.4
-8.6
-8.6
-9.0
-9.0
-9.4
-9.4
-9.9
-9.9
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-9.9
-9.9
-9.1
-9.1
-8.3
-8.3
-7.4
-7.4
-6.5
-6.5
-5.7
-5.7
-5.0
-5.0
-4.5
-4.5
-4.3
-4.3

14
14 GHz Coord.
Coord.
Distance
km

163.8
164.2
164.2
164.2
164.2
163.8
163.1
162.0
162.0
160.6
160.6
159.0
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
159.2
161.5
161.5
164.2
167.1
167.1
170.0
172.7
175.0
176.6
177.2

250.
255.
260.
265.
270.
275.
280.
285.
285.
290.
290.
295.
295.
300.
300.
305.
305.
310,
310.
315.
320.
325.
330.
335.
340.
345.
350.
355.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

28.6
29.6
31.4
33.7
36.5
39.7
43.2
47.0
50.8
54.9
59.0

612
63.2
67.5
71.8
76.1
76.1
80.5
84.9
89.3
93.7
98.1
98.1
102.5
106.8

-4.4
-4.4
-4.8
-4.8
-5.4
-5.4
-6.2
-6.2
-7.1
-7.1
-8.0
-8.0
-8.9
-8.9
-9.8
-9.8
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0 -10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0

227.6
225.8
223.0
219.5
215.7
211.8
207.9
204.2
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4
203.4

-4.4
-4.4
-4.8
-4.8
-5.4
-5.4
-6.2
-6.2
-7.1
-7.1
-8.0
-8.0
-8.9
-8.9
-9.8
-9.8
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0

176.9
175.6
173.5
170.9
168.0
165.1
165.1
162.2
159.5
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
158.9
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EXHIBIT IV (continued)
EXHIBIT
(continued)
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EXHIBIT IV (continued)
EXHIBIT
(continued)
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Certification
I hereby
for
hereby certify
certify that
that I Iam
amthe
thetechnically
technicallyqualified
qualifiedperson
person responsible
responsible for
preparation of the
the preparation
the frequency
frequency coordination data
data contained
contained in this applicaapplication, that II am
am familiar
familiarwith
withparts
parts21
21and
and25
25ofofthe
the FCC
FCC Rules
Rules and
and RegulaRegulations,
haveeither
eitherprepared
prepared or
orreviewed
reviewed the
the frequency
frequency coordination
coordination
tions, that IIhave
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EXHIBIT IV (concluded)
EXHIBIT
(concluded)
data submitted
submitted with
with this application,
and that
that it is
correct to
data
application, and
is complete
complete and
and correct
myknowledge
knowledge and
and belief.
belief.
the best
best of
of my
the

By: hs
By:

t ) R-t-

Kenneth G. Ryan
Kenneth
Frequency Coordinator
Frequency
Comsearch,
Comsearch, Inc.
11503
Sunrise Valley
Valley Drive
11503 Sunrise
Reston, Virginia
Virginia 22091
Reston,
22091

Dated:

,wa

8; +785

EXHIBIT V
Technical
Technical Information
Information and Estimated
Estimated Costs

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
The Gulf Teleport Ku-band earth station
station will provide
The
provide facilities for carrying
carrying
commercial communications
communications via
viaany
any U.S.
U.S. domestic
domestic Ku-band
Ku-bandsatellite
satellitesystem.
system.

A cost-effective
arrangementof
of equipment
equipmentwill
will be
shown in
cost-effective arrangement
be provided
provided as
as shown
Figure I1(System
Figure
(System Block Diagram).
Diagram). This will include
include the
the following:
following:
type, limited-motion
limited-motion antenna
A nominal
nominal9.2-meter
9.2-meter cassegrain
cassegrain type,
antenna equipped
equipped
with step-track
step-track capability.
b.
b. Four 2-kW
2-kW Klystron
Klystronamplifiers
amplifiers ininaa one-for-two
one-for-tworedundant
redundant configuration.
configuration.
c. Two low-noise
low-noise amplifiers
amplifiers (190°K nominal
nominal noise
noise temperature)
temperature) in aa oneonefor-one redundant
for-one
redundant configuration.
Broadband GCE subsystem
consistingof
of one-for-two
one-for-two redundant
redundant transmit
d. Broadband
subsystem consisting
and receive
configuration.
and
receive configuration.
e.
Monitor and
e.
Monitor
and control facilities
facilities with
with remote
remote monitor and
and control capabilities for unattended
ties
unattended operation.
operation.
a.
a.

Antenna System
A cassegrain
type antenna
antenna having
having aa nominal
nominal diameter
will
cassegrain type
diameter of 9.2
9.2 meters
meters will
be
The mount
be provided.
provided. The
mount will
willbe
beaastandard
standard elevation
elevation over
over azimuth
azimuth type.
type.

Preparing Teleport
Applications
Preparing
Teleport Applications
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EXHIBIT
(continued)
EXHIBIT V (continued)

The
will be
of at
at least
least ±55°
±55° of
The antenna
antenna will
be capable
capable of
of angular
angular travel
travel in
in azimuth
azimuth
and
from 5°
5° to 90°.
and will
will have
have aa range
range in elevation
elevation extending
extending from
90°. Polarization
Polarization
will
will be
be linear,
linear, with
withtransmit
transmitand
andreceive
receivebands
bandshaving
havingopposite
opposite sense.
sense. The
antenna
will comply
antenna will
comply with
withaacross-polarization
cross-polarization isolation
isolation specification
specification of
of at
at
least
least 35 dB (on-axis). This
This type
type and
and size
size of
of antenna
antenna isis available
availablefrom
from several
several
manufacturers.
The
station G/T
G/T will
dB/°K at
The station
will be
be at
at least
least 34.2
34.2 dB/°K
at 12.0
12.0 GHz
GHz at
at all
all operating
operating
elevation
angles.The
The antenna
antennawill
will have
elevation angles.
have aa nominal gain of 60.2
60.2 dBi
dBi at
at 14.0
14.0
GHz and
temperature will
will generally
and 59.1
59.1 dBi
dBi at
at 11.7
11.7 GHz.
GHz. The
The system
system noise
noise temperature
be less
lessthan
than 310°K.
310°K. The
The antenna
antenna will
will comply
comply with
withthe
the FCC's
FCC'srecently
recentlyrevised
revised
sidelobe
sidelobe regulations. See
See 47 C.F.R.
C.F.R. Section
Section 25.209(a).
25.2Q9(a).
step track system
system will
willbe
be provided.
provided.
A step

High-Power
High-Power Amplifiers
To meet
the projected
projected uplink
uplink EIRP
EIRP requirements,
Klystron amplifiers
meet the
requirements, 2-kW Klystron
amplifiers
been sized
sizedtoto include
include traffic
traffic growth
growth
will be
be used.
used. The
The power amplifiers
amplifiers have
have been
capability.
capability. Each
Each 2-kW high-power
high-power amplifier
amplifier can
can transmit
transmit carriers
carriers to other
other
typical teleport
teleport and
and privately
privately owned
owned earth stations
stations with sufficient
sufficient operating
operating
margin.

Low-Noise Amplifiers
Low-Noise
The nominal 9.2-meter
requires the
the employment
employment of
of reliable
reliable lowlowThe
9.2-meter antenna
antenna requires
noise
amplifiers with
with a nominal noise
temperature of
of 190°K or
noise amplifiers
noise temperature
or less
less to meet
meet
the G/T requirement.
requirement. The
The amplifiers
amplifierswill
willbe
bearranged
arranged in
in aa one-for-one
one-for-one redundant configuration as
as shown
shown in Figure 1.
1.

Broadband GCE
GCE Subsystem
The receive GCE
subsystem will
be arranged
arranged for one-for-three
one-for-three redundancy.
redundancy.
GCE subsystem
will be
Each redundant
chain will
Each
redundant chain
will consist
consist of
ofaadual-conversion
dual-conversion downconverter
downconverter and
and
the required interface
interface equipment.
equipment.
The transmit GCE
GCE subsystem
subsystem will
will be
be arranged
arranged for
for one-for-two
one-for-tworedundancy.
redundancy.
Each redundant
redundant chain will
will consist
consist of
of aa dual-conversion
dual-conversion upconverter
upconverter and
and the
Each
required interface
interface equipment.
equipment.

Baseband
Baseband Equipment
Equipment
Transmission and
and reception
receptionof
of signals
signalswill
will be
be made
madeusing
usingFM
FM or
or quadriTransmission
phase
phase shift
shift keying (QPSK) modulation.
modulation. Configuration
Configurationofofbaseband
baseband equipment
will depend
will
depend on
onspecific
specific services
services ordered.
ordered.

FIGURE 11
System Block Diagram
Diagram

Dow nconverter

L NA #1

#

3:1

Dow nconverte
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LNA #2

t
R edundant

e

dow nconverter

Redundant
upconverter

Step
track

Redundant

HPA

M
U
X
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EXHIBIT
EXHIBIT V (continued)
(continued)

Power System
Prime power
power will be
by the
the local
local utility company,
Prime
be supplied
supplied by
company, with backup
backup
power generated
generatedon-site.
on-site.An
Anuninterruptible
uninterruptible power
power system
systemwill
will provide
provide contipower
nuity of
of service
service in the
the event
event of an interruption of
of commercial
commercial power.
power.

Monitor and Control
Control System
System
The monitor and
and control
control system
system will
will consist
consist of
of aa centralized
centralized monitor
monitor and
and
control mimic
mimic panel
panel providing
providing alarm
alarm and
and status
status information of all
all the
the earth
earth
station subsystems.
subsystems.

In addition,
located at
at the
the station
station will automatically
addition, aa processor
processor located
automatically report
report
all major faults
teleport facility,
facility, which will
faults to
to aa manned
manned teleport
will have
have the
the capability
capability
to turn off
offRF
RF power
power at
at the
the station.
station.

Communications Equipment Shelter
All
exceptthe
the LNAs
LNAs will
All communications
communications equipment
equipment except
will be
be contained
contained in aa
communications equipment
equipmentshelter
shelterlocated
locatedadjacent
adjacentto
to the
the antenna.
communications
antenna. The
equipment
shelter will
will initially
equipment shelter
initiallyhave
haveapproximately
approximately 200
200 square
square feet
feet of
of area
area
with
with capability
capabilityfor
forfuture
futureexpansion
expansionasasnecessary.
necessary.

Earth Station Characteristics
I. General
A. Station name:
name: totobe
beselected.
selected.
B. Call sign:
sign: to
to be
be determined.
determined.
C.
C. Nature of
of service:
service: communications satellite.
satellite.
earth station.
station.
D. Class
Class of
of station:
station: fixed earth
E.
Location of station:
station: Houston,
Houston, Texas.
Texas.
IS.
Geographical coordinates
coordinatesofofstation
stationsite:
site:29°
29°29'
29'03"
03" N.
N. latitude,
F. Geographical
95° 23' 02" W.
W. longitude.
longitude.
II. Particulars of
of operation
operation
IT.
Frequency
Frequency
MHz

14,000-14,500

Emission
Emission

Normal EIRP
Normal

72,000 F9 to
72,000
72,000 F9Y

67.2 dBW
d8W to
67.2
87.2
87.2 dBW

Maximum
Maximum EIRP
EIRP
Density
Density

46.9
46.9 dBW/4 kHz
kHz

of center
center of
of main
main lobe
lobe of
of radiation
radiation with respect
to true
A. Range
Range of
respect to
north: 95° to
to 130°.
130°.
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EXHIBIT V (continued)
(continued)

Range of elevation
angles: 5°
5° to 90°.
Range
elevation angles:
90°.
Range of
of satellite
satellite longitudes:
longitudes: 55°
55° to 143°
Range
143° west
west longitude.
longitude.
Transmitting
Transmitting requirements
requirements

B.
C.
C.

III.
III.

Type
Type

[21
Klystron
[2] Klystron

Power
Output Power

Frequency Tolerance
Tolerance

Watts
2,000 Watts

0.001
0.001 %

IV.
Antenna Facilities
IV. Antenna
A. Type:
Type: SATCOM Technologies
Model 920K
Technologies Model
920K 9.2-meter
9.2-meter nominal
nominal
diameter parabolic
parabolic antenna
diameter
antenna (or equivalent).
equivalent).
Frequency range:
range: 11,700
11,700toto 12,200
12,200MHz
MHz (transmit), 14,000
B. Frequency
14,000 to
to
14,500 MHz
MHz (receive)
14,500
(receive)
C. Antenna gain: 59.1
59.1 dBi at 11,700
11,700 MHz, 60.2
60.2 dBi at
at 14,000
14,000 MHz.
MHz.
D.
Beamwidth: Half power beamwidth of0.18° at 11,700
D. Beamwidth:Halfpowerbeamwidthof0.18°at
11,700 MHz, 0.15°
0.15°
at 14,000
at
14,000 MHz.
Site elevation:
elevation: 55
55 feet
feet AMSL.
E. Site
Antenna center
center height:
height: 14
14 feet
feetAGL,
AGL, 69 feet
F. Antenna
feet AMSL.
G. Maximum antenna
height: 33
33feet
feetAGL,
AGL, 88
88 feet
feet AMSL.
AMSL.
antenna height:
H.
Polarization: Linear, horizontal
H. Polarization:
horizontal and
and vertical.
vertical.
system noise
noise temperature:
temperature: 309°
309° at 20°
1.
I. Receiving system
20° elevation.
elevation.
J. Gain-to-noise
Gain-to-noisetemperature:
temperature:34.2
34.2dB/°K
dB/°K or
or better
better at 12.0
12.0 GHz
GHz
at 20° elevation.
at
elevation.

Predicted Performance
Performance of 9.2-Meter
Predicted
9.2-Meter Parabolic
Parabolic Antenna
Antenna
Frequency
Frequency Band

item
Item

Frequency range:
range:
Polarization:
Polarization:
Gain:
VSWR:
Side lobes:

Cross-polarization Isolation:
Cross-polarization

GHz
14 GHz

14,000-14,500 MHz
14,000-14,500
Linear, horizontal,
horizontal,
and vertical
60.2 dBi
1.3:1
1.3:1
Meets FCC
FCC rules
rules
part 25.209(a)
25.209(a;
35 dB (minimum
(minimum
on-axis)

12 GHz

11,700-12,200 MHz
Linear, horizontal,
Linear,
horizontal,
and vertical
59.1 dBi
1.3:1
1.3:1
Meets FCC rules
part 25.209(a)
part
25.209fa)
35 dB
dB (minimum
(minimum
on-axis)
on-axis)
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EXHIBIT V (continued)
(continued)

SYSTEM OPERATIONS
The services
services to
to be
beprovided
providedto
to the
the business
businesscommunity
communityof
ofthe
theGulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport
earth station
station will include
communicationsin
in aa digital
digital form.
earth
include data
data and
and voice
voice communications
Preliminary market
performed by
by the
the Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Preliminary
market studies
studies performed
Teleport indicate
indicate that
the near
near future
future there
there will
willbe
bedemand
demand for
forthe
thetransmission
transmission and
and reception
reception
in the
of the
the following
following types
types ofofsignals:
signals:
1. Low-speed
Low-speed data.
2. High-speed
High-speed data.
data.
3. Voice.
Voice.
4. Full-motion
Full-motion video.
video.
5. Limited-motion
Limited-motion(teleconferencing)
(teleconferencing)video.
video.
The above
signalswill
will be
be received
receivedatatthe
the Gulf
Gulf Teleport
Teleport earth
earth station
station site
site
The
above signals
via a terrestrial microwave facility.
GULF TELEPORT, INC.
INC.
Estimated
Estimated Capital Costs
Costs
Transmitting and receiving
receiving
Antenna and waveguide
waveguide
Power plant, control, and common
Power
common
equipment
Buildings and towers
Spare parts
Spare
parts and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
Total

$$ 300,000
300,000
350,000
350,000
125,000
75,000
150,000
150,000
$1,000,000

GULF TELEPORT, INC.
INC.
Estimated
Estimated Annual Operating
Operating Expense
Expense
$13,000
Electrical
Electrical power
$13,000
5,000
Travel
5,000
5,000
Telephone
40,000
Salaries
Payroll taxes
4,000
Office expenses
1,000
expenses
Consulting
Consulting fees
5,000
3,000
Insurance
3,000
Total
$76,000
$76,000

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATION
I hereby
hereby certify that
that I Iam
amthe
thetechnically
technicallyqualified
qualifiedperson
person responsible
responsible for
preparation of the
the engineering
engineeringinformation
information contained
containedin
in this
this application;
application; that
that
preparation
I am
am familiar
familiar with
withparts
parts 21
21and
and 25
25 of
ofthe
the Commission's
Commission's Rules;
Rules; that
that I have
have
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EXHIBIT V (concluded)
EXHIBIT
(concluded)

either
information submitted
either prepared
prepared or reviewed
reviewed the engineering
engineering information
submitted in this
this
application;
application; and
and that
that ititisiscomplete
completeand
andaccurate
accurate to
tothe
the/best
best of my knowledge.
•w-i

By
Name
Title
Company
Company
Date

Bartus H. Batson
Bartus
Batson
President
Communications &&Data
DataSystems
Systems Assoc.
Assoc.
December 15,
December
15, 1984
1984

EXHIBIT VI
Radiation Hazard Analysis
Radiation

RADIATION HAZARD ANALYSIS

9.2-Meter Parabolic
Parabolic Earth
Earth Station
9.2-Meter
Station Antenna
Antenna
In compliance
compliance with
with the
the Commission's
Commission's Memorandum,
Memorandum, Opinion
Opinion and
and Order,
Order,
Section V, Paragraph 95 (Docket
Section
(Docket No.
No.16495),
16495), adopted
adopted December
December 21,
21, 1972,
1972,
studies
were conducted
conducted to
to predict radiation levels
studies were
levels around
around the
the proposed
proposed earth
earth
station. The Occupational Safety
themaximum
maximum
Safety and Health Act
Act of
of1970
1970 defines
defines the
level of nonionizing
level
nonionizingradiation
radiationtotowhich
whichemployees
employeesmay
maybebeexposed
exposed as
as aa power
power
denisty of 10
10 milliwats
milliwatsper
persquare
squarecentimeter
centimeter(10mW/cm2)
(10mW/cm2)averaged
averaged over
over
denisty
any six-minute
period, as
as derived
derived from
from Standard
C95.1 of
of the
any
six-minute period,
Standard C95.1
the American
American
Institute (ANSI). Following
National Standards
Standards Institute
Followingare
are calculations
calculations that provide
provide
the radiation levels
the
levels for
for the
the proposed
proposed earth
earth station
station antenna
antenna system.
system.

Far-Field Region
Region
Free-space power
Free-space
power density
density isis maximum
maximum on-axis
on-axis and
and may
may be
be calculated
calculated from
equation 1.
1.
GP,

PFDrr=4lrRz2
4-rrR

(1)

Preparing
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Teleport Applications
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EXHIBIT
EXHIBIT VI (continued)
(continued)

where
PFDff = The
The power flux density on-axis
on-axis in
in the
the far
farfield.
field.

G = The
The on-axis
on-axis gain
gain of
of the
the antenna,
antenna, which
which for
for aa9.2-meter
9.2-meter antenna
antenna
at 14
14 GHz
GHz will
will be
be 60.2
60.2 dBi.
dBi.
P,
Pt =
= The
The maximum
maximum transmitted
transmitted power,
power, which
which will
will be
be 501
501 watts
watts (27.0
(27.0
dBW).
R -=The
R
Thedistance
distancetotothe
thefar
farfield
fieldregion
region and
and isisfound
found from
from equation
equation 2.
2.
2D2

R = X

(2)

where

D
D == Antenna
Antenna diameter
diameter = 9.2
9.2 meters.
meters.
X
X == Wavelength at 14.00
14.00 GHz = 0.021 meters
meters = 2.1 cm.

-

From equation
found that the
From
equation 22 it is
is found
the distance
distance to the
the far
far field
fieldisis8,061.0
8,061.0
meters,
meters, and,
and, PFDff
PFDff isis found
found from
fromequation
equation 11as
as follows:
follows:
PFDff =
60.2 dB
dB ++27.0
PFDff
= 60.2
27.0 dBW
dBW - 89.1
89.1 dB/m2
dB/m2
2
=-1.9
= -1.9dBW/m2
dBW/m
=-41.9
= -41.9dBW/cm2
dBW/cm2
= -11.9
-11.9 dBm/cm2
dBm/cm2
=0.065
= 0.065 mW/cm2
mW/cm2

Near-Field Region
Region
The geometrical
geometrical limits of the radiated power in the near
near field
field approximate
approximate

a cylindrical
volume with
with aa diameter
diameter equal
equaltoto that
that of
of the
the antenna.
In the
cylindrical volume
antenna. In
near field, the power
power density is neither uniform
uniform nor
nor does
does its
its value
value vary
vary uniuniformly
formly with distance from
from the antenna. For
For the
the purpose
purpose of
of considering
considering radiaradiation hazard,
tion
hazard, therefore,
therefore, it is assumed
assumed that the
the on-axis
on-axis flux density
density is at its
its
maximum
value throughout
throughout the
the length
length of
of this
maximum value
this region.
region. The
The length
length of this
this
region,
distance from
from the antenna
antenna to
to the
the end
end of
ofthe
thenear
nearfield,
field,
region, that
that is, the distance
is given by the following.
following.
Lnf

A

7. D2

24

8 A

(3)

where

Lnff ==Length
Length totothe
theend
endofofthe
the near
near field.
A=
= Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional area
area of the antenna.
A
antenna.
D = Diameter
Diameter of
of antenna
antenna == 9.2
9.2 m == 920
920cm.
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EXHIBIT VI (concluded)
(concluded)

Substituting,
x(920)2

Lnf = 7r<:920)2 = 158,280
cm =cm1582
8X21=158,280
= 1582m
m

L°f

The maximum power
The
power flux density
density in the
the near
near field is
is given
given by:

PDFf =

16P,

aD2

(4)

where
dBW or
where PP,t is the maximum
maximum power
power transmitted
transmitted by the
the antenna
antenna (27.0
(27.0 dBW
57.0 dBm). From
From equation
equation (4),
(4), we
we see
see that:
that:
57.0

-

PDF
= 12.04
PDFnf f =
12.04 dB
dB++57.0
57.0 dBm
dBm - 4.97
4.97 dB
dB- -59.3
59.3
dBcm2
dBcm2
4.77 dBm/cm2
dBm/cm2
= 4.77
= 3.0 mW/cm
mW/cm22

Conclusion
Conclusion
The study shows
shows that with
with the
the operational
operational characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the proposed
proposed
system,
system, the power density levels
levels do not exceed
exceed the 10
10 mW/cm2
mW/cm2 OSHA standard, even
even in
in the
the near
near field
field of
of the
the antenna.
antenna.This
Thisnear-field
near-field region
region exists
exists from
from
the antenna to aa distance
distance of
of 1,582
1,582 meters, as shown in the above calculations,
and the
the maximum
maximum power
power density
density level
level is
is 3.0
3.0mW/cm2.
mW/cm2.
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EXHIBIT VII
Application for
for Radio Station License
403)
Application
License (FCC
(FCCForm403)
Approved by OMB
Approved
OMB
so 0019
3060-0019
Expires
9-1
Expires 9-30-84

APPLICANT
THIS BLO
APPLICANT SHOULD
SHOLLD NOT
^OT USE
USE THIS
BLOCK
File
File Number
Number
CCan
all Sign
Sign
Federal
Camel side
Federol Communications
Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554
APPLICATION
APPLICATIONFOR
FORRADIO
RADIO STATION
STATION LICENSE
LICENSE
OR
MODIFICATION
THEREOF
MODIFICATION THEREOF
UNDER
22, 23, OR 25
UNDER PARTS
PARTS 22,

IHSTRUC
TIONS
INSTRUCTIONS
ES of
or this
Its applicahon
reel totothe
Washington,D.B.C.G20554.
20554,for
forradio
radiolicenlice'
A. Smart
SubmitTWO
TWOCOPI
COPIES
applica ionordirect
theFederal
Federal Communications
Com mumcations Commission,
Commission, Washington,
sea in
in the
be blowing
ate box
ses
followingservices
services(check
(checkapprogo
appropriate
boxbelow).
below).

sE
aeon
al Fixed
C FCC
FCCRules
Rules Part
Port 23
23--intern
ntwnat
onal
Fixed
Pobllc Rudmmmm,.n.oamn Ser.,vee

FCC Rule.
Ia Radio
[~~ FCC
Rules Par,
Port 2222 Domesrie
- DomesticPried
Public
Radio Servwee
Services
that
[Other
than Nwltrme
Maritime Mobile)
Mobile)
IOrher,

25 --Satellite
Communications
Lit FCC
Satellite Commusiex,ana
Q5
FCC Rule,
Rulti Par,
Part 25

&. IIIt isis reWmmended
recommended that, before
before sober
submitting
i9 -g application,
apph cation, applicant
apple callr refer
the appropriate
appropriate rule
role part
part which
ra lch gesems
of station
fer toto the
governs eve
tr>e cclass
ass ol
station
applied for.
of The
roles mav
may tie
be purchased
paitased from.
of boruments
applies
for. Copies
Copies ol
Die rules
Irorr. the
the Sapeu-tendon(
Syper ntendentof
Govemmert
Pont
Washington,
Documents,, Government
Printing
Office.
Washington,,
D. C.
C. 20492.
20402.
C.
Use ago
additional
sheets Only
only where
where necessary.
Such sheets
sheets must
C. Use
basal sheets
necessary. Seth
must bbe marked
marled as
as exhibits
exabits and
canor
and refenec
referred to
to inn lie
theaeon
application.
NOTIFICATION TO
TO INDIVIDUALS
OF1974
1974
NOTIFICATION
INDIVIDU ALS UNDER
UNDER PRIVACY
PRIVACY ACT
ACT OF
AND THE
1999
THE PAPERWORK
PAPERWORK> REDUCTION ACT
ACT OF 1980
staff to
to determine
determine
CommunicationsCommission
Commiss on staff
The information
information requested
used
The
requested by
by this
this form
formwill
willbebe
usedbybyFederal
Fed eralCommunications
authorizations
eligibility for
for suing
issuing
authorizationsininthe
theuse
useofoffrequency
frequencyspectrum
pectrum and
and to
to effect
effectthe
theprovisions
provisions of
of regulatory
regulatory
of 1934,
1934,
amended. Information
Informationrequested
requested
responsibiities rendered
the Commission
by the Communications
asasamended.
responsibilities
rendered the
Comm ssion by
Communica ions Act of
by this
this form will
required
to obtain
obtain the
the
information requested
requested is requ
red to
by
will be
beavailable
available to the
the public.
public. Response
Response to
to the
th information
requested authorization.
requested

1.J
1 .0 ]run.
Niim,-W
of 1,
-\pplir-art:
,I.r al

Per, o-e
u>e of
nr. ,ip['lu
y.p1, ern: . ••:
el' Pun
License up (aver

Gulf Teleport, Inc.
Inc.

Gulf Teleport,
h

sL.q ia¢ tai,.,,.

...

/,,, C,,,l,. -.
ipC..d...

7541
7
5 4 1 South
South Freeway
Freeway
Houston, Texas
77021
Houston,
Texas
77021
•-'> :*

Modificalior of
of LLcense
Modlhcalirr
Ce=se

Ii

Present File
No
Present
File No

1

in

T.

.rm..u0.ee..

Ir.n-r u.u v

r1 - -,:

^h.v.,;'-:

Change
in frequencies
hequenres
Change m

t ln.-..r51.u.
Cl.i.-..f Sl.ui in
>n are
ar-i Rul
C;yl Trial
S en:

Change
in authorized
Change m
authorized pose'
powe"

Fixed Earth
Earth Station
Fixed
Station

Cliangeslel
Carl pomtisi
Folio
Cnangefslof conlrol

,I.,
gtum.l"
.1,. Vuuri'
,,! S, r..:er
DomesticFixed
FixedSatellite
Satellite
Domestic
>' n

,rise, f-or pe,rzt

Change in point,
pointsOf
of cpmweu.calon
comrrumca! on
Change
Change
Change mglPei
m othereach
particulars
mRms

L, ~' In.
rte. oul-ifuidine
, mdrne.
l i stS\ i if
t
v linn | cnm;
t en
Li
<n
c-nstrm
any, whit
«.hu li ini~- ,M>|
a,Ltl.t .UI.TI .-LH .-r>:
Fed
File Number
Number

Rata
Date

Call
Call SET
Sign n

Ma'wlacrwe
of Transit
ltei
Ma; ulactuic- of
Transmitter

Type
Typ Ng_
No.

Sen
al No
Senal
No.

See Acconpanying
Acco panying Application
Applica ion For Construction
See
Construction Permit-.
4O3
too I.- ass

1983
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EXHIBIT VII (continued)
EXHIBIT
(continued)

(b) IfItlicensed
areare
being
deleted
licensedtransmitter!
transmitters
being
deletedororreplaced,
replaced,show
ahow the
the following
followingwith
withrespect
respectto
tosuch
such
transmitter.:
transmitter!:
Mesa/sense.
Uonujactui-tr

N/A
NL

Type N,.
Type
Ho.

Smol No.

.............

N/A.
N/A

(c) When
When was
was the
the construction
construction specified
specified in
in 3(a)
3(a)completed?
completed?
(d) IsIsthe
(d)
the station
station now
now ready
ready for operation?
operation?

.ES
YES Q

NO [X]
No

(e) Have
permit(s) listed
(e)
Have all
all the
the terms
terms of
of the
the construction
construction permit(s)
listed inin 3(a)
3(a)been
been met?
met? .. .. .. YES
YES [~i :

NO
[}[
NO [X]

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the statements
statements made
madeininthe
theapplications
applicationsfor
for the
the construction
construction permits or
the
the modifications
moditcations thereof
in 3
3(a)
the
thereof mentioned
mentioned in
(a) still
stilltrue
trueas
as of
ofthe
the date
date of
of this
this appliappli.
cation? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
.
.

O)
(/) Are
Areall
all

.

.

.

.

.

YES
vet i~2L
i](

.

NO
No

["]

(o)
the
(ff) IfIfthe
theanswer
answertotoeither
eitherororboth
both 3(d)
3(d)and
and3(e)
3(e)above
above isis"no".
"no",
thediscrepancies
discrepancies
must be
exhibits
be shown in appropriate
appropriate places
places in this
this form
formor
or listed
listed separately
separately in exhibits
and
submitlcd as
part of this form.
and submitted
as aa part
form.
indicate
Indicate method
method of
of submission
submission below:
below:
See accompanying
application
Numbers of paragraphs containing
corrected data
Numbers
containing corrected
See
accompanying application
for construction
Identification of
data
Identification
containing corrected data
for
construction permit(_
permit, ffiled
iled
of exhibits containing
__coneemporae9Ue.ly._wi
h...thle
application.
contempQr.a.ne.Qus.ly..with..,ttii.s application. . . . .
in the
the table
table all particulars
4. Specify in
or modificamodifica4.
particulars of
of operation
operation exactly
exactly as
as they
they are
are desired
desired in
in the
the license
license or
tion thereof.

FREQUENCIES
aseuesaes
A
N D ANTENNA
Aan
Asian P O L A R I Z A T I O N

rt

.non

See
Exhibit
V ...
See_..
Exh
Exhibit V

°

FO*EH

EMISSION

:

nFMIQI'INCY
s.s,e
c

I
I

"

f{ abrtV
See Exhibit;!.V
See
Ex

ro .

** s'rtt"'0"
(BaJd*)

or '
Cm
O M M U N I Ionox
CATION

N.V.

(Cycle,)

Domestic
I 0-8
0-8.5
MHz
Up to
to
Domestic
5 MHz
Up
MBPS
Satellite
| (video)"
I150
50 "MBPS"'
Satellite
(video)
Arc
(25 M
Baud)
i
" {25
M'Baufl)
Arc
155°

i

1 55° to
to
143° CW..
Longitude
Longitude,

I
i

COLUMN NOTES:
NOTES:
(let
3)

Ll

*< i

miadel.,ee^Irwne v la

+ ,J Of taminneel

10) Sho*

.

:

..." "

nerve, Yllunena ° e.v.neea. one o°I.Nauon el .....N ,

.anion nvel., J. la een.,n ..anam.rvon

,elseTJ^,n

G.,
(1<I
4) G
i v rm
i
151

j

.1ae .e

ads. set,,-., mg.,°I

Der m, s'e ly
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EXHIBIT
(continued)

S.
operatoron
onduty
dutyatatcontrol
controlpointfs)
point(s)other
other
A.
5. IfIf this
this application
application isis for
forauthority
authority to
to operate
operate with
with an
on operator
than
the
location-the transmitter
transmitter location
N/A
N/A
(a) What
(a)
What will
willbe
be the
the location
locationof
ofthe
the control
control point(s)?
points)?

State _

County

City or Town
Town

Street and No.
No

(b) What
will be
(b)
What will
be the
the airtinedismnce
airline distance between
between transmitter
transmitter location
location and
and the control
control poise(s)?
points)?-

(c) By
Bywhat
whatmeans
means will
willthe
thestation
stationbe
bemonitored
monitored while
whilein
in operation?
operation?

(d) Can
Canthe
the transmitter
transmitter bebeshut
shutdown
downby
bythe
thelicensed
licensed operator
operator at
at the
the contort
control
. .
. . . .
point so
so as
as to
to prevent
prevent operation
operation from
from other point(s)?

.

NO I—I
Y ES I—I
. ves
0 No

prevented from
from having access to the transmitter?
(e) How
Howwill
will unauthorized
unauthorized persons be prevented
transmitter?

8.
6. Proposed
Proposed location
locationofoftransmitter:
transmitter:

portable:
(a) ItIf portable:
operation:

Q]
II

mobile:
(check one,
one,ififapplicable)
applicable)give
givegeographical
geographicalarea
area of
ofproposed
proposed
mn bile: [(] j(check

N/A

(b) IfIfpermanently
permanentlylocated
located atataafixed
fixedlocation,
location, give:
give:

State
State

..Texas
Texas

City or town

County
County.

_ , minutes

2.9 _. .._._., seconds
seconds
_.._29_..

Algoa

N. Latitude:
Latitude:Degrees
Degrees

Brazoria.
srazoria

_ __

Street
..County.
Streetand
andnumber
number..
C9unty Road
2,9
29

_

23
23

, minutes
minutes

W. Longitude:
Longitude: Degrees
Degrees 9@__
95.._

.., seconds
seconds

.3......._—
............ 22......._..._

Note any
any alteration
alterationinintransmitter(a)
transmitter (s)or or
antennasystems
systemsnot
notpreviously
previouslyreported
reportedtotothe
the Commission.
Commission.
7. Note
antenna
N/A.._.
N/A
...... .... .._.....

8.
Have there
there been
been my changes
changesininthe
thedata
datafurnished
furnishedininthe
the application
application for
for concon8. (a) Have
station control.
struction
covering ownership,
ownership,citizenship,
citizenship, station
control, business conconstruction permit
permit :overing
ves Q -0
.
.
. . . YES
.
.
.
.
.
.
nections,
practices? . . .
NO
nections, and
and mot.opo'.istic
mm.npohstic practices?
.

.

(b) Have
Havesuch
suchchanges
changes been
been reported to
to the
the Commission?
Commission? If not,
not, such
such data
data must
must
YES
. lea CD
.
.
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
herewith . . .
be submitted
submitted herewith
.

NO
No

0
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(continued)
9
9. (a)
(e) Is
opentotopublic
publiccorrespondence
correspondence'
.......................................
8.
Is station
station to
to be
be open

Y E S L$ NO

hours dduring
stationw ad[
beopen
openforforsuch
such
service
If so,
so, state
state hours
u r i n g wwhich
h i c h station
i l l be
service
. .......................... .........

24
24 Hours
Hours
.........................................................
................................................................
(b)
madefor
forhhandling
correspondence? .....................
(b) Will
Will any
any charge
charge be
be made
a n d l i n g p public
u b l i c correspondence?

YES
Y
E S [L

NO

f

..es

]99 --25
If
so, state
state schedules
schedules of
required
FCC;..Docket 7
2 5 22 e....
it so,
ofcharges
charges...Not..
... NOt..reguire
d... as.
a s..per
per._ PCC..ockelt
r....
The
e r e i n does
l i n g of
The statement
statementof
orrates
rates required
requiredhherein
doesnot
notconstitute
constitutea af ifiling
of schedules
schedulesofofcharges
charge,reloCommunications
quired by Section L03
203 or
of She
the C
o m m u n i c a t i o n s Act of
of 1934,
1934, as
as amended,, prior
prior to
to commencing
commencing
service.
(e)
of ddivision
of charge?
chargeswwith
otherstations
stations
(c) Slate
State basis
basis of
i v i s i o n of
i t h other
. .......H/A
..N/A. .........................................
10.

license,
state
why
thethe
proposed
If this
this application
applicationisisfor
formodification
m o d i f i c a t i o nofof
license,
state
why
propoundchange(s)
change(s)isis(are)
(are)deemed
deemed
necessary and
and the
the purpose(-)
purpose(S)itIt wwill
necessary
i l l serve.
serve.
N/A

................................................................
11.
s Rules
11. The
The applicant
applicant Should
should be
be advised
advised that
that Section
Section 22.13(f)(2)
22.13(0(2) of
ofthe
theCommiseion
Commission's
R u l e s requires
require^
to abide
abide by
by all
all State
State requirements
requirements of
e r t i f i c a t i o n and
and be
be in operation
operation wwithin
i t h i n 2-10
a\^
licensees w
of ccertification
240 ddais
expire
and
must
of the
the date
date of one
the lbeans,
i c e n s e grant,
g r a n t , or the license
license rill
w i lautomatically
l automatically
expire
and
m u she
t hesubm,
s u b m itied
tted
for cencellanon.
for
cancellation.

THE APPLICANT hereby
use of
of any
any particular
particular frequency
or of
of the
the ether
ether a^
a
THE
hereby waives
w a i v e s any
any claim to
to The
the use
frequency or
against the
e ofofthe
the regulatory
regulatory power
power of the
the United
United States
States because
because of the
the previous
p r e v i o u s uu-se
thesame,
same, whether
w h e t h e r he
h\
license or ootherwise,
station license in
license
t h e r w i s e , and
and requests
requests aa station
in accordance
accordance a
w iith
t h this
t h i ^ appheauon.
application.
ncorporatod hejein
hereinas
as i iff ^et
All the
the attached
attached exhibits
e x h i b i t s are
are aa material
material part
part hereof
hereof and
and are
are iincorporated
n full
full
o( oui
out iin
In the
this
application
areare
a mater,
in
the application. All
Allthe
theansxers
a n s w e ron
s on
this
application
a m a t e at
r i apart
l p a rof
t ofthe
theappl,
a p p lcat
i c a tion.
ion.
CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION

I certify
certify that
thatthe
thestatements
statements inin this
thisapplication
applicationare
aretrue,
true,complete,
complete,and
andcorrect
correctTo
to the
the heel
best of
ofsic
m\
knowledge and
and belief, and
knowledge
and are
are made
made In
in good
good faith.
faith.

Signedand
Signed
anddated
datedthis_5
This -5d.,
das of
of

February
February
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, 19_&5

Gult
G u l f Telepart,
Telepert. Inc.
Inc.
Name
p p l i c a n t (must
)a)
Nomeofat AAppbcont
(.nrsi cnrrespond
rsrreapond u,ith
milk item
Imn )a)

By

Clan
Olan C.
C. Jones
Jones

/s/
/s/

S,esture
,m ,.m, ofclassification)
oss,(oa.,n)
Signature (Ana
f d e s t imnii'
p n i i e by
by checkered
checkmark befog
belou. appropriate

WILLFUL FALSE STATEMENTSMADE ON
1.11 FORM
ARE PUNISHABLE
RUNISNABLr at
THIS
FORM ARE
BYFINE
Fl EAND
AND

U. S.
S. CODE,
CODE.TITLE
TITLE18it
IMFRISOMMEN T. UIMPRISONMENT.
SECTION
inv.
SECTION I1001.

u[ue[e or =evcic ervr ernrr.ewarve

]e==icev ar evo.,c rr' [a

..,reeve oe lee tic ervr ssoc,erio+

w crr,c[rv =+o
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EXHIBIT
EXHIBIT VII (concluded)
(concluded)

CERTIFICATION OF APPLICANT
CERTIFICATION
an authorization
authorization for
for construction
permit and
Gulf Teleport,
Teleport, Inc.
Inc. requests
requests an
construction permit
and
license in
in accord
accord with
with this application,
license
application, of
of which
whichall
allassociated
associated exhibits and
and
attachments are
are aa material part.
attachments
I certify
certify that
thatthe
thestatements
statements in
in this
thisapplication
application are
are true,
true, complete,
complete, and
and
correct
correct to the
the best
best of
of my
my knowledge
knowledge and
and belief
belief and
and are
are made
made in good
good faith.

Gulf Teleport,
Teleport, Inc.

l

c

Al

I

By
Name
N
Plan C.
C. Jones
Jones
ame Clan
Title President
Date February 5,
5, 1985
1985

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby
hereby certify
certify that II have
have caused
caused aacopy
copyofofthe
theforegoing
foregoing application
application
of Gulf Teleport,
Teleport, Inc. For
For construction
constructionpermit
permit and
andlicense
license for
for transmit-receive
transmit-receive
earth station
to be served
earth
station in
in the
the Domestic
Domestic Fixed
Fixed Satellite
Satellite Service
Service to
served by firstfirstclass
class U.S. mail, postage
postage prepaid, on Hon.
Hon. Mark
Mark White,
White,Governor
Governor of
ofTexas,
Texas,
State Capitol
Congress Avenue,
Avenue, Austin,
Austin, Texas
Texas 78701,
78701, this
this 11th
State
Capitol Building,
Building, Congress
llth
day
February, 1985.
day of
of February,
1985.
Emilia L. Govan

•

Note

•

1. For
For aa fuller
1.
fuller description
description of
of the
the Gulf
GulfTeleport,
Teleport,see
see C-band
C-band application
application at
at 4-11.
4-11.
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Today's sophisticated
sophisticated antenna farms,
farms, ifif they
they are
are to
to succeed,
succeed, inherently
inherently incorincorporate aa global
global perspective.
perspective. The early antenna farms gave birth to the teleport
teleport
concept,
concept, which introduced
introduced aa new
new approach
approach to
to the
the communications
communications challenges
challenges
of the 21st
21st century.
century. These
These challenges
challenges are being faced
faced in the
the United
United States,
States,
along with
with similar
challengesbeing
beingmet
metinin the
the international
international arena.
arena. This
This is
is
along
similar challenges
largely a result of
of comparable
comparable stages
stages of
of developing communications that
that have
have
passed
through in America,
passed through
America, Europe,
Europe, and Asia.
Asia.
The questions
questions facing
facing our
our telecommunications
telecommunications users
users and
and service
service providers
providers
overseas
are the
the same
overseas are
same ones
ones we are facing
facing in
in the
the United
United States.
States. How
How well
well
any nation succeeds
inevitably
succeeds in coping with its domestic and world
world issues will inevitably
be related to how much attention
attention ititgives
gives to
to its
its communications
communications requirements.
requirements.
The priorities set for one
and,
one will
will play an
an intrinsic
intrinsic role
role in
in the
the development
development and,
to some
some extent, the
the success
success of the
the other.
other.
As nations and
and multinational
multinational organizations
organizations improve
improve their
their communications
communications
capabilities, international
international teleports
teleports will
play an essential
role in this process.
capabilities,
will play
essential role
process.
be driven
driven by
by an
an international
international economy
economy in which international
international
The process will be
communications gateways will
dissiminate information worldwide.
will gather and dissiminate
Today's
and Ku-band
Today's teleports
teleports provide
provide C-band
C-band and
Ku-band integrated
integrated operations
operations and
expanded
which reveal
reveal that
that the many
expanded international
international coverage,
coverage, which
many other
other existing
existing
services
are
outmoded.
services
outmoded.
In the
the simplest
simplest of
of terms,
terms, international
international teleports
teleports will
will connect
connect signals
signals via
via
system and
and on
on to
to a
an international
international earth station
station to the INTELSAT
INTELSAT global
global system
destination. Similar
Similar to
to national
national teleport
teleport functions,
functions, the international
international earth
final destination.
station
teleport will
will serve
interconnect internainternastation of a teleport
serve as
as aa hub
hub to
to transmit
transmit and interconnect
tional communications through multinational
multinationalnetworks.
networks.

WHY INTERNATIONAL TELEPORTS?
WHY
TELEPORTS?
Today, many industrial nations
nations have
have come
come to
to be
be labeled
labeled information-inteninformation-intensive
sive societies.
societies. Given
Given recent
recent developments
developments in
in the
the telecommunications
telecommunications industry
industry
in these
to
in
these countries,
countries, itit is not
not surprising
surprising to anyone
anyone that nations
nations seeking
seeking to
maintain
or to acquire
maintain a strong
strong presence
presence or
acquire aa foothold
foothold in this
this industry
industry have
have
challenging tasks.
tasks. If one considers
challenging
considers the development
development of international telecomtelecommunications in
in the
the United States,
one must
must consider
munications
States, one
consider it in the
the same
same context
as the development
development of its
its international
international economy.
economy.

What's New about
about International Teleports?
Teleports?
During
During the
the past
past two
twodecades,
decades, direct
direct investments
investments by
by U.S.
U.S.companies
companies in
in
foreign
foreign operations have increased from
from $49 billion to more than
than $500
$500 billion,
billion,
while investments in U.S.
U.S.operations
operations by
by foreign-based
foreign-based multinational
multinational compacompanies
have increased
from $7
$7 billion
billion to
to more
more than $80
nies have
increased from
$80 billion.
billion. At the
the same
same
280
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time, the
time,
the total
total trade
trade volume,
volume, the
the sum
sum of
of U.S.
U.S. Exports
Exports and
and Imports,
Imports, rose
rose
from $34
from
$34 billion to
to more
more than
than $460
$460 billion in 1980.
1980. In the
the future
future itit should
should
pass the
the volume
volume of
of the
the U.S.
pass
U.S. corporations
corporations operating
operating in foreign
foreign countries
countries and
and
the more than
than 3,000
3,000 foreign
foreign companies
companies operating in
in the
the United
UnitedStates.
States.
The telecommunications
The
telecommunications industry figures
figures represented
represented about
about 1.5
1.5 percent
percent
national product
of the
the U.S.
U.S. gross
gross national
product (GNP)
(GNP) inin1960,
1960, and
and by
by1984
1984 the
the figures
figures
grew to
to nearly
Although data
data in
in this
this area
is difficult
difficult to obtain,
grew
nearly 4 percent.
percent. Although
area is
obtain,
communications make
makeup
upaasignificant
significantpart
partof
of our
our GNP,
GNP, and
as aa result
result of
of
communications
and as
this industry's
industry'sgrowth,
growth,the
theU.S.
U.S.economy
economyhas
hasexperienced
experienced considerable
considerable expansion.
As technology
more stringent detechnology improves,
improves, communications
communications users
users place
place more
mands on
on communications
communications service
serviceand
andfacility
facility providers
providers than
than they
they had
mands
had in
servicestotofacilitate
facilitate their
their internathe past. They want sophisticated, packaged
packaged services
tional communications
communications needs.
needs.

Urban Gateways
Gateways versus International Gateways
Gateways
Communications providers
providers are
are eagerly
responding to
to the customer
Communications
eagerly responding
customer demands. Today
Today there
there are
are aa total
total of 12
mands.
12 operating teleports
teleports in the United
United States,
States,
including the
Island in New York,
the teleport on Staten
Staten Island
York, which
whichhas
has an
an operating
operating
international earth
Area Teleport
Teleport is under conearth station.
station. San
San Francisco's
Francisco's Bay Area
struction, and
and at
at least
least eight
eight others
others are
are planned.
planned. These
These teleports
teleports include the
the
following: Hawaii
Hawaii Loa
Loa in
in Honolulu;
Honolulu;Houston
Houston International
International Teleport
Teleport ininHousHouston;
ton; National
National Teleport
Teleport in
in Washington,
Washington, D.C.;
D.C.; Ohio
Ohio Teleport
Teleport ininColumbus;
Columbus;
South
Star in Davies,
Teleport in San
South Star
Davies, Florida;
Florida; Texas
Texas Teleport
San Antonio; and
and Turner
Turner
Teleport
Teleport in
in Atlanta.
Atlanta.These
These earth
earth stations
stations will
willsupplement
supplement the
the older
older and
and larger
larger
international
internationalgateways.
gateways. They will
willnot,
not,however,
however,replace
replace them
them or
or be
be a substitute
for them.
them.
One reason
reason behind this recent
recent expansion
expansion is
is aa large
large number
number ofofnewcomers,
newcomers,
who
who for
for many
many years
years paid
paid little
littleattention
attentiontotocommunications
communicationsservices
services and
and
are now beginning
to take note.
awareof
of the
the rapid
rapid growth
growth
are
beginning to
note. Management
Management isis aware
taking advantage
new opportuin the international
internationalbusiness
business markets and
and is taking
advantage of new
nities by combining
combining telecommunications
telecommunicationsand
and computer
computer technologies
technologies to
to access
access
and
and transmit information.
information.

Influences Governing International
International Telecommunications
Telecommunications
By observing
development and
and the
the development
observing business
business development
development of communicacommunications technology,
that each
tends to
to push
technology, one
one can
can see
see that
each tends
push the other
other forward.
forward.
The
The growth in
ininternational
international commerce
commerce and
and the
the demand
demand for
for international
international
communications
facilities follow aa similar
communications facilities
similar pattern.
pattern.
Growing numbers
in the
numbers of
of large
large businesses
businesses in
the United
United States
States and
and abroad
abroad
are
offices in
in other
other cities
are placing branch
branch or secondary
secondary offices
cities of their
their homeland,
homeland,
and
The increase
increaseand
andthe
theintensity
intensity of
of international
international information
and overseas.
overseas. The
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flow, vis-a-vis
vis-a-vis voice,
voice, data,
data, video,
video, and
and videoconferencing
videoconferencing have
have also
also compelled
compelled
new methods
methods to
to merge
merge and
and imimcommercial and
and industrial
industrial managers
managers to seek
seek new
prove their international
Each often
often wants
wants aa
prove
international communications
communications operations.
operations. Each
customized package
packagethat
thatwill
will offer
offer flexibility in
customized
in service
service applications.
applications. They
They
want a system
or network that
modified to
want
system or
that isis affordable
affordable and
and can
can easily
easily be
be modified
meet growing and
meet
and future
future requirements.
requirements. These
These demands
demands played aa significant
significant
initial concept
role in the initial
concept of
of international
internationalteleport
teleportoperations
operations and
and consequently
consequently
in the
the current
current international
international earth
earth station
station interconnection
interconnection facilities.
facilities.

WHO WILL USE
WHO
USE INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL TELEPORT
TELEPORT
COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES?
Communications users
users with
with complex
can be better served
Communications
complex services
services can
served with
with
facilities
possible,which
which in turn
facilities as
as close to the customer's
customer's premises
premises as
as possible,
turn reduces
reduces

system
performancedifficulties
difficultiesthat
that occur
occur over
over lengthy terrestrial
system performance
terrestrial circuits.
circuits.
Although each
Although
each organization
organization may
may have
have requirements
requirements unique to its
its operations,
operations,
to most
most
aa number of local or
or regional
regional communications
communications concerns
concerns are
are germane
germane to
operatingin
in the
the same
samevicinity.
vicinity.These
Theseconcerns—techniconcerns-technicommunications users
users operating
cal, policy, development,
and others—collectively
others-collectively generate
cal,
development, socioeconomic,
socioeconomic, and
generate
the
the need
need for aa new
new kind
kind ofofcommunications
communications facility,
facility, which
whichencourages
encourages the
nation to
to develop
develop and
and operate
operate these
these facilities close
close to the
the end
end user.
user.
Thus
Thus the idea
idea of the
the teleport
teleport having
having aa "hubbing"
"hubbing"arrangement
arrangement or
or earth
earth
station farms within
within close
close proximity
proximitytotoaacommercial
commercial metropolis
metropolis was
was mothered
mothered
in telecommunications
telecommunications and
and fathered
fathered by
by interby technological advancements
advancements in
national commercial
commercial expansion.
expansion. In countries
countries where
where this is
is in
in use
use today,
today, one
one
will
will find
findthat
thatthe
theneed
need for
foran
an international
internationalearth
earth station
station atat teleport
teleport gateways
gateways
is a natural
natural expansion
expansion of
ofdomestic
domestic communications
communicationsneeds.
needs.
Industries
Industries that have
have begun
begun to utilize
utilize international
international teleport
teleport services
services on a
frequent or regular
frequent
regular basis
basis include
include banking
banking institutions,
institutions, insurance
insurance companies,
companies,
and airline
airlineand
and travel
travelbusinesses.
businesses. Broadcasters
Broadcasters and publishers are
are also
also getting
getting
in line for teleport
teleport services.
services.
These
businesses
require
up-to-the-minute
These
businesses
require
up-to-the-minute
infor- information.
mation. For example,
example, a banker
banker might need
need a quick
quick retrieval
retrieval on the rate
rate of
of
exchange between
between two
two international
international currencies.
exchange
currencies. A rapid response
response could give
that business
business manager
manager a substantial
substantial advantage
advantage over
over a competitor
competitor who
who has
has
limited access to international communications
communications networks
networks for information retrieval.
The
The development
development of
of international
international communications
communications technology
technology has enenhanced opportunities for
hanced
for financial
financial institutions
institutions to
to pursue
pursue multibillion-dollar,
multibillion-dollar,
multinational projects.
projects. New
New information
information communications
communications services
services have made
this possible. Teleport services
services networks
networks are
are providing
providing affordable
affordable and
and flexible
flexible
new services
services through their international
international communications
communications networks.
networks.

NEW COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT
Earlier in this chapter, technological
technological advantages that international teleport
teleport
earth stations
stations brought
broughttotothe
thecommunications
communicationsusers
userswere
werediscussed.
discussed. In
Inconsidconsid-
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ering
behind the
the development
and growth
growth of international
ering another
another reason
reason behind
development and
international
earth stations,
one finds
finds that
that the
earth
stations, one
the communications
communications industry on
on the
the whole
whole
has
becomevery
very competitive.
competitive. In
In view of
has become
of aa changing
changing marketplace and a more
competitive communications
the force
force driving
driving the
communications environment, the
the international
international
teleports is aa rudimentary
rudimentary one,
Every day,
day, multinational
teleports
one, namely, economics.
economics. Every
companies are
are beginning
beginning to
to see
see efficiencies
efficienciesininthis
this new
new approach
approach to
to their
companies
their
business endeavors.
business
Organizations having access
Organizations
access to state-of-the-art
state-of-the-art communications
communications systems
systems
will naturally
will
naturallyhave
havethe
theedge
edge on their
their competitors
competitors who
whoare
are not
not as
as well equipped.
equipped.
When
When ititbecomes
becomes clear
clear that
thatthese
these new
newservices
services can
can streamline
streamline operations
operations
and remain
budget, managers
managerswill
will support
support the
the idea
ideaof
of
and
remain within
within aa reasonable
reasonable budget,
into their
incorporating these
these services
services into
their operations.
operations.
In order
today's communications
communications environenvironorder to
to appreciate
appreciate the
the significance
significance of today's
ment, previous communications arrangements
should be
be mentioned.
mentioned. HistoriHistoriarrangements should
satellite industry, propelled
U.S. initiative
initiative
cally, the telecommunications
telecommunications satellite
propelled by a U.S.
"global village,"
to create
create aa "global
village," put
put ininplace
place an
an international
internationaltelecommunications
telecommunications
network. The Communications
Communications Satellite
Satellite Corporation (COMSAT),
(COMSAT),was
wasestabestablished to develop
and achieve
achievethis
this goal.
goal. The
The efforts
efforts of
of COMSAT
lished
develop a
a system
system and
and
Organization (INTEL(INTELand the
the International
International Telecommunications
Telecommunications Satellite
Satellite Organization
SAT) established
established a global satellite
satellite communications
communications network.
network.
In the
major international
earth stations
stations were
werebuilt
built in
in rural
the 1960s
1960s major
international gateway
gateway earth
areas
of the
the United
United States
Statestotointerconnect
interconnectterrestrial
terrestriallines
lineswith
withthe
theINTELSAT
INTELSAT
areas of
system. These
These very
very large
large gateways
gatewaysserved
servedtheir
theirpurpose
purposewell,
well,and
andthey
they continue
continue
system.
to provide
provide quality
quality communications
communications for global
global traffic.
traffic.
As demands
demands for more
more and
and improved
improvedcommunications
communicationsservices
services increased,
increased,
made to
to modify
technology provided
provided an
an alternative
alternativein
in services.
services. A
A decision
decision was made
the international satellites,
thereby making
making itit possible
to build smaller earth
the
satellites, thereby
possible to
earth
stations to
to accommodate
accommodate as
as much, and even
even more, traffic than
than their
theirpredecespredecessors.
of the smaller
the prototype for
sors. Some
Some of
smaller earth
earth stations
stations became
became the
for today's
today's
international
international earth
earth stations.
stations.
Prior to
to the
theintroduction
introductionofofteleports,
teleports,international
internationalbusiness
business customers
customers
(most
(most of whom
whom were
were located
located in
inmajor
majormetropolitan
metropolitanbusiness
business centers)
centers) had
had
routed through
through remote
their international
international communications
communications services
services routed
remote internaThe commercial
commercial international communications
tional gateway
gateway earth stations.
stations. The
communications
earth
earth station facilities
facilities were
were and
and still are
are located
located in
in rural
ruralareas
areas throughout
throughout
the United States.
Theyprovide
provideinternational
international services
servicesvia
viaINTELSAT.
INTELSAT. Today
Today
the
States. They
both rural
the INTELSAT
INTELSAT system.
both
rural and
and urban
urban gateways
gateways use
use the
system.
arecoordinated
coordinatedthrough
throughINTELSAT
INTELSAT with
with the
the intention
intention
New digital services
services are
of utilizing
utilizingboth
bothinternational
internationalteleports
teleports and
andmajor
majorgateway
gatewayearth
earthstations.
stations.
They became
reality when
when the
the INTELSAT
INTELSAT Board
became aa reality
Board approved
approved aa wide
wide range
range
of new communications
communications services,
services,which
whichINTELSAT
INTELSAT refers
refers to as
as International
BusinessServices
Services(IBS).
(IBS).INTELSAT,
INTELSAT, which
Business
whichrepresents
represents 110
110 country
countrymembers,
members,
has
has thereby created
created a positive global welcome
welcome to
to communications
communications representarepresentatives who
who seek
to achieve
achieve technological
technological harmony
harmony in
in the
the international arena.
tives
seek to
arena.
INTELSAT's initiative
has
INTELSAT'S
initiative
hasalso
alsoserved
servedas
as aa key
key to
to paving
paving the
the way for
for commucommu-
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nications
nications facilitators to work
workthrough
throughnational
nationalPostal
PostalTelephone
Telephone and
and TeleTelegraph
graph (PTT)
(PTT) administrations
administrationstotoacquire
acquirenecessary
necessary licenses
licenses and
and approvals.
approvals.
COMSAT,
signatory to
to INTELSAT,
INTELSAT, has
COMSAT, as
as U.S.
U.S. signatory
has provided
provided and will
will continue
continue
to provide
servicesfor
for its
its U.S.
U.S. customers
customersand
andcarriers.
carriers.The
Theinternational
international
provide these
these services
business
services are
are also
also known
known by COMSAT International's digital network
business services

service, Digital Express.
service,
Express.
Countries that have
have begun
begun efforts
efforts to participate in the new communications
services in
in addition
addition to
to the
the United
United Kingdom include Canada, The Netherlands,
services
Netherlands,
West Germany, Italy, France,
West
France, Sweden,
Sweden, Denmark,
Denmark, Norway,
Norway,Mexico,
Mexico, SwitzerSwitzerland, Belgium, Japan,
Singapore,Australia,
Australia, and
and Hong Kong.
land,
Japan, Singapore,
Kong.

COSTS
Internationalcommunications
communicationsservices
servicesand
andfacilities
facilitiesbear
bearconsiderable
considerablecost.
cost.
International
The customer
customer is always looking at
at affordability,
affordability, and
and some
some industries
industries more
more
The
than others
and (2) a
others require
requireabsolute
absoluteassurance
assurance of (1) no system
system failures,
failures, and
secure transmission signal. To achieve
secure
achieve these goals communications providers
providers
have
substantial resources
resourcesinin developing
developing technology
technology in
in both these
have placed
placed substantial
these
areas.
In the field of communications,
communications, costs
costs often decrease as technology
technology improves.
The teleport concept
concept is
is no
no exception.
exception. ItIt responds
responds to
to aacost-conscious
cost-conscious environment by
by bringing
bringing aa variety
varietyof
ofnew,
new,cost-efficient,
cost-efficient, value-added
value-added telecommunicatelecommunicacloser to
to the
the customer.
customer. Substantial long-distance terrestrial
terrestrial costs
tions services closer
have
if not
Today's teleports,
teleports, and
and those
those on
on the
have been
been reduced
reduced if
not eliminated.
eliminated. Today's
located within urban business
centers or just outside
drawing board, are
are all located
business centers
outside
of them and are thus nicknamed "urban gateways."
gateways." ItIt isis reasonable
reasonable to believe
believe
in the
the United States
States and
and abroad
abroad
that most major international
international municipalities in
markets will
that boast
boast of
of aggressive
aggressive business
business markets
will have their own
own teleports
teleports by
by
the mid to late
late 1990s.
1990s.
Another reason
for the acceptance
Another
reason for
acceptance of U.S. teleports
teleports could
could be related
related to
recent deregulation
trends. As
As leaders
recent
deregulation trends.
leaders in bustling
bustling industrial
industrial centers
centers cope
cope
with the changes
they
with
changes brought about
about by
by deregulation
deregulation in
in communications,
communications, they
are also
look at
at the
the economics
economicsof
ofhaving
havingan
anurban
urbangateway—
gatewayare
also taking a close
close look
that is,
that
is, the
the idea
ideaofofmerging
mergingnew
newtechnologies
technologies ofoftelecommunications
telecommunications and
and
lessening the
the cost
cost of
of voice,
voice,data,
data,and
and other
other communicommunicomputers as a means of lessening
cations services.
services.
users, the accessiaccessiFor the long-distance users, particularly the international users,
bility
antenna within a short distance
distance of
of the
the office
office generally proves to
bility of an antenna
be more economical
economical than traveling
traveling terrestrially
terrestrially for
for long
longdistances,
distances, especially
especially
if one has
if
has aa high
highvolume
volumeof
ofconstant
constant traffic.
traffic. Another
Another advantage
advantage teleports
teleports
offer customers
customers is
is lower
lower rates
rates for
for high bit rate service on the satellite
offer
satellite circuits.
These advantages are points supporting
supporting urban
urbangateways
gateways as economical alternatives that offer
of services
services to
to the
the end
end user.
tives
offer flexibility
flexibility of
It is estimated
estimated that teleports
teleports could
could reduce
reduce end
end user's
user's communications
communications costs

Using
Using Telepors
Teleports in
in Connection
Connection with
with international
International Communications
Communications Services
Services
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by 20
20 to 40
40 percent.
percent. ItIt isisdifficult
difficulttotoestimate
estimatecosts,
costs,however,
however,since
since technology,
technology,

location, volume of traffic,
location,
traffic, and
and local
local regulations
regulations vary. International requirerequireand regulations determined
determined by governing telecommunications adminisments and
trations
trations must
must also
also be
be taken
taken into
into consideration.
consideration. This
This latter
latter constraint
constraint is
is aa
major wild
can look
look
wildcard
cardthat
thatmakes
makes premature
premature predictions
predictions impractical. One can
some alternatives
alternativesbeing
beingconsidered
consideredthat
thatwill
will ultimately
ultimately influence the timetatimetaat some
ble for development
an international teleport
ble
development of an
teleport network.
network.

COORDINATION WITH
WITH FOREIGN
FOREIGN ENTITIES
ENTITIES
Although the
the required
required technology
technology to
to either
either send
send or
or receive
receive signals
signals long
distance
has become
becomerather
rather straightforward,
straightforward, the timetable
distance has
timetable is subject
subject to
to the
the
emphasis consequently
consequentlybeing
beingplaced
placedon
on political
political and
emphasis
and regulatory
regulatory questions.
questions.
In other
other words,
words, the
the rapidity
rapidity with
withwhich
whichurban
urbangateways
gateways grow, particularly
particularly
an international
international level,
dependent on
on how
how quickly
quickly the
the political
political constraints
on an
level, is dependent
constraints
can be removed and the
can
the problems
problems resolved.
resolved.
For example,
example, Dow Jones
Jones &
& Company,
Company, Inc.,
Inc., aaleading
leadingU.S.
U.S.newspaper
newspaper
publisher, is already enjoying numerous
benefitsfrom
from printing its
numerous benefits
its paper
paper reremotely via
motely
via satellite
satellite across
across the
the continental
continental United
United States.
States. Consequently,
Consequently, its
its
domestic network
network has,
has, for
for the
the first
first time,
time,truly
trulyproduced
producedaanational
nationalnewspaper.
newspaper.
The main
that this
offered to
to Dow Jones
is
The
main benefit
benefit that
this new
new approach
approach has
has offered
Jones is
being
in substantial
cost savings
savings to
to the
the company.
being appreciated
appreciated in
substantial cost
company. In addition,
addition,
the
the publisher
publisher is
is remotely
remotely printing
printingaalimited
limitednumber
numberofofpapers
papersoverseas
overseas and
and
has
has indicated an
an interest
interest ininescalating
escalating this
thisendeavor
endeavor once
once the
the more
morebureaubureaucratic and
Coincidentally, newspaand regulatory
regulatoryconstraints
constraints have
havebeen
been resolved.
resolved. Coincidentally,
newspa-

pers in France,
an interest
interest in
in
pers
France, Greece,
Greece, Italy, and
and Germany
Germany have
have expressed
expressed an
remotely printing their
remotely
their major
major daily
dailypublications
publicationsabroad.
abroad.
In looking
looking at
at the
the issue
issue of
of international
international coordination,
coordination, one
one should
should mention
mention
the safeguards
taken to ensure
safeguards taken
ensure that the
the same
same high
high standards
standards demanded
demanded in
in
other communications activities continue throughout the development
of urdevelopment of
ban gateways.
gateways. The
The global
global superintendent, whose
whose job
job it is to ensure
the coordiensure the
nation
INTELSAT. The
nation of
of the
the grand scheme, isis INTELSAT.
Theresponsibility
responsibilitylies
lieshere
herebecause
because
of the INTELSAT
INTELSATAgreement
Agreement(a(atreaty
treatyamong
among the
the countries
countries that participate
participate
in INTELSAT)
INTELSAT)and
andthe
theOperating
OperatingAgreement
Agreement(an
(anagreement
agreement among
among the
the
entities-signatories-designated by
entities—signatories—designated
by the
the governments
governments of
of those
those countries
countries to
participate in INTELSAT
INTELSAToperations).
operations).Both
Bothagreements
agreements have
have been
been in effect
effect
since 1973.
1973.
Procedurally, arrangements
for coordination of teleport
with forProcedurally,
arrangements for
teleport services
services with
foreign ends
are handled
handled through
through the
the INTELSAT
INTELSAT signatories.
ends are
signatories. Communications
Communications
Satellite
Corporation (COMSAT), as
Satellite Corporation
as U.S.
U.S. signatory, fulfills this
this role
role for
for U.S.
U.S.
customers.
customers. Connectivity,
Connectivity,access
access to
to the
thespace
space segment
segment and
and end-to-end
end-to-end costs,
costs,
and so
so forth
forth are
of
and
are all
all arranged
arranged by
by the
the signatories
signatories with the
the cooperation
cooperation of
INTELSAT, which
INTELSAT,
whichdesignates
designates frequency
frequency allocations
allocations for international
international earth
earth
stations. On the other hand,
hand, teleports
teleports are
are expected to provide regular
regular commucommu-
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nications services
and aa number
number of new
services and
new communications
communications services
services using other
for example,
example, Eutelsat
Eutelsat and
and Telecom
Telecom in Europe.
satellite systems,
systems, for
Europe.
Other countries
countries sharing a mutual
mutual boarder
boarder may follow the
the example
example of CanCan-

ada
and the
ada and
the U.S. Currently,
Currently, each
each country is
is bilaterally
bilaterally using
using its
its domestic
domestic
satellites rather
rather than
than INTELSAT to
satellites
to carry
carrytraffic
trafficbetween
between both
both countries.
countries.
Consequently,
international traffic
traffic will
will follow
Consequently, international
follow regulatory
regulatory procedures
procedures of the
the
countries' domestic rather than
than international
internationalsystems.
systems. Once
Once again, itit is
is apparapparent that aa major
ent
major concern
concern isis one
one of
of administration,
administration, not
not technology.
technology.

•

SUMMARY

•

If
the path
path teleports seem
seemto
to be
betaking
taking from
from aa marketing
marketing
If one
one were to observe
observe the
perspective,
onecould
could quickly
quickly conclude
that teleports
perspective, one
conclude that
teleports are
are growing rapidly
and that they
with the growth
and
they are
are keeping
keeping pace
pace with
growth of
ofother
other communications
communications
services. Marketplace
Marketplace demand
demand created
createdthem;
them; they
they were
were not
not a clever,
services.
clever, blind
blind
invention. They are
areaa natural outgrowth
in an
aninformationinformationoutgrowth of
of world
world economics
economics in
intensive environment that
that is being
being led
led by international decision
makers who
who
intensive
decision makers
demand excellence.
competition continues
As technology continues
continues to develop,
develop, competition
continues to climb, cuscustomer demands
and service
service delivery maintains aa balance,
demands increase,
increase, and
balance, this
this netnetwork is
is bound to
to be
be the right combination,
combination,which
whichwill
willserve
serveas
as the
the foundation
foundation
for an
an international
international teleport
teleport network.
network. Many
Manycountries
countries recognize
recognize its
its virtues
virtues
and
begun to
to tackle some
and have
have begun
some of the administrative
administrative constraints
constraints that
that must
must
be resolved
before they
they can
can begin
begin to
to implement
implement their plans.
resolved before
plans. Although
Although each
each
differ, this author looks
country's administrative
administrative communications
communications operations
operations differ,
ahead to
to significant
significant growth
growth in the
ahead
the development
development of an international teleport
teleport
network.
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Previous chapters
chapters described
described teleports and their impact
impact on
on the
the intelligent
intelligent city.
city.
This chapter
for the interconnection
This
chapter discusses
discusses using satellite
satellite technology
technology for
interconnection of
high
and teleports
high tech buildings
buildings and
teleports in these
these cities
cities to
to meet
meet their
their information
information
transfer requirements.
requirements. These
These requirements
requirements range
range from
from low-speed
low-speed data through
voice
voice and video conferencing
conferencing up to high-speed
high-speed data transfer.
transfer.
In order to adequately
adequately address the subject, this
this chapter
chapter analyzes
analyzes the
the various
various
aspects
aspects of establishing
establishing a satellite
satellite telecommunication system among high tech
tech
buildings,
buildings, including a basic
basic description
description of
of the
the satellite
satellitetransmission
transmission system,
system,
specific
examplesof
of existing
existing satellite
satellitenetworks,
networks,the
the actual
actual position
position of
of the
specific examples
the
satellite,
satellite, and how this positioning
positioning along with other geographical
geographical or environenvironmental issues
design of the high
issues affect
affect the specific
specific design
high tech
tech building.
building.

WHY SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS?
WHY
COMMUNICATIONS?
In discussing
discussing the use
use of
of satellites
satellites to
to transfer
transfer information
information between
between high
high
tech buildings,
one of
of the
the questions
that arises
Why not
buildings, one
questions that
arises is "Why
"Why satellite?"
satellite?" Why
terrestrial
terrestrial systems,
systems, such
such as fiber
fiber optics
optics or digital
digital microwave?
microwave? This
This type of
question
implies an
an either-or
either-or situation.
situation. In reality, most networks
question implies
networks will utilize
combination of technologies
technologies in
design of the
the system,
system, balancing
balancing the
a combination
in the
the design
advantages
advantages of each against the
the specific
specific requirements of the situation.
situation.
The main advantage of satellites
satellites is the ability to transmit signals
signals anywhere
from
from the continental United
United States to the satellite
satellite and have
have the satellite
satellite retransmit these
these signals
signals from
from space
space to earth. The
The signals
signals can
can then
then be
bereceived
received
at any
any point
point on
on earth
earth that
thatlies
lieswithin
withinthe
theregion
region covered
covered by
by the
the satellite's
satellite's
"down beam"
"down
beam" or "footprint."
"footprint." These
These footprints
footprints can
can include
include large
large regions,
regions,
such as Canada,
Canada, the Continental United
United States,
States, Mexico,
Mexico, Colombia,
Colombia, and Brazil.
Brazil.
In some
points, such
such as
as Hawaii
Hawaii and
and Puerto
In
some cases
cases offshore
offshore points,
Puerto Rico,
Rico, are
are also
also
included.
Figure 14-1 depicts
the Ku band footprint
included. Figure
depicts the
footprint of ASC I.
The coverage provided
provided by the satellite
satellite beams
beams enables
enables satellites
satellites to provide
provide
unique wide-area
wide-area broadcasting capabilities for such
such applications
applications as
as television
television
distribution to over-the-air
distribution
over-the-air and cable
cable broadcasters,
broadcasters, direct-to-home
direct-to-home television
television
broadcasting, and
and private
broadcasting,
private network
network video
videoteleconferencing.
teleconferencing. This
This wide-area
wide-area
point-to-multipoint capability
capability is
is unique
unique to satellites
point-to-multipoint
satellites and cannot
cannot be
be matched
matched
by terrestrial
by
terrestrial radio
radio (except
(except for
for voice-only
voice-only broadcasting)
broadcasting) or by
by wireline
wireline teletelephone carriers.
phone
carriers.
In addition
addition to
to providing
providing TV
TV and
and teleconferencing,
teleconferencing, the satellite
satellite broadcast
broadcast
mode
also used
used for
for such
suchbusiness
business applications
applications as
as facsimile
facsimile transmission
transmission
mode is also
and information
information dissemination.
dissemination. Such
Such newspapers
newspapers as The
The Wall Street
Street Journal,
The
The New York
York Times,
Times, and USA Today
Today are printed simultaneously
simultaneously in many
many
cities throughout
throughout the country
cities
country from
from reproducible
reproducible master copies
copies broadcast
broadcast to
the printing
printing plants
plants via
via satellite.
satellite. Stock
Stock market quotations
quotations and news
news agency
agency
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copy
copy are
are disseminated
disseminated to
to broadcasters,
broadcasters, cable
cable operators,
operators, and
and business
business subsubscribers
interactive services
are offered
offered in
in which
scribers via satellite.
satellite. In
In some
some cases
cases interactive
services are
the
can request
specific information
information from
from aa central
the customers
customers can
request specific
central data
data base.
base.
Requestedinformation
information can be received
received via
via satellite with aa small-dish
Requested
small-dish receiver
receiver
(0.6
and can
can be
be displayed
displayedon
onaamonitor
monitor or
or printed.
(0.6 meters)
meters) and
users of
of telecommunications are served
by satelsatelGovernment and
and business
business users
served by
transmit/receive earth
earth stations.
stations. Another
lite networks that include on-premise
on-premise transmit/receive
arrangement for private
arrangement
privatebusiness
business networks
networks makes
makes use
use of carrier-owned earth
earth
station and
and central
central office
office facilities
facilities usually
usually located
locatedinin major
major metropolitan
metropolitan locastation
locations-New York
City,
Chicago,
tions—New
York
City,
Chicago,Los
LosAngeles.
Angeles.Access
Access from
from customer
customer locations
locations
to these
from the
these facilities may be provided
provided either
either through facilities
facilities leased
leased from
the
company or via
local telephone
telephone company
via alternative
alternative means,
means, such
such as
as microwave radio
links or
or fiber
fiber optic
optic cables,
cables, that
that bypass
bypass the local
local telephone
telephone facilities.
Point-to-point and
multipoint
networks
are
employed
for private
and multipoint networks are employed by users
users for
voice and
voice
and data
data communications
communications and
and for
forteleconferencing.
teleconferencing. The
Theadvantages
advantages
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of satellite over interstate
interstate terrestrial networks include low
low cost,
cost, high availabilavailabil-

ity,
ity, and
and high
high quality.
quality.
The main
advantages is
isthe
the differing
differing geometrical
geometrical charactermain reason
reason for
for these
these advantages
characteristics
istics of satellite and terrestrial communications
communications networks
networks (e.g.,
(e.g., connectivity,
signal path length,
between end
end points
points of
of aa path),
path), which
which
length, and ground distance
distance between
lead
lead to fundamental
fundamental differences
differences in their
their technical
technical and
and cost
cost characteristics.
characteristics.
Examples
of connectivity
Examples of
connectivity maps
maps for terrestrial
terrestrial and
and satellite
satellite networks
networks are
are
shown
those of
of the
the AT&T
AT&T longshown in Figure
Figure 14-2.
14-2. Major
Major land
land routes
routes (such
(such as
as those
longdistance
network) are
are depicted
depictedinin Figure
Figure 14-2a;
distance network)
14-2a; the
the full network
network includes
includes
hundreds
hundreds of additional
additional routes
routes and
and about
about 160
160 switching centers.
centers. A typical
typical
end-to-end signal path traverses
between 44 and
and 10
10switching
switching centers.
centers. A
A private
traverses between
business
network can
business network
can comprise
comprise a large number of
of such
such paths.
paths.
By contrast,
By
contrast, the
the connectivity
connectivity map
map for aa corresponding
corresponding satellite
satellite network
network
is very simple.
in Figure
is
simple. As seen
seen in
Figure 14-2b,
14—25, all
all satellite
satellite earth
earth stations
stations "see"
"see"
versa. All
All signals
the satellite, and vice versa.
signals sent
sent up to the satellite are rebroadcast
rebroadcast
to all
be established
establishedsimply
simplyby
by installing
installing
all earth
earth stations.
stations. A
A business
business network can be
on-premise
earth stations
stationsatat all
all locations.
Adding one
on-premise earth
locations. Adding
one new location
location to an
an
existing
the addition of
existing network requires
requires the
of only
only one
one new
new earth
earth station.
station.
When
When compared
compared with terrestrial
terrestrial signal
signal path
path length,
length, satellite
satellite path
path lengths
lengths
are
distance insensitive,
insensitive, although
although much
much longer,
are essentially
essentially distance
longer, since
since the signal
signal
is routed
routed through
through aasatellite
satellite located
located approximately
approximately 22,300
22,300 miles
miles above
above the
the
equator.
The contrast
terrestrial path
path lengths
contrast between
between distance-sensitive
distance-sensitive terrestrial
lengths and disdistance-insensitive
satellitepath
path lengths
lengths isis reflected
reflected in
in the
tance-insensitive satellite
the costs
costs of terrestrial
terrestrial
and
satellite circuits. This is illustrated in Figure 14-3
and satellite
14—3 which
whichcompares
compares privateline voice
voice circuit tariffs
tariffs quoted
quoted by
by terrestrial
terrestrial and
and satellite
satellite carriers
carriers in
in June
June
1984.
The figure
figure shows
showsthat
that tariffs
tariffs for terrestrial
1984. The
terrestrial circuits
circuits are
are indeed
indeed quite
quite
distance
sensitive, and
and those
thoseof
of satellite
satellite circuits
circuits are
distance sensitive,
are much less
less so.
so. For this
this
reason,
local networks
networks rarely employ satellites;
satellites; regional
regional or
or national
national networks
reason, local
represent
represent typical applications
applications for
for satellite
satellite services.
services.
In applying
applying the
the general
general concept
concept of
of telecommunications
telecommunications networks
networks against
against
of types
types of
of applications
applications supported,
supported, traffic
traffic volvolaa specific
specific situation, the issues
issues of
umes, connectivity
connectivity requirements,
umes,
requirements, quality,
quality,and
and costs
costs all
all have
have to
to be
be considered.
considered.
single-point optimizaoptimizaThe network
network that
that results
results from
fromthe
thesubsequent
subsequent design
design is aa single-point
tion and
and must
must be
be modified
modified based
based on
on changing
changing conditions.
conditions.

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS
NETWORKS
Over the past
Over
past few
few years,
years, the telecommunications
telecommunications environment has
has underundergone some
some radical
radical changes,
the effects
effectsof
of which
which have significantly altered
gone
changes, the
altered
companies' approaches
approachesto
tonetworking.
networking. Of the various alternatives,
three types
types
companies'
alternatives, three
of satellite
satellite networks
networks are
are emerging.
emerging. They
They are
are dedicated
dedicated private
private networks,
networks,
shared private
private networks,
networks, and
and virtual private
shared
private networks.
networks. An
Anexample
example ofofeach
each
types of
of networks
networks is given
below. Communication
Communication network services
of these
these types
given below.
services
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FIGURE
FIGURE 14-2
14-2
Terrestrial network
network (simplified)
(simplified)
A. Terrestrial
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FIGURE 14-3
FIGURE
14-3
Tariffs for
for Private-Line
Private-Line Voice
Voice Circuits
Circuits
$2,000

500

1.000
1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

Distance (miles)
(miles)

for the
users cited
cited are
are provided
provided by American
for
the business
business users
American Satellite
Satellite Company
Company
and other companies.
companies.

Dedicated
Private Networks
Dedicated Private
A
A dedicated
dedicated private
private network
networkisis the
the most
most common type
type of
of network
network in
in today's
today's

environment
and is the
or utilized
utilized from
from
environment and
the most
most likely network
network to
to be
be accessed
accessed or
high tech
three and
and eight
eight
tech buildings.
buildings. These
These networks generally
generally have
have between
between three
and are
are distinguished
distinguished by
by having both
both the switching
switching
major nodes
nodes or centers
centers and
function and
function
and the
the transmission
transmission paths
paths dedicated
dedicated for
for the
the customer's
customer's sole
sole use.
use.
An
An example
example of this
this type
type of
of configuration
configuration isis the
the General
General Dynamics
Dynamics Integrated
Integrated

Digital Network.
Network. The
The General
General Dynamics
Dynamics Network
Network isis configured
configured to
to meet
meet
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High Tech
Tech Building
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corporate requirements
requirementsfor
forvoice
voiceand
anddata
dataservices
servicesand
and consists
consists of
of six
six customer
customer

premise
nodes: Pomona,
Pomona, California;
California; San
San Diego;
Diego; Sterling
Sterling Heights,
Heights, Michigan;
premise nodes:

Fort Worth;
Worth; Creve
Creve Coeur,
Coeur, Missouri;
Missouri; and
and Groton,
Groton, Connecticut.
Connecticut. As
As shown
shown
utilizes the
the DEX
DEX 4005
its primary switching
in Figure 14-4,
14—4, the
the system
system utilizes
400S as
as its
vehicle. The
The network
network consists
consistsof
ofmore
morethan
than250
250intermachine
intermachinetrunks
trunks(IMTs);
(IMTs);
vehicle.
83 full-duplex
circuits (ranging
from 2.4
83
full-duplex data,
data circuits
(ranging from
2.4 kbps
kbps through
through 230.4
230.4 kbps);
kbps);
719 access
accesscircuits;
circuits;and
and278
278WATS,
WATS,FX,
FX, and
andDDD
DDD circuits.
719
circuits.
The
The major benefit
benefit of this type of network is the
the flexibility of
of having
having dedidedicated resources
resourcescolocated
colocatedat
at the
the customer
customer premise.
premise.This
This type
type of arrangement
cated
allows
customer to quickly
quickly reconfigure
reconfigure or to
to rebalance
rebalance the network
network as
as
allows the
the customer
changesinin requirements
requirementsdictate.
dictate.AA major
major drawback
changes
drawback is the
the requirement
requirement for
for
significant traffic volume
significant
volume to
to operate
operate cost
cost effectively.
effectively.

FIGURE
FIGURE 14-4
14-4
General Dynamics Dedicated
Dedicated Network
Network

Sterling Heights, Mich
Pomona.
Calif.

'1 /

Creve Coeur, Mo.

Ft. Worth, Tex.

General Dynamics
Dynamics Locations
General
Locations
4005 Switches
Switches
All nodes
nodes utlize DEX 400S
Connectivity between
Connectivity
between all locations is 512 kbps or multiples
multiples thereof.
thereof.
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Shared Private Networks
Shared
type of network that is
A second
second type
is gaining
gaining popularity
popularity isis the
the shared
shared private
private
dedicated private
private
network. The main distinction
distinctionbetween
between this network and the dedicated
network is that
network
that some
some of the
the switching
switching and/or
and/ortransmission
transmission resource
resource is not
not
located on the
the customer's
customer's premise
premise but
but at
at aa centralized
centralized location, which
located
which aggreaggregates different
different network requirements
gates
requirements to
to achieve
achieve the
the economies
economies of scale
scale that
result in
in aa cost-effective
cost-effective system.
system.
An example
example of this type
type of
of network
network isisthe
the Federal
Federal Express
Express network. The
The
Federal Express
Federal
Express network consists
consists of four
four nodes:
nodes: one
one shared
shared (San
(San Francisco)
and three dedicated
and
dedicated (Colorado Springs,
Springs, Memphis,
Memphis, and
and Somerset,
Somerset, New
New Jersey)
Jersey)

FIGURE 14-5
FIGURE
14-5
Federal
Express
Shared
Federal
Shared Network

meu

i(

Somerset, NJ.

rtl

icisco (ASC)
1

Cnlnrerln Anrinna Cnlr, .
Memphis. Tenn.

Terrestrial
microwave
interconnect

Francisco-Somerset
San Francisco-Somerset
Colorado Springs-Memphis

1.544
1.544 Mbps
Mbps

San Francisco-Memphis
Francisco-Memphis I
San
..
463
Mbps
4
Memphis-Somerset
Memphis-Somerset
'63 Mbps

Federal Express
Express locations
locations
Federal

ASC location
ASC
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as
as illustrated in Figure
Figure 14-5.
14-5. The
The system
system utilizes
utilizes Collin's
Collin's digital
digitalswitches
switches
for the
the voice
voice traffic
traffic and utilizes more
more than 300
300 IMTs and
and the data capability
of nine
nine 56
56 kbps
kbps point-to-point,
point-to-point, full-duplex
full-duplex circuits.
circuits.
This type
type of
ofnetwork
networkprovides
providesmany
manyofofthe
thesame
sameadvantages
advantagesas
as does
does the
the
dedicated private
private network. Where the traffic requirements
dedicated
requirements and other considerations warrant,
warrant, dedicated
ations
dedicated customer premise equipment is provided. However,
where the
the traffic
traffic requirements
insufficient to warrant
where
requirements are
are insufficient
warrant dedicated
dedicated locations,
locations,
additional flexibility is
additional
is provided
provided through
through the
the utilization
utilizationofofshared
shared locations.
locations.
The
lossof
of direct
direct control
control over
that portion of
The trade-off
trade-off is some
some loss
over that
of the
the system.
system.

Virtual Private
Virtual
Private Networks
Networks
One of the
the emerging network
network types gaining ascendancy
ascendancyisisthe
thevirtual
virtual private
One
network. The main feature distinguishing this type of network
network from
from the
the others
others
is that all
is
all of
ofthe
the locations
locations atat which
whichaacustomer
customerterminates
terminatestraffic
traffic are
are shared.
shared.
They not
that multiple
multiple customers
not only
only are
are shared
shared in
in the
the sense
sense that
customers are terminated
at the
but also
to the switching
the centralized
centralized location,
location, but
also with respect
respect to
switching and/or
transmission
Althoughcomponents
components are
are shared,
shared, they
they appear
appear
transmission paths
paths utilized. Although
not
not to
to be
be for
for the
the user,
user, and
and for
for that
that reason,
reason, the
the term
term virtual
virtual isisused.
used. The
The
only items
items that
that are
are truly
trulydedicated
dedicated totoa aparticular
particularcustomer
customerare
arethe
theaccess
access
circuits that
location to the centralized
centralized location.
location. This
that connect
connect the
the customer's
customer's location
sharing significantly
while minimizing
minimizing the
the capital
sharing
significantly improves
improves network
networkflexibility
flexibility while
risk to
to the
the network
network user.
user.
networks
In order to
to maintain
maintain the
the required
required privacy
privacy and
and to
to keep
keep the various networks
separate,
theswitches
switchesand
andtransmission
transmissionfacilities
facilitiesare
are"partitioned"
"partitioned" by modifyseparate, the
ing the
the switch
switch software.
software. An
Anexample
exampleofofsuch
suchaasystem
systemisisthe
theplanned
plannedSears
Sears
network.
The concept
concept behind
behind this network
network isistotoconnect
connect the
thevarious
variousSears
Sears locations
locations
to approximately
New York;
York; Washington, D.C.; Miami;
Miami;
approximately nine
nine centralized sites:
sites: New
Atlanta; Chicago;
Chicago; Dallas;
Dallas; Los
LosAngeles;
Angeles;San
San Francisco;
Francisco; and
and Seattle.
Seattle. At
At these
these
Atlanta;
locations,
Searswill
will use
useaapartition
partitionon
onaaDigital
Digital Switch
Switch Corporation's
Corporation's DEX
DEX
locations, Sears
400/400S and
and will have
Intermachine
have the option of
of either
either dedicated
dedicated or shared
shared Intermachine
Trunks (IMTs).
This type of network
This
network isis significantly
significantly different
different from
from either
either the
the dedicated
dedicated
private network
networkor
orthe
theshared
shared private
privatenetwork,
network,since
sinceonly
onlythe
theaccess
access facilities
facilities
are dedicated
dedicatedtoto aa specific
specificuser.
user.Implicit
Implicit is
is aa loss
loss of
of direct
direct control
are
control by
by the
the
users over
over their
their network.
network. In order
users
order for
for this
thisservice
service to
to be
beaccepted
accepted by the
the
users, the
the network
network manager
managermust
must provide
provide detailed
detailedinformation
information on
on aa timely
users,
basis
basis to the
the users
users and
and must
must also
also be
beextremely
extremelyresponsive
responsive to
to user
user change
change
and trouble reporting
reporting requirements.
requirements.
Loss
control and
and greater
greater dependence
dependence on
manager due
due to
Loss of control
on the
the network manager
the sharing of lines
of this
this type
type of network,
the
lines and
and equipment
equipment are
are weaknesses
weaknesses of
network,
but the
the strengths
strengths arise
arise from
from those
thosesame
same traits.
traits. Because
Because of the extensive amount
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FIGURE 14-6
FIGURE
14-6
Sears Virtual Private
Private Network
Network

Miami, Fla.
Sears locations
Sears

ACS locations

DEX
400S Switches
System operates
operates at
at 60 to 120
DEX 400S
Switches at all
all ASC
ASC locations;
locations; software
software partition,
partition, utilized.
utilized. System
120
Mbps.

of resource
sharing, virtual
resource sharing,
virtual private
private network
networkservices
services can
can accommodate
accommodate the
necessary
traffic volumes
necessary traffic
volumes to cost effectively provide
providefor
foraawide
widerange
rangeofofservices,
services,
such
such as
as protocol conversion,
conversion, switched
switched data
data services,
services, and
and packet
packet switching.
Additionally,
Additionally,this
thistype
typeofofnetwork
networkdoes
does not
not require
require the
the user
user to provide
provide dedidedicated
cated direct trunks
trunks between
between the
the switching
switchingvehicles.
vehicles. Since
Since the
the connectivity
connectivity
factor'1 isisno
the users
usersare
arenot
notlimited
limited to
to only a few centralized
centralized
factor
no longer
longeran
an issue,
issue, the
locations
locations for their network
network nodes
nodes but can
can expand
expand their networks
networks to 20
20 or
or
more centralized locations or
or nodes.
nodes. This allows
allows companies
companies to cost
cost effectively
effectively
connect aa much
much larger
larger number of their locations
connect
locations with
withadvanced
advanced communicacommunications services.
services.
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INCORPORATING
INCORPORATING A SATELLITE NETWORK
NETWORK INTO
INTO THE
THE
HIGH TECH BUILDING
After
After itithas
hasbeen
been determined
determined that
that aasatellite-based
satellite-based network
network isis cost
cost effective
effective
and meets
the general
of connectivity, types
and
meets the
general requirements
requirements of
types of
of applications,
applications,
traffic
traffic volume,
volume, and
and quality,
quality, aaspecific
specific network
network design
design must
must be
begenerated.
generated.
As part of
As
of that
that design
design effort,
effort, aa determination
determination must
must be
be made
made of the
the best
best
way
way to integrate
integrate the
the high tech
tech building into
into the
the network.
network. This
This integration
integration
can
consist of:
of
can consist

antenna with
with a diameter
and 77
A rooftop
rooftop satellite
satellite access
access antenna
diameter between
between 33 and
meters, depending
depending on
on the satellite network
meters,
networkthe
theuser
userintends
intendstotoaccess.
access.
A terrestrial
terrestrial microwave
microwaveantenna
antenna that
that interconnects
interconnects aa remotely
remotely located
located
earth station
station (especially
earth
(especially ifif C band
band is used)
used) with the
the user's
user's building.
building.
networks interconnecting
interconnecting high
high tech
tech buildings
buildings within
within an inLocal area
area networks
dustrial complex
complex (i.e.,
(i.e., fiber
fiber optic
optic cable,
cable, coaxial
coaxial cable).
cable).
A fiber
fiber optic
optic cable
cable connecting
connecting to aa teleport
teleport or
or off-site
off-site antenna.
antenna.

In determining
determining which
which of
of these
these is the
the optimum
optimum integration
integration technique,
technique, the
the
following areas
be investigated:
investigated:regulatory,
regulatory, orbital
orbital arc look angles,
angles,micromicrofollowing
areas must be
wave
wave line-of-sight and
and interference,
interference, and building
buildingasthetics.
asthetics.

Regulatory
Regulatory Impact
approval. Provision
FCC approval.
Provisionfor
forsatellite
satellitenetwork
networkaccess
access involves
involves more than
acquiring the requisite technical components. Various regulatory
regulatory requirements
requirements
must be
be met,
met, such
such as
as (1)
(1) obtaining
obtaining aa license
license from
from the
the FCC,
FCC, (2) obtaining
must
obtaining
community approvals
and (3) achievachievlocal community
approvals (depending
(depending on zoning regulations), and
frequency coordination that
ing frequency
that isis successful
successful in that itit demonstrates
demonstrates compatibility with
terrestrial and
and satellite
satellite communicacommunicability
withboth
bothexisting
existingsystems
systems and those
those terrestrial
tion systems
applications have
have been
beenfiled
filed with
with the FCC.
systems whose
whose applications
FCC.
must be
be obtained
obtainedfrom
from the
the FCC
FCC to build and operate
transmit/
A license
license must
operate aa transmit/
receive earth
earth station
station or
or terrestrial
terrestrial microwave stations.
Constraints on
on earth
receive
stations. Constraints
earth
station and
imposed by
by
station
and microwave relay configuration
configuration and
and performance
performance are
are imposed
the FCC;
the
FCC; station
station technical
technical characteristics
characteristics must
must meet
meet FCC standards
standards and
and
various environmentally
environmentally imposed
imposed microwave
microwavepower
powerflux
flux density
density radiation
radiation
various
constraints.
An
An important
importantpart
partofofthe
theprocess
process of
of obtaining
obtainingFCC
FCC approval
approval isisdemonstratdemonstrating compatibility
compatibility with
withexisting
existingororplanned
planned (approved)
(approved) transmission/reception
transmission/reception
systems.
A frequency
systems. A
frequency search
search of existing or
or planned
planned communication
communicationsystems,
systems,
conducted
by one
one of the firms specializing
conducted by
specializing in this
this process,
process, is the first step
step
compatibility/coordination. Location
Location of
of
in this demonstration
demonstration of frequency
frequency compatibility/coordination.
the
the satellite
satellite antenna
antenna is critical
critical totoavoid
avoidinterference
interferencewith
withexisting
existingsystems;
systems;
acceptable
locationswithin
within the
the complex
complex should
should be
be identified
identified early
early in the
acceptable locations
the
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development process.
process.This
This is especially
development
especially critical for
forCCband
bandsatellite
satelliteaccess,
access,
since current C band terrestrial microwave
since
microwave interconnections
interconnections utilize
utilizethe
thesame
same
frequency band
band as
or
frequency
as do communications
communications satellites.
satellites. Interference standards
standards or
preliminary
results may
may show
show that
that an
preliminary frequency
frequency search
search results
an originally planned
planned
location is
so, alternative
alternative locations
locations within
within the
is unacceptable;
unacceptable; ifif so,
the complex
complex should
should
be found. If
be
If this
this isisdifficult
difficultororimpossible,
impossible,shield
shieldwalls
wallsmay
maybe
beused
used to
to reduce
reduce
interference
to acceptable
acceptablelevels,
levels,but
butonly
onlyififnot
notin
in aa direct
direct line
line with
with existing
existing
interference to
terrestrial communications
communicationssystems.
systems.

Localzoning.
zoning.IfIfconstruction
constructionofofthe
thehigh
hightech
techbuilding
building or
orcomplex
complex involves
involves
Local
within the
the local
local community, requirements
for zoning approvzoning changes
changes within
requirements for
als
should include
configuration, especially
especially ifif an
earth station
station is
als should
include the
the total configuration,
an earth
incorporated
into the
the high
or if aa multiple
incorporated into
high tech
tech building design
design or
multipleantenna
antenna
earth
earth station
station (teleport)
(teleport) is
is planned
planned to serve
serve the industrial
industrial complex.
complex. Height
Height
limitations may
may be
be imposed,
imposed, restricting
restricting antenna
antenna placement,
placement, as
as well as
as conconstraints on
Aesthetic appeal
appeal isis aa major
major
straints
on the
the number
number and
and size
size of
of antennas.
antennas. Aesthetic
consideration within
consideration
within established
established communities, coupled
coupled with
with strong
strong concern
concern
over radiation
over
radiation hazards.
hazards. Many local
local communities
communities require
require demonstration
demonstration of
minimum
impact-for example,
minimum environmental
environmental impact—for
example,that
thatthe
theradiation
radiationfrom
from aa satelsatellite transmissions
transmissions antenna
antenna or from
from aamicrowave
microwaverelay
relayantenna
antenna presents
presents no
no
danger
danger to the local
local community.
community.The
Theproblem
problemisiscompounded
compounded by
bythe
theabsence
absence
of universally
universallyaccepted
accepted standards.
standards.
Most communities
communities don't
don't have
have specific
specific zoning
zoning ordinances
ordinances or environmental
guidelines
cover satellite
satellite earth
earth stations.
stations. If
If an
an antenna
antenna is
is part
part
guidelines that adequately
adequately cover
of aa building
building function,
function, ititmay
may be
be included
included within
withincertain
certain zoning
zoningregulations.
regulations.
Usually
on location
location
Usually not
not included
included are
are maximum
maximum radiation
radiation levels
levels and constraints on
and pointing of
ordiofearth
earthstation
stationantennas.
antennas. Some
Some communities
communities have
have passed
passed ordinances
that govern the number, location,
nances that
location, and
and placement
placement ofofsatellite
satelliteantennas,
antennas,
including maximum
maximum levels
levels for power
power flux
flux density.
density. Also
Also imposed
imposed is
is periodic
periodic
verification of not-to-exceed
verification
not-to-exceed limits. High
High tech
tech building
buildingdevelopers
developers should
should
work closely
closely with
withcommunity
communityrepresentatives
representatives and
and communications
communications experts
experts
the multiple
multiple
in the initial
initialstages
stages of program/complex
program/complex development
development to ensure
ensure the
satisfaction
and-avoid
or modification
modification when
satisfaction of goals
goals and
'avoid later redesign
redesign or
when approval
is sought.
sought.

Orbital Arc Look-Angles
above,the
the integration
integration of
of network
capability into
into a
As discussed
discussed above,
network access
access capability
high tech
high
tech building or
or complex
complex must
must take
take into
into account
account aa number
number of
of factors,
factors,
which include
which
include frequency
frequency coordination,
coordination, terrestrial
terrestrial interference,
interference, and
and zoning
zoning
requirements. The
The location of
requirements.
of satellite
satelliteaccess
access or microwave
microwave interconnect
interconnect anantennas is
is affected
affectedby
byorbital
orbital arc
arc look-angle requirements, existing interference
interference
tennas
from terrestrial
from
terrestrial microwave
microwave communications
communications links,
links, and
and microwave
microwave interconinterconnect line-of-sight (if
to aa remotely located
nect
(ifaccess
access to
located satellite station is required).
required).
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The antenna
look-angle-antenna-pointing azimuth
The
antenna look-angle—antenna-pointing
azimuth and
and elevation
elevation angles
angles
to the
location-is aa function
within the
to
the satellite
satellite location—is
function of
of both
both satellite
satellite location
location within
the
U.S. domestic
domestic orbital
orbital arc
are and
and location
location of the
the high
high tech
tech building
building in the United
U.S.
United
States.
An example
as they
they relate
relate to
to earth
States. An
example of these
these satellite
satellite angles
angles as
earth station
station
location is illustrated in
location
in Figure
Figure14-7.
14-7.Representative
Representative azimuth
azimuth and
and elevation
elevation
angles
from selected
locations within
within the United
angles from
selected locations
United States
States to satellite
satellite locations
locations
with
with the
the U.S.
U.S. domestic
domestic orbital
orbital arc
arc are
are also
also shown.
shown.
A minimum
minimumantenna
antennaelevation
elevationangle
angleofof1010degrees
degrees isis necessary
necessary to achieve
proper communications performance;
proper
performance; higher
higher elevation
elevation angles
angles are desired
desired to
and rainfall attenuation,
minimize blockage,
blockage, atmospheric
atmospheric and
attenuation, and
and interference
interference

FIGURE
FIGURE 14-7
14-7
Earth Station Azimuth and Elevation
Elevation Look-Angles
Look-Angles
Earth
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from terrestrial
terrestrial communication
communicationservices.
services. Lowest
Lowest elevation
elevation angles
angles are experienced
from earth
earth station
station locations
locations in
in the
the northernmost
northernmost tips
tips of the
enced from
the United
States
(i.e., Maine
Maine and
and Washington) and to satellite
States (i.e.,
satellite locations
locations at
at the
the eastern
eastern
and
extremes of
of the
the U.S.
and western
western extremes
U.S. domestic
domestic orbital arc
arc (approximately
(approximately 62°
62°
west
to 146°
west longitude—refer
longitude-refer to
west to
146° west
to Table
Table 14-1).
14-1).

Microwave Line-of-Sight and Interference
Interference
A high
high tech
tech building
buildingdeveloper
developer who
who isisconsidering
considering the
the use
use of
of satellite
satellite
networks to fulfill
within aa complex
fulfillbusiness
business communications
communications requirements
requirements within
complex
must make
method to be
make aa choice
choice on
on the
the access
access method
be employed
employed for establishing
establishing
an interface
interface with the
the satellite
satellite network.
network. As
As mentioned
mentioned previously,
previously, the earth
earth
station may be
station
be located
located either on
on or
or off
offthe
theuser's
user's premises.
premises. The determining
determining
factor in
in this
thischoice
choice isis usually
usuallycost.
cost. IfIfaadedicated
dedicated (on-premise)
(on-premise) earth
earth station
is employed,
employed,its
its cost
costisisborne
borneby
bythe
theuser—either
user-either directly or indirectly.
is
indirectly. By
By

sharing
the use
sharing the
use of a centrally
centrally located
located earth
earth station
station with others,
others, this cost
cost
can
can often
often be reduced
reduced substantially. On the other
other hand,
hand, use
use of
of such
such a remote
remote
earth station
station entails
entailseither
eitheraccess-line
access-line charges
charges imposed by the local
local telephone
telephone
company
company or the
the cost
cost of
of aa microwave
microwaveinterconnect.
interconnect.
The siting of aa microwave
to interconnect
building
The
microwave antenna
antenna to
interconnect aa high tech
tech building
with aa satellite
satellite earth
earth station
station involves
involves conflicting
conflictingrequirements.
requirements. On the one
one
hand, location
location at a point of maximum
hand,
maximum visibility
visibilitytotothe
theremotely
remotelylocated
located earth
earth
desired, as
aswell
wellas
asmaximum
maximumprotection
protectionfrom
from physical
physical construction/
construction/
station is desired,
obstruction.
obstruction. On the other
other hand,
hand, that
that same
same location
location is
is most
most vulnerable
vulnerable to
to
interference
from existing terrestrial
interference from
terrestrial microwave
microwave communication
communication links. An
An
illustration
illustration of
ofmicrowave
microwaveinterconnect
interconnect line-of-sight
line-of-sight requirements
requirements is given in
Figure
Figure 14-8.
14-8. IfIfatatallallpossible,
possible, the
the use
use of
of existing
existing terrain
terrain and
and buildings
buildings to
to
increase
blockageof
of unwanted
unwanted signals
signalsisis desirable.
desirable.Incorporation
Incorporation of
of the
the anincrease blockage
tenna
tenna into the
the building
buildingstructure,
structure, using
using architectural
architectural features
features to block terresterrestrial
trial interference,
interference,isisalso
also appropriate
appropriate ininmany
manycases.
cases. Aesthetic
Aesthetic considerations
considerations
be taken
taken into
into account, not only
environment standpoint,
standpoint,
must be
only from
from aa business
business environment
but also
also in
in response
response to community
community requirements.
requirements. Local
Local zoning
zoning ordinances
ordinances
may impose
impose constraints
constraints on
on the
theappearance
appearance and
and placement
placement of
ofnetwork
networkaccess
access
antennas.
The need
needfor
for municipal
municipal design
design approval
approval may
may levy
levy additional
additional requireantennas. The
ments on system
system configuration.
configuration.
Building aesthetics.
Building
aesthetics.Overall
Overallhigh
hightech
techbuilding
buildingappearance
appearance may
may be imantennaswith
with some
some type
type of
of existing terrain shieldproved by masking
masking access
access antennas
ing-for example,
ing—for
example,landscaping
landscaping and
and trees
trees may
may be
be used
used as
as long
long as
as they
they are
are
arc, A
A rough
not placed
placed within the
the antenna
antenna look-angle
look-angle arc.
rough rule
rule is
is to
to maintain
maintain
an intrusion-free clearance
clearance cylinder
cylinderequal
equal to
to the
the antenna
antenna diameter
diameter and
and concenconcentric with
withthe
theantenna
antenna bore
bore axis.
axis. AA potentially
potentiallymore
morerewarding
rewardingapproach
approach to
to
aesthetic improvement
improvement is
is to incorporate
antennasinto
into the
the building
aesthetic
incorporate access
access antennas
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TABLE 14-1
14-1
Existing (or
(or planned)
planned) Orbital
OrbitalArc
Arc Assignments—62°
Assignments-62° West
Existing
West to
to 1460
146° West
West
Longitude
Longitude
Longitude
62.0
62.0
62.0
62.0
64.0
64.0
67.0
67.0
67.0
67.0
69.0
69.0
71.0
71.0
72.0
73.0
74.0
75.0
76.0
77.0
79.0
79.0
79.0
79.0
81.0
81.0
B3.0
83.0
83.0
85.0
85.0
85.0
86.0
87.0
87.0
89.0
91.0
91.0
91.0
93.0
93.0
93.5
93.5
95.0
95.0
96.0
96.0
97.0
97.0
97.0
99.0
99.0
101.0
101.0

Satellite Name
Satellite
Name
SATCOM 7 (C)"§
SATCOM
(C)*§
SBS-6
SBS-6 (Ku)t§
(Ku)f§
ASC-3
(H)tt§
ASC-3 (H)tt§
SATCOM
SATCOM 6 (C)§
(C)§
RCA C (Ku)§
RCA
SPACENET
SPACENET 2 (H)
(H)
GALAXY A (Ku)§
(Ku)§
SATCOM 2R (C)
(C)
SATCOM
WESTAR A (Ku)§
(Ku)§
GALAXY 11
GALAXY
II (C)
COMSAT GEN A (Ku)§
COMSAT
(Ku)§
COMSTAR
COMSTAR II/III
1 1 /III (C)
(C)
FEDEX A (Ku)§
FEDEX
(Ku)§
WESTAR III
III (C)§
(C)§
WESTAR IIII(C)II
(C)||
MARTIN MAR-A (Ku)§
MARTIN
(Ku)§
RCA B (Ku)§
RCA
(Ku)§
SATCOM
(C)§
SATCOM 4 (C)§
SATCOM 44 (C)II
(C)||
ASC-2 (H)§
(H)§
RCA A (Ku)§
RCA
(Ku)§
TELSTAR
TELSTAR 302
302 (C)§
(C)§
TELSTAR
TELSTAR 302
302 (C)I
(C),|
SPACENET
SPACENET 33 (H)§
(H)§
Unassigned (H)
WESTAR 3 (C)
(C) j
WESTAR
WESTAR 6S
6S (C)§
(C)§
SBS-4 (Ku)§
(Ku)§
FORD II (H)§
FORD
(H)§
GALAXY 33 (C)I,
(C)j,
GALAXY 3 (C)§
(C)§
SBS 3 (Ku)
(Ku)
TELSTAR 301
TELSTAR
301 (C)II
(C)||
SBS 2 (Ku)
(Ku)
TELSTAR 301§
TELSTAR
301 §
SBS 1 (Ku)
(Ku)
WESTAR
WESTAR 4 (C)
(C)
FORD I (H)§
FORD
(H)§

Longitude
Longitude
101.0
103.0
104.5
105.0
105.0
105.0
109.0
111.5
111.5
112.5
113.5
114.0
116.5
117.5
120.0
120.0
122.0
122.0
122.5
124.0
124.0
125.0
126.0
126.0
126.0
128.0
128.0
130.0
130.0
130.0
130.0
131.0
131.0
132.0
132.0
134.0
134.0
134.0
134.0
136.0
136.0
138.0
138.0
139.0
139.0
140.0
142.0
143.0
144.0
146.0

Note: The locations are based on the FCC
FCC order of July
July 25.
25, 1985.
1985.
* C band.
band,
t Ku
band.
Ku band.
# Both
#
BothCChand
band and
andKu
Kuband.
band.
§ Not yet at
at this
this location.
location.
Movingfrom
fromthis
this location.
location.
||11Moving

Satellite Name
Satellite
SBS 4 (Ku)I
SBS
(Ku)||
GSTAR 11 (Ku)
(Ku)
ANIK D
D (C)
(C)
C-2 (Ku)(USCI)
(Ku)(USCI)
ANIK C-2
GSTAR 2 (Ku)§
(Ku)§
ANIK B
B (H)
(H)
ANIK 0-2
D-2 (C)§
(C)§
ANIK C-2
C-2 (Ku)§
(Ku)§
MORELOS A (H)§
MORELOS
(H)§
ANIK A-3
A-3 (C)
(C)
MORELOS B (H)§
MORELOS
ANIK C-3
C-3 (Ku)
(Ku)
SPACENET
SPACENET II (H)
SBS-5 (Ku)§
SBS-5
Unassigned (C)
WESTAR 55(C)II
(C)||
WESTAR
WESTAR 55 (C)§
(C)§
FEDEX B (Ku)§
FEDEX
(Ku)§
TELSTAR 303
TELSTAR
303(C)II
(C)||
MARTIN MAR-B (Ku)§
MARTIN
(Ku)§
TELSTAR
TELSTAR 303 (C)§
(C)§
ASC 11 (H)
(H)
GALAXY B
B (Ku)§
(Ku)§
SATCOM 3R (C)§
(C)§
SATCOM
SATCOM 3R (C)I
(Oil
WESTAR
WESTAR B (Ku)§
(Ku)§
GALAXY II (C)§
(C)§
GALAXY 11 (C)I'
(C)|'
Unassigned (C)
(Ku)§
COMSAT GEN-B (Ku)§
SPACENET/GSTAR (H)§
SPACENET/GSTAR
SATCOM
R (C)§
SATCOM 11R
(C)§
SATCOM
SATCOM 1R
1R (C)II
(C)|!
GALAXY 4 (C)§
(C)§
AURORA (C)§
(C)§
SATCOM 5 (C)I
SATCOM
(Oil
WESTAR
WESTAR 7 (C)§
(C)§
AURORA (C)§
(C)§
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FIGURE
FIGURE 14-8
14-8
Microwave
Microwave Interconnect
Interconnect Line-of-Sight
Line-of-Sight Illustration
Illustration
Earth station

Microwave antenna

or complex
complex design
design configuration. Illustrative
Illustrative examples
examples of the
the approach
approach for
from high tech buildings
are given
given in
in Figure
direct satellite
satellite access
access from
buildings themselves
themselves are
14-9.
orbital-arc visibility is
If the
the building
building location
location is
is such
such that
that unobstructed
unobstructed orbital-arc
possible from
from the
the ground
possible
ground level,
level, then the
the building
building design
design could
could be
be such
such as
as
to "encompass"
"encompass" a
a good
good portion of
of the
the antenna,
antenna, potentially
potentially achieving
achieving the
the
dual objectives of visual screening
screeningfrom
from public
public view
view and
and shielding
shielding from
from electroelectromagnetic
interference.
Alternatively,
if
ground-level
visibility
is
not
magnetic interference. Alternatively, if ground-level visibility is not possible,
possible,
it may
to place
placeantennas
antennason
onthe
theroof.
roof.Architectural
Architectural design
may be
be necessary
necessary to
design features
features
that integrate
visibly with
with the building
integrate the antenna
antenna visibly
building could
could potentially
potentially produce
produce
more
resultsthan
thansimply
simply "tacking
"tacking on" an
more acceptable
acceptable results
an antenna
antenna to a building
whose
design concept
concept had
hadnot
not made
madeprovision
provision for one.
Since terrestrial
terrestrial microwhose design
one. Since
microwave
antennashave
haveno
noneed
needfor
for orbital-arc
orbital-arc visibility,
visibility, they
wave antennas
they are
are more
more easily
easily
incorporated
buildingdesign.
design.
incorporated into building
With
"teleport" serving
With aa remotely
remotely located
located antenna
antenna "teleport"
serving an
an industrial complex,
complex,
more opportunities exist
more
exist to
toproduce
produce aaconfiguration
configurationaesthetically
aestheticallyacceptable
acceptable
and the
the community:
community: flexibility
flexibility in
to the
the developer
developer and
in earth
earth station
station placement
placement
and the
screening
and
the ability
ability to
toincorporate
incorporate natural
naturaland
andartificial
artificial
screeningare
areexamples.
examples.
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Surrounding
Surrounding terrain
terrain in
in aasuburban
suburban setting
setting may
mayprovide
providenatural
naturalscreening
screening
Where conditions
for both
both visual
visualand
and electromagnetic
electromagnetic interference
interference purposes.
purposes. Where
conditions
earth berms
berms can
can be
be constructed
constructed or,
or,conversely,
conversely, antenna
antenna placement
placement
warrant, earth
may be
be below
below ground
ground level,
level, permitting
permitting unobtrusive
shielding. Figure
Figure 14-10
14-10
may
unobtrusive shielding.
illustrates the
the concept
concept of
of aa centrally
centrallylocated
located antenna
antenna teleport
teleport serving
servingan
an indusindustrial complex.
complex.

FIGURE 14-9
FIGURE
14-9
Direct Satellite
Satellite Access from Building
Direct
Building

I1
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FIGURE 14-9 (concluded)
(concluded)
FIGURE

High
Tech Building—Evolution
Building-Evolution of
High Tech
of the
the Satellite
Satellite Network
Network
Three examples
of satellite
satellite networks
networks into
into which high tech
examples of
tech buildings
buildings could
could
be incorporated were described
described earlier
earlier in this chapter, followed by
by aa discussion
discussion

of the
the more
important considerations
in incorporating
incorporating the
the building
of some
some of
more important
considerations in
into a network.
network. ItIt isisappropriate
appropriate to
to close
close this chapter
chapter with aa short
short summary
summary
of the next
next step
step in
in the
the satellite
satellite networks
networks evolution:
evolution: the
the integrated
integrated services
services
digital network,
digital
network, ISDN.
The example
have several
several major
major areas
in common:
The
example networks
networks described
described have
areas in
common:

Connecting the High
Hgh Tech
Connecting
Tech Building
Building through
through Satellite
Satellite Networks
Networks

FIGURE 14-10
FIGURE
14-10
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or concentrator

PABX, multiplexor

NT2

ISDN network
ISDN
interface

TA-Terminal adapter
TA—Terminal
adapter
TE-Terminal equipment
TE—Terminal
equipment
NT-Network termination
NT—Network
termination
LT-Line
LT—Lineterminal
terminal

terminal

i"M
NonISDN
ISDN " Terminal adaptor
Non

terminal

ISDN

4
S

S

terminal
ISDN terminal
interface

in
Digital telephone

Customer Location
Location

FIGURE 14-11
14-11
Integrated
Integrated Services
Services Digital Network
Network

Nil

Line terminal

LT

Local Network

ISDN
office

serving

CCIS •
CCIS

Facsimile

Packet switching

Video
eleconterencing

Circuit switched
data capabilities

Nonswitched
data capabilities

Circuit switched
switched
voice
capabilities
mice capabilities

Nonswitched
voice capabilities

H

!-- Satellite Network -

SDN

office

serving

[;: vendors

To other
TE and
service
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(1) digital
data traffic,
traffic, (2) digital
digital transmission
transmission paths
paths that carry both voice
voice and
and data

switching
stored program
program control,
control, and
and (3)
(3) the
the necessity
necessity to meet
meet the
the
switching with stored
company
The natural outgrowth
company growth requirements.
requirements. The
outgrowth of
ofthese
these networks
networks is
is
the
the ISDN.
ISDN.
The
The ISDN
ISDN objective
objective isis totoprovide
provideend-to-end
end-to-end digital
digital telecommunications
telecommunications
services
supported by a common
common network.
services supported
network.Therefore,
Therefore,such
suchservices
services as switched
and
and nonswitched voice, switched and nonswitched
nonswitched data, video teleconferencteleconferencing,
ing, facsimile, and
and packet
packet switching
switching traffic
traffic would
wouldallallbebeserviced
servicedvia
viathe
thesame
same
network.
network.
This does
aggregated via
via one
one common
common
does not mean
mean that all
allofofthese
these services
services are aggregated
"black
will utilize
"black box."
box." Instead,
Instead, these
these services
services will
utilizethe
thenecessary
necessary equipment
equipment that
translates
them into a standard
translates them
standard digital format.
format. These
These formats
formats can
can then
then be
be
integrated and
and transmitted over
over aa common digital
digitaltransmission
transmission path
path (as
(as illusillustrated
trated in Figure
Figure 14-11).
14—11).
The basic
featuresof
of the
the ISDN
ISDN are:
The
basic features
are:
Sharing of digital
digital switches
switches and digital
digital transmission
transmission paths
paths among differdifferent/multiple services
ent/multiple
services (e.g.,
(e.g., voice,
voice, data,
data, video
videoteleconferencing,
teleconferencing, facsimfacsimile).
Common
Interoffice Signaling
Signaling (CCIS)
(CCIS) for
for transportation
Common Channel
Channel Interoffice
transportation of
network information
informationand
andsignaling
signalingmessages.
messages.
Intelligence at the switching
information
switching nodes
nodes to store
store and
and to process
process information
information and
for aa wide
wide range
range of
of enhanced
enhanced information
and telecommunications
telecommunications serservices.
Standardized network interface and
Standardized
and protocols.
protocols.

The ultimate
The
ultimate goal
goal of the ISDN
ISDN isistotoeconomically
economically provide
provide aa wide
wide range
range
of basic and enhanced
enhanced services
servicesdesigned
designedtotomeet
meetthe
theuser
userrequirements
requirementsthrough
through

the use
use of shared
shared equipment and
and standardized
standardized interfaces/protocols.
interfaces/protocols.

•

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

•

The preceding
preceding has
has described
described how satellite technology
technologycan
can be
be used
used to
to meet
meet
business
information transfer
transfer requirements
requirementsby
by integrating
integrating high
high tech
tech buildings
buildings
business information
into satellite-based
satellite-based telecommunications networks.
networks. The
The advantages
advantages of
of satellite
satellite
communications
communicationswere
werediscussed,
discussed, as
as were
were examples
examples of
of existing
existingbusiness
business satellite
satellite
Constraints and
and guidelines for
for incorporating
incorporatingsatellite
satellitenetwork
networkaccess
access
networks. Constraints

into high
together with
with a summary
high tech
tech buildings
buildings were
were addressed,
addressed, together
summary of what
what
the future will
will provide
will bring
bringinindigital
digitaltelecommunications
telecommunications systems
systems which will
provide
voice,
in one
voice, data, and
and video services
services in
one integrated
integrated network.
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NOTES

•

1.
1. In designing
designing a fully
fully connected
connected network,
network, the
the number
number of
of dedicated
dedicated direct
direct trunk
trunkgroups
groups isis
dependent
upon the
the number
number of nodes.
dependent upon
nodes. As the
the number
number of
ofnetwork
networknodes
nodes (n)
(n)increases,
increases, the
the
number
of trunk groups
increasesatatthe
therate
rateofofn(n
n(n—
- 1)/2.
number of
groups increases
l)/2. Therefore,
Therefore, for aa network
network with
with 33
nodes,
thenumber
numberofoftrunks
trunksisis 3(3
3(3—
- 1)/2,
nodes, the
l)/2, oror3;3;for
for1010nodes,
nodes,the
the number
number of
of trunk
trunkgroups
groups
would be
- 1)/2,
be 10(10
10(10 —
l)/2,oror45,
45,and
andforfor2020nodes,
nodes,the
thenumber
numberofoftrunk
trunkgroups
groupsrequired
requiredbecomes
becomes
190!
190!
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THE NATURE OF BYPASS
THE
One of the
One
the most
most controversial
controversial subjects
subjects in
in telecommunications
telecommunications today
today is
bypass. The
The Federal
(FCC) has used
bypass.
Federal Communications
Communications Commission
Commission (FCC)
used bypass
bypass
to justify
justify its
its access
access charge
charge decision.
decision. Bell
Bell Operating
Operating Companies
Companies (BOCs)
(BOCs) and
some independent
independent telephone
telephone companies
companiestake
take bypass
bypass as
as aa given
given and
and request
some
request
field." State
State regulators,
regulators, in
in turn, tend to
"a level
level playing field."
to believe
believe that bypass
bypass
is: (1)
(t) not
is:
not aaproblem,
problem, (2)
(2) created
created by
by telephone
telephone companies
companies as an excuse
excuse for
for
rate increases,
or (3)
(3) relevant
relevant to
to states
states other
other than
than the
the one in which
rate
increases, or
which they
preside.
preside.
interviewed
In order to determine
determine the
the extent
extent of
of bypass,
bypass, Touche Ross & Co. interviewed
approximately 2,000
the largest end users of telecommunications throughapproximately
2,000 of the
out the United
out
United States.'
States.1 Approximately
Approximately 55 percent
percent of
of these
these users
users were
were public
public
agencies, such
such as
as cities,
and school
agencies,
cities, counties,
counties, and
school districts.
districts. The
The remaining
remaining 95
95
percent were
The interviews
percent
were large business
business customers.
customers. The
interviews began
began in December
December
1982 and
and are
are still in progress.
1982
progress.
For purposes
or data
For
purposes of
of our
our studies,
studies, bypass
bypass occurred when voice
voice or
data traffic
traffic
originated and/or
and/or terminated
was originated
terminated without
without using an exchange
exchange carrier's
carrier's local
The technologies
employed to
to bypass
loops. The
technologies employed
bypass a local
local telephone
telephone company
company inincluded:
Microwave.
Satellite.
Coaxial cable/fiber
cable/fiber optics/wire.
optics/wire.
Coaxial
Atmospheric optical
optical systems.
systems.

There is
definition of bypass. Consequently,
There
is no
no standard
standard definition
Consequently, many "bypass
"bypass
studies" are
of inconsistent
definitions. To
studies"
are really
really not
not comparable
comparable because
because of
inconsistent definitions.
avoid misunderstanding,
misunderstanding, itit should
should be
be noted
noted that
thatwe
wedid
didnot
notclassify
classifyas
asbypass
bypass
any communications
systems,that
thatare
arenot
not normally
normally employed
employed by
by local teleany
communications systems,
the following:
phone companies. Consequently, we did not classify
classify as
as bypass
bypass the
Wideband local
local area
networks in a single
Wideband
area networks
single building.
Inside
Inside wiring.
Use of exchange
carrier private lines.
Use
exchange carrier
lines.
Replacement of
of a Centrex
Centrex with
with PBX.
Replacement
PBX.
Receive-only video
video systems
systems used
used by cable television systems.
Receive-only
systems.
Mobile radios
radios connecting
Mobile
connecting base stations with vehicles.
vehicles.
Use of
of an
an intra-LATA
intra-LATA toll carrier other
Use
other than
than an
anexchange
exchange carrier
carrier when
when
the exchange
exchange carrier
carrierprovides
providesaccess.
access.
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Without bypass,
would utilize
bypass, aa customer
customer would
utilize the
the local
local telephone
telephone network.
network.
Once connected
connected to
to the
the network,
network, a customer
customer may
may originate a call to, or receive
Once
receive
of
aa call from,
from, any
any other
othersubscriber
subscriber connected
connected to the
the network
network regardless
regardless of
whether the calls
calls are
are intraexchange,
intraexchange, interexchange,
interexchange, intrastate,
intrastate, or interstate.
interstate.
Local telephone
require sufficient
to cover
cover their costs
telephone companies
companies require
sufficient revenues
revenues to
costs
and make
make appropriate
appropriate rates
and
rates of return on
on the
the services
services they provide
provide by
by means
means
of their
their networks.
networks. When
Whenbypass
bypass occurs,
occurs, large
large users
users (such
(such as
as teleports
teleports and
and
their customers)
customers) divert substantial traffic
the local
local telephone
telephone company's
company's
traffic from the
plant and
and route the traffic
traffic by
by an
an alternative
alternative local
local distribution
distributionsystem.
system. ConseConseare reduced,
reduced, and
and all
all remaining
remaining customers
customers have
have to
to pay
pay higher
higher
quently, revenues
revenues are
rates to
to adjust
adjust for
for the
the withdrawal of large user
user traffic
traffic from
from the
the local
local network.
network.
rates
It isis this
thisdescending
descending spiral
spiral of
of increasing
increasing large-user
large-user withdrawal and
and higher
higher
prices that worries
state regulaprices
worries the
the FCC,
FCC, Congress,
Congress, telephone
telephone companies,
companies, and state
tors.
Teleports are
are generally
considered to
to be
be potential
by
Teleports
generally considered
potential sources
sources of bypass
bypass by
local telephone
local
telephone companies.
companies. Three key
key factors
factorsassociated
associated with
withbypass
bypass seem
seem
motivated by lower costs
to be present:
present: (1) large users
users motivated
costs and/or
and/or better
better service,
service,
carrier involvement,
(2) interexchange
interexchange carrier
involvement, and (3)
(3) alternative
alternative transmission
transmission techtechnologies. However,
However, reality is somewhat
more complex
complex than
than this simple
simple threat
nologies.
somewhat more
perception. As
As discussed
below,teleports
teleportsmay
maybe
be more
more opportunity
opportunity than
perception.
discussed below,
than
threat. The future
threat.
future remains
remains to
to be
be determined.
determined.

THE RELATIONSHIPS OF TELEPORTS AND
EXCHANGE CARRIERS
Teleports
perform a series
for
Teleports perform
series of functions,
functions, each
each of which has
has relevance
relevance for
local exchange
carriers.Although
Although there
there isis some
someuncertainty
uncertaintyas
astoto the
the full
full
local
exchange carriers.
range of functions
functions teleports
teleports will ultimately
ultimately perform,
perform, three
three core
core functions
functions
range
are
with currently operating
are associated
associated with
operating and
and planned
planned teleports:
teleports: satellite
satellite gategateways,
ways, alternative distribution
distributionsystems,
systems, and
and real
realestate
estate development.
development.

Satellite Gateways
Gateways
The original
original concept
concept was
was that teleports
teleports would
would function
function as
ascentralized
centralized gategateways to
to originate
originate and terminate the space
segmentportion
portion of
ofsatellite
satellite transmistransmisways
space segment
sions.
sions. In effect,
eifect, teleports
teleports would be
be large
large antenna
antenna farms
farms where
where the satellite
traffic of various
traffic
various carriers
carriers and
and private
private parties
parties would
would be
be concentrated,
concentrated, much
much
as
as air, rail, and
and truck
truck traffic
traffic moves
moves through
through aa limited
limited number
number of
ofcentralized
centralized
hubs on
on its
its way
way from
from its point of
hubs
of origin
origin to
to its
itsdestination.
destination.
For aa local
local exchange
exchange carrier to
to have
have such
such aa satellite
satellite gateway
gateway in its service
service
territory represents
opportunityrather
ratherthan
thana athreat.
threat.AAteleport,
teleport,ifif itit
territory
represents ananopportunity
fulfills
both originating and
fulfills its
its expectations,
expectations, should
should stimulate
stimulate both
and terminating
terminating
traffic.
most of
of that
that traffic
traffic. Since
Since most
traffic will
willhave
have to
to be
be carried
carried from,
from, orordelivered
delivered
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to, the
the teleport,
teleport, this
this provides
provides an
an opportunity for
for the
the local
local exchange
exchange carrier
carrier
to provide last
last mile-first
mile-first mile
mileservice.
service.
Afterall, an
and transport.
Afterall,
anexchange
exchange carrier's
carrier'sbasic
basic business
business is local
local access
access and
If
If aa teleport
teleport increases
increases the
the total volume
volume of
of traffic,
traffic, then
thenthe
thelocal
localexchange
exchange
carrier stands
carrier
stands to benefit.
benefit. This is
is true
true regardless
regardless of
of whether
whether dedicated
dedicated or
switched exchange
exchangecarrier
carriercircuits
circuits are
are used
usedto
to move
move traffic
traffic to and
switched
and from the
the
teleport.

"Alternative" Distribution
Distribution Systems
Systems
teleports need
need to be located
distance of
of
By necessity,
necessity, teleports
located within
withineasy
easy access
access distance
one or more
The issue
of critical
critical importance
one
more major metropolitan
metropolitan areas.
areas. The
issue of
importance to
local exchange
carriersisisby
by what
what means
meanstraffic
trafficisis moved
movedtoto and
and from
from the
local
exchange carriers
teleport.
If traffic
If
traffic isistransported
transported by
byaa local
local exchange
exchange carrier, the
the teleport
teleport constitutes
constitutes
opportunity. However,
However, ifif a teleport
aa business
business opportunity.
teleport operator
operator constructs
constructs (or concontracts for) an
elementtotocarry
carry traffic
traffic to
to and
tracts
an alternative
alternative transport
transport system
system element
and
from the
the teleport,
teleport, then
then the
the local
local exchange
exchange carrier will
willbe
beadversely
adversely affected,
affected,
since
the local
local exchange
exchangecarrier
carrier will
will be
the teleport
teleport operator's
since the
be "bypassed" by the
operator's
proprietary system.
system.
The use
carrier facilities to move
use of nonexchange
nonexchange carrier
move teleport
teleport traffic
traffic between
between
a metropolitan
metropolitan area
area and
and aa teleport
teleport isisthe
theprimary
primarybypass
bypassthreat
threatpresented
presented
by teleports.
The threat
threat is not the
teleports. The
the teleport
teleport itself,
itself, but
but rather
rather who
whoprovides
provides
access
and from
from the teleport.
access toto and
teleport. For
For example,
example, the
the Staten
Staten Island
Island Teleport
Teleport
venture
of Merrill Lynch,
venture of
Lynch, Western
Western Union,
Union, and
and the
the Port
Port Authority
Authorityuses
uses aa
proprietary fiber
fiber optics
Island and
proprietary
optics system
system to move
move traffic
traffic between
between Staten
Staten Island
and
Manhattan. This
to New York
This represents
represents a loss
loss of revenue
revenue to
York Telephone.
Telephone.

Real Estate
Estate Development
Real
Development
The third
third major
majorfunction
functionassociated
associated with
withteleports
teleportsisisreal
realestate
estate developdevelopment. Commercial office
constructed adjacent
adjacent to
to aa teleport.
teleport. Theoretioffice space
space isis constructed

cally,
cally, (1) the
the teleport
teleport will
will attract
attract tenants
tenants to
to the
the location,
location, and
and (2)
(2) tenants
tenants
will
will pay
pay aa premium
premiumto
tolocate
locate ininspace
space with
with the
the high
high tech
tech image
image of
of an
an adjacent
adjacent
teleport. This concept
concept still
still remains
remains to
to be
be proven
proven in
in the
the marketplace.
marketplace.
More often
the teleport
often than
than not,
not, the
the real
realestate
estate development
development near
near the
teleport will
will
involve shared
shared tenant
tenant services.
services. The
The shared
shared tenant
tenant services
services concept
concept can
can have
have
several
revenue effects
effectsfrom
from the
the viewpoint
viewpoint of a regulated telephone
several revenue
telephone company:
To the
the extent
extent the
the provider
providerofofshared
shared tenant
tenant services
services interconnects
interconnects didirectly
rectly to
toan
an interexchange
interexchangecarrier,
carrier,local
localtelephone
telephonecompanies
companieslose
loseaccess
access
charges, as
aswell
well as
as possible
possibleother
other local
local transport
transport charges.
(Obviously,
charges,
charges. (Obviously,
is collocated
collocated with aa teleport,
if aa real
real estate
estate development
development is
teleport, direct
direct access
access
carriers without
without using local telephone
company plant
to interexchange
interexchange carriers
telephone company
and potentially cost
is feasible
feasible and
cost effective.)
effective.)

Teleports and
and Bypass:
Teleports
Bypass: Opportunity
Opportunity or Threat
Threat to
to Local
Local Telephone
Telephone Companies?
Companies?
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If aa real
developer (or
(or an
an agent
agentfor
for the
the developer)
developer)with
with multiple
multiple
If
real estate
estate developer
properties in an
(e.g., via
via
properties
an area
area privately interconnects
interconnects those
those properties
properties (e.g.,
private microwave
private
microwave or fiber
fiber optics),
optics), then
then the
the local
local telephone
telephone company
company
losesadditional
additional local traffic and
revenuefrom
from that
that traffic.
loses
and the
the associated
associated revenue
The effect
effect of using
using a large,
large, shared
shared PBX for small
small and
and medium
medium tenants
tenants
will be
company local
local loops
loops required
required
will
be to
to reduce
reduce the number of telephone
telephone company
the tenants
tenants in
in a given rental property.
to serve
serve the
property.
The first
first two
twoeffects
effects cited
cited above
above involve
involveactual
actual bypass
bypass of telephone company
facilities.
facilities. The
The last
last effect
effect is
is not
not really
reallybypass
bypass but reflects
reflects the result of
of concentraconcentration
tion when
when the
the traffic
traffic ofofsmall
smalland
andmedium
mediumusers
usersisisaggregated
aggregated for
for the
the purpose
purpose

of calculating
calculating PBX
PBX trunk
trunkrequirements.
requirements.

BYPASS AND THE BUSINESS
BYPASS
BUSINESS OF TELEPORTS
If
enterpriseproviding
providing
If teleports
teleports can
can be
be operated
operated successfully
successfully as
as a business
business enterprise
satellite
then teleports
teleports present
present opportunities
opportunities to local
satellite gateway
gateway services,
services, then
local exexchange
carriers because
becauseofofthe
the stimulation
stimulation effect
effect on
on traffic
change carriers
traffic transported
transported to
to
and
and from
from the
the teleport.
teleport.This
Thisassumes,
assumes, of
ofcourse,
course, that
that local
localexchange
exchange carriers
carriers
can
competesosothat
thattraffic
trafficisis carried
carried to
to and
and from
from teleports
can successfully
successfully compete
teleports on
switched
and/or dedicated
carrier circuits.
switched and/or
dedicated exchange
exchange carrier
However,
are constructed
constructedwith
with proprietary
proprietary private
private distribution
However, if teleports
teleports are
systems,
then the
the exchange
carriers will
will lose
and the
the teleport
systems, then
exchange carriers
lose revenues,
revenues, and
teleport is
is
transformed
from opportunity
transformed from
opportunity to
to threat.
threat. Furthermore,
Furthermore, ififreal
realestate
estate developdevelopments
an integral
integral feature of teleports,
ments with
with shared
shared tenant
tenant services
services become
become an
teleports,
then this can
can constitute
constitute an
an additional
additionalsource
sourceofoflost
lostrevenues
revenues to
to an
an exchange
exchange
carrier.
Only after
after the
the marketplace
marketplace sorts
sorts out
out what
whatisisthe
thereal
realbusiness
business of
ofteleports
teleports
can the
can
the full bypass
bypass implications
implications to
to exchange
exchange carriers
carriers be identified.
identified. As long
long
as exchange
exchange carriers
carriers provide access
and transport
transport services
to teleports,
as
access and
services to
teleports, the
exchangecarrier
carrier will
will derive
from the existence
of the
the teleport.
teleport. In
exchange
derive a
a benefit
benefit from
existence of
fact, there is
carriers can't coexist
fact,
is no
no reason
reason teleports
teleports and
and exchange
exchange carriers
coexist and be
mutually beneficial.
mutually
beneficial.

•

APPENDIX

•

Excerpt
Excerpt of
of testimony
testimony of
ofDr.
Dr.Joseph
Joseph S.
S.Kraemer
Kraemer before
before the
the Public
PublicService
Service
Commission of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, 1985.
1985.
Commission

DEFINITION AND NATURE
NATURE OF
OF BYPASS
BYPASS
Q.

For purposes
purposes of your
your study,
study, how
howwas
wasbypass
bypass defined?
defined?
A. For purposes
purposes of our study,
study, bypass
bypass was
terminawas defined
definedas
asthe
theorigination
origination and/or
and/or termination
of aa call
callwithout
withoutthe
theuse
useofofa alocal
localtelephone
telephonecompany's
company's plant.
plant. Bypass
Bypass
tion of
results in aa loss
results
loss of
of revenues
revenues to the
the local
local telephone
telephone company.
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Q. Dr. Kraemer,
Kraemer, would
wouldyou
youplease
please explain
explain how
howthe
therevenue
revenue loss
loss would
would occur?
occur?
Absent bypass,
bypass,the
the customer
customerwould
would utilize
utilize the local
A. Absent
local telephone
telephone network. Once
Once
connectedto
to the
the network,
network, aa customer
customer may
may originate aa call to, or
connected
or receive
receive a call
from, any
any other
other subscriber
subscriber connected
connected to the network
network regardless
regardless of whether
whether the
the
calls are
are intraexchange,
interexchange, intrastate,
intrastate, or
or interstate.
calls
intraexchange, interexchange,
Local telephone
require sufficient
sufficient revenues
to cover
Local
telephone companies
companies require
revenues to
cover their
their costs
costs
and make
appropriate rates
rates of
of return on
and
make appropriate
on the
the services
services they
they provide
provide by
by means
means
services,intraintraof their
their networks.
networks. The
The revenues
revenues may come
come from local
local exchange
exchange services,
LATA22private
charges,and
andintra-LATA
intra-LATA toll
LATA
privateline
lineservices,
services,access
access charges,
tollservices.
services.Bypass
Bypass
reduces revenues
revenuesfrom
from one
reduces
one or
or more
moreofofthese
theseservice
servicecategories.
categories.
When bypass
When
bypass occurs,
occurs, the local
local telephone
telephone company
company experiences
experiences a reduction
reduction
in revenues
from local
subscribers, the
the interexchange
interexchange carriers,
carriers, or
or both. I've prein
revenues from
local subscribers,
prepared a schedule
pared
schedule to illustrate
illustrate how this occurs.
occurs. Schedule
Schedule to
la shows
shows aa simplified
simplified
configurationinin which
which aa customer
customer has
has two
two locations
locations (A
(A and
and B) in aa single
configuration
single
LATA.
LATA. The customer
customer uses the local telephone
telephone company's
company's plant to
to route
route traffic
traffic
between locations A and B
B and between
between either location and the
the long-haul
long-haul transtransmission facilities
facilities'3 of
mission
ofan
an interexchange
interexchange carrier.
carrier.
In Schedule
lb, the
A can now
Schedule \b,
the customer
customer at location
location A
now bypass
bypass the local
local plant
plant
dedicated bypass
bypass facilities
facilitiestoto reach
reach either
either the
the interexchange
interexchange carrier's
carrier's point
point
using dedicated
of presence
or location
the circuits
are bidirectional,
of
presence or
location B. Since the
circuits are
bidirectional, the traffic
traffic routed
outside of
of the
the local
plant in
in Schedule
lb can
outside
local plant
Schedule \b
can originate
originate at customer
customer location
location
A, customer location B, or
or outside
outside the
the LATA
LATA (entering through the interexchange
carrier's point
point ofofpresence).
presence).
It should
to January
should also
also be
be noted
noted that
that subsequent to
January 1,1, 1984,
1984, interexchange
interexchange
carriers can
can locate
within aa LATA
carriers
locate within
LATA as many
many POPs
POPs and
and at
at whatever
whatever location
location
they desire.
desire. Since
Since one
one component
component of
ofaccess
access charges
charges is distance
distance sensitive,
sensitive, more
more
POPs located
POPs
located closer
closer to large
large customers
customers will
will reduce
reduce the owner's
owner's cost
cost of
of access
access
(and also Winconsin Telephone's access charge revenue). Although not complete
complete
bypass,
partial carrier
carrier bypass.
bypass.
bypass, this
this is a form of partial
The effect
of bypass
is a loss
The
effect of
bypass is
loss of
of revenue
revenue from
from both
both local
local subscribers
subscribers and
and
interexchange carriers.
carriers. As
As shown
interexchange
shown on Schedule
Schedule lb,
Ib, in aa bypass
bypass configuration
configuration
traffic is
traffic
is diverted
diverted from
from the
the local
localtelephone
telephone company.
company. The
The lost
lost traffic
traffic means
means lost
lost
revenue. Furthermore,
Furthermore, the
the remaining
must pay
pay higher
higher rates
rates in
in order
order
revenue.
remaining subscribers
subscribers must
for the
to compensate
compensate for
the revenue
revenue lost
lost through
throughbypass.
bypass.
Q. How could
could this
thishappen?
happen?
A. If bypass
bypass occurred,
occurred, large
large users
users (which
(which are
are generally
generallybusinesses)
businesses) would
would divert
substantial traffic
traffic from
from the
the local
local plant
plant and
and route
substantial
route the
the traffic
traffic by
by another
another means.
means.
The effect
on the telephone
The
effect on
telephone company's
company's costs
costs would
would be
be as
as follows:
follows:
I.
1.

Nontraffic-sensitive costs
costs (e.g.,
(e.g., depreciation)
depreciation) associated
associatedwith
withthe
the plant
plant idled
idled
Nontraffic-sensitive
because
of bypass
bypass would
would not be
because of
be reduced.
reduced.
Some traffic-sensitive
traffic-sensitive costs
costs might eventually be reduced. However, operating
2. Some
and
costs would
would take
take some
some time
time to
to adjust to the reduced
and maintenance costs
reduced traffic
on the network.
network.

The loss
loss of
of revenue
revenue without
without a proportionate reduction
The
reduction in
incosts
costs would
would reduce
reduce
the
the company's
company's net
net operating
operating income.
income. A reduction
reduction in
innet
netoperating
operating income
income can
can
be expected
expected to
to adversely
adversely affect
affect the
the telephone
telephonecompany's
company's ability
ability to earn
earn its
its authoauthorized
rized rate
rate of return
return and
and its
its ability
ability totoraise
raise capital.
capital. After
After all,
all,once
once divestiture
divestiture

Teleports
and Bypass:
Opportunity or
or Threat
Teleports and
Bypass: Opportunity
Threat to Local Telephone
Telephone Companies?
Companies?
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occurs,
occurs, the Bell
Bell Operating
Operating Companies
Companies (BOCs)
(BOCs) must
must compete
compete in
in the
the marketplace
marketplace
against
oneanother,
another,AT&T,
AT&T, and
corporations for capital. Erosion
against one
and other corporations
Erosion of financial performance
of bypass
bypasswill
will increase
increasethe
thecost
costofofcapital
capital in
in the
the marketmarketperformance because
because of
place
investors demand
demand larger
larger returns to
place as
as investors
to compensate
compensate them for
for the
the increased
increased

of investing
investinginina atelephone
telephonecompany
company experiencing
experiencing income
income losses
losses due
risk of
due to
bypass.
In addition,
addition,all
allremaining
remainingcustomers
customers(including
(includingsmall
smallbusiness
business and
and residential
residential
customers)would
wouldhave
havetotopay
payhigher
higherrates
ratestotoadjust
adjustfor
for the
the withdrawal
withdrawal of
of
customers)
large user
user traffic
traffic from the local network.
the remaining
remaining
network.This
This would
wouldoccur
occurbecause
because the
customers
would have
customers would
have to assume
assume the
the revenue
revenue requirement
requirement for essentially
essentially the
the
same
level of
of telephone
telephone company
company plant and expenses.
Theeffect
effectof
ofconcentrating
concentrating
same level
expenses. The
capital recovery
shrinking customer base
would encourage
encourageadditional
additional
recovery charges
charges on aa shrinking
base would
bypass.
The risk
The
risk ofofloss
lossisisincreased
increased because
because local
local telephone
telephonecompany
companyrevenues
revenues tend
tend
to be concentrated
concentrated disproportionately
disproportionately among
among aa small
small number
numberof
ofbusiness
business customers.
ers. In addition,
addition, revenues
revenues tend
tend to
tobe
beconcentrated
concentrated geographically.
geographically.
Q.
Would you
youplease
please elaborate?
elaborate?
Q. Would
A. Schedule
shows that
that aa large
Schedule 22 shows
large proportion
proportion ofofWisconsin
WisconsinTelephone's
Telephone's business
business
MTS revenues
generated by
by aa very
very small
small percentage
percentage of
of Wisconsin
Wisconsin Telephone's
MTS
revenues are generated
business customers.
business
customers.

SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE 15-1a
15-1 a
Local Loop
Loop Configuration—No
Configuration-No Bypass
Local
Bypass
LATA

lnlor

tragic

X

Ar'q

POP

Customer
location B

Customer
location A
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SCHEDULE
15-1b
SCHEDULE 15-16
Bypass
Bypass Configuration
Configuration
LATA

Customer
location B

Customer
location A

This concentration
the vulnerability
concentration increases
increases the
vulnerabilityofoflocal
localtelephone
telephone companies
companies
to bypass
bypass since
since revenues
revenuescan
canbe
bedisproportionately
disproportionately affected
affected whenever
whenever (1)
(1) major
businesscustomers
customersmove
moveto
to aa bypass
system and/or
and/or (2)
business
bypass system
(2)bypass
bypass technologies
technologies
are introduced
are
introduced into the
the small
smallgeographic
geographic area
area covered
covered by
by high-revenue
high-revenue wire
wire
centers. This
This last point
centers.
point on
ongeographic
geographic concentration
concentrationdeserves
deserves emphasis.
emphasis. ItIt means
means
that aa competitor
competitor totothe
the local
localtelephone
telephonecompany
company need
need only
only build
buildaabypass
bypass system
system
handle high-volume
high-volume traffic
traffic originating
originating from aa limited
to handle
limitednumber
numberofoflarge
largecustomers
customers
not have
in a small
small geographic
geographic area.
area. The
The competitor
competitor does
does not
have to replicate the
the entire
ubiquitous local plant.
ubiquitous

NOTES
1. To
To be
be included
included within
within the
study, aa user
user had
had to
to spend
spendaaminimum
minimum
1.
the scope
scope of the Touche
Touche Ross
Ross study,
of $250,000
$250,000 annually
annually for
forexchange
exchange and
and interexchange
interexchange services
services in aa given
given state.
state.
LATA isisan
2. LATA
anacronym
acronymfor
forLocal
LocalAccess
Access and
and Transport
Transport Area;
Area; this
thisterm
termrefers
refers to
to the
the geographic
geographic
service area
areainin which
which aa Bell Operating
A BOC
service
Operating Company
Company (BOC) can
can provide
provide service.
service. A
HOC cannot
cannot
provide inter-LATA
inter-LATA service;
as "interex"interexprovide
service;the
thecarriers
carriers who
whoprovide
providesuch
such services
services are
are designated
designated as
change carriers."
carriers."
change
3. The
The entry point to
interexchangecarrier
carrier is
is known
known
to the
the long-haul
long-haul transmission
transmission facilities of an interexchange
as the
the carrier's point
as
point of
ofpresence
presence (POP).
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CABLE COMPANIES
COMPANIES AND INSTITUTIONAL
NETWORKS (I-NETS)

From a modest
modest beginning
beginning with aa primary
primary purpose
purpose of
of improving
improving broadcast
broadcast
television reception,
reception, cable
cable TV
TV has
has gone
gone on
on to
to provide
provide 20, 36, and
and then more
television
more
channels of
of TV
TVcapacity.
capacity.Along
Alongthe
theway
wayitithas
hasadded
addednew
newfunctions—
functionsthan 100
100 channels
pay television, public access programming, simple
simple versions of consumer pollpolling, and
and more.
ing,
more. All of
of these
these uses
uses are intended
intended to
to serve,
serve, entice, and entertain
entertain
the home market. Recently,
Recently, however,
however, the
the ability
ability of
of cable
cable TV to serve different
diiferent
has begun
begun to
to gain
attention. Among
markets with different
different kinds of services
services has
gain attention.
Among
these
are those
these new services
services are
those aimed
aimed at the
the business
business market
market and
and provided
provided
over
or, as it isis beginning
to be called,
over an institutional
institutional network,
network, or,
beginning to
called, an I-Net.
I-Net.
Institutions and
and organizations—rather
organizations-rather than
subscribers-have
Institutions
than residential
residential subscribers—have
market for cable television. The
The services
services this
this market
market is
is interested
interested
become a new market
such as data transmission,
in buying are communications services,
services, such
transmission, videoconvideoconferencing, and
and private phone system link-ups. To serve this institutional marferencing,
market, cable systems
systems are
are being
being built
built with
with aa coaxial
cable that
that is separate from
ket,
coaxial cable
from
the wires that bring
bring entertainment
entertainment and
and other
other services
services into
into residential
residential homes,
homes,
"downstream" from
from aa main
main transmission
transmission facility.
facility. This
This separate
separate cable
cable allows
allows
users in institutions and organizations
organizations to
to send
send as
as well
well as
as receive
receive communicacommunications. This
This means
means that an institutional user can send a signal to one or more
tions.
more
receive a signal
institutional users
users and
and receive
user or
other institutional
signal coming
coming from
from another
another user
from
from the
the cable
cable system's
system's headend
headend facility.
facility. These
These new
new nonentertainment
nonentertainment uses
uses
are known
uses, and
and the
the cable
plant that
known as institutional
institutional uses,
cable plant
that is
is dedicated
dedicated to
serving organizations
organizations rather than homes
homes is known as an institutional network.
Institutional networks
Institutional
networks exist primarily in
in cable
cable franchise
franchise contracts.
contracts. RelaRelatively few
few cable
cable companies
companieshave
haveyet
yettranslated
translated I-Net
I-Net contract promises
tively
promises into
actual operations,
and most
as well
well as
as actual
actual builds,
builds, are
are
actual
operations, and
most of these promises,
promises, as
an early
early stage.
stage.
still in an
Like most
most innovations,
I-Nets did not spring
Like
innovations, I-Nets
spring fully
fully grown from
from the minds
minds
of cable or municipal
institutions,
municipal dreamers.
dreamers. Rather
Rather they
they grew
grew in
in response
response to institutions,
both public
public and
and private,
private, that
thatconceived
conceived of
of ways
ways coaxial
coaxial cable
cable might
might solve
solve aa
problem or realize
realize an
an idea.
idea.
The I-Net
I-Net usually
usually carries
carries anywhere
anywhere from
from 20
20 to
to 60
60 television
television channels.
channels. It
It
can integrate
integrate audio, video,
video, data, and
and text
text services.
services. With
With the
the right
right end-user
end-user
equipment, the
the 1-Net
I-Net can
can also
also provide
provide voice
voice grade (telephone)
(telephone) service.
service. Unlike
the primarily
primarily "downstream"
"downstream"residential
residential cable,
cable, which
which in
in newer
newer franchises
franchises will
I-Net is
also
also contain about
about four
four upstream
upstream channels,
channels, the I-Net
is generally
generally planned
planned
there isisan
an approximately
approximatelyeven
even division
division between
between upstream and downdownso that there
stream
This "mid-band
split" thus provides
an equal
of
stream channels.
channels. This
"mid-band split"
provides an
equal number
number of
channels on which to send
channels
send and
and receive
receive signals.
signals.
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I-NETS AND THE MARKETPLACE
I-NETS
MARKETPLACE
To understand
are trying
trying to carve
understand the commercial
commercial niche
niche cable
cable companies
companies are
carve
for themselves,
it's important to
themselves, it's
to look
look at
at the
the new
new telecommunications
telecommunications marketplace
place and to understand some
some basic facts about its needs.
needs. Telecommunications
Telecommunications

managers
are continually
continually seeking
seekingmeans
meanstototransmit
transmit information
information at higher
managers are
higher
speeds
and lower
lower costs.
costs.Additionally,
Additionally, they seek
speeds and
seek to integrate
integrate and
and simplify
simplify
the transmission
the
transmission of data voice
voice and video
video communications over
over one
one medium
medium
and
and with
with as
as few
few vendors
vendors or
or providers
providersofofservice
serviceas
as possible.
possible.
However, despite
despite technological
technological advances
advances and
and the
the emergence
emergence of new
new comcompetitive long-distance
telecommunication carriers,
carriers, the
the nation's
nation's major commulong-distance telecommunication
nication system
system remains the typical
typical telephone,
telephone, the
the 4,000-hertz
4,000-hertz twisted
twisted copper
copper
9,600 bps
bpswith
with special
special"conditioning."
"conditioning." Moreover,
wire pair limited
limited to
to passing
passing 9,600
Moreover,
telephone switching equipment
telephone
equipment was
was planned
planned to
to handle
handle the
thesimultaneous
simultaneoususe
use
at any one
of only
only aa certain
certain percentage
percentage of telephones
telephones in any one
one area
area at
one time.
It was
the typical
typical voice
user, not
not
was also
also designed
designed to accommodate
accommodate the
voice telephone
telephone user,
one
one who hooks
hooks a
a computer
computer to the
the telephone
telephone line for
for aa sevenseven- or eight-hour
eight-hour
"call."
In contrast,
transmit information
information at
at very high
contrast, CATV coaxial
coaxial cable
cable can
can transmit
frequenciesof
of up
up to
to several
hundred million
million hertz. Depending
frequencies
several hundred
Depending on the
the cable
cable
54 different
different 66 million-hertz
million-hertz
plant, itit can
can simultaneously
simultaneously transmit up to
to some
some 54
channels. Though
Though not
not a switches
system,inin contrast
contrast to
to the
the narrowband
narrowband teletelechannels.
switches system,
phone, cable
cable is
is an
an extremely
extremely wide transmission
transmission medium
medium able
phone,
able to handle very
and the
the integration
integration of
video transmishigh transmission rates
rates and
of data, voice,
voice, and video
sion.
More and
and more
more cable
cable plant
plant isisbeing
being installed
installedininlocal
localareas,
areas, passing
passing increasincreasBy 1983
the country's 50
ing numbers of
of homes
homes and
and businesses.
businesses. By
1983 the
50 largest
largest cable
cable
operators had
had installed
installed nearly
nearly 400,000
400,000miles
milesof
of cable
cable plant;
plant; and
and in 1984
operators
1984
they installed
plant miles
miles in their local
they
installed another
another 44,000
44,000 plant
local franchise
franchise areas.
areas. It is
is
the cable
company's ability
ability to
the
cable company's
to provide
provideeconomic
economic high-speed
high-speed wideband
wideband transtransmission in
in the
the local
local loop
loop over
over its
its I-Net or I-Net-like
mission
I-Net-like plant
plant that
that gives
gives cable
cable
the opportunity
opportunity to develop
the
develop a position
position for itself
itself in
in the
the evolving
evolving commercial
commercial
telecommunicationsmarketplace.
marketplace.ItIt isis aa position
position that
that could
telecommunications
could grow
grow stronger
stronger
as increasing
increasing numbers of
of telecommunications
telecommunications users seek to send
send more
more widewideband signals within
band
within the
the local
local loop
loop and over
over long
long distances
distances into
into the local
local
loop-that last
loop—that
lastmile
milethat
thatremains
remainsthe
themost
mostdifficult
difficult and
andcostliest
costliest to
tocover.
cover.

THE ROLE OF LOCAL
LOCAL CABLE
CABLE NETWORKS
NETWORKS
Tenants
of improved
improved telecommuTenants attracted to the high tech building
buildingbecause
because of
nications
nications capabilities inherent in
in its
its design
design will
willwant
wanttotohave
havethe
thesame
same advanadvantage
when communicating
communicating out
out of
of the
thebuilding
building to
to other
other locations
locationsin
in the
thevicinity
vicinity
tage when
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or to aa common carrier
carrier for
forlonger
longerdistance
distance links.
links.InInmany
manycases,
cases, aa customized
customized
local cable
cable network can
can be
be used
used to gain
gain that
that advantage.
advantage.
Using presently
proven technology,
technology, aa local
local cable
cable network
network can
can provide
provide relirelipresently proven
able
high-capacity communications
communicationswithin
within aa radius
radius of
of at
at least
able high-capacity
least 10 miles
miles of
the
high tech
tech building.
building.Fast-paced
Fast-paced technological
technological advances,
advances, particularly
the high
particularly in
the field
field of
of fiber
fiberoptics,
optics, are
are increasing
increasing that
thatrange
rangerapidly.
rapidly.These
Thesecable
cablesystems
systems
can therefore
to interconnect
can
therefore be
be used
used to
interconnect buildings in
in aa campus
campus environment,
environment,
to link
link multiple
multiplelocations
locations within
withinaacity,
city,orortotoprovide
provideconnection
connection to
to common
common
thereby gaining improved access
intercity and
and international
carrier nodes,
nodes, thereby
access totointercity
international
facilities.

DATA TRANSMISSION AND CABLE I-NETS
I-NETS
Several
types of
of cable
cable can
can be
be included
included in aa local
Several types
local cable
cable network,
network, each
each type
type
having inherent
inherent functional characteristics
that make
having
characteristics that
make it optimal
optimal for
forspecific
specific
uses.
Cable systems
systems can
can therefore
therefore be designed
uses. Cable
designed using several
several types of
of cable
cable
combined
combined in customized configurations
configurations in order
order to
to meet
meet a diversity of
of applicaapplications.
tions. Those
Those applications
applications can include
include data,
data, voice,
voice, and
and video
videorequirements
requirements
in aa multitude
multitude of
ofcombinations.
combinations.
The data communications
The
communications capabilities of local
local cable
cable systems
systems include, but
are
not limited to,
are not
to, the
the following
following types
types of
ofcommunications
communications links.
Dedicated
links can be used to interconnect
Dedicated point-to-point links
interconnect two computers,
computers,
two terminals,
or a computer
two
terminals, or
computer and aa terminal
terminal on
on aapermanent
permanent basis.
basis. Any
Any
standard
data rate
bits per
can be
be
standard data
rate up
up to
to and
andincluding
including 1,544,000
1,544,000 bits
per second
second can
accommodated. Equipment for still
accommodated.
still higher
higher rates
rates isisnow
nowbecoming
becoming available.
available.
Higher
Higher data
data rates
rates can
can also
also be
be used
used with
withend
endequipment
equipment that
thatmultiplexes,
multiplexes,
or combines,
combines, data from
from many
many devices
devices onto a single
single data link.
link.
Dedicated
point-to-multipoint links
Dedicated point-to-multipoint
links operate
operate in
in aasimilar
similarway.
way.However,
However,
these
permanent connection
between aa computer
computer and a number
these links provide permanent
connection between
of terminals
terminals or other
other devices
devices in
in order to enable
enable the computer
computer to
to exchange
exchange
Dedicated point-to-point
point-to-point and
and multipoint
multipoint
data with each on a sequential basis.
basis. Dedicated
links are functionally
functionally comparable
comparable to
to traditional
traditionalservices
servicesoffered
offered by
by local
local teletelephone companies.
such standard
phone
companies. However,
However, such
standard services
services typically operate
operate only
up to
to 9,600
9,600 bits per
per second.
second. The much
much higher
higher rates
rates provided
provided by
by local
local cable
cable
systems
systems are therefore a distinct
distinct advantage.
advantage.
Multipoint
switchedlinks
linksallow
allowmany
many
computers,
terminals,
or other
devices
Multipoint switched
computers,
terminals,
or other
devices
to be
be connected
connected to
to each
each other
other dynamically
dynamically through
through the
the use
useofofaddressing.
addressing.
Any
can then
then communicate
to any
any other
other device
on the
the link
Any such device
device can
communicate to
device on
link on
a temporary,
temporary, switched
switched basis.
basis. This link
link isis aa functional
functional extension
extension of
of the
the local
local
area networks
networks (LANS)
(LANS) being
being marketed
marketed by
by aa number
numberof
ofcompanies
companies for
for office
office
automation purposes.
used to
to provide
provide multipoint
multipoint
purposes. The
The local
local cable
cable system can be used
switched
switched links,
links, or LANS,
LANS, that
that encompass
encompass several
several buildings.
buildings. They
They can
can also
also
interconnect
area networks
interconnect independent local
local area
networks in several
several separated buildings
and provide access
from devices
on a LAN
and
access from
devices on
LAN to
to long-distance
long-distance services
services from
from
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a common carrier.
carrier. These
These links
links are
are equivalent
equivalent to
to standard
standard telephone
telephone switched
services.
They provide
provide higher data
greater flexibility
flexibility
services. They
data rates
rates and, in
in most
most cases,
cases, greater
and ease
of operation.
and
ease of
operation.
The high capacity
can permit many links
The
capacity of
of the
the cables
cables used
used in the system
system can
links
of the
the three
three types
types described
described to
tooperate
operate simultaneously
simultaneously on
onaasingle
singlecable.
cable.

VOICE SERVICES
SERVICES AND
AND CABLE I-NETS
VOICE
I-NETS
One of the important
offeredby
by aa high
high tech
tech building is the
One
important advantages
advantages offered
the
availability
availabilityofofimproved
improvedvoice
voiceservice
service inherent
inherenttotothe
theuse
use of
of aa private
private telephone
telephone
system. In many
manycases
cases the building
building owner
ownerorormanager
managerprovides
providesthe
thenecessary
necessary

which
wiring from
from each
each floor
floor totoan
anadvanced
advanced telephone
telephone switching
switching system,
system, which
is located
located within
within the
the building
buildingfor
forthe
theshared
shareduse
useofoftenants.
tenants. Such
Such aa system
system
offers
low-cost interconnection
interconnection of
of the
the telephones
within the
the building and
offers low-cost
telephones within
and
many also
also include
include many
manyadvanced
advanced features
features designed
designed into
into newer
newertelephone
telephone
systems.
Typical of
systems. Typical
of such
such features
features are teleconferencing, call forwarding,
forwarding, leastleastcost routing, and
and detailed
detailed call
call accounting.
accounting.
cost

Where
there is
is a complex
Where there
complex of buildings
buildings or where
where aa aa particular
particular tenant
tenant
occupies
several buildings
buildings in
occupies several
in the
the same
same area
area and wants his or her
her own
ownsystem,
system,

the
switch can
can be
the private
private telephone
telephone switch
be divided
divided and
and a portion
portion ofofthe
thesystem
system
extended to, and
and included in,
building. It's
building
in, each
each building.
It's also
also possible
possible that each
each building
may require
voice links
require its
its own
own independent
independent telephone
telephone system.
system. In either
either case
case voice
between
between buildings
buildingsare
arenecessary.
necessary.
The
network can
to provide
provide those
those links.
links. It can
The local
local cable
cable network
can be
be used
used to
can also
also
provide required
and aa comrequired connections
connections between
between a private telephone
telephone system
system and
mon carrier for
forlonger-distance
longer-distance voice
voicecommunications.
communications.The
Thecable
cablesystem
system offers
offers
several
options for
for providing
providing such
The primary
primary considerseveral options
such local
local voice
voice services.
services. The
consideration in the
the selection
selection of an
an option
option isis the
the number
number of
ofvoice
voicelinks
linksneeded.
needed.
Small
of point-to-point
point-to-point voice
Small numbers
numbers of
voice links can
can be
be transmitted
transmitted through
the
system on
on an
an individual
individual basis.
the cable
cable system
basis. Such
Such an approach
approach is most practical
practical
when several end
end points require roughly
roughly10
10ororless
lessconnections
connections between
between them.
them.
It
flexibility when
It also
also provides
provides flexibility
when the
the link
linkend
end points
points are
are subject
subject to relocation.
relocation.
In cases
where larger
larger numbers
numbers of
of links,
links, or trunks,
cases where
trunks, are
are needed,
needed, a local
local
cable system
system can
can provide several
options. Equipment called
cable
several options.
called channel
channel banks,
banks,
or their
theirequivalent,
equivalent,can
can encode
encode and
and combine
combine several
several voice
voice signals
signals into aa
single binary
binary bit stream
single
stream having
having aa data
data rate
rateofof1,544,000
1,544,000 bits
bitsper
persecond.
second.
That signal
signal can
can then
then be
be transmitted
transmitted through
throughthe
thecable
cable system
system in
in aafashion
fashion
point-to-point data
identical to
to that
that of
ofthe
the high-speed
high-speed dedicated
dedicated point-to-point
data link
linkdiscussed
discussed
previously. Present
Present standard
standard channel
channel banks
banks can combine
combine 24
24 voice
voice signals.
signals.
However, more sophisticated
sophisticated equipment
equipment now
nowbecoming
becoming available
available can
can increase
increase
this number
number to
to 48
48 signals
signals or
or more.
more. This
This technique
technique is
is practical
practical when
when fixedend
telephone switches,
switches,must
mustbe
be linked
linked by
by at least
end equipment,
equipment, such
such as
as telephone
least 10
10
voice trunks.
trunks.
Other
Other types
types of
ofequipment
equipmentcan
can combine
combineeven
even greater
greater numbers
numbers of
ofvoice
voice signals
signals
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in either
either encoded
encoded or nonencoded
nonencoded form and
and provide
provide transmission
transmission by direct
direct
connection to aa dedicated
are
connection
dedicated cable.
cable. For
For example,
example, some
some telephone
telephone switches
switches are
now capable
hundred voice
voice signals
signals to
to produce
now
capable of combining several
several hundred
produce aa 45
million-bit-per-second binary-encoded
binary-encoded stream
streamof
of light
light pulses.
For transmismillion-bit-per-second
pulses. For
transmission, this pulse
stream can
can be
be coupled
coupleddirectly
directly to
to a single optical
optical fiber consion,
pulse stream
tained in the
tained
the local
local cable
cable system.
system.
VIDEO SERVICES
SERVICES AND CABLE I-NETS
I-NETS
The cable
system can
can also
also satisfy
satisfy aa number
number of video transmission
The
cable system
transmission requirements. Video
throughthe
thecable
cable inineither
eitheran
anencoded
encoded
Video images can
can be
betransmitted
transmitted through
for unencoded
unencoded form.
Equipment, called
Equipment,
called aa codec,
codec, is
is now
now available
availablewhich
whichcan
cansample,
sample,encode,
encode,
and
simplify
a
video
signal
to
produce
a
digital
pulse
stream
and simplify a video signal to produce a digital pulse stream at
at aa standard
standard
data rate.
rate. Present
codecdesigns
designspermit
permitfull-motion
full-motion video
video to
to be
be transmitted
transmitted
data
Present codec
at a rate of 1,544,000
1,544,000 bits per second.
second. To the cable system, that signal appears
appears
the same
data or encoded
same as
as a high-speed
high-speed data
encoded voice signal. Freeze-frame
Freeze-frame video,
where the
the image is changed
now requires
requires aa 56,000
bitwhere
changed every
every few seconds,
seconds, now
56,000 bitper-seconddata
datalink.
link, Development
Developmentof
of improved
improved equipment
equipmentwill
will lower
lower the
per-second
the
data
videoconferencingroom
roomin
in the
the high
data rates
rates needed.
needed. A codec-equipped
codec-equipped videoconferencing
tech
tech building
building can
can therefore
therefore be
be connected
connected through the local
local cable
cable system
system to
conventional long-distance
long-distance data
data services.
services.
Standard
video links can
Standard unencoded
unencoded video
can also
also be
be provided
provided between
between buildings
buildings
or to
buildings
to long-distance
long-distance carriers.
carriers. AAsecurity
securitysystem
systemencompassing
encompassing several
several buildings
is aa typical
typical application requiring
links. The high-resolution
high-resolution video required
requiring such
such links.
by suppliers
suppliers of
of programming
programming services
services and
and by
by medical
medical diagnostic
diagnostic systems
systems
requires
requires more
more capacity but
but can
can be
be easily
easily accommodated
accommodated on the
the local
local cable
cable
networks.

CABLE TYPES
TYPES AND
AND CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS
Several
types of cable can
can be
be included in
Several types
in aa local
localsystem
system designed
designed to
to satisfy
satisfy
the applications
applications discussed
discussed above.
above.

Twisted Pair
Pair
Cables
composed of
of twisted
twisted copper
copper wire
wire pairs have been
been used
usedfor
for traditional
traditional
Cables composed
telecommunications services
They remain
remain the
the predominant
telecommunications
services for many
many decades.
decades. They
Each pair can
facility offered
offered by
by local
local telephone
telephone companies.
companies. Each
can provide a pointpointAlthough designed
primarily for
to-point connection
connection for
for aa single
single signal. Although
designed primarily
for voice
voice
purposes,
twisted pair
used for
for data
data when equipped with
with modems
purposes, aa twisted
pair can
can also
also be used
modems
as
end equipment.
equipment. Typical
Typical modems
convert data
data signals
signals to
to voice
voice form
form for
as end
modems convert
for
transmission
transmission on the cable
cable pair. The maximum
maximumdata
data rate
rate achievable
achievable is usually
9,600
Other modem
modem types
types can
can transmit
transmit data
data signals
signals directly
directly
9,600 bits per second.
second. Other
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over the
The distance
of
over
the cable
cable for aa maximum
maximum distance
distance of several
several miles.
miles. The
distance of
possible transmission
transmission decreases
decreasesproportionally
proportionally as the data
data rate increases.
The
possible
increases. The
betweenbuildings
buildings with
with this approach
maximum data
data rate
rate achievable
achievable between
approach is typitypically 56,000
56,000 bits per
per second.
second. For this
this reason,
reason, copper
copper pairs are
are not
not suitable
suitable
for most
most high-speed
high-speed data
data or for
for video
video applications.
applications.
A wire
wirepair
pairisisneeded
needed for
foreach
each signal;
signal; therefore,
therefore, cables
cables of this type
type are
are
quite large
large and bulky
bulky compared
compared with
withnewer
newercable
cabletypes
types having
havinggreater
greater capaccapacity.
ity. Twisted
Twisted pair
paircables
cables are
are also
also more
more susceptible
susceptible to aa number
number of
of electrical
electrical
noise and
and interference
interferenceconditions,
conditions,which
which can
can disrupt
disrupt proper
proper operation.
operation. They
They
noise
are relatively easy
tap for signal monitoring
easy to tap
monitoringpurposes
purposes and therefore provide
less
security for information
less security
information ofofaaprivate
privatenature.
nature.For
Forthese
thesereasons,
reasons, twisted
twisted
pair cable
cable has
has relatively limited
limited usefulness
usefulness in most
most local
local cable
cable networks.
networks.

Cable
Coaxial Cable
Coaxial cable
developed to
to meet
meet new
new requirements
requirements beyond
beyond the
the capabilicable was developed
ties
ties of twisted
twisted pairs.
pairs. Applications
Applications with
withsuch
suchrequirements
requirements included
included radio,
radio,
television,
television, radar, and
and video
video signal
signal transmission.
transmission. The telephone
telephone industry also
also
began to
to use
coaxial cable
cablefor
for the
the bulk transmission
of many
began
use coaxial
transmission of
many voice
voice links
combined into aa single
combined
single signal.
signal.
The
The physical
physical structure
structure of coax
coax makes
makes itit suitable
suitable for such
such applications.
applications. It
transmits its signal energy
energy through
a
single
center
conductor,
which
through a single center conductor, which is
is totally
totally
surrounded
at
a
uniform
distance
by
a
shield
and
ground
return,
which
surrounded at a
distance by a shield and ground return, which
serves
the same
samefunction
function as
asthe
thesecond
secondwire
wireof
ofaatwisted
twisted pair.
pair. This
This structure
serves the
permits coaxial
many times
permits
coaxial cable
cable to have
have a signal
signal capacity
capacity many
times that of
of twisted
twisted
electrical interference.
interference. In
In
pair and
and also
also provides
provides effective
effective shielding
shielding against
against electrical
recent
recent years
years the
the improved
improved performance
performance of
of coaxial
coaxialcable
cable has
has caused
caused its
its use
use
to include a variety of
to be
be expanded
expanded to
of new
new data
data and
and voice
voice applications.
applications.

Baseband. These
can be
befunctionally
functionally divided
divided into
into two groupBaseband.
These applications
applications can
ings: baseband
and broadband.
broadband. In
baseband and
In systems
systems using
using baseband
baseband operation, aa single
single

digital data
data signal,
signal, having
having aa rate
rate up
up to
to 10
10million
millionbits
bitsper
persecond
second ororgreater,
greater,
is transmitted
transmitted on
on the
the cable
cable at
at any
any instant
instant of
of time.
time. ItItcan
canbebesent
sentseveral
several
thousand feet
feet without
without having to be regenerated
regeneratedtotoits
its original
original form.
form. In many
thousand
many
operations, interface
interfaceequipment
equipmentisislocated
locatedatateither
eitherend
endof
of aa point-to-point
point-to-point
operations,
cable. As an alternative,
cable.
alternative, multiple
multiple signal
signal sources
sources may be easily
easily tapped
tapped onto
onto
the cable
cable throughout
length in
in order
order totoshare
share use
use of
ofthe
the cable
cable capacity
capacity
the
throughout its length
on a time
basis.AA local
local area
area network,
network, or
or LAN, isisan
on
time sequential
sequential basis.
anexample
example
of such
such an
an application.
application. A typical
typical LAN
LANpermits
permitsmany
manycompatible
compatible interface
interface
devices
to communicate
communicate with each
devices to
each other
other on
on aa dynamic,
dynamic, switched
switched basis.
basis. The
high cable
cable data
data rate
rate permits
permits each
each system
system user
user to operate
operate as
as ifif aa private,
private,
dedicated
cable system
dedicated connection
connection was
was being
beingprovided.
provided. A
A local cable
systemwhich
which includes
includes
coax
applications described
described above
abovewithin
within a complex
coax can provide the
the baseband
baseband applications
of adjacent
adjacent high tech
tech buildings.
buildings.
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Broadband.
Broadband.Broadband
Broadbandcoaxial
coaxialcable
cabletechnology
technologyhas
hasbeen
been largely
largely develdeveloped to satisfy
satisfy the
the need
need of
of the
the cable
cabletelevision
televisionindustry
industry to distribute aa number
oped
of high-capacity video
video signals
signals throughout aa city-sized
city-sized area
area on a single
single cable
cable
and
and to tap
tap those
those signals
signals into aa great
great many
many locations.
locations. This
This isisaccomplished
accomplished
by assigning
each signal
signal aa separate
portion of the
by
assigning each
separate portion
the overall
overall cable
cable capacity,
capacity,
that portion
that
portion being
being proportional
proportional to
to the
the information
informationcontent
content ofofitsitsassigned
assigned
signal.
Since total
total coax
much as
times that
that of a
signal. Since
coax capacity
capacity can be as
as much
as 100,000
100,000 times
conventional voice
voice twisted
twisted pair,
pair, aa great
conventional
great quantity and
and variety
variety of
of signals
signals can
can
potentially be
potentially
beaccommodated.
accommodated. Present
Present techniques
techniques permit
permitatatleast
least 50
50unencoded
unencoded
television signals on aa single
single cable.
cable.
In recent
have been
beenrefined
refinedtoto permit
permit two-way data and
recent years,
years, techniques
techniques have
voice also
also to share
share the active
active cable.
cable. Present
Present equipment permits transmission
transmission
Alternately,
of about 130
130 two-way
two-way data
data signals
signals of
of 1,544,000
1,544,000 bits per second.
second. Alternately,
several
thousand lower
lower speed
data or
or voice connections
connections can
can be
be provided.
provided. A
several thousand
speed data
flexible
flexible mix
mix of
ofdata,
data, voice,
voice,ororvideo
videosignals
signalsisispossible.
possible.
Amplifiers spaced
every 1,000
1,000toto 2,000
2,000feet
feetpermit
permitdistribution
distribution of
of highhighAmplifiers
spaced every
throughout a radius
quality signals
signals throughout
radius of
of 55 to
to 10
10miles.
miles. Beyond
Beyond that
that distance
distance
quality begins
Within its
quality
begins to gradually
graduallydecrease.
decrease. Within
its area
area of
of operation,
operation, aa broadband
broadband
can be
beeasily
easilytapped
tappedto
to provide
provide use
useof
of the
the cable
cableto
to many
manybuildings
buildings
cable system can
and to many locations
and
locations within
withineach
each building.
building.AAwell-designed
well-designedbroadband
broadband syssystem will
will provide
providepreinstalled
preinstalledaccess
access to the
the cable
cable at all
all locations
locations having
havingpotenpotential need
need for
for its
itsuse.
use. New
Newapplications
applications can
can therefore
thereforebe
be readily
readilyconnected
connected
point, or
or
into the
the cable
cable and
and can
can then
then communicate
communicate with any
any other
other access
access point,
combination of
Several suppliers
suppliers are
arenow
nowprovidprovidcombination
ofaccess
access points, on the system. Several
are compatible
compatible with
with broadband
operation. Using
Using
ing local area
area networks that are
broadband operation.
this approach
approach a LAN
LANcomposed
composed of
ofseveral
several hundred terminals
terminals can
can be accomaccommodated on
on aa broadband
broadband cable
cablein
in the
the capacity
capacity normally
normally allocated
single
modated
allocated to a single
television channel.
coaxial cable
cablewill
will provide
A local
local cable
cable system
system that includes
includes broadband
broadband coaxial
provide
with great
capacity and
andflexibility
flexibility in communicating
within high
high
its users
users with
great capacity
communicating within
tech buildings and
and to the
tech
the outside
outside world.

Optical Fiber
Fiber
has become
becomeaavery
veryrapidly
rapidlyevolving
evolving
The development of fiber optic
optic systems
systems has
part of
part
of the
the communications
communications industry. This
This extraordinary
extraordinary growth
growth isis based
based
relatively recent
on relatively
recent breakthroughs
breakthroughs in
in several
several interrelated
interrelated areas
areas of technology.
Strands of
of ultrapure glass
fiber are
of transmitting light
Strands
glass fiber
are capable
capable of
light signals
signals
Those light
light signals can
can be
be varied
varied in
in several
several ways
waysinin order
order
for long
long distances.
distances. Those
most applicable
applicable to telecommunications
to convey intelligence. The technique most
telecommunications
functions involves
involves transmission
transmission of narrow pulses
pulses of light
light coded
coded to
to represent
represent
voice or
or data
voice
data information.
information. These
These light
light pulses
pulses are
are produced
produced by electronic
electronic
components called laser
laser diodes in
in response
response to comparable pulses
pulses of electrical
electrical
current. Light
Light coupled
coupled onto
onto the
the fiber
fiber and
and transmitted
transmitted through
through ititisissensed
sensed
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at the far end
end by
by complementary
complementary components,
components, which convert the light
light pulses
pulses
back
back to electrical
electrical form.
Rapid
in the
Rapid advances
advances in
the technology
technology of both
both fiber
fiber and
and end
end equipment
equipment are
are
serving
several advantages
advantagesinherent
inherentininthe
the use
useof
of optical
optical fiber
fiber
serving to enhance
enhance several
systems.
Improved end
end equipment
systems. Improved
equipment permits
permits use
use of
of progressively
progressively narrower
narrower
pulses.
pulses. New fiber types can transmit
transmit those
those pulses
pulses with
with acceptable
acceptable distortion.
distortion.
As the
narrower, more
more of
of them can
be transmitted in aa given
the pulses
pulses become
become narrower,
can be
time; and
and therefore,
therefore, the
the capacity
capacity of
ofthe
thesystem
system isisincreased.
increased. Advances
Advances in
the
in the
the capabilities
capabilities of end
end equipment,
equipment, in
the purity
purity of
ofglass
glass used
used in producing
producing
fiber, and
and in the
the techniques
techniques for splicing
splicing sections
sections of itittogether
together result
result ininless
less
attenuation of
of the light.
light.This
This permits
permits communication
communicationover
overincreasing
increasing distances
distances
without the
the need
need for
forpulse
pulse regeneration.
regeneration. Many
Many fiber
fibersystems
systems now in
in operation
operation
without
can
of
can transmit
transmit approximately
approximately 100
100 million
million pulses
pulses per
per second
second for distances
distances of
5 miles or more.
A
newer
fiber
type,
now
readily
available,
increases
both
more. A newer fiber type, now readily available, increases both
speedand
anddistance
distanceby
byaafactor
factor of
of at
at least
speed
least two. In
In aa number
number ofoflabs,
labs,speeds
speeds
of over
over aa billion
billionpulses
pulsesper
per second
second and
and distances
distances approaching
approaching 100
100 miles are
are

being achieved.
achieved.
The failure
failure rate
rate ofofend
endequipment
equipmentcomponents
components has
has been
been greatly
greatly reduced
reduced
in recent
recent years.
years. Coupled
Coupled with the
the stability
stabilityofofthe
theglass
glassfibers
fibersthemselves,
themselves,
this results
this
results in highly
highly reliable
reliable operation.
operation. This reliability
reliability isis enhanced
enhanced by the
can be
beachieved
achievedwithout
without the
the use
useof
ofintermediintermedifact that considerable
considerable distances
distances can
ate equipment.
Optical
the diameter
Optical fibers
fibers are
are approximately
approximately the
diameter of a human
human hair.
hair. Newer
Newer
types are
are considerably
finer. Many fibers,
types
considerably finer.
fibers, having
having aa tremendous
tremendous collective
collective
capacity,
capacity, can therefore
therefore be
be included
included ininaacomposite
composite cable
cable ofofreasonable
reasonable size.
size.
Individual fibers
fibers can
can then be broken
broken out of
of the
the cable
cable at
at strategic
strategic points
points to
serve specific
specific functions.
serve
Becauseonly
only light
light energy is
is transmitted
transmitted through
Because
through aa fiber
fiber system,
system, itit is
is immune
immune
to electrical
all types.
This is
is particularly
to
electrical interference
interference ofof all
types. This
particularly important
important when
when
high-quality transmission
required in
in the
the vicinity of
transmission is required
of electrical
electrical power
power facilities,
or any
ties, near
near an elevator
elevator system
system or
any other
other equipment
equipment requiring
requiring surges
surges of
power.
Its physical characteristics
characteristics and
and mode
mode of
of operation
operation make
make fiber
fiberaa very
verysecure
secure
transmission
medium. It
It is relatively difficult to
transmission medium.
to remove
remove the
the surrounding
surrounding proprotective material
material and
and then
then the
the opaque
opaquecoating
coatingofof aa fiber
fiber in order
tective
order to
to gain
gain
access
the information
information bearing
bearingpulses
pulsesofoflight.
light. ItIt is
access toto the
is probable
probable that
that the
the
effort
Highly
effort to do
do so
so will
will disrupt
disruptproper
properoperation
operation and
andtherefore
thereforebe
be detected.
detected. Highly
sophisticated
equipmentisis also
also needed
neededtoto detect
detect the
the light signals
sophisticated equipment
signals and
and to
to
interpret their informational
informational content.
content.
The
factors that
that make
also make
make itit relatively difficult
The same
same factors
make fiber secure
secure also
difficult
work with.
with.Coupling
Couplinglight
lightbetween
betweenend
end equipment
equipment and
and the
the fiber, splicing
splicing
to work
the fiber, and testing its operation
operation are
are all
all rather
rather precise
precise operations
operations requiring
complex equipment
equipment and
and aa high
high level
level of training.
complex
At the
the present
present time
time most
most fiber
fiber optic
opticsystems
systems are
are configured
configured similarly to
to
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those
those using twisted pair
pair cable.
cable. Each
Each fiber
fiberconveys
conveys aasingle
singlesignal
signalbetween
between
two fixed end
end points.
points. Equipment
Equipment to divide the
the capacity
capacity of a fiber to
to permit
permit
simultaneous
multiple signals
is now in laboratory
simultaneous multiple
signals is
laboratory development.
development. Improved
Improved
techniquesto
to connectorize,
connectorize,splice,
splice,and
andtap
tapfiber
fiber to
to multiple
techniques
multiple locations
locations are
are
also
also being developed.
developed. It will
willprobably
probablybebeseveral
severalyears
yearsbefore
beforethese
these developdevelopments
ments result in
in practical
practicaland
andinexpensive
inexpensiveproducts
products suitable
suitablefor
forgeneral
generaluse.
use.

Coaxial Cable
Cable versus Optical Fiber
Coaxial
Fiber
future, coax
coax and
and fiber
fiber will
will each
For the
the foreseeable
foreseeable future,
each continue
continueto
to have
have advanadvan-

tages
relative to
to the other.
tages relative
other. Fiber
Fiber provides
provides reliable,
reliable, high-capacity,
high-capacity, point-topoint
point links
linksover
overrelatively
relativelylong
longdistances.
distances. Coax,
Coax, on
on the
the other
other hand,
hand, can
can handle
handle
many
signals simultaneously
simultaneously and
and distribute
distribute them
them among
many independent
independent signals
among many

end
end points
points in aa very
very flexible
flexible and
and timely
timelyfashion.
fashion. Many
Manylocal
localcable
cablesystems
systems
will
will therefore
thereforecontain
containboth
bothtypes
typesofofcable,
cable,each
each being
being used
used in the
the applications

for which
which ititisisbest
best suited.
suited.
There are
There
are several
several potential sources
sources of local
local communications
communications capability.
capability.
In many
many cases,
cases, it may
may prove
prove advantageous
advantageous to use
use a combination
combination of
of such
such
sources
in order to
sources in
to develop
develop an
an overall
overallsystem.
system.
companies are
areworking
working hard
hard to upgrade
Local telephone
telephone companies
upgrade their
their cable
cable plant
plant
facilities.
equipmentfrom
fromaa portion
portion of
of
facilities. They
They are
are removing
removing voice-oriented
voice-oriented equipment
their twisted
twisted pair
pair cables
cables in
in order
order totopermit
permitcustomers
customers tototransmit
transmit56,000
56,000
bps
bps data,
data, or higher,
higher, to
to the
the nearest
nearest central
central office.
office. They
They are
are also
also installing
installing
central offices
officesand
andto
to the
the locations
locations of
of prime
fiber optic capabilities
capabilities between
between central
customers
customers having high-speed
high-speed data
data requirements
requirements of
of 1,544,000
1,544,000 bits
bits per
per second
second
or more.
more. This
This isis aa major
major effort,
effort,and
andsome
some customers
customers may
may encounter
encounter significant
significant
delays
delays in receiving
receiving such
such services
services for several
several years to come.
come.
Leasing the high-speed
Leasing
high-speed telephone
telephone company services
services described
described makes
makes the
when the
the services
servicesare
areused
usedtotoprovide
provide access
accesstotocomparable
comparablecapabilicapabilimost sense
sense when

ties from long-distance
long-distance carriers or to
to interconnect
interconnect high
hightech
tech buildings
buildingsbeyond
beyond
the range
the
range of a local cable
cable network.
In some
some instances,
instances, telephone
telephone companies
companies have
have installed dedicated
dedicated cables
cables
for specific
specific customers
customers and
and have
have leased
leased those
those cables
cables on aa long-term
long-term basis.
basis.
However,
However, provision of
of such
such services
services is not aa primary
primarybusiness
business for
for most
most teletelephone companies.
companies.Therefore,
Therefore,they
theyare
are not
not expected
expectedto
to be
be aa major
major supplier
phone
supplier
of dedicated
cablesfor
for inclusion
inclusion in local
dedicated cables
local distribution
distributionsystems.
systems.
Cable companies
companies supplying
supplying CATV
CATV services
cabledistribution
distribution
Cable
serviceshave
have access
access totocable
facilities within
facilities
within their
theirfranchise
franchise area.
area. They
They also
also can
can have
have new facilities
facilities conconstructed if they
This is an
an important advantage,
particularly in
structed
they are
are needed.
needed. This
advantage, particularly

urban locations
urban
locations where
where ducts
ducts in the
the underground
underground system
system are
are often
often scarce,
scarce,
and a considerable
level of expertise is required to
and
considerable level
to use
use them
them advantageously.
advantageously.
distribution capability
company aanatural
natural partner
partner
This local distribution
capabilitymakes
makes the
the cable
cable company
or supplier
supplier of
of services
services to its
its neighboring
neighboring teleport.
teleport. The
The teleport
teleport provides
provides a
long-distanceaccess
accesspoint
pointand
andcustomer
customerfacilities
facilitiesatatthat
thatlocation.
location.ItIt may
may
long-distance
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also
extend aa backbone
network to
to several
node points
points in the
also extend
backbone network
several node
the urban
urban area
area
served. However,
However, access
from those
those nodes
nodesto
to aalarge
largenumber
number of
of off-site
off-site customcustomserved.
access from
ers for a variety of
requires creation of an extensive local
local communicacommunicaers
of services
services requires
tions network.
network. This
This isistypically
typicallyananexpensive
expensiveand
and time-consuming
time-consuming task
task not
not
included
included in the
the primary
primary charter
charter ofofthe
theteleport.
teleport. The
Thecable
cable company
company may
may
have such
suchaanetwork
networkin
in place.
place.IfIf not,
not, itit will
will probably
already have
probably have
have the capabilThis point
ity to
to develop
develop such
such aa network in aa timely
timely and
and efficient
efficient manner.
manner. This
will be
will
be reiterated
reiterated in
in the
the following
followingsection,
section,which
whichdescribes
describes Manhattan
Manhattan Cable
Cable
Television's data
data services.
services.

URBAN CABLE
CABLE TELEVISION
TELEVISION SERVICES
SERVICES
Manhattan
Manhattan Cable
Cable Television
Television has
has been
been supplying a range
range of
of services
services to
to
the
community for
for aa number
of years.
years.ItIt will
the New
New York City
Citybusiness
business community
number of
will be
be
used
as aa specific
specific example
example of
of the
the types of capability
used as
capability aa cable
cable company
company can
can
offer.
Manhattan Cable
Cable operates
operates aa broadband
broadband coaxial
coaxial cable
cable system
system dedicated
dedicated
to the
the provision
provision of
oftwo-way
two-waydata
data communications
communications services.
services. That network is
is
active in more than 70 buildings
buildings in New
New York's
York'sprime
primebusiness
business and
and financial
districts. In
In many
many of
of those
those buildings, itit is
is functional
functionalon
on every
every floor.
floor. AA number
number
of corporate
portion of the
capacity in order
corporate clients each
each lease
lease aa portion
the system's
system's capacity
order
to communicate
betweenbuildings
buildings atat data
data rates
from 1,200
communicate between
rates ranging
ranging from
1,200 to
to
1,544,000 bits per
per second.
second.
1,544,000
For a fixed monthly
but
For
monthly fee,
fee, which is proportional
proportional to
to the
the data
data rate
rate used,
used, but
independent
of aa client's
client's particular locations,
and mainindependent of
locations, Manhattan supplies
supplies and
tains
tains all facilities
facilities up
up to
to the
the standard
standard digital
digital interface
interface that
that connects
connects to the
the
customer's
data equipment
equipment at
at each
end of the
customer's data
each end
the link.
link.Maintenance
Maintenanceservice
service isis
available around
around the
the clock,
clock, 7 days
week, with
with a typical response
time of
of
available
days aa week,
response time
less
than two hours.
less than
hours.
In addition
addition to
to monthly
monthlycosts,
costs, clients
clients pay
pay aa nominal
nominal installation
installation charge.
charge.
When
are required
required in an
When services
services are
an unwired
unwired location,
location, users
users share
share in
in costs
costs to
to
bring the cable
into the
the building and
and to make
This tends
tends to
to limit
limit
cable into
make it active.
active. This
the customer base
to companies
having substantial communications requirebase to
companies having
ments.

Usage
System Usage
Clients
Clients are
are attracted
attracted to use
use the
the system
system for aa variety
varietyofofreasons.
reasons. Some
Some
require the quality
quality operation
operation and
and high
highdata
data rates
rates provided.
provided. To
To others,
others, availavail-

ability is
is of
of great
great importance.
importance. Within
Within wired
wired buildings,
buildings, new
new circuits
circuits can
can be
be
added,
and speeds
canbe
bechanged
changedororend
endpoints
points relocated
relocatedwithin
within aa matter
added, and
speeds can
matter
of days. Services
in unwired
unwired buildings
Services in
buildingshave
have a lead
lead time of about three
three months.
months.
The availability
The
availability of
of long-term,
long-term, fixed-rate
fixed-rate contracts
contracts is also
also of
of importance
importance to
to
many customers.
customers.
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Within
Within the
thepast
past two
twoyears,
years, typical
typicalusage
usage ofofthe
thesystem
system has
has been
been shifting.
shifting.
The trend
trend has
has been
been toward
toward use
use of
of higher-speed
higher-speed circuits.
circuits. Data,
Data, voice,
voice, and
and
video
are now
now all being
circuits. A strong
video applications
applications are
being supported
supported by those
those circuits.
strong
recent trend
trend has
been toward
toward greater
greater use
use of
of the
the system
to link
recent
has been
system to
link end-user
end-user
locations and
and carrier
carrier facilities, usually
locations
usually at
at high
highspeed.
speed.
Use of the system
to the teleport is
system to connect
connect off-site
off-site users
users to
is also
also in
in accoraccordance
with this
in more
dance with
this trend.
trend. The
The broadband
broadband network
network present
present in
more than
than 70
large
an excellent
excellent alternative
alternative for
for quick and
large commercial
commercial buildings represents
represents an
inexpensive
accesstotoaa large
large customer
customer base.
base.Connection
Connectionofof that
that network
inexpensive access
network
into the
the teleport
teleport node
node immediately
immediately makes
makes all tenants
tenants in those
those buildings available as
as potential
potential users
users of
of teleport
teleport services.
services.The
Therange
rangeand
andquality
quality of
of capabilities
provided
provided by the
the MCTV
MCTVnetwork
networkalso
alsocorresponds
corresponds to
to typical
typicalteleport
teleport specificaspecifica-

tions. Other
capability comparable
Other cable
cable companies
companies have
have not developed
developed capability
comparable to
that of
of MCTV
MCTVasasyet.
yet.However,
However,several
several have
have smaller
smaller functional
functional networks
networks
in place,
I-Nets that could
place, and aa number
number have
have developed
developed I-Nets
could be
be readily
readily adapted
adapted
for use
to teleport
teleport facilities.
use as
as local access
access to
The success
of its shared
Manhattan Cable
Cable to
success of
shared data system
system has
has caused
caused Manhattan
initiate several
to expand
and augment
augment its
its operation.
operation. New equipment
several steps
steps to
expand and
equipment
is being
being implemented
implemented to functionally
functionally double
double the
the capacity
capacity of
of the
the system. Redun-

dant facilities are
are being
being supplied
supplied for the
the primary
primary cable
cable network.
network. Switchover
Switchover
capability
capability is included,
included, which will
will permit
permit immediate
immediate restoration
restoration of
of service.
service.
A
of all active
A diagnostic
diagnostic system
system will
will sequentially
sequentially test
test operating
operating parameters
parameters of
system
components and
and report
report any abnormalities.
system components
abnormalities. Through its
its use,
use, aa source
source
of failure
failure will
willbe
beimmediately
immediately pinpointed,
pinpointed, and
and marginal
marginal conditions
conditions can
can be
be
reported
before they
they result
reported and
and corrected
corrected before
result in
in an
an actual
actual outage.
outage. Manhattan
Manhattan
has
to include responsibility
has no immediate
immediate plans
plans to expand
expand its services
services to
responsibility for
such
terminals, data
such end
end equipment
equipment as
as terminals,
data multiplexers, and
and channel
channel banks.
banks.
Several
usersof
ofthe
theshared
sharednetwork
networkhave
havealso
alsocontracted
contractedfor
forsimilar
similar privateprivateSeveral users
use
systemsbetween
betweena anumber
numberofofbuildings
buildings they
they either
either own
own or occupy
use systems
occupy as
as a
prime tenant. In
theclient
client pays
paysfor
for the
theconstruction
construction and
and activation
activation
In such
such cases
cases the
of the
the system
system under
under aa long-term
long-term contract.
contract. Manhattan
ManhattanCable
Cableagain
againsupplies
supplies
all
maintenance for which
which the
fixed monthly
monthly
all cable
cable equipment and maintenance
the client
client pays
pays a fixed
fee
per circuit. However,
from normal
fee per
However, a discount
discount from
normal rates
rates is provided
provided in order
order
compensate the
implementation costs.
costs.
to compensate
the customer
customer for
for initial
initial implementation
A
A dedicated
dedicated system
system can
can be
be custom
custom designed
designed to meet
meet the particular
particular needs
needs
of the client.
the use
useof
ofaaring
ring configuration
configuration and
and alternate
client. Techniques
Techniques such as
as the
alternate
cable
Provision
cable routing are
are typically used
used to provide a highly reliable
reliable system.
system. Provision
of online
online spares
spares for all
all active
activecomponents
components isis also
also possible
possible ifif required.
required.
Installation
Installation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of dedicated
dedicated cable
cable links, is
is now
now becoming
becoming a
major segment
segment of
of Manhattan
ManhattanCable's
Cable's nonentertainment
nonentertainmentbusiness.
business. Its
Itsaccess
access
to the
the underground
underground duct
duct system
system and
and its
its experience
experience in the
the use
use of
of that
that system
system
permits Manhattan
Manhattan to
toinstall
installand
andmaintain
maintainprivate
privatecable
cablesystems
systemscustomized
customized
to meet
meet the particular
particular needs
needs of
of the
the customer.
customer.
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Customer Uses
Uses
Several companies
companieshave
haveinstalled
installed their
their own cable
systems within
within a number
Several
cable systems
buildings. The interbuilding
of buildings.
interbuildingcables
cables supplied
supplied by
by Manhattan
Manhattan serve
serve the purpose
purpose
of linking
linkingthose
those systems
systems together
together into
into an
an overall
overall network.
network.Other
Othercustomers
customers
need high-capacity
high-capacity links to tie
need
tie together
together telephone
telephone switch
switch equipment
equipment located
located
buildings. Carriers
Carriers having several
node sites
siteswithin
within the
the city need
in dispersed
dispersed buildings.
several node
need
to interconnect
nodes.Either
Either coax
coax or
or fiber
fiber cable
cable can
can be
be provided
provided to
to
interconnect those
those nodes.
serve those
those purposes.
purposes.InIn some
somecases,
cases,it itisisfarsighted
farsightedtoto install
install both
both types
serve
types of
cable
cable at the
the same
same time.
time.
Connection
to teleport
Connection of off-site
off-site customers
customers to
teleport facilities is another
another practical
practical
use for
for a dedicated
cable link.
link. The need
use
dedicated cable
need for such
such aa link,
link,as
as opposed
opposed to
to use
use
of the
above, can
can be
be dictated
dictated by
by a number
the broadband
broadband system
system described
described above,
number of
factors.
factors. Included among
among them are close
close proximity of
of physical
physical locations
locations and
and
large building
buildingtransmission
transmission requirements
requirements or
orspecial
special nonstandard
nonstandard applications.
applications.
By the
the nature
nature ofoftheir
theirbusiness,
business, cable
cable companies
companies in
in general
general can
can be
be an excellent
source
source of dedicated
dedicated cable facilities.
The
the initial
The customer
customer typically pays
pays the
initial cost
cost of
of cable
cable installation
installation and
and test.
test.
Some clients also choose
choose to supply
supply the
the cable
cable used.
used. Manhattan
Manhattanassumes
assumes responresponsibility for
for the
theinstallation
installation and
and then
then maintains
maintains the
the cable
cable under
under a long-term
long-term
contract. The
The monthly
monthlymaintenance
maintenancefee
fee isis based
based upon the number and types
of cables
cables involved
involved and
and upon
upon the
the length
length ofofthose
thosecables.
cables. Periodic
Periodic tests
tests and
and
preventive maintenance of the cable system can also be performed at specified
specified
intervals for an additional charge.
charge. Thus
Thus far
far the
the users
users have
have assumed responsibilresponsibility for all
all end
end equipment
equipment connected
connected to the
the cables.
cables.
Based upon
upon the experience of Manhattan
Manhattan Cable and on the growing demand
for
for local
local cable
cable capabilities,
capabilities, a growing
growing number
number of
of cable
cable companies
companies are
are now
now
beginning
beginning to offer
offer services
services such as those
those described
described above.
above.
Some
companies desire
desiretoto own
own all
all or
or part of
Some companies
of their
their local
local cable
cable network.
network.
They therefore
design, installation,
installation, and maintherefore assume full responsibility for its design,
tenance. This
This option
option is most
such as
tenance.
most practical
practical in a controlled
controlled environment,
environment, such
a college
college campus or hospital
hospital complex,
complex, where
where cable
cable installation
installation and
and maintemaintenance do not become
nance
become a major
major problem.
problem.

Cable Installation
Cable
In an
an urban
urban location,
location,cable
cable installation
installationand
andmaintenance
maintenance presents
presents much
greater difficulty.
difficulty. Access
Accessto
to the
the duct
duct system
system isis rigidly
rigidly controlled.
greater
controlled. In New
New
York City,
City,private
privatecompanies
companies may
may gain
gain limited
limitedaccess
access to
to available
available ducts
ducts
for their
their private
private needs
needs by making
making application
application to the
the proper
proper city
cityagency.
agency.
This can
In many
can be
be aa complicated
complicated and
and lengthy
lengthy process.
process. In
many other
other cities,
cities, this
this
not possible
possible at all
all as
as yet.
yet. Maintenance
Maintenance is
is also
also aa primary
primary consideration.
consideration.
is not
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companies are permitted access
access to
to the underground
A very limited number of companies
system in order to test
system
test and
and repair
repair cables
cables needing
needing maintenance.
maintenance.
A limited
A
limited number
number of
of firms
firms are
arenow
nowoffering
offering consulting
consulting services
services geared
geared
toward gaining
to the duct
and test
toward
gaining of access
access to
duct system,
system, design,
design, installation,
installation, and
of cable
of
cable networks and
and provision
provision of
of cable
cable maintenance.
maintenance. Services
Services from
from such
such
firms naturally
naturally add to the
firms
the cost
cost of
ofestablishing
establishing aa private
private cable
cable network.
network. The
The
expertise needed
needed to
to perform
perform the services
mentioned above
above isis now
now limited
limited to
to
expertise
services mentioned
to engage
engage aa firm
a relatively
relatively few
few individuals.
individuals. ItIt is therefore
therefore difficult
difficult to
firm that
can supply
the full
and do aa turnkey
of a
can
supply the
full range
range of
of services
services and
turnkey development
development of
system. It is more common to hire several firms,
firms, each
each contributprivate cable system.
ing to a particular
ing
particular aspect
aspect of the overall
overall job.

Technical Advantages
Independent of their source and ownership,
ownership, important technical
technical and
and operaoperational advantages result from
from the
the use
use of
of improved
improved types
types of
of coaxial
coaxial and
and fiber
fiber
optic cable.
cable. The great capacity
capacity inherent
inherent in
in their
theirdesign
design also
also produces
produces several
several
related
The bit
bit error rate
related improvements.
improvements. The
rate performance
performance of links
links using
using these
these
cables is superior
superior to
to that provided by the use of twisted
twisted pairs.
pairs. Better
Better immunity
immunity
to noise and interference also contributes to this improved signaling capability.
The relatively
small number
number of
of cables
required makes
makes itit much
much simpler
The
relatively small
cables required
simpler to
install redundancy and switchover,
switchover, with greater
greater reliability
reliability being the reward.
reward.
Their limited
Their
limited number
number also
also makes
makes itit much
much easier
easier totoimplement
implement diagnostic
diagnostic
and test capabilities
capabilities on
cable and quicker
quicker to repair
repair cables
cables in the
the event
event
and
on the cable
of a failure.
failure. Speed
Speed in the modification and initiation
initiation of
of applications
applications is
is greatly
greatly
improved because
improved
because of the preinstalled
preinstalled capacity
capacity provided
provided by
byaawell-designed
well-designed
cable network.

Financial Options
As discussed
above, there
there are a number
discussed above,
number of
of options
options available
available when impleimplementing
a
local
cable
capability.
The
traditional
approach
menting local
capability. The
approach has been
been to
to lease
lease
all facilities
and to pay on aa monthly
facilities and
monthly basis.
basis. Fear
Fear of
of rapidly
rapidly escalating
escalating costs
costs
and the availability
alternatives has
has led
led to
to -the
the present
present trend toward
availability of viable alternatives
toward
more
now more willing
more independence
independence and innovation.
innovation. Users
Users are now
willing to assume
assume
significant operational
operational control
control and responsibility relative
relative to
to their
their communicacommunicasignificant
tions facilities,
facilities, and many
many will
will make
make significant
significant capital
capital investments
investments in
in equipequipment and cabling in order to reduce or guarantee
guarantee long-term expense. A preferpreference for longer-term contracts
contracts isis also
also becoming
becoming more
more common.
common. The
The benefits
benefits
of this strategy can be
be substantial.
substantial.
Several of
of the
the projects
projects in
in which
which Manhattan
Manhattan Cable
has participated
participated resulted
Several
Cable has
resulted
in payback
of one
one to two
in
payback periods
periods of
two years.
years. The
The savings
savings in the
the longer
longer term
term
will prove to be very
very substantial. In addition to
will
to these
these direct
direct financial
financial benefits,
benefits,
exercised, can
can result
result in improved
assumption of greater control,
control, ifif effectively
effectively exercised,
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bypersonnel
personnelwho
whoare
aremore
moredirectly
directly
operation and faster maintenance response
response by
accountable
accountable to
to management.
management.

approach on
on the
the part of
This more
more aggressive
aggressive approach
ofcommunications
communications users
users is
is
an integral part of
an
of a very rapid evolution
evolutiontaking
takingplace
place in
in the
the entire
entire communicacommunications industry. The
AT&T, coupled
tions
The breakup
breakup of AT&T,
coupled with
with aa general
general trend
trend toward
toward
deregulation,
deregulation, has
has provoked
provoked an
an era
era of
of unprecedented
unprecedented competition.
competition. A
A great
great
number
number of new
new carriers
carriers are
are offering
offering improved
improved transmission
transmission options.
options. Rapid
Rapid
technological
particularly in the
technological progress,
progress, particularly
the field
field ofofmicroelectronics,
microelectronics, has
has proproduced
duced aa flood of
of new
new hardware
hardware and
and software
software products
products offering
offering greatly
greatly exexpanded capabilities.
capabilities. Communications users
are rushing to develop
panded
users are
develop the experexpertise
to function
function effectively
tise needed
needed to
effectively in
in this
thisnew
newera.
era.Consultants
Consultants are
are gearing
gearing
up in
in order
order totoprovide
provideproper
properhelp
helpwhere
whereneeded.
needed.
The
of much
The primary
primary focus
focus of
much of this
this activity
activity is
is now
now shifting
shifting from
from longlongdistance
communications to
to the local
distance communications
local connection.
connection. There
There are
are great
great savings
savings
and improvements to be made
made in
in local
local communications
communications and
and in gaining efficient
and
efficient
access
the long-distance
long-distancenetwork.
network.The
The concept
conceptof
of the
the high
high tech
access toto the
tech building
lies
at the
lies at
the heart
heart of
ofan
an effective
effective local
local communications
communications strategy.
strategy. Functional,
Functional,
efficient, and
and reliable
reliable local
local cable
cable networks
networks will
will provide
efficient,
provide the
the webs
webs of wire
wire and
and
glass needed
neededtoto tie
tie itit all
glass
all together.
together.

BENEFITS TO THE I-NET
I-NET USER
USER
Why would
wouldaabusiness
business buy telecommunications
telecommunicationsservices
services from
from aa cable
cable operaoperator?
tor? What are
are the
the benefits
benefits of
of such
such aa service?
service? How cost
cost effective
effective is it?
In aa few
fewcities
citiestoday,
today,cable
cableoffers
offers business
business wideband,
wideband, high-speed
high-speed capacity
capacity
that may
(2) available
only at greater
that
may be:
be: (1)
(1) unavailable
unavailable elsewhere,
elsewhere, (2)
available only
greater cost,
cost,
or (3)
(3) obtainable
obtainable only with
with much
much greater
greater delay.
delay. Currently,
Currently, just aa handful
handful
of
serveaahandful
handful of
of commercial
commercial users.
users.But
But two
two major catalysts
of cable
cable systems
systems serve
catalysts
could lead
greater use
useof
of cable
cable services—the
services-the divestiture
divestiture of
of
could
lead business
business toto aa greater
AT&T and
AT&T
and the
thegrowing
growingdesire
desire ofofcompanies
companies to
to integrate
integrate their
their voice,
voice, data,
data,
and (in the
and
the future)
future) video
videotelecommunications
telecommunications services.
services.

EFFECTS
OF AT&T DIVESTITURE
EFFECTS OF
DIVESTITURE
The major impetus
impetus to
tothe
theuse
use of
ofalternative
alternativetechnologies
technologies and
and new
new vendors
vendors
uncertainty caused
causedby
bythe
thebreakup
breakupofof AT&T.
AT&T. On
is the
the economic
economic uncertainty
On January
January
1, 1984, the
the 22
22 Bell
Bell Operating Companies
officially separated
1,
Companies (BOCs)
(BOCs) became
became officially
separated
from
from AT&T.
AT&T has
its remaining
remainingunits
unitsinto
into two
two major
major sectors:
sectors:AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
has aggregated
aggregated its
Communications and
and AT&T
AT&T Technologies.
entirely of the
Communications
Technologies. The first consists
consists entirely
the
Under AT&T
AT&T Technologies
AT&T Technology
former long-lines division. Under
Technologies are
are AT&T
Technology
Systems(formerly
(formerly Western
Western Electric);
Electric); AT&T
AT&T Bell
Systems
BellLabs
Labs(research
(research and developdevelopment); AT&T
AT&T Network
ment);
NetworkServices
Services (selling
(selling transmission,
transmission, switching, and
arid central
central
office
to telephone
telephonecompanies
companiesand
andinternally);
internally);AT&T
AT&T
office products and
and services
services to
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Consumer Products (dealing
(dealing in the consumer
consumer market);
market); AT&T
AT&T International
Consumer
(serving markets
markets abroad);
abroad); and the AT&T
(serving
AT&T Informations
Informations Systems
Systems Group. AlAlTechnologies, itit isis now
though the last falls under AT&T Technologies,
nowset
set up
up as
as a financially
independent subsidiary that
that will
will service
service specific
specific markets, selling
selling digital PBXs
PBXs
business communication
communication products.
and other business
As a result
As
result of
of divestiture,
divestiture, AT&T
AT&T will
will no longer
longer be
be aa one-stop
one-stop shopping
shopping
center for service,
equipment, and
and installation. Also, users
users will
will be
be confronted
confronted
center
service, equipment,
with new rate structures as
as they
they use
use service
service within and between the approximately 165 Local
Local Access
Access and
and Transport
Transport Areas
Areas (LATAs)
(LATAs) that
that replace
mately
replace the
22 BOC service
service areas (which have generally followed
followed state boundaries).
boundaries).
fell under
under one pricing pattern, service
Where once service between two cities fell
service
between the
the same two cities
cities may
may now
now trigger
trigger aa totally
totally different
different rate
rate structure
structure
between
depending on
on whether
whether they
they are
are in
in the same
depending
same or different
different LATA.
LATA. All intraintraLATA service
which retain
retain their
LATA
service will
will be provided
provided by the respective
respective BOCs,
BOCs, which
separate identities within each regional
separate
regional network.
network.
from the dominance of a quasi-national
quasi-national entity,
entity,
As the United States
States moves from
AT&T, to a highly competitive market with many different
AT&T,
different and unintegrated
service and
and equipment providers,
service
providers, there will
will be
be new
new opportunities
opportunities for
for entreentrepreneurs and
and users,
the potential
preneurs
users, as
as well
well as
as formidable
formidable problems
problems and
and the
potential for
chaos.

INTEGRATION OF SERVICES
SERVICES
Data information
information is
is no
no longer
longer the
the exclusive
exclusive domain
domain of the data
data processor
processor
and the mainframe
computer. Using
Using microcomputers,
microcomputers, more
more and
and more
more end
end
and
mainframe computer.
users are aggregating,
users
aggregating, accessing,
accessing, and
and manipulating
manipulatinginformation
informationthemselves.
themselves.
Not
to use
but they
they want,
Not only
only do
do these
these end
end users
users want to
use information,
information, but
want, ifif
necessary, to
to send
necessary,
send and receive
receive it within
within and
and between
between buildings
buildings and
and within
within
and between cities.
cities.
sophisticated computer and
As greater numbers of
of people become
become sophisticated
and informainformation users, they will
will want
want more
more sophisticated
sophisticated communications
communications services.
services. Also,
Also,
all kinds proliferates,
proliferates, the
the end user, espeas the use of telecommunications of all
especially telecommunications
telecommunications managers in larger companies,
cially
companies, are
are becoming
becoming advocates for the integration
integration of
of voice,
voice, data,
data, and
and video
videoservices.
services.
or reducing
the time
Integrating services
services means
means eliminating or
reducing the
time it takes
takes to
to
deal with multiple
deal
multiple vendors,
vendors, learn
learn their pecularities,
pecularities, pay multiple bills,
bills, and
match up and
and interface
interface multiple
multiple kinds
kinds of
of equipment.
equipment. So
So when
when business evaluates the benefits
benefits of
of alternative
technologies,itit will
will consider
consider not
not only
ates
alternative technologies,
only cost,
cost,
services and
and possibly
possibly obtain
obtain them
them from
from a single
but the capacity to integrate services
single
vendor,
company, or a carrier
carrier like
like MCI.
MCI.
vendor, whether
whether a phone entity, a cable company,
CHALLENGES TO INSTITUTIONAL NETWORKS
NETWORKS
Challenges
Challenges to
to I-Net expansion come
come from
from regulatory
regulatory bodies
bodies and
and competing
competing
technologies. In the
cable industry's
industry's openness
the technological
technological arena,
arena, the
the cable
openness to
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new technologies
and system
system architecture
architecture will
will determine
new
technologies and
determine how
how competitive
competitive
cable will
will be
cable
be in
in the
the next
next five
fiveyears.
years. On
On the
the legal
legal front,
front, cable
cable operators
operators are
are
active in the
active
the courts
courts and
and before
before legislative
legislative and
and regulatory
regulatory bodies,
bodies, trying to
to
sure that
that they do not
make sure
not wake
wake up
up to
to find
findthemselves
themselves legislated
legislated or regulated
out of
formidable competitor
competitor is
is the
out
of new,
new,nonentertainment
nonentertainment businesses.
businesses. AA formidable
the
telephoneindustry,
industry, which
which believes
believesthat
thattariff
tariff and
and regulatory
regulatorydecisions—not
decisions-not
telephone
technology-will determine
technology—will
determinethe
theoutcome
outcome of
of competition.
competition.

CABLE'S UNIQUE
UNIQUE POSITION
POSITION
Today,
operators are
are in an
Today, cable
cable operators
an excellent
excellent competitive
competitive position.
position. Laying
miles and
and miles
miles
miles of new
new cable
cable monthly, they
they are
are setting
setting in
in place
place aa special
special
in aaflexible
flexible and
and growing
growing telecomlocal loop
loop and carving
carving aa niche for themselves in
munications market.
Through I-Nets, cable
havean
anopportunity
opportunity to
to add
add new
Through
cable companies
companies have
new profit
centers to
to their traditional
centers
traditionalresidential
residentialbase.
base. Commercial
Commercialusers
users have
have the
the opporopportunity to
to obtain
obtain services
services that
that might
mightotherwise
otherwise be
beunavailable
unavailable or
or available
available
only at a higher price
price or with
with greater
greater difficulty.
difficulty.
To enter
enter the
the commercial
commercial market,
market, cable
cable companies
companies will need
need staffs
staffs with
particular kinds
the ability to
kinds of
of technical
technical skills
skills and
and knowledge,
knowledge, as
as well as
as the
to
understand business
businessneeds
needsand
andtoto tailor
tailor cable
to company requireunderstand
cable services
services to
requirements. The
The compensation
compensation for
for the
the effort
ments.
effort and
and investment
investment is aa broadening
broadening of
cable's economic base,
base, new
new service
serviceofferings,
offerings,and
and revenue
revenuefrom
from large-channel
large-channel
cable's
capacity.
The small but growing
The
growinguse
use of
ofcable
cable for
forbusiness
business applications
applications is
is evidence
evidence
that these
these offerings
offerings have
have aa market. The
The key
key for
forthe
thebusiness
business user
user and
and the
the
cable
company provider
provider is getting to
cable company
to know
knoweach
each other
otherand
and understanding
understanding
what
what each
each can
can offer
offer the
the other.
other. IfIfcable
cablecan
cangive
givebusiness
business what
what ititneeds,
needs,
when itit needs
needs it, and
and at
at aa competitive
competitive price,
price, then
then cable
cable can
can develop
develop a market
position
market. AlAlposition within
within the
the continuously
continuously expanding
expanding telecommunications
telecommunications market.
though
though important
important regulatory
regulatory issues
issues have
have yet to
to be
be settled,
settled, the
the regulatory
regulatory
climate is
is such
such that the
the odds
odds may
may be
be inincable's
cable's favor.
favor.
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Central
Central to
to the
the continuing
continuing advancement
advancement of
of any
any technical
technical society
society is
is the
the need
need
for
system. For
For 100
for an
an effective
effective communication
communication system.
100 years the
the voice
voice telephone
telephone
met our informational
informational needs.
needs. However
However with the growing
growing use
use of
of computers,
computers,
requirements changed, and demands
demands on
on informational
informational systems
systems increased.
increased. ToToday's modern,
modern, technological
technological society
society needs more than just
just voice
voice from
from its
its communication systems.
systems. It needs
munication
needs new
new capabilities
capabilities and services,
services, such
such as
as voice
voice
with enhanced
enhanced features,
features, data
data transfer,
transfer,and
andvideoconferencing.
videoconferencing. The
The growing
growing
desire for
for these
desire
these and other
other services
services is the driving
driving force
force behind the evolution
evolution
toward a total
toward
total service
service network.
network.
The heart of
of this
this evolving
evolving communication network
network isis centered
centered in
in the
the develdeveloping metropolitan areas.
areas. Metropolitan
Metropolitan areas
areashave
have always
always been at the forefront
forefront
of technological change
change and
and innovation. In communications, the metropolitan
metropolitan
area will be the focal
Digital NetNetfocal point of
of developing
developing an Integrated Services
Services Digital
work
work (ISDN). This
This digital
digital network
network will
will meet
meet all
all the
thevaried
variedinformational
informational
needs
will be
be provided
provided through
needs of many different
different users.
users. Customer
Customer services
services will
a single
single interface
interface to aa large
large integrated
integrated network.
network. This
This network
network will
will feature
feature
end-to-end
digital connectivity
connectivity and
and complete
complete customer
customer control
control of
of the data
end-to-end digital
data
transfer process.
process.
To appreciate
fully the
the development toward
toward an
an ISDN
ISDN and the contributions
appreciate fully
of metropolitan area digital networks, a fuller
fuller understanding of the information transfer
transfer process
process is needed.
needed. This chapter
chapter isis divided
divided into
into four
four sections.
sections.
The first explains
explains in detail the
the communication/information
communication/information transfer
transfer process
process
of today's network. The second
second shows how the network
network is
is evolving
evolving toward
toward
an ISDN.
an
ISDN. The
The third
third section
section explains
explains divestiture's
divestiture's impact
impact on the
the network.
network.
teleports/telehubs and how
Finally, we will
will examine teleports/telehubs
how Philadelphia
Philadelphia isis aa typical
typical
developing metropolitan
metropolitan area
area network
network that promotes
developing
promotes the
the teleport
teleport concept.
concept.

COMMUNICATIONS-UNDERSTANDING THE
COMMUNICATIONS—UNDERSTANDING
THE NETWORK
NETWORK
Communications is
is the
the transfer
transfer of information
from one
one place
place to
to another
Communications
information from
and accuracy.
with speed,
speed, reliability, and
accuracy. Another desired
desired attribute isis to
to achieve
achieve
this at aa reasonable
reasonable price
price to
to the
the users.
users. The
Themost
mosteffective
effective method
method of
of accomaccomplishing these
these goals
goals is
is through
through a communications
network that is
plishing
communications network
is aa system
system
of lines,
channels, or
or circuits providing
transmission of
of information.
information. One
One of
of
of
lines, channels,
providing transmission
the most extensive
and sophisticated
communication networks
networks today
today is
is the
the
the
extensive and
sophisticated communication
public switched
switched network
network in the United
public
United States.
States.

Components of the Public
Components
Public Switched
Switched Network
Network
There are three major
major components
components to
to the
thepublic
public switched
switched telephone
telephone network: subscriber
work:
subscriber loop
loop (customer
(customer lines),
lines), central
central office
office (switching
(switching facilities),
facilities),
and trunks
central offices).
offices).Each
Eachofof these
these three
three parts
parts is
is
and
trunks (lines
(lines connecting
connecting central
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integrated
integrated into
into one
one network,
network, which
whichgives
gives the
the customer
customer the
the capability
capability to
tosend
send
information from
from his
his or
orher
herlocation
locationtotoany
anyother
otherlocation
locationwhere
whereaccess
access to
to
the network
network exists.
exists.

Local loop.
loop.The
Thesubscriber
subscriber loop
loopprovides
provides the
thecustomer
customer access
access to the
the
network.
network. The
The loop
loopforms
formsthe
thetransmission
transmission path
pathbetween
between the
the customer's
customer's premprem-

ises
equipment and
and the
the network
network over
ises equipment
over which information
information can
can be
be sent.
sent. The
The
customer
equipment can
can be
be aa phone,
phone, switching
switching system
system (PBX),
(PBX), data
customer premise
premise equipment
data
terminal, or
on what
what type
type of informaor video/facsimile
video/facsimile equipment,
equipment, depending
depending on
tion is
loop or
or line was
is being
being sent.
sent. Traditionally the
the subscriber
subscriber loop
was thought
thought of
as
as a twisted
twisted copper
copper wire
wire pair,
pair, but
buttoday
todayother
othertransmission
transmission mediums
mediums are
are
also
used. For
For high-speed
data or
or video
video signals,
signals,fiber
fiber optics
optics provide
provide interferinterferalso used.
high-speed data
ence-free,
high-quality communications.
communications. The
The copper
copper wire
wire pair, however,
ence-free, high-quality
however, is
still the
the preferred
preferred choice
choiceininmany
manyinstances
instances for
forshort-distance
short-distancevoice
voiceconversaconversastill
tion and
and lowlow-totomedium-speed
medium-speed data,
data, due
due to its
its ease
ease of installation and
and low
low
cost. Whether the
the subscriber
subscriber loop is made
made of copper
copper or some
some other
cost.
other material,
the
the main
main function
function isis the
the same:
same: to
to give
give aa medium
medium for
for sending
sending information
from
location to
to the
from the
the customer's
customer's location
the next
next part
part of
of the
the network,
network, the
the central
central
office.
Central
Central office.
office.The
Thecentral
centraloffice
officeisisthe
thecenter
centerofofthe
thelocal
localexchange
exchange carricarrier's
network. Through
Through the
the use
of switches
and circuits,
circuits, itit
er's communication
communication network.
use of
switches and
establishes
transmissionpath
pathfor
for sending
sendingthe
theinformation
information to its final
establishes aatransmission
final destinadestinathe importance
importance and
and function
function of the
tion. The best
best way to understand
understand the
the central
central
office
is to
to consider
what the
the network
network would
would look
look like
like without
without the
ability
office is
consider what
the ability
to switch calls.
calls.
Assume there
there is a community
Assume
community where
where eight
eight people
people live,
live, and
and each
each one
one has
has
a phone.
phone. A person
person wanting
wanting to
to call
call any
any ofofthe
theother
otherseven
seven would
would need
need aa
direct line
linefrom
from one
onetelephone
telephone to
to each
each of
of the
the other
other telephones
telephones in
in the
the commucommunity.
nity. Each
Each of
ofthese
these phones
phones would in
in turn
turnneed
need separate
separate connecting
connecting lines
lines to
the remaining
A total
the
remaining ones.
ones. A
total of
of28
28lines
lineswould
wouldbebeneeded
needed to
tointerconnect
interconnect
the eight
in the
in this
this
the
eight phones
phones in
the community.
community. The
The number
number of lines
lines needed
needed in
type of network can
type
can be
be calculated
calculated by this formula:
formula:

Numberof
oflines
lines==N(N
N(N-- 1)/2
Number
l)/2
where N
N represents
where
represents the number
number of
of phones
phones in the
the system.
system.
Such
Such a network
network would
would require
require millions
millions of lines
lines for just aa few
few thousand
thousand
telephones. This
This would neither be
telephones.
be practical
practical nor
nor affordable.
affordable.
To improve
of the
the network,
To
improve the
the efficiency
efficiency of
network, aa switching
switching system
system located
located in
in
can be used
calls and
and switch them from
a central
central office
office can
used to receive
receive calls
from one line
line
to another.
another. In
In this
this type
type of
of network,
network, only
only one
one line
line is
is needed
needed to connect
connect each
each
phone
phone to the
the central
central office.
office. The
The switch
switch greatly
greatly improves
improves the
the efficiency
efficiency and
lowers the
overall cost
lowers
the overall
cost of the network.
In the early development of the network, switching was performed
performed manually
manually
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at the central
to the
of
central office
office by an
an operator.
operator. One gave
gave to
the operator
operator the
the name
name of
the party being called. The operator
operator then routed the call to
to the proper destinadestina-

tion by
by connecting
connecting wires
wires on
on aaswitchboard.
switchboard. As
Astechnology
technology advanced,
advanced, the
the
method of
of completing
completing calls
calls became
became more sophisticated.
sophisticated. Direct
Direct dial
dialused
used elecelectromechanical devices,
tromechanical
devices, which routed
routed the
the calls
calls by
bysensing
sensing the
the numbers
numbers dialed
dialed
by the user
user as
as electric pulses.
pulses. Each
Each set
set of
of numbers
numbers gave
gave a sequence
sequence of
of comcommands to
to a switch,
mands
switch, which
which decoded
decoded into aa specific
specific location
location and
and phone
phone in
the network. Today,
of
the
Today, highly
highlysophisticated
sophisticated computers
computers connect
connect thousands
thousands of
calls in
in aa fraction
fractionofofa asecond.
second.Calls
Callscan
caneven
evenbe
bedialed
dialeddirectly
directlyoverseas.
overseas.
A call
call that
thatoriginates
originates and
and terminates
terminates within
withinthe
thesame
same central
central office
office isis an
an
intraoffice call.
call. However,
intraoffice
However, if the
the destination
destination of
of the
the call
call lies
lies outside
outside the
the area
area
served
by the
the local
local central
central office,
office, the
the call
call must
must go
go over
over aa circuit
circuit called
served by
called aa
trunk. At
At the
theother
other end
end of
ofthis
thistrunk
trunkisisthe
thedestination
destination central
central office,
office, which
switches
the call
call to
to the
loop.This
This type
type of
of call,
call, which
which
switches the
the proper
proper subscriber
subscriber loop.
uses
two different
uses two
different central
central offices
offices for completing
completing a connection,
connection, is called
called an
an
interoffice call.
interoffice
Just as
as itit would be impractical to
network
Just
to connect
connect all
all the
the telephones
telephones in the network
lines, itit is impractical
impractical to have aa direct
direct line or trunk
with separate
separate lines,
trunk connecting
connecting
all the
the central
central offices
offices together.
together. To avoid this, aa system
system of tandem switching
centers was
was developed.
developed.AA tandem
tandem center
center is
is a switching office
centers
office between
between two
central offices
that do not have
central
offices that
have a direct
direct connection.
connection. When
When aa central
central office
office
cannot find
find an available
cannot
available trunk to
to the
the destination
destination central
central office,
office, itit sends
sends the
the
call to aa tandem
on how
how
call
tandem switching
switching facility. This
This tandem
tandem must
must then
then decide
decide on
to complete
the call.
call. If there
to
complete the
there is
is aa connecting
connecting trunk, itit can
can send
send the
the call
call
directly to
to the
the destination
destination central
central office.
office. When there is no direct connection,
connection,
the call will
the
willbe
be sent
sent to
to another
another tandem
tandem switch.
switch. The
The call
callcan
can be
be handled
handled by
by
several tandem
tandem switches
switches before
before it reaches
several
reaches its
its destination
destination because
because there
there are
are
hierarchical levels
levels of
of tandem
tandem switches
switchesdefined
definedinin the
the network
network that
that permit
hierarchical
the
systematic
and
efficient
routing
of
calls.
the systematic and efficient routing calls.
There were four levels of tandem
tandem offices
officesininthe
thenetwork
network prior
prior to divestiture.
divestiture.
Now the
primarily use
the local
Now
the local
local telephone
telephone companies
companies primarily
use the
local central
central office
office
and one
one or two
and
two levels
levels of
of tandem
tandem centers
centers to
to complete
complete calls.
calls. Calls
Calls that
that need
need
a higher
higher level
level of
of switching,
switching,international
internationalororinterstate
interstatelong
longdistance,
distance,are
are hanhandled by
by aa long-distance
long-distance carrier.
carrier.
The
The ability
ability ofofthe
thetandem
tandemoffices
offices totosearch
search for
foravailable
availableroutes
routes gives
gives the
the
network
network its flexibility.
flexibility. IfIfallallthe
thedirect
directcircuits
circuitsbetween
betweentwo
twocentral
central offices
offices
are
the switching
switching system
can provide an
an alternate path, called indirect
are busy, the
system can
and
routing. Suppose
Suppose aa call was
was being
being placed
placed between
between downtown Chicago
Chicago and
one
The most
direct route would
one of its
its northern
northern suburbs.
suburbs. The
most direct
would be a direct line
line
betweenthe
thetwo
two areas.
areas.IfIf direct
direct routing
routing were
were the
the only
only way to complete
the
between
complete the
call, and
and ifif all
allthe
thetrunks
trunkswere
werebusy,
busy,the
the caller
callerwould
wouldreceive
receiveaa busy
busy signal
signal
and would have
and
have to try
try the
the call
callagain
againlater.
later.Fortunately,
Fortunately,the
thehierarchical
hierarchical
the system
systemother
other alternatives.
alternatives. A
A less
lessdirect
direct
structure of
of tandem
tandem switches
switches gives
gives the
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routing of the call
call can
can be
be made.
made. The
The call
call might
might go
gofrom
from downtown
downtownChicago
Chicago
west
west and
and then
then terminate
terminate in
in the
the northern
northern suburbs.
suburbs. The
The system
system constantly
constantly
monitors the
the usage
of the
the circuits,
and if they are all
monitors
usage of
circuits, and
all busy
busy in
in one
one section,
section,
the call can be
be handled
handled by
by excess
excess capacity
capacity elsewhere.
elsewhere. Such a process
process is
is autoautomatically executed
executed by
by the
the system
system without
without any
The user is
matically
any user effort.
effort. The
is never
never
aware
aware that this
this process
process is
is taking
taking place
place but thinks
thinks the
the call
call goes
goes directly
directly from
downtown
to the north and
downtown to
and isis only
only billed
billed for a direct
direct call.
call.

mentioned the
the third
third part
part of the
the netThe trunk.
trunk.We
We have
have already
already briefly
briefly mentioned
connections between central offices
and tandem
tandem centers,
centers,
work. It consists of the connections
offices and
called
called trunks.
trunks. These
These are
are higher-capacity
higher-capacityfacilities,
facilities, which
which can
can simultaneously
simultaneously
carry many voice
voice and data
data channels
channelsbetween
between offices.
offices. Trunks use
use copper
copper cable,
cable,
coaxial cable,
cable, lightguide
or microwave
coaxial
lightguide or
microwave radio
radio for
for these
these transmissions.
transmissions. All
All
these mediums are suitable for carrying
carrying high
high volumes
volumes of
of traffic.
traffic. The backbone
backbone
of the
the long-distance
long-distance traffic
traffic was formally
formally carried
carried by
by cable
cable and
and microwave
microwave
radio, but
but lightguide
lightguideisis now
now becoming
becoming an
an increasingly
increasingly popular
popular replacement.
replacement.
This especially
holds true as the network converts
especially holds
converts to
to the
the use
use of
of more
more digital
digital
facilities.
When
is transmitted
transmitted over
over the
the network,
When information is
network, itit can
can exist
exist in one of
two forms—analog
forms-analog or
two
or digital.
digital. An
An analog
analog signal
signal has
has certain
certain characteristics
characteristics
that make
make itit very
very different
different from
from aa digital
digital signal.
signal. Analog
Analog is
is continuous
continuous and
and
has an
The human voice
an infinite
infinite range
range of
of amplitudes
amplitudes and
and frequencies.
frequencies. The
voice is a
good
When the human voice
good example
example of an acoustical
acoustical analog
analog signal.
signal. When
voice is conconverted into an electrical
electrical signal by means of the telephone,
telephone, an electrical
electrical analog
signal
signal is created
created that duplicates
duplicates the
the acoustical
acoustical signal.
signal. Analog
Analog signals
signals suffer
suffer
from loss,
noise, and
and distortion
distortion during the transmission
transmission process.
process. To
To counteract
loss, noise,
this loss,
loss, which is created
created by attenuation,
attenuation, the signal
signal strength
strength is
is boosted
boosted by
amplifiers.
amplifiers. Unfortunately, noise (any unwanted
unwanted signal)
signal) becomes
becomes mixed
mixed with
with
the informational
informational signal during the
the transmission
transmission process.
process. Amplifiers
Amplifiers cannot
cannot
distinguish between
between noise
noise and
and the
the informational signal and therefore amplify
distinguish
amplify
both
both the
the noise
noise and
and the
theinformation
informationsignal.
signal. After
Aftermany
manyamplifications,
amplifications, the
the
signal becomes
becomes distorted.
distorted. Filters
Filters help
help reduce
reduce the
the noise
signal
noise and distortion,
distortion, but
but
over long distances
distances the signal
loses some
some quality
quality and
and part of its informaover
signal still loses
tional content. Transmission
Transmission of
of analog
analog signals
signals are therefore
therefore distance
distance limited
limited
by the number
by
number of
of times
times the
the signal
signal can
canbe
beamplified.
amplified.
Distortion
attenuation of
of analog
analog signals
signals were
were tolerable
tolerable when
when voice
voice
Distortion and attenuation
conversation was
was the
the only
only type of signal
signal transmitted
transmitted over
over the
the network.
conversation
network. Even
Even
if the signal became
distorted, the
the other
other party might understand
if
became distorted,
understand enough
enough of
the conversation
conversation for communication
communication to occur. However, computers are using
the network
and are
the
network for
for transfer
transfer of data in
in ever
ever increasing
increasing numbers
numbers and
are not
not
nearly as tolerant of
of noise
noise and distortion
distortion as
as people
people are.
are. These
These problems
problems when
when
dealing with
with computers
computers would
would result
result in
in data transmission
errors. The
The use
dealing
transmission errors.
of digital
digital signals
greatly reduces
reduces the
the potential
potential for
for transmission
errors.
of
signals greatly
transmission errors.
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Digital signals
signals differ from
from analog
analog signals
signals in two
two ways.
ways. Digital
Digital signals
signals are
are
discrete in
in time (noncontinuous) and
discrete number,
number,not
not an
an infinite
infinite
discrete
and have
have aa discrete
range, of
of amplitudes
They carry encoded
range,
amplitudes or values.
values. They
encoded information in
in aa series
series
of on or off
called bits.
bits. The
The standard
offpulses
pulses called
standard format used
used in the United States
States
for digital
for
digital signals
signals isisthe
theT-carrier
T-carriersystem.
system.The
Thesystem
system uses
uses aa 1.5
1.5 megabits
megabits
(1.5 million
million bits
(1.5
bitsper
persecond)
second) transmission
transmission rate and can carry 24
24 simultaneous
voice or data
data channels.
channels.
To convert
convert an
an analog
analog signal
signal to
to aa digital
digitalsignal
signalisisa athree-step
three-step process:
process:
sampling, quantizing,
quantizing, and
and encoding.
encoding.First,
First, the
the signal
signal is
is sampled
at aa rate
sampling,
sampled at
is then
then quantized
of 8,000
8,000 times
times per
per second.
second. Each
Each of these
these samples
samples is
quantized into
one of 256 discrete
levels by
by comparing
comparing it with
one
discrete levels
with aasegmented
segmented scale.
scale. Finally
the signal
into aa binary
binary word consisting
of eight
eight bits.
bits. Each
the
signal is encoded
encoded into
consisting of
Each of
these eight-bit
eight-bit words
words describes
describesaacertain
certainportion
portion of
of the
the original analog
these
analog signal.
signal.
words, the entire analog signal can
can be
be reconstructed
reconstructed at
at the
the receivreceivUsing these
these words,
ing end
end of
of the
the circuit
circuitby
byreversing
reversingthe
theprocess.
process.
Digital signals
signals are
are still
still plagued
plagued by
by the
the loss,
loss, noise,
noise, and distortion affecting
affecting
analog signals,
signals,but
but there
there is
is a much more
way to deal
analog
more effective
effective way
deal with
withthese
these
problems. While
While analog
are amplified
amplified to
to counteract
problems.
analog signals
signals are
counteract loss
loss of signal
signal
strength, digital
digital signals
signals are
are not. Instead
Instead digital
digitalsignals
signals are
are completely
completelyregenerregenerated at
at regenerator
stations. ItIt is aa relatively simple task
task to build
ated
regenerator stations.
build electronics
electronics
to sense
digital pulses
and regenerate
regeneratethem.
them.Since
Sincethe
thedigital
digital signal
signal is
is comsense digital
pulses and
completely regenerated
there are
are neither
neither amplified noises
nor distorregenerated or renewed,
renewed, there
noises nor
tions
Using this method
tions to
to worry
worry about
about over
overlong
longtransmission
transmission distances.
distances. Using
method
the signal can be
be regenerated
regenerated many
many times
times using
using multiple
multiple regenerators.
the
regenerators. Additionally the
the chances
chances of inducing
inducing errors
errors in
inthe
thesignal
signalare
are greatly
greatlyreduced.
reduced.
Digital signals
too. A
A digital
signals have
have other advantages,
advantages, too.
digital signal
signal carrying
carrying voice
voice
would require
of 56
56 kilobits
kilobits of
would
require 64 kilobits
kilobits per
per second,
second, which is composed
composed of
voice information and
by the
the network for signaling
voice
and also
also 8 kilobits used
used by
signaling and
and
supervision of
of the
the call. By interweaving
(multiplexing), much higher
supervision
interweaving signals
signals (multiplexing),
and many signals
sent simultaneously
simultaneously over
over
bit rates
rates can
can be
be achieved,
achieved, and
signals can
can be sent
the same
facilities. For
For example,
can be
be multiplexed
multiplexed to
to
the
same facilities.
example, 24
24 voice
voice channels
channels can
produce the T-carrier signal
produce
signalofof1.5
1.5megabits
megabitsper
per second
second and
and sent
sent over copper
copper
transmission facilities.
facilities. Even
Even higher
higher bit
bit rates,
such as
as 560
560 Mbps,
Mbps, with the
transmission
rates, such
the
using lightg:iide
lightgoide
capability of
of carrying
carrying9,264
9,264voice
voicechannels
channels can
can be
be achieved
achieved using
over
optic strands.
strands. Rates
Rates of
billionbits
bitsper
per second
second
over only two fiber optic
of more
more than
than 1I billion
are expected
expectedto
to be
bepossible
possibleininthe
thenear
nearfuture.
future.By
By use
useof
ofmultiplexing,
multiplexing, digital
are
signals can
can achieve
even greater
greater use
use of
of these
these transmission
transmission facilities.
signals
achieve even
Although there
totally digital
digital network,
network, it is
Although
there are
are many
many advantages
advantages totoaatotally
is
impractical and
to convert
impractical
and not
not really
really necessary
necessary to
convert all the
the analog
analog facilities
facilities to
to
digital overnight.
overnight. The
The public
public switched
switched network
network was
was originally
originallydesigned
designed to
to
handle
analog
voice
conversation,
and
although
analog
and
digital
handle analog voice conversation, and although analog and digital signals
signals
cannot normally be
cannot
be handled
handled by
by the
the same
same equipment,
equipment, many of
of the
the existing
existing
facilities
adapted to
to handle both
both types of traffic. This
facilities have
have been
been adapted
This makes
makes possible
possible
some services
some
servicesthat
that offer
offer end-to-end
end-to-end digital
digital connectivity.
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THE EVOLVING NETWORK
NETWORK
switched network is evolving toward a fully integrated
Our present
present switched
integrated services
services
digital network (ISDN).
(ISDN).Although
Althoughtoday's
today'snetwork
networkisisaa combination
combination of
of analog
analog
and digital transmission
and switching
switching equipment,
equipment,the
theISDN
ISDN will be
an excluexcluand
transmission and
be an
sively digital network. ItIt will
sively
willsupport
support aawide
widerange
range of
ofvoice,
voice, data,
data, and
and video
video
services.The
The customer
customer will
will have
to these
servicesthrough
through aa set
services.
have access
access to
these services
set of
standard interfaces.
interfaces.The
Thefirst
first trials
trials of an
standard
an ISDN
ISDN are
are already
already planned
planned using
using
standard "2B
"2B +
+ D"
the international standard
D" channel
channel structure.
structure. The 2B + D
D structure
structure
offers two
two simultaneous
64 kilobit
kilobit voice/data
and one
one 16
16 kilobit
kilobit
offers
simultaneous 64
voice/data channels
channels and
signaling channel.
channel.Universal
Universalaccess
accesstotoananISDN
ISDN will
will not
signaling
not be
be immediately
immediately
available, but
but there
available,
there is already a wide range
range of digital
digital and
and nondigital
nondigitalservices
services
available through
through the network.
available
The
basic types
types of
of informational
informational transmission
transmission services
services provided
provided by
The two basic
the network
the
network are
are switched
switched and
and nonswitched.
nonswitched. Three
Three services
services best
best illustrate
illustrate
the difference
between these
thesetwo:
two: WATS/800
WATS/800 service,
the
difference between
service, which isisswitched;
switched;
Private Line, which
Private
which isisnonswitched;
nonswitched; and
and Foreign
Foreign Exchange,
Exchange, which
which has
has
switched
and
nonswitched
components.
switched
nonswitched components.

WATS
WATS Service
Wide Area Telecommunication
Service(WATS)
(WATS) is
is probably
Wide
Telecommunication Service
probably one
one of the
the

most familiar
familiarservices
services available
permits the
the customer
customer
most
available through
through the
the network.
network. It permits
to make
voice or data
rather than
make aa bulk
bulk purchase
purchase of
of long-distance,
long-distance, voice
data service
service rather
than
being
billed on an
being billed
an individual
individual call
call basis.
basis. This
This service
service is
is very
very attractive
attractive to
to
businesses
that do
do aa lot of
businesses that
of long-distance
long-distance calling.
calling.The
Theservice
servicecan
canbe
bepurchased
purchased
on an outward
inward WATS/800
outward WATS (bulk
(bulk charge
charge for outgoing
outgoing calls),
calls), inward
service
(bulk charge
chargefor
for all
all incoming
incoming calls)
calls) or
or both.
both. No
No matter
matter which option
service (bulk
the business
businesshas
hasfull
full access
accesstotothe
the entire
entire switched
switched network. This
is chosen,
chosen, the
This
service
is really quite similar
service is
similar to
to residential
residential or
orregular
regularbusiness
business lines
lines and only
differs
billing.
differs in the
the method
method of billing.

Private Line
Line
PrivateLine
Line (PL).
(PL). A
A PL is
A more
more restrictive
restrictive type
type of service
service isis aa Private
is aa nonnonswitched or hard-wired service.
switched
service. ItIt isisvery
veryuseful
useful for
forbusinesses
businesses that require
require
immediate or continuous communications
communications with another location. One
immediate
One phone
phone
switch is
is connected
connecteddirectly
directly to
to aa second
onewith
with no
no
or customer
customer premise
premise switch
second one
switching facilities.
facilities. With
With a PL
located anywhere—
anywhereswitching
PL the
the other
other phone
phone can
can be
be located
aa different
different building
buildingororeven
evenanother
anothercity.
city.The
Thebusiness
businesscustomer
customerpurchases
purchases
the exclusive
exclusive rights
rights to
to the
the circuit linking
the
linkingthe
themain
mainphone
phone with
withan
anextension.
extension.
The connection
existsconstantly
constantlyand
andthere
thereisis no
no worry
worry about
The
connection exists
about dialing or
or
about the line
about
line being
being busy.
busy. This
This service
service might
mightbe
beused
usedby
bybrokerage
brokerage houses
houses
to contact
contact the trading
trading floor
floorwhere
where immediate,
immediate, continuous
continuous communication
communication is
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needed. Another
Another use
might be a connection
main corporate
corporate comneeded.
use might
connection between
between aa main
computer with
puter
with branch
branch office
office computers
computers in other
other cities
cities or
or states.
states.

Foreign Exchange
Exchange Service
Service
A
A third
thirdtype
typeofofservice,
service,Foreign
Foreign Exchange
Exchange (FX),
(FX), contains
contains elements
elements of a
nonswitched
and switched
nonswitched and
switched service.
service. FX isis used
used when
when aa company
company isislocated
located
by one
or central
central office
in an
an area
area served
served by
one local exchange
exchange or
office but wants
wants aa phone
phone
number in a different
would be
be aa firm
firm located
in
number
different central
central office.
office. An example
example would
located in

Baltimore that
that wants
listed in
in Washington,
D.C. In
In this
Baltimore
wants aa local
local number
number listed
Washington, D.C.
this
casethe
the company
companywould
would have
have aa normal
normal subscriber
subscriberline
line to
to the
case
the Baltimore
Baltimore
central office;
but instead
of connecting
connecting to
to the
the local
local switch, it would
office; but
instead of
would connect
connect
to aa dedicated
D.C. The
dedicated circuit leading
leading to aa central
central office
office in Washington,
Washington, D.C.
The
company would
and dial
dial tone
tone from
from the Washington
Washington central
would receive
receive its service
service and
office
and not
not the
arrangement isis very
very useful
usefulifif
office and
the office
office in Baltimore.
Baltimore. This .arrangement
the company
company does
does aa lot of
of business
business in the
the area
area served
served by the distant central
central
office
and wants
wants aa local
local listing in that
office and
that office's
office's directory.
directory.
WATS, PL,
PL, and
and FX
FXgive
givea avery
verygood
goodexample
exampleofofthe
thedifference
difference between
between
switched
services.However,
However,they
they do
do not
not begin
begin to tap the
switched and
and nonswitched
nonswitched services.
the
vast
available through
through the
the network.
vast potential of
of voice
voice and
and data
data services
services available

Centrex
Centrex uses
the latest
latest capabilities
capabilities of the local
uses the
local telephone
telephone central
central office
office to
to
provide sophisticated
customer. The central
sophisticated communications to
to the
the business
business customer.
office
office has
has a separate
separate line extending out to
toeach
each subscriber's
subscriber's station.
station. These
These
stations can
be telephones,
Over these
these lines the
stations
can be
telephones,data
data terminals,
terminals, or
or printers. Over
customer can
can transmit voice or data.
lines differ
differ from residential
customer
data. These
These lines
residential lines
lines
because of
of the
the features available.
because
These features
featuresinclude
includecall
callforwarding,
forwarding,call
call waiting,
waiting, and
and four-digit
four-digit dialing
These
to any other
other station
station ininthe
thecentrex.
centrex.InInaddition
additionthe
theuser
userhas
hascomplete
completeaccess
access
to the
the public
public switched
switched network.
network.Centrex
CentrexStation
Station Rearrangement
Rearrangement (CSR)
(CSR) perpermits the
the customer
customer to
to rearrange
rearrange numbers
numbers and
and features
features via terminal
terminal access
access to
the centrex switch. Centrex also
digital data
also provides digital
data capabilities in the central
office switch
switch for
for 9.6
office
9.6 Kbps to 56
56 Kbps.
Kbps.
There are
the use
As a
There
are several
several advantages
advantages toto the
use of centrex
centrex by
by businesses.
businesses. As
part of
part
of the
the switched
switched network,
network, service
service is
is provided
provided 24
24 hours
hours per
per day,
day, even
even
There is no
no bulky
bulky equipment
located on the
the customer's
customer's
during power
power outages.
outages. There
equipment located
premises.There
Thereisisgrowth
growth capability
capability both
both in the number
premises.
number of stations
stations and
and in
the features available.
available. AA subscriber
subscriber can
canadd
addboth
bothlines
linesand
andfeatures
featuresasasneeded.
needed.
providedon
onaaper-phone
per-phone basis,
basis, making
making accountability
accountability and
and usage
usage
Billing isis provided
recording simple.
simple. Finally,
Finally,since
sincecentrex
centrexisisaaleased
leased service,
service, there are no large
large
capital outlays
outlays for
for expensive
expensive switching
switching equipment.
As part of
of the
the public
publicswitched
switched network,
network, centrex
centrex isis aa constantly
constantly growing
growing
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and developing
system. New
New features
are being
being added
added on
on aa continual basis.
and
developing system.
features are
basis.
These services
services include
include selective call
call waiting,
waiting, selective
selective call
call screening,
screening, and
and access
access

to circuit
Citycircuit and
and packet
packet switching
switchingservices,
services, which will
will be
be explained
explained later. Citywide centrex
centrex is
is another
another future
future service.
service.

Alarm Service
Alarm
through the
the public netAlarm service
service is
is another
another type
type of
of service
service available
available through
work. ItItuses
to transmit alarms
uses the
the subscriber's
subscriber's existing
existing telephone
telephone service
service to
alarms
(such as fire,
fire, theft,
theft, and medical alert).
alert). Monitors
Monitorsare
areset
setup
uptotoscan
scan the
the premises.
premises.
Lines connected
connected from
from the
the monitors transmit signals
Lines
signals to the
the alarm
alarm company.
company.
These
types of
of services
services can
can be
beprovided
provided on
on aa dedicated
dedicated line
line for continuous
These types
continuous
monitoring or
or by
bysharing
sharing the
the local
localphone
phone line.
line.When
Whenusing
usingthe
thededicated
dedicated
line,
line, constant
constant monitoring of
of the
the customer
customer location
location by
by the
the alarm
alarm company
company
Under this arrangement
the alarm
alarm company
is possible.
possible. Under
arrangement the
company is usually
usually able
able to
identify ififthe
identify
theline
lineisiscut.
cut.However,
However,dedicated
dedicatedservice
servicecan
canbebeexpensive
expensivebecause
because
cost is distance
cost
distance sensitive.
sensitive. As the
the distance
distance between
between the
the customer
customer and
and the
the
alarm company
company increases,
increases, so does
does the cost.
cost.
The option of
of using
using the
the existing
existingcustomer
customer phone
phone line
line is
is much
much more
more economieconomiare trade-offs.
trade-offs.The
Thealarm
alarm location
location is
is not
not provided
provided with
with constant
cal, but there
there are
constant
monitoring. IfIfthe
theline
lineisiscut,
cut,there
there isisno
no alarm
alarm sent
sent to the
the monitoring
monitoring agency,
agency,
and protection service
and
service is lost.
lost.
Upgrades
in the metropolitan area
Upgrades in
area networks
networks are
are solving this problem
problem and
and
reducing costs.
costs. A new
new technology
technology called
called derived
derived channel gives both the econeconand the
lines. Derived
Derived channel
channel will
will
omy of
of shared
shared use
use and
the benefits
benefits of dedicated
dedicated lines.
voice or
or data
data on a line being used
to constantly
constantly monitor
allow simultaneous
simultaneous voice
used to
the premise.
premise. With
With the
line, the
the customer's
customer's
the two
two signals
signals piggybacked
piggybacked on the same
same line,
location
location will
will be
be under
under constant
constant surveillance,
surveillance, and
and the
the alarm
alarm company
company can
can
be immediately
immediately aware
aware of
of any
any interruption in
be
in the
the signal.
signal.
The service
now limited
limited to
to alarming,
but its
its growth
lies in
in
The
service isis now
alarming, but
growth potential
potential lies
expanded use
usefor
for such
such things
things as
as continuous
continuous premises
premisesmonitoring
monitoring of power
expanded
power
consumption and
and control
control of environmental
consumption
environmental factors
factors (heat,
(heat, humidity).
humidity). These
These
now require
require aa separate
separate computer and
and interface
interface for
foreach
each service.
service.

Data Communication
There are
are also
also many types
types of digital
digital services
services for enhancing
enhancing computer data
data
communications. When transporting voice
the concommunications.
voice over
over the
the telephone
telephone lines,
lines, the
versation is almost
almost continous with
with only
versation
only short
short pauses.
pauses. When interactive comcomtransmitted, it occurs in small, high-density bursts
bursts of
of information.
information.
puter data is transmitted,
A majority
majority of
oftime
timethe
the circuit
circuitisisidle.
idle.AAPublic
PublicPacket
Packet Switching
Switching Network
Network
more efficient
efficient method
method of transmitting
(PPSN) uses
uses aa more
transmitting computer
computer data.
data. PPSN
PPSN
is a communication
communication network that
that uses
uses packet
packet switching technology,
technology, digital
digital
transmission facilities,
facilities, and
and existing
existing loop
loop plant.
plant. It
transmission
It provides
provides economical
economical comcom-
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mon-user transport for bursts of data within a local
mon-user
local serving
serving area. In addition
addition
access to interexchange carrier's packet networks for transmission
it provides
provides access
transmission
of data outside
outside the
the local
local network.
network.

switching. Packet
Packet switching.
Packet switching
switchinguses
uses an
anentirely
entirely different
different switching
switching
technology from
technology
from the type used in the analog
analog voice
voice network. It
It more
more efficiently
efficiently
uses the transmission
and switching
facilities for
for data
data transfer.
uses
transmission and
switching facilities
transfer. There
There are
are
The transmission
transmission circuits
circuits are
are only
only intact
intact
no permanent circuits established.
established. The
for the time it takes
for
takes to
to transmit
transmit the
the data.
data. In
Inpacket
packetswitching,
switching, information
is stored
using aa format or protocol
is
stored in discrete
discrete packets
packets using
protocol called
called X.25.
X.25. This
This
X.25 packet
packet of
of information
is a section
of serial
serial bit
bit stream
X.25
information is
section of
stream that is
is buffered
buffered
and divided.
divided. It can
can vary
vary in
in size
size and
and contains
contains all
all the
the data
data needed
needed to
to route
route
the packet
packet through
through the
the network,
network,such
suchas
asplace
place of
of origin,
origin, destination,
destination, sequence
sequence
in message,
message, and error
error checking.
checking.
The first step in sending data over a packet switching
switching network is to establish
is then
a path
path for
for transmitting
transmitting the
the information.
information. A message
message is
then sent
sent out,
out, and
and
the destination computer sends
sends back an
an acknowledgement
acknowledgement indicating completion of the circuit. Thus a permanent virtual
virtual circuit
circuit between the two computers
is
established. The
is established.
The initiating
initiating computer
computer next
next enters
enters the
the transfer
transfer mode.
mode. Data
is divided
divided into packets
packets and sent. At
At the
the first
first switch
switch the
the packet
packetisisexamined.
examined.
Once its destination
destination is determined,
determined, it is sent to the
Once
the next
next switch.
switch. This
This process
process
is continued
receipt of
of the
continued until
until the
the destination
destination computer
computer acknowledges
acknowledges receipt
the
packet. The
The only
only time
time the
the network
networkfacilities
facilities are
are being
being used
used is
is when
when the packets
packets
are actually
actually in
in transit
transit between
between sender
sender and
and receiver.
receiver.
Packet switching
Packet
switching has distinct advantages
advantages over
over using
using conventional
conventional phone
phone
lines. The establishment of
of aa virtual
virtualcircuit
circuitcauses
causes no
nofacility
facility usage
usageor
or reservareservation. By
By using
using packet
packet switching
switching for "bursty" data,
data, transmission resources
resources
(e.g.
(e.g. trunks) are
are more
more efficiently
efficiently used,
used, since they are
are dynamically
dynamically allocated
allocated
only when
when actual
actual data
data is sent and are
only
are free
free the
the remainder
remainder of
of the
the time.
time. The
The
entire process
process is transparent to
to the
the user,
user, who
who has
has the
the perception
perception of
ofexclusive
exclusive
use of the resources.
is provided
provided throughout,
throughout, and
and the
use
resources. Digital transmission
transmission is
error-checking
error-checking nature of
of X.25
X.25 protocol
protocol almost
almost eliminates
eliminates undetected
undetected errors.
errors.
When transmitting
transmitting data over a network,
Protocol conversion. When
network, two
two types
data transmission
transmission can
can be
beused:
used:
of data

asynchronous-stop-start
asynchronous—stop-start random
random transmission
transmission with
witheach
each character
character
having
"bits."
having its own limited error-checking
error-checking "bits."
synchronous-predictable
synchronous—predictableand
andtimed
timedtransmission
transmissionofofaanumber
number of
ofcharcharacters
acters at the same
same time, with
with extensive
extensive error-checking
error-checking capabilities.
capabilities.

A packet
packet switching
switching network
network uses
uses the
the synchronous
synchronous form of
of transmission
transmission
(X.25).
(X.25). Since
Since many
many data
data terminals
terminalsuse
useasynchronous
asynchronous transmission,
transmission, aa converconver-
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sion
This conversion
sion from asynchronous
asynchronous to
to synchronous
synchronous isis necessary.
necessary. This
conversion to the
the
X.25 synchronous
synchronous form isis called
called protocol
protocol conversion.
conversion.
The FCC has
has given approval for
for the
the former
former Bell
BellSystem
System Operating
Operating CompaCompanies
nies to offer
offer protocol
protocol conversion
conversion from
from asynchronous
asynchronous to
to synchronous.
synchronous. When
When
the public network
network provides
provides this
thisconversion,
conversion, users
users can enjoy
enjoy the economical
economical
benefits of
of packet
packet switching
switching without
without having
benefits
having to
to purchase
purchase protocol-converting
protocol-converting
equipment
each operating
conversion can
equipment at
at each
operating station.
station. The conversion
can be
be performed
performed at
at aa

central location
the public network
central
location in the
the network.
network. This
This service
service positions
positions the
network
economically to
to meet
meet the
the sophisticated
sophisticated data
data transmission
transmission needs
needs of
of customers
customers
to this network.
who are connected
connected to
network.
Public
Service.
Another
digital
service
Public Switched
SwitchedDigital
Digital
Service.
Another
digital
serviceunder
underdevelopdevelopment for use
ment
use in digital
digitalmetropolitan
metropolitan networks
networks is
is Public
Public Switched
Switched Digital
Service (PSDS).
(PSDS). PSDS
PSDS provides
provides end-to-end
end-to-enddigital
digital connection
connection through
through the
Service
the
network at
at rates
rates up to 56/64
56/64 Kbps.
Kbps. PSDS
PSDS features
features high-quality,
high-quality,cost-effective
cost-effective
transfer of moderately
heavy data
data among
among multiple
multiple locations.
locations.The
The high
high bit
bit
transfer
moderately heavy
rates make
make bulk data
computer graphics,
rates
data transfer,
transfer, high-speed
high-speed facsimile,
facsimile, computer
graphics, and
and
encrypted secure
securevoice
voicepossible.
possible.InInaddition
addition the
the dialup
dialup line is still
encrypted
still available
available
for normal
normal voice
voice communications
communications when not transmitting
transmitting data.
data.
PSDS, unlike
unlike packet
packet switching,
switching, will
will not require an entirely different
different commuPSDS,
nication technology.
network of
of
nication
technology. ItIt will
will be
be able
able to
to use
use the
the already
already existing
existing network
analog switches
switcheswith
with digital
digital connectivity,
connectivity, and
and digital
digital trunk
digital switches,
switches, analog
lines,which
which will
will extend directly
facilities. The customer will
willneed
need digital
digitalaccess
access lines,
to his
his premise.
premise. Customer
Customer premise
premise equipment
equipment will also
also need
need rate-adapting
rate-adapting
electronics to
to synchronize
synchronize itit to the
electronics
the 56/64
56/64 Kbps
Kbpsaccess
access line ifif the
the customer
customer
wants to transmit
wants
transmit slower
slowerspeed
speed data.
data.

High-Capacity Digital
High-Capacity
DigitalService.
Service.The
Thedigital
digitalservice
service that
that now
now offers
offers the
the
highest available
available data
data rate
rate isis High
High Capacity
highest
Capacity Digital Service
Service (HCDS). This
This
type of end-to-end
end-to-end digital service
service is on
1.5-million-bps level with
on the
the DS1
DS1 or 1.5-million-bps
the potential for
for even
even higher rates
rates in the future. Although
Althoughthe
theservice
service provides
provides
enormous capacity,
capacity,itit does
have some
somelimitations.
limitations.HCDS
HCDS is
is aa hard-wired
enormous
does have
hard-wired
circuit. This
This means
means ititisisinstalled
installedbetween
between predesignated
predesignated locations
locations and does
does
any switching
switching capabilities.
capabilities. In
In the
the future,
future, as
as digital
digital switching technolnot have
have any
ogy develops,
HCDS will
will eventually
develops, HCDS
eventuallybecome
become a switchable signal
signal circuit and
and
serve as
as one
one of
of the
the basic
basic ISDN
ISDN elements.
serve
elements.

DIVESTITURE
The most publicized event in telecommunication
history was
was the divestiture
divestiture
telecommunication history
of AT&T
AT&T from
fromitsitsBell
BellOperating
OperatingCompanies
Companies (BOC)
(BOC) on
onJanuary
January 1,1,1984.
1984.
into AT&T
AT&T and
The world's largest
largest corporation
corporation was
was separated
separated into
andseven
seven regional
regional
The holding companies
contained the
the 22
22 former Local
holding companies.
companies. The
companies contained
Local
Operating Companies
(LOCs). The
The breakup's
breakup's most
most profound
profound impact
Operating
Companies (LOCs).
impact was
was
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on the division
entities of
on
division of
ofservice
service responsibility
responsibility among
among the
the now-separate
now-separate entities
the formerly integrated
the
integrated Bell
Bell System.
System.

BOC Responsibilities
Responsibilities
BOC
The BOCs
The
BOCs will
will be
be responsible
responsible for the
the traffic
traffic inina aspecific
specificgeographical
geographical
area
called aa Local
Local Access
AccessTransport
TransportArea
Area(LATA).
(LATA). LATAs
area called
LATAswere
weredeveloped
developed
as aa result
result of
of divestiture.
divestiture. Within
Within the
of common
common
as
the boundaries
boundaries are
are located
located areas
areas of
economic
interests.The
The BOCs
BOCswill
will provide
provide dial tone, local calling,
economic interests.
calling, and
and toll
toll

calling within
within the
the LATA. This
intra-LATA. Any
calling
This type
type of
of traffic
traffic is
is called
called intra-LATA.
Any
traffic outside
the LATA
LATA is
traffic
outside the
is called
called inter-LATA
inter-LATAand
and will
willbe
behandled
handled by
by longlongdistance
carriers, such
suchas
asAT&T,
AT&T, GTE,
GTE, MCI,
distance carriers,
MCI, and
and SBS.
SBS.

Equal Access to Long-Distance
Equal
Long-Distance Services
Services
Prior to
different carriers
carriers for handling
to divestiture
divestiturecustomers
customers could choose
choose different
AT&T because
their long-distance
long-distance calls, but itit was
was easier
easier to use
use AT&T
because of the dialing
proceduresin
in effect
effect atat the
the time.
time. AT&T
AT&T could
procedures
couldbe
beselected
selected by merely
merely dialing
and then
then the
the number.
another carrier
carrier required
aa 1,
1, the area
area code,
code, and
number. To select
select another
a much more
more involved
involvedprocess
process of
of calling
callingthe
the carrier,
carrier,dialing
dialingananaccess
access code,
code,
and then
then dialing the desired
party. Following divestiture,
and
desired party.
divestiture, all
all this
this changed
changed
as
as the new
new concept
concept of
of equal
equalaccess
access was born.
the customer equal
to and a choice
Simply stated,
stated, equal
equal access
access gives the
equal access
access to
of long-distance
long-distance carriers.
carriers. When the
the serving
serving central
central office
office converts
converts to
to equal
equal
access,
notificationofof the
the conversion
conversionisissent
sentout
out to
to all the
access, notification
the customers.
customers. At
this time
carrier they want
time they
they must
must make
make aa choice
choice of which
which long-distance
long-distance carrier
Then any
any time
time aa customer
customerdials
dials 1I to make
to provide
provide service.
service. Then
make aa call, interLATA, ititwill
willbebeautomatically
automaticallyhandled
handled by
bythe
theselected
selected primary
primary carrier.
carrier.
different carrier
carrier to handle
Anytime the
the customer
customer wants
wants to use
use aa different
handle a particular
particular
call, the
the customer
customer can
can dial aa five-digit
five-digitcode
code identifying
identifying the
the chosen
chosen carrier,
carrier,
and
and that
that carrier
carrier will
will handle
handle the
the call.
call. The
The primary
primary carrier
carrier will
will remain
remain ununchanged and
handle any
any subsequent
subsequent call unless
unless another
is again
again
changed
and will
will handle
another carrier is
selected
identification code.
code. A
customer who
who wants
wants
selectedby
by dialing
dialing aa five-digit
five-digit identification
A customer
permanently
change primary
can do so by notifying the
the local
local teletelepermanently to change
primary carrier can
phone company.
company.
Equal access
only one
one of the many
created for the customer
Equal
access isis only
many advantages
advantages created
customer
by divestiture.
divestiture. There
There is
is now
now aa much
much wider
wider range
range of
of communication
communication vendors
vendors
and equipment available.
More service
appearing in
in the
the market,
available. More
service providers are appearing
giving increased
increased options and
and enhanced
enhanced features of telephone,
telephone, data, and
and video
video
services.

TELEPORTS AND TELEHUBS
TELEHUBS
A teleport
teleport deals
deals with the
the connecting
connecting of
of satellite
satellite communication
communication facilities
facilities
with intelligent
intelligentbuildings
buildingsininaareal
realestate
estate development.
development. A
A broader
broader application,
application,
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or aa telehub,
telehub, applies
applies the
the teleport
teleport concept
concept to
to aa more
more general
general geographic
geographic area
area
accesstotosophisticated
sophisticatedcommunication
communicationservices
servicesthrough
throughaadistribution
distribution
that has
has access
network. This
This distribution network
all of
network.
network must
must be
be capable
capable of meeting
meeting all
of the
the
user's communication
communication needs
betweenthe
theoffice
officesite
siteand
andthe
theconnection
connectionpoint
point
user's
needs between
high-capacity facilities.
to the high-capacity
facilities. Typically
Typicallythe
thehub
hubprovides
providesaccess
access to
to microwave,
microwave,
satellite,
and fiber optic facilities
satellite, and
facilities that
that serve
serve as
as the
the vehicle
vehicle to
to transport
transport voice
voice
and
and data over
over long
long distances.
distances.
Some
of the
Some of
the most
most visible
visible applications
applications of
of the
the teleport
teleport concept
concept are
are large
large
commercial
commercial real
real estate
estate projects.
projects. Examples
Examples of these
these are
are the
the Staten
Staten Island
Island
project
project in New
New York
York and
and the
theBay
BayArea
AreaTeleport
Teleport ininSan
SanFrancisco.
Francisco. The
The
idea behind
behind each
idea
each of these
these projects is
is to
to enhance
enhance the
the real
real estate
estate development
development
through shared
useof
ofcommunication
communication facilities,
facilities, which
which might prove too
too costly
costly
shared use
for individual
individualusers.
users. By
Bysharing
sharing the
theuse
use and
and cost,
cost, they
they become
become economically
economically
attractive.
The
networks will
will continue
role by
by providThe metropolitan area
area networks
continue to play a
a key role
ing access
accessthrough
through telehub
telehub type
type of
of arrangements
arrangements to
to sophisticated,
sophisticated, high-capachigh-capacity telecommunication
telecommunication facilities.
facilities. Under
Under this
this telehub
telehub concept,
concept, the
the public
public netnetwork will
provide
access
to
the
intercity
facilities
over
high-capacity
will provide access to the intercity facilities over high-capacity lines.
lines.
Telecommunication services
be provided
provided via fiber
Telecommunication
services can be
fiber optic, coax,
coax, microwave,
microwave,
and
the high-capacity
high-capacity
and many other types of transmission facilities. By
By accessing
accessing the
systems
through the
systems through
the telehub,
telehub,the
theend
enduser
userdoes
does not
notnecessarily
necessarily need
need dedicated
dedicated
lines to
to teleport-like
teleport-like facilities.
the facilities.
lines
facilities. Costs
Costs may only
only reflect
reflect actual
actual use
use of the
Other
Other benefits
benefits of the
the switched
switched network,
network, such
such as
as diverse
diverse routing,
routing, constant
constant
monitoring,
available. The
The important
monitoring,and
and 24-hour
24-hour maintenance,
maintenance, would
would also
also be available.
factor
factor is to
to provide
provide the
the user
user with aa network
network that
that can
can meet
meet specific
specific informational and
at the
and service
service needs
needs at
the most
most economical
economical price.
price.

Philadelphia-The Telehub
Philadelphia—The
Telehub
The
network is
is ideal
The Philadelphia
Philadelphia communication
communication network
ideal for providing
providing telehub
telehub
services.ItIt has
has all
all the
the digital
digital features
of aa typical
typical metropolitan
metropolitan area
network
services.
features of
area network
and
and is aa key
key factor
factor ininserving
serving and
andattracting
attractingbusinesses
businesses to the
the Philadelphia
Philadelphia
area.
area. It is
is aa dynamic
dynamic network
network constantly
constantly growing
growing and
and evolving,
evolving, and
and typifies
typifies
the
found throughout
the standard
standard of
of excellence
excellence found
throughout the
the public
public switched
switched system.
system.
The
this network
network can
can be
befound
found in
in its
its ability to
The success
success ofofthis
to meet
meet the
the local
local
business
community needs,
needs,both
both present
presentand
andfuture,
future, and
and translate
translate them
them into
into
business community
working communication
systems.ItIt isis the
the resource
resourcethat
that links
links the
the city
city and
working
communication systems.
and
business
tenantswith
with the
the Information Age.
business tenants
Age.
The
network can
can provide
The Philadelphia
Philadelphia communication
communication network
provide the
the latest
latest digital
services:
95 percent
percent of
of subscriber
plant has
services: 95
subscriber plant
has the
the capability
capability for
fordata
dataspeeds
speeds
over 144
144 kilobits
kilobits per
per second;
second; 100
100 percent
percent of
of interoffice
interoffice routes
routes are
are equipped
equipped
over
for
1.5 Mbps
Mbps transmission.
transmission. In addition 100
100 percent
percent of the switching is
is Stored
Stored
for 1.5
Program Control (SPC),
saw the
the completion
completion of
of Philadelphia's
Philadelphia'sfirst
first
Program
(SPC), and
and 1984
1984 saw
lightwave ring capable
lightwave
capable of providing high-capacity
high-capacity optical
optical digital
digital service
service directly to the
rectly
the customer.
customer. An additional
additional ring
ringhas
has been
been installed,
installed, and
and more
more are
are
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scheduledfor
forinstallation
installation in
in the
the future.
future. With
With all
digital facilities, Philascheduled
all these
these digital
delphia is
is rapidly
rapidly approaching
approaching an
anend-to-end
end-to-endpublic
publicdigital
digitalnetwork,
network,or
orISDN.
ISDN.
delphia
One
essential elements
One of the
the first
first essential
elementsofofananISDN
ISDNisisdigital
digital transmission
transmission facilifacilities between
between the
the customer
customer and
and the
the central
central office.
office. In Philadelphia,
ties
Philadelphia, as
as in
in many
many
other cities, the plant is well
well suited
suited for
for providing
providing this connection. As previously
mentioned, 95 percent
percent of the
of providing
providing
mentioned,
the customer
customer serving links are
are capable
capable of
144 Kbps
Kbps service.
service.This
This data
data rate,
rate, which
which has
has the
the capacity
capacity to
to transmit more
144
more
than five typewritten pages
of text per
can also
also handle
handlethe
the ISDN
ISDN
than
pages of
per second,
second, can
2B + DDchannel
to the
2B
channel configuration.
configuration. The
The close
close proximity of
of customers
customers to
the
central office
reason for
for such
such aa high percentage
ofavailability.
availability.
central
office is one
one reason
percentage of
ISDN is
Another vital
vital element
element to building an
an ISDN
is digital
digital interoffice
interoffice transmission
transmission
facilities. The
facilities.
The entire downtown area
area is blanketed
blanketed with digital
digital carrier
carrier routes.
routes.
The basic
rate of
of these
facilities is
is 1.5
The
basic transmission
transmission rate
these facilities
1.5 Mbps,
Mbps, enough
enough for aa
company to place
place aa headquarters
headquarterscomputer
computerin
in Philadelphia
Philadelphia and
and commucommularge company
nicate with branch
nicate
branch offices.
offices. The capacity
capacity of
of these
these systems
systems will expand
expand well
above the
the 1.5
megabit rate
rate with the
use of
of fiber
fiber optic
optic lightwave
above
1.5 megabit
the increased
increased use
lightwave
systems.
The Philadelphia metropolitan area
alsocontinually
continually upgrading
upgrading its
its switchswitchThe
area is also
ing capability. ItIthas
has already
already converted
converted all
allofofitsitselectromechanical
electromechanical switches
switches
to modern
modern electronic
electronic switches.
switches. These
These electronic switches
switches are
are computer
computer controlled and
trolled
and can
can be
be programmed
programmed to provide
provide new
new types
types of
of services.
services. One
One of
the essential
essentialbuilding
building blocks
blocks of
of an
anall
all digital
digital system
systemisiselectronic
electronicdigital
digital switchswitchthe
ing. As
toward an
ing.
As development
development toward
an ISDN
ISDN continues,
continues, more
more and
and more
more digital
digital
switching facilities
facilities will come
of the
the close
close proximity
proximity of
switching
come into
into use.
use. Because
Because of
customers to
to central
central offices
officesand
andthe
theincreasing
increasingavailability
availability of
of digital
digital switching,
customers
switching,
the center city
the
city area
area will
willbe
beready
ready totogive
givebusiness
business customers
customers the
the new
new services
services
they want.
The importance
new digital
digital capabilities
the service
service they
they will
will
The
importance of these
these new
capabilities isis the
customer and
and high technology
provide to the
the business
business customer
technology tenants.
tenants. Whether the
the
customers are
are the
the government,
government, banks,
hospitals, universities, insurance
customers
banks, hospitals,
insurance comcompanies, law
law firms, manufacturers and distributors
panies,
distributors ofofgoods
goods and
and services,
services, retailers, wholesalers,
wholesalers,or
or any
any other
other type
type of business,
business,the
themetropolitan
metropolitan area
area network
network
ers,
can meet
meet their
their growing informational
can
informational needs.
needs. For voice
voice communications,
communications, the
digital network
digital
network can
can provide
provide custom
custom calling,
calling, call waiting,
waiting, call
call forwarding,
forwarding,
speedcalling,
calling, and
and three-way
three-way calling.
calling. With the
speed
the greater
greater reliance
reliance on
on computer
computer
systems,the
thedigital
digital network is
systems,
is ideal for
for data
data base
base inquiry/response, videotex,
teleconferencing, electronic
electronic message
systems,online
onlinepoling,
poling, time-share
time-share comcomteleconferencing,
message systems,
puter terminals,
terminals, energy
energy and
and environmental
environmental controls,
controls, high-speed
high-speed computer
computer
data
meter reading.
reading.
data transfer, and
and remote
remote utility
utility meter
All these
All
these services
services further enhance
enhance the Philadelphia
Philadelphia downtown
downtown area
area and
and
serve as
as aa valuable
valuable resource
resource in
in attracting
attracting new
serve
new tenants
tenants and
and increasing
increasing real
real
estate values.
values.Philadelphia
Philadelphia took
took another
another step
toward becoming a major east
estate
step toward
east
coast telehub
telehub in
in 1983
and 1984
1984by
byconnecting
connectingwith
with several
severalnortheast
northeast corridor
corridor
coast
1983 and
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lightwave systems.
These systems
systems serve
servemajor
major east
east coast
coast cities
cities and
systems. These
and other
other
long-distance carriers.
carriers.
new technologies
technologies and
and telecommunication
telecommunicationservices
servicesbecome
become available,
available,
As new
the
networks will be
the metropolitan
metropolitan area
area networks
be the
the first
first totocapitalize
capitalizeon
onthese
these new
new
capabilities. With
With the
spectrum of telecommutelecommuthe telehub
telehub arrangement,
arrangement, the entire spectrum
nication services
will become
available through
through the
services will
become available
the developing
developing metropolitan
metropolitan
area
they move
move closer
closerto
to the
the ultimate
ultimate goal
goal of
of an
an ISDN.
area digital networks
networks as
as they
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Although to
to most
the word teleport
brings to
to mind Ray
Although
most people
people the
teleport brings
Ray Bradbury
Bradbury
novels, domed
domed Venusian landscapes,
landscapes, or telepathic twins
novels,
twins coping with
with the
the comcommunication dilemma of light speed,
speed, to
to the
the communications
communications industry
industry aa teleport
is no
no more
more than an
These antenna
antenna
is
an open
open field with clusters of satellite dishes.
dishes. These
called, have been
been with us since the
the first communication
farms, as they are often called,
communication
satellites were
were lobbed
lobbed into orbit.
satellites
orbit.
In the narrowest sense,
sense, a teleport is
is any facility for satellite-bound transmistransmissions,
or uplinking,
and may
may consist
consist of
of no
no more
more than
than a single
sions, or
uplinking, and
single dish
dish on a
high-rise rooftop. Satellite
Satellite dishes, however, are usually
usually just
just one
one highly
highly visible
visible
component of these
these antenna farms,
as they
they have evolved
into the
component
farms, especially
especially as
evolved into
teleports of today.
teleports
Teleports
antenna farms,
fiber optic
optic and
and
Teleports in their emerging
emerging form
form combine
combine antenna
farms, fiber
networks, and
and so-called
so-called smart
smart office
officeparks
parksand/or
and/or smart buildings.
microwave networks,
buildings.
The combination
combination of
of these
these communication facilities
facilities with
with real
real estate
estate isis receiving
receiving
increased attention from real estate developers and investors. The development
increased
of teleports
teleports has
has become
of
become a way to create real
real estate
estate value.
value.
The
of the
the real
industry in
in teleports
teleportsisisdue
dueinin part
part to
to the
The interest
interest of
real estate
estate industry
communications to the service and information
information econincreasing importance of communications
economy which
which megathinkers
megathinkers say
say is
is upon
upon us. With the explosion
omy
explosion of information
information
technology in the
the 1980s,
the appetite
appetite of
of corporations,
corporations, institutions, and governtechnology
1980s, the
ment
transmission and
digestion of
greater amounts
ment for
for the transmission
and digestion
of greater
greater and
and greater
amounts of
of
voice, data,
data, and
and video over
over longer distances
distances has
has established
established the
the fundamental
fundamental
voice,
importance of communications
importance
communications to modern
modern business.
business. Access
Access to
to communicacommunications is
is now
to be
be an
an important
in the value
tions
now perceived
perceived to
important component
component in
value of real
real
efficientand
and economic
economic telecommunications
telecommunications has begun
estate. Business need for efficient
to influence
influence real estate
estate decisions.
decisions.
Developing
teleport demands
not only
Developing aa teleport
demands not
only the
the technical
technical sophistication
sophistication to
design, construct,
construct, and maintain
facilities, but
but also
also
design,
maintain complex
complex communication
communication facilities,
the application
the
application of sound
sound real estate and development
development planning and an underunderstanding of the market for
real estate.
estate. Fortustanding
for telecommunications-enhanced
telecommunications-enhanced real
nately, we
we can
can make
make an
an analogy
to ports
ports and
and trade
nately,
analogy to
trade routes
routes in the
the earlier
earlier
phases of industrialization,
industrialization, and we can learn planning and marketing
phases
marketing lessons
lessons
from more traditional
traditional real
from
real estate
estate developments.
developments. First,
First, however,
however,we
we will discuss
of the
the centralization
centralization versus decentralization of business
business organizations
the issue of
in the information
in
information age.
age.
CENTRALIZATION OR
OR DECENTRALIZATION
DECENTRALIZATION
Brookings Institution,
Institution, in an
an article
article entitled
entitled "Future
"Future
Anthony Downs of the Brookings
Impacts of Telecommunications
on Real
Real Estate
Estate and
and Urban
Urban Growth," (preImpacts
Telecommunications on
(presented to the Landtronics Conference
sented
Conference organized
organized by
by George
George Lefcoe),
Lefcoe), has postulated that new
before it,
it, is not so
lated
new age
age technology,
technology, like the telephone
telephone before
so much
much
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aa determinant
determinant of the
the location
location of
ofeconomic
economic activities
activities as
as itit isisa apermissive
permissive
agent.
Simply, new
allows wider
wider choices
in where
we live and
agent. Simply,
new technology
technology allows
choices in
where we
and
that the more
work. He
He believes
believes that
more traditional factors
factors dictating
dictating location,
location, such
such
as governmental
governmental regulation,
regulation, housing
housing supply, and
and transportation systems,
as
systems, will
primary ingredients
continue to
to be the primary
ingredientsininbusiness
business location
location decisions.
decisions. TelecomTelecommunications give
give organizations
organizations choices
choices in
in responding
responding to
to these
these factors as
as they
expand their
their need
to communicate.
In this sense,
the trend
trend has
has and
and will
expand
need to
communicate. In
sense, the
continue to foster decentralized
decentralized institutions.
institutions. The
The front-omce/back-omce
front-office/back-office split
split
continue
stemming from
from the increase
district
is one
one clear example
example stemming
increase in central business
business district
rents in
in conjunction with
rents
withthe
the availability
availabilityofofmoderately
moderatelypriced
priced employee
employee houshousthe ability
ing in outlying
outlyingareas.
areas. Another manifestation
manifestation of decentralization
decentralization is the
of individual
individual workers
workers to
to telecommute
telecommute from
from their
theirhomes
homes or
orneighborhood
neighborhood
work centers,
centers, assisted
assisted by distributed
distributed computing
computingand
andadvanced
advancedtelephones.
telephones.
While
While teleports
teleports that
that allow
allowcompanies
companies to
to take
take advantage
advantage of
of many
many domestic
domestic
or international
of these
thesedecentralizing
decentralizing
internationalbranches
branchescan
canbe
beseen
seen to be an extension of
forces, they
they are
forces,
are simultaneously
simultaneously a force
force for
for bringing
bringingbusinesses
businesses together to
to
overcome the
the capital
capital and
and operational
operational costs
costsof
of riding the digital
overcome
digital highways.
highways.
GTE's Office
that its
Office of
of Enhanced
Enhanced Real
Real Estate
Estate in Los
Los Angeles
Angeles has
has stated
stated that
current strategy
strategyisisto
toencourage
encourage information-hungry
information-hungrybusinesses
businesses to
to congregate
congregate
into smart
along their
their "Olympic"
"Olympic" fiber
smart parks
parks along
fiber trunk,
trunk,with
withconnection
connection to
to one
one
or more
more teleports
teleports expected
expected in the
the near
near future.
future. Ten
Tensuch
such parks
parks are
are expected
expected
to open
open by the end
end of 1986.'
1986.: In
In West
West Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, Whisler-Patri
Whisler-Patri isis exploring
exploring
the
for the
the City of
the feasibility of aa teleport
teleport development
development for
of Oxnard.
Oxnard. Fiber
Fiber optic
optic
pathways
may have
the same
samegrowth-inducing
growth-inducing impact
impact as
the interstate
interstate highhighpathways may
have the
as the
way
did in
way system
system did
in the
the 1950s
1950s and
and 60s.
60s. Railway
Railway rights-of-way,
rights-of-way, now
now being
being
pursued
fiber lines,
lines, may
may once
again act
act as
pursued for long-distance
long-distance fiber
once again
as aa magnet
magnet to
real estate
development, as
as may
may previously
real
estate development,
previously overlooked
overlooked features
features such
such as
as the
the
California
studied by
by the
the California Department
California Aqueduct
Aqueduct being
being studied
Department of Water
Water
Resourcesfor
for aa fiber
fiber link
link between
Resources
between Northern and
and Southern
Southern California.
California.
Teleports planned
to real estate
planned as
as enhancements
enhancements to
estate derive from aa more
more comcomprehensive
appraisalof
of the
the nature
nature of the
prehensive appraisal
the communication
communication business.
business. As the
the
telephone
telephone company realized
realized several
several years
years ago,
ago, aa successful
successful communications
medium
must span
spanfrom
fromfirst
first mile
mile to
to last
medium must
last to form
form aa conduit
conduit that
that isis simple
simple
and
to reach
out and
and reliable.
reliable. The
The teleport
teleport proposes
proposes to
reach out
and touch
touch users
users at
at both
both
ends
offering service,
service,flexibility,
flexibility, and
the near
ends offering
and dependability.
dependability. For' the
near future at
at
least,
whether an
an information-based
information-based company
company keeps
keepsits
its urban
urban roots
roots or
or starts
least, whether
starts
packing will
will depend
depend in
in part
part on
onthe
thepresence
presence of
of an
an integrated
integrated urban network
linking users
users with
with each
each other
other and
and the
the satellite
satellite gateway.
gateway.
linking

THE PORT OF THE INFORMATION
INFORMATION AGE
AGE
railroad stations,
and airports
airports brought the
As seaports,
seaports, railroad
stations, and
the common
common carriers
carriers
of the
the Industrial
IndustrialAge
Agetogether
togetherfor
forthe
theconvenience
convenienceofofshippers
shippers and
and travelers,
travelers,
teleports now
now provide
provide aa similar
similar function
function in
teleports
in the
the Information
InformationAge.
Age.Ports
Portshave
have
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always
always conferred
conferred urban status,
status, reflecting
reflecting aa mass
mass ofofusers
users whose
whose business
business
required
with other metropolitan
and their
required interaction and
and exchange
exchange with
metropolitan centers
centers and
associated
exurban areas.
areas. Teleports
Teleports are
are one
one means
means of
of achieving critical
associated exurban
critical mass
mass
information and
Although conceived
initially
information
and telecommunication
telecommunication services.
services. Although
conceived initially
as
the focus
focus of satellite
communication, their function is
as the
satellite communication,
is far
far more
more extensive
extensive
today, including
including terrestrial
terrestrial networks
networkssuch
such as
as fiber
fiber optic
optic networks.
networks. However,
However,
at present,
present, satellite transmission
transmission facilities may
may be
be the
the most
most visible
visiblecomponent
component
of the
the teleport.
teleport. The
The importance
importance of the
the teleport
teleport may
may be
be in
in its
itsconcentration
concentration
of comprehensive
telecommunications services,
services, some
someof
ofwhich
which cannot
cannot be
be ofofcomprehensive telecommunications
fered in the
fered
the central
central city.
city. For
For aanumber
numberofofeconomic,
economic, technical,
technical, political,
political,
and environmental
massivesatellite
satellitefarm
farm in
in the
the middle
middle
environmentalreasons,
reasons, placement of a massive
of a modem
as placing
placing an
an airport
airport for Concordes
modern city
city isisas
as feasible
feasible as
Concordes in Central
Central
Park. To
To the
the extent that satellites
satellites will
will remain
remainaa key
key component
component of
of 21st century
communication,
the need
facilities will continue
communication, the
need for protected
protected transmission
transmission facilities
continue
to influence
influence the
the location
location ofofreal
realestate
estatedevelopments
developmentsoffering
offeringcomprehensive
comprehensive
telecommunication services.
services.
telecommunication
Many may
may dispute
dispute this
this thesis.
thesis. Some
Some contend
contend that fiber optic
optic technology
technology
will
or that
that fiber
fiber optic
optic networks
networks will
will
will make
make satellite
satellite communication
communication obsolete
obsolete or
permit users
development
users to not locate
locate at
at the
the teleport,
teleport, making
makingthe
the real
realestate
estate development
at the
the teleport
teleport unnecessary.
unnecessary. However,
However, even
eventhe
the most
most pessimistic
pessimisticcritics
criticsof
of
satellite communications
satellites will
will remain
communications and
and teleports acknowledge that satellites
remain
a
a key communication
communication method
method for the
the next
next 10
10to
to15
15years,
years, and
and even
even longer
for point
point to
to multipoint
multipointvideo
videocommunication.
communication.Moreover,
Moreover,there
thereare
areeconomic
economic
and technical
for many
many activities
activitiesto
to locate
locate at
at the
the information
information
and
technical advantages
advantages for
node. It
communiIt isis the
the premise
premise of
ofthe
the teleport
teleport as
asreal
realestate
estate that
that established
established communication-oriented
centerswill
will maintain their critical
cation-oriented business
business centers
criticalmass,
mass, even
even after
after
the demise
demise of the original
original raison
raison d'etre.
d'etre.
In considering
consideringthe
the impact
impactofoftechnology
technologyon
onland
landuses,
uses, ititisisuseful
useful to
to examine
examine
some
of the
the lessons
lessonslearned
learnedfrom
fromthe
theevolution
evolutionof
of airports.
airports. The
The first
first airports
some of
were
created spontaneously
spontaneouslytotosupport
supportaatechnology
technologythat
that rapidly
rapidly proved
were created
proved its
worth ininservicing
existing
economic
enterprises
and
habitational
servicing existing economic enterprises and habitational patterns.
patterns.
Often,
Often, their
their location
locationwas
wasaashort-sighted
short-sightedcompromise
compromise between
between central-city
proximity
proximityand
andavailable
availableopen
open land.
land.As
Aswe
wehave
haveseen,
seen, many
many airport
airport sites
sites have
have
proven
difficult to adapt
proven difficult
adapt to
to the
the mushrooming
mushrooming growth in air
air transportation
transportation
(and
(and the growth
growth of
ofcities
cities and
and suburbs)
suburbs) without
without having
havingaanegative
negative impact
impact
neighboringuses.
uses.
on neighboring
Where airports
airports have
havehad
had the
the luxury
luxuryofofsurplus
surplusacreage,
acreage,an
anelaborate
elaboratecolleccollection
tion of
ofuses
uses has
has evolved.
evolved. For
For business
business travelers,
travelers, an
an extensive
extensive support system
has evolved
evolved that
that eliminates
of
has
eliminates the need
need to undertake
undertake the
the vexsome
vexsome process
process of
traveling
traveling to
to the
the city
citycenter.
center.Executive
Executivesuites,
suites,sushi
sushibars,
bars, and
and convention
conventioncomcomplexes are
areall
all within
within a shuttlebus ride of the departure gate.
gate. With
With this
plexes
this agglomeration of facilities
was only
only natural that new
eration
facilities serving
serving the
the businessperson,
businessperson, itit was
new
and expanding
whoselivelihood
livelihood depended
depended on
on frequent
frequent access
to
and
expanding businesses
businesses whose
access to
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air carriers
carriers would
wouldbegin
begin totolocate
locatearound
aroundthese
these centers
centers such
such as
as spare
spare parts
distributors to facilitate
facilitate the
the delivery
delivery and
and receipt
receipt of air cargo. In many
many cases,
cases,

airports have
have become
become cities
cities unto
unto themselves,
themselves, with their
their own
own concentrations
concentrations
of office
towers, religious
religious disciples,
disciples, and
and air pollutants.
office towers,
pollutants.
Airports thus evolved
Airports
evolved from
from being
being places
places from
from which
which one embarked
embarked on
an air
air voyage
voyage to
to engines
engines generating
generating their
their own
owneconomic
economic activity
activity centered
centered
around
around the
the airport.
airport. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, few
few airports
airports were
were planned
planned with this
this in
in
transportation within
within and
and to
to airports
airports was
was inadequate,
inadequate, parking
parking
mind. Ground transportation
was frequently
an afterthought,
frequently an
afterthought, and the location
location of
of support
support industries
industries was
not even
even aa consideration.
consideration.
predict that teleports
We predict
teleports may
may serve
serve similarly
similarly as concentrators of
of communicommunication-related businesses
cation-related
businesses notwithstanding the lukewarm response
response of the marmarket to this
this new
new concept.
concept. The
The future
future of
of the
the teleport
teleport requires
requires careful
careful planning
planning
to meet
meet both
both its
itspublic
publicgoal
goalofofeconomic
economic development
development and
and its
its private
private goal
goal
of real
real estate
estate development
development for
for economic
economic profit. Thus, we
we must
must consider
consider the
the
physical
physical planning criteria
criteria equally with the evaluation
evaluation of potential
potential real
real estate
estate
use.

TELEPORT PLANNING
PLANNING
Several criteria
criteria are vital in picking locations
locations for a new teleport-cum-business
Several
park. The
The site
site must,
must, above
above all,
all, be
be practically
practically free
free of
of radio
radio frequency
frequency interference and microwave
paths. Big trees and blocking
microwave transmission
transmission paths.
blocking hills
hills could
could
be a detriment. The land must
of all
allNorth
North American
American communimust allow visibility of
cations
and as many
cations satellites
satellites and
many international
international satellites
satellites as possible.
possible. In most
most
areas
areas of the
the United
United States
States this
this will
will not
not be
bean
anobstacle
obstacle since
since satellites
satellites have
have
been
been parked
parked where
where they can transmit to most of the country.
country. Environmental
Environmental
screening for aesthetics
aesthetics as well as for the real and perceived
perceived dangers of microwaves is
is aa must.
must. Instantaneous access
to both short- and
waves
access to
and long-term
long-term backup
backup
power supplies must be assured.
assured. Connection to
to multiple
multiple regional
regional power
power supsupplies
plies may be important.
important. The
The teleport
teleport site
site should
should facilitate
facilitate superior
superior security
security
surveillance with
controlled access
access point and 24-hour
24-hour perimeter
perimeter patrol.
patrol.
surveillance
with one controlled
Master planning
planning for
for the
the teleport
park should
tackle the
the same
Master
teleport business
business park
should tackle
same
site constraints
constraints and opportunities
opportunities that would
would be
be considered
considered in
in any
any quality
quality
development of 100
100 or more acres, probably the least amount of
of land
land required
required
for this type of venture. Landscaping,
setback, parking, and
and architecLandscaping, building setback,
must be codified
to maintain
tural design
design parameters
parameters must
codified to
maintain the
the quality of future
future
development.
The park's
park's utility trenches,
in addition
development. The
trenches, in
addition to water,
water, sewer,
sewer, and
electrical
lines, must
must provide
conduit capacity
capacitytoto support
support aa high
electrical lines,
provide sufficient
sufficient conduit
level of
of network
network cabling between
between buildings
buildings and
and the
the antenna compound. Whislevel
ler-Patri's experience
experience in planning the Lincoln
Lincoln Technology Center in San Jose,
California, demonstrates
demonstrates that
that this capacity for flexibility
can be
be installed
installed at
at
California,
flexibility can
a relatively
relatively low
low cost.
cost.
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WHO WILL
WILL TELEPORTS
TELEPORTS SERVE?
SERVE?
Although technical
may be
be difficult
difficult to
technical requirements
requirements may
to meet,
meet, the
the first
first step
step
in teleport
teleport planning
planning must
must be
be aa careful
careful analysis
analysis of
of the
the potential
potentialuser
userbase
base
and
and facilities.
and a realistic
realistic appraisal
appraisal of
of competing
competing technologies
technologies and
facilities. The form
form
this analysis
should take
take brings
brings into focus
public/
this
analysis should
focus the
the difference
difference between
between public/
of a
private ventures
ventures and
and solely
solely private
private developments.
developments. However, existence
existence of
a
viable private market
to both types of ventures.
The key to any
viable
market is essential
essential to
ventures. The
any
real estate
venture successfully
enhancedby
by communications
communicationsisis aa product
real
estate venture
successfully enhanced
product
tailored to
to the
the needs
needs of
oftargeted
targeted customers.
customers.

Teleport
Teleport Benefits
Benefits
The
The teleport
teleport with
with its
itsassociated
associated terrestrial
terrestrial networks
networks offers
offers a number
number of
advantages
communication users.
advantages to business
business communication
users.

Flexible
sophisticated communication.
communication.Multiple
Multipledish
dish anFlexible access to sophisticated
tennas and
networks can
can be
beaccessed
accessed easily,
easily, depending
depending on
the
tennas
and terrestrial networks
on the
user's
user's needs
needs and budget.
budget.

Low capital
capital investment
investmentfor
forsatellite
satellitecommunication.
communication.Satellite
Satellitesignal
signal
scheduling may
may be
be continuous,
continuous, intermittant,
intermittant, or
scheduling
or for
forspecial
special events.
events. For
For users
users
in the
facilities would
would
the two
two latter
lattercategories,
categories, capital
capital investment
investment in dedicated
dedicated facilities
probably be
be uneconomic.
The same
same may
may be
be true
true for continuous
probably
uneconomic. The
continuous users,
users, for
the capacity
capacity of aa transmitter
the
transmitter permits
permits numerous
numerous continuous
continuoususers
users to
to use
use the
the
transmitter
transmitter simultaneously.
simultaneously.

Access to alternative
alternative telecommunications
telecommunicationsnetworks.
networks.Initial
Initialusers
users
teleport may
may be
beattracted
attractedto
toits
itsterrestrial
terrestrial network,
network, permitting
permitting sidestepping
of a teleport
sidestepping
not only
only the
the local
localBell
Belloperating
operatingcompanies
companies but
but also
also the
the tangled
tangled microwave
microwave
networks
networks of other
other bypass
bypass carriers
carriers and
and the
the microwave
microwave congestion
congestion of inner
inner
cities.
as aa communication
communication switching
cities. In
In such
such cases,
cases, the teleport
teleport also
also serves
serves as
switching
node,
moving traffic
traffic through its own
node, moving
own network
network as
as well as
as facilitating interconinterconnection
nection with
with other
other networks.
networks.
Commercial
Backup for
for traditional
traditionalpathways.
pathways.
Commercialcommon
common carriers
carriers are
are
also
to continue using
also expected
expected to
using satellites,
satellites, even
even after
after long-haul
long-haul fiber
fiber optics
optics
are completed,
completed, to ensure
ensure dependability
dependability at
at least
least the
the equal
equal of
of Mother
highways are
Mother

Bell.
Maintenance.
Maintenance. AAteleport
teleportoffers
offers an
anowner
ownerofofsatellite
satellitedishes
dishes insurance
insurance
and maintenance
of the
the equipment
and
maintenance of
equipment 24 hours a day by teleport
teleport management.
management.
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Consolidation ofoftelecommunications
staffs.
Some
Consolidation
telecommunications
staffs.
Someusers
usersmay
mayvalue
value
the ability
ability to
instead of
of maintainmaintainthe
to consolidate
consolidate their
their technical
technicalstaff
staff at
at one
one place,
place, instead
ing several
several diverse locations.
Secure electric
electricpower.
power.A A
well-plannedteleport
teleportlocation
location also
also provides
provides
well-planned
sophisticated alternative
alternative power
power sources
sourcestotoprotect
protect against
againstshortshort- or
or long-term
long-term
sophisticated
interruption. For
both major
For example,
example, the
the Staten
Staten Island Teleport
Teleport overlaps
overlaps both
major
power grids of the
power
the northeastern
northeastern United
United States;
States; this isis as
as much
much redundancy
redundancy
as any
any location
As an added
in the
as
location could
could offer.
offer. As
added benefit,
benefit, in
the case
case of the Staten
Staten
Island Teleport,
Teleport, relocation
relocation from
from Manhattan
Manhattan will
will also
also result
result in
in aa 35 percent
Island
percent
reduction in aa company's
reduction
company's total
totalelectric
electricbill.2
bill.2

Access to satellite,
satellite, microwave,
microwave, and fiber optic
optic service
service organizaorganizations. Once
tions.
Once aa teleport
teleport isis in
in operation,
operation, vendors
vendors and maintainers
maintainers of hardware
may choose to locate at the teleport site
site because
because of the location of sophisticated
equipment requiring
requiring no
no down
down time.
time. These
businesses will
will attract
attract their own
own
equipment
These businesses
customers.

Ability to
to transmit
transmit and
and receive
receive large
large amounts
amounts of information
information to
to
and from customers. Certain
businesses
depend
the transmission
and
Certain businesses
thatthat
depend
on theontransmission
or data may
and receipt
receipt of
of voluminous
voluminous video
video or
may find
find that
that on-site
on-site location
location with
with
flexible communication
communication facilities
facilities isis advantageous
advantageous and
and permits
permits better control.
Secure physical environment.
Secure
environment.AAproperly
properlyplanned
plannedteleport
teleport can
can provide
provide
essential security for data processing and storage organizations requiring
requiring absoabsolute confidentiality.
confidentiality.

Lower cost labor
markets. IfIfproperly
Lower
labor markets.
properly located,
located, an
an exurban
exurban teleport
teleport
may
may offer
offer access
access to lower-cost
lower-cost or higher-quality
higher-quality labor
labor markets.
markets. This
This may
may
be attractive to
to telemarketing
telemarketingorganizations
organizations ororback-office
back-office organizations.
organizations.

Potential Users
Potential
Users of Teleport Real
Real Estate
Estate
What
is a
What kind of
of company
company would
would seek
seek aa teleport
teleport location?
location? Following
Following is
sample of the types of operations
operations that may
sample
may find a teleport
teleport location
location attractive.
attractive.

Data processing back offices.
offices.The
Theoperations
operationsofoffinancial
financialservices
services orgaorganizations would benefit
from most
nizations
benefit from
most of the advantages
advantages listed
listed above.
above.

Video broadcast
broadcast distribution centers.
Video
centers.There
Thereare
areaanumber
number of
ofprivate
private
and not-for-profit
video networks
networks that
that may well
consider a teleport
not-for-profit video
well consider
teleport location
location
for their
for
their distribution
distribution centers.
centers. Video
Video broadcasts
broadcasts could
could be controlled
controlled and
and
distributed anywhere
fiber optic
optic links
linksto
to production
production
distributed
anywhere in the world. There may be fiber
centers located
located in
in urban
urban areas
centers
areas or even
even across the country.
country.
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Teleconferencing.
Video
teleconferencing
Teleconferencing.
Video
teleconferencingnetworks
networksmay
mayrequire
require sophistisophisticated and flexible control centers. Companies
Companies managing and providing these
these
services
services are logical teleport candidates.
candidates.

Backup data storage
Backup
Storage facilities. Most
Most major
major companies
companies have
have a need
need
for
for multiple
multiple and
and continuously
continuously updated
updated locations
locations for storage
storage of
of computer
computer
data in
in case
case of
of aa computer
computer failure
failure or
or natural
natural catastrophe.
catastrophe. Private
Private companies
companies
frequently
this service.
service. Data
Data could
could be
be transmitted
transmitted to the secure teleport
frequently offer
oifer this
teleport
environment by
by satellite,
satellite, fiber
fiberoptic,
optic, or
or tape.
tape. In the
environment
the event
event of
of catastrophe,
catastrophe,
data could
could be
be efficiently
efficiently transmitted to the selected
selected backup
backup processing
processing center.

centers. Most
Corporate communication centers.
Mostlarge
largecorporations
corporations have
have esencomtablished or are establishing their own private communication systems encompassing voice,
voice, data,
data, and video.
passing
video. Teleport
Teleport real
real estate
estate represents
represents an
an excellent
excellent
choice
primary control
control centers
centers for
for these
thesenetworks.
networks.
choice for
for the location of the primary
Message
and telemarketing
Message and
telemarketing centers.
centers.These
These organizations
organizations require
require a
combination of
of low-cost
low-cost labor
labor and
and flexible
flexible and
and cost
costeffective
effective communication.
communication.
Teleports,
Teleports, located
located near large suburban
suburban labor
labor pools,
pools, are
are an
an excellent
excellent choice
choice
for these
these organizations.
organizations.

Telecommunication hardware
hardwareservice
serviceorganizations.
organizations.Accessibility
Accessibility
to users
users isis obvious.
obvious.
Information service providers.
Information
providers.At
Atpresent,
present,information
information database
database serservices are
are primarily providing
vices
providing text
text information
information over
over voice
voice grade
grade telephone.
telephone.
These services
services require
require large computer
computer centers and extensive
communication
These
extensive communication
capacity. In the future,
capacity.
future, itit isis expected
expected that
that information
information databases
databases with
with associassociated facsimile
facsimile databases
for wider
databases will
will look
look to
to satellites
satellites to
to meet the demand for
bandwidth transmission.
transmission.
The foregoing
are potential
The
foregoing are
potential initial
initial users
users of
of teleports.
teleports. Once
Once established,
established,
other
will be
be attracted
other tertiary
tertiary businesses will
attracted to teleport
teleport real
real estate,
estate, including
including
restaurants, retail
retail stores,
stores, and
and hotels
hotels as
as well
well as
as traditional
traditionaloffice
office organizations.

TELEPORTS
TELEPORTS AS EXTENSIONS
EXTENSIONS OF SMART BUILDINGS
AND PARKS
PARKS
Teleports
can provide
for the
the smart
building, expanding the
Teleports can
provide an extension
extension for
smart building,
bypass
technology inherent
inherent in
in the shared-tenant
bypass technology
shared-tenant concept
concept to
to long-haul
long-haul data,
data,
voice, and video communications. Some
Some corporations
corporations have been
been utilizing
utilizing their
their
rooftops
problems inhibit
inhibit widespread
widespread application;
application;
rooftops for
for dish installations, but problems
not the least
can cost
not
least is
is cost.
cost. Single
Single uplinks
uplinks can
cost in
in the
the range
range of
of $250,000
$250,000 to
to
$500,000
$500,000 (not
(not including
including satellite
satellite transponder
transponder rental), and information-intensive consumers often
often require multiple
multiple satellite
satellite access to guarantee
guarantee transmission
transmission
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continuity. Besides
of such
such equipment,
equipment, sufficient
sufficient rooftop
continuity.
Besides the capital
capital expense
expense of
space is
is already
already becoming
becoming scarce
scarce in
in the
the largest
space
largest cities, especially
especially on the
the new
new
tapered towers.
towers. Building
Building owners are
also charging
charging monthly rents
tapered
are also
rents of
of as
as high
high
as $10,000
$10,000 for
for rooftop
the least
as
rooftop antenna
antenna space.
space. Perhaps
Perhaps the
least controllable aspect
aspect
is the level
level of
of radio
radioand
andmicrowave
microwaveinterference
interference ininmany
manycentral
centralbusiness
business
districts. Finally,
Finally,design
design review
reviewboards
boards are
are increasingly
increasingly sensitive
sensitive to high-tech
high-tech
gadgetry that
that is not
not fully integrated
gadgetry
integrated with
withoffice
office building
buildingdesign.
design.
the logical
logical extension
extension of
of smart
smart buildings
buildings (or wide-rise
For these
these reasons,
reasons, the
wide-rise
smart
parks) is a land link
link totoaacentral,
central, protected
protected satellite
satellite transmission
transmission site.
site.
smart parks)
From this
this perspective,
perspective, the teleport's terrestrial network
networkappears
appears to be competing with
to
peting
with its
its real
realestate
estate development,
development, providing satellite
satellite accessibility
accessibility to
remote users
who might otherwise
remote
users who
otherwise move to the
the teleport
teleport business
business park. HowHowever, one
one inducement
inducement for
for on-site
on-site location
location is reduced
ever,
reduced or eliminated terrestrial
terrestrial
charges. For
For aa 100,000-square-foot
tenantwith
with demand
demandfor
for 1,000
TI lines,
charges.
100,000-square-foot tenant
1,000 Tl
lines,
at Harbor
Harbor Bay
Bay Teleport,
Teleport, savings
savings in
in monthly
monthly carrier
carriercharges
charges can
can be
be as
as much
much
as $23,000
(basedononcurrent
currenttariffs
tariffs of
of the
as
$23,000 (based
the California
California Public
Public Utilities
3
Commission).3
Moreover, as
as indicated
indicated previously, many companies
will seek
Commission).
Moreover,
companies will
seek
on-site
other compelling
compellingreasons.
reasons.
on-site locations
locations for other

TWO TELEPORTS
The first
first teleport,
teleport, and
and the
the best
best known,
known, isis the
the Staten
Staten Island
Island Teleport
Teleport that
that
popularized the
the name
name teleport.
teleport. This ambitious development,
development, with substantial
substantial
financial and
estate developand political
political backing, includes a comprehensive real estate
ment, a state-of-the-art
state-of-the-art satellite
satellite facility,
facility, and an extensive
extensive fiber optic network
York City
City and
and into New Jersey
extending into the boroughs
boroughs of New
New York
Jersey as far
south as Princeton.
south
Princeton. It has
has developed
developed roads
roads and
and utilities
utilities to
to serve
serve over
over 200
200
an array of
acres of
of office
office building sites,
of satellite
satellite
sites, all
all with direct linkage to an
individually, collectively,
dishes that may be owned individually,
collectively,or
or maintained
maintainedfor
forcommon
common
use by the Teleport
Co., a joint venture
use
Teleport Communications
Communications Co.,
venture of
of Merrill
Merrill Lynch
Lynch
and Co. and Western
Western Union.
Union.
As a public/private
by the
the Port
Port Authority
As
public/private venture
venture jointly
jointly sponsored
sponsored by
Authority of
New York
York and
and New
Jersey and
and the
the City
of the
New
New Jersey
City of New
New York,
York, the
the goals
goals of
Teleport were
were considerably
considerablygrander
granderthan
than the
the enhancement
of 200
200 acres
acres of
of
Teleport
enhancement of
suburban real estate.
estate. With recent stories
stories in mind
mind of
of corporations
corporations deserting
deserting
the New York metropolitan
area, Teleport
Teleport planners
planners saw
saw the
the project
project as
as a
the
metropolitan area,
vital inducement
retention and
and growth.
growth. Key to this
vital
inducement to business
business retention
this strategy
strategy was
was
the construction of
of aa 52-mile
52-mile fiber
fiber optic network
network linking
linking the Teleport
Teleport with
with
downtown Manhattan
Manhattan as
downtown
as well
well as
as subcenters
subcenters in
in Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, Queens,
Queens, and
and New
New
Jersey. Fiber
Fiber optics
optics allowed
allowed the
the Teleport
Teleport to be constructed
Jersey.
constructed in the
the flatlands
flatlands
independent of
of line-of-site
microwaverelays,
relays,the
the typical
typical terrestrial
terrestrial link
link to
independent
line-of-site microwave
buildings. Absence of microwave
microwave interference
interference allows unenManhattan
office buildings.
unenManhattan office
cumbered C-band transmission, the more dependable
cumbered
dependable of two frequency bands
authorized by the FCC
FCC for
for satellite
satellite communications.
communications. (The smaller
smaller and more
more
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mobile Ku-band
Ku-band dish
dish equipment
equipment currently
currently isissubject
subject totosignal
signalloss
loss ininheavy
heavy
rainstorms,
rainstorms, aa crippling
cripplingdisadvantage
disadvantage to
toservice-sensitive
service-sensitive users.)
users.) Even in the
the
relative
relative radio
radio tranquility
tranquilityofofStaten
Staten Island,
Island, aa50-foot
50-foot earthearth-and
andmetal-clad
metal-clad
wall was
was erected
erected to
to screen
screen the
the 11-acre
11-acre dish
dish compound
compound totoensure
ensure failsafe
failsafe
operations
now and
and in the future.
operations now
future.
Another teleport, located
on the
side of
of the
the country, is Harbor
Another
located on
the opposite
opposite side
Harbor
Bay
Bay Isle,
Isle, aa large
large mixed-use
mixed-use office
office and
and R&D
R&Ddevelopment
development directly
directlyacross
across
from the
the bay
bay from
from San
San Francisco.
Francisco. This
This development
development has
has won zoning approval
for aa 347-acre
teleport site nine miles away in
in an
an undeveloped
undeveloped valley,
valley, providing
providing
347-acre teleport

full view
view of
of all
allNorth
NorthAmerican
Americancommunication
communicationsatellites.
satellites. Microwave
Microwave relays
relays
link
link the
the Harbor
Harbor Bay
BayTeleport,
Teleport, its
its office
office park,
park, and
and 20
20 other locations
locations throughthe Bay
Bay Area
Area totopoints
pointsasasfar
farasasSacramento
Sacramento (approximately
(approximately 90
90 miles).
miles).
out the
Harbor Bay
that its teleport
Bay Isle
Isle has
has advertised
advertised that
teleport facility
facility can
can serve
serve the entire
Northern California
California regions
region.4However,
However,other
otherdish
dishinstallations
installationsalong
along the
the mimicrowave
pathway will
will continue
The point is
crowave pathway
continue to compete
compete for this
this business.
business. The
for smart
smart parks
parks like
likeHarbor
HarborBay,
Bay,aaco-location
co-location atat the
the antenna
antenna compound
compound
that for
nor highly
is neither feasible
feasible nor
highly relevant.
relevant.
These
two teleports
are examples
examplesof
of aapublic/private
public/private venture
These two
teleports are
venture on one
one hand
and
and an exclusively private venture on the
the other.
other.

PUBLIC, PRIVATE, OR BOTH
PUBLIC,
The Staten
Island Teleport
Teleport is an
The
Staten Island
an instructive example
example of public and
and private
partnership
in teleport
teleport planning.
planning.With
With the
the Port
Port Authority
Authority of New York and
partnership in
and
New Jersey
as major
major sponsor
and developer
developer and
and the
the active
active involvement
involvement of
of
Jersey as
sponsor and
the
the City of
of New
New York,
York,the
theobjectives
objectives for
for New
New York's
York'steleport
teleport were
were clearly
clearly
regionwide.
expectedfrom
fromthe
the 1I million
million
regionwide. While a large
large amount of business
business isisexpected
square
feet of
of tenants
tenants housed
housedin
in the
the development,
development, the
the vast
vast majority
majority of
square feet
of compacompanies
are now
now predicted
to use
the Teleport
Teleport by tapping
nies are
predicted to
use the
tapping into the
the fiber
fiber optic
optic
network
network from remote
remote facilities
facilities (particularly
(particularly ininManhattan).
Manhattan). Advantages
Advantages in
in
public sponsorship
include the
the elimination
elimination of political barriers to the Teleport
sponsorship include
and terrestrial
and
terrestrial network
network as
as well
well as
as an
an implied
impliedpublic
publicblessing
blessing totobypassing
bypassing
the local
local telephone
telephone company,
company, thereby
thereby avoiding
avoiding potential
potential regulatory
regulatorysnags.
snags.
Problems
on the
Problems have
have centered
centered on
the characteristic
characteristic slowness
slowness of
of governments
governments to
to
do anything. In New
New York,
York,the
thecomplexity
complexityofofcontractual
contractualarrangements
arrangements have
have
significantly delayed
delayed the
the start
start of
ofservice.
service. An
Anagency's
agency's five-year
five-year strategic
strategic plan
plan
can quickly
can
quickly lose
lose relevance
relevance in aa technological
technological environment
environment characterized
characterized by
by
one-year
one-year product runs.
runs.
Private ventures,
ventures, such
such as
as Harbor
Harbor Bay Isle,
Isle, can
be agile
agile in reacting
Private
can be
reacting to the
the
shape
of the
the marketplace.
marketplace.However,
However, they
they will
will almost certainly be more
more limited
limited
shape of
in objective, given
given the tremendous
tremendous capital outlays in support of
of what
what is
is largely
an unproven demand.
demand. For
For this reason,
reason, Harbor
Harbor Bay Teleport
Teleport will
will not
not purchase
purchase
and maintain sites
for equipits own dish
dish equipment
equipment but will
willdevelop,
develop, lease,
lease, and
sites for
ment
Time saved
savedin
in organizing
organizing the
the private
private team
by
ment owners.5
owners.5 Time
team may
may be
be offset
offset by
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especially in
in states
stateswith
with tough
tough environmental
environmental
political and
and zoning
zoning obstacles,
obstacles, especially
legislation. Even
Even when
when health
health concern
concern about
about microwaves
microwavesisissuccessfully
successfully councountered, the
the 30-foot
or their screening
tered,
30-foot diameter
diameter dishes
dishes or
screening wall may
may be
be viewed
viewed as
as
a technological
technological monstrosity to
to nearby
nearby residents.
residents.

HOW MANY TELEPORTS PER REGION?
HOW
the latent
latent market
market
The big unknown for
for both public
public and
and private
private developers
developers is the
strength and
and appropriate
appropriate timing
timing for the
strength
the teleport
teleport concept.
concept. For
For this
this reason,
reason,
answersto
to such
such questions
questionsas
aswho
who will
will utilize
answers
utilize the
the services
services and
and how
how many
many
teleports one
one city
city can
teleports
can support
support tend to
to be
be vague
vague and
and laced
laced with marketing
marketing
hyperbole.
hyperbole. At least
least one
one urban
urban center,
center, Houston,
Houston, has
has three
three teleports/business
teleports/business
parks in
Jay Watson
Watson of Watson
Watson Communications, owners
owners
in active
active development. Jay
and managers
and
managers of dish antenna sites
sites around San
San Francisco, believes
believes Bay Area
geography will
dictate at
at least
least three
three major
major teleports.
teleports. Certainly,
Certainly, separating
separating
geography
will dictate
fact from
in the
will be
be difficult
difficult for
for
fact
from promotional
promotional fantasy
fantasy in
the teleport
teleport business
business will
some
some time to
to come.
come.
Still, many
many people
people entrusted with
with boosting
boostinglocal
localeconomies
economies feel
feel that satellite
satellite
access will
luring big
big employers
employers and
and
access
will be
be an
an increasingly
increasinglyimportant
important carrot
carrot in luring
keeping old
old friends.
friends. The
The Downtown Central City
keeping
CityAssociation
Association of
ofLos
LosAngeles
Angeles
teleport developments
developmentsininthe
the Los
Los Angeles
Angelesregion
regionpartly
partly out
out of
of
is pursuing
pursuing teleport
civic concern
concern for the
the volume
volume of
of Pacific
Pacific Rim
Rimcommunications
communications that
that leaves
leaves
California
San Francisco's
Francisco's submarine
maintain
California via San
submarinecable,
cable,but
butprimarily
primarily to
to maintain
the city's successful
track record
record in attracting
the
successful track
attracting growth
growth industries
industries and
and jobs.6
jobs.6

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

•

•

Whether at
at the
the teleport
teleport or integrally
Whether
integrally linked
linked to
to it,it,the
thevalue
valueofofreal
realestate
estate
accessible
to the
the satellite gateway
gateway is unquestionably enhanced.
enhanced. The
The important
important
accessible to

question
for some
time will be,
question for
some time
be, by
by how
how much?
much? Careful
Careful planning
planning for
for the
the
marketplace now and
and in the
the foreseeable
foreseeable future
marketplace
future must
must accompany
accompany traditional,
traditional,
physical planning analysis.
analysis. The first ports
ports have
have opened
opened for information busibusiness.
The most
most interesting
interesting information
information to
ness. The
tothe
thereal
real estate
estate community,
community,however,
however,
will
will be
be the
the reaction
reaction of
ofthe
the first
firstcustomers.
customers.

•
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square feet
feet ofofoffice
officespace.
space.
such as
asGerald
Gerald Mines,
Hines, Marathon
Marathon U.S.
U.S. Realties,
Realties, and
and Lincoln Property
Clients include developers such
Property
Company and
and major corporations such
Xerox, Charles
Charles Schwab
Schwab&
& Co.,
Co., and
and Chevron.
Chevron.WhislerWhislerCompany
such as
as Xerox,
Patri has
Patri
has over
over 2 million
million square
square feet
feet of
of "smart"
"smart"office
office space
space in
in design
design or
or operation
operation and
and has
has
overseen
thedesign
designofofaa450-room
450-room"smart"
"smart" hotel.
overseen the
Patti
Patri isis ininhis
hissecond
second year
year as
as chairman
chairman of
of the
the National
NationalResearch
Research Council
Council Committee
Committee on
on
Technologically Advanced
arm of the
the National Academy
Advanced Buildings.
Buildings. The
The Council
Council isis the
the research
research arm
Academy
of Science
and National Academy
Science and
Academy of
ofEngineering,
Engineering, and
and the
theCommittee
Committee has
has been
been charged
charged to
to
evaluate
the application of
evaluate the
of office
office automation
automationand
and enhanced
enhanced communications
communications in
in government
government
facilities as
as well
well as
facilities
as in the private
private sector.
sector.
Patri is
is aa member
member of the
the Urban
Urban Land
Land Institute's
Institute'sHigh
HighTech
TechCommittee.
Committee. He
Heserved
served on
on the
the
Publications
Committee for the ULI's
Real
Publications Review Committee
ULI'sSmart
Smart Buildings
Buildingsand
andTechnology-Enhanced
Technology-Enhanced Real
Estate and
and isisaacontributing
contributing author
author to their forthcoming
Estate
forthcoming publication,
publication, The
The Changing
Changing Office
Office Workplace. In addition,
place.
addition, he
he recently
recently coauthored
coauthored a chapter
chapter on "Retrofitting
"Retrofitting Existing
Existing Facilities
Facilities to
to
for High Tech
Accommodate
Office Automation"
Automation" for
Tech Real
Real Estate,
Estate, published
published by
by Dow Jones-Irwin.
Accommodate Office
Jones-Irwin.
Patri frequently
government, and
and professional
groups on the
frequently speaks
speaks before
before business,
business, government,
professional groups
the topic
topic
of "smart"
groups include
include the
theIndustrial
Industrial Develop"smart"buildings
buildingsand
andoffice
office productivity.
productivity.Some
Some of
of these
these groups
Development and Research
Council, the
the Urban Land
Research Council,
Land Institute,
Institute,the
theCongressional
Congressional Office
Office of
ofTechnology
Technology
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Assessment, and
and recent
recent business
businessconferences
conferencesininLondon,
London,Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, New Orleans, Washington,
Assessment,
Washington,
and San Francisco.
and
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educatedin
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Milan and
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Florence and
and graduated
graduatedPhi
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fromthe
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University
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INTRODUCTION
The rapid development
development of
of teleports is
is largely a product of
of two
two phenomena:
phenomena:

the emergence
emergence of selected
selected metropolitan
metropolitan regions
regions as "information
"information capitals"
capitals"
region's telecommunications
telecommunications infrastructure
and the opportunities to enhance a region's
facilitated by deregulation and technological
teleport repretechnological advances. While a teleport
sents aa new
new and
and potentially
potentiallysignificant
significant element
element in
in aaregion's
region's telecommunicatelecommunications infrastructure, itit isis also
also important
important to
to recognize
recognize how
how aa teleport
teleport fits
fits into
into
the overall
within a large
overall pattern
pattern of
oftelecommunications
telecommunications development
development within
large city.
city.
This chapter provides
provides aa case
case study
study of
of the
thetelecommunications
telecommunications infrastructure
infrastructure
in the City
City of
of New
New York
York and
and explores
explores the
the implications
implications of
oftelecommunications
telecommunications
for
The chapter consists
for urban
urban economic
economic development.
development. The
consists of four parts:
parts: (1)
(1) an
an
analysis of the city's information
information sector,
sector, (2)
(2) an
an assessment
assessment of the city's telecommunications infrastructure, (3)
(3) aa description
description of
ofthe
thetelecommunications
telecommunications syssystems within New
New York
York City,
City, and
and (4)
(4)policy
policy options
options for
for using
using telecommunicatelecommunications in
in economic
economic development.
development.

NEW YORK
YORK CITY'S INFORMATION
NEW
INFORMATION SECTOR
SECTOR
The current strength
strength and
and growth
growth potential
potential of
of New
New York
York City's
City's economy
economy
depends
substantially on
on the city's function
depends substantially
function as a headquarters
headquarters site
site for
for major
major
corporations,
as a center
and other
other media,
corporations, as
center for
for publishing,
publishing, television,
television, and
media, and
and
finally
finally as a capital
capital for
for such
such information-based
information-basedservices
services as
as financial
financial services,
services,
banking, law, management
banking,
management consulting,
consulting, accounting,
accounting, and advertising.
advertising. These
These
services have gained prominence during
during the
the past
past 25
25 years
years as the city's economy
economy
shifted
goods production
production and
and handling (i.e.,
shifted from
from one of goods
(i.e., manufacturing, trade,
and transportation) toward
toward one
one characterized
characterized by
by aa concentration
concentration of
of informainformation-handling
activities. In
In 1958
1958the
the information
informationsector—18
sector-18 of
tion-handling activities.
of the
the 51
51 private
private
nonagricultural
industries-accounted for
for 35 percent
nonagricultural industries—accounted
percent of
of the
the city's
city's private
private
employment.
By 1984
1984 the
the information
information sector
sector had
had grown
grown to
to 55 percent
employment. By
percent of
the city's
city's private
private employment,
employment, as illustrated
illustrated in Exhibit
Exhibit I.
Furthermore, the information sector
Furthermore,
sector accounted
accounted for 41 percent
percent of the city's
income in
in 1958
and 58
income
1958 and
58 percent
percent of
of the
the city's
city's income
income in
in 1984.
1984. These
These figures
figures
do not include
include federal,
federal, state,
state, and
and local
local government
government agencies,
agencies, which
which also
also have
have
a high
high information
information component.
component. Banking,
Banking, securities,
securities, and
and business
business services
services
together accounted
accounted for
for 23
23 percent
of the total
together
percent of
total city
city value
value added
added in
in 1984,
1984,
more than double
double that
that in
in 1958.
1958. These
These industries are highly
highly information intensive.
Information handling
handling and
and processing
processing isis not
not confined
confined to
to information-based
information-based
firms, but
but impinges
upon all economic
This is particularly
firms,
impinges upon
economic activities.
activities. This
particularly true
true
for New York City with its
its strong
strong headquarters
headquarters concentration.
concentration. For
For example,
example,
many firms engaged
engaged in goods
goods production (e.g.,
(e.g., apparel manufacturing)
manufacturing) mainmaintain their top
top management
management and
and support
support staff
staff in New York City. Occupational
Occupational
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EXHIBIT II
Percentage
City's Employment
Employment and Income
Income in
in Information
Information
Percentage of
of New York City's
Intensive Sectors
incomet
Income^

EmploymentEmployment*
Industry or Group
Group
Industry
Printing and publishing
Printing
Instruments and electrical
Instruments
machinery manufacture
machinery
Communications
F.I.R.E.t
F.I.R.E4
Selected services!
services§

Total Information
Information Sector

1958
1958
4.0

1984
3.2
3.2

1958
4.2

1984
3.5

2.4
2.5
11.9
11.9
14.1

1.1
1.1
2.9
17.3
17.3
30.6
30.6

2.7
3.2
17.1
17.1
13.6
13.6

1.2
5.0
23.6
23.6
24.4
24.4

34.9

55.1

40.8
40.8

57.8
57.8

* Percent of total
total private
private non-agricultural
non-agriculturalemployment.
employment.
t Percent of total
total value
value added
added of
of private
privatenonagricultural
non-agricultural establishments
establishmentsininconstant
constantdollars.
dollars,
tt Consists
of
banking,
credit
agencies,
securities,
Consists of banking, credit agencies, securities, insurance
insurance and real estate.
§ Consists of business
services;
motion
pictures;
amusement
services;
health,
legal
and
business services; motion pictures; amusement services; health, legal and educational
educational
services; social services;
services; nonprofit
nonprofitorganizations;
organizations;miscellaneous
miscellaneousservices
services and
and museums.
museums.
Source:
Drennan, 1985.
Source: Drennan,
1985.

employment
statistics inin fact
fact show
show that
that in five of the
employment statistics
the six
six major
major industrial
industrial
classes,
New York
York City has a higher
classes, New
higher proportion
proportion of
of workers
workers in
in white-collar,
white-collar,
information-handlingoccupations
occupationsthan
than does
does the
the United
United States
information-handling
States as aa whole.
whole.
(See
(See Exhibit
Exhibit II).
II).
Advanced communications
systems have allowed
Advanced
communications systems
allowed manufacturing
manufacturing firms
firms
based in
in New
based
New York
York to
to coordinate
coordinate production
production and marketing
marketing on aa global
global
basis and
and thus to
basis
to increase
increase their
their use
use of
of information
information technology
technology in corporate
corporate
operations.
Even the
the day-to-day
of the
the city's hotels,
operations. Even
day-to-day activities
activities of
hotels, retail
retail stores,
stores,
and theaters,
and
theaters, rely
rely extensively
extensively on
on new
new telecommunications
telecommunications systems.
systems. Finally,
Finally,
basic telephone
drybasic
telephone service
service is essential
essential to local
local shopkeepers
shopkeepers (pharmacist,
(pharmacist, drycleaner, and
and butcher)
cleaner,
butcher) to respond
respond to
to customer
customer orders,
orders, to
to make
make deliveries,
deliveries,
and to order new stock. In all sectors of the New York City economy, information
systems play
play aa vital role,
tion transmission
transmission systems
role, and the
the city's
city's future
future economic
economic
health will increasingly
depend upon
upon the capacity
health
increasingly depend
capacity of private
private firms
firms to
to make
make
effective use
use of
of advanced
advanced telecommunications.
effective

New
York as an International Information
New York
Information Capital
Capital
growth as an information
New York City's growth
information capital has
has been
been made
made possible
possible
by the advent
advent of
of telecommunications systems
systems that facilitate
facilitate both the
the concenconcentration of
of financial and headquarters functions
functions in the
the central
central business
business district
district
and the
and
the movement
movement of
of manufacturing
manufacturing and
and distribution
distribution functions.
functions. The rich
rich
face-to-face communications
communications that
that provide New York firms with access
web of face-to-face
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EXHIBIT IIII
Proportions of White-Collar and Blue-Collar
Blue-Collar Workers
Workers
Industry, 1984 (United
(United States and New York City)
by Industry,

Manufacturing
Manufacturing
United States
New York City
New
Construction
Construction
United States
States
New York
York City
New
Transportation, Communication
Communication
Transportation,
and Public
Public Utilities
Utilities
United States
New York City
City
Wholesale
Wholesale and Retail
Retail Trade
Trade
United States
United
States
New York City
City
Finance, Insurance
Insurance and Real
Real Estate
Estate
United States
United
New York City
City
Services
United States
United
New York City
New

White
Collar

Blue
Collar
Collar

37.2%
37.2%
48.0

62.6%
62.8%
52.0
52.0

21.4
26.2

78.6
78.6
73.8

49.3
56.1
56.1

50.7
43.9

61.8
68.9
68.9

38.2
31.1

92.9
88.5
88.5

7.1
7.1
11.5

64.3
70.7

35.7
35.7
29.3
29.3

Source: U.S.
U.S. data
data from
from U.S.
Source:
U.S. Department
Department of Labor,
Labor, BLS,
BLS, Employment
Employment
and Earnings,
Earnings, January
January 1985.
1985. New York City data
data from
from Drennan,
Drennan, 1985,
1985,
derived
Occupational Employment Statistics,
derived from Occupational
Statistics, New
New York State Departof Labor.
Labor.
ment of

to the latest information
linked to the new telecommunicainformation and ideas is closely linked
telecommunications technologies
technologies of the
the 1980s.
1980s. Communications
Communications technologies
technologies allow firms
firms
based
based in New
New York
York totoconvert
convertnew
newinformation
informationinto
intoprofit-making
profit-making services
services
and to produce
produce decisions that result
result in
in the
the production
production of
of goods
goods and services
around
around the world.
world. New
New York
York City's
City's headquarters
headquarters complex
complex includes
includes 62
62 of
the Fortune 500
11 of
of the nation's 50 largest commer500 largest
largest industrial firms,
firms, 11
cial banks, 10
companies, and
and 77
cial
10 of the country's
country's top
top 50
50diversified
diversified financial
financial companies,
1
of the nation's largest
servicecompanies.
companies.'
In addition,
addition, more
more than
than
largest diversified
diversified service
In
300 foreign
foreign banks
banks are
are located
located in New York, the largest such
such center
center of
of foreign
foreign
banks in the United
banks
United States.
States.
growing role
role in the economy of New York
International commerce plays aa growing
City and
and in the
City
the economy
economy of the nation
nation as
as aa whole.
whole. In
In 1972
1972international
international
trade (the value
only 8.9
8.9 percent
percent of
of
trade
value of imports
imports and exports)
exports) represented
represented only
product (GNP).
(GNP). In 1984 this
this figure
figure had
had grown to 18.7
gross national product
18.7 percent
percent
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of GNP.
GNP. New
NewYork
Yorkhas
hasemerged
emergedas
asthe
the international
internationalgateway
gatewayfor
foroverseas
overseas
communications traffic.
traffic. In
communications
In 1981
1981 almost
almost one
one fourth
fourthofofallalloverseas
overseasbusiness
business
calls and
and 15
percent of all overseas
residentialcalls
callsoriginated
originatedin
in New
New York
calls
15 percent
overseas residential
units originate
originate in
in New
City. More
More than
than twice
twiceasasmany
manyoverseas
overseas message
message units
York City
telephone departure
departure
York
Cityas
asininLos
LosAngeles,
Angeles,the
thesecond
second leading
leadingoverseas
overseas telephone
in
point in the
the United
United States.
States. New York City
City has
has historically
historically been
been a leader
leader in
international telephone
telephone call
call
international
telephone services.
services. The first commercial
commercial overseas
overseas telephone
was placed
placedfrom
from New
New York
York City to
was
to London
London on
onJanuary
January 7,
7, 1927.
1927. Today,
Today,
the city is
between New
New York
York
the
is the
the site
site for
for new
new international
internationalsatellite
satellite services
services between
City and
and London.
London.

An Assessment of Telecommunications
Telecommunications Systems
Systems
in New
York
City
New
New York
New
York City's
City'sunmatched
unmatched set
set of
oftelecommunications
telecommunications facilities and
and serservices has
has been
been substantially
substantially strengthened
strengthenedthrough
through the
the deregulation
vices
deregulation of the
the
telecommunicationsindustry.
industry. No
No other
other city in
telecommunications
inthe
theworld
worldhas
hassuch
such aa diverse
diverse
and extensive telecommunications
telecommunications infrastructure,
infrastructure, encompassing
coaxial cable
cable
and
encompassing coaxial
and fiber
fiber optic systems
plus major
major satellite
satellite earth
earth stations
stationsin
in outlying
outlying parts
parts
and
systems plus
of the city.
city. The
The availability
availabilityofoffiber
fiberoptic
opticsystems
systems throughout
throughoutthe
thecity
cityenhances
enhances
economic
developmentopportunities
opportunities by
by information-intensive
information-intensive firms. Further,
economic development
the planned
planned cable
cable television
television systems
systemsin
in the
the boroughs
boroughs outside
outside Manhattan
Manhattan and
the
proposed
digital termination systems
(DTS) will
will constitute
proposed digital
systems (DTS)
constitute significant
significant new
new
elements
in the
the city's telecommunications
elements in
telecommunications infrastructure.
New York
infrastructure is a signifiNew
York City's
City's advanced
advanced telecommunications
telecommunications infrastructure
cant asset
for economic
economic development
development because
becauseititprovides
providesprivate
privatefirms
firms with
with
cant
asset for
in aa highly competitive
aa wide choice
choice of sophisticated
sophisticated services
services in
competitive environment.
environment.
Advances in
in telecommunications
telecommunications technology
technology contribute
contribute to
to the
the economic
economic proproAdvances
ductivity of
of the
the city's
city's industry
industry by
byallowing
allowingprivate
private firms
firmstotoextend
extend their
their geogeographic reach
reach and to market
market new
new products
products and
and services.
services. For the
the smallsmall- and
and
medium-sizefirms
firms that
that characterize
characterizethe
the New
New York City
medium-size
City economy,
economy, shared
shared
tenant services
serviceswithin
within large office
office buildings
buildings will
will provide
tenant
providethe
the benefits
benefits of
of statestateof-the-art telecommunications
telecommunicationstechnology
technologywithout
without requiring
requiring large
large capital
capital ininof-the-art
vestment in
in equipment
equipment and
and facilities.
facilities. For
For the
the information
information processing
activities
vestment
processing activities
that occur in
in the
the "back
"backoffices"
offices" ofoffinancial
financialservice
servicefirms,
firms,the
theextensive
extensive telecomtelecommunications infrastructure
infrastructure facilitates
facilitates the
the decentralization
of routine office
munications
decentralization of
office
activities.
The enormous
concentrationof
of information-based
information-basedfirms
firmsininNew
NewYork
York City
enormous concentration
has
has led to the
the development
development of New York
York City's
City'sunique
uniquetelecommunications
telecommunications
infrastructure.
infrastructure. Ken Phillips,
Phillips, vice
vice president
president of Citicorp,
Citicorp, has
has stated
stated that the
the
District has
more than
than "twice
"twice the
Manhattan Central Business
Business District
has more
the telecommunitelecommunications
cations switching capacity
capacity of
of the
the average
average foreign country,
country, more
more computers
computers
than
than a country
country the
the size
size of
of Brazil,
Brazil, and
and more
more word
wordprocessors
processors than
than all
all the
the
countries of
in private
of Europe
Europe combined.
combined. Capital
Capital investment
investmentby
bybusiness
business users
users in
private
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telecommunications systems,
systems, communicating word
wordprocessing
processing systems,
systems, com-

puter
minis, and
and micros
microsisis currently
currently in
in the
puter mainframes,
mainframes, minis,
the billions of
of dollars
dollars
and
and is growing annually."2
annually."2
are three
three segments
segmentstotothe
thetelecommunications
telecommunicationsinfrastructure
infrastructure in
in New
There are
or intercity systems
thatlink
link New
New York
York City
York City:
City: (1)
(1) long-distance
long-distance or
systems that
with other
other parts
parts of
ofthe
the nation
nation and
and world;
world;(2)
(2)intracity
intracitytransmission
transmissionsystems
systems
that link
linktelephone
telephone central
centraloffices,
offices, connect
connect subscribers
subscribers to communications
communications
carriers, and/or produce
and (3) local
carriers,
produce alternative local distribution systems;
systems; and
local
area networks
networksthat
that transmit
transmit information
information within
within aa single
single building
building or
or set
set of
of
area
buildings. In light
lightof
ofNew
New York
YorkCity's
City'srole
roleas
as the
the nation's
nation's leading
leading information
center, telecommunications
telecommunications policies
policies and
and regulations
regulationsdesigned
designed to foster compecompetition,
tition, including
includingefficient
efficient pricing
pricingofoftelecommunications
telecommunicationsservices,
services, are
are crucial
throughout the
the city.
city.
to the continued
continued growth of telecommunications
telecommunications throughout

NEW YORK CITY'S
CITY'S LONG-DISTANCE
LONG-DISTANCE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS

Long-Distance Fiber
Fiber Optic Systems
Systems
At
At the
the regional
regional and
and national
national level,
level, fiber
fiber optics is gradually replacing satellite
and copper
as the
the transmitter
transmitter of information
and
copper wire systems
systems as
information atathigh
highspeeds
speeds
over long distances.
characteristics of fiber optic
over
distances. Several
Several characteristics
optic systems
systems enhance
enhance
their use
use in
in telecommunications
telecommunications systems:
systems:
1. Large
Large capacity:
capacity: A large amount of
of information can be transmitted raprap-

idly in a very
very limited
limited amount
amountofofspace.
space.The
TheOffice
Office of
of Technology
Technology AssessAssessment (OTA)
(OTA) estimates that "a quarter-inch
quarter-inch diameter
diameter optical
optical cable with
two
carries as
as much
two fibers
fibers carries
much data as
as aa3-inch
3-inch copper
copper cable
cable with
with 2,000
2,000
wires."3
wires."3
cost: Compared
2. Declining
Declining cost:
Compared with other
other telecommunications
telecommunications technologies,
technologies,
the cost per
per channel
channel of
of communication
communication over
over fiber
fiber is
is decreasing
decreasing rapidly.
Within the next three years, the cost of fiber alone will be approximately
a few
few cents
cents per
per meter.
meter. The
The primary
primary financial
financial constraints
constraints are
are right-ofright-ofway
way costs and installation
installation of
of fiber
fiber and
and repeaters.4
repeaters.4
3. High
High security:
security: Fiber is resistant
resistant to wiretaps
wiretaps or interference
interference from external
sources.
4. Signal strength: Fewer
Fewer repeaters
repeaters are
are needed
needed to
to regenerate
regenerate signals
signals with
with
fiber than
than with copper systems,
systems, and thus
thus maintenance
maintenance and
and installation
installation
costs are reduced.
costs
reduced. Repeaters are needed
needed at 1-mile
1-mile intervals
intervals for copper
copper
telephone systems,
systems, but only
only for
for every
every 50
50miles
miles with
withfiber
fibersystems.
systems.
Unlike satellite
which must
5. Minimal
Minimal delay: Unlike
satellite communication,
communication, which
must travel
travel
miles to
to outer
outer space
space and back, information
information on fiber travels directly
23,000 miles
between points.
points. Although the time
between
time delay
delay over
over satellite
satellite is not significant
for
for many
many forms
forms of
of communication,
communication, itit represents
represents aa major
majorinefficiency
inefficiency
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for the
the integrated
integrated digital
digital networks
networks that
that are
are increasingly
increasingly being
being used
used for
international communications.5
communications.5
BecauseNew
NewYork
York City
of national and
Because
City isis the
the largest
largest single source
source of
and internathe major
major hub for
tional telephone traffic, itit has
has become
become the
for current
current and
and proposed
proposed
fiber optic systems
systems in the United
United States.
States. Presently,
Presently, there are
are five long-distance
fiber optic communications
communications systems
systems that serve
serve or are
are planned
planned to
to serve
serve New
York City-based
customers. The provision of these long-distance
York
City-based customers.
long-distance fiber optic
optic
services allows
allows users
users located
locatedinin the
the city
city the benefits
services
benefits of a truly
truly competitive
competitive
marketplace:
choice of
of vendor,
vendor, competition
competition in
in price,
marketplace: choice
price, and an
an incentive
incentive for
for
innovative
The major long-distance
innovative services.
services. The
long-distance fiber
fiber optic
optic companies
companies serving
serving
New York City are
New
are described
described below:
below:

AT&T has, in
in operation,
operation, aa fiber
fiber optic
optic cable
cable linking
linking New
New York
York City,
City,
Baltimore,
Baltimore, Washington,
Washington, and Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.
MCI has
has aa fiber
fiber optic
optic cable
cable connecting
connecting New York City,
City, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
Wilmington,
Wilmington, and Washington,
Washington, D.C.
D.C. This
This cable
cable will
will eventually
eventuallyextend
extend
to Miami. In addition,
addition, MCI's
MCI'splanned
plannedacquisition
acquisitionof
ofSatellite
Satellite Business
Business
Systems (SBS)
(SBS)will
willallow
allowMCI
MCI to
to incorporate
the SBS plan
Systems
incorporate the
plan to link
link
New York with
with Boston.
Boston.
US Telecom, a subsidiary of United Telecommunications, plans to operate a 23,000-mile
fiber network
network within
within the
the next three
ate
23,000-mile fiber
three years.
years. A
A fiber
fiber
optic link from
optic
from New York City to
to Chicago
Chicago became
became operational during
the first quarter of
the
of 1986.
1986.
GTE
Sprint
is
completing
fiber optic
optic link
link from
from New
New York
York City
City to
GTE Sprint
completing aa fiber
Sparta, New
and is constructing
Sparta,
New Jersey,
Jersey, and
constructing a fiber optic
optic link from
from New
York City to White
York
White Plains,
Plains, New
New York.
York.
Lightnet, a joint venture
Lightnet,
venture of
of Southern
Southern New
New England
England Telephone
Telephone and
and
CSX Corporation,
CSX
Corporation, is building
building aa 5,000-mile
5,000-mile fiber
fiber optic
optic network
network that
that
will serve
serve 43
43 cities
cities in
in 24 states
will
states east
east of
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River.
River. New
New
York City
to Philadelphia
in 1985,
and a route
York
City was connected
connected to
Philadelphia in
1985, and
route from
from
New York
York City
New
City to Washington
Washington and Chicago
Chicago is to be
be operational
operational by
early 1986.
The New
New York
early
1986. The
York City Lightnet
Lightnet terminal
terminal will
will be located
located at
at
60 Hudson
two fiber
fiber cables
cables will
will enter
enter New
New York
York City,
60
Hudson Street;
Street; two
City, and
both are being
being brought in through an agreement
Teleport Commuagreement with Teleport
nications, Inc.
Inc. and
and the Port Authority
nications,
Authority of
of New
New York
York and
and New
New Jersey.
Jersey.
Lightnet
Lightnet is also
also installing
installing aa fiber
fiber link
link for
for Teleport
Teleport Communications,
Communications,
Inc. between
between New York City
City and
and Princeton,
Princeton, New
New Jersey.
Jersey.

Satellite Facilities in New
Satellite
New York City
Developed
during the 1960s,
satellites provide
provide aa vital link
link
Developed during
1960s, communication satellites
for
communications between
betweenNew
NewYork
York City
City and
and other parts
for long-distance
long-distance communications
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of the nation and
and world.
world.Communication
Communicationsatellites
satellitesare
areaccessed
accessed by dish-shaped
dish-shaped
antennas
known as
earth stations.
antennas known
as earth
stations. Large dishes
dishes are
are used
used for both
both sending
sending
and
and smaller
smaller dishes
dishes are
are primarily
primarily used
and receiving signals,
signals, and
used for receive-only
receive-only
purposes.
Commercial satellites
satellites have,
have, until
until recently, used
purposes. Commercial
used the C-band
C-band transmission
between 3.0
3.0 and
and 6.2 GHz.
mission frequencies
frequencies between
GHz. These
These frequencies,
frequencies, however,
however,
coincide
coincide with those
those used
used for microwave
microwave transmission
transmission on earth, and
and this
this has
has
been aa constraint
constraint on satellite
satellite earth
earth station installations
been
installations in
in urban
urban areas
areas already
heavily congested
with terrestrial
terrestrial microwave
microwave traffic,
traffic, such
such as
asNew
New York
York City.
congested with
As a result, most satellite facilities serving
New
York
City
have
been
serving
York City have been located
located
in Vernon Valley, New
or in
in Suffolk
Suffolk County,
County, Long Island,
Island, with microNew Jersey,
Jersey, or
microwave transmission
transmissionused
usedtotolink
link New
New York City
wave
City locations
locations to
to the
the satellite
satellite
earth
the city.
earth stations
stations outside
outside the
Advances in technology
Advances
technology and the
the desire
desire to avoid
avoid this
this congestion
congestion problem
problem
have
have led to increased
increased use
use of Ku-band transmission
transmission frequencies
frequencies for
for satellites,
satellites,
The growth of
which rely
rely on
on transmission
transmission at
at higher
higher frequencies.
frequencies. The
of Ku-band
Ku-band
satellites has
has contributed
contributed to
to the
the installation
satellites
installation and
and operation
operation of new
new satellite
satellite
earth stations
stations within
within New
earth
New York City
Cityby
byboth
bothprivate
privateusers
users and
and common
common
carriers.
carriers. Ku-band satellites,
satellites, by utilizing
utilizingaastronger
stronger signal,
signal, are
are able
able to
to reach
reach
smaller satellite
satellite dishes,
dishes, and
and such
such satellite
satellite dishes
dishes can
can consequently be
be installed
installed
with greater
on rooftops
greater ease
ease on
rooftops of office
office buildings.
buildings. In addition,
addition, the
the Federal
Federal
Communication Commission's
Commission's recent
recentderegulation
deregulationofofaa portion
portion of internaCommunication
tional
hasallowed
allowedinternational
international satellite facilities
facilities to be located
located
tional satellite
satellite services
services has
within New
New York
York City.
City.The
Thepartial
partialderegulation
deregulation ofofinternational
international satellite
satellite
traffic will
traffic
will allow
allow firms
firms located
located in
in New
New York
York City
Citytotoobtain
obtainthe
thebenefits
benefits of
of aa
competitive marketplace
marketplace in
in international
aswell
well as
as in
in
competitive
international telecommunications
telecommunications as
domestic
services.Given
Given the
the city's
city's preeminence
asaacenter
centerfor
for international
international
domestic services.
preeminence as
communications, the
the latest
communications,
latest innovations
innovations in international
international services
services are
are being
being
developed
New York
York and other
capitals first.
first. The
The following
developed inin New
other world finance
finance capitals
section will
will describe
the major
major satellite
satellitefacilities
facilitieswithin
within the
the City
City of New
section
describe the
New
York.

Teleport:
Teleport: A
A Public-Private
Public-Private Partnership
Partnership
The
satellite facilities
facilities in New York
The largest
largest satellite
York City
Cityare
arebeing
beingdeveloped
developed by
by
Teleport Communications, Inc.
public-private joint venture
Inc. This
This represents
represents aa public-private
venture
between
Merrill Lynch
between Merrill
Lynch Telecommunications,
Telecommunications, Inc. and
and Western
Western Union ComCom-

munications
Systems,Inc.,
Inc.,the
theCity
CityofofNew
New York,
York, and
and the
the Port
Port Authority
munications Systems,
of New
New York
Yorkand
andNew
NewJersey.
Jersey. The
The idea
idea for
foraateleport
teleportwas
wasbased
based upon
upon the
the
belief that
that a public entity should
facility similar
belief
should provide
provide aa facility
similar to
to airports,
airports, but
but
for
tocommunication
communication satellites.
satellites. Due
Due to
to the
the large
largevolume
volumeof
of information
for access
access to
flowing into New
the city
city and
and Port
Port Authority
Authority
New York
York City
Cityby
byelectronic
electronic means
means the
considered
accesstotocommunication
communication satellites
satellites as
asvital
vital to
to the city
considered access
city and
and region's
region's
economy.
reinforced the need
economy. Microwave congestion
congestion reinforced
need for an
an alternative
alternative local
local
distribution system
and led
led to
to the
the creation
creation of
of aa fiber optic
optic network
distribution
system and
network linking
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the
Island to New York
the teleport on Staten
Staten Island
York City
Cityand
andNew
NewJersey.
Jersey. The
The 100100acre site on Staten Island was
becauseof
of its
its interference-free
interference-free characterwas chosen because
character-

istics
plus its access
bothNew
New York
York and
and New Jersey.
Jersey.In
In addition
addition to the
istics plus
access totoboth
satellite earth stations
built, the
stations to be built,
the site
site will
willaccommodate
accommodate back
back office
office funcfunctions plus
buildingthat
that will
will control
tions
plus a telecenter-a
telecenter—a 56,000-square-foot
56,000-square-foot building
control all
teleport communications services
and provide advanced
data and
and voice
teleport
services and
advanced data
voice serservices on a 24-hour-a-day
vices
24-hour-a-day basis.
basis.
Teleport
Teleport is
is designed
designed to serve
serve 17
17 earth
earth stations;
stations; satellite
satellite communications
communications
started on
on June
20, 1985,
started
June 20,
1985, with the
the inauguration
inauguration of
ofthe
theComsat
Comsat antenna.
antenna.
Portions of Teleport's regional
Portions
regional fiber optic
optic network
network have
have been
been in
in operation
operation
since
April 1985.
major firms, including
since April
1985. Several
Several major
including Dow
Dow Jones,
Jones, Bankers'
Bankers' Trust,
Network, are
Citicorp, and Private Satellite Network,
are hooked
hooked into Teleport's fiber optic
cable. In addition,
cable.
addition, the
the Catholic
Catholic Telecommunications
Telecommunications Network of America
America
its broadcast
broadcastfacilities
facilities to
to Teleport
Teleport and
and will
will transmit
plans to move its
transmit its
its programprogramthe country
country from Teleport.
ming across
across the
Teleport.
Teleport's
to date
date has
has been
beenas
asaa provider
provider of
of an
Teleport's most
most distinctive success
success to
an
alternative means
of local
local communications
through its 220-kilometer
fiber
alternative
means of
communications through
220-kilometer fiber
optic network. AT&T
AT&Thas
has announced
announced that itit will
willuse
useTeleport's
Teleport's fiber
fiber system
system
to link
link Merrill
MerrillLynch
Lynchtotoan
anAT&T
AT&Toffice
officeininlower
lowerManhattan,
Manhattan,thus
thusbypassing
bypassing
New York
York Telephone's
Telephone's local
local network.
network.Teleport's
Teleport's fiber
fibersystem
system provides
provides an
an
at relatively low cost,
important intraurban
intraurban telecommunications
telecommunications system,
system, at
cost, to
to
locatedin
in the
the City
City of New York
major users
users located
York and
and surrounding
surrounding metropolitan
metropolitan
region.
Within New
New York
YorkCity,
City,Teleport's
Teleport'smajor
majorservice
service nodes
nodes will include
include 77
77
Water Street,
Water
Street, 2 World Trade
Trade Center,
Center, 60
60 Hudson
Hudson Street,
Street, the
the Empire
Empire State
State
Building (350
(350 Fifth
Fifth Avenue),
Avenue),the
the Fisk
Fisk Building
Building(250
(250West
West 57
57 Street),
Street), Astoria
Astoria
Studios, 161 Street
Street and
andJamaica
JamaicaAvenue,
Avenue,Queens,
Queens,and
andthe
thePolytechnic
PolytechnicInstitute
Institute
of New York
York in
in downtown
downtownBrooklyn.
Brooklyn.InInNew
NewJersey,
Jersey,Teleport's
Teleport'smajor
majorservice
service
nodes are
arein
in Newark,
Newark, Jersey
Jersey City,
City, and the Forrestal Center Campus in Princenodes
Princeton.

Satellite Common Carriers in New York City
There are
that operate
operate communication
communication satellite
satellite facilities
facilities in
There
are six companies
companies that
New York
York City,
City,providing
providingaccess
access to their
their earth
earth stations
stations on aa common
common carrier
carrier
basis
to major communication
The common
common carriers
carriers included the
the folfolbasis to
communication users.
users. The
lowing;
Hughes Communication.
Now part of
Communication. Now
of General
General Motors,
Motors, Hughes
Hughes ComCom-

munication operates
operates an earth station
munication
station from
from its
its Spring
Spring Creek,
Creek, Brooklyn,
satellite facility.
This earth station is
facility. This
is linked to Hughes's
Hughes's three
three satellites,
satellites,
one of which is devoted
and two of
one
devoted to video
video transmission
transmission and
of which
which are
are
devoted
transmission by
by private
private businesses.
businesses.
devoted to data transmission
ITT Satellite
SatelliteServices.
Services. A unit of ITT World
World Communication
Communication Inc., ITT
ITT
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Satellite
voice, video,
video, and
and data
data transmission
transmission to firms located
Satellite offers
offers voice,
located priprimarily
marily in
in the
the lower
lower Manhattan financial
financial district.
district. The
The Federal
Federal CommuniCommuniCommission has
hasauthorized
authorizedITT
ITT to build an 8-meter,
8-meter, fully
fully digital
digital
cations Commission

earth station
station on
on the
earth
the roof of
of its
its 60
60Broad
Broad Street
Street building.
building. This
This earth
earth
station will
station
will provide
provide ITT
ITTcustomers
customerswith
withsatellite
satelliteconnections
connections between
between
the United States
States and 200
200 other
other nations.
nations.
GTE Space
Net.
Located at
at Wall
Wall Street
Street and
and Battery
Battery Park
Park West,
Space Net. Located
West, GTE
GTE
Space
services to
to more
more than 100
Space Net provides comprehensive
comprehensive services
100 corporacorporaThis earth station
with GTE's
GTE's three SPACENET
tions. This
station communicates
communicates with
satellites and two GSTAR
satellites
GSTAR satellites.
satellites.
Private Satellite Network (PSN).
(PSN). PSN is headquartered at
at 215
215 Lexington
installs, and
and maintains Ku-band satellite systems
Avenue and develops,
develops, installs,
that provide
provide point-to-multipoint
point-to-multipoint teleconferencing
teleconferencingservices.
services. PSN is
is conconnected to Teleport's
nected
Teleport's fiber
fiber optic
optic network
network and
and uses
uses the
the teleport
teleport node
node
located at the
located
the Empire
Empire State
StateBuilding.
Building. PSN
PSN provides
provides satellite
satellite services
services
firms as
as J.
J. C. Penney,
Lynch, and
and Ford
Ford Motor
to such large
large firms
Penney, Merrill
Merrill Lynch,
Motor
Company.
MCI/SBS. Through
MCI/SBS.
Through its
its planned
planned acquisition
acquisition of
of Satellite
Satellite Business
Business Services, MCI
MCI will
access to
to two SBS earth
earth stations at 11 State
vices,
will have access
State Street
Street
lower Manhattan.
Manhattan. SBS
primarily provides voice transmission
transmission by satelsatelin lower
SBS primarily
lite and has extensive
extensive ground equipment throughout the United
United States
States
to provide satellite
satellite communications.
communications.
International Relay
International
Relay Inc. IRI
IRI isis the
the first
first company
company to
to offer
offer aa fully
fully digital
digital
satellite link
link from
from New
New York
York City
IRI has
satellite
City to international
international locations.
locations. IRI
has
a Ku-band
Ku-band satellite
satellite earth station
station at 345
345 East
East 46
46 Street
Street in
in Manhattan.
Manhattan.
Customer access
access to this site
site is provided by New York
York Telephone,
Telephone, ManManand by
by microwave.
microwave. IRI
IRI has a high-speed
data
hattan Cable
Cable Television,
Television, and
high-speed data
link with London, through
link
through an
an agreement
agreement with
with Mercury
Mercury CommunicaCommunicaLimited, The first user of
of the
the IRI-Mercury
IRI-Mercury link was the Associated
tions, Limited.
Associated
Press; in addition, the London Stock
Press;
Stock Exchange
Exchange provides real-time London stock
quotations to
to New
New York
York through
through the IRI-Mercury
don
stock quotations
IRI-Mercury link.

Private
Stations in New York City
Private Earth
Earth Stations
New
New York City is the
the capital
capital of
of the
the nation's
nation's broadcast
broadcast television
television industry.
industry.
These firms
These
firms make such
such extensive
extensive use
use of
of satellite
satellite communications
communications systems
systems
to their
their
that itit isis cost
cost effective
effective to have an earth
earth station
station devoted
devoted exclusively
exclusively to
operations. For
For example,
NBC maintains
maintains and
and operates
operates an
an earth
earth station
operations.
example, NBC
station on
Building at
at 48th Street and the Avenue of the Americas,
top of the Celanese
Celanese Building
and operates
and ABC-TV
ABC-TV maintains and
operates an earth station in
in Manhattan
Manhattan as
as well.
well.
ISACOMM,
has a satellite
ISACOMM, a subsidiary
subsidiary of United
United Telecommunications,
Telecommunications, has
satellite
earth station on
on the
the roof
roof of
of 245
245 Park
Park Avenue
Avenue that
that isisused
used for
for videoconferencvideoconferencing. Several
other firms
firms have
have their
their own
own private
private earth
earth stations
stations in
in New
New York
York
ing.
Several other

Telecommunications Systems
Systems and
and Large
Large World
Cities
Telecommunications
World Cities
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City. There
There are
are also
also many
manyreceive-only
receive-onlysatellite
satellitedishes
dishes used
used for
for such
such purposes
purposes
City.
as internal corporate
as
corporate data
data communications,
communications,videoconferencing,
videoconferencing, and
andaccess
access
to the
the Reuters
Reuters information
information service.
service.

Public Communication
Communication Networks
Public
Networks
New
New York City
Cityisisalso
also aa central
central link
linkfor
forpublic
publiccommunication
communication networks
networks
that use
use packet
packet switching to provide
provide corporations
corporations with
with low-cost
low-cost domestic
domestic
communications services.
By making maximum
services. By
maximum use
use of
of existing
existingcommunicacommunicaprovide aa large
large number
number of small and
tions facilities,
facilities, these
these network services
services provide
and
medium-size
medium-size firms
firms access
access to sophisticated
sophisticated computer-based
computer-based communications.
Packet
switching stations
firms that want
Packet switching
stations operate
operate as
as aa common interface
interface for
for firms
Additionally, these public networks can convert incomincomto link their facilities.
facilities. Additionally,
patible computer protocols and thereby enhance computer-based communications. The major
major networking
networkingservices
services in
in New
New York
YorkCity
Cityinclude
includethe
thefollowing:
following:

services to
to more
more than
GTE Telenet.
Telenet. GTE Telenet offers
offers comprehensive services
250
and more than
250 cities
cities and
than 40
40 countries.
countries. In addition,
addition, GTE
GTE operates
operates a
hybrid network service that allows organizations
organizations to maintain a private
network between
commonly used
used points
points and
and access
access to
to GTE's public
network
between commonly
intermittently used
network for intermittently
used points.
points. GTE's
GTE's New
New York
York packet
packet switchare located
located at 11 Penn
ing facilities
facilities are
Penn Plaza.
Plaza.
Uninet, Inc.
Inc. A subsidiary
Uninet proUninet,
subsidiary of United Telecommunications,
Telecommunications, Uninet
vides
comprehensive service
service to
to 275
275 domestic
domestic metropolitan
metropolitan areas
areas and,
vides comprehensive
through an association
through
association with international
international record
record carriers,
carriers, to several
several
overseas locations.
locations. Uninet's
Uninet's packet-switching
facilities are
are located
located at
overseas
packet-switching facilities
2 Penn Plaza.
Plaza.
Tymnet. A subsidiary
subsidiary of
of McDonnell Douglas
Douglas Company,
Company,Tymnet
Tymnetoffers
offers
comprehensive service
service to
to more
more than 500
comprehensive
500 domestic
domestic metropolitan areas
areas
and, through association
with international
record carriers,
and,
association with
international record
carriers, to more
more
than 50
50 countries.
countries.
ARGO Communications.
Communications. ARGO is
is headquartered
headquartered in
in New
New Rochelle,
Rochelle,
New York. It uses
uses satellites
satellites to
to provide
provide long-distance
long-distance domestic
domestic network
network
services and
and uses microwave
lines to
to transmit
services
microwave and leased
leased telephone
telephone lines
transmit
information within
information
within a region.
region. ARGO
ARGOoffers
offers fully
fully digital high-speed
high-speed data
services to
to I11I other American
services
American cities.
cities.

NEW YORK
YORK CITY'S INTRACITY
NEW
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
New
New York
York City
City has
has more
more than
than 55million
milliontelephones.
telephones. This
This is
is the
the largest
largest
concentration of
of telephones
telephones in
in any
any American
American city,
city, and
and the third
concentration
third largest
largest in
in
the world,
world, after
after Tokyo
Tokyo and the
the Paris
Paris areas
area.6The
Thecopper
copper wire
wirelinking
linking New
New
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York City's
City's telephones
telephones isis the
the only
onlytwo-way
two-waycommunications
communications link
link universally
universally
available to households and
boroughs. The
The major provider
and businesses
businesses in all five boroughs.
of communications
communications with New York City
City isis New
New York
York Telephone,
Telephone, aa subsidiary
subsidiary
of NYNEX, one
one of
of the
theseven
sevenregional
regional holding
holding companies
companies created
created through
through
the divestiture of AT&T. In addition
addition to
to copper
copper wire,
wire, information
information is
is transmittransmitted within
within New
New York
York City
Cityby
byoptical
opticalfiber,
fiber,microwave,
microwave, coaxial
coaxial cable,
cable, and
and
cellular mobile
mobile telephone
telephone systems.
systems.
It is
is important
important to
torecognize
recognize that
thatmost
mosttelecommunications
telecommunications usage
usage isislocal.
local.
Indeed, more
more than 75 percent
from Manhattan are to
Indeed,
percent of all telephone
telephone calls
calls from
to
points within Manhattan. Similarly,
more than 60 percent of the
points
Similarly, more
the telephone
telephone
calls from
from Brooklyn,
Queens,Staten
StatenIsland,
Island,and
and the
the Bronx
Bronx are
are to points
calls
Brooklyn, Queens,
points
within each
each respective
borough.The
The recent
recent breakup
breakupof
of the
the city
city into
within
respective borough.
into two
area codes, 212 and 718, was designed
designed to
to reflect
reflectin
inpart
part the
the localized
localized character
of much of
of the
the telephone
telephone traffic
traffic within the city.
city. The
The large
large volume
volume of
of local
local
telephone traffic
makes possible
possible and
and indeed necessary
traffic makes
necessary the extraordinarily diverse and dense
dense set
set of
of telecommunications
telecommunications facilities
facilities and
and systems.
systems.

Fiber Optic Communications
Communications within New York City
Fiber optic cable is particularly attractive
attractive for
for use
use in
in New
New York City
City because
it requires relatively little duct space, and underground duct
duct space
space is
is aa scarce
scarce
resource.
resource. Moreover,
Moreover, fiber is most appropriate to
to high-volume
high-volumepoint-to-point
point-to-point
communications, such
such as connecting
centers or linking
communications,
connecting telephone switching centers
data processing
processing centers.
centers. New York Telephone has been quite active in using
fiber optics
optics to
to replace
copper wire
wire in its telephone
fiber
replace copper
telephone plant. A
A 48,000
48,000 circuit
fiber "Ring
"Ring around
fiber
around Manhattan" (RAM)
(RAM) connects
connects the 12
12 major
major switching
switching
centers in Manhattan. Ducts
Ductshave
havealready
already been
been laid to increase RAM's
RAM's capaccapacity by aa factor
ity
factor of
of four
four ififand
andwhen
whendemand
demand exists.
exists. New
New York
York Telephone
Telephone
also has a fiber
also
fiber optic network to provide
provide "Video
"Video around
around Manhattan" that
that
Manhattan businesses
provides Manhattan
businesses with
with enhanced
enhanced digital
digitalservices,
services, including
including widewideband video
video transmission.
transmission.
In addition,
addition, New
New York
York Telephone's
Telephone's Interborough
Interborough Optical
Optical Network
Network conconin Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, Queens,
Queens, the
the Bronx,
Bronx, Manhattan,
Manhattan, Nassau
nects 31 central offices
offices in
County, and Westchester
Westchester County. The Interborough Optical Network consists
of cable
cable with
with aa capacity
capacity of 5.8 million
million voice
voice or
or data
data conversations
of 130 miles of
and will
and
will tie in
in with
with New
New York
York Telephone's
Telephone's existing
existing fiber
fiber network in ManManto the
hattan. This
This system
system provides
provides the
the latest
latest telecommunications
telecommunications services
services to
boroughs other
other than Manhattan
boroughs
Manhattan and
and will
will enhance
enhance not
not only
only the
the telecommutelecommunications infrastructure
infrastructure throughout
throughout the
the city,
nications
city, but also
also the
the city's
city'seconomic
economic
development potential
potential outside Manhattan.
development
New York Telephone isis one of several fiber optic systems, albeit the largest,
within New York City.
City. As
As discussed
discussed above,
above, Teleport
Teleport Communications,
Communications, Inc.,
Inc.,
operates a fiber
operates
fiber system
system connecting
connecting Manhattan,
Manhattan, Staten
Staten Island,
Island, Brooklyn,
Brooklyn,
Queens, and
and New
New Jersey.
Jersey. In addition,
Queens,
addition, major corporate
corporate users
users have
have installed
installed

Telecommunications
Systems and
and Large
Large World
Telecommunications Systems
World Cities
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their own
own fiber
fiber optic
optic systems
systems within
withinspecific
specific areas
areas of Manhattan.
Manhattan. Examples
Examples
of such fiber
fiber systems
systems include these:
these:
Manhattan Cable
andGroup
Group W
W Cable.
Cable. MCT
MCT and
Manhattan
Cable Television
Television and
and Group
Group
W use
use fiber optic trunks
trunks inintheir
theirrespective
respective head-ends
head-ends at 120
120 East
East 23
Street and
and 5120
Street
5120 Broadway.
ITT. ITT
ITToperates
operates fiber
fiberoptic
opticcables
cables in
in the
the lower
lower Manhattan
Manhattan financial
financial
cablesare
areused
usedasasa alink
linktoto ITT's
ITT's earth
district. These
These cables
earth station
station and
and to
ITT's Long-Distance
at I1Whitehall
ITT's
Long-Distance Center
Center at
WhitehallStreet.
Street.
Citicorp. Citicorp
fiber optics
opticsin
in its
its MICRONET
MICRONET system
Citicorp.
Citicorp uses
uses fiber
system that links
links
(20 Exchange
ExchangePlace,
Place,111
Ill Wall
its downtown offices
offices (20
WallStreet,
Street, and
and 55
55 Water
Street) with
with its
Park Avenue and
and Citicorp
Street)
its headquarters
headquarters at 399 Park
Citicorp Center.
Center.
McGraw-Hill. There
McGraw-Hill's headMcGraw-Hill
There isis aa fiber optic link
linkbetween
between McGraw-Hill's
headquarters at
at 1221
Avenue of the
quarters
1221 Avenue
the Americas
Americas and
and their satellite
satellite offices
offices at
1633 Broadway.
1633
SIAC.
Industry Automation Corporation
SI
AC. The
The Securities
Securities Industry
Corporation has
has combined
combined
links between
between SIAC's
SIAC's information
information processfiber optic and coaxial cable
cable links
processing center at 55 Water Street
Street and
and the New York
YorkStock
Stock Exchange
Exchange and
and
between the
the center
center and
and the
the American Stock
between
Stock Exchange.
Exchange.
Western Union.
Union. Western
Western Union
Union provides
Western
provides fiber optic communications
communications
for customers
and for other
for
customers and
other communications
communications carriers.
carriers. The
The company
company
has the
the legal
legal authority
authority to use
has
use public right-of-way
right-of-way for
forcommunications
communications
systems, such
such as
as fiber
fiber optics.
systems,

Cable Television
Television Systems
Systems in New
New York City
Cable
Two
systems are
are operational
operational in
in New
Two cable
cable television
television systems
New York City.
City. Both
Both
are in Manhattan,
are
Manhattan, but
but plans
plans are
areunderway
underwayfor
forcable
cabletelevision
television systems
systems to
to
be built in Brooklyn, Queens,
Queens, Staten
Staten Island,
Island, and
and the
the Bronx. Manhattan Cable
Cable
Televisionoperates
operatesfrom
from86th
86thStreet
Streeton
onthe
the east
east side
side to
to 79th
79th Street
Street on
on the
Television
west side,
side, south
south to Battery Park, and
west
and including
including Roosevelt
Roosevelt Island. MCT has
approximately 207,000
approximately
207,000 subscribers and provides
provides 33
33 channels of
of cable programprogramming. MCT also has a subsidiary, Manhattan Cable
Cable Communications
Communications Systems,
Systems,
that provides
provides data transmission
transmission service
service to
to 12
12organizations, including
including Bankers
Bankers
Trust, the
Trust,
the Chase
Chase Manhattan
Manhattan Bank,
Bank, Shearson
Shearson American
American Express,
Express, Morgan
Morgan
Guaranty, and the
Guaranty,
the City
City of
of New
New York.
York.
Manhattan Cable
Cable Television
Television data transmission
transmission services
services are not
not distance
distance
sensitive and
and thus provide an advantage to users
sensitive
users between
between lower
lower Manhattan
Manhattan
and midtown
midtown Manhattan.
Manhattan. Once
Once regarded
regarded as
as unreliable
unreliable for
for data
data transmission,
transmission,
cable television
television systems
systemshave
have been
been upgrading
upgradingtheir
their plant,
plant, and Manhattan
cable
Manhattan
Cable Television
Television has
has installed
installed aa redundant
redundant transmission
transmission system
system in
in the
the central
Cable
business district.
district. Furthermore,
Furthermore, MCT
MCT will
will soon
soon be
be linked
linked to
to the
the New York
business
York
and American Stock
Stock Exchanges.
Exchanges.
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Group
Group W
W Cable
Cable operates
operates in
in upper
upper Manhattan,
Manhattan, has
has approximately
approximately105,000
105,000
subscribers,
and provides 27 channels
subscribers, and
channels of cable programming. Because
Because Group
Group
W Cable
the Manhattan Central Business
District, its
Cable is located
located outside
outside the
Business District,
its serservices
areprimarily
primarily limited
vices are
limitedtotoproviding
providingresidential
residentialcustomers
customers with
withcable
cable televitelevision.
for internal corpoAn important
importantexample
exampleof
ofhow
howcoaxial
coaxialcable
cable can
can be
be used
used for
corpois provided
provided by
by the
theChase
ChaseManhattan
ManhattanBank's
Bank's"Metronet"
"Metronet"
rate communications is

system in
in lower Manhattan.
Manhattan uses
coaxialcable
cabletoto link
link
system
Manhattan. Chase
Chase Manhattan
uses coaxial
four buildings-59
four
buildings—59Maiden
MaidenLane,
Lane,80
80Pine
Pine Street,
Street, 11 New
Plaza, and
and
New York Plaza,
Chase Manhattan
Manhattan Plaza—for
Plaza-for high-speed
Chase
high-speeddata
datatransmission
transmissionamong
among these
these facilifacilities. In addition,
for video conferencties.
addition,Chase
Chase Manhattan
Manhattan uses
uses the coaxial cable
cable for
New York Plaza
Manhattan Plaza and plans
planseventually
eventually
ing between New
Plaza and Chase
Chase Manhattan
to use
use the
the system
system for voice
voice communication.
communication. The
The Chase
Chase "Metronet"
"Metronet"system
system
is connected
connected via Manhattan Cable
Cable Television's
Television's data
data transmission
transmission system
system to
Chase Manhattan
Manhattan facilities
facilities at 350
Chase
350 Park Avenue
Avenue as
as well.

Terrestrial Microwave
York City
Terrestrial
Microwave Systems
Systems in New
New York
Microwave transmission
are used
used for
for point-to-point communicatransmission systems
systems are
communications. Transmission
occurs over
over aa straight
straight line, and this
tions.
Transmission occurs
this requires
requires aa line-ofline-ofsight transmission
transmission path.
path. Users
Users of
of microwave
microwavetechnology
technology include
includebroadcast
broadcast
television
stationsfor
for their
their studio-to-transmitter
studio-to-transmitterlinks,
links,AT&T,
AT&T, New
New York
television stations
Telephone,
RCA, and
The following
Telephone, RCA,
and large
large commercial
commercial banks.
banks. The
following are
are among
among
the users
users of microwave
microwave transmission.
transmission.

links its Manhattan-based
Hughes Communication
Communication links
Manhattan-based customers
customers to its
its
satellite earth
earth station in Brooklyn.
satellite
Brooklyn.
Broadcast Television
Television Stations use microwave to connect studios to transmitters atop
atop the
the World
World Trade
Trade Center.
Center. Mobile
Mobiletelevision
television vans use microwave to
to transmit
and WNET also
wave
transmit "live
"live news"
news" to
to television
television studios,
studios, and
also
uses microwave
microwave to
to link
link its
its Newark,
Newark, New
New Jersey,
Jersey,and
and Manhattan
Manhattan studios.
uses
uses microwave transmission to communicate
Citicorp
communicate between
between facilities
facilities
Citicorp uses
within
in
within New
New York
York City
City and
and to
to connect
connect with
with its
its satellite
satellite facilities
facilities in
New Jersey.
Jersey.
microwave transmission
transmission to
to link its corpoManufacturers
Manufacturers Hanover
Hanover uses
uses microwave
rate headquarters
at
270
Park
Avenue
with
its
computer
headquarters
270 Park Avenue
computer center
center at 44
New York Plaza
Plaza and
and back
back office
office operations located at Hicksville,
Hicksville, Long
Long
Island.
McGraw-Hill
link from
from its
its headquarters
headquarters in Manhattan
McGraw-Hill has a microwave link
to its corporate data
data processing
processing and
and warehouse
warehouse facilities
facilities in Heightstown,
Heightstown,
New Jersey.
Jersey.
"news copy"
copy" to
to its
The New
York Times
Times uses microwave
microwave to transmit "news
The
New York
printing
Jersey and
and to satellite earth
earth stations
stations for distribuprinting presses
presses in New Jersey
tion to printing
printing presses
presses across the country.
country.
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RCA operates
operates a private
and data service
private line voice
voice and
service from
from its
its central
central

terminal office
at 50 Broad
Broad Street
Street to its earth station
office at
station in
in Vernon
Vernon Valley,
Valley,
New Jersey.
Jersey.
American Satellite
from the World
Satellite Corporation
Corporation has a microwave
microwave link from
Trade Center to
to its
its earth
earth station
station ininVernon
Vernon Valley,
Valley, New
New Jersey.
Jersey.
Eastern Microwave
Microwave is a common
Eastern
common carrier microwave
microwave company that proprovides
microwave transmission
transmission to
to a variety of private and public
vides microwave
public users.
users.
It has
at the World Trade
has microwave
microwave relays
relays at
Trade Center,
Center, Penn
Penn Plaza,
Plaza, the
the
Gulf and Western
and at other locations
Western Building on Columbus Circle,
Circle, and
in New
New York
York City.
City.
At the
the present
present time,
time, ititisisvirtually
virtuallyimpossible
impossible to
to obtain
obtain aalow-frequency
low-frequency
(and
transmissionpath
path in
in Manhattan.
Manhattan. Either
Either a
(and more
more reliable)
reliable) microwave
microwave transmission
user must do aa search
search of
of FCC
FCC records
records and
and of
of actual
actual frequency
frequency routes
routes before
before
made to
to the FCC, or
an application
application is made
or aa user
user may
may lease
lease aa frequency
frequency from
from a
regional common carrier (such
(such as
as Eastern
Eastern Microwave)
Microwave) that
that has
has been
been assigned
assigned
groups of
of frequencies.
frequencies.

Cellular
Cellular Mobile Radio
Radio in New York City
Until recently,
telephone service
service in
in the
the United
recently, mobile
mobile telephone
United States
States was highly
limited.
limited. The advent of cellular mobile radio has created
created aa new
new environment
for mobile telephone service,
and the Federal
for
service, and
Federal Communications
Communications Commission
Commission
has authorized
in New
authorized two firms
firms to provide
provide cellular
cellular mobile
mobile service
service in
New York
City, NYNEX
City,
NYNEX and
and Cellular
Cellular Telephone
Telephone Company.
Company. NYNEX
NYNEX currently
currently has
has
more
more than
than 10,000
10,000 subscribers
subscribers and expects
expects to
to have
have110,000
110,000 customers
customers by
by
1990.
The Cellular Telephone Company's system was given FCC authoriza1990. The
authorization in October
October 1984.
1984.

Smart Buildings
Buildings and
and Local
Local Area
Area Networks in
Smart
New York City
A smart
smart building
building can
can refer
refer to:
to: (1)
(1) an
anintegrated
integrated management
management system
system for
for
elevators, energy, security, and other building
building services;
services; (2) an integrated teletelecommunications network
communications
network for
for local,
local, long-distance,
long-distance, and
and enhanced
enhanced services
services (such
(such
mail and teleconferencing); or
or (3)
(3) aa building that provides integrated
as voice mail
A local area network
telecommunications and building management services.
services. A
(LAN) provides a communications
link, within a single
(LAN)
communications link,
single building or among
among
a number of
of buildings,
buildings, for personal and mainframe
mainframe computers, data storage
storage
banks, printers, and other
other computer
computer and
and telecommunications
telecommunicationsequipment. The
LAN can
can be
be provided
provided by
by coaxial
coaxial cable,
cable, copper
copper telephone
telephone wire,
wire, or
or fiber
fiber optic
optic
cable, depending
depending on
on the
the particular design
cable,
design and use.
use.
Smart buildings
buildings usually offer
offer "shared tenant
tenant services"
services" (STS),
(STS), sophisticated
sophisticated
telecommunicationsservices
servicesthat
thatare
are marketed
marketed to
to building
building tenants
tenants and
and that
telecommunications
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of scale
and one-stop
one-stop convenience
conveniencefor
for smallsmall- and
and middlemiddleprovide economies
economies of
scale and
size firms. For
size
For real
realestate
estatedevelopers,
developers, shared
shared tenant
tenant services
services offer aa service
service
to tenants
tenants and
and aa potential
potential source
source ofofrevenue;
revenue;ininmost
mostcases,
cases, developers
developers have
formed partnerships
with telecommunications
formed
partnerships with
telecommunications firms to
to market
marketand
andmanage
manage
such building-based communications
such
communications services.
services.
Tishman-Speyer
375 Hudson
Hudson Street
Street
Tishman-Speyerisisconstructing
constructingaa smart
smart building
building at
at 375
in lower Manhattan
Manhattan that
thatwill
willbebedesigned
designed totoaccommodate
accommodate the
the latest
latest telecomtelecomand computer systems.
systems.There
Therewill
will be
be facilities
facilities for
for satellite transmunications and
mission from
from the
mission
the roof, large
large floor
floor areas
areas for computer
computer facilities, and
and vertical
vertical
duct space
Several other
other office
office buildings
buildings
space for advanced
advanced transmission
transmission systems.
systems. Several
are
under construction
construction in New York
York City
are under
Citywith
withsimilar
similarcapabilities
capabilitiesfor
forshared
shared
tenant services.r
services.7

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND
AND ECONOMIC
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
From an
developmentperspective,
perspective,thetheCity
CityofofNew
New York
York is
From
an economic
economic development
vitally
market and
and infrastructure.
infrastructure. Inforvitally interested
interested in
in the
the telecommunications
telecommunications market
mation
mation intensive
intensive private
private firms
firmsrequire
requireaccess
access to
to sophisticated
sophisticated telecommunicatelecommunications services
andfacilities
facilities that
that are
are competitively
competitively priced.
priced. To aa large
tions
services and
large extent,
continued information
information sector
sector growth
growth will
willbe
bedependent
dependent on
on meeting
meeting user
user decontinued
mands. To date,
date, the high
high demand
demand for
forspecialized
specialized telecommunications
telecommunicationsservices
services
has
enabledNew
New York
York to take the lead
lead in
in introducing
introducing competitive
has enabled
competitive telecommutelecommunication
nication services.
services.

Continued
growth and
Continued growth
and innovation
innovation will
will depend
depend upon
upon regulatory
regulatory policies
policies
that contribute
contribute to New
New York
York City's
City's role
role as
as aa world
world center
center for
for informationbased services.
services.Conversely,
Conversely,economically
economicallyinefficient
inefficientregulatory
regulatory policies
policies could
could
based
constrain market competition and technological innovation and
limit the
and limit
the conconinfrastructure. One
tinued development
development of the city's telecommunications infrastructure.
One mathe growth of
that allow
jor policy
policyissue
issue concerns
concerns the
of competitive
competitive technologies
technologies that
large-volume
the public
public network
network operated
large-volume telecommunications
telecommunicationsusers
users to bypass
bypass the
operated
by New
New York
YorkTelephone.
Telephone.Organizations
Organizations have
have always
always been
been able
able to
to bypass
bypass
the public
public network
network(often
(often through
throughservices
services provided
provided by New York
YorkTelephone),
Telephone),
but
but the
the availability
availabilityofofnew
newtelecommunications
telecommunications systems
systems and
and the desire
desire to
avoid
contributed totoincreased
avoid long-distance
long-distanceaccess
access charges have contributed
increaseduse
useofofbypass
bypass
technologies.
The Federal
technologies. The
Federal Communications
Communications Commission
Commission defines
defines bypass
bypass as
as
"the transmission
that do
do not
not use
use the
the facilities
facilities of
transmission of
of long-distance
long-distance messages
messages that
local
companiesavailable
availabletotothe
the general
generalpublic,
public, but
but that could
local telephone
telephone companies
could
use
such facilities."e
use such
facilities."8
It
It isisuseful
useful to
to distinguish
distinguishbetween
between "economic"
"economic"and
and"uneconomic"
"uneconomic"bypass.
bypass.
"Uneconomic"
alternative communications facilities
facilities
"Uneconomic"bypass
bypassrefers
refers to
to the
the use
use of alternative
whose actual
actual costs
costs are
are below
below the
the telephone
telephone company's
company'srates,
rates,but
but that
that may
whose
still
still be
be ininexcess
excess of
of the
the telephone
telephone company's
company's underlying
underlying costs.
costs. By
By contrast,
contrast,
"economic" bypass
"economic"
bypass involves
involves genuinely more efficient
efficient telecommunications
telecommunications serservice by alternative
alternativemeans.
means.

TelecommunicationsSystems
Systemsand
andLarge
Large World
WorldCities
titles
Telecommunications
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A
will permit
A widely
widelyheld
held concern
concern is
is that
that new
new telecommunications
telecommunications systems
systems will
"uneconomic bypass" by encouraging
encouraging providers
providers to
to enter
enter the
themarket
market primarily
primarily
"uneconomic
businesseswith
withhigh
high telecommunications
telecommunications costs
costslocated
locatedin
in the
the central
to serve
serve businesses
business
district and
and draw
draw them
business district
them away from the
the public
publictelephone
telephone network.
network.
This
implications for
This has
has serious
serious implications
for the
the financial
financialbase
base of
of the
the telephone
telephone network,
network,
since
4 ofofNew
by
since J^
NewYork
YorkTelephone's
Telephone'slong-distance
long-distancerevenues
revenues are
are generated
generated by
three tenths
three
tenths of 11percent
percent ofofitsitsbusiness
business customers.9
customers.9 New York
York Telephone
Telephone
reports that one
one in
in three
three ofofitsitslargest
largestcustomers
customersalready
alreadyengages
engages in bypass
bypass
and that
that more
and
more than
than half
half of
ofNew
NewYork
YorkTelephone's
Telephone's largest
largest customers
customers plan
plan
to bypass
bypass in the
the future.1°
future.10 For
For large
large users
users that
that do
dobypass,
bypass, however,
however, many
many
still
still rely
rely on
on New
New York
YorkTelephone
Telephone for
for aa substantial
substantial part of
of telecommunication
telecommunication
service.',
service.11

•

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

•

The intense
concentration of information
intense concentration
informationhandling
handlingand
andprocessing
processing activities
activities
in the
the City
City ofofNew
NewYork
Yorkhas
hasgiven
givenrise
risetotoaasophisticated
sophisticatedand
anddiverse
diverse telecomtelecommunications infrastructure
infrastructurethat
that isisunmatched
unmatched by
by any
any city
city in
inthe
the United
UnitedStates.
States.
Technological
conjunction with
Technological advances
advances inin conjunction
with the
the deregulation
deregulation of
of the
the telecomtelecommunications industry have
the city's
city's information
information infrastructure
have strengthened
strengthened the
infrastructure

and
and possibilities
possibilities for economic
economic growth.
growth. New
Newcommunications
communicationstechnologies
technologies

enhance
enhance the productivity of the city's
city's industries
industries by
by allowing
allowing firms to extend
their geographic
geographic reach and to market
market new
new products
products and
and services
services on aa global
global
basis.
This is essential
essential to
to the
the growing
international trade
trade that is centered
basis. This
growing international
centered in
the world's
world's "gateway"
"gateway" cities.
cities.
Although
Although the teleport project
project on
on Staten
Staten Island
Island has
has received
received a great
great deal
deal
of public attention,
attention, this chapter has demonstrated that the
the telecommunications
telecommunications
infrastructure
infrastructure in
in the
the City
Cityof
ofNew
New York
Yorkconsists
consists of
ofaa diversity
diversityof
of telecommunitelecommunications systems that both complement
complement and
and compete
compete with
with the
the services
services provided
by Teleport
Teleport Communications, Inc. Moreover, it highlights the important role
role
of the
sector in planning
the private
private sector
planning and
and developing
developing new
new telecommunications
telecommunications
systems that encompass
encompass fiber
fiber optics,
optics, microwave,
microwave, coaxial
coaxial cable,
cable, and
and satellite,
satellite,
as well
well as
as twisted
twisted pairs
pairs of
of copper
copper wire.
wire. Finally,
Finally, this
this chapter
chapter provides
provides an
an
important case study of the relationship of teleports to the changing telecomimportant
telecominfrastructure within
munications infrastructure
withincities
cities and the need to understand the
the system
system
of wires,
wires, ducts,
ducts, and channels
of
channels that transmit
transmit information
information within
within large
large cities.
cities.
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